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PREFACE

A THOUGH the ma-.erials which have been utiliieJ in the prepara-
tion o' this book are almost exclusively in the Russian language,
the primary and seconJary sources ue given fully. In the early
chapters I have drawn heavily upon the masterly work of the late
Professor Kluchevsky, the greater ponion of which, since this boo
was written, 'las been translated into English by Mr. Hogarth.
In some of the later chapters I have also drawn heavily upon the
numerous writings o( Mr. V. E. Semevsky, and I am besides
indebted to this author for generous assistance by correspondence.
For other portions of these volumes the authorities are very
numerous.

I have to express my grateful arknowledgraents to the Imperial
Russian Ministry of Finance, to the Departments of Commerce
and Industry and of Cusvoms, and to the Imperial Free Economical
Society of St. Petersburg, and also to several of the Zemstvo
authorities in various parts of European Russia for a large
number of statistical books and papers. I am indebted to the
University of Columbia College, New York, for the loan of many
volumes from its valuable collection of materials for the study
of the Russian Revolution

, to Professor V. V. Svyatlovsky of St.
Petersburg, to whose suggesrion tnd encouragement the present
volumes are due, for never-faiUng l.ii.,1ne£s in procuring material
and for replyin,- to inquiries

: to Profejsor Kaufman of the
University of St. Petersburg, to Professor Odarchenko of the
University of Warsaw, to Professor Den of bt. Petersburg, to
Mr. V. E. Varzar of St. Petersburg, Mr. A. Konshin of Serpukhov,
Mr. A. F. Gryaznov of Yaroslav, Mr. Glyebov of Cher.iigov, and
Mr. Dunayev of Moscow, for numerous books and papers. I am
very specially indebted for self-sacrificing and most skilful assist-
ance, extending over several years, in translation and investigation
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and for careful rcadins of the orooft in Mr P d mi. .

M<«ow,
, Have al»,1o •xpres^'^^y ^b, "/.i^n,

^„
^^^rha^n'Shaklinov, and o mv ptNcient hvlivr. i„.» i L j

"'"»"
P«hkov, and Michael d..sS,.n'^' '" '"^''- ''""^y

Many other Russian friends to whom J am n».».k . .

indebted for knowledge of Ru»ia„ I«Z. I 17,^^^^mentioning explicitly by name.
""" '"^

JAMES MAVOR.

UxivtuiTV o» ToaoNTO,
t'l January 1914.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

While the development ol the Russian Slate may not be, as the
Shvophils seem to imply, absolutely unique, the immensity of the
area of the Empire, the complete contiguity ol its territories the
comparative recency of some of its conquests and annexations.
the ethnical diversity of its people, the prolicity of .ts nuclear race
the particularism " of many of its constituent nations and the
variety of its physical geography and of its natural resources
produce a total of characteristics to which there i« no exact
contemporary parallel. The nuclear group uhose descendants
mingled as the original stock has been with the blood of
other races, cventuaUy acquired political control over the whole
imperial dominion, was the group of Easter Slavs. This
group makes its fi.st appearance in history, not Asia, but in
Europe—on the northern slopes of the Cariathianf From thence
they made their mcursions into the Roman Empire, and later made
numerous migrations by means of which they overran the Great
Russian Plain. When the Eastern Slavs lived in the forests and
swamps of the upper waters of the Vistula and the Dmeper their
mode of existence, and pn.bably also their polity, can hardly have
differed materiaUy from those of the tribes of other races which
at the same or earlier epochs occupied the forests and swamps of
the Central European Hain. The characteristic features of both
regions appear to have been the growth of trading towns on the
nver systems, the political and military control of the river routes
and of the surrounding regions by these trading towns the rise of
petty principalities, the union of these into groups, and in Europe
and Russia at somewhat different periods, their imperial organizT-
tion. In Europe the fabric of wide extended empire was erected
only to be destroyed

; in Russia it was effectively constructed and
It is still remaimng. In the latter case this result was rendered
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.very dw^gen^ in"ct.rtr 'j^"TtS r/"-™- -»
independent, and th-re was no on^nL- . !" vigorous and
of multiplication andsXH^Z I

"'' °* '"'*"™' •»*«"
fully in n^ntain^gC^°TSror-^!TV? l^^'

'"^"»-
autonomy and imper™ auto,^.J ..-^

""^'^ '*t*«™ '«=»'

throughout and X™L CX^^lfLdT: ^''^ '" ="™P«
the struggles between the Rm.;/®?' ""*" counterparts in

on the ?ne .de rd1 Cc" w'orrnrH
'"' ""^"^ P"-ipalities

Euro^ the imperial id^gavr^yCr" """id™ T °''^^-
'"

but in Russia the imoerial iA^7 1- ! "*"'' "' nationality
;

principality after pEhtl!^ !f
"^o"""^. '""n after towi.,

and caVe to te vfe™eXn,JoTr^,v''7 *'.' ^""'^"^ °' ""^"^
accomplished by mets oH Whly'^eMral.z"d°^

^"^ *='^'' "'''

an Imperial Government partly founde^t^^
adnumstration. by

and^rtly modelled uponZ ^ufT^rTCjr^" *"'""""

been^d;;?:^ I'ti^uo'urp^eiT;^ rr-^'^- '" •--
of the Asiatic peoples, who^.^'horde 1^ f 'T'*'"^

*>>« attacks

Russian fronti^s^ompro^^°ftLTl.fr^ '!,°™™8 "^° '^e

avenues of trade by me^T^f iS^.f^^^ ""'' ™"»g off the

stood between Asia and Euro^-r^ 'ill^ tffv'
''^"^- ^"^='

exist, the Asiatic hordes hTto te "^U d o^' ? '*°P!f ™«'''
geographical position of Russia haV fZ ,^ / subjugated. The
unity of the Empire and ^S M, , f ^^termined at once the

acquiredsomeAsia't"bi:od^a.?th:yerhiErtt" ? '"^^ '^^^
they have at least kept the frontier^, F^^

'"'"' ^""^'"^ ''^*='

Ages from Asiatic conquest The Monll ".T."."" "*" ^^^^
themselves upon her. Vv „ whence xtv t'"" "'' ''"* ^°^'
powder and dispersed the eXustln -^7 ^"^ "'^^^ ground to
no farther than Moravia whSf^ntt/r rinf" ^^'''''''^ ^"™P«
by the Russians who heldThTm con,t/nH T '•"'^ *"^ '^"^''ed

Russia has absorbed Ze Wol!" 7°" ^"°"" '""''^^- «
saved Europe from Mrg^nS^ '^f*'' f"^ '^^ ='* ''"^t

"ew of some Russian WTiters halra^hi.HT^ ,^'^1 '''"'="' '" ">«
the arts ^f peace, saving during n.l ^^''*'" ^"°I« *" Pu«ue
Plish rap.a'^og;ess7n dvZfi^ ^'r'''^7^'^-^<^ *° -»">-
aHties and the ^emocrati.ir of?h:irpo^r^rt"3:
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according to this view, possible only on condition of immunity
from attack by external hordes. The gain to Europe was how-
ever ofiset by the great sacrifice to Russia involved in the
depnvation of immediate share in that progress. The stability of
European avihzation has been secured by continuous settlementm the same comparatively restricted region for a thousand years
whUe not only were the Russians migratory by habit during a large
part of that time, but the pressure from without caused on more
than one occasion wholesale migrations. The continuity of the
national hfe was thus interrupted and tiie progress of it retardedMy smce the disappearance of absolutism in Western Europe
can Russia be held to occupy an unique position in a poUtical sense
In spite of the great advantages of position, the victory of the
Revolution over absolute authority was not by any means rapidly
accomphshed in the West; where traces of absolutism lingered until
quite recent days. In Russia, notwithstanding enormous difficulties
both within the Government and outside of it, important modi-
fications have at last been effected during the past few strenuous
years. It must be said also that at no period of their history
were the Russian people entirely quiescent under autocratic rule
Anciently the people, in spite of their generally peaceful character
were by no means infrequently engaged in violent disputes with
the representatives of authority, and in modem times the country
has on several occasions been plunged into chaos by revolutionary
movements. '

External causes have at frequent intervals profoundly affected
Rusaan development. The defeat of Peter the Great at Narva by
Charles XII of Sweden occasioned the reorganization of the Russian
mihtary system; and through that the reorganization of Russian
society. The invasion of Russia by Napoleon drew Russia into
the vortex of European diplomacy. The defeat of Russia by
England and France in the Crimea led on the one hand to the
Emancipation of the serfs and on the other to the building up of
the Russian Far-Eastern Empire. The defeat of Russia by lapan
occasioned the Revolution and endowed Russia with a quaS-
constitutional system. From the time of Peter the Great untilnow Russia has benefited rather by her defeats than by her
victones. She has the Asiatic quaUty of resiUence. She is never
more to be feared than when she has just been beater
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ment to an extraordina^deer« n^ rri! ? ™"'* '°' *•>« "l^^^lop^

penetrative literary cri.i4™f" By "nskv 'If"^,r
"**"-» '*^

power-witness Pushkin in poetrvTl, •
' ^" *^ °' "rti^tic

Tchaikovsky in music, and fepTn I riT'"^"°'''°y '" P™^-
thusiasm-as in Tolstoy, for induce C"^'' !."^ "' ^*'''«' ™-
We. sordid enougl, for the cult^vato .,d?^r^°"''"'r'°'

«'^»"
the best minds of the nation from ?n-

^''"^' '>^^« f'^^rved
materialism. If sonTetimes "to Th™ pra"tLT w":

'° ""'""'-'"
many Russians seem visionary anrf f™ ^ Y'"^™ European,
self-complacent satisfact rt^h "o^toTh?''"'' '' '^ **" 'hat
suiting from the exercise of rrc^nSel ^^ ""' '"^""^ «-
a mental and moral Jolt from t?o^'th^7''T ''™''* ^^«'^«
hmgs, but who look upon ZeZnt^T't'^T """" °' ">«^«

It the Western European points out^h^f
p""^ •"'"' <" ""v.

-dealism to which it giveT "i hale^^'
^"^'^" ™""^e and the

serfdom, the Russian may re ort as7„ v'k
"""^""^ ^^^'^^ by

that European culture is sir^Sv H.
^'^^ Probability he would,

of the free labourer, buUh^'^co^^tdl^"*T"
'"^ ^^P'°'*^«°"

rather destitute of ideahsm.
"'*'"'' "^'b Russian culture, it is

The maintenance of serfdom ,,. d
abandoned in Western E^^t aid^h '°"^ ""^^ '' '««' been
government until now, have contrlblL""'"*™^" <>' "^^"^^
tardation of the developmen of "he^ountrv"^'*'"*'^

*° '"^ '-
m r political sense. From the ZTT^- " ^ '°"^' ^= "«" as
this has been a deplorable itd^: TT ,"' ""="' P'°eress
view of the student , .e retarX^^n f '

, J^'
^""^ **><= P°mt «*

customs and institutions whicht"^"' '" *° *''" ™^^^^ <"
viously existed in W^terrEuro" 7''t*

'™'" '°"^ P^e-
appeared at a more or kiremote°S'

,'"'*•"'''"'' ''"™ *bere dis-
of their former existence C 1™rt:"f h'^""'*''

'"' ^"""^
brought Russia from a medisvaUo?^^ ^'^^^ """'"^b have
state have been going on durfnl he ^^^I'tv v"™"""^

'""' ^^'
of close and competent observers pt .^ ^^"^ """^^ *be eyes
changes has been'tvatched and descr^Kt^ " *'^" ^'"'^'"-'

any e,ual op^rtun.ty -"Tdrrij^Sr.^^^^
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without taking into account at least the salient feature of
Russian social development general economic history cannot
be written.

Up till quite recent years, however, an economic history of
Russia could not have been satisfactorily attempted. It was
necessary in the first instance that the documentary evidence
afforded by the great mass of official, ecclesiastical, and private
papers should be made available, and that this evidence should be
examined by competent scholars. This worlt has engaged the
attention of large groups of Russian historians, economists, and
jurists, especially during the past twenty-five years. A great mass
of valuable historical Uterature has been pouring from the press,
subjecting previously accepted conclusions to criticism in the light
of fresh evidence and as well offering new interpretations of pre-
viously known documents. What is equaUy interesting and im-
portant, the same scientific enthusiasm and skiU have been applied
to recent and contemporary conditions. The literature of the
subject is so extensive and the ramifications of the problems which
emerge at every point so numerous, that it would be idle to pretend
that the following pages do more than suggest the extent and
content of the field. Until the recent publication of the transla-
tion of the Course of Russian History by the late Professor
Kluchevsky there was not in English any indication of the wealth
of new historical material which during the past few years has made
its appearance in Russia.

In the following pages an attempt is made, in accordance with
the new pomt of view, to give an account of the currents of Russian
economic history. The foi n^ition of Russian national life in the
free trading towns, the dispersal of the Kiev Russ, their appearance
on the Great Russian Plain, their comparatively late devotion to
agriculture, the means they took to defend themselves against
surrounding hostile tribes, the development of the appanage system
the growth in power of the Moscow princedom and the eventual
absorption by it of the free towns, are sketched broadly. Beneath
the changes of political forms there is observable and there is de-
scribed in greater detail the series of economical and juridical changes
which led to the firm binding of the peasant in the triple knot of
bondage. When modern industry began in Western Europe early
in the eighteenth century, Peter the Great, partly driven by
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=r2Ci;:^4™?r' IT'" -^^« *"« West
UnU Mountains, andt he MdV;^'?' k"" °J ^ '">" " '"«
by mean, of the forced kbour of tens of t^' '^^'' '"'^ "='««
Due credit must be given toLtlTu ^''f^^nds of bondmen
to What he considereTwere th 'Ll"^^

-"-"ificing devotion
the pursu,t of his industrial policy he was wL^'

"""'^
" '"'* '"

^rty, or personality. Retribution ! ^ "gardless of life.

T^oughout the eighteenth c^tu^andlTtVth"""*"* ^^ns.'
was discussed endlessly, but it remain,H

*''\P^^nt question
Successive sovereigns do™ til, th. ! T * ^""'^^ ''"Ms*
'"th the question only told fh.™ T °' ^'^"'"^ ' ^appled
.mpossible-,0 hberate' the'Sslr^t'hLf'''• ^''^^ '^^^ *^«
he control of their niasters,'^^ themTn' «T^"« '^"" '"^
anyone, and to increase the r ecfnomkT ^ **'' '"*''°"* "^t to
polmcal hberty. Eventually the C^ "f '.1°"J

^'^°''' "^ard to
and finally cut, and the peasant?™ ^ '*"'^ee were loosened
But.as he found eretrhT4s,:S:"v""'^*''"S like freedom'
generations of peasants had to.ld for a L ""i"

"''• Successive
were free from formal obh^ns but ^k""'^'^'^"^'=-

""w they
work for the price of their ffeedom It !'Zr" ?™<' ^''" '"
of them found Emancipation an7lJu,L J^

'^°'"^" "»t some
moments of enthusiasticVntWp^tion the ^.i after the first
the.r former proprietors, Sm^s t^h''""','"'^'^^

*"™'l upon
want of agricultural capialkckotcrTHt "°?f"- ^^^ ^«^^.
combmed to keep the pea^ntf'n el™ '

'""^ '""^ °^ ^<'"«'tion
bounhful harvest mere^ pte^rted 1?™* ^"'""y- ^" °^«^onaI
nfenor harvests plunged thTm Into t^

" """' "'''''= '"l-ont
summary can put the peasanron. ,•

"""^"'^ °^ f»™"e No
studied in det^l i„ ord~ iSc T'l

'^'^y- » ""^t be
grasped. "" 't= mtncate character can be fully

towns have groJup and the'fhav
'^''- ^^«^ '"^^W*

chsses new to Russfan soc a, history 'th? "P-l**"" *«" ^-oand the proletarian artisan The w" v ^^ * bourgeoisie
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and as it has done so it has encountered new obstacles Underserfdom economical pressure was most ir.sistently eiirien?ed^der economical freedom, poUtical pressure became egv^Xg'
outiook. He began to realize that elsewhere than in RussiaWOTkmg men even had interest and influence in poM

"
andT

^^Zj\^r'^' i'''^"
»-nbinations were^orbiddTn byGovernment which was therefore held to have identified its intere^t^with those of the employers in the same way as the intoitTof theando^ers and the interests of the Government had teen Me„t fledm the peasant mmd during the days of bondage right A strikewas thus not merely an economical but was aL a^litka "rt

fnnln M .^.^^"""ent. JHeanwhile the capitalist bourgedriefound the confusion of economical and political issues inKextremely troublesome. As a class they were as vet too i^significant numerl^y to hope to exercise ^htical "flu'^nce1^"side of or opposed to the poHtical influence Vt the gentry the nrolf

Sm'llhtT""*^- I^^T
"'*'"=«'> =" infreas7in ;S°^freedom might have benefited in some ways their economical~ r'th:rfTtH*

'"^
r"*''^^'

^^*'™ mvoi'd r^'
rln+r . ^ "' *''^ employers of labour in the industrialcentres are foreigners to R.issia. and their interest and pract"^

JX ',!"''""« '" ** '"'=*'"« Government, whateveriUcha^rtSmight be, conceiving that their economical interests ndgS be^noudy compromised by any other course. The emp oZg clas^

Sd tb. P ^Tt '^T
"°* '^'^""^"^ "> the Revolution,^aKho7gh

S^vetcS^rett."'"'''^'^'^^""^^^^^
While the bulk of the gentry remained loyal to the Throne aquahty for which the Russian character is notable, the quamv ofsympathy brought into the field of politics many membe^ o^thenob hty and gentry who had traditionally regarded trevives as

period there was an apparent unanimity among the onmsitionalelements. This unanimity had a real existence only i^'^^S toopposition to the Government ; for, whenever the necesLtTalos^for positive action, differences developed and th^ S„ i
1°

crumbled into dust in spite of the revolXna^ltate^f mi^trh
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which aU classes were afiected. The close association k^
eco„omi«.l and the poUtical mov^mentre^tiy iS^hrJ^?
position of both movements n detail in order that t^Si "'
economical structure may be fully Jder^^d

*""' '^ '"""S" '"

i
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SKETCH OF THE EARLY ECONOMIC HISTORY
AND OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLITICAL
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INTRODUCTION

Tm fundamental fact of Russian history is the colonisation of the
Great Russian Plain by people who are not known to have been
indigenous in any part of the region. The Eastern SUvs, who
formed the nuclear group of these people, had an origin which is
now obscure

;
but they appear to have entered upon the Russian

Plam from " one of its corners," from the Carpathian Mountains
on the south-west. In his brilliant account of the course of
Ru-Bian history' Professor Kluchevsky divides this history into
four penods

:
First, from the eighth tUl the thirteenth century:SW, from the thirteenth tUl the middle of the fifteenth century

Tktra. from the middle of the fifteenth till the second decade of
the seventeenth century

; and Fourth, from the latter date until
the middle of the nineteenth century.

To these lour periods we n,iy add a Fiji!, Ijm the middle of
the nmeteenih century up till the close ot the Russian Revolutionm igoj-igoo.

.K
?"*/'"' Pe"od was characteriied by the political division of

the land under the leadership of the trading towns. The Second
penod was characterized by the agricultural exploitation of thetovy clay soU of the Moscow region, by means of free peasant
labour under the princes of the VMi of the Upper Volgi The
r*.rrf period was characterized by the poUtical union of the prin-
cipahties mto the Russian State, the chief economic fact being theworking of the heavy soils of the Upper Volga and of the Don
Black boil region, stiU by free peasant labour. But the freedom

iJ ^^^'^^'^y'^';C<"'"">flii"'<anHistofy. 4 vols. Moscow iQo6-iQin

S? ?,^? =.°„'h'- ''^"'""T' '??.*' »"* '"> '' • •»"' "l''i™^ of volumes H ?fS?l
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roundmg the princes. This wa^ th^l i "l^
™'""y <:'ass sur-

tenure The f«„,M perio^^rness^/fh. f

°' T="-'"'y»™i'ita"
cass, formed out of, but distrct fr^l <^

formation of a military
^fe. the pohtical unificatfon by the aid rfth''"^-

"'^ ^'"^^
widely scattered elements of Russian nfr '""'' "' *'"' ""w
economic field, the firm binding ^oth.

"^''^^''^y • ^"d m the
vator, with the growth from thf mMH^ ?L°* "'^ P«^=»"t culti-
<" the great industries. TT^e^J^""'

'" !?« «Shteenth century
greater expansion of the Wia^ don,'^"'^

"^^"^^ the still
outran the means of mihtarySL ^h " "1 "P""^'™ '^Wch
Imperial prestige

; and in tL e o„om^a^^fiTI'"^
'"™'"«'°'> "'

the mmmg, forest, and agricultural^, ** *""= ^''P'oitation of
with an intensified protective poirJ,^*^"' °' ^"'^"*- t°g«ther
ment of industry and the i^rmalCn.-^" r

"""'"*"' ^"~"^^g-=-
Peasantry, with subsequent "1^

of T " °' ""^ """^aged
peasants into debt dependenr; ? °^J^^Se numbers of The
others. This periodK "^ JeCd a'n'"

'°™" """^^ -"d
-^.nctural prc^uctive Po^^r^rrr^Sr

o1
Geographically, the fir<!t f™., • ,

region of the Rui'ian P^Tn, 'Z tKhT^.^ "'"^="^<' "^ «•«
upon which, dudng each p;riod the ma, ^f";?

'"" g^^^ter area
been extended

:
ist. The valley and vl2 1 ^ '"P"'^""" ^

Those of the Upper Vofca 3^ ^.S'"
°' *'»« Dnieper • 2nd

whole; 4th. RuSTa aratholf anT,th"?l
""""'"^ «^'" - a

ct-r/fe "-- <"-- ^^r^Trtf^fTaf

rnifd^tS1s^l:i'r^^S:!rr^P°'^«- and econo-
nucieargroupwas not agriculture bufwastr^H "'-SIP"""" «' 'ho
which were exchanged were thus n th « 1 .

^« ~™modities
products of cultivated soil, but wer" th„ V"f'"^''- "" ""e
honey, wax, and the like-alhoukTh'f °^ ^^^ ^rest-furs,
commerce was, as it was elsewhe^iX? ^"f

'^^''"'le article o
Yet so early as the period of the foLdir^'f7""' '*'« ^ve..
were also, if to a relatively sm^':r„t ,~-. ""'"r-
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for, according to thf: JI. -lir " Annals," they paid tribute partly
in furs and partly • the piLiJiirr. -f the " rala " or old Russian
plough.'

The second esst,iti,,i point is .hat the subsequent economic
history is that of ti.j i.v;iiii;?tion of the various soils in various
regions, this exploitation having an important bearing upon the
political forms which developed contemporaneously. It will be
observed (hat the beginnings of the great industry were almost co-
incident 'vitb the appearance of demands for changes in these
political forms which, even if they had been entirely appropriate
to an agncultural order, were not appropriate to an industrial one.

' Ivluchevsky, oj). cil.. i. p. 6;. The phrase is " 0/ rala." per plough.
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FIRST PERIOD OF RirqsiAw ,

recouections fro™ the gen^rl Sa™X'„r ""''' " ™ "-^^ °™

went not directly from the Danube S ''*r
'" *^ °"'«1«^

m.grat,o„s. The movement wS^tde.^
""'^ .="*^'- <^°n«nurus

charactensed by a long tarryi^rin ,h!fr
""^ ''"*' »"d -'t wasfrom the second till the seventh cemL'^TH"^^"^-

^"^'^^ 'astel
Avars gave an impulse towards th/r^' .

^^^ '^""quests of the
d,rect™,s. As i/the fifth and sLth c^^ °'^ ^'^™ '" -^^0"'
had been moved to the soufhal" we t™^

'l^^ Germanic tribes
^'ons ... so m the seventh centurvT? -' -^^ '^""""<: "va-had a similar effect upon the Slav.W 1 ^ ""™^°"^ °' 'he Avare
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the Eastern Slavs began to settle in places where the Goths used
to predominate." '

The view of the early history of the Slavs contained in the
above passage differs from the views of the earlier historians of
Russia. The fundamental features of the view of the German his-

torian A. L. von Schlozer, who was a member of the Russian Academy
of Science, are these : Prior to the middle of the ninth century
people were living on the great Russian Plain without rule, " like
beasts and birds." Into this region, populated by poor, scattered
savages—Finns and Slavs—the elements of civil Ufe were first

brought by the Scandinavians. This view was based upon certain
phrases concerning the Eastern Slavs contained in the " Narration
about the beginning of the Russian Land "—the primary annals
of Russia. Von Schlozer's view was shared by the celebrated Russian
liistorians Karamsin, Pogodin, and Soloviev. On the other hand,
opposed to this view are the views of the Russian historians

Byelyaev and Zabyelin. The fundamental point of their view is

that the Eastern Slavs had since ancient times been living wh re
the primary annals foimd them ; that they settled there probauly
several centuries before the beginning of the Christian era, and
that, from primitive small family unions, there were gradually
formed tribes. Among these tribes cities originated, and tribal

confederations were formed. Finally, about the time of the " call-

ing of the princes," the chief cities began to be united into one
general Russian confederation. " Notwithstanding its schematic
character and sequence," Professor Kluchevsky says, " this theory
to some extent embarrasses the student by the circumstance that
such a complicated historical process is developed by theory with-
out regard to time and historical conditions. It is not seen to
what chronological point we might refer the first and the further
movements of this process, and how and in what historical sur-

roundings it was developed." = The period at which the Eastern
and the Western Slavs" separated from one another cannot at

present be precisely determined ; but prior to the seventh century

^ Kluchevsky, op. cit.. i. pp. 128-9.
' Kluchevsky. op. cit.. i, pp. 117-118.
' The Western Slavs comprised the Moravi, Chekhovi (Czechs), Lyahs,

(Polaks or Poles), and the Pomerani (Pomeranians) ; the Eastern group
comprised the Khorvati, Serbi. and the Khorotanye (probable progenitors 01
the Ruthenians).
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their destinies seem to ha

«-UbbIA
century the Eastern Slavs certain^n^""^ "'"'«*«"• I- that

According to this view the
^1'''*?' f * ^P^'fic group.

At least from the fifth cenH, ih "T"
'''"" ^^»"s tribes

»

seem to have hved in widelv-scattTff

'

'''^ mountains they

sixth and seventh centuries bv n,?™! f
'*^ ""« ""'ed in the

ch.c-fs and seniors of ^.teTTv™? ''"'" " ^sars," or tribalmeet for consultation' tut c^mmT' /"'^ ™'^- "-^^o
historians also notice the lack nfh

^^^"- "'"' Byzantine
resulted in frequent qua™t!^.?!™°"y/"0''g the tribi^Wch
small separated gen,J't"p^'~ ^. "J-"'

'mature i„ the h^eof

-"der his leadersh.>the SW ,:?h
''''' ^'"^^- " ap^a ^ ftaa mUitao. union, fr^uent atVacfe u^in'Th

^'^ '"^"^e "toto this process of consolidation l„T ^^ ^""P*™ contributingvaaon of the Avars « conve eS' ,h! «>
^ T^"^" <=«"""y the i"!

Kiuchevsky ot cu
"icursions nv tl.o

' 'bid., p.,74
^' "'•' P"}-
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Empire having ceased. Conquest by the Avars seems to have
led to the dispersal of the Slavs. According to an Arabian geo-
grapher of the ninth century, Mas'iidi,' the breaking up of the
union under the leadership of the Dulebi,' resulting from the Avar
invasion, caused the Eastern Slavs to separate into individual
tribes, each tribe electing a separate Tsar.' The Russian chronicler,

writing a hundred years later, confirms this Arabian statement.
" Everyone hved with his i;ens, in its own place, everyone
having his gens."' The region between the Dniester to the west
and the Dnieper and the Don on the east is described by Jornandes
as having been covered in his time with dense forests, and as
presenting frequently impassable swamps." The Slavs naturally
preferred the forests, and there they seem to have established them-
selves, himting fur-bearing animals, keeping bees, and engaging in

agriculture in the " clearings " which they made. " Such places were
remote from one another, like islets amid a sea of forest and
swamp." • On these islets the Slavic settlers established their
isolated houseyards, or gorodilscha, dug them about, cleared fields

in their vicinity, and set traps and hives in the neighbouring forest.

The houseyards, remains of which are still found in the region,

were usually round, although occasionally angular, surrounded
by a low wall, partly for purposes of defence and partly to protect
the cattle from wild animals. These gorodilscha were scattered
throughout the Ad-Dnieper region, situated usually from two and a
half to five and a half miles ' from one another. The dispersed Slavs

• Cited by Kluchevsky. i. p. 133. Mas'Hd! (c. aso-c. 957). The
passage will be found in Macoudi, Les Prairies d'Or. Texte et tradnciion
par C. Barbier de Mej-nard et Pavet de Courteille (Paris, 1864). voi. iii.

pp. 64-5.
• The leader of the Dulebi, according to Mas'Ad!, was " Madiek, roi des

Walmana." See Ma^oudi, toe. cit.
3 Kluchevsky, loc. cit.

• Ibid.. 134.
' Jomandes. De reins i;r(icis,ch,xxiii,.ed..Muratori. Milan, 17^3,1.0.203.

j-^ Kluchevsky, i. p, 135. The reason for isolation was no doubt the
difficulty of obtaining sufficient food in any one place tor any but a small
number. Cf. on this reason for separated families Westermarck and Hilde-
brand, quoted by Nieboer, H. ]., Stmerv as an Iitdustriat System: Ethnological
Researches. The Hague, 1900, p. 192.

' Four to eight versts. Kluchevsky, i. p. 135. The fortified farmhouse
has disappeared from Russia, but it may still be seen in Manchuria.
Fortified villages are to be found in great numbers in north-western China—in
the plain of Huailai. for instance.
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The Russian Ct.Sl^:^ZZlti^^J"\°''\''''''^''"-
whom was Ki, thesemor o7t^,Zf^tClT"' '^' *"'^' "'

early sense, came to the edse nftl. / .
*'>«'-''»'« a Pnnce in the

of the Dnieper, estabhshed thr.. h
°". ""' '"°""'^"°"s bank

selves „.th LtUtrnXuS'-^Thrr^''^^
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^^ '""^•
houseyards, became the city oTKir' UotrnT^'-j"'?

'"^

dispersal of the Slavs th„ / ^ i ^ " '"^ Pe"od of the
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°'

'^Z'"'' "** ^igb P^ba-
in effect absolufe - The ,u,tTthr

"""^1°' "'""^ ?^»' ^as
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dispersaUhepowe'rof^Ieimw''oT ~Xir ^"' T '"^

with difficulty, over widely scatteredhouS "^^r''"'"
"'"''

therefore have waned So sl«n *!?« k •' "'^ P°«ef must
appears to have conduced to th.

?","'"^ °' agriculture

the f<^«s among the seoarath '<=f
^'b'hty of the fields of

or the occupanfs of a sfnl ho^, "Y'^'-
^''"^ ""' '"'"* '™"y

generations^seems to occty^^'h"?""^ "' '™ " ""^

were^ofXST'^rctL^^fr^:^^^^

systems which afford accL nn f.
'^.'°"'' ''°''^ '° 'be river

own delta it affofds access on th "T '° ""= ^""''=- "^^ by its

over, the tributaries of the Dn
""" ^''"'' ^^^- ^°'^-

of the Dniester ^d he vfstufaZh
'°^"'; "'^^ ""^ "^^^ ^>^'™^

Don on the east, anSlvenTouch TS^ *''' ^^'^^ ^"^^ '"^

Azov. From time immem^^S he c^ie^^^d t'
''' '^^ ^

one river syste^m t^^^^^7^Z^^^:^
C-/. Kluchevsky,

' The primitive "

tributaries.
du^ouV-'may still b. «eo ia use oa the Dnieper«d it.
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seems to have been an important factor in inducing colonisa'jor.

and conquest by non-Russian tribes, and thus 'o have given a
stimulus tc./ards the fonnation of those political unions which
eventually resulted in the Russian Empire.

When the Slavs came into the valley of the Dnieper and added
their products to its trade, they found already existing an extensive
commerce. This commerce may have been of very ancient date,
but it certainly existed in some considerable measure from the
founding of the Greek colonies on the northern coast of the Black
Sea and the eastern coast of the sea of Azov.'

The " Narration " thus describes the trade route of the Greeks

:

" The way from the Variagi to the Greeks was up the Dnieper,
and, by dragging " (across the intervening land) " to the river Lovot,
down the Lovot to Ilmen Lake, from which the Volkhov River
flows into the great Lake Nievo (Lake Ladoga). From that lake
there is a mouth" (the river Neva) "into the Variag's sea" (the

Baltic), "and down that sea one may go to Rome, and by the
same sea to Tsargrad" (Constantinople), "and from Tsargrad to
Pont Sea," (the Black Sea) " into which the Dnieper flows." ^

The Eastern Slavs, in settUng on the Dnieper, thus found them-
selves on " a mighty feeding artery," which drew them into the
complicated trade movement that connected the Black Sea with the
Baltic, and that gave an outlet in two directions for an export
trade in furs, honey, wax, and other forest products. The earliest

types of Russian economic Ufe were the himter,' the bee-keeper, and
the trader. The inroads of the Slavs upon the Eastern Empire
and assaults upon surrounding tribes resulted in an accumulation
of slaves.* When the town houseyards were filled with such ac-

' The most important of these Greek colonies were Olbia (colonised from
Miletus about 600 B.C.), in the delta of the Eastern Bug : Khersonesus of
Tauridas, on the south-western coast of the Crimean peninsula (now ex-
cavated, with an interesting museum containing antiquities found on the
site): Theodosia and Pantikopea (now Kertch) on the south-eastern coast
of the Crimea ; and Phanagoria. on the Taman peninsula (in North
Caucasus). The trade in amber, for example, was developed by these Greek
colonies from the Baltic by the Dnieper route. Cf. Kluchevsky, i. p. 144.

' Kluchevsky, i. p. 145.
The fanners in the northern gubemi of Russia, in the forest regions of

these gubemi, are still hunters as well as cultivators. In Novgorodskaya
gub., e.g. they hunt bear and moose. They were armed with good modern
types of hunting rifles until the winter of 1908-9, when these weapons were
taken from them by the Government.

• Kluchevsky. op. sit,, i. p. 339. The word for slave is chelad.
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cumulation the surplus was sold. Eastern writers of the tenthcentury give vivid pictures of the Russian slave trade. "

In the

benches m the market, and seats upon them his living eoods-

stantinople. "When a Greek or an inhabitant of Tsargrad re-

cZ:'t:^sit^^' '"
""^ """'''' ^""' ''^ «--" --'-«^

.l,»?„^''^'1fT^l^P'*"' '" ^^"^ ^" «> profitable that, up tillthe end of the tenth century, the Russians did not trouble them-^Ives about agriculture. The slaves were thus not employedTntne helds The population was concentrated in towns, and thedemand for slave services being limited, the chief use of the slave

When th^ T '"'"'*• " ™^ ""' """' 'he eleventh century,

^1 I^nt"^ T' *° "" "^"^ *" agriculture on a considerable

^^Ufr ,
"^»' P"<^« <;™«quently began to advance, that the

the Eastern Slavs in the Dnieper region, a new trading groupsprang into importance. This was the Asiatic horde of the KhSars

itrZ r
" ^" '°' " '""St^e wandering between the

hll^ f>d Caspian Seas. Although of Turkish descent, andhabituated to a nomadic life, the Khozars seem, about the sev«th
century, o have become "peaceful traders." 'establishing tSsdyes m winter cit.es," while they continued their nomfdic hiem the summer. Their success as traders attracted to their citiesnumerous groups of Jews and Arabs, the former of whom acquiredso great influence among the Khozars that the ruhng famUy ac-cepted Judaism. The Khozars founded the centre of their stateon the Lower Volga, where their capital, Itil, became " a huge poly.

fit rhr!'?-"'^'\,'"
*'"''='' """' congregated Mohammed^l

Jews Christians, and pagans. The Khozars became gradually
together with the Bolgari of the Volga, the middlemen of tte tradebetween the Baltic and Arabia. The Khozars are represented bytradition __as exacting tribute from the Eastern Slavs Thistnbute may perhaps more properly be regarded as payment for

ron? n ?J^r 'If'"T waterways and land routes previously
controlled by the Slavs. In the ninth century an Arabian author

' O'Joted by Kluchevsky, loc. cit
' Cf. Kluchevsky, op. oil., i. pp. 339-340. See ako infra, p. 20 n.
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Khord4dhbeh, mentior that Russian traders were in his time carry-
ing on trade through the Greek cities, where the Emperor of the
East took from thtin a tenth (as a royalty upon their trade), and
that these merchants then made their way to the Khozarian
capital, where they disbursed another tenth, and then by the
Caspian Sea passed to its southern coasts, where, loading their
merchandise on camels, they penetrated so far as Baghdad, in

which city Khordadhbch saw them.'

During recent years there have been found in the Dnieper region
many buried treasures containing Arabian silver dirhems of the
end of the seventh century onwards till the ninth and tenth cen-
turies." These treasures indicate an extensive commerce. The
success of the Dnieper trade led to the establishment of cities by
the Eastern Slavs along the Dnieper-Volkho / route, and of outpost
cities on the tributaries of the Dnieper, with one (Rostov) on the
Upper Volga. The process of the growth of these cities is thus
described by Professor Kluchevsky.

The isolated fortified houseyards of the Eastern Slavs became
also trading posts, some of them being more important than others.

To these posts the trappers and bee-keepers came to exchange
then: furs, honey, and wax for foreign products. They came, as
the old Russian phrase has it, for gostba. Thus the places came
to be known as pagosli, or trading places. Upon these village

market-places, thi isual meeting-ground of the people on the in-

troduction of Christianity among the Slavs, churches were built.

Round the church the villagers buried their dead, and the peasantry
came to apply to the cemetery the word pagosi, which is still

in use as a peasant word for graveyard.' Some of the village

markets grew larger as the trade expanded, and those which occu-
pied strategic positions, either in a military or in a commercial
sense, became storage points from which goods were distributed

to the industrial districts which formed around them.

' Quoted by Kluchevsky, op. cil., i. p. 148. See text and translation of
Khord&dbbeh in Biblioteca Geographorum Arabicorum, ed. M. J. de Goeje.
Pars Sexla (Leyden. 1889), p. 115. The Russian merchants, according to
Khord&dhbeb, went even farther afield. They went on the west to Spain
and Morocco, ^nd on the east, by more than one route, to India and China.
See ibid., p. ri6.

Ibid. There are interesting collections of such antiquities in the two
museums of Chernigov.

» Kluchevsky, i. p. 149. (Translation, i. p. 53.)
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Two important economic facts emerge from these considera-

tions.

1. The development of the Southern and Eastern Black Sea-
Caspian export trade of the Slavs, and the development of their
forest mdustnes called into existence and sustained by this trade

2. The development of cities with industrial districts which
gravitated to them.

Both of these dt /elopments had their beginning in the eighth
century during the period of the domination of the Khoiars In
the ninth century the very success of this commercial people in
trading enterprises over a vast regioi xcited the cupidity of other
groups, and new hordes made their appearance.' These were the
Pechencgs and the Uzo-Turks. Although the Khakhan of the
Khozars mvited in 835 Byzantine engineers to erect for him the
fortress of Sarkel (known in the Russian Annals as Belaya Veia)
probably at the point where the Don approaches the Volga the
miozars were unab/- m resist the attacks of the Asiatic hordes.
The barbarians s«i. :o have penetrated the Khozarian defences,
and to have passed through their settlements westwards to the
steppes of the Dnieper. This invasion of Pechenegs had an im-
portant effect upon the Slavs, The failure of the Khozars to
protect their trading allies and tributaries weakened their hold
upon the Slavs, and forced the latter into miUtary operations on
their own account. The Pechenegs appear to have succeeded in
approachmg Kiev, then the greatest of the trading posts on the
Dnieper, and thus to have cut off the middle Ad-Dnieper region
from the Black Sea and Caspian markets. In anotherquarter,
ako, the Kiev Slavs were being assailed by the nomadic Black
Bulgars, who occupied the country between the Don and the
Dmeper. It thus became necessary for th ^ Slavic trading cities toarm themselves, since their very existence depended upon free
communication along their trading ways by the rivers, and by the
land portages which their long routes involved. They had not
only to • belt themselves with walls," but they were also obliged
to reintroduce among themselves military organization which
dunng the dommation and protection of the Khozars, had faUen
into disuetude. They had even to employ mercenaries in order

> It is not, of couise. suggested that the desire to enter into a nrolitahletrade was the only cause of the migrations of these trilis
ptohtaWe
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to protKt thtir travelling traders, and to engage in punitive ex-
peditions against the Asiatic hordes and against the Bulgan who
harassed their industrial centres and plundered their convoys of
merchandise.

The characteristic political unit ot this time was thus the forti-
fied trading city, the centre of a region either depending upon it

for protection voluntarily, or held in subjection to it by force.
From very early times—how early it is impossible to say—these
trading cities seem not to have been composed of tribal units.
Each city seems rather to have contained people of diversified
tribal origin. Thus the city of Novgorod and the region round it

were occupied partly by Slavs of Ilmen and partly by Krivichi

;

the region of Chernigov was occupied by the tribe of Viatichi, with
numerous groups belonging to other tribes ; while Kiev contained
all of the Polani, neariy all of the Drevelani, and some branches of
other tribes, the other branches being in othev cities. " Thus the
ancient tribal divisions did not coincide with the divisions of the
cities

"
» and city districts. The principle of political union seems

to have been common trade rather than common origin.
The Russian Chronicle notices the presence about the middle of

the ninth century of a new element among the Slavic population.
This new element is known as the Variagi? by which there seems
to be indicated people of non-Slavic origin—Swedes, Norwegians,
Goths, and Angles. These Variagi passed through the Dnieper
region on their way to the service of the Eastern Emperors, to trade
by the way, or even to plunder the Greek traders if opportunity
offered.' The military, commercial, and industrial class, which was
growing in the trading centres, recruited the Variagi, and em-
ployed them as mercenaries to guard the trade routes, and to con-
voy the Russian caravans.

The result of this " arming of the cities " was independence of
the dommation of the Khozars, and, later, control by the cities of
the surrounding regions. The Variagi succeeded eventuaUy in
converting their wages as armed mercenaries into tribute, and in
estabUshing their leaders as princes of the tradmg cities. The im-

• Kluchevsky, i. p. i6i. (Translation, i. p. 62.)
• Some have denved this word from the Scandinavian vxrinf or va,i„„Professor Kluchevsky regards it as a Russian word meaning vi,d^ or ted a'C/. Kluchevsky, op. c,l., i. pp. , 56-8. (TransUtion, pp. 58-0.)

'^

• Ibtd., p. 158. (Translation, i. p. 59.)
ff 3 -!/

1
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portance of this conclusion is that it is incompatible with the tra-

ditional idea that the princes were " called " in order to put down
internal disorder. Professor Kluchevsky's narrative seem* to

show conclusively that the Slavs had in the ninth century a de-

veloped political system, and that their need for armed assistance

arose, not from internal disturbance, but from external causes.

The Scandinavians asserted their authority, but not without

difficulty.* The transformation of the Variagi from mercenaries

into usurpers appears to have been effected through the bringing

of recruits of their own race from the north. By the aid of these

they were able to seize the cities which they had been hired to pro-

tect. For example, at Kiev, in 980, according to the Russian

Chronicle, the comrades of Vladimir said to lum :
" Prince f The

city is ours. We took it. So we want to take tribute from the

citizens—two greevnas per man." '

Although the process was not precisely similar, the result of the

appearance of the Variagi on the Dnieper was the same as the

appearance of the same people under the names of the Danes and
the Northmen in Western Europe. They acquired the mastery of

the people among whom they went.' These " princes "* were the

military leaders of the cities which they had been employed to

guard ; and they established themselves so firmly that they were

able to transmit their military, and consequently their political,

authority to their descendants.

Rurik appears to have established himself, in the first instance,

^ Tbe Russian Annals narrate, fur example, about a conspiracy against

Rurik which was put down by him by force, the leader, "Vadim" (The Brave),

being killed with his fellow-conspirators. Kluchevsky. i. p. 16^.
• Ibid., p. 163. Two grccvnas were ccjual in consumption value to about

18 roubles, or 316s. of present money. It is to be observed that the weight of

silver in the greevna varied very much in different places.

Kluchevsky. 1. p. 11^7. The role which the Normans played in Italy in

the eleventh century was very similar to that which the Variagi played in

Russia. They were employed as mercenaries, and they then tiecame usurpers.

C/. Gibbon, ed. J. B. Bury. vi. pp. 173 */ seq.

* The word " prince is the customary, though not altogether correct,

translation of the Russian " kniaz." The latter is the Slavonic form of the
Norse. " konung." The word might therefore be appropriately rendered in

English—" king." The status of the " kniaz " in the Russian city republics

and in appanage times resembled that of the " Dux " of tbe Roman Empire
and the " Doge " of the Italian republics. The Russian Veleke Kniaz, applied

to tbe members of the Imperial family, is customarily translated "Grand
Duke," following the rendering in olilicial Lutm documents, " Magnus Dux."
The Norse word " viking " appears in Russian as vityasya.
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in the town of Udoga, where he erected a fortresi, " either to defend
the natives against his piratical countrymen or to defend himself
against the natives in case oi disagreement with them." ' In
Udoga he was sufficiently near his native country to escape in
case he might be overpowered by superior numbers. Later he
estabUshed himself at Novgorod, where he met with some resist-
ance. The Novgorodtsi " felt themselves insulted, saying, ' we an
to be slaves, and arc to suffer much evil from Kurik and his country-
men.' " " Some of the people of Novgorod revolted against Kurik.
and some lelt the city and went to Kiev, where the Variagians had
also established themselves under Askold." " It is evident that the
foreign princes, with their detachments, were called by the people
of Novgorod and by the tribes allied to them, for the defence of the
country against external enemies, and that the princes, with their
troops, received definite subsistence for their guardianship. But
the hired guards seem to have desired to feed themselves too
copiously. So that among the payers of subsistence, grievances
arose which were responded to by armed force. Having felt their
power, the mercenaries converted themselves into dominators, and
their wages were converted into compulsory tribute, with an increase
of amount. This is the simple prosaic fact which seems to have
been concealed in the poetic legend about the ' calling of the princes.'
Thus the region of the free Novgorod tecame a Variagian prince-
dom."*

Although in the tenth and eleventh centuries, a "decisive
majority " of the princely families were of Variagian origin, princes
of native Slavic race were not unknown. The " princely comrade-
ship " had indeed to some extent assimilated the merchant and
military classes of the towns, and it was not at this epoch very
sharply distinguished from these classes, excepting from the cir-
cumstance that it was still predominantly Variagian. As for the
classes in Russian society beneath the military and merchant
orders, there can be no doubt that even prior to the coming of the
Variagi, there was slave ownership. The old Russian common
law recognised a privileged chiss bearing the name of ognilscltmi,

^ Kluchevsky, i. p. i66.
' The A minis, quoted by Kluchevskr, i. r. l60.
• Kluchevsky. 1. p. i66.

'

• Ibid., i. p. 167.
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or slave-owners. Between the slave-owner and the slave, or chehd,
there appears to have been a tribal difference, the chelad being a
captive taken in tribal wars, or the descendant of a captive. The
tribal differences were thus transformed into class distinctions, the
upper classes being of mingled Variagian and Slavic origin, and
the mass of native Slavs being of varied tribal origin, some of them
being recognised as cheUtdi, or slaves. The princes—Variagian and
native—and the merchants of the great towns constituted a class
which came to be known, at least in the tenth century, as the Rims.
The origin of this " problematic word " is obscure ; but about this
period it was generally applied to the higher class of Russian society,
and later it came to be applied to the country, chiefly, to begin
with, to the district of Kiev, where the newly-arrived Variagi were
more densely settled. When the Variagian element was wholly
absorbed in the Slavic, the expression came to be apphed to the
whole people and to the whole area. In the tenth century, however,
the native Slavic population—paying tribute to the Russ—was
sharply distinguished from that class, although even by this time
the latter was not of wholly different race. The foreign blood had
already been " greatly diluted by native mixture, and the social
structure was in this way deprived of relief." ' The upper class
contours were not sharply defined, and the social antagonisms were
therefore softened.

Beneath the surface the foundation of Russian society at this
epoch rested upon the ownership of slaves. In the tenth and
eleventh centuries slaves were the chief exports, and the prosperity
of the great towns depended very largely upon the income derived
from their sale in the foreign markets. Up till the eleventh century
it does not appear that agriculture was extensively practised. The
towns seem to have lived chiefly upon the imports which they ob-
tained in return for their s'»ves and the forest products of their
neighbouring regions, with slender agricultural production in their
immediate vicinity. In that century, however, the accumulation
of slaves (cheladi) in the urban houseyards seems to have suggested
the employment of some of them in the exploitation of the land.
In the twelfth century there are indications of the development of
estate possession, and of the cultivation of the land of these estates
by cheladi. The possessors of cheladi were the possessors of such

* Klucbevsky, i. p. 202.
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^s-princes and their families, princes' men, ecclesiastical estab-

I^^^Vh f""' ^'- ^'^' *'"«»" ^^^^^ were use-ess and thus slavery appears as the " distinguishing mark '^fIando^ersh.p. Only where lands were settled^TlxS bycMad, were they really possessed. The very right to own theland came thus to follow from slave ownership. '•TUs U^d is«.««, because the people who cultivate it are mine. Such wL tappears, the dialectical process by which there w^ iJstTtuied^ong us (m Russia) the juridical idea of the right of land
™

smp. The slave conveyed, as it were, the land to his master

t^'
'^,''^°^'°* °'

^'r*^
'" "Sriculture led to a change to":the chelad became a kholop or cultivator. It also led to theX-'mation of the volchina or heritable estate with serfs. The oldRussian privileged ognitschan and the fighting princes' man of the

Ih^t^hl"'^* r™ '^\'^''' ^ P"^^eed landowner, possessinga heritable estate or votchna. But the use of the slavVhi agd-
culture had eSects other than juridical. The new demand forT
services raised his price. The advance in price made the life of ariave more valuable. Under Yaroslav (1016-1054) a Ive whohad mflicted a blow upon a freeman might be killed ; but under
Yaroslav s immediate successors this was forbidden. The rise in

th! Un? rt""".
"" ^'? *° ^^^ e>"Ployment of free workers uponthe land. These free workers or zakupi worked upon thek master's^d for wages their master supplying the implements and cattle.

wf^ 1 '"i"^
'*"'' •"' "^"^"'^ P'^^y- " « he ran away fromhis service the master might transform him into "a full kholot"or slave. In the eyes of a Russian landowner there was very little

difference between ^jakup and a kholop, although, in the eye ofthe law, one was a freeman and the other was a slave The pro-visions in agreements relating to zak«pi are very strict aboutfeaving service without a proper discharge.^ From this circum-stance and from the fact that many flights took place, it is evidenton the one hand that the proprietors of land found difficulty inobtaining a sufficient number of cultivators, and, on the otherthat the terms of employment were felt by the zakup to be op-

* Kluchevsky, i. p. 340.
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pressive. But the process of the enslavement oi the free worker
went on. " The liberal life of the social heads was supported by
the juridical oppression of the mass of the people." • This pro-
gressive reduction in the social and economical status of the
common people was one of the causes of the ultimate downfall of
Kiev. It produced immense inequahty—great wealth for a few,
and grinding poverty for the mass. But the enslavement of free
workers was not the only means adopted by the princes in recruit-
ing cultivators for their fields. They practised raids upon the
appanages of one another, carrying off " free " and " unfree "

alike,
and reducing the captives to servitude. The prince shared the
plunder of his raids with his druiina, or fighting comrades. For
example, Varopolk, in Iii6, captured Drutsk, in the princedom of
Minsk, and transferred the whole of the inhabitants of the town to
Periaslavsk, where he buUt for them a new town at the Falls of
Sula on the Dnieper. These raids led to reprisals, and the conse-
quence was a " plunderous struggle for working hands, followed by
a decrease in the numbers of the free population." « This process
involved the Russ in a vicious circle, for it destroyed the prosperity
of the people, by which alone could agricultural exploitation be
supported." The connection between the economical situation just
described and the easy victory of the Tartars over the Kiev Russm 1229-1240 is very evident. The dissensions of the princes, ag-
gravated by repeated raids upon the territories of one another and
the impoverishment and enslavement of their people, reduced
their power of resistance, and the Tartar scourge brought desola-
tion to the Dnieper region.

The Tartars swept everything before them. The population
fled from the plain of the Dnieper, Ungered in the marshes and
forests, or met death or captivity at the hands of the Tartars.
After five centuries' occupation of the Dnieper region the Slavs
were thus dispersed. Most of those who escaped fled north-east-

' Kluchevsky, i. p. 342. (Translation, i. p. 187.)
Ibid., op. cit.. i. p. 344.

• The external trade of the Russ in flsh, for example, had probably been
adversely affected by the formidable competition of Venice in the twelfth
century, and the fall of Constantinople before the Venetians and the French'^ i^^A^""^' (1203-1204) had probably further injured the RussianBlack Sea trade. The decay of external commerce may thus have forced theKiev Russ into more extensive agricultural exploitation.
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^f'' f<*
^P^^ •missionary, passing through Kiev in 1246, six

r" '"!k
"' """ ""^"^^ °' «'^ "Tartars, found the fieldsstrewn with a numerous multitude of human bones and skuUs "

'

in the formerly populous and wealthy city of Kiev he found onlyt«ro hundred houses and a handful of miserable and oppSg»ple. Surrounded by Tartars, Turks, Polovtsi, and P^heSgsK«v remamed in this state of desolation for three hun^rfd yeaS'when It «^s once more colonised from Poland and Lithuania »

The dispersal of the Slavs north-eastwards resulted in their

structure was broken up, and their whole social and econon^al Ufe

Ze M;Sr'^',„^.' ^T"^ '^" '^"" '" 'i«*'«='>ed groups,
little local worlds" without cohesion and . ithout common

dl^^ •• .^"'^^ Kluchevsky points out that a similar ^ial
ft 3u«d':H

'" '"' ™=' '^^''^ '" *-<'="i™. *hae in Russia

r2mbirr,
^^.-'P^"^^ °'^" which, though it bears a certain

resemblance to feudalism, has, nevertheless, distinguishing pecu-

theTuiiJr *'* '1^
°'i'"'

**"* ^""^ '» '"e end'^f the'sTondthe Russians were reheved of the necessity of defending their»uthem frontier by the payment of tribute to the Tartar andthey were thus left free to develop their institutions unimprf^by aggression upon that side. It was long, however, bef™e^^
recovered from their economical and poUtic^ debdcU.

^

' Quoted by Klnchevsky. i. p. ati.
•/l.i,p. 3S2.
Cf. mfrt, pp. 23-27.



CHAPTER II

SECOND PERIOD OF RUSSIAN HISTORY-THIRTEENTH
TILL THE MIDDLE OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY

The dispersal of the Kiev Russ marks the beginning of the second
period of Russian history. During this period the mass of the
Russian people inhabited the valleys and plains of the Upper
Volga and its tributaries. Although the social composition of the
migrating mass was, to begin with, the same as it was before the
dispersal—the princes with their drujina or fighting comrades,
the merchant class, the free common people, and the AAoto^i and
cheladi (cultivators and houseyard slaves)—the relative import-
ance and numbers of these classes had been changed by the cir-
cumstances of the enforced migration. Undoubtedly the khohpiand
cheladt had suffered most in the onslaughts of the Tartars ; their
bones bleached on the fields of Kiev. The merchants were ruined,
and the poUtical influence which they had exercised had disap-
peared. Thus in the new region the trading town no longer held
Its head so high against the prince as it did before the dispersal,
and no longer determined the political boundaries.

The channels of external trade had been rudely interrupted,
and some of them had been closed altogether. Economical neces-
sity thus threw the population more and more into agriculture.
But there was no longer available the ample money capital of the
Kiev economy, and it was thus not possible for agricultural ex-
ploitation to be conducted very speedily. The forests had to be
cut down or burnt up, and the heavy clay had to be modified by
cultivation and by manure before a full yield could be obtained.
For a long period the husbandry was half-migratory. While the
whole population was poor and capital was scarce, there was little
effective demand for capital, although, partly under the influence
of the clergy, the rate of interest was much lower than it had been
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in Kiev.' The profitable Black Sea and Caspian markets were cut
off, and the population was thrown back upon natural economy.
Society was thus broken up into small sel{<ontained groups,
without definite cohesion and without collective consciousness.*

The land was divided into udtli or princely appanages, the
boundaries o{ these being determined by the river systems. The
branching basins of the rivers Volga and Oki at once separated the
population of the different appanages, and through their hydro-
graphical connection, prepared the way for ultimate unification.'

The status of the appanage prince was personal ; it did not
dejx ;d upon his ownership of land.* He derived it by inheritance
from ancestors who probably owned no appanages, but who shared,
with other members of their family, in the exercise of supreme
authority. The status of the prince thus rested upon a dynastic
foundation. He possessed an appanage because it had been be-
queathed to him, but his descent alone entitled him, as a member
of the princely family, to share in the exercise of the authority
which was acknowledged by the people to be its inheritance. This
acknowledgment, in pre-Variagian days, was based upon miUtary
leadership or patriarchal relations, while the Variagian princes ap-
pear to have obtained it originally by force, and often maintained
it by the same means. In either case the succession of princely
authority depended upon descent. The prince was a prince be-
cause he was a Yaroslavich. Such was ' source of the auto-
cratic powei exercised by the appanage i-.mces. But in the
appanage ages this autocratic authority was exercised in a pecuUar
manner. Subjection to it was voluntary. If one who served a
prince chose to do so, he could leave his service and enter the service
of another prince without forfeiting his heritable estate, ii he had
any. There was thus no relation between the prince and his sub-
jects -.orresponding to a feudal relation. Their relations were not

' ?° f'"* *'"' '^" °' Monomakh permitted interest at 40 per cent andeven higher rates were charged. Capital must thus have been highly cro-ductive and the prol.ts of external trade very large. In the Suzdal countrv
(the Upper Volga region) the rate of interest fell to 12 to 14 per cent. The
return to capital was slow and small, Cf. Kluchevsky. i. p. 457

» The Russian histonan Soloviev puts this picturesquely : " AU aresittmg.
. . . and thinking their own thoughts. Here are open doors and

Er&f"S° X.-^ p 43^° ''™ •
""" '"">' "' **°8 silently." Quoted

• Cf. Kluchivsty. i. p. 68. . mj,^ i. p. 22 1 rt mj.
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obligatory but were the result oi consent, and they could be broken
at will.

About the fourteenth century it appears that this autocratic
authority was re-enforced by a change in the views about the
ownership of land. When the prince regarded his appanage as a
volchtna, or heritable estate, his autocratic power became asso-
ciated with his landownership, and, although it had a separate
historical origin, it came to lean upon that ownership.' Thus the
autocratic rights of a ptince-voUhinik, or princely owner of a herit-
able estate, formed an important economical asset, so to say ; and
these rights came to be d' /ided and devised in the same way as
the heritable estate itsel.. Thus there came to be estabhshed
juridical relations betw.en the prince and the free inhabitants of
his appanage. In effect, a prince without an appanage was power-
less. He was obliged to go into service either to one of his rela-
tives, or to the Grand Prince of Lithuania.'

The appanage votchina, or inherited appanage, consisted of
three kinds of lands : ist, palace lands ; 2nd, " black " lands ;

and 3rd, boyar's lands.

1. The palace lands were exploited by the prince in the same
way as the lands of a private owner. Their produce was used for
the maintenance of his household. They were sometimes grantedm heu of wages for the maintenance of his servants. The palace
lands were cultivated by " the ' unfree ' people of the prince, or
they were given to free people, who were obliged to furnish the
palace with a certain amount of grain, hay, or fish," ' or to supply
the palace with carts and horses when wanted.

2. Ths
II

black " lands were rented by the prince, or were given
" °n o''"** "—that is, for a fixed payment—to individual peasants
or to whole peasants' communities.

3. Although all the land of the prince was his heritable pro-
perty, he shared some of it with other private votchiniki, or persons
inheriting and having the right of bequest in respect to such lands.
In all the important appanages there were private volchinal owners,
both secular and clerical, before the land became a special prince-
dom or princely appanage. The rights of these owners were recog-
nised, and similar volchinal rights were granted by the prince to

' Kluchevsky. i. p. 446. Ibid,, p. 448.
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private persons and to the Church in respect to other lands. In
such grants the prince sometimes included a portion of his auto-
cratic rights, and thus there arose in Russian landownership in-
cidents similar to the feudal incidents of Western Europe. Yet
the similarity was not complete, for the occupancy of heritable
land was not contingent upon serving, and the agreement to serve
or not to serve was voluntary. From the side of the prince, as
sovereign and supreme owner of the land, there may be recognized a
resembUnce to the feudal seigneurial status ; but the servants of the
pnnce are not his vassals.' They might serve at the court of one
pnnce and possess heritable property in the appanage of another.

Moreover, the appanage princes of the Suzdal region, although
owing their status to inheritance, and being thus subordinate to
the Grand Kniaz because they were subordinate members of the
pnncely famUy, came to be, in the fourte nth century, practically
mdependent of the Grand Kniaz ; they owed their aUegiance and
paid their tnbute to the Khan of the Lower Volga."

The administratijn of the appanage princes was carried on in
the foUomng manner

: Boyars, or privileged landed proprietors
holdmg hentable estates in the appanage of the prince, as weU as

free servants " » of the prince, were employed by the prince to
govern the towns and the districts surrounding them, groups of
villages, and sometimes separate large villages. Such administrative
functions were profitable. They involved the right to exact fees
in judicial proceedmgs as well as other payments. For this reason,
to be in service of this kind acquired the nickname " in feeding." •

In addition to these profits incidental to the service, the boyars

.n_'-J'"Jf'^"l*,^°'' °' Western European feudalism given by Professor

.tt^^V^SL"." '°tT F?"^*"™ "riserfrom the meeting of tJo procSI
^SJ^fdir^ JS'PO''*^?'""?'';- °" "= °"« •^"l «« '3''«':t rulers, taking

nfthl^^^lVi S't""!?"
°* *^ «"*"^' authority, usurped the governmentof the distncts held by them and became their a„^orr=.«/„r,^„ri.?,, i™?".„( iki j'tJ;*. >; r. ; S "^ cenn-ai auuionty, usurped the government

Sn^h«* t
*!.'' by them and became their autocratic proprietor, passing

oS,er I,LH^h'^''S 5?1 P^prietary powen to their descenSants. ST^lother hand, the aUodial fanJo»ners who became by commendation vassalsof the kine took advantaap nf «,« e^™= .......i *_ -i-^:_ _ . ^^^..

_ TC ^ 1 ^ .^"'^'" •"'" uecame rneir autocratic propnetc

oS,er iILh^^h S S^l
praprietary powers to their descenSants

^rS ^"''•."'^ »'•'"'»' landowners who became by commendation vasof the king took advantage of the same weakness to obtain or to usure full

CS^^i"' "«!?rity- These processes, acting together, divWed the^lwS^^.^i''^°"'X- ^^?t P'o'^esses. "cting together, divided the State

Sf.^JjSrlK^S''" «''• *'"' ^'°'" "P *" ^*^^ '"*" seigniories in which

were ^i^,™HR?,JT*'r'v,"^" '"'""'' "'* '^"'' ownership' The seigniories

Sv un!?.?„SS,r,'°»^":''r'
wtt se-^ondary vassals"who wereTeredi-

^il -., Lij*^*"""S ^^'^ "^""^ A" ""S military land-possessing hier-
. „»j u>»v.u u^^ii iiir immuvBDie grouna Oi trie

was bound to the land. See Kluchevaky, i. p. 4W
^bi4, 3 Vofnikh slug. * VokormUuiye.
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and free servants were sometimes the possesson of inherited estates,
or volchini within the appanage, in which they were granted certain
immunities involving exemption from obligations respecting court
or financial duties. But the areas over which the " feeders "

exer-
cised administrative jurisdiction were not their landed property,
and the immunities enjoyed by " feeders " in their volchini were
not hereditarUy transmissible by them along with the vokhinal
jFToperty. These immunities lapsed with the cessation of service.
Thus no baronies emerged out of such conditions ; and this cir-
cumstance constitutes one of the marks of difference between the
appanage and the feudal systems.'

It is true that in the fifteenth century some of the Grand Princes
of the Moscow princedom attempted to bring their appanage
princes into vassal relation with them ; but this was rather a si^
of State centralization than of feudalism in the strict sense.'

The distinguishing mark of the appanage system as opposed
to the feudal system was the different economic basis. In the feudal
system the economic foundation was a village population fixed to
the soil

;
in the appanage system the village population was not

only moveable, but, in the ages during which the system was in
vogue, distinctly migratory." Moreover, the structure in general
of the appanage system was probably less formal and rigid than the
structure of the feudal system.*

In further contrasting the appanage with the feudal system
Professor Kluchevsky points out that the freeman, under the
feudal system, surrounded himself, as with a fortified waU, with a
Cham of permanent i.eritable relations. These relations acted as
concentrated inferior social powers," or close corporations, which

were guided by the freeman and which were committed to his
support. But the fluctuating local groups afforded to the appanage
pnnce no such soil for the growth of feudal relations, or for the
maintenance of his freedom by means of them. His "free
servants " could leave his service if they wished to do so.

The desire on the part of the appanage princes to secure the
advantage of permanent service led to the endowment by them of

» Cf. Ktachewky i. p. 45 1

.

t cf. ibid. » cf. ibid

Ku\i
"possible, however, that in comparing the two systems. Professor

ut^^K^r"^^!!^^''' *= """"""ily °i feudalism. Tie fact^ oTfelSalbfe may not always have corresponded with the provisions of lendal law
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their free servante with land, and thus to the binding of them to
the service of the prince. This land-endowment system was appUed
to mihtary and civil service alike. There was also another reason
for such endowment. We have seen that the Upper Volga Russ.
for a long period after the dispersal of the Slavs, suffered from Uck
of liquid capital. There was little money in the country, and the
slender external trade brought little into it. Thus the payment of
the salaries of administrative functionaries, and even the payment
of wagesof the household servants of the prince, were accomplished
only with difficulty when their settlement in money was necessary
The system of giving land in lieu of wages for past and prospective
service thus became usual. But the land was given for this pur-
pose s^iflcaUy, and when the service ceased the occupancy of
the land ceased also. There thus grew up a class of estate owTiers
distinct from the vokhiniki, or o'vneis of heritable estates Such
estates came to be known as i^cmyestya. The fuU development of
this system of landownership belongs, however, to the third period
of Russian history. The consequences of the appanage system, as
It developed in the second period, were these—increase in number
of appanages and diminution of their area by division among the
famUies of the pnnces, consequent impoverishment of the princely
class, and the occurrence of frequent quarrels. " Political dis-
mtegration led inevitably to the degeneration of poUtical conscious-
ness, and to the cooling of popular feeUng. Sitting in their appan-
age nests, and flying out of them only for prey, with every generation
growmg poorer and deteriorating in their loneUness, these princes
gradually became unaccustomed to ideas rising higher than the
care of their nestlings." • In the end, however, this disintegration
was not unfavourable to political unity, for when one appanage
prmcely family, whose appanage, though not remaining intact, still
remained large, and whose political ambitions were larger still suc-
ceeded m subjecting the other families gradually, the mutual ill-will
oJ these rendered the process of consolidation easier than it would
otherwise have been. Thus the appanage age represents a transi-
tion penod between the old Russian state of Kiev and the new
Russian state, which now begins to be consolidated in the Upper
Volga region,

*^*^

Special notice must be taken of the growth during the second
* Kluchevslcy, i, p, 458.
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ptriod of the free town.," of which the moit important were Novgorod
the Great and ftlcov.» These city republics had developed certain
democratic elements, very different from the aristocratic character
of the older Kiev Russ. Theoretically, all Novgorodiani were
"?. „ J

"" *'"' '"""" *">""' ^nd ""Ple inhabitant, young and
old. At the head of Novgorod society, however, stood the
^arslvo, the body of " free serfs," servants of the prince or knit,.
Beneath the *oyarj were the iltii or jitii lytuU.* To this class be-
longed the large landowners and capitalists, other than those who
were also boyars. Their property in land was not, in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, cultivated, but they derived a revenue
rom their estates in furs, wax, tar, building timber, &c. Beneath
this class of proprietors were the merchants who received credit
from the iltii, and who undertook the business of selling the produce
of their properties. The iitii and the merchants together formed
a middle class between the boyars and the common people. This
middle class was distinct aUke from the select circle of boyars'
families and the " black " or common folk. The merchants of Nov-
gorod had formed themselves into a society of a form analogous
to the guild of Western Europe, at least by the twelfth century.*

The " black " or common people were the small tradesmen and
working men, who obtained money for work from the higher classes.
In the villages and also in the town of Novgorod we meet with people
in the social structure inferior to these. There is a numerous class
of kholop,, or cultivators. The large heritable states are exploited
chiefly by means of such kholopi. There are found, however, as
well, groups of free peasants. The "free peasant" class in
Novgorod ;s known under the contemptuous name of smcrd*

,
' T"''!?*

??,
possession of a vahe or folkmote as the sign of fretdom of

?n^T^'
*.'

*°''°»S°«
*™ '"=* '°'™» '> *i" eleventh ceitury: Belgorod.

^^ J?
• i'''£>™J^'?*'=v

Ryaran, Mourom, and Pronsk. Smolensk. pSocrk
Kil K-

''
'*S"°,I,.^""'°':,

Pere>aslavl and \Tadimir (on the Kliaim)Kiev, Novgorod. Pskov, and Viatka. See Kovalevsky, Maxime, .wX»Ciisloms aiid Ancient Law^ of Kussia. London. 1891 p /^^
""""=' ™««'»

brothc^'lhafS'lSkov"'
""^knamc- of Novgorod the Great and " younger

j„J ^ phrase in the first article of the Sudniy Dokumtnl. an early iudidaldocument of Novgorod. See Kluchevsky, ot. cil.. ii. p 01 ^ juoiaai

' These words may be rendered—" people of snljstance."

<t i/i,.?""»'''J'S,'^""' "T""' Ivanovsky Merchantry." or GuiM of

,n =-'h„ .^P?,*'' f^i'ding to western phraseology. It is referred toma document of Vseveted in 11 35. Cf. Kluchevsky. il. p. 9;. There werealso other societies of inferior status.
• From smerdet. to have a bad smell.
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Strictly speaking, the uuri wu a free peasant cultivaUng upon the
Mate domain. In addition to the smtrd there was also the polomik

'

who cultivated the land oJ private owners, and received lor doing so
hall of the yield-a system common in old (Kiev) Russ. Sometimes
t^PthmiU were required to give to the proprietor of the land only
the third or fourth sheaf. These free peasants seem, however, in the
hirteenth and fourteenth centuries, to begin to approach the con-

dition of the kholopi. The process of change, which appears t"
have begun in the thirteenth century, is evident from the exten-
sion of the already existing inadmissibility of the testimony of a
HHolop in the law courts to the testimony of a smtrd In the
fourteenth century (1308) polcvnikl (or metayer tenants) who ranaway from the estates which they had been cultivating were re-
quired to be returned, in the same manner as fleeing kholopi In
Moscow, however, such measures do not make their appearance
untU the middle of the fifteenth century. Indeed it appears that
in the free city of Novgorod the practice of reducing the free peasant
to the status of a kkolop. or bound cultivator, was adopted before
Its adoption in any other part of Russia. In strange contradiction
to the above, we meet, in the structure of Novgorod society, a class
not to be found at that time elsewhere in Russia viz a class of
peasant landowners. This class was known as xemtsi or self-
z«nto.i.«. men having their own lands. Th seems to have been
a considerable number of these peasant owners in Novgorod"
They possessed about eighteen dessiatines of land on the average
(48.6 acres) per holding. But the holdings were seldom in sever-
alty. The tmtsi were usually settled by " nests "—agricultural
corporations or societies—in which the members were associated
through relationship or by mutual agreement.* Some of these
possessed and worked together, some of them separately living in
one village or in different special villages ; but their lands were
usually contiguous. Separate possession of previously jointly pos-
sessed land sometimes occurred. The zmtsi did not always culti-

•Mj^y«/;nt?r' ofFrance'
""""' "" '"""'""'^"V *^ -"- - «>'

In three districts—Novgorod. Ladoga, and Norikhov—there were inISOO (.ccordmg to the Novgorod Land Book compos^n that ye« "oirhundred zerasti owning 7000 dessiatines (iS.90oacresTl<luch,-vskv ii d qo

P08^^«°°/S% ,

"* '^"''•"'^'"^ '"6« ««») ««« "<^« tlirteen S:
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v^tt their own land ; they sometimes rented it to Mmniki on
sharmg terms.

"^

That the umtti Unds were held in fuB ownership is evident
from the facts that these lands were bought and sold by peasants
that the shares of individual owners in jointly-possessed lands were
redeemed by the other owners, that the lands were given in dower
and that women trequently appear in the registration books as
owners. In the Pskov Annals the xmtti lands are even spoken o<
as vokhmi. The origin of this class of small ouners is not quite
clear

;
but it appears that the umtti owners were sometimes

merchants who had their town houses (or courtyards), and who
acquired land in the country, and sometimes sons of priests whose
fathers were attached to town churches. On the whole, it seems
that the iemtu lands belonged mainly to citiiens, who either let
the lands for rent or on polmnik terms, or cultivated the lands
themselves, renting their town courtyards. Und possession in
Novgorod and Pskov was thus not a privilege enjoyed exclusively
by the higher serving or boyar class. Other classes of the fr«c
population also possessed lands in the country, exploiting them
or cultivating them individually, in families or in smaU industrial
or agricultural companies. Companies of this kind received the
special name of Syabtove and Skladnikove, or neighbours and share-
holders. It is possible that originally all the Zemtsi lands corre-
sponded to this co-operative or joint-stock type, although some of
them came to be possessed in severalty. This joint-stock type
thus distinguished umtti landholding from the personal ownership
o. the boyars and the jUii lyudi. In the Novgorod and Pskov
regions, during the period of the freedom of these great cities the
development of the town and the increasing wealth of its citizens
thus created a form of landownership which was not to be found
elsewhere within the Russian limits.

So much for the economical and social structure of the society
of the Free Towns

; the political system corresponded to this
structure to a certain extent. Although, before the law, all classes
were equal, and although aU free inhabitants had equal voice in
the veche. or municipal assembly, yet the poUtical influence of each
socia^ class was, to a large extent, determined not by mere numbers
but by relative economical importance. The capitalist boyars and
jate lyude were the political leaders. Their influence in the vtche
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and in the adminittration dependtd upon their poiition ai com-
merci^ magnatei. The merchants who carried on the real businex
were dependent upon them for capital and credit, and for thia
reason were politically and socially subordinate, as were also the
black or common people.'

Although the higher as weU as the lower administrative
ftinctionanes were elected by the vaht, and although the vuhe was
entitled, m terms of its constitution, to elect even the posadnik or
mayor, from any class, custom, which, so far as is known was
never departed from, determined that the posadnik should always
be a boyar. Neither a merchant nor a amcrd was ever elected to so
high an office. Custom also required that a merchant or a smerd
should not advocate his own cause in the Tiuna Odtina (corre-
sponding to the Bailiffs Court), but that he should employ an advo-
cate who belonged either to the hoyantvo or the jHil lyudl. The
merchants had, however, their own court and their own elected
officers. Every free man had in his hundred (sto) the privilege of
havmg hhohpt upon his land as well as polomiki (metayer tenants)
and was enUtled to take part in the courts to which causes con-
nected with these classes were brought. The clergy had their
separate ecclesiastical courts. All this complicated social and ad-
mmistrative structure was held to exist by the authority of the
ptot>': yet this authority had only a dim existence behind many
coni' 'Mictions in practice.

Ti!P rei itions of the free town to its prince were not less charac-
terized by mconsistency. The prince, as military leader, was held
to be necessary alike for defence against external attack and for
the maintenance of internal order ; sometimes the town kept him
at his post by force, and yet the people usually regarded him with
dwtrust, limiting his powers and sometimes driving him away
This contmuous struggle led to quarrels among rival princely
houses, to political intrigues, and to frequent changes in the princely
lines. The personal element in these quarrels was unimportant •

but behind them there lay large pohtical issues, involving the ex-
tension of the boundaries of the Novgorodian city state and the
foreign commercial relations of the Novgorod merchants. These
external commercial relations and the competitijn of the Novgorod
capitalists and the mercantUe houses with which they were assod-

' Cf. Klucbevsky, ii. p. 103.
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ated lay at the root of many of the earlier riots and disturbances
which ultimately weakened Novgorod so much as to compromise
any claim that it might have on historical grounds for the hegemony
of the Russian State. The later disturbances seem to have been
caused by the struggle which began in the fourteenth century be-
tween the lower classes and the higher classes of Novgorod society.
This struggle resulted from the increasing inequality in the distri-

bution of property. Inequality of property, in presence of the
theoretical and to some extent practical poUtical equality and os-
tensibly democratic constitution, led to a condition of struggle

which often resulted in open violence. The working population,
dependent upon the Joyaf-capitalist class for employment, became
in some numbers hopelessly indebted to that class. Such debtors
joined themselves to kholopi who had fled from their masters, and
betook themselves to the highways ; and their robberies beyond the
limits of Novgorod involved that town in quarrels with the princes

of the lower Volga, especially with those of Moscow. Even so early

as the middle of the thirteenth century the smaller people had been
discontented, and this discontent was utilised by some of the boyars

for their poUtical advantage ; thus the domination of the hoyantm
as a whole was even increased by the discontent, although the
wche, in consequence of appeals to its authority, assumed an in-

creasing prominence. Under these influences the veche became at
times a riotous popular assembly, and reverted to ancient customs
which had long fallen into disuetude, as, for example, the throwing
of political offenders into the river,' and the form of execution for

grave offences known to old Russian law as " blood and pillage."

The abandonment of the developed forms of law for these primitive
practices led to a merely anarchic condition, under which, for a time,

social order was submerged.

While, however, the boyarstvo retained and exercised their

political authority without effective check, and while increasing

wealth on one side and poverty on the other were widening the
breach between the classes, the democratic order notwithstanding,
riot appeared to be the only method of changing the current of

affairs.

This situation was by no means a necessary outcome of the

constitution of the free town, as is shown by the case of Pskov,

* Probably a sumval of the " ordeal by water."
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where such turbulent scenes did not occur. The reason for this is

ri^^o^n^'T^'" '''' ""^"^^'y ^"-"- a«a oTftkov and

underfh/3> ^"f
"'*"=«''= '""^*'''"- " ™= *<«> constantly

a«,X !, . '^ °' ^"""'rating its powers to resist external

01 mtemal disorder. Moreover, the poUtical life of Pskov wascl»racten«d by more popular elements, and, although Us sut

tT™ a Jo°T- ir "'^''^y autonomous, there v^s aTthe s^metime a more highly centraUzed administrative system for milite™purposes than was the case in Novgorod
^

subSon of'tf??"""?
'" ^°^^°"'' "° '^""''t 'acilitated thesubjection of that free town by the Moscow prince the gradualadvance of that princedom to the leading posiUonfn the RusZ,State would have led in any case to the ultSateTb^rptfon oH^

tn h Tl ^ '^""'fi^ation of the State on a broad bTs^s appears

we^'::i^ratS''*toiT""^- ^^ '"'^'^^^^ °* ^-^^ '™'^™
tht^nr «

^^' '" °'^'' several interests which, amid all^ interior conlhcts, were beginning to be recognized. M^scT^h^become the centre round which the forces ^ the ndghZri^epohtica^ units were rallymg. The ambitions of the MoscowpSharmonized with the exigencies of the time. Thelate of NovZd
dent,^ t *";' °'^'' »d^P«ndent political units were merSdents in the larger movement which seemed to be neSSL^ iLorder to hberate the Russian people from the control of thSaiand to enable Russia to achieve political miity. The partic4rSof Novgorod was inconsistent with the soli^rity ofC^sS^State. Novgorod could not sustain itself as an independentScal umt, refusing assistance to Moscow for the defence of its »u^emfrontier against the Tartars.WhUe it enjoyed the advantLt of t^
inS,'*''"?'.

^'^^"°" ^' "nderthrth^nrndlo^ anmevitable result of ostentatious independence.
nauions, an

• tJ ' ** '° '*^'- '^f- Kluchevsky. ii. p. 126

FinJdl.uSJtimS:''""'""'' '"'™"'«' «" K"'=«° attitude toward



CHAPTER III

THIRD PERIOD OF RUSSIAN HISTORY, FROM THE MIDDLE
OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY TILL THE BEGINNING
OF THE SEVENTEENTH

This division embraces the time from 1462 till 1613, or from the

accession of Ivan III, Grand Prince or Duke of Moscow, until the
passing of the Moscow throne to the Romanov dynasty. The
characteristic features of this epoch are the gradual consolidation

of the Russian State under the powerful leadership of the Moscow
princes, the formation of a new military and serving class round
the prince—the boyars, whose individual existence in previous ages

has already been noticed—the gradual recruiting of this class by
the granting of princely lands, and the consequent progressive

limitation of the rights of the peasant cultivator and his increasing

economical dependence upon the landowner.

Russia of the middle of the fifteenth century may be described

as follows : To the north, extending to the Gulf of Finland, there

was the region of Novgorod the Great ; between it and Livonia on
the south-west there lay the region of the other important free

town Pskov ; White Russia, a part of Great Russia, Smolensk, and
Little Russia belonged to the Polish-Lithuanian State under the
Grand Duke or Prince of Lithuania. Beyond Tula and Ryazan
there lay a vast prairie or steppe region extending to the Black, Azov,
and Caspian Seas. Over this region the Golden Horde held sway,
and there were few settled Russians upon it. The central Upper
Volga region was occupied by a number of great and small appanage
prh.cedoms, one of these being the princedom of Moscow.^

Landownership in the new Moscow State.—^The gradual growth
of the Moscow princedom, its absorption of the older appanage

> After the death of Vsevelod (fl. circa io«4). his appanage was divided
among his five sons. When the grandchildren of Vsevelod came to be provided
for. these appanages were again subdivided, one of the subdivisions being
the appanage of Moscow. C/. Klucbevsky. i. p. 440.
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gether wth a similar extension carved out of the desert Undsby which Its earlier frontiers were surrounded, led tea t^eatincrease ,n the number of persons who were engag;d in the ^Wvand cml service of the Moscow prince. TTie pfeser^at"Zfrontiers agamst the inroads of the barbaric people hovering uiLnthem, and agamst the formidable attacks of Jhe Tartars rendered
It advisable to spread out the "serving people" along the frontierIn order that they might defend it Xtively, they were ^enpossession of the land which they were called u^on to d^fend^and

cX!2*. nf ''*"' "•"" '* *" I^P'^ ne^ry at on« tocultivate It and to protect it. This form of military tenure was fuUvdeveloped m the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in the eTtatTorpomye^mya system. The "estate" {pomyestyi) was sometm«pyen by the prince out of State lands, or it was Jvin by the ecdesUastical estabhshments to "serving people" on cnnditbn oTthdrrendering mihtary service. The estate was thus fundamenXdifW from the votchim. The latter was a heritable prTiirtv

was hTf*'°"t^
""' '"' "' """eations of serv" ^ ; heSwas held by condition, and was not transmissible by wiU ^eonfe.n of this fo™ oi landownership has not yet been fuUy du'cidatCQ. Nevohn, the Russian jurist traces its herinninr* T

fast half of the fifteenth centu,;. and r:g:rd it'^fh^^g'^bl'copied from Byzantine law and practice the marri^J. „< L i^
Pal«.logus to Ivan III, Grand I^nce o" MoL^'Ltng"'b™u'gh:ibout many imitations of Byzantine customs. G adovslcy on fheother hand, attnbutes the growth of the pomyeslmyaLZ^'t
imitation from the Tartars. Tie Tartar theoiy of so^re",tvinvolved the absolute ownership by the prince of the bndShis dommation. and it w« thus permissible for him to wantands wi h or without conditions to his servants or others l^o
hr.h^dt"ff.'"'":S

""' ''"'' '"^ ^°"' ^-Ws oMcrthan the date of the marriage of the Greek princess to the RussLGrand Pnnce
;
and also that the origin of the right and throri^

ISmrenr-l '^'"'""^ ''^''' "'»" '' "^ <""« ^«-e^
We have already recognised the existence of the estate svstemm appanage times.^ The increasing demands for the mrutao Ind

Kluchevsky, ii. pp. 27,-3. ' C/. mpra. p. ,7.
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administrative service of the Moscow princedom led to the growth
of Both of the classes of princes' servants whose presence at the
court of the appanage princes has been noticed. These classes
were (i) the free military " serving people." and (2) the " serving
people " in the court of the prince, so-called " serfs under palace
regulations." (i) The free "serving people," or free serfs, were re-
tained for miUtary purposes. They served by agreement, and they
were at Uberty to leave the service of the prince if they mshed to do
so. They might or might not have heritable estates, but, if they
had, these were not forfeited by the departure of their owner for ser-
vice elsewhere. {2) The palace " serfs " were not bondmen. They
were the household servants of the prince

—
" key-keepers, tiuni

(or chamberlains), kenuelmen, stablemen, gardeners, bee-keepers,
and other tradesmen anJ ivorking men." ' This class was sharply
distinguished from the first, and in the agreements between the
military serfs and the prince, the latter bound himself to refrain

from accepting household servants for military service. " Some of
the palace ' serfs ' were personally ' free,' others were ' unfree

'

serfs of the prince." • Both the military serfs and the palace serfs

were supported in appanage times by grants of lands given for

their service, and surrendered by them to the prince when for any
reason their service ceased.' It appears that even when the " free

serfs " purchased land within the appanage of the prince whom
they served, and whose service they might leave because they were
personally free, they must surrender their purchased lands on
leaving the service of their prince. Thus their ownership of the
land, whether acquired by service or by purchase, depended upon
the service, and for that rea.A)n the land was not held in full owner-
ship. Thus, personally free, the servants of the prince, military

and personal alike, were, i" effect, economically bound to the service

of the prince, unless they had inherited vokhinal lands or unless

votchini had been specifically granted to them. The exercise of

profitable administrative functions was confined to the " free
"

Klachevsky. ii. p. 274.
' e.g. In the will ol the Pri

' tbid.
wiU 01 the Prince of the Serpukhov appanage in 14 [o. instruc.

tioos are given to the son of the testator to discharge those househokl servants
whom he did not want to retain, and to deprive them of the lands occupied
by them. Those also who did not wish to remain in service might go, ex-
cepting those " upon whom there are full papers." That is to say. exceptir
Auoa/i and hholopi. Cf. infra, p. 151. and Kluchevsky, ii. p. 274.
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d^X"^ T.*"*'
"

' ''" P*'"" " *** " *"« "<>« ""iP-'d to such

dement, rPrr *''l" "• ""«" "PPl'^'J ™ thecontrartvS

duues of an administrative or military description. The Xceserfs 'were paid either by grants of land or by grants of the rieh?

Lr^« Ts ^eV """ ."-,=<">ditionally !,Z cln?L!t"foservice As the Moscow princedom increased in pwer, and as itsdemands for mihtary and administrative servants increased ,he^latively elastic system which had obtained in appTiTtim^
" free"!:^!!,""" W^M '" '"^ ""^^'^ <" th-^ Wteentrcenf^r^Thl

free m htary serf " lost the right to leave the servic. of the GrandPrmce of Moscow, in order to enter the service of another aDi^«prince, and m like manner he lost the right to go h^yondtheCfn
frontier. But this deprivation of pre4uslyListfng ^i^nj^"
itn T r'""P'"'*'^ ^y * *^"6^ " th* "'•ture of -hr^ants^iland which were made in return for military service, f^e con^ditions no longer related strictly to service, but invo'ved sr^uZ

serf!" *,f
'*'"" '"

*''fV''''"^*'
*° ""^ ^'^"" °* the • free military

of the class. The palace serfs " of the Moscow prince now be^came entitled to enter mihtary service, and grants of land we^made to them upon condition of their renderin| such service T^w^rdj«„>..rfyi. estate, seems to have cj. into g™^ ^
en«rr?"'°"'V ™,"' '^'^ '='«"S^': "^d the forr^erly differ-entiated classes of mihtary and household "

serfs "
of the p^Lcame to be mingled together. At this time also estate Z^^

come, to be reflated by precise rules, which detennit tT^e
"

the separate allotments. The estate system seems to have Ci
by he Moscow Grand Pnnce. Levies for military and adiiinis-

l^ameTa'^Mr"''/":"' 5'°?''^.' '"' =^<^ ">« g-«n«>«nt.J lan,LbKame rapidly eslatized."' For example, in 1550 the Govern-ment of Moscow levied from various districts one thou^nd oIX
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town gentry and children of boyirs lot metropolitan service.

Estates were given to these persons, varying in dimensions with
the importance of the offices to which they were assigned. Thus
the higher functionaries received 300 dessiatines of arable land, and
the inferior functionaries received from 100 to aoo dessiatines.'

In addition to these allotted estates, the functionaries were given
money salaries, also graduated according to the character of their
service. This compUcated system of land grants was under the
care of a special department of the Government known as the
Pomyestny Prikaz, or Estate Office. The system involved the
exercise of the required functions in or near the estate which was
granted for the maintenance of the " serving " person. Thus
functionaries in Moscow were granted lands in the suburbs of Mos-
cow, while those whose duties lay in the outskirts were granted
lands there. Moreover, it appears that, though the votchinal land
tenure, or tenure of heritable property, rested upon different founda-
tions originally, the development of the estate system led to the
votchinal owners, who were also serving people, being required to
render service on their voUhini as well as on their pomyeslya—that
is, on their heritable property as well as on the lands allotted to
them in respect of service. In that way the mere holding of land
involved the discharge of duties. By the middle of the sixteenth
century these duties were hilly and exactly determined. " From
every 100 chetcy of good useful land (that is, from every 150
dessiatines of arable land) there must appear in the march one
mihtiaman " on a horse, with complete equipment ; and for a long
march he must have two horses.'

The lands granted to serving people who possessed votchini
were known as dachi, and these latter land grants were inversely
proportionate to the extent of the votchina : but they were also
determined by the " illustriousness of the race " of the serving
man, as well as by the character and length of his service. In the
end of the sixteenth century, when available land was becoming
relatively scarce, the extent of the allotments was sometimes
limited by the total amount of land available for " estatizing " in

' In other levies persons of the highest rank received upwards of 1000
dessiatines. Kluchevsky. ii. p. 281.

' Ibid., p. 280. Compared with similar provisions in feudal charters in
Great Britain, for example, this was a small obligation for so much land.
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the district in question. The area of the grants was also frequently
determined by the relative density of the population. But in the
actual working of the system it appears that what was counted
arable kind was not always arable in a strict sense. Areas counted
as arable had sometimes been allowed, under the care of previous
pomyetschike to revert to forest or waste land. This mode of
rwkonmg affected also the amount of the salary attached to the
office and the Und. so that the " serving-man " sometimes found
himself with an area of land which might be brought into cultiva-
tion, but without the agricultural capital to enable him to cultivate
It. The proportion of lands held upon serving conditions to th.-
total area of lands varied in different districts ; but, speaking
generally, the voUhini were fewer, and the " estates " (povnesiya)
were more numerous, towards the south. In the extreme south
the votchinal lands were very few.

In addition to the land grants for service, money salaries make
their appearance as customary in the seventeenth century Thesemoney salaries do not, however, appear to have been paid uni-
formly, nor do they appear to have been paid at short intervals
They vaned with the nature of the office and with the sije of the
estate. The period of their payment varied also. The people
employed in the metropolitan centre received their salaries yearly
but others received them every third, fourth, or even fifth year'
If, however, the " serving man " had a profitable employment, he
might receive no money salary, or, in other cases, he might receive
money only to pay for his equipment should he be called upon to
render mihtary service.

Although estate possession, as distinguished from vokhinal
ownership, was not, m its eariy stages and strictly speaking herit-
able, yet service came to be looked upon as hereditary. The sons
of serving people were under obligation to render service as soon
as they reached the age when they might render it—viz fifteen
years, unless they were expressly exempted by the sovereign.
When the son of a " serving man " attained the age of fifteen years
he was granted an estate, and this was added to as his service con-
tmued. In the case of an aged parent who was unfit for active
service, a son was accepted as a substitute, and this son, after the
death of his father, inherited both his father's land and his serving
obligations. There grew out of this a complicated series of regula-
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tions about the maintenance of " serving men's " families. Estates

even passed to girls who were able to find husbands among " serving

men," and who could settle their shares of the " estate " upon
them. Thus all the members of a serving family served. " The
sons mounted their horses to defend the fatherland, and the

daughters ' went under the crown ' to prepare the reserve of

defenders."

'

As a result of these developments, there emerged the idea that

landownership and land possession alike were identified with
service. Whoever owned or held the land must serve, and land
must be in the possession of those who served. This idea is re-

flected in the legislation of the sixteenth centi.-y regarding the

limitation of vokhinal rights. It was important to prevent the

votchini from passing into the hands of persons who were not

capable of rendering service. Those who inherited wfcWni were
not permitted to sell more than half of them ; but even the per-

mission to sell one half was surrounded with difficulties and dis-

abilities. Childless widows were only permitted to enjoy votchini for

life ; after their death the votchini went to the sovereign. In IJ72,
owners of votchini were forbidden to devise them to monasteries.'

These limitations of the right of bequest previously enjoyed
without limitation resulted in votchinal ownership ceasing to have
the characteristics of full private ownership, and in its approaching
more and more closely to the " obligatory and conditional " char-
acter of estate ipomyestny) possession.' Moreover, the 'imitations

just described had the effect of diminishing the area of votchinal

lands, so that by the end of the sixteenth century " estate " pos-
session considerably exceeded votchinal ownership. Yet a hundred
years later, or in the latter half of the ^f venteenth century, there

grew up the practice of granting to pomyeischeke, or estate-possessing

serving men, either a votchina or the right to acquire one by pur-
chasing lands in pomyestny tenure, and converting them into

votchini. Side by side, however, with this process there went on
the process already referred to of the increasingly inheritive char-

acter of estate possession as such. Both forms of landownership
came gradually to be altered in character ; votchinal ownership be-
came no longer fully heritable, and pomyestny possession became
conditionally heritable. In an ultase of the Tsar Mikhail there

1 Klachevsky, ii. p. 2S6. ' Ibid., 291. > Ibid., 39a,
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I^r*^ 1i"T \"'' »PP»'«'«y contradictory expre«ion heri-table pomytaya} which sufficiently indicates that «me esUteP^on, at aU events, had become quite indistinguishable faon,

^U^"„^.h'- r T "^"^^^ •^''™«» "* «•. bequest of

to^t^r^ *

transterence in dower, and even their alienationto strangers for a money payment.
Rnally, that which had become gradually the fact, viz. thatestate possession had been transformed into estate iwne^ip

elZ r^*?,"?
^""^ •»" °* •»« """^ 'he word pmyZreplaced it for aU forms of estate ownership •

i"^y'»yc

Alt important incident of the development of the estate systemwas the growth of a class feeling, or, in more modem^hrase'd!^

formation of socieues or a,rporations • composed of the local gent^-These societies elected from among themselves certain of their

c^t^nfr^ ""'^^ information about the nuXs ;nd

^^Lk ^* '*"'"« P^P'* " °' 'heir district to the function-

among them. The okladchil^ were responsible to the Govern-ment for the accuracy of the information they gave, and for the

r^S "'^ ""* '^"'"*'' "' '«'°"8^g 'o their district, ^eokladcluk were m turn supported by the mulu^ guarantee of theserving people in the district. This system of mutual gu^aZ
Tj^'^r,^''-^^ """« P-°» having hisIZ^or pledger, and this again became still more complicated, three or

™"^« Tth
""''"^

"""f^" "" ""^ ""Other.' TTie n^utualguarmiee of the serving people, unlike that of the peasant com-mumties, was not a "circular" pledge, but was a "ch^n" ple^.Through their elected representatives, or gorodcvie trekalsMke
(tow,, officials), the lando™e.^ al^ took a large share

^'"^
ministration These elected representatives administered thTtaxesand duties of the landowners, had control of fortifications, and they

Kluchevsky, ii. p. 296. i /^.-j > ja j

vol. i. p, go
• KI1Jucbevsky, ii. p, 298.
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were responsible for the defence of the district in case of war or

irregular inroads. These elected representatives of the landed

gentry were members of the council of the governor of the province,

and they were expected to defend the landowners against arbitrary

action on the part of the governor. Gradually the oUadchtki

acquired increasing political importance through the increasing

importance of the class which they represented. They appeared

as deputies in the Ztmskie Sobori and advocated the interests of

their districts before the central government.

The increase in the numbers of the serving class, together with

the comparatively generous distribution of land to them, brought

the State in course of time to an impasse. The drafts of land

were made first upon the palace lands, then upon the lands of

vokhini which had lapsed to the crown, then the so<alled Black

Lands and Treasury Lands, both lands whose profits went for the

general service of the State. Land became scarce, and thus there

occurred that intensification of land hunger which has characterized

the Russian State and characterizes it still. The defence of exist-

ing land required constant encroachment upon neighbouring lands.

Moreover, under the estate system the land was not well cultivated.

The estate owner was rather a militiaman than a farmer ; and his

estate was organized primarily with a view to strategical pur-

poses, and only secondarily for agricultural exploitation. The newer

lands on the outskirts of the Russia of successive periods were

scantily populated. Only in the central heavy clay region of the

Middle Oki* were there people in abundance. It was therefore

necessary to promote migrations from the centre to the south and
east. From the nuddle of the sixteenth century these migrations

assumed considerable proportions. In this way ultimately the

estated " serving people " were able to secure labourers for their

lands. Meanwhile, however, owing to the undesirability of the

possession of land without labourers, there began to arise a class

of " serving proletarians," or landless serving people for whom
there were found no convenient estates. At the end of the six-

teenth century the Government was obliged to reduce land grants

and salaries alike.^ Its capital in land had been seriously depleted,

and lands which formerly had yielded revenue to the crown had

now passed into the hands of pomyetschihi. Under these circum-

' Kluchevsky, ii. p. 302.
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•tancM gifts of land to "Mrving people" graduaUy diminished,
and ultimately came doHn until sometimes they were no greaterm area than peasant aUotments. Thus there are met with pomyel-
Khtki with land measuring no more than thirty acres." Such an
area was not more than one-fifth of the area assigned by law for
the furnishing of one trooper. The result of this state of matters
was that the poorer pomyauhikl <mv\A not serve, or could not serve
as required. They went on foot, for ejcample. The poor landed
and the landless " i. ving people " became very numerous about
the end of the sixteenth century. Many of them, although belong-
ing by birth to the gentry, feU into the position of peasants hired
themselves as labourei

., or engaged in some artizan employment
Together with the 'eterioration of the estated and non-estated

serving people," there came the effect of the system upon the
character, growth, and prosperity of the towns. Such as they were,
the " serving people " were the most intelligent and best bred of
Russian society. The steady withdrawal of this class from the
town populations, and the drafting of them to frontier estates,
prevented any recruiting of the town commercial and industrial
cesses from their ranks,'and at the same time deprived these classes
of their best customers. The estate owners in many regions, living
at a distance from towns, were forced to organize their hfe upon a
self-sufficient basis. They had to establish their own household
tradesmen (dvorovie lyudi)? The great increase of rural popula-
tion in Russia thus failed to react upon urban industry and trade •

and for nearly three hundred years RussU remained predominanUy
rural and self-sufficient, and the growth of urban centres, with their
industry and tradu, was correspondingly slow.

On the more purely political side, strangely enough, it is to
the reign of Ivan IV (the Terrible) that we must look for the germ
of what may be called parliamentary insUtutions in Russia as-
semblies of notables—officials and others-had been in existence in
the Polish Lithuanian Tsardom- but no council or assembly of
that kmd appears to have met in Russia until Ivan IV called to
Moscow the elective officers employed to coUect the revenue and

* Kluchevsky. ii. p. 302.
On the inauence of this withdrawal of the SUte of the towns unon th,suh8«uent history of Russia, see ../m (vol, ii. BookVII. chap.^TFor a Uvely description of the dvorovie lyrnU. see Priice KroDOtkinMemoir, of a Rnolulionisl (Boston, 1899). p. j8 « sfj.

n^ropotmn.
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the "ferving people," metropolitan and provinci«l. Thii nemt
to have been really a reprcMnUtive assembly in the sense that it
included in its membership persons drawn from all classes, altbooch
It was not representative of the whole people. But it is significut
to notice that even at this time (in the reign of Ivan IV) there
were demands that a really general assembly should be convened,
VIZ. a Zmuky Sobor, or Peoples Assembly.' Indeed during the age
<>l anarchy, when Vladislav was elected to the throne by the boyars
he was requited to agree to such an assembly or a General CouncU
of the pwple to be held yearly.' But the reiga of Vladislav was
^rlef, and on the evacuation of Moscow by the Poles in 1610 the
confusion of the anarchy, scarcely interrupted, continued. The
development of assemblies and councUs. both representative and
other, belongs to the next period.

We have now to turn to the other side of the esUte system, vii.
the relation of the landowner to the peasant—the relation of the
possessor of the soil to the cultivator of it.

The absorption by the Moscow princedom of the Tsardom of
Kaian on the east, and the Tsardom of Astrakhan on the south-
east, had opened up an immense region previously scantily occupied
by migrating pastoral tribes. A great part of this area was com-
posed of nch black soil. The military servants of the prince were,
as has been described, granted estates upon the indefinite and
shifting frontiers, and in order to sustain themselves upon these
estates it was indispensable to exploit the resources of them. To
do so It was necessary to procure cultivators. Thus from the middle
of the fifteenth century there went on a considerable migrating
movement of peasants seeking the new Black SoU regions. These
peasants rented lands upon the estates of the " serving people

"
or hired themselves to the estate possessors or to the renting peas-
ants as labourers. This migration had. however, an effect which
such migrations always have ; it drew off taxpayers from the older
settled regions. Such people, in leaving the districts to which they
belonged as responsible owners of courtyards, and therefore as tax-
payers, evaded their rcsponsibUities, and the economical equili-

antLSfrt oHJliX tS^H.'^.^J'
K""».'2'..collatyrator and afterwards

p L^"
Kovatevsky. Maiime. Russian PMical InslUulmis. Chicago. 190a,
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•
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^1 I^H • "•'"^°™T '" "" «"»" '" "» ^""'^ion o« theirrents and m procuring labour for their fields, and embarrasanent

«nt^ t^
Government, in the middle of the sixteenth

V^^a'u .""P^ ^ "^^ "P°" migrations. This check *vaseffected by hmiting the freedom of movement of peasant, Indby compel,ng the return to their former homes of ^asants who

devised for the purpose of imposing personal bondage upon the peas-ants who were a. yet pe,»naUy " free." according%oX acceXcntenon of freedom, viz. direct responsibihty to the Government

pohce bondage "or limitation of the mobility of the peasant
It has already been noticed that the money salaries of estatiredserving people were determined in inverse proportion to t"e

' Sm infra, vol. ii. Book V. ch. ii. • Kluchevakv ii n „..

of oea«nt, are fr.,"=n1.J"Z°tSSro?„Xr„°S;'Lft™?h'r„""i}^''''K:
jucli people. No doubt their labour, inelficient 1° frwuenth,^?^'^

'"*
times exploited, perhaps mercilessly

"""•=»" »' irequently it is. is some-
• This limitation is known as " determined years." See i«/ra.
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profitableness of the land in their possession. The possessors oi

the new prairie lands were more highly paid in money than others,

because these lands, in the early stages of their occupancy at ail

events, were of little value ; indeed expenditure was necessary to

enable any part of their value to be realized. The estate owners
of the new lands were thus endowed with an annual income in cash
which afforded them the means of employing agricultural capital

upon their estates.

According to the calculations of Professor Kluchevsky, the

Treasury transferred from 1555-1600, through money grants and
salaries to the estate owners of the twenty-six districts which lay

between the first and second fortified lines, between the Middle
Ok4 and the heights of Alatyr-Orel, and beyond the second line, an
amount equivalent to 64,000,000 roubles of modem money, or nearly

£7,000.000.'

The estate possessors by means of this, for that time really large

capital, were able to promote an extensive migration of untaxed
peasants and to organize agricultural colonies of them on the new
and previously uncultivated lands. The peasant colonist arrived

on the prairie lands without means to establish himself. It was thus
necessary either that he should hire his labour to the estate owner
for wages, or that he should agree to pay rent for the land and inter-

est upon the capital advanced to him by the landowner for the
purpose of enabling him to establish himself. The redemption of

waste land and the bringing of it into cultivation is a toilsome

process, and the yield from land cultivated for the first time is

usually small in proportion to the previous labour when compared
with the yield of old land in proportion to the labour actually

expended upon it within the year. Thus the estate owners, who
were, moreover, without the means of effective supervision of large

numbers of labourers, found it more economical to rent the land for

a fixed payment, and to hnd the necessary amount of agricultural

capita! for a fixed rate of interest, than to engage in agricultural

exploitation on their own account, by the employment of hired
labourers, or even by the use of kholapi. In other words, to rent

the land was to exploit ooth land and labourer more effectively

than would have been possible by mere employment. Thus from
the beginning the peasant colonist was in debt to the landowner,

* Kluuievsky. ii. p. 306.
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Although he enjoyed nominally the right of goinp away, a right
which he had ah-eady exercised in respect to his former place of
residence, the fact of his indebtedness presented a judicial obstacle
to his leaving untU his debt was paid, and the isolated position of
tht prairie settlements left him from the outset at the mercy of his
landlord-creditor. Thus in the new prairie soils there were condi-
tions which made gradually for the debt-servitude of the peasant,
and ultimately for his servitude in a juridical as well as in an
economical sense.

In the central regions events were making, although in another
way, in the same direction. The whole of tht land of these regions
was in the sijrteenth century held under three forms of tenuic.
(1) There were the lands belonging directly to the sovereign-
palace lands, the nature of which has already been described, and
Black Lands, or lands which were not in the private possession of
anyone. The profits from both of these kinds of lands were usually
derived in produce, and in the end of the seventeenth century the
two kinds came to be indistinguishable, their administration being
then conducted in one department. (2) Church lands, including
lands belonging to monasteries and other ecclesiastical establish-
ments. Since these lands had for the most part been given to the
Church by bequest, they were usually volchinal lands. (3) The
lands of " serving people."

At this period (the sixteenth century) there does not seem to
have been within the limits of the Moscow State any other kinds of
ownership. All peasants lived upon the lands of others. There was
no peasant proprietary. Even when the peasants cultivated the
Black or State lands, which were not in private ownership, they
spoke of the land as belonging to the Grand Prince, but as in their
possession. Yet they appear to have had a sense of temporary
ownership of land actually in cultivation by them :

" That land is

God's and the sovereign's, but ploughed places and rye are ours."

'

The peasant of the sixteenth century, alike juridically and
economically, was " a landless grain cultivator working upon the
land of some one else." ' Yet he was free. His relation to the
landowner was a contractual relation, not a relation of servitude.
His freedom consisted in his right to go away from his rented land,
and in his right to refuse to work for the landowner for whom he

' Kluchevsky, ii. p. 369. « Jlid,
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had been working.* But there were certain limitations upon these
rights from very early times, and there were certain limitations
upon the powers of the landowners in respect to the peasants. For
example, a peasant could not leave his rented farm without having
settled his account with the landlord after finishing the harvest

;

and a landlord could not drive a peasant away from his farm before
the harvest was reaped. These natural limitations upon freedom
of movement were recognized by law. The code of Ivan III pre-
scribed a certain term during which peasants might leave their
farms, the period being after the harvest and before the beginning
of winter—from the week before St. George's Day {26th November
O.S.) till the end of the week after that day. In Pskov, the corre-
sponding day was " Philhp's last day of eating flesh " (Zagovjnie

—

14th November). The extant agreement papers or leases show that
the peasant and the landowner contract together as persons equally
possessing juridical rights. The area of a peasant's farm varied
with local conditions. In the Novgorod region the unit of firm
measurement was the obja, the extent of which varied from " 10
to 15 dessiatines, according to the quality of the soil." ' In the
central districts the unit was the vit, which also varied from 18 to 24
dessiatines. A new-coming tenant was often required to find guar-
antors for the discharge of his obligations. The tenant bound
himself to live in " peasantry " in such and such a village, to plough
the land, to build a courtyard, to erect farm buildings, to keep them
in repair, and not to run away. In some agreements relating espe-
cially to new lands, the peasant tenant bound himself to fence the
fields, to clean up the meadows, to live quietly and peacefully, not
to keep liquor iUicitly, and not to steai anything.' Penalties for

breach of these undertakings were provided for in the contract. In
some of the contracts the rent payment was to be made in money,
in others in grain. Both of these were fixed in amount, and the
payment was known as obrdk. In other cases the peasant bound
himself, in return for the temporary possession of land, to perform
certain services for the landowner. This form of payment was

' The difference between this practice and that customary in England in
the thirteenth century lay in the tendency of the htter towards the absence
of definite contracts between the landowner and the peasant. C/. Vinogradofi
Paul, Villainage ill England. Oxford, 1S92. p. 71 ; see also The Dialogue
of the Exchequer." in SV/zf/ Chirtirs. &c. Oxford. 1804, P- 227.

Kluchevsky. ii. p. 370. " Ibid., ii. p. 371

: IT. ll'WiillMii • I ihlllPIIW'ii'i||liilUiiiPlilillllWliil|il
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toin»!!L^r*V,''^''"*°'" ^^"°' ^y"'' »«"''• Frequently

TL^t^l .«?yrf« appear m th« sanie case. These two forms
of payment have a different origin. OMk was a fixed payment,
either in money or m kind, in lieu of service obligations or rf a part

received from the landowner. Instead of paj-ing the interest inmoney the peasant undertook in his contract to pay it in the form
of work-usually he undertook to cultivate a certain a«a of

T

landowner's land. Since a loan by the landowner to the peasant«^s a very usual incident, the izdycii., from being a spec,rkTd
of payment of the interest upon this loan, came to^be r^de^d onaccount of the obligations of the tenant considered as a whole

Such being the relations of the free peasant renter to theland-o™er, his relations to the State remain to be considered. Strictly

?£ wn"^'
"'!P**^*0"lid not form a class in the poHtical sense ofthe word. The peasant s pecuUanty was his occupation He be-came a peasant " when he " started his sokha " ' upon taxed landand he ceased to be a peasant when he became an aSn At hattime therefore (m the sixteenth century) the obligation tended to

rest not upon the person, but upon the land. Later the oWigation

f» th!V''
""^^ "" PI™"' ""-^ " P^^"' ^""^ '<> be responsible

for the tax levied upon him whether he was a cultivator or not in

^t^T T^ "'
f ""J''™^"

™' "'"'Sf^'^ *° ^rve whether he ^s-^^d land or not. But m the sixteenth century, this was other-

2her h
'""' '" '^ P"''' "y "><= responsible person,whether he was a peasant or a landed proprietor. The peasantWho cultivated the land and paid the land tax was by this"

brought into relations with the State. The State knew the peasant

unon ?i!f^ u^^T*' %'f''P='y"- So strictly was the tax leviedupon the cultivation of land, ihat land in fallow was not taxed

ti^nlrth T °"'''J"
'""P*"' '° "' P'od""""- The organiza:

tion for the levying and payment of taxes was effected by the forma-tion of administrative districts called sia»i, or stations, and volentiThese slam and volosli were, in the hrst instance, the villaee com'
munities or mi.s, which were bound together by mutual gLarUee

tri^lFT : r'"-
"^'^ "'^'""-^ ""^^ s°™™<» "y '™'^"-aries of the central government ; but alongside these there were

executive officers elected and paid by the administrative a^mbhes
' Russian piouRh.

VOL. I ^ "

D
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of the mir. These executive officers oi the mir sat with the okladchlki,

mentioned above, and assessed the taxes upon the members o{ the

mir. So also the executive officers of the mir superintended the

allotment by " sentence " or decision of the mir of the waste sec-

tions of the vohst to new settlers, collected the rents of the rented

lands, represented the volost in the local court, and advocated the

rights of the volost. it need, before the central government. The

process of taxation seems to have been as follows : The area of

" living " or ploughed land was ascertained, and this land was

taxed at so much per unit {obja or »f/). The total amount was then

divided by the tyaglo or tax, court, according to the area of land

cultivated by each peasant counyard. Once fixed, this amount

was not varied until a new registration of the taxable land had been

made. If, therefore, any peasant who cultivated land upon which

the tax fell left the community without paying the tax due upon

the land, the other members of the community suffered, because the

tax-payment of the defaulting peasant had to be met out of the

tax funds of the mir. This system had come down from the appan-

age ages, and it continued until the sixteenth century. At that

period the communal character of the volost gradually fell intii decay.

This process of decay was hastened by the withdrawal from the

obligations of the volost of peasants who cultivated votchmal or

estate lands, the owners of which had acquired special privileges

as noticed above. Exemptions of this kind tended to break up the

solidarity of the volost, through the carving out of the volost of

special judicial and administrative areas. Thus the larger homo-

geneous community of the volost began to be split up into smaller

communities, each being a selo or large village. This process did

not go on everywhere ; but where it did go on, it reduced the im-

portance and influence of the community by reducing its size, and

it conferred on the smaller area the same character of financial

union which the volost had previously possessed.

It is now necessary to discuss the charac er of the " community "

as it emerged in the sixteenth century from these processes, especi-

ally in respect to the ownership of land.'

While the rural community in early times was called the mir,

» Nearly every point dealt with in the sketch given ir. the text has been

the subject ol extended controversy, .^n outline ni the discussions is given

in Book If. chap. \. 'The Slavophils and the Discussions about the

Mir.'
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the word which came into use at the period of the Emancipation
to designate the community was oblschfna} The essential feature
of the obtschina is the common possession of land. This common
possession of land is further characterized by (i) the obligatory
equality of the allotments

; (2) the strictly class cliaracter of the
community

; and (3) the mutual guarantee for the payment of taxes.*

After Emancipation in 1861, the land was divided according
to the working and the taxable capacity of the peasant groups.
Together with the formal allotment in accordance with the number
of working members uf the groups—the number being revised
periodically, it was lience the number of " revision souls "—there
existed a real allotment according to the then working strength of
each courtyard. This allotment was made compulsorily. Thus
each peasant group had its class duties, which must be rendered
by the group until at the next division, in accordance with the
changes in the numbers due to births and deaths, these duties
were readjusted. The land was thus not the source of the
obligations, but was an aid for their performance.' But in the
rural communities of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there
is no compulsory equaUty of allotment on revision, nor is there
present the class character of the land obligations of the peasant.
In these centuries the peasant took much or little land as he might
desire, or as his agricultural capital or his credit enabled him to
take. He agreed with the possessor of the land without reference
to the community as a whole. The extent of the allotment deter-
mined his taxable capacity. He was taxed by the area and quality
of the land. The land was thus the bearer of the peasant's burdens
and the source of his obligations. The peasant himself was not
bound to his allotment, nor was he bound to the community. He
might leave his land and go away.*

Still, in thr sixteenth century there were instances of commr.nal
ploughing. On the lands of the TroitsJ Sergiev Monastery in the
Dmetrovsky District, e.g.. theie were some cases of this kind;
sixteen peasant courtyards, for instance, ploughed together
22 dessiatines. Ihe distribution of the labour was determined by
a functionary elected by the village or by the volosl. Here also

' Cf. infra. Book II, <h. xiii.

' Kluchevsky, ii. p. i,--8.
" /;„,;. \y p ,.,j

* One village ciianRrd it; peasant owners -six timc^ in thirty-live yearsm the fifteenth century. Kluchev.sky, ii. p. iyg.

..'Vi'iss'iA-,!?S*^^»fS '*wi ::t<:if-::ii'?U:>^.-'M
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was the mutual guarantee for the punctual payment of taxes ; but
the mutual guarantee was not pecuUar to the village community—it

was the general principle upon which all taxes were collected. The
periodical redistribution arose out of the mutual guarantee, for
when courtyards were abandoned, the laiids attached to them,
or the courtyards themselves, if there were no arable lands, were
either given to one courtyard or divided among several, the tax
upon them being divided also.

Thus, although in the sixteenth century there was not communal
possession of land with compulsory redistribution, the management
of peasant lands was confided to groups, because by this means the
collection of taxes was facilitated, and this joint management, to-
gether with the mutual guarantee, " bred imderstandings and customs
which later, with other conditions, brought about communal
possession of land." ' These conditions were compulsory labour
and compulsory distribution of the working strength of the peasant
groups. Such conditions make their appearance in the sixteenth
century. Professor Kluchevsky conjectures that they became
evident, to begin with, not among the peasants, but among the
kholopi. We find that, in the sixteenth century, the general mass
of the peasantry were free renters ; but there were besides kholopi, or
cultivators, to whom were allotted lands which they might divide
among themselves, or which they might cultivate in common and
divide the yield.*

But free and mobile as the peasant renter was, he was rarely
endowed with suflicient agricultural capital to enable him to carry
on the business of a farmer. This was true even in the central
regions, and it was still more manifest in the outskirts, where the
peasants ia general were people who had not had an opportunity
to accumulate means. They had been " Uving on the back."'
Such people were obhged to obtair ,ii loan from the owner of the
land which they rented, the means to establish themselves. This
loan was customarily made in gra' ' it it was also sometimes
made in cattle or in money. It as. . . two forms, wl.lch were
distinguished in the agreements. First, there was the " support
loan," which was given for the building of dweUings and farm Laild-
ings, and for fencing. This loan was non-returnable unless the
peasant failed to start cultivation according to the agreement.

' Kluchevsky, ii. p. 380. • Ibid., p. 381. • cf. supra, p. 45.
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agncultural capital. This loan was returnable should the peaLtleave his rented holding.
F«Mnt

Loans of money were given in addition to these initial loansTh«e also were of two forms. Fi,a, the loan which was repayableby means of work for the landowner upon the Und of the latter,

whtr^'
silver .ziyrim " or " work money." Second, the loanwhich was repayable with interest."

When a peasant undertook the cultivation of new land-
htherto uncultivated prairie, or land which required to be cleared

VJr^A ? ' ""** '' ™8ht be cultivated-he was sometimes
exempted from taxation for one or two years, or he was exempted
Irom the payment of rent for the same period.

In the case of the interest-bearing loan, the interest was some-times^id m work and sometimes it appeared in an addition to the
rent, the prmcipal remaining as a debt and passing from father
to son. The extent of the allotments varied very much even upon
the same estate. The registers of the Troitsky Monastery show
tor example, that one peasant cultivated 47 dessiatines, another 24another 3.' The voluminous details of even the larger estates have
not yet been fuUy worked out ; but so far it appears that at the
end of the sixteenth century there was a tendency towards the
diminution of allotments. The average peasant allotment in the
middle of the sixteenth century appears to have been between 5and 10 dessiatmes

; and at the end of the century between 3 and 4JOwing to the great difficulty in ascertaining exactly what number
of persons occupied the peasant courtyards, and owing to the great
diveraty 01 the areas of the aUotments, the subject is very obscure
l>ut Proiessor Kluchevsky thinks that there is reason to beUeve that
the peasant of the end of the sixteenth century had a rather smaller
auotment than his descendants obtained under the Act of 1861 '

The obligations which rested upon the sixteenth-century peas-
ant vv-ere very numerous and very complicated. In the first place
he had to pay State taxes, in money, in kind, and in labour. In the
second place, he had to pay to the pomyetschik, or estate owner obrdk
in money and m grain. Besides these there were various subsidiary

...
' ?;"'!'^'"'*°'*''e KirilBeloierskyMonasterv. c.t in the lattpr half n»
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payments—in eggs, poultry, cheese, &c., and in labour. The great

Monastery of Solovietsky, in the White Sea, possessed large estates,

and on these estates the peasants " ploughed and seeded the arable

lands of the monastery, repaired the monastery buildings, erected

new buildings, d" .ve and split the wood for the court of the mon-

astery, supplieo. ( arts and horses for carrying the monastery grain to

Vologda, and for •ying salt from thence to the monastery." ' No
pecuniary estimi icse numerous burdens is possible ; but it is

highly probabi • ne monastery exacted from every peasant who
rented land upv its estates, the full toll of his obligations, that the

peasants had very little time left for the cultivation of the land to

enable them to support themselves while they were rendering the

obhgations.

There are available, however, some indications by means of

which it is possible to acquire a conception of the gravity of the

burdens oi the sixteenth-century peasant as compared with that of

the burdens of the peasant of the nineteenth century. In 1580, in

some of the large villages in Xijigorodsky district the peasants paid

in full settlement of obrok. exclusive of taxes, 9 quarters of rye and
oats per v'U. Kecltoning this quantity at the average prices of 1880-

1890. the value of 2} roubles per dessiatine is obtained. The average

Redemption Tax-payment (after 1861) in the same district was
I r. 8^ l<op. That is to say, that the obrdk amounted to about

25 per cent, more than the Redemption Tax-payment.'

It appears also from the accounts of an estate belonging to

Troitsky Sergey Monastery that where the oMk was wholly paid

in cultivation, the cost of that cultivation was from one-half to cne-

third of the cost in 1880-1890. On the other hand, in an estate of

the palace lands of Tver, belonging to the Grand Prince Simeon
Bekbulatovich in 1580, the money and grain payments in oMk
amounted to more than three times as much as the Redemption

Tax of l86i. Cases are even met with in which the sixteenth-cen-

tury peasants paid in obrok from four to twelve times the amount
of the Redemption Tax.'

According to Margaret, a Frenchman, who served Boris Godunov
and the pseudo-Demetrius I, and who wrote an account of Russia in

the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the ta.\es (in which he includes the obrdk) amounted to 11-22

1 l^luchevtiky, ii. p. 38('. ' Ibid., p. 388. ' Ibid., p. 389.
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rubles per dessiatine. At the Emancipation in 1861, the totalamount of tax and rent charge upon the peasant lands did not

«riTV°"J """f®* '° """ *''»" "•* n'inimum amount men-
tioned by Margaret.*

In the sixteenth century the peasant sometimes paid instead

L?".'"^ ^^ " "*"**• * »'^™ amounting to one third, fourth,
or fifth of the produce of his allotment. Out of the balance he had
to pay the taxes and to meet his own needs. Although these indica-
tions are not conclusive on any question of comparison, they seem
on the who' to show- that the free renting peasant of the sixteenth
century wa» .lot m a position to accumulate any reserves and that
he was for the most part working for the landowner and getting a
bare hvmg for himself. Indeed it is fairly certain that in many
districts his obrdk and taxes absorbed all or more than all the pro-
duce yielded by his allotment. His living must, therefore, live
been supplemented, as it was in many cases, by fishing, hunting
bee-keepmg. catUe-raising, and by industry.'

The peasant of the sixteenth century was thus free, but heavily
burdened alike with obligations and with debt. Since his obligations
were measured according to the amount of his land, he was inclined
to teep this amount low. The aUotments were therefo.« tending to
diramsh. He was creating no reserves, and he was ekeing out his
sulMstence by other than strictly agricultural employment

We now pass to the next phase of peasant history-the eradual
enslavement of the debt-burdened cultivator.

~ * origin of Russian serfdom is customarUy described as foUows:me difficulties arising from the migration of peasants to the
estates on the outskirts, which have already been noticed, became
uitensified as the estate system developed, and as some of the owners
of votchm as weU as some of the pomytUchikl became wealthier
than others. The wealthier owners and possessors enticed peasantsaway from the poorer estates, ofiering to pay their debts for them
the poorer proprietors were sometimes ruined because they were
left mthout either renters or working hands. They were thus

' Kluchevskv. ii. p. 390.

»illL! M tt^ Tr!i^''-''i
»" *"^'"«<'"-y »' '""rtf"" P«Mnt courtyani-. in a largeiniiage ol tte Troits. Sergiev Monastery m 1630. where, although the DeaiiantHhan a very small amount otland (only i.; dessiatines pir soul"%e7lSn«e?horaw, co»,. sheep, pigs. 4c.. in reUtively considerable numhen. Ibidli.

-r^'
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unaWe to perionn the Sute service, and they ran the riik of forieit-mg their esUtes. The withdniwa) from Sute Krviee of impover-
ished serving people," or the inabiUty of these to perform their
duties adequately, inconvenienced the State as weU as the " serving
people." This is alleged to have been the reason for the celebrated
legislation of Boris Godonov, who issued, in the time of the Tsar
FtodoT, an ukase abolishing the right of peasants to go away from
land once taken by them. This limitation of the mobiUty of the
peasant was regarded as the first step in his enslavement. The
remaining steps followed inevitably and automatically. Thei*
are thus distinguishable in the slavery or seridom which ensued two
separate elements—bondage of the peasant to the land, which was
effected by the ukase of 1597, and the right of the proprietor of the
land over the personality of the land-bonded peasant which ensued
afterwards.

But this interpretaUon of the ukase of 1597 '» "Pen to criticism.
The ukase, in fact, does not declare that there should be any general
bonding of the peasant to the land ; it decUres only that if a peasant
ran away from the land which he had taken within five years prior
to the ist September of 1597 {«hen the first day of the new year), and
the landowner began a suit about him, the court must authoriie
the compulsory return of the peasant to the land formerly occupied
by him " with his family and property, wherever he lived." But
if the peasant had run away prior to the 1st September 1392 and
if prior to that date the landowner had not begun a suit about him
no action would lie. So far as appears, these provisions apply only
to those peasants who had left the land occupied by them before the
expiry of their term under their contract and without notice. More-
over, the ukase is retrospective, and is not intended apparently to
provide for the future. Professor Kluchevsky thinks that the
ukase was issuert vmI the design of reducing the number of actions
in connection wit), 'he flights of peasants, then pending in the law
courts. It did not import any new principle into the law ; it only
regulated the court proceedings. On the other hand, while admit-
tmg the force of a similar and earlier statement to the same effect
as the ukase of 1597, 3yelyaev supposed that there must have been
in 1592 or earlier (perhaps in 1590) another hitherto undiscovered
ukase which limited the right of movement of the peasant. But
this suggestion is set aside by Professor Kluchevsky, who does
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^«nd any ground lor believing in the exiitence of such u

-.J^!i^u *f"*"=*' »' 'he peaunti with the landowner in the•ewntemth century are expreoed in the tame terms as those of the
uxteenth century. There is no provision in them relating to any
nstnction of movement other than had been customary before.

Z„!^.r?u' "
"H" ^"^ •"»>' *''* P**""* "»»* «"*« «« » »«tle-ment wth the Undowner m regard to aU of his obligations under the

ceauract. Thus the power of movement is evidently assumed. Hisnght to go away was qualified only by the condition that he should
not go away until he had paid to the landowner what was due to him
Ihere are even some contracts which involve conditions relatively
favourable to the peasant. As, for instance, a peasant, being in
debt ran away from monastic lands occupied by him. He was foundand brought back in 1599. Under the old Russian common law hemight be turned mto a full Moto^or cultivator in personal bondage •

but the monastery not only did not treat him in this way, it gave
hnn a new contract or lease of his land, and gave him a new lokn.'
In another case a contract of 1630 provides a money compensation
in case of l«vmg without notice, and that compensation alone-that

w^''; ' !*»»»"« ™» obliged simply to pay a compensation for
breach of contract If he paid the compensation he could go where he
pleased. These cases occurred after the issue of the ukase of 1507Thus there could not be any general binding to the land at this
toie. But there were, nevertheless, instances of bound peasants.The village communities of the district of Vajsky were entitled by
special authonzation of the Tsar to require the return of peasantsWho had run away from the community.*

The Strogonovs, the rich salt boilers, a celebrated Russian
mercantile family, were granted in 1560 vast waste lands on the
rivers Kama and Chusovaya. They were given the right to colonize
these lands with people wherever they could find them, including
peasants whose names were entered as taxpayers in the Land TaxBooks

;
but they were obliged to give back peasants who had runaway without notice.

' Kluchevsky, ii. p. 397.
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rnH.^r.t'^'^
Of 1597 thus does not appear to have effected any

radical change either in the law or in the practice. There were
!£'

tI"™''.^"'*
legitimate removals both before and after the

.h ; t °"^^ "' '*'"' '»"'^*e« ""'' of bondage right must
therefore be sought elsewhere.

c.nt?'"".^'""*
*' ^""^ °' *''" fourteenth to the end of the sixteenth

fro™ ,L ! TJT'!^,'"'
<=»"«"»0"s'y a migration of peasants

^Z S n ,?f-^'''ea region, at first towards the nfrth be-yond the Upper Volga, and afterwards, about the middle of the
sixteenth century, towards the Don and the Middle and Lower
Volga. During these migrations two different kinds of peasantsmake their appearance-the " sitting " or settled " old UveiV' and
tne shifting or "wandering comers and goers." The "old
livers were peasants whose fathers had lived upon the allotments
occupied by them or who had occupied their allotments for live
years or more. Although the " old livers " had no juridical status
to distinguish them from the others, yet the operation of the mutual
guaraniee caused the responsibility fo. the due payment of the taxes
to rest upon them.> The existence of a class of wandering " comersand goers imposed disproportionate burdens upon the "old
ivers, and resulted in the accumulation of arrears. It was
thus very important for the community to prevent, if possible the
old livers from leaving the community, and thus " going out

"
was rendered diflicuk. When an old liver did "go out " he wasobhged to pay a penalty according to his original contract, theamount of which was determined by the number of years he had
spent upon his allotment. In order to secure its taxes, the Govern-ment was beginning in the sixteenth century to assist in binding the
people to estates in the " Black " and palace lands. In the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century the binding of "old livers "not
merely to estates, but to the place in which they Uved, becamegeneral
through the adoption of measures which had previously been privateand temporary. Some of the reasons which led to this binding of
the peasants on the State lands appear in an interesting document
of the year 1610, containing instructions to the manager of one of

cf. 'vScTaS', "^a?,'^/!g^^l^",!,a<' X^'tT'V"'""'-;
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the Black" miosis. The manager was ordered not to allow
peasants to leave the State volosts " until the ukase " (that is, until
there should be legislation on the subject), because the rich peasants
were diminishing the amount o£ their arable (that is, also taxable)
land. Instead of a whole tax unit or vit, they were returning for
taxation only one-half or even one-third of that unit, in order that
they imght have less taxes to pay. Simultaneously with this con-
traction of taxable arable land, these peasants (who are described
as brawlers or noisy fellows) were bringing waste lands into cultiva-
tion and were paying no taxes upon the portions thus redeemed.
In the same way, while contracting their taxable meadows, they were
cutting hay upon the untaxed waste. In consequence of the tax
collection falling off through these practices, the manager was
instructed to investigate the subject and to order the peasants to
plough all the arable land and not to aUenate it, as weU as to see that
they took taxable lands in proportion to their working strength,
and thus to pay taxes in proportion to that strength. The carrying
out of these regulations, though it interfered with the mobility of
the peasant, was nevertheless merelya police measure; it had nothingm common with bondage right. The limitation of the right of move-
ment, however, transformed the State peasants into a "closed
class," mutually responsible in groups for the punctual payment
of taxes and under the special regulations of the State.'

The mutual guarantee thus prepared the way for, and gradually
brought into being, the land bondage of the State peasants. In a
similar \vay peasants upon private estates were being gradually
passed into bondage to the owners oi these estates through the loans
which were made by the owners to the peasants.

In the middle of the fifteenth century, apart from the serious
question of debt through these loans, the peasant was in a relatively
favourable position. At that time, owing to the demand for peasant
cultivators, he was free to transfer himself from one estate to an-
other. He could even make a settlement of his debts to the land-
owner two years after leaving his land. " Old livers " remained
for generations in the same place, and even those who left the estates
to which their fathers had belonged sometimes returned to these
voluntarily. But at the end of the fifteenth century there is already
a great change. We find the clergy criticizing the landowners for

* Kluchevsky. ii. pp. 401-2.
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^^IZT ""? ?'«";!'^«" °* 'he peasants burdens heavier than they

n^^i^v'
"^ '".'^''^'B'ng high oWA. On the other hand laJe^attack the monastic estabUshments for " piUaging theTasan^bv

'vlTat •• '^ "' '"'""""'" ""^"^ *•''' ''"«^<' People 'rotl'^

f,*J*"^T'*"''";
"''° "•»™"«i 'o Moscow twice in the time of thefather of van the Terrible, says that the peasants were wo"^g for

ful anTttT,r
"^^^ " ""= ""'' *""* thei. condition is v- v pit"luUndthattheir property .s exposed tothecapricesof the ser^ng

The monk Gerasim Boldinsky, who founded a monasterv atVyasma had coUected some peasants from neighbours tlft
mcnastet'' An 'rfr.'" ' '"'"' " "* nei/hbourhooVoS
monastery. An official who was travelling through the districtsd^overed these peasants, and demanded Lgrily whrthey were

^ththtT"^
'^«S^"-that is, not taking tSable iLd-aTng™th the peasants on secular estates. Notwithstanding the protest!

mercSessV
"''"' "" P^*""'^ '° '^ '^^""

parth;'to"t'hTr
" '''' *'"'"' ''"" P^^y to the continuous wars and

^th tK 1 . Tl°"i""='^^ ™ *he number of officials, together

01 peasants to the landowners, were the principal reasons for the

fartsTe S^t^^'
peasantry at this epoch, and for fhdr beSg.t

In the middle of the sixteenth century the country seems to havebeen covered with villages weU populated. But t^w^^Tthetndl^TT TT^ r p°p"'^*'- ^- to L""slri,udj

tlTTiSt,^ '°™"'y "^*^^^''^ had gone out of cuStion. hamlets became scarcer, and deserted courtyards made their

fan^'^H- ,'^'* '"^ '=°"*'*^''- 0* the peasS^^^rtt theland lapsed into forest or uncultivated prairie, or it ^Ld into the

'^|l^i^:.?srjsil^'—«^ £^5?^

' Kluchevsk'

ambassador, says t4t at thifh^ J^ ' '5?^'5''4. Fletchpr, the English
lages nearly fSle long 4tt '£us«^SeJ^n'"?""

and Moscow he saw^^l-
without a single inhabited /Mi fi

??„* °"'.,°5.,'»«' ^^es of the road.
Common We^th " (iSSSn ,«fV ta 'i.^t "','',PJ?,''"'

" °' """ R"^
C«»/»fj. (Haklnyt Society T^ndin'isVp"" "' '*' ^'"""'*
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hauls of the landoj

. who 1

> undertook to cultivate it, employine
lui itiis purpose kholopi.

r j i^

Simultaneously with these occurrences in the central reeion the
loan-supported households on the outskirt estates were increasing •

and the migrants were leaving the "old livers" in their former
villages to support the whole burden of the mutual guarantee for
constantly augmenting taxes.' The "old livers " tended thus tobecome deeply insolvent debtors, while the new households on the
outskirts were also deeply indebted to the landowners. The mutual
g««™«fee applied to taxes primarily; but it was also frequently
used for the purpose of obtaining loans, not always from the land-
owner, but sometimes from other persons-that is to say it was
employed as a form of co-operative credit.

It has already been observed that, especially in the outskirts
the landowner was endowed by the State with magisterial powersHe held a court and exercised police supervision. He hr i the right
to exempt peasants from the State tyagh, or tax. He thus ineff-
ably became involved, as responsible authority, in the relations of
the peasant to the State, the mutual guarantee notwithstanding In

t^ ^f^w" "'''f'V^^
landowner had already begun sometimes

rnn^^b » if?. °' ""' ^^"^^^^ ™' P*5™ent by the landowTier
contnbuted to the permanent settlement of the peasant by creatingan additional civic obligation on the part of the latter. To this end
also the natural disposition of the peasant generally inchned He
preferred, on the whole, to live on the estate on which he was bom
excepting when some furore for migration seized him, and the newpraine soil, unencumbered by forest and easily cultivated, lured himfrom the heavy clay and the hard toU of clearing. Thus the landowners m the central region found it to be to their interests to givenew pnvileges to their peasants, and even to pay their taxes for themby way of inducing them to remain upon their land. At the same
time, increased obstacles were thrown in the way of their leaving Theamount payable by an " old hver " who wished to transfer hiniself toanother estate came to be probably beyond the usual means of his
Class. In the end of the sixteenth century the amount payable byan old hver who had rented land for ten years was in general
altogether about 200 rubles in modem money.' Less than thiswould rarely be paid ;' larger amounts were often payable. For

* Kluchevsky. ii. p. 405. 1
/Jjrf..

, p. 407. I Ibid.
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instance, in the year 1585, two peasants who had resided on State
lands settled in a village belonging to a monastery. They undertook
to erect buildings for their household needs, and to plough and ferti-
lize deserted arable land. In order to enable them to do this thev
received a loan of 5 rubles. Three years were allowed for the per-
formance of the contract. If they failed to perform the contract and
desired to leave, they were bound to pay for " the use of the place

"
to repay the loan, and to pay in addition 10 rubles for breach of
contract. The total of these payments would be about 700 rubles
in modern money." They were free to go without paying but if
they went the monastery would institute proceedings against them
The court would decide in favour of the monastery, and would hand
them over to the monastery " until redemption." They would thus
in the normal case, be obliged to work for the monastery as " tem-
porary AAofe/..- " untU the debt was paid. Thus the peasant had a
choice between going on with his cultivation, fulfiUing his obliga-
tions as best he might, and leaving what he could not pay toaccumu-
ate indefimtely, or to leave, with the risk of being returned to the
land as a " temporary kholop." This situation was not the out-
come of any police measure ; it was the outcome of economical
indebtedness coupled with the right to recover as general civil
right.

The right of going away at the end of the sixteenth century was
thus dying out of itself, although ther» was no formal legal aboli-
tion of It.*

" Old livers " practically ceased to exercise the right ; it wasm practice exercised only by people whose debt to the landowner
was small, consisting merely of pojUoye, or payment for the use of
the courtyard during the period of occupancy. This system of
accumulation of a deferred portion of the rent charge for the court-
yard, payable only upon leaving the courtyard, inevitably contri-
buted to fixity of tenure.

The tenor of all the relevant documents of this period is to the
effect that the crux of the land question in the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries was the migratory habit of the people. The various
devices of the law and the tendencies of practice were all towards
fixity of tenure—a condition which limited mobility and to that
extent compromised freedom, but which also imposed obligations

Kluchevsky, ii. p. 408. , jj,,;., p. ^^3
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upon the landowner. For if the peasant? were unable for any
reason to make a living upon the land allotted to them, the land-
owner was obliged in his own interest, in order to keep up the supplvof workmg hands for his own arable land, to support the peasants
hunself. When crops failed, as they did in 1601, 1602. and 1601

'

the peasants who were not supported by the owners of their allot-
ments had to fly, hoping to find means of livelihood elsewhere

Dunng the sixteenth century there were four forms of trans-
Jerence of iKaants

: "going away" after settlement xvith the
landowner of the debt due to him ;

" taking away " by another
landowner

;
substituting another peasant for the peasant who

desired to leave, and flight. These different forms were adopted
at different times m varying proportions according to the circum-
stances of the time. On the palace lands of the Grand Prince
Simeon Bekbulatovich in 1580, there were three hundred and six
cases of peasant transferences. There was not among these any
case of sul«t.tution {zdacha) cases of " going away " number only
17 per cent.

;
cases of flight " were 21 per cent. Of cases of

tatang away there were 61 per cent. This was indeed the pre-vaJmg form at that time. The explanation is not far to seek.
Feasant hands were relatively scarce; substitution was rarely tobe arranged; flight was difficult and sometimes ruinous- "goingaway after full settlement was so diflicult as to be rather unusual
excepting in the case of peasants who had incurred small liabUities
(tor old hvers it was practicaUy impossible) ; " taking away "

was the most convenient method. This " taking awav " meant
one or other of two things-either the " taking " landowner took by
force, or he effected a settlement for the peasant with the landowner-
creditor The peasant was not thereby freed from his burden of
debt

;
this was only transferred along with himself and his family to

another scene of labour.

Monasteries, great landowners, small votchinike, and iomyU-
schcki, and even the State in respect to " Black " and palace lands
participated m these " takings away." The struggle in which the
peasant was the bone became very acute towards the end of the six-

IrJ m""'"?'- "^i""
"^"^ ^'- *^"S"'= ^y '^'"^ ^<>""d on the

26th November, and the harvest was aU in on the peasant landsand when peasant contracts were customarily made for the ensuing
' Kluchevsky, ii. 412.
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year, the clerk of a great landowner, or some upper servant ol a
monastery, would ride into the villages and endeavour to entice the
peasants to migrate, offering to pay their loans for them. The
peasant communities and the smaUer landowners were thus forced
cither to make concessions to the peasants for the purpose of keen-
ing them or to let them go ; but letting them go mknt reduced
taxpayuig power and increasing weight of the burden of taxes upon
those who remained. Some endeavoured to terrorize the lea^Sie
peasants by pillaging their property or by imposing additional
burdens upon them; others forged iron fetters upon the peasantswho were in process of being " taken away," and met the "

enticers
"

by force of arms. Numerous complaints bear witness to these St
Cieorge s Day encounters.'

In this struggle for peasant hands, the great landowners, possess-
ing at once numerous forces and local magisterial power, hadVgieat
advantage over the peasant communities and the smaUer land-
owners. But the struggle compromised the interests of the State
at ^ events in many districts, brought the collection of taxes into
confusion, and did not result in any increase in the freedom of the
peasant. Indeed, the hopeless condition of insolvency into which
peasants m numbers were reduced, induced some of them to seek
to escape from their burdens by sacrificing their freedom, and byagreemg with their landowners to transform themselves into kholoH
or bonded cultivators Cancelling their debts and removing th^I
selves from the roU of free taxable peasants, they became subject
to personal bondage. '

That this had become at least not uncommon in the middle of
the sixteenth century apneais from a comparison of the code of
1497 with that of 1550. In the former the conditions under which
a peasant may go away after settlement of his debts are set forth •

m the latter the foUowing clause is added, " and any peasant from'
the ploughmg (that is, any peasant cultivator) " who seUs himself
to some one into full kholop^tvo " (that is, into the condition of per-
sonal tondage), 'may go permanently, and no payment of expense
is due from him. » j- =>=

Thus a peasant who had sold himself into khohpslvo. freed him-
self from his obligations by transferring them to the shoulders of his
owner, but enslaved himself. FUght even «^s a kind of ruin, for

' Kluchevsky. ii. p. 409. ^j,^ ^ ^,^_
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•.^"S^"^ titivated allotment, the peasant left behind him
What addiUon, if any, he had made to the agricultural productivity
ot his land as weU as some portion, no doubt in many castj, of even
his movable property.

Boris Godunov, who had already under the Tsar Feodor in 1597meddled with the agrarian question, became himself Tsar in ij^
and on 26^ November 1601, he issued an ulcase dealing wi'h the
subject. This ukase was directed against the wholesale " takin?
away of peasants by the large landowners. It permitted only
small landowners to " take away," and limited the taking away totwo peasants at a time. The ukase explains that the reason why
the going away of peasants had been previously permitted was
that the peasants should be aUowed to escape from those landowners
who were overburdening them with payments. Under this ukase
peasants are stiU permitted to " go away " under conditions

A supplementary ukase of 24th November 1602 repeated the
limitation upon " taking away " imposed by the ukase of the pre-
vious year, giving as a reason the desire on the part of the Tsar to
put an end to the fights and the pUlage which had accompanied the
practice. The effect of these two legislative acts was that from
thenceforward the consent of the landowner as well as of the peas-
ant was a condiUon precedent to " taking away." The ukase also
forbade the removal of peasants from the rolls as taxable people.
They could not be transferred into the untaxed classes

In i6o6, by a ukase of 1st February of that year, issued by the
pseudo-Demetrius, the transference of peasants into kholotslvo was
e^ressly forbidden. During the famine years of 1601, 1602 and
1003, many peasants had become hhohpi, having nin away from
non-supporting landowners and thrown themselves upon the tender
mercies of others to whom they bound themselves as kholoti in
return for support. The ukase of 1606 provided that those peas-
ants who had become kholopi in the famine years should return to
their former lands, and sliould resume their former status • The
effect of this act was to repeal the provision of the code of 1550
which permitted peasants to sell themselves into kholotstm and
thus to get rid of their liabilities.

not'reS^«i^*S;.i';f-
*" »?PP»". however, that these peasants did

?rt.?r^ Tht^li™™ o7 J,™
"''"' T""' ^^y ""^ '" *' condition of kholSpi.

i^li^t Jfk. 1," ° P'""*'™ '<" Mmpensation to their proprietors lu

^OL I

P"*"' """""y P*'" t" «» *»°''*' probably accounti forthis

E
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(-.^* ^^^!'^. °* "«*• "=<' «" «o ""k* more clear and bind-ing the cvU obligation of the peasant under his original contractwith the owner of the land cultivated by him. and to^venTe^,^
?^.„i^ ."." T^. "" '" *" Porfonnance of th^obligation

^t'L?. nh!i T*" "-iTSht of the peasant to go away, prevididTe

himself of his obligations by enslaving himself formally as a kholot

2^Un7.h
*"' "' ?; """^"y "°» " """• to improveihe

p».t.on of the peasant, although, perhaps, for a time they had this

SSo n™ TJ^» ,

"""^ °' " **'''"« ""^y " »"<! transference
into non-taxable classes, because these practices had brought the

^eaX '"u:"I«,?."'T"'.f'"'
'"" '"'*'' '"'""ts had suffeled

l^^^- ts
'^" "' "™ '° ™ "^^y " *=» » «™««'d of civil

Sr^? » ™"f
"ay peasant " had evaded his obligations andhad committed a breach of contract. In " running away " simply

^rS l ^ """S^-
™' "*"**'"" *a» altered by the ukase ofSjh March 1607. By this ukase " running away " b^ame a crimethe capture and bringing back of offenders came to be an affair of the

fin^in
^\<^!'tnct administration was entrusted with the duty of

1^ Tn^^rtHi. "T"« ''""' ''*""1"«"ts. and was required to periotm
rt. In addition to compensation to the landowner on account of the

t^X str r,*' *''f
™"?way peasant was :,able to a iine, payablem

f ; T"*' *°' ^^"^^ "'"'*ya'd ('°° "-Wes in modemmoney) or for a single peasant. The " enticer " wa also punished

JSth theZut.*
""°"' """"''' "' ™' """^ *° '"""'= *"PP'"8

whi^' 'r "*/?* '''''™*'^ '^5 had limited ".e period duringwhich actions at law could be brought in relation to flights of peas!

1607 extended this period to fifteen years. The essentially civil

u^a« !i^e eff^T>'
"''"^"°"™ '""^ P""^'^"» i^ this

S'.??.. °' " "*' *° strengthen the bond of obligationwhich tied the peasant to the landowner, but it did not abrogate hisnght to go away under the conditions of his contract

,ftJ^ri*"^"^^J"^ '^"^<^ <'"™g the anarchy which ensued

MK^t * t°l'^ if'
^^<^"' """^ "-« ^'^"^io" ot the family

^» ^ I? ^ ,"'' he belonged, and to which the Moscow State hadbeen mdebted for guidance during the period of its early growth as
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^i6„wr^ Pr-ncedom. During ,hi. period oJ «.«hy

^ThIJ ™ J^-.*" 'y """K^'ed by con.Unt watchfulnewand detennined drfer..., the boundaries o< the State had^
wJ "f"«•'' .""^P^g"" •»<• b«n made toward unifitat^

tS»"fhe°«I>r*"'^.K''."
'"•* •" 'o™ «""« homoge^eiu.:

fari^n I
^^P^ ?' *''* ''>^"'y *>«* ™*«"«J »«»i" into con-ft^on. In this confusion aU cla«KS endeavoured to escape from thepressure o tho^ Sute obligation, »hich had been ve^ bTdent

the MoKow State to assume and to play a dominant role.

•u-^Tf . tJ»-'"«™ period the landoNvners, resting unon thealtered relation of the peasant in re.->,»t to his civil obligatioVnnde^

ot W. • "T'^f."^
*••* "'«'" ""^'""S a breachC^mof his contrart. unhke any other br»ch of contract, a cri^"i

r^r 'wf"
*" •*«"'* ""^ P"»»"" "J~" '"eir estates a, boJZ,^ough ther. was as yet no legal justification for theird^ .'

t^nth centurT I"T" '" "*"' °' "» »*'<'"<' >>»" "^ ^^e seven-teenth century Undowners m their wills ordered not only theircourtyard people, or dvorcvie lyudl. to work for their wido^, bu

fn^Jh ^T"T" .""' «''"*«•' Towards the end o the

^^^^7 H
»''

u^"'
'^'°-'^ '^"^ ""»« "-at, in order to put anend to the difficidties about peasants going, or being taken awavand peasants' i^^ghts, th. only effective measureZ fh^b nd^TS

^twt"^^^'
""t *™P°'«"^t'' the land by contract, but pemL-ently to the Undowner. Three documents express ihis idea-X

^ZT.^' ^'"«'\-<' Sigismund of 4th April ilio ; 4^ ^.vention of the Moscow boyars of 17th August of the same year andthe Z««^" sentence "of the militia of Lyapunovof 30S June

and .ift^ft'ol T"' '^
^""^ "^P"^'"" '"^^^ <" «"dowi"n

c Xf 7"*^'«"f
»' tn« «n.« period. Yet there was no de-

Zl '"""y^*;"" °* '7 »" the subject, and practice varied. In

^in? f' ?i
'*"'^' '^^ ""^P'"' '"' '^'"^o" ^^ to whether the

I«as«,ts should
,

-. or should not go «nth the land was left to the

^"r,f
'*'"'«* °* the ttiri period of Russian history-that is tosay, up t,U the beginning of the seventeenth century-the land b^nd"age of the peasants had been somewhat firmly estabUshed through

* Klucbevsky, ii. p. 415.
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th« (>Uing off in inctiee or the eurciie of the right o< " exit' • • be.the penonol bondage oj them remained only an idea, which wai•ought to be earned out in individual caiei, but which had a> yet™

tKaTuKr'"'" " *" '*" '" '""'""^ ""^ '" ^-'"P

«„Jl* tn7 "T^'?,
'" """"'»"» 'ho condition into which per-wnal^bondage had fallen on the eve of the anaithy and during it.

othe'r".;;'thefotwrnr4,'r'"''''*'
<*'^'^'"^ '-««

'" "» "
I. By captivity during war.

of /irf/n!"'""'*"^ 'I'"*"'
°' ^y •''• "=* "' P*""". through uleof a free person into slavery. ^

I' n' u^L"!
P""''^™"' *•" "' "^o-nm^on of certain crimes.

4- By birth from a *Ao/o^ or bondaged man.
5. By insolvency of a merchant through his own fault
b. By voluntary entrance on the part of a free person into the

rh7«"v°a„r"
" ""' " """*""=• K^ranteeingrhe freedom M

contra^^'
"""**** '° * '"*• °' '~"'**8«d woman, without a umilar

^tr hi
" "^ "''y'"'" ^'•'^P «•" "ot freed by the death of his

ZT*i ™"''"''d««d as bondaged also to his master's children.

^, J^l '^v,"
"* "°*.P*'' °"" °' '^' '~'"»»8«» «"«««on, save bythe will oi his master.' . —.<; ujr

In the end of the fifteenth or in the beginning of the sixteenth

This was caUed do/i'adnoi, because the deed of bondage was cm-

tT!l
Th's was done by a public functionary, the «a«y,rt«,*.

Kholopt of this order were distinguished from f.all kholoii by the
circumstance that after the death of their master to whom they had
been bound, they passed to his children, but no further • So also
there appeared m appanage ages and later, in the seventeenth cen-
tury, temporary kholop,. or more properly, mortgagors,' who ag-eed
to work for a master until a certain debt was paid. When this debtwas paid, the mortgagor resumed his freedom

„„i ^T '"ll"
^''".'"''rtgages by which the mortgagor bound himself

only to set his service against the interest of the debt, and not against
' Kluchevsky, iii. p. 209. • tud., iii. p. jio. • /j«.
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iS^SL ^.u^i^ J?'""
"" "^"^ '" """•ctlon «ith .

.T^ESL .'''t^.'"'*
"*» ""*" by the word kab»U. derived from

f«lth Zl^ =
""'" "" recogniied by .„ Act of the six-

teenth century. SomelimM the koMa provided for lervinc on•coount of the pnncipal without interett. The Su4tMk or IkJ

JS^ to'j^XV" """ '° *" ''"' """" '*"°"*' mortgagTby

TTie mortgagor by kabala wai not, however, entirely reduced to•emtude. He was still an independent juridical person. When hebound himself to pay the interest by means of service, he did notexempt himself from an action at law for the recovery of the prin-
cipal. Kabala men were thus mortgaged, but they might redeem
themselves if they could. Some kabala men or mortgagld persons
how«ver, were evidently taken into full khohpst , by their own
desire in order to escape from the responsibility which the kabah
mvolved. Yet the kabala system, in its earlier stages, may be re-
garded as involving simply a contract for work to be performed for
certam wages, which were to be paid in advance, the deed simply
securmg, under penalty of complete enslavement, the due perform-
ance of the wnrk which had been paid for befor.-hand. The personal
character of the relations established by the kabala -. further shownby provisions which appear in some of the docum to the effect

V U u
™" ""*' "'^^ ">* ">'" »"d childr. ,f his master

Should the master die, and in other documents 01 the sixteenth
century, we find obligation on the part of the kabala man to serve
only untU the death of his master.* Moreover, the kabala docu-
ments duclose the fact that the kabala man was entitled to any
propCTty which he might ;icquire during his period of service.

.Wh> e thus the recognition by the law of these contracts laid the
juridical foundation of personal bondage, up till the ukase of 1507
«_ere were still certain elements of freedom even in these contracts
The documents m question exhibit transactions of the foUowing
character

:
A freeman borrows from an estate owner a certain sum

always for one year. He agrees to work on his master's land or in
his masters courtyard during that year, "all days," by way of
payment of interest upon the sum borrowed. If at the end of the

' KluchevBliy. iii. p. 210.
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year the principal sum is not paid, he undertakes to go on aervinefor Uje interest until the principal is paid. For example in J^a father gave his son to a creditor to work for a year in payment of

'^^t^^l'' ,!'=" '" *" '^»t »* 'he del^nit ^rg pL^
tTl^„l ^T'

***" *'"
V*'

*" P*'' '"'o «>« *'^'"«. or PeoplVofthe courtyard, permanently.'
t-^i/io u»

These various forms of servitude or khohpstvo had become so

t^^Sll". 'TT"" "^""y ""' *''^" aZunistration req^re^

xL^.^t"r' "' "J^^ department of the Government, theKM^sky Prekaz. or Mm,stry of Serfdom. The ukase of 1597 im-po«d upon th.s m.n.st.y the duty of repahting the posse^^n ofkholoj,t^nd of prescnbmg a stable method of bondaging; clearly witha v.ewtoa<m:n.sh the intricacy of the system. NoTew princfpk nthis respect was imported by the ukase ; but it limited the leLity
of the serving kabala to those kabala that were enteredTthe

IZZtp ,
^•"^.°' *' '""""P ^""^^ ^--l " 'he office of theKkolopsky Prekazm other towns ;

« and it gave legal form to certain

o^ir'Hf*^''"°"''^f'^''"=''ed practices. For example, it re-qmred kabala men, with their wives and children, as well JdolUadnoi
people to remam in kAolopstv,>-tbit is, in servitude-until the death

mUprlT !• n°' r' P""°"^ redemption permitted. The

^f!^fo^= r "^/Irf" '° "^""'^^ """^y fr»-" the '^'•^ people,

w^r. nt /T "* '^' ^'~"' 'heir release through redemptionwere not to be considered by the courts. The childAn of a^
Ttheir f!,?if

'" *"'
t''^ °' '»™ "^"™e his kholopstvo. are b3to their father's master until his death. From these provisions it

l^^ZU^' 't*"*"?
""'" "^'^ ~'"<' "> he indistSable

*SS! J\^' , ''*f
'?'' heeome common the expression kabalakholop. which replaced the previous form, kabala fltU. so that iipractice the kholop and the kabala had come to be siL^^th^„

I

not quite the same, before the law recognized the fact
^

,nA'? ^T^ "***' ""^ '"" **'''°^- o-- completely bound cultivator

,^» *w ;?"w "^"Z
"^"^'y distinguishable from the first, except^ing that he became free upon the death of his master, there were free

d^,f™^ '^°' 'voluntary khohpi." as they are described in the

orvr™.^rr ™'""'''^ '^^ " °^"^y engaged foraterm
ot ye^rs-generally ten years-for a specified amount of wages. The

' '«>'"'«"ky, iii. p. 2,3. , rt,a., iii. p. ^,^
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right of these voluntary khohpi " to " go away " when they wished
TOS recognized in the ukase of 1555. The ukase of April 1597 changed
the pcMtion of this class very seriously, by fcdng the «riod for a
contract of this kind at six months. If a "voluntary AAofo*

"
served for more than that period, he was obliged to give a kabala
upon himself to his master, " who fed him, dressed him, and suppliedhim with boots. *

Under the ukase of 1597, when runaway kabala men were re-
turned to their masters, they might be transferred into harder
slavery if they themselves desired. Thus, on the whole, the ukase
of 1597 intensified rather than diminished bondage slavery "

»

A monk called Avraamiy Pahtzin, cellarer in a monastery de-
scribes the state of matters at the time of the passing of this ukase
He says that in the time of the Tsar Feodor, the officials, especiaUv
the adherents of the "aU-poweriul Boris Godunov, as well as the
^?' ""ir"*™'" '*'^me very anxious to enslave whomsoever they
could TTiey lured people into slavery by every means, by coaxing,
by gifts, by force and by tortures, by offering inducements to sign
a serving contract " or a " serving kabala." They called people
into their houses and gave them vodka. " The thoughtless guest
would drink two or three glasses, and would then be ready to be-

fff f, „
. '"^^ ^^ '""^ °^ ^™"" Sl^^s he would become a slave

(chelad). '

The historian Karamsin, courtly and conservative as he was
descnbes this law as " not deserving the name of a law, with its
open injustice, so singularly in favour of the titled gentry " « This
law was repealed in 1607, and the law of 1555 brought into force
once inore

;
but the Boyarskaya Duma, or Nobles' Assembly, replaced

the half-yearly term for " voluntary khohpstm."

'

Then came the anarchy and starvation. The masters were
unable to support the numerous groups that had through these
changes become dependent upon them. Some peasants they set
at hberty formally, some they merely drove from their estates
without formal process of manumission, others fled of their own
accord. The ranks of the discontented were thus being constantly
recruited by landless and purseless peasants.

ii. p. 215.
1. >m



CHAPTER IV

FOURTH PERIOD OF RUSSIAN HISTORY-FROM THE
BEGINNING OF THE SEVENTEENTH TILL THE MIDDLE
OF THE NINETEENTH CENTUI.lT

PART I

General Account, and especially from 1613 till 1700
The Fourth Period of Russian history began with the accession of
the Romanov dynasty to the Moscow throne in 1613, at the close of
the age of anarchy, and ended with the death of Nicholas I in 1855.
The salient facts of this period are the expansion of the Moscow
State over the whole of the Russian plain, and the absorption of
numerous Russian and non-Russian nationalities. Gradually the
State extended itself southwards, eastwards, and northwards, swal-
lowing up great areas fully occupied or partially occupied, and
absorbmg into its administrative system, founded as it was upon a
bureaucratic autocracy, numerous previously independent poUtical
units.

Ambitious as they were, the groups of people surrounding the
throne of the early Romanovs cannot be said to have possessed
talents adequate to the performance of so formidable a task.' The
centralization of power in the hands of the Moscow State dc-stroyed
the mdependence, or diminished the local self-government, of the
outljing provinces, and at the same time it increased their burdens.
The new central administration was costly and inefficient. Froni
the beginnmg fate seemed to be against the House of Romanov.

All the Romanov Tsars of the direct line were mere K 's on
their accession.' With the exception of Peter, who was a riant
of nearly seven feet, and who was possessed of enormous
muscular strength, although he inherited an abnormal nervous

* C/. Kluchevsky, of}, cit., iii. pp. gg-p.

MivVJ:!^
'oUowing weie the ages of the male Romanovs on their accession :

Pe^;,h,V^S * ™''
'*J!'^t'v

*'"<''" -S year,
; Ivan V, ,6 years ;Feter I (the Great), lo years ; Peter II, , , years ; Ivan VI. 2 months.
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organiiation, aU were phj^caUy ieeble, and at least one (Ivan V)
was an imbecUe. The princesses of the House, on the contrary
were physicaUy vigorous, mentaUy alert, and ambitious.' The
extreme youth of the Tsars when they assumed the throne
threw them inevitably into the hands of counsellors who gave a
certam direction to their subsequent reigns.' Incompetence in
administration expressed itself chiefly in connection with external
relations, and plunged the country into a conffict with Poland
which endured for twenty-one years, and left Russia exhausted'
At the end of the seventeenth century the frontiers of Russia were
still unscientific," and tribute was stiU being paid to the Crimean
Tartars.*

Meanwhile the older structure of society had undergone great
changes. The boyarstm, or boyar class, which formed the chief
support of the Moscow throne in earlier times, had " deteriorated
genealogically, and had become poor economically " « Its political
mfluence, which had formerly been so great as to impose a check
upon the exercise of autocratic authority, now became inconsider-
able. Excepting in so far as the boyarstvo came to be dissolved
in the newly-arising class of the dvoryanstvo, which was formed out
ot the metropolitan and provincial "serving people" and whichnow assumed a leading administrative, political, and social role the
boyarsho ceases to have significance. These changes are accom-
panied by more definite stratification of the mass of society. Each
class is separated sharply from the others, each is burdened with
specific obligations and each forms a world of its own, with except-
ing in the earUer phases, Uttle transfusion of blood between the
classes. When these changes in social structure have worked them-
selves out, the peasant is no longer personally free, bondage
slavery {nevclya, absence if will) is the special chancteristic of
his class, and the rendering of his labour is his special social function
In the eighteenth century his labour is no longer purely agricul-
tural. Although agriculture remains the chief employment of the
national productive powers, these are directed more and more into
special mdustries, and these industries are carried on by means of
bondage labour after the same manner as agriculture had been
conducted.'

'>

/L'^'"'''""''''.' f^J"--'"- P- 3°«- • "''<' ? 307. " Ibid., p. ,08.Ibid. • n„d.. 111. p. 3. . Cf. hjra. Book III.
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Recital of the economic history of the fowrth period will i

manifest two parallel currents

:

1. " Up till the middle of the eighteenth century the external
territoiial extension of the Russian State goes on in inverse propor-
tion to the development of the interior freedom of the people."

2. " The political status of the labouring -lasses estabUshes
itself in inverse proportion to the economical productivity of their

labour."

'

Beginning as before, at the top of the social structure, we find
the new ruling class, the dvoryanstvo, recruiting itself not merely from
the older boyarstvo, but also from the classes beneath, and even in

the time of Peter the Great from foreigners. The aboUtion of the
so-called myestnichestvo,' or order of seniority, m 1682, tended to the
democratisation of administration, and in 1722 the door is " opened
widely " for the admission to its ranks of raznochiiUa, or plebeians
of low birth. The estates became the property of the members of
the new class, and the peasants became bondaged to them. In the
time of Peter III, obligatory service was removed from the upper
class, and at the same time this class was endowed with a large

measure of class autonomy, with new powers in local administration.
In the time of Nicholas I these privileges were further extended by
granting the right to the dvoryanstvo assemblies to make representa-
tions to the Government, not only in reference to the interests of
their own class, but also to the interests of other classes." All this
indicates a gradual growth of political influence. Since the central
and local administrators were alike drawn chiefly from this class, its

power in detail became very great. The Government ruled through
the dvoryanstvo in the seventeenth century, and in the eighteenth
century the dvoryanstvo practically ruled through the Government.*
Thus gradually the Government of Russia ceased to be aristocratic,

or even consistently autocratic—it was in effect bureaucratic. This
development was accompanied by a corresponding social cleavage,
and the ruling class became economically and " morally estranged
from the governed mass." ' During these centuries the ruling class

was acquiring Western European culture, and was becoming aware.

* Klucbevsky, iii. p. 4.
' Cf. A. SavSn in Collection of Essays dedicated to V,

Moscow, 1909. p. 2yj.
* Kluchevsky, iii. p. 6. * Ibid. •

O. KImkevshy.

Ibid., p. 7.
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especially in the eighteenth century, of the progress of thought and
letters in the western world ; but these currents " slid over the tops
of society, dropping to the bottom only by partial reforms of a more
or less cautious and fruitless character." ' CiviUzation thus became
" a class monopoly," in which it was supposed the common peopli;
could not share without danger to the State, and without much pre-
liminary education*

The stimulating influences of external territorial expansion »rd
of increased material wealth, due to the exploitation of the natural
resources of the country, were thus felt practically exclusively in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by the ruling class, and
this circumstance accounts for the " historical antinomies " which
have been noticed above. Contrary to the experience of the people
of Western Europe, the Russian people have not in general shared
in the advancing culture of humanity, and their political status has
retained a form which, from a Western European point of view, may
be described as archaic.

The development of the ruling class in Russia and its separation
from the mass ^i the community led to the absence in that country
of the spontaneous and continual co-operation of practically all of
the citizens of a country in securing the general welfare which is

characteristic of the best examples. The dislocation of Russian
society as distinguished from the " consecutive life " » of the people
of Western Europe is one of the marks of difference between them m

* Kluchevsky, iii, p. 7.
' On the question of the susceptibility of the common people to material

progress, Professor Kluchevsky thinks [op. cit.. iii. p. j) that the productivitv
of Russian labour durmg the period of serfdom contravened the generally
accepted rule that serf labour is less productive than free labour. The
point IS, however, a very difficult one to decide with certainty in a part'cular
case. The efficiency of labour depends upon the driving power. Whether
the driving power of " avarice." to use the expression of Hume, is greaterthM the dnvmg power of a slave-driver with a whip is perhaps impossible
to determme. It is generally thought that the slave evades work as much
as possible, and that therefore the necessity of a greater amount of super-
vision than IS the case with the freeman renders the net total of his jnirk
less productive, because the supervision has to be paid for. But from the
point of view of individual life the important question, after all. is not one
of productivity, but is one of amplitude of life. The peasant fanner working
on his own land for himself may produce more than ne would as a serf and
yet he may merely lead the life of a serf, a slave not to another's, but to his
own avance, and therefore the susceptibility of a peasant farmer to high
material progress may not be greater than that of a serf. Upon local over-
production of grain in the last days of serfdom, see infra, p. 434.

• Kluchevsky, iii, p. 8.
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the past. So also ha« been the view of the functions of the State

which has been prevalent in Russia. The State has assumed control

of everything, and it is therefore held responsible for everything.

The burden of life which falls upon it thus tends to become intoler-

able, and the deficiencies of the overburdened Government tend to

become intolerable also. The course of Russian history abounds in

examples.

When the youthful Mikhail, the first Romanov, was elected Tsar

by means of the Zetnsky Sobor, he naturally turned to the land-

owners for collaboration in reconstructing the governmental system,

which had fallen into disorder during the anarchy. But he found

"neither useful collaborators nor responsible taxpayers." | The

Moscow merchants persuaded him that it was necessary to import

foreigners in order to supply men, money, and ideas for the develop-

ment of the country and for the establishment of industries, by

means of which the national burdens might be met. Later, especi-

ally in the time of Peter the Great, foreigners were called in. factories

were establi -led. and schools were opened to which the scholars were

driven. Bui this external artificial stimulus was disastrous. The

need for education was not felt by the people, and they looked upon

it as another obligation imposed upon them by the Government.

" There were established costly cadet corps, engineering schools,

educational societies for highly-horn girls and for girls of the mer-

chant class, academies of painting, gymnasiums, &c." ' But this

feverish activity produced only "a crudely utilitarian view of

knowledge as a pathway to rank and bribes." ' The products of this

artificially forced system were the " green young men " of Griboye-

dov's coiiedies.* The Government offices were filled with these

half-educated youths, obsessed with the superficial aspects of Western

European culture and quite unable to bring into relation with the

national life the more valuable suggestions which serious study of

Western Europe might have afforded." Meanwhile, the constantly

' Kluchevsky, iii. p. 8. ' Ibid., p. lo.
.

' "•<*
' Cf Kropotkin, P.. Ideals and Realilits »» Russian Ltleralure. London,

loos p. 196. Oriboyedov's comedy, Misfortuta from Inlelhgence, although

it applies particularly to Moscow society of 1 820-1 830, is applicable also to

earlier and more recent periods of Russian history.

• The same phenomenon has made its appearance in Pekmg w^'h ««m™™
of hall.educated Chinese youths from the American universities. The mtro-

duction of Western European education in India has resulted in cotieaponding

phenomena.
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extending territorial conquests added to the responsibilities of the
State without adding either to the efficiency or to the insight of its

functionaries. The establishment of factory industry benefited the
Treasury and enriched individuals, but remained without favourable
effect upon the working masses.

" All these defects had one general cause, the unnatural relations
of the exterior politics of the State to the interior growth of the
people." > The increase of the population produced changes in the
molecular structure of society which mere increase in numbers
involves. The rapid territorial expansion and the inclusion of new-
peoples increased the area of the authority of the Government, and
to this extent increased its internal and external prestige, but at the
same time the maintenance of this authority exhausted the national
resources.' These factors together sufficed to confront the Govern-
ment with a constant succession of fresh problems with which it was
unable to cope, and before which, from time to time, it shrank in a
state of hopeless bewilderment—seeking advice from anybody and
everybody, conducting endless investigations and arriving at the
most meagre results.' The State thus gradually became a huge and
cumbrous mechanism, whose parts were fitted badly together and
whose action was intended to accomplish that which can only be
effectively accomplished by a whole of organically associated parts.*

The apparent anomalies of Russian life are, as Professor Klu-
chevsky acutely observes, not really anomalies, but are more
properly to be described as " abnormal phenomena corresponding
to its disorganization." *

The most important influence in the promotion of national, as
of social unity is external pressure. In all of the earlier periods of
Russian history this force had been exercised. In the fini period
the external pressure of the warlike tribes surrounding the Eastern
Slavs contributed to their unification ; in the stconi period the
attacks of the Tartars on the south and of the Lithuanians on the
north-west split the Russian people into two branches, the Great
and the Little Russians, each of them possessing a strong feeUng of

> Kluchevsky. iii. p. lo. i lud.. p. lo.
This IS also true of the period immediately succeeding the Russo- lapanese

war. • '

' The parallel between the state of Russia in the seventeenth century
and that of China in the beginning of the twentieth is very instructive.

* Ktuchevsky. iii. p. 8.
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nationality. The first branch, the Great Ruaaian, found itaeli en-
gaged in a continuous struggle against external enemies. It was
thus forced to succumb to these or to develop within itself military
strength suiScient to cope with them. The unification of the whole
of the Russian people and the whole of the Russian area still under
the pressure of imminent external enemies, was the task of the Ihird
period. The anarchic close of this period resulted in territorial
losses, which had to be recovered in the succeeding age, and
national unity had to be striven for afresh. Up till the time of the
battle of Poltava (1709), the Russian wars had been chiefly defen-
sive.' They had been undertaken to resist attacks, or to recover
lands which had been regarded by the Russians as properly theirs
by right of old occupation or of early conquest. From that date
the Russian campaigns were for the most part offensive ; they were
intended to maintain and to extend the predominance of Russia in
Eastern Europe, which had been achieved by Peter the Great, or
" ' to preserve the balance of power in Europe,' i>s the Russian
diplomatists were elegantly expressing themselves." •

The services of Peter the Great to Russia were undoubtedly
enormous. His prodigious energy infused part of itself into the
Russian mind of his time ; and the productivity of the people
increased imnortantly. This alone could have sustained the in-
creasmg weignt of the State burdens.' Russia could not, in such
desperate haste as he urged, be made a first<lass power without the
additional cost which is always due to speed. These new and heavy
burdens, especially during the reigns of the weak immediate suc-
cessors of Peter the Great, were not sustained by a proportionate
increase of productive power, and their mere weight, together with
extravagant and uninteUigent administration brought the stability
of the throne into jeopardy.

In this evil case the throne turned to the dvoryanstvo, and in
return for its support, conferred upon it new immunities and
privileges, some " crumbs " of these also faUing to the share of the
higher merchantry.' But for the common people there resulted
only fresh burdens arising from these newly-granted privileges.

* Kluchevsky, iii. p. 12. 1 /j,-j

M-i' V" '^* authority for the finances of the reign of Peter the Great isMelyukov, Paul. 5feK8 Economy in Russia in the l-irUOMrler o/lt^EiSSlmOnlury and the Reforms 0/ Pair the Great. St. PeteisW IM5
'"«*"""*

' Kluchevsky. lii. p. 13.
*' ^*
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" If the people had endured patiently luch a state of thingi, Ruwia
would have dropped out of the number of European countries."

'

The people did not bear their burdens patiently. Throughout
the seventeenth century there had been seditions. They had been
directed against the Government and against landowners and func-
tionaries

; but from the middle of the eighteenth century sedition
assumed a more formidable aspect. The fermentation became
general, and when Pugachev raised the standard of rebellion in 1773,
he was joined by 30,000 liscontented people with arms in their
hands.' Pugachev was put down, but the fermentation remained.
Katherine II had been excited about the condition of the peasantry,
and the question of mitigating the " bondage right " had, on her
initiative, come to b^ matter of feeole and fruitless discussion. From
that period, for nearly a hundred years, the official class, " chewing
over the same plans, and from reign to reign postponing the question
by pusillanimous attempts at improvement,"' kept the solution
of it hanging Kite a nightmare over the country until, in the middle
of the nineteenth century, the fall of " Sevastopol struck the sta-
tionary minds," • and the imperative and immediate necessity of
emancipation became abundantly evident.'

Professor Kluchevsky points out that so long as the external
confficts of Russia were of a defensive order, the burdens of the
State, though great, were not intolerable ; her peasantry were rela-
tively free, and their conditions were not wholly unfavourable ; but
whenever the campaigns of Russia became offensive campaigns, the
upper classes gained steadily in privileges and immunities, and the
increasing and excessive burdens of the State fell more and more
upon the common people. " The special obligations were removed
from the upper classes and class rights were substituted for them,
while special obligations were piled upon the lower classes." •

The discussions upon the nature of sovereignty in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, with which contemporary European
scholars were familiar, and of which the mass of the peop'j had at
least some general knowledge, were, if not quite unknown, at all

events quite uninfluential in Russia. These discussions in Western
' KluchevsVy, iii. p. 13. Sm infra. Book IV, chap. ii.
Kluchevsky, 111. p. 14. • Ibid.

• The details of the long discussions upon the question of bondage right
are given in Books II and III. infra.

* Kluchevsky, iii, p. 14.
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Kirope had been in a large meanire fundanental.' Although the
historical and ethnographical groundwork was as yet very inade-
quate, the discussions were carried on by men of superior intelligence

as fully as the scientific progress of the time permitted. They had,
moreover, the inestimable advantage of the stimulating influence
of the Renaissance. In Russia, on the other hand, no such funda-
mental discussions took place, or could take place. Contemporary
Russian scholarship was unequal to the task. Opinions about
sovereignty there depended upon tradition, chiefly from the timesof
the appanage princes, and upon a crude development of that tradi-
tion, not at all upon a logically-developed theory of sovereignty in
harmony with a similarly logically-developed jurisprudence.

The tradition was that the Moscow State was the vokhina or
heritable property of the Moscow sovereign. The owner of a
wOchina was primarily the owner of the land ; his relation to the
people who cultivated it and to the people who served in his admin-
istration was primarily a co.:tractual relation. The population of

his volchina not only possessed a high degree of mobility, but exer-
cised it. As we have seen, these fluctuations of the population and
this elasticity in the conditions of service became so inconsistent

with stability and defence that they were seriously checked by legis-

lation and by the exercise of stringent measures in practice. The
people inhabiting the volchina thus came to be looked upon as
belonging to it, and therefore as belonging to the sovereign, as did
the other elements which entered into the composition of the vot-

china. The interests of the people were of concern to the sovereign

only in so far as they conformed to the interests of the dynasty—in

other words, the household existed for the House. Law was a
domestic affair.'

In all this there is no conception of nationality. The conception

of the State which is here embodied is that of a household filled

* An admirable recent summary of these discussions is to be found in the
Presidential Address to the Section of Anthropology of the British Association.
1909, by Professor Myres. See Transactions for 1909.

» This view is curiously reflected in Grajdanin, the organ of the reactionary
Prince Mcshtshersky. e.g. 1st March 1904: " If a father may chastise his son
severely without invoking the help of the courts, the authorities—local,
provincial, central—should be invested with a similar power to imprison,
nog, and otherwise overawe or punish the people." (Quoted by the author
of the article. " The Tsar," in the Quarterly Review. I.ondon, 1904, vol. zoo,

Bigo.) The patriarchal and the volchinat views are here confused together.
istoricaUy they have quite different origins.
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with aervanti to whom were assigned obligatory duties ; but up till

the seventeenth century there is no legislation which deanes, in any
(undamental way, the nature ot the authority o( the soveriugn, or of
his rights and duties, together *i the nature o< the rights and
duties of the people. So that a.inough frequent seditions and
occasional rebellion revealed the fact that deep in the consciousneu
of the people there lay the conviction that all of the rights which
were enjoyed by those above them, and all of the duties which were
imposed upon them, were fundamentally limited, yet there was no
articulate and complete expression of these rights and duties, or of
their limitations, either in the law or in any sustained criticism of it.

The ideas about sovereignty were vague and un-coordinated, and
they had little apparent inBuence upon the practice of administra-
tion. The State assumed " a shadowy form " high above the con-
temporary political consciousnras of the people, and the leal society
of the State, with its organic itructure, was dissociated (lom this
overmastering shadow of supreme authority. In this abnormal
relation of the pople to the sovereign we have at least a partial
explanation of the antinomies which have been observed. These
antinomies account for the chronically morbid attitude of the people
towards the crown, regarding as they did its shadowy form with
imdue prostration and without a due sense of human dignity, or
regarding with too acute a feeling of disappointment its non-per-
formance of an impossible rdle, and heaping upon i«s head all the
sins of the State with savage energy of recrimination.

We now pass to the consideration of the status and condition of
the peasantry which constituted during this epoch the great mass
of the rural population. At the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury the peasantry upon the State domain—the " Black and Palace
lands "—had already been bound to the land or had been fixed in
the rural communities. The peasants on the estates of private
owners were becoming similarly bound ; but as yet there was no
definite change in their legal status. The bondage was one of fact,
although not of universal fact ; it was not yet recognized by law!
In the Ufe of the peasant throughout the sixteenth century and at
the beginning of the seventeenth there were three important ele-
ments :

1. The payment of the land tax.

2. The right of " going away."
VOL. I f
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3. The need of agricultunl capital, retultinc in loans to the

paaianta by the lanr'awnen.'

The number of peaunti whoae need for agricultural capital
drove them into indebtedneu to the landownera aeema to have
increased greatly toward* the middle of the lixteenth century • and
the deicnption which has been given above of the reactions which
occurred from this fact has already shown how the " right of going
away," thoi-gh stiU exisUng, had become " a juridical fiction." »

The pressure of debt and the increasing pressure of the land Ux
together with the " land bondage " which prevented the escape of
the peasant from his burdens by leaving them, led to attempts to
escape the burdens without leaving the land. This was effected by
the peasant through sale of himself into kholopstvo. That is he
bound himself to work for the landowner as a kholop, and in so doing
freed himself from his burden of debt aiid from responsibility for
taxes payable to the State, and at the same time sacrificed his per-
sonal firedom. A peasant who did this in the sixteenth and early
seventeenth century feU into the old Russian personal bond-
age (kryepoO), which has aire, dy been described, and therefore feU
out of his class He ceased, indeed, to be a peasant properly so
called.

r r- 1

Apart from such incidents, however, the peasants were gradually
faUing mto debt servitude to the landowners. A peasant who
accepted a loan from the owner of the land occupied by him did not
necessarily accept it on kahaU terms. He might perform work for
the landowner (barUchina) in payment of interest upon his loan
without any kabala papers ; but in the seventeenth century such
loans began to approach in their character the kabala loan, and
those of the peasantry who were engaged in such payments gradually
approached the position of kabala kholopi. The kabala man usually
served in the " court," while the peasant worked in the field. But
the distinction became indefinite, and whenever the idea of the
personal bondage of the kabala kholop became firmly established,
there was an apparent tendency on the part of the landowner to
look upon a peasant who worked lor a loan or for the interest upon a
loan as his personal bondman, whose situntion was for him precisely
that of a kholop*

At the same time there was a corresponding approach of the
Kliich«v.ky, iU. p. JOS. t liii, , cf, Kluchevsky, iu. p. j,,.
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«toW^J^ .T*'^.'""'"
*'"

'" •** "ou*. the garden,Z
T^^' ,

^*^- ,»"", "«' '='»"''«''" o' the anarehy wa. over, anda Kareity o< agricultural hands manifested itKli many Dfora^eto™

^ZJ^. ^-tyard. and giving them allotment, of land. Spedl^

™rZ^
were mad. with khohpi who had been dvorojfy^iThi. process, which became common in the beginning of the «v«,te«,th century, had already made it. appear^ce bSfo™ te ™d o

1.S? "*?.? Pf^P'* ''«'««" 'yxrf*). because they lived in soecialftto behind " the court of tue laido^er. Thc.4Thu g^inin the village, thi, " unfree " clas. of cultivator, Tth^SHer^
I6^X^:"ba*ctanr'"r^""'r '" ByelyevsLy'^rrTct"^

^^IL^^ ^°f^'
numbered 9 per cent, of the peasant

1-he backyard man under the law of 1624 1 wa, so far rraioTedfrom the position of a fuU kl^. that he ,4s hir *lf ™Z°,^lelor cnme. committed by him, and hi. master wa, .fL^S
an in^^-^H ?^'' *"' Pf°P^y ™* '« ''^"y '»' °«". h« wa» » far

com»n«,f" P*."°"'^"y 'hat he wa, himaelf liable for fine, andcompen«tion for injune, committed by him. A special contractran, ened h,m fi-om the dvcovie lyudi to his special class TOtrans erencewa, for the *Aoto^ a step toward, tedom He »™,

iThr'^iT "
r

'^"P*y*"« """ '"
'' '^"d grain cultivtt^

^1, K- '*f u"^"
'""'e obligation of the loan which had b^n

•pu^L'Enn,"
'"'!«'' »r«"" "»«» '» ">e documents,putting Mtohpt into pearantry "

; but the use of this expression

^^UU^ ^r "'" '^' ^'^''y had come to f:hch^Jo^c.
tice although even yet the juridical difference was cr^derTbir
^„«. ! V*

P**'*"' contracts in the beginning of the seven-t«nth centuo- the,* are already observable condition, wWchlea^eonly a very fine distmction to be drawn between khohpo^oZl
* Kluchevsky, iii. p. 218.
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peasantry,

his master

'

„ f^\T' P ;. 'vf f
'"""*" contracted to Uve with

till the end of his hfe." Formerly, as has already beenpointed out, a peasant who ran away withoui paying W^f/n^
now thrrt'"*;'

'"""=•*? *•"' '-'lo-'er-creditoHrc'c„irnow the contracts provide for more serious penalties. The Condi
t on makes Its anpearance that the landowner "is at liberty" (rthe

mLVt I T< "' '^r^""
"
'" t-''^ "« '° himself.'wh re™

is .^rtT
**", '"'"" ' "" ''™ "PO" the allotment as a^sant and ta:tpayer always, and I wiU not run away anywhere,"

The peasant thus agreed that he would pay compensation if hewas brought back after flight, and that he woiSdmoTelver ivealways m peasantry upon the allotted land. Thus these agreements
contained in themselves the principle of personal bondage

These two currents of change, in the kholopslvo towards the

Sd I'h'th
'"«

':
'""='":,^ "'™^<*^ *« '"'"'P''^''' --con-nected with the effects upon both of the disorganization producedby the anarchy in the first decade of the seventeenth century. Themovement of old hvers ' from the villages, and the othex -i«^!tions which have already been described, brought the Zual^Z.

««<« for taxes of the old umsky mir into confusion. One of Thefirst duties of the new administration of Mikhail, the first Romanovwas to re-estabhsh the mirs and to make the mulual gmra^^on^more effective. The Zemsky Assembly of 1619, six yearsXrT
rrr "/^"f^

'^'^^^ **"'* '"'^ taxable inhalitamslCd

^IbT H ;J .'
.

™"'™^ '*"""" ^ '^turned to their fonnervillages, and that "mortgagors " » of their own responsibility shouldbe made taxable. This attempt at a census was a failure, and more-over in 1626, dunng the Great Fire of Moscow in thai year theUnd Registers ,n the Metropohtan Bureau were burned. A newcensus was ordered in 1627-1628. This census was, of course de^me^
chiefly for tax-collecting purposes, and the registration oTtal^l^e^did not necessarily alter the relation of landowner and peasanT; Zin certain cases it confimied existing relations by the mere fact oregis ration^ For example, if a wandering ag^cj^tural atourewas found by a census clerk in a vUlage, he was registered as be"ngupon a certain estate. His temporary contract was thus in efecfmade permanent by the registration.

• Kluchevsky. iii. 219-20. . Zakladchiki.
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But the census and registration, and the attempts to re-establish^e punctual payment of taxes through the mj^gulr^not-

Zl^t^d""' T""'*'™^
"' '"e peasants' contract's at .hi «mebecome bemldenngly complex. Peasants agreed to live with their

WtLTs T '"* '''" =^"'°"«'' ">«y "=''• receivtd no loanSometmies a loan was not repayable unless *he other oblieationswere no performed. Sometimes a loan was to be return da™fixed date, w,th penalties for non-payment, &c. &c ThTfoUow

„« I
^.'S'^t^^f™ for census and taxation purposes had the effectof^bmdmg the peasants both to land bondage and to „1

2. Loan indebtedness was having the same effect.

fh.i„. ^^Lu'".'""'''""^
through the kabala khohpstvo andthe entrance of the dvorome lyude into the fields

relationi^i'""™"'^
""""" P""'""'^ '''"^ ^"'^""S >'"'' bondage

The first two were general causes of bondage
; the others werecauses „h.ch acted in individual cases. The earliest kno\™e-ments m which bondage obligation is specifically stated belong tothe census year 1627. il.e new contracts of that year contafn achuse bmdmg peasants " not to go away from the landoZer "ot

nZ "™y/,^'"" h™. to remain steadfast to him in peasantry "«
In the case of oldhvers," whose indebtedness made them "

heblesssitters upon their allotments," » their acceptance of thrnew co„S-.on was mevitable. Sometimes, however, the peasants at ttUtimesimply obliged themselves to be bound as fo™y -' f
""'

re1»t^^ «^f
at.on for tax purposes raised the quest^n of therelation of the peasant to the landowner upon whose estate he I'Zfound. This had to be settled, and in order'To dot in he a4nce

litA^^ /
* "P°" <="stomary forms, and even upon somewhich did not, m a strictly legal sense, apply to the peasan^aT^aTThe legal Halations of the different kinds of servi^ thu Tcame

a"n7 fterth'^''"'"^-
""'^ ^™^^^' ^-'^g^^tion of soc" ri^g

^W»f ,
'"'"'^ contributed to this state of matters. Th!

the'Tbrndol^rf' ''"^'"f
"^ ^"^''y ^"'^ ^l^"^ di^P--' led tothe abandonment of much of the arable land, and thusVhe price of

Cf. Kluchevsky, iii. p. i;,;. .
/j,,, , j^^^ . ^^^
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land feU. Contemporaneously the rate of interest rose • so also didthe price of peasants' labour. The oolicv of fi,« i!t

j

m§mmms
t« u iur me land, no matter who owned it or cultivateH ,* «,•

w^Xr^rstr:r --"^ "-- -^"

n^r^Tp^tr^r-;'
Ifrrr ^-^^ *"- ^e*^o:aimmmm

themselves as cultivator, Tn ,^j . ? necessary to mamtain

' Kluchevsky, iii. p. 222.
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ownmg class, that the State could only with difficulty take measures
which mihtated against the interests of the boyars. Although the
Zemsky Assembly of 3rd July 1619 passed a " sentence " which
aeciared that the " mortgagors " who had been taken " by the large
propnetors and by the monasteries " should " be returned into
Jysjto -that is should be registered as taxpayers, and releasedfrom their servile condition, the powerful interests concerned con-
trived to erade th. requirement. The Government was helpless.
Around Mikhail, a Tsar quite without ability, there was notone able statesman, and the Government walked after current

afi^rs, never overtaking them, and allowed Ufa itself to tie the knotsmth which later generations did not know what to do " • What
hfe did work out has already been indicated ; but the chief currentsmay now be summarized

:

1. The kholopi were transferring themselves into " peasantry "
and peasants were transferring themselves into kkolopstvo

2. The dvorovu lyudi were ploughing Uke peasants, and peasants
were doing the work of the courtyard.

pe^Mms

3. The landowner was binding the peasant to himself by loan
agreements, which were sometimes even without any indication of
dennite allotment.

All these were "voluntary," or rather unregulated, processes.
There was no legal restriction upon the term or , ;.on the conditions

taxation through registration, to bind the peasant to a specific lot
The details of the bartschim. or work required by the landowner

from the peasant, varied widely in different parts of Russia n so far
as the agreements indicate, and no doubt varied stiU more widelym practice. From the contracts of peasants in Zalessky, of the

outTanH?/* "t^ ^'; " ^.PP*"' *'^''*
'" *•"" "^S*"" ^ P«»«'"t with-

out land (bobyel). contractmg with a boyar, agreed to do the bmafswork one day a week on foot ; a peasant (krestyanm) agreed towork one or two days with a horse. Either might work one day inone week or two days in a fortnight.''

The general stereotyped form in the contracts throughout theMoscow State is, however, the foUowing :

The peasant bindi himself " to do every pomyaschitskoye work "
(that IS, every work required by the pomyetschik, or estate owner), "to

' K'»<:l«vsky, iU. p. 22 s. 1 Ibid., iii. p. jjfi.
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wUlmg to impose any check upon his si^rt-Jh e™:d"^''^rsL"""

In the middle of the sixteenth century a five-year Deriod of ' H»

When a new census was taken in 1646, by an order of that vear

=t™r^4ii::^sn;':'^"''^"^^^^^^

1046-1647 without determined vears '"2 Ti,„ _ "= """ks 01

' Kluchevsky, iii. p. 226.

" determined years

'

' Kluchevsky, iii. p. 227.
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elZ.T '2'° *°"*' ^''d the breach of a peasant contract came toexpoM the offender to a civil suit without limitation. But it hadthe effect of sttll further assimilating the peasantry to the khohp^vo
in which there never had been any limitation of the period in which
actmns of law might be brought on account of escaping khoMi
Thxs had the most grave influence upon the fate of the peasants

ro^-UK"*" *V^* " ™' "°^ P"'^'*"* '"• * landowner to

fZft r!"™ ?* * P^''"*"*' "O •"""" how long he had been gonefrom his estate. It had also the effect of bringing more manifitly

ZLa^^ hereditary character which peasant bondage had as-sumed. From this time onwards this hereditary character is dis-tmctly impressed, not only in new peasants' contracts, but it is also

crurt^rH™""^'!' ^*'u
";^' ^ P"''^"*'^ «>" '"heriting his father's

courtyard and his father's obligations, did not require a new agree-

1.^1
N«w agreements, from 1649 onwards, frequently contain

clauses extendmg the obligations incurred by the conLcting peasantover his family, and there is one agreement of a peasant MtUkg

omL """^ °^'•'/ '"'"'"^ "°"^'t^^' '" which'i^eMs Sfobhgations over his future wife and the children " whom God mightgive him after marriage."

'

r.i,?^
^'°'""' '^ '" "^"y ^y^ *^^ '"°^' important legal document

InT^i^^TT """ff ''^ i'nportance'oinsists.^wever, not

ofCi 1 *; "'f ""= "^*"' °' *" P^^^t' b"' i" the absence
of these, with the result that the relations of the peasant to the land-owier upon whose estate he had his registered place, were in effect

™Vti, ^"^i"", T" *° ^^"'"^"e- The consequence of this neglect
vras that the legal position of the peasant became quite anomalous.He was regarded as a person entitled to enter into obligations basedupon his possession of property, and yet his property was not hismm

.
nor was his person his own, because if a peasant married a

Ulojm.) handed over to the former possessor of the runaway wife

rf!° f^r^"^'
^"''^''='* '^'" '''"'™g'' his own possessor wasaware of the mamage. The chief care of the authors of the Vhjeni,was to secure the interests of the State in respect to taxes, e.g ownersof voUh.n, were forbidden to transfer peasants from the StfteS

oIr °7' ""d^'^'J'*^*^"*^". or estate possessors, were forbidden
to make kabala agreements with their peasants, and were forbidden

' Quoted by Kluchevsky, iii. m. 22S.
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^nw
^ ^^ f conditions the property of peasants-their house-

™„M ii
'^"downer's loan or by their own accumulation oc-cupied the pecuhar position of belonging both to the pe^ta^^dto h.s possessor, in this respect resembling the "^S^ "

o1Roman law and the otaritza of old Russian Ltoma.?^law • The

suftoT' "l" T'
'^'°''^"' '" *•"= P«''^"t- -<J the r^ht of owner!

rf default^L'LnT"- ^' '"^'"" <"• ^^^) Provides for theTms

?fe^l628 «.Z/ '""doners, and not to the peasants. In

J^ltf ^^' *^ °™*'' complain that peasants had run awav

special word for such property, viz snos It i^ Pv;H.nr*w 1
conceptions of non-own'ers^ip'by pea'n^ 0/ th L"o gU fn t"po^ssion arose from the long-standing indebtedness of themt
^ the landowner. The loan gave the master a lien upon allTroperty m the possession of the peasant

^ ^

^J^^^}^^ "°*''"* "'^* '" ""« sixteenth century the landownerhad already begun to pay the taxes for his peasaSs In ^teTudother relations he stood between the peasant and the State.

"
' Kluchevsky, iii, p, 231
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the peasant was taken into hhohpo^o by the landowner, and when

to be pa>d for the land cultivated by him. The landowner had topay the tax. The relations of the landowners' economy and the
peasants economies, even when the peasants remained "

in peas-antry, were so intimate, their respective properties were so slenderly
separated, in the end indeed to be completely merged as reS
r»S- ^';*' '"''' "' '" ""« t° the State, was incluldln

LnH?,,^ ''i?*
"• "^'°'^ "' obligation, due by the peasant to the

r^LtS ^' ' ""?* "PStration of his peasants, as if they had

W^«> ^ " " acknowledged and confirmed by the

w»,^%l!"7 'llf"
'""-J™*'. «>« loan agreement, registered as it™s m the Court RoU, the inheritive character of the obligationwhich ensued from the abolition of " determined years " and he

™fo™.^ " S:f
*'*"

t^'"^* '"^ P^y™™*^ ''"'= t° the landowner
fonned, Professor Kluchevsky says picturesquely, "

three knotswhich are drawn into a dead 1oop-<iued peasants' bondag^".

Ruid^S blt'tw'""'
°*

.'v^^
*!'* '='"^'"'"*' the legislation wasguided but there was m the guidance " no sense of justice," norwas there recognition of general custom. The legislation evencannot be said to afford evidence that the establishi^ent of a ri^^ contemplated It seemed to be desired to produce only a " teL

r^rrXn"
'™' ^' •' *° ^y' that the pomyejheke weTeregarded as poaessing their peasants by suffrance of the Tsar as informer times they possessed their estates. The theory seems to

^^riW ^t'i'/ 'T^'''' '"^""S^'' '° th« State. and^w^eTem
poranly confided to the estate owners

hand" oftrianH"""""
the peasants were left by the State in thehands of the landowners. The practice of endowing some land-

iZ? ™*.r?K °* '""^*^*'°" '" ^^' to ofienci a"thelaws committed by peasants upon their estates, has already been

«ntr.^Th:rS'
'™"' ^"'^ *""^^- ^*°"^h in the seveX^h

*ar^S,^^hfh
'" ™''

r*
™*"''='^ *° <»^^ ™th offendersCharged with the more serious offences, murder, piUage, and the Uke

tv ov^rTh^ ^"'"f
'"= "'"""'^ ^""^ '^ ^-t am'oilnt of author:ity over their peasantry, which grew out of their endowment with

^ Kluchevsky, iii. p. 235.
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totlt"'pe:Lr inht"°"-,
?^'-<^<'wn.r thu, stood

magistrate, pSSirpr^seTutlr orivf .v'*'""'
°' "***" """^

bench in hisW„ cauIT^ '

^"^^'' '"'«»"'• "'«' J"<te« <>" the

tion'oftJie'p!rs:SroTbv't°hrr"%''
'""=«™=" '^""^"* »' -ogni.

a man who ^J^esZ^ZiotT^K'T
"'

"
'"^ """ "^' '"^t »'

peasant stiU was fr« and ?n ^h
"^ ^'^^ ' '" ^^'^^« *>>«

class. remai„e7d,^rnct from tie ^Sf"? '^' P"^"*'''' ^ »

responsibility for taxes th^^.tntt^^"''- '" "'•«« "> *his

of civil |«Jnahtr- Aerfser^tinn
' '''"""^ "<^" appearance

out of regard forihe oe'^^nT h7f ^v
'^' """J^lrt'dly made, not

State tax™ T^
peasant but m the mterests of the Ivaelo or

by a peasanrthe Lrn wirj/
appl.cable to the land occupied

oLp events'^P"^^^^ his freedom,

in^:^z^^z^z"~ -'^ *-^ '-^
like the possessor of akhoM II nhr"^^ t"*'

^- " I**^"*- """

allotment of landand "an a^oator^^^/'' ''"" '"'"' ™"' *"
he had to give him land^o 3^1^^ '"ventory

;
in other words,

to advantage. T he tUrd otr IT'! '" *"""^ "^ *° ^"'^
not beliberfted hecould^ol £h '

i' f""
"*"" P*''^"' ""'d

of a court/pourthTv h.s^„t^"^'^°lh«l«"dbyan^
possession of it ^^b^ertoLSfo'ft'herf "' •""^ ""^"y^^

talcen away from him hv fTr.u '^"^owner, could not be

F-fthiy, ,i:z iiait^insftrLrc^rrhi°' 'i
'^--

agamst " violence and nillaae " hv hi= I
""^ ™*^*«''' "

process inacourtmightScoXe'^nLrr' ^-"^ "^ "-^ °^

handrlf'lTeTXnrVh'ir "r"^",'
"^'''^ -^ '^'' >" 'he

The result of ^^^^^^l^^^.;^^^:^^^^^,
landowners instead of placinir it in t),„V ' '"?"^^ '" 'he hands of

PU..C functionar.es, al^h:::^hVE,rC-r^-^^^^^^^^
Kluchevsky, iii. p. 2j8.

'TT^'^^^'^'^°^^''^^'<i'^^<^d^ltk^^^^'' ""'".=' bonded won,an a
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h!.w.*''°'L!'**""*"'"8 'y**™' «»» 'he elimination of thn.

th»^^'T' '"•"^I'«'''^''y
sums up in a brief but pregnant sentence

"vi?;:
.?""

"'u""*
^^"^^ establishment of jWrTna"bSal

m,„, < .^ "I'
^^•='''«»>'ment of this right " (that ik^wit^ he endow-

sonai bondage) the Russian State stepped upon the road v„hirhunder the cover of exterior order and ev» weCe kd "o ,he di':orgaraatmn of national powers, being foUowed as it was bv fi.

K]°drurilrr^' "'' -^ '- timertir-al^^^

The incidents of servitude in Russia had assumed a startlini-lv

luurin centunes a.d. There is indeed a close parallel between thseconomic condition of Russia in the seventee^h"ireemh

Te mode n T'^T""^ °' '"^ ""''''"> "' 'he Roman Imp ?«'
The mode m which the national life ^vas lowered and the national

^."2 ""^..f
°'6»"*«d >"»y be indicated without undue S'The sharp differentiation of classes-^ebtor-serf face to face wi^h

creditor-possessor-magistrate-produced
throughout the L^en^teenth and eighteenth centuries incessa.nt struggles in an irZ!?.

arthe.'r''mar
^' " !,""'"« ""' "^"'"«'" ' '^'w- the C^in

m1*7^ f^ ^"^"^ ''^ '"^^''^ '" the bondmen Thekholop departmental office " was piled up " with the sworn testi

mnr?,^ r^^ «°'"="'go' peasants, and about arsons and

S^H '^ accom.panied these flights and " takings away "

fh,?*K K ',T' "'u''"^ '"' ^^' proprietors to obtain in orderthat the: should not be held responsible /or damage done by theirfleemg serfs. The binding of the peasant *o the land so d^rlvbought at the cost of his personal liberty, and in the end evintpersonahty, had not been successful after all. Towards the e^ ofthe seventeenth century there were epidemics of flights "Wonewasrannmg"-the " serving A«W«" men, theiL^,- ,he Z^.ants, even dvorov,e lyuie. who occupied superior posiiionslnThe

' Kluchevsky, lii, p. 239
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households of noMe maitera derV..nJ ~j,. . . .

confusion.
*^''* "" """^g^nient of the estate into

mas^ranTthe!:'d:«:!:!„or""^ h'
'"' "^'"^ P«»»"'' "V '"e

the dogs recog;,t'dfhf^rnts '"'"""" ^"'"^'' '™* >-»"«

A ^^.r^urctn^-rrw"^^^^^^^^^ :";:'
-» «»'"« o-

from Suzdal, where he reswid mm .
?''' '"'" «<="io>>aUy

the absence of h" mas" a«el?^r' •""*/ '~"*™" «'«' *»

house, in which Wsrstresk^HT KM '^^ '^ *" ">« «"««"'»

fled with hisfaL?^cT^L":SfhW~r,r' ''""«• """^ •"^
On the return of theSr^m IT- v """•"'"' P"P«''y

•

peasant.inordertorecXhUTdWs Won * ""k"'^
""= """^

after the master had left Ws^statt^n
^!°"P"e»'. "" -mmediately

priest, wheth« toT« .s l^^lroM chanr"''
"" ""^ '^''^ "^

in the same year he ran awav a.» ^^ f^ "' "°' " ""' ''"°™
=

his master's money •? ^ ^""' ""'' "^^"-"^ °« =^8 roubles of

chii^:n':!«:'^vrrn' tt: rn'i'?"
*^*" °-^ «<>-«'»••

years, to priests^and oth^ tfth the nh. "l
" "''"'" """"^^ "

masterthat theyshouldt UuTht tolH^^H'.T
"" *' P^^ "^ 'he
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return to do d^rovie work A^u^ I^
' *?* ^^ ^^ "I™"*' '"

of the boy. The boy t^^,i o^xi^o^T'"'^ ""t
^^ '*'»^°"

to «ad in four yean. Tn order ^n^l?''' ?"P''' *"'' "^ '««">«>
sixteen yea.-, of bondage to the t^loir " 'T '^^ »'>'»«q"«nt

.nte„d into a plot toVwuct Kv fZ" ?h
"'' '"y'""°"'"

by «^y of diverting suspidon from thi . ^ f""'' »"<» ""en.
prie.t should produce the t^y '

""""'"^«'' '° '««™a"d that the

entel::?i„rtLtf:Jnrxvs «!" r" " *»""»«' •»<>

of perwnal obligation in the^c'^L „„«t h'
.""™' ">« ""»»'

principle embodied in an ndrntureofT"
** *'*'",8"»hed «ron, the

of the kind described are^r^X anairus ' '" "'"" '"""

bon^^ H^L^^IigteeXX^td^ •''«"^-<'-.oped
cussions which eventually kd to .hr=Z-. *?' ~""* "' 'he dis-

discussed in some detail'fn'ful^^^S^tt^kT " "' '^"""' "*" *

sonSd'gHo^ref^t'ht;""' "' •"* establishn,«.t of per-

"Ponthele/slati^fanda^ni trlt^^lTnli: r
*'"=.*'. " 8*^* ^«-

had been assuming definiteT™
'"'t'ft'o-is which meanwhile

Kng]^h f:r,^:n ortht'i^'^s^"*"^ ? -t -- *<> *"«
eral" has already been nS as It' f""''' "States-Gen-
leignof IvanIV(LTer„bl™!,X^^ *TT"" '" "^e
out that, under the new dynasty the Ci, /

*''° '*'" P°'"'«>
steadUy exercised the poS^'J^lt^TlT-rTJ''" *"'>''''"'"''.

themselves possessed at t^e end o&archvTl''' '^V '"""^
dynasty owed everything to the b^al^l^T ^* "** R»">anov
edly the assemblieTor foC acted or^f

'^"'' =^"'°"Sl> undoubt-
" Irving," and landowning nte'elts ?W dTrt"f

'^ '" aristocratic,

a sense represented the n!tion and to wh chT ' "^^ ^"^'^ »
taxation, loans, and " benevolences " shnnWt. \.^"''"°"' «'»'"
Soio, of I62I even the questln o war ^^,h^ f''T'"'''-

'" *"«
But this institutional limitation ofLtorrr^

""^ "'^^ "^^'d^d.'

Professor Maxime Kovalev krexpLts i" r'/'**-
"°' ™''»™-

* Kluchevsky, iii. pp
Kovalevsky, M., &

- 242-3.
««<>» PoW/ico; Imlilulioni. Chicago, 190J, p. 62.
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WM convened for thVpn^". of'le or
"

„C"*'l'''''''','!f'
P' '°- This assembly

it performed the sameTe^ce ?or RuS^CXL^^."'''!;'!'''''''™ • but
,o™^ed for Don Qnixote

;

it b„rned'?i;r^t"JtrK;;afA^'StLro',

K^*^^S'SeSS^^S^-^o?-^t^e,.^-^
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from rr;r„,. .

^""•""" '"• '""^™ "P^'^d by drlegat..

two. and f "m ihe nob mt twf~ """"^ '^ ^'""^ ™» "»" <"

be received no. la'L':h:„"'stdT^,!° "--• ""<• '"ould

other to summon the e e«ors ani "'J 7» "-e duty of one or

representatives. Each eSL electJ .

*^*'" '" '=''°"'" ""eir

theifr;;::;^rr:::;;rcr^^*^^"r''''"™''^
members of the Boy.rs>..yAuZ ZtZ. llJt^^ZZ tt

* Kovalevskv nrt /^,> « ,.Kovalevsky, o/>. ciV

constituencies.
similar to the • Instructions " of the English

• Ibid., p. 75.
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clerks from the prtkati, or Government departmental offices, and it

included also the osvyatschennie sober, or ecclesiastical assembly,

consisting of the Patriarch (until the abolition of his office), the

metropohtans, and bishops, with others of the higher clergy who

were summoned. Within the elected elements there were also,

usually, the highest metropolitan functionaries.* The composition

of the sobori was by no means uniform. Frequently persons were

summoned who did not usually fall within any of the numerous

categories of persons who were habitually summoned. In general

the sobor appears to have consisted largely of " placemen," function-

aries to whom the actual business of legislation inevitably fell as a

rule. It should be mentioned that foreigners were also summoned

from the higher commercial ranks of those who resided permanently

in Moscow."
" On two occasions only, in 1649 and in 1682, the members of the

sobor assembled in two different chambers—a higher and a lower " ;

'

but the estates seem always to have deliberated separately.' The

sobori made their wishes known to the Tsar by means of petition ;

they had no right to initiate legislation. Fletcher, the English

Ambassador to Russia in 1588, notices this point, and attributes to

it the inefficiency of the sobor when compared with the English

ParUament .» The decisions at which the estates arrived were finally

" condensed into a single document " known as the zemskie prig-

ovor" decree or " sentence " of the people.

It is very evident that the gener.'d deterioration of society which

followed the legal confirmation of personal bondage, and which re-

moved the peasants en masse as " unfree " from any participation

in the elections to the sobori, must have inflicted a grave injury upon

the sobori themselves. They ceased altogether to be representative

1 Cf. Kluchevsky, of>. cit.. iii. p. 244. ' Ibid,

' Kovalevsky, op. cit., p. 76.
« This was the case also in Finland until the recent changes. The Diet

was divided into four estates, each estate meeting in a separate chamber,

the chambers giving upon one circular gallery. The constituent estates of

the Diet were the nobles, the clergy, the merchants, and the farmers. So

also in Sweden.
1 Cf. Kovalevsky. op. cit., p. 76. See also Of the Rttsse Commonaieatt/t,

by Dr. Giles Fletcher, Hakluyt Society. London, 1856, t>. 30. On the sobori

and their history see Latkin, Materials/or a History o/lr Sobors, and the very

interesting sketch by Professor Kovalevsky, of which use has bee" made above.

See also Kluchevsky, ii. 47S-504. and iii. 97.
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to'havr^: o^'^/nX" '
'arasthey^aybe saidat anytime

" The sobon were never abolished bv law Ti,.„ ,

to exist, just as did the Strtlrfil.^, / tt
^ "P'^ '^^^-^

^.nn.,_ot the ^^^Z tl^TV^^^^
' Kovalevsky, op. cil., p. 71.
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(a) 1682-1725

The Military, Fiscal avt, r„

J/ar:::L^:r'eV:o'^^:'rrd'''%^«^ °^ - ^ea., two
conscious of his powers and able^,

' ^° '°°" »= he became
to the performance of hesf tX Z"^ ''^'"' ^^'^ ^^' "imself^n of the Russian State and „ e fixS:^

>--,the pohtical unifica-
When he acceded, about one-half of fW .

, '' '"™"fi<= frontier."
empire was beyond the effective h ! '"' "^^ "' ^^ subsequent
the south and the wtte infest""

°' ''""'='' ^"^ '°'-d
aggressions.. The defence of the soTtheri^'''^.''''

*° ^"""""""^
concern. To this end it was necess^^ to , r?"''

"^' '^'^ "^^t
he north coast of the Black Sea andThl

T" /*" *" •^'•"*'-''' "*
In the Sea of Azov the fksiRZVn«r"°J'^'^''°i^^^-and dockyards sprang up alol th? ! t ^'^'^ "= appearance

;

of h,s new navy.'pete'r took aI! from hfT I''
''°"- ^^ '»'=-"^

great fortifications at PetropofeV'T? * ^"'^'' ^"'^ "« 'hen built
at the height of its power.Tew PetlSr™ "' '"^<'^''' '"-
and, moreover, dn-w Russia Throu/hTir

""""^ *° ^l^" ""rth,
Denmark, into the network oi Fn ® "*""" '""> Poland and

Peter's visits to \Ztem Eufo^'*'"
'ntemational affairs,

impulsively proceeded to pufXfnmeS'":
'"^'^ '*^^- ^^ich he

' Cf. Kluchcvsky. o*. cit jv n fie

-p.cyedoa°tK^k3'.?^rtrS:

' Navy docks "^„7; "'-i'^- P- 6.^
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of Poland, and with FredericriV kThI tn^ "' ,"' ^"^™y' ^^S
of the alliances was a si™,U»„ '^'"f°*

Denmark. The outcome
and upon Narva b;RuirS"sXrth"^" ""''' "^ ^°'-'''
acted with vigour- he comr^n.H a

' ''^" ^ y""'*' "* ^'ghteen,

Riga, and at once ma,^hed uwn pftef ^ '° ''"^ '"^ ''^«« "«
with a large but ill^quipp^d^^ m-dTsci^h" 17 '""f

""« N"^»
gone temporarily to brint ,,n7 <

'''^"r'lned force.' Peter had
theDuke vonCroi who teinLT T!f' '""""^ '" ~"""and
the Russian troop, which "e?ee^™^^^^
origin and partly of ' servMg TartT" 4 ^^f

^ "'.P^oPl^ of Slav,c

anectahon, and impatient of intriime S „ I
"' ^"nP'e character, devoid of

indicates a weak stock, from frieht^S '^^ ^"^ P":"°"s history of "which

wn& t ™"^"8 his armr4re'itty Sket?Ser„, ^! "'" ^ '''''it wS
Cf. infra, pp. 104-109. . ,-, ^• Cf. ui/ra. p. 104.
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ration. This great measure reacted upon the whole administra-
tion, mduced the complete recasting of the public service, and
promoted the education which was necessary to prepare the men
who should have to deal with the new problems that the poUcy of
Peter forced the nation to encounter. Charles, on the other hand,
inaated with victory, marched upon Cracow, took the city, advanced
into Saxony, and forced Augustus to abdicate. Victorious every-
where, Charles now determined to invade Russia. He crossed the
Vistula, then the Berezina, and turned southwards towards the
Ukraine, where Mazepa, the hetman of the Cossacks, had promised
to jom him. The Russians, pursuing the tactics made famous by
a later and even more significant campaign, hung upon the flanks
of the Swedish army ; and the severity of the winter of 1708-1709
decimated and demoralized the Swedes, who, nevertheless, laid siege
to Poltava. There Peter attacked and defeated them on 27th June
1709- Charles, who had been wounded, fled with Mazepa, and took
refuge among the Turks.

Poltava gave to Peter the command of the Baltic, and secured
for his country the status of an European power ; but the influence
of the victory upon the interior development of Russia was a still

more important fact. The building up of a regular army on the
Western European model, out of the social elements available to the
hands of Peter, had of itself altered materially the social structure.
The obligation of military service had been extended to the non-
serving classes. War had ceased to be a profession exclusively
reserved for noblemen and gentlemen. The army, previously com-
posed of noblemen and their serfs, was now drawn from all the social
ranks, and the serfs went into mihtary service as soldiers forming the
rank and file of regiments, and no longer as members of groups
headed by the serf-owners. Although the process was a long one,
extending as it did over fully a century and a half, the organization
of a regular army may be held to be the first phase of the downfaU
of bondage right.^

The estabUshment of the Oprichnia, or Regiment of Life Guards,
by Ivan IV (the Terrible) had, however, been the first blow at the
mihtary and poUtical influence of the nobility, because this regi-
ment was composed of persons of all classes, serfs as well as noble-
men, seleccjd individually for the purpose of guarding the person of

* Cf. infra, p. log.
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the Tsar. In the time of Ivan IV the danger of attack upon the
Tsar lay chiefly in the spheres of the boyarslvo; thus the formation
of this body of men-at-arms was aimed directly at the nobility.»

The oprichnia was utiUzed by Ivan IV, and also by Boris Godunov,
in the conflicts between the central authority and the local nobility
and gentry.

In the sentence of th'^ zemskoe sobor of 30th June 161 1, the
nobility had declared itself not merely as representing the country,
but as the country itself—ignoring altogether the other constituent
elements of society.' This conception of the status of the nobility
grew inevitably out of the bondage right. Since the population
was divided into two categories, the masters and the serfs, the
masters regarded themselves as alone constituting the nation, be-
cause their serfs had no political status. The possessors of bondage
right, in spite of the numerous social layers of which the group was
composed, came to look upon themselves as having a certain soli-
darity of interest. When myestnicheslvo was abolished in 1682, the
boyarstvo generally was " drowned " » in the mass of the possessors
of bondage right. The scant courtesy with which Peter and some
of his underbred entourage treated the old Russian boyars, who
represented for them all that savoured of Byzantism, still further
contributed to diminish the influence and importance of the boyars
in the eyes of the people.* Peter even extinguished the name of
boyarstvo by giving the class in which it was now absorbed a new
double-barrelled Polish-Russian nume-Shlyachelstvo e dvoryanslvo
—nobility and gentry. This class was not educationally fitted to
grapple with the administrative problems which confro,-<:ed the
nation, nor was it fitted to have any cultural influence of a high
order

; yet there fell to it inevitably the task of reform.
The material with which Peter fought and lost the battle of

Narva, and the material which he had to improve into an effective
fighting force wherewith to defeat the Swedes at the battle of Pol-

'. Ibe oprichnia consisted of a body of 1000 men. afterwards raised tD 6000
TlMir duties were largely those of a military police or gendarmerie. On his
saddle bow each man carried a dog's head and a broom. The Srst was to
indicate tiiat his duty was to track down the traitors to the Tzar and to bite
?/?. ^''i? ,

^""^ ^^ *° "^'^'^^ that they must sweep aside all sedition
C/. Kluchevsky. op, ctt., 11. pp. 224-5.

\ S'l' ^l-^- V- .
' ">''' iv. p. 93.

' Ibtd. Contemporary writers place the hour of the death of the boyarslvo
as a ruhng class in 1687." 1 /j,^,

^yarmo
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Who cannot belook'fataSvK^hfr '" *" '"'"'='™"
"fantry had inferior muskets '"Z.^''''''' f

"*"'' °' *^™- The
fought with their fistTof^'th .

*''«>' ~"'J ""t use them. They
being usually blunt iL they&" ^"Vf"*''^^*-^ '-«"
our fmes greater than dM the e^trnv t.'"

**'^"' "^'^ "^
thm jades, blunt swords n,^nr TT^,i J

' ' ^''™ 'be cavalry-
muskets, .ncapable ofloldinror of aim ?' ^'"*^"' ""hit
not care to kill an enemy Thevca^TT "* '""''• They do
that they may be wounded shehtlv ll 1° ^'' '"""^- They pray
and yet that they might te r^^L, ^u '^'^ ™^''* ""' ^"ffe•^

• •
In the field thefskulk tehndHr^™""'*''^*''^ Tsar

the woodsor valleys. Ihaveheard fh.nIt."'
'"^" themselves in

we may serve the Tsar and not d^''^' ''^'^S^''"' that
sheathes.'".

Allowing for the creiudr 7' '™'''^ '^°" their
to present the military class whk^p'^r l^ P*^^"'' ^is seems
anny; and this clas7was cn^^

Peter had to hammer into an
families which in times of '.T. "^""''"bers of the serving
Racially, the class was varSv coT '^"' ^''^ ""^"^ ^u^f
from the Tar'., hordes on"hetnfinTof1h l""'

^"' ^^^«"
Luhuanians and Germans as well as Mo' p ^"P"''' *h^>-e were
These latter were also variouslv cl, T -)!"' Properly so called,
of old Moscow houses, and therweTmeth ^""7 "^"^ '"e scions
famdies who had distineuisheri 7^

""""hers of provincial noble
Tsar, and who for thatTeaso„ Jj'dT ^ '" '""^ '"'''' "' the
Dunng peace these people fo™"d.t^ ^Z '^'""^ht to the capital,
upon him on cerVmonl TccasfoL P°* *'

T^^ ^"^ "'-^^d
d^wn the commanders of provincia?°b . 'r

" '^"^' ^"'
officers of the administrative svsTem. T u'^'r' ^''^ 'he
composed was an administrative rbS'

''"^'' ""e class so
of the guard." =

™'"'^trafve class, a general staff, and a corps
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this class P^LuA /5Tnpathy with western ideas." Through

he imoorted =. h T^j^ °™ ""'''" °' "'^^'^^n "flairs. When
therrt™ t st^i::g^^'s ^^c^t "^i^"

p'-^«
-i?^n:So,^-»>:iS5r--^

to the™ies aid the"n''™*'°"
'"""'"""'^^ ""le time to devote

pubUc dutesb^hwr "f
''"''''"' '°""<1 -"^""^ to evade their

Lion^'r e „SreaTh"^"r^r'f ""^^-»h-m
tion led to his iXle that cmL Tr"'^"''^™'°"<>"^»-
pass an examination b^Lrilr"' *' "^"""^ class should

He even req" ed hat tefore^ ® ""'\"^ '" *^ ?""*<= ^^^«-'
ficate from a teache, s^ou d vT'^'T ''f

"'' ™' '^^"^'*' '^ "^i-
educationa. standard hadte^aSd' t™"^ f'

%«rtain
compulsory education nf 1

"'•tamed. By an ukase of 1714,

was.'^howe^tt^'^r^eit X:-:^^™!*^'"?'- ^"^ ^''"-«™
geography, and elementary re Sous k^^^^^^^^

elementary geometry,

This education was to be derivIh !!!
''"™'^<^ee alone were required.

At the latter ag^the ™W,>

'

''" "'' "^'^ "^ *^" ^""l «tec°.

education, evrJhttlire ^nT ':^l"::StdT
"^^"^^

too advanced education was injurious to^h'^s^^'ud'^ScTus:
KI ichej^ky, op. cU.. iv. p. 9,

rtii.

' Cf. ibid., iv. p. go
p. 103.
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the pursuit of higher education might conduce to the avoidance of
service altogether.

Notwithstanding the fact that the ukase rendered education
obhgatory, and notwithstanding the fact that schools and teachers
were provided, the nobiUty failed to send their children for educa-
tion They even considered the obUgation to learn arithmetic a
useless burden." Peter was, however, determined to carry out

his compulsory system. He imposed a penalty upon non-observ-
ance of his edict. This penalty was pile-driving in the Moskva
Kiver. In accordance with his habit, he visited the scene of the
punishment in person

; and it is related that on one occasion he
saw his General-Admiral (Apraksin) driving piles together with
juvenile members of his family. He demanded of the Admiral why
he was so engaged. The Admiral answered that all his nephews and
grandsons were pile-driving, and added, " Who am I, that I should
have a preference over the rest of the family ? " •

The reorganization of the army involved necessarily the re-
organization of the serving system and the division of " serving
people into two classes—the military division and the civil division
Moreover, the former territorial division of the army was abolished
Regiments ceased to be territorial, and became mere military units.
"The barracks extinguished provincialism."' The soldiers, no
longer confined to their native province, found themselves trans-
ferred to distant places. They thought of themselves no longer as
belonging to this or that district, but as belonging to this or that
regiment of the guard.

The result of these changes was the formation of a military class
which might under strong hands become the blind instrument of
centralized power, and in weak hands might become like the Pre-
torian Guards or the Janissaries.'

Although Peter carried this reorganization to a high pitch the
process had really begun earUer. During the anarchy the regiments
of nobles who congregated in Moscow under Prince Trubetskoy in
1611, conceived the design of conquering Russia, and of controUing
its destinies under the pretence of defending it from the Poles. The
Romanov dynasty, through the establishment of bondage right,

'./*'?" P' '°^-
,
^!"' schools were, however, very indifierent For anexceUent account of the educational admimstrationnder Peter ' seiklu"chevsky, op. cu., iv. pp. 31^-37.

• /6«.,iv. p 110. . /Wi.,iv. p. I,,.
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made a regular arr / ultimately inevitable, and Peter, without
realizing fully what use might be made of such a force by his suc-
cessors, was obliged to create a regular army in order to secure his
frontiers.'

But it was Ticcessary to readjust the complicated service condi-
tions with the related system of provisional landowning, in order to
bring them into accordance with the new professional military
system. The hereditary service system had broken down, but its

consequences remained. The problem was how to adjust the
inheritance of estates granted on conditions of service, to the new
circumstances under which selection for service depended rather
upon capacity than upon heredity. The problem was solved by
an ukase of 20th March 1684, two years after the accession of Peter,
and while he was still a youth. The solution involved the granting
to direct heirs of large estates, land inherited by them, independ-
ently of service or of salaries for service, and to grant such estates
to indirect heirs only under certain conditions. The effects of this
ukase were the familizalion of estates, and later the division of these
among members of the family, a process which was not compatible
with the holding of land contingent upon service. The creation of
a regular army thus meant the decay of estate possession through
service, and the transference of pomyestya into volchinal lands.
Through this prrress, by the beginning of the eighteenth century
serving landowiu 1 ,hip had practically disappeared.

The ukase of 23rd March 1714 estabhshed the hereditary char-
acter of estate possession, and settled the ownership of estates of all
kmds as a family affair. Immovables—land, &c.—were to pass from
a testator to one of his sons, selected by the testator. Movables
were to be divided by the testator among the other members of his
family. In cases of intestacy, immovables were to go to the eldest
son, whom failing, the eldest daughter, and movables were to be
divided equally among the other children. A childless testator
could leave his immovables to any member of his family he pleased,
and he could bequeath his movables as he liked. In cases of intes-
tacy where there were no children of the deceased owner, the im-
movables w»nt to the nearest heir, and the movables to the other
heirs. In the same ukase there is a provision that, should a cadet of
a noble family become a merchant, or should he after forty years of

» Kluchevsky, op. cit., iv. p. iii.
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a. The merchantry.

3- The peasantry.

The latter claw was divided into

!f,' JJ"*
bonded peasants belonging to private owners

;

(0) The State and Court peasants
Within and among these latter groups there was, however, an intri-cate series of minor groups :

FuU kkohpi. under perpetual or temporary bonds.
Free people-consisting of freed khchpi. of peasants who hadabandoned their occupation and had ceased to pay taxes

of serving people who had left their estates, and of pro-
fessional beggars.

Aged poor who received alms, or who were sheltered in houses
monasteries, and churches.

Servants in the monasteries and churches, who served unbonded.
Children of the clergy {turkomiki). either hanging about the

churches, or engaged in trade or in private service
4. fhe clergy.

h»H^ilf
^'"7 ^^^^ '"^^^'^ ''°"' '" ""* disintegration of societyhad gone A certain proportion of the social ma^ had retained adefinie status, but great numbers had ceased to have any taxpav^mg relation to the State, and had fallen out of any definite plac'e fn

^n™;r ""^'''""fT'""^^''«=''»"''^fr«'^'''«ith'>«tusefu"enjoyment or exercise of their liberty.
Peter turned his eyes towards this drifting mass, and began torecruit hisarmy from it. He did not confine himself to the dnit-he

~^M. '""'"'^'' 1^" 'y "'=™"'"S' ^'h o' -thrt th^

**»Z , l?.f"
''™'"' *''"' '''"^ •-' «'5"i«d- Indeed, many

ited^^n tt
''?.'" *°

r"''''
">^y **'°"eed and voluntarily en^^listed m the army, thus exchanging one form of service for another-abandoning cultivation for service as soldiers

»

t=.riW
1'
°'

""Tt.
*"'° ^'^'"'"'s. «rfs and others taken from, or volun-

^^iTr^l }"""< '"?''' """^ "'^ proletarian vagabonds, the armywith which Peter fought m the battles of Narva, Riga, and Schliis-

t^Jli 7:' ^"'^y ~-P°-'>- Some of them died on rhrfieW,

o1Th?m;arawi;V'
'"'"'""*"''"'• °"''=°'''''"'*''-^^^^

The exigencies of the Treasury, and the absence of an administra-
Kluchevsky, of. at., iv. p. ,22. . ^j,^, p ^^
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tive organization coimponding to the numben oi his new army and
the requirementi of his new system, compelled Peter to call upon
the nobility to provide barracks in their districts for the soldiers who
were sent there. The nobility evaded this duty as much as possible,

quartering the soldiers in peasants' houses. Then compulsory build-

ing of barracks began. Peasants were taken from their customary
labours ; funds were raised by poll taxes ; but the business of

barrack-building was ill-organized, and quantities of building

material were wasted

'

The army, such as it was, could not be kept in idleness. Peter

utilized it as a pohce force ; by means of it brigandage was put

down, peasant flights were prevented, and smugglers were seized.

Meanwhile, a certain element of local government was introduced

spontaneously by the bndowners, who found it indispensable that

they should act together. But the presence among them uf colonels

of regiments owing obedience to no one but the Tsar, and themselves

belonging to districts other than those to the garrison of which they

belonged, led to increased centraUzation, for the colonels were
endowed with certain jwwers which enabled them to bring under

the rebuke of the Tsar the nobility of their district. The inevitable

result was a conflict of the new military authority with the older

authority of the pomyetschek, the governor, and the voyevoda, or mih-

tary governor under the old system. Peasant and pomyetschek aUke
resented the new system of centralization, with its military tentacles

spread in every direction, reaching into the peasant's itba as into

the manor house of the pomyetschek. The officers of the army were
employed not merely as policemen, but also as tax-gatherers.

Armed visitations were made three times a year for the purpose of

collecting the taxes, which all persons were now required to pay.

Only after the death of Peter did the Senate take notice of these

proceedings. The military tax-gatherers took " the last means of

the peasants in taxes "
; and peasants sometimes realized all their

belongings for what prices they would fetch, and " ran away into

strange borders " in order to escape the rapacity of the military

agents of the Government. These flights became so frequent that

in the Kazanskaya g«6., for example, one group of peasants, number-
ing 13,000, was dinunished by one-half.* It is little wonder that

' Kluchevsky, iv. p. 127.
* Ibid., p. 1Z9. There were 126 of these military police commands in

ten f^yberni.
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the peasant population was (nghtened, and that th.y fled beyond^e reach of the new tax-coUecting army whenever they could do lo.With one hand Peter had set about consolidating and reorganii-
ing society, and with the other he had set about dispersing it He
Tu^""!?,."""

"' °' ''" v^K^l^nd* to produce another Kt out ofthe settled peasant groups. On this side, at least. Peter's reforms
Ola not make for progress.

H™.L''"'K'T'^.'""r"u
"''»«"<'" «"" necessary ther» can be nodoubt

,
but It IS doubtful if Peter, or any of his entourage, clearly

perceived the reactions which must foUow the legislative measuresWhich were adopted. It is probable that, in im^ng a poU taxPeter had in view exclusively the bonded peasants ; but the effect

and t^^^men
'*"'*"" "' """ =" '"^ ''"^'^ householders

In thus arbitrarily imposing taxation upon all classes, disregard-

rnLtn™"' t'"™''*'"".'
"""^ P""'«8''' P'«" "surpassed W,ancestor^.

• In 1722 there was issued .,n extraordiniTy ukase

"UX H
' '*™"' '°™'' ""'"S '" "' "•»>" churches, not W^g

thf^U •tafrniu'h'r""'
'"«''"«"•" ^^-^ ""t only inscribed onthe poU.tax rolls, but were also bound " for nothing "

to the Dro-

^X" H
""^'^"T ""'* *'«= *"'^''« '" quesfion stid Tncase he churches stood apart from private land, the " hangers^n

"

might chose to whom they should be given
"^'>e<'"-on

ri,,ff,L"?fv,"'
°' ^^'^i^e "ka«9. khohpi set at hberty by thedeaths of their proprietors, as weU as all khohpi who were libera ed

?o"rS:atI' f
'heir masters, were obligedto presenmemX'

hev^^e f!^, i /
™'""" '"*" "" ^""y- " *ey were accepted,they were bound to serve

; or if they preferred to bind themselv^

either to go mto pubhc service other than the army or to bhidthemse ves anew to some proprietor. Non-observance rf°he« n^letbrought upon the offender the punishment of the galleys To ^kr
ci:.t-re'mu;tt- ^;^'^''-"-'>-'<"'gtoonfo:^ther''ofou

rest^c^^e^of bWv7^ ^'^*"^' ""'^ '" ""' ''^P«' -- ""orerestrictive of hberty than was temporary khohpstvo or kholopslvo
' Kluchevsky, iv. p. 130.

hi
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t';^ir^^f^--^J\^^ ->i«<i also that the

The effect of the imposition of the noil tav =nj ... .. .

It, in the first insUnce through tl«. ^ii ' "* *'"* '"""tion of

and afterwards thZrfft^ i ^
""'"a-y "Sanitation as described

«as a non-taxpayeranTwarth„T "" P^«^i°»^ly the *A<,to^

the free and iSndage™Jat^r^ '^ZTV^V'"' "^^
taxpayer, and the system of'^XTwa^etten^J^^

''TT *

age of the p^asa!,tTnH tt
^."^ servitude. The land bond-

ed together tnd ^hcrlsuMnrcT'
'^""'^* °' *"« ^^-""^ -«-

and peinal bondage ^ike"^ '""' '° *" '""j"' *° l^*!

Treasury b^ obtainrn^ anH n ^
'" *^ ^^P^'tations of the

whichh^dt^eneSf omtCal^^tsTth'^ T'' }°
*<"«'

aries. Peter had said in i^TtCri. „ h !
"""'1"^ '"""^'o"-

t.a^i:p".j?;,rbf,„'^r^^^^^^^ ^" ---- ^•'e
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*y«ffo peasants who S^'tKl T J! r'''""^
°"* '°*"='

graduaUy out of the practicTof liinH '*°"'V''"* "^"B^ Srev,

poU tax, however rlSed the '™^r'".- ™' ™P°''*'°" °' '"e
wi,:] »v r ,

"='"^" '16 practice and encouraeed it i

taxes was confused imth th^^fl ""V '^ ' ^^^ payment of

wide oppo^Sfo elrttn -H f''°"'°'
his peasants, and

opened up
""^ """* '""• ™sunderstanding were

in the minds of the peasants nJStl '^"^'"/i'ad other results

reaiiy lar-sighted reformer, n so far as r».a=a„t »«
concerned, durine Peter's rpi»„ ^. tu

Peasant affairs were

Pososhkov prowsed thJ »
T'

,^
P^^"*"* ='"*'«"'' Po^oshkov.

Should be coTvS Ind that ra"d&:,^"' ^"^^^ P^^P™*""
taken about the taxation of the^as^nts "/w ^^T''*°"''' ^

the^peasants. aiiotments shoSd ^''^ATaffd^.L^^Sr:^^
These were not isolated ideas.
, ^, ,., ,

^'*«'" seems often to have been
, y- i^luchevsky, iv, p. 134

• Cf. infra, ii. p. jjj.
VOL. I

C/. Kiuchevsky, iv. p. 135.
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advised to curtaU or to abolish bondage right ; but he consistently

refused, apparently afraid of a general upheaval of the peasant mass.

He disliked the traffic in human flesh which the sale of peasants

involved, yet his central authority was not powerful enough to put

a stop to it in the teeth of the hostility of the small gentry.'

The system of poll-tax payment and the consequent fusion of

the kholopstvo with the bonded peasantry, induced or contributed to

a change in the method of distributing the land. Previously the

method in vogue was known as cherezpolosye, or the cultivation of

separated, and sometimes widely separated, strips by the same peas-

ant.' Now under the influences described, this system was replaced

by the sovmestnoy, or mutual system.'

The net results of the reforms of Peter the Great, so far as the

bonded peasants were concerned, were an alteration in the character

of the bondage relation, and an alteration in the constituents of the

class under bondage, rather than either a mitigation or an intensi-

fication of the pressure of bondage right. Nevertheless, the changes

which were effected seem to have bred in the bonded peasants, and

in the pomyetschlke alike, new ideas. The peasants began to look

forward to a time when bondage would disappear, and the pomyO-

schiki began to regard the bonded peasant more as an economical

unit than as an irremovable portion of his estate, while at the same

time he began to regard the kholop also as an economical unit rather

than as a personal bondman. The fusion of the two latter classes,

and the absorption into bondage of previoudy unbonded elements,

increased the number of bonded people—who now came to be known

by that name which was then new—-in Russian, kryepostnye lyudi,*

or bonded people.

Whae thus the reforms of Peter did not either formally mtensify

or formally limit bondage right, the effect of the legislation of his

reign was to throw society back into Graeco-Roman conditions.

The bulk of the Russian population were in uniform bondage.

The antique Grseco-Roman expression was strictly applicable.

» Kluchevsky, 0*. «*., iv. p. 136.
, , ^ „ ,_ ,

• As in Germany, France, England, and Scotland. See Seebohm, Vino-

UTadov 4c Perhaps the most perfect survival of the intermixture of striM

State found in the village of ifew Aberdour. Aberdeenshire, Scotland, ftl

the inconveniences of the system, see Khodslcjr, Land and CWtoofor, St.

Peterstaig, 189' i. pp. 158 « «?.; and A. de FoviUe, La MorctlUmtnl.

pp. I so «( sea. Cited by Khodsky, Ihid.

' Klnchevsky. op. cU., iv. p. I37- ' Ibid., p. 131.
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:if&tharheifa^';:^^ • •
A^"»^»^ve nothing can be

for iTr
""^^

'"*lf I"
""^y

:
what he did care for was revenue

l?r! K
"^ ' }"J

"o'^thstanding his disregard for traditional

Pr:'toliXtul'"
^'""^ ""'^ °"^ •»-'^'' *•'--'' *-

The economical results otherwise were, however, not to be de-spised. Under the old Russian system of taxation, the taxes were

iX tJir/f "^'"'""^u
'^'^ '""^^^"6 weight of the taxes not

^^Z - ! , K P/T^"' *''^ taxpayers from accumulating agricul-
tural capital, but also to prevent them from maintaining thflevel
of ap-icultural production For this reason, anu also becfuse of the
prevalence of a desire to disappoint the Treasury, considerable areas
of plough-land passed out of cultivation, and the yield from the taxesupon plough- .,d diminished. In order to counteract th^ enS

holl »nH .r revenue the State tax was placed upon house-holds, and not directly upon land. This expedient was only moder-ately successful, because the practice wafadopted of crowdtgnumerous peasant families into the same courtyard. The Treasur?gamed slightly, but village well-being deteriorated. When^ta
the tax upon households was abrogated, and the tax upon peSsouls substituted the motives which induced diminutiofof cXa-
i'°" J'^^P^'"'' ^"d.^though the tax per soul was somewhatheavy,' the amount of land under cultivation increased WMethere were many causes for this increase of cultivation, the effect ofthe poll tax must be regarded as one of them. Through it thebonded people were bound more firmly to the land, and were as wehave seen, increased in number. There was no room for the evasion
of the tax, either by dimmishing production or by concentrating
peasants m a relatively small number of households. The area ofland under cultivation increased enormously during the eighteenlh
century^and the resources of the p- ,,nts and of t'he;i^S
l^pSn"""'

*"' ^"'* **"'""' ^'™'* "^'^ the incCse^M

If Peter thus succeeded in inducing an increase in agricultural

^
Kluchevsky, op. cit., iv. p. 138.
The amount oi the tax was 70 kopeks Mr soul fahnnt t r.,Ki« <« 1 .

istaT.'!=^e"'S^rpV';=3i^r'^
'""''""'^^^^^^^^^^

' Cf. Kluchevsky, op. cit.. iv. p. 139.
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to the increase o industrial p^kuctinTT °''''^

fuUythan Peter the Grea tt^^fi ^° ""^ '^"^^ >"»«
his time wase^d T„ It ,T «" "' '^ '™"' "l^* »"<>'

the first place in his tLX and n^hi^Zrfh*
"'^ '""'P'^''

productive powers of his nennl. 11 ,
^ ^' "'^ '""Urease of the

greatness is nowTe "e mtfrnt iWT ^ °""P'"^ ""^ ^™<»- ^^
breadth of vision a^dth" masteriv eco„"„'" ^'l^'^'-^^

™"«y' »•>«

prosecuted his industrial ai"sffis7,.t
^^^'^ '""^ *'^''' "e

industrial enterprise amon^aLn^ j
*"' '" ^«''=t' »» <=«ate

to agriculture, to whTt^ecS'hr? '"^"'"'/
'° ^'""•""" ^^

high, and among whor^The ±^^ !^!" "^-^^^^n^hip was not
had not as yet exited ^rS^^'"""'\"^

'"""^'^™ ^ ^'S^ scale

so vast tha^t after more ^han ZT 1 ""J
"""'*'^ "''^^ '"'' »>^-

they are even now "ar«lv mnrlTh
''""'^d years of exploitation,

Wh.n TJ .
scarcely more than superficially touched

same habit amo% hiTo^^^eopk
^^"'"""'ed to induce the

England and LlnToah "merct^^^^^^^^^^
-"--<= «« of

of its activity He aoDearTw . 7 "" *^° '" *!« f"" blast

was higUy expeLtTra naZt''"':,'™^^'!*'* theideathatit

a nation should import as Me ^ncf
"''"'2"'"' " "ses. and that

This was in brief the econo^c d2 ^""^ ^' ""'='' ^^ Possible,

seventeenth century Peto^evoLnT 'T"* '° *''^ ""^ °' *"«
an economic policy^n accordancf^^^r" *° '"' elaboration of
century mercantilism, and teC hrLVJheT??' ^^t^nt"-
dreds of craftsmen and over«errtoVn f p

*' ^^ '"^^^ed hun-
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Nothing «me S^ !»T*'
»^"'''*" household was selfH:ontei„ed.

na.Ltr~-:—^^^^^^ -he

According to Pososhkov. Peter knew verv wcU th»t t„ ...k 1.

f^ .L r ™t*''^
*=°'* °' production in Russia must be Greater

»„.. i
reaiized that, owme to the absenr.. in

ne^Mdustries" mrpT'.^ "^^^"^ " "^"^^ *° ^°du»

mese should be incurred economically. He keot a «V,=,r„ <.„

:rir HTenrrn":£r -^^^^^^^
for coal irnn f^!) ™fJ^^ *." *™y "* prospectors to seareb

the coter™tL^"^h?Le"d^:r"th'""'='*^'' T"' '"^

timber Hi« th^if*; j
'""^ ""^ economical use of

hT trusted Lwv't- ^°"^^^^"ded eveu meticulous affairs «

and ?nw Y^' "''^"^ "P°" "° ™«'s initiative but his owi

^nrhL'oXhtes^M^^TltaJVer "^f "^JfI ^" ^ "^'^I
-h the state, ^r^ti^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^
Quoted by Kluchevsky, op. cit.. iv. p. ,«

Jar.er'tVnT^f ^ri^"„'S«-f,->>;£7|e™i««^ to b. made of ptae-
for coffins »as prohibited wLnPe?e,,™t ''i,''*'

?"''
E'"*"'

The use of oak
ambassadors, hro,deredthe^k'Slt'?'t^^r^^rP^}!*Vc!.^^^^^^^^^

il^V

if-

i'
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prises. P^er was mosttsSst''^?rr?S!/°'«"-^^
which were made to the fr.r»i»„«J ® ^* ^ '''^ promises

that they were treated v^th^v
"* P^^'^^^y Perfomed, and

only was exact:drn1heTvi;ZtT'''r'r °°« ='"«««°''

people everything theyW ^u 7 "^'f'^
'""* **•« '*"»*^''

fulfiUed. The forejet, inTtl;,
condition was not always

beingunderobLaSotrlT '^
"ff

'"'""'™*' '"^P^^^d of

tion as possible
their home ^mlds to convey as little instmc-

Pete^adtpt^^h°ou.VtT,^*t" °' '°"'^ '"""'^ '-tnictors,

facture CouSTs^tl^rsenT"' "' *^"«^«"-' («>e Man":
their business the pre^l" ^ * lu ^P^"*'"' ^^'°^^ *" '^am
It became th SnTor ari^S.!> '^' '*"'"''° Government,
to learn Western ZZ^^W^Z'V°^''^'°^°''''"'^'^

t^^h^norn-™-LfF£^^^^^^-™~sochty, involving as itmih^^^i a- f^*^'"^'"^"* "* R'^an
thwarted the^f,^h ofto^s »^H

^^ °* '^' ^^"' *<> ^^e soil,

]
C/. Kluchevsky, iv. p. 438.

examplff/^rhi1^„^^^^rs in superior branches of education Forto teach matliematicsl,rr,o,Sr.Ifi^'' '"^^ *<" University S Aberdeen
pf Narration atMo^„ " dHTS^^I^L^^I? P-^fe^soJin the ScS

see :>,%."S'S^k"5'S,^S»T'^'''««»'»«-<''a«iddlecla» in Russia.

li :j
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teries. The sale of surplus produce from the great estates was thus

S ?^s tfus oHm^^M '"' '^^ ™P'°y*'' *•'*'"• The trading

^=1^'*!*.''* commerce of Russia was conducted on an extensivescaJe. Its magnitude struclc many foreign observer^ frn™ ^^
ottr'En.r"'"^"!.'''^- ^''''""'°"' A-nXct^and
St^^olr^Stt?^

arTSrrrrm^ra^^-^---!^^^^^^^^^
to the highest are thriving upon commerce.' fn'trr^t^JThRus^an^people are more active than ali other p«.p,eTi;:^t

TJe merrhants bought from individual producers-craft™™who brought their wares to the warehouses of the me"^s orZ
rr^u T:,. / ^***' merchants imported goods from abroad

to I^ "'"•'.^ts did not. however, attempt to employ artisans andto engage m mdustry. They were content to control tTe^arTetso far as they could, and to fix the prices which the^T^^ and the

artirans, with the exceptio^oHho'e to th"^^?^,™"™^?''- 17^' ^'^''^
on the contrary, theymke everythine forS S™ '.i^"" """^K *° °«>"

:

beds, blankets, tables, chaiiSn S evi^^ '

''a'!?'l'v"'°'='
'"^ "'ats

dehvered for a definite priceT^the merihlnt?^*- ,wl ""'?' ^^Ss are
houses. It i, indeed difficuU to get tSn^^de to ^rH

'" ""
»V°

^^"^ ""«-
Russia ... but in the warffmifw; ^I ~ ? """F '° ""' interior of
even at a third of the price wSch the „°?

buy anything he desires, and

M! XVIII Jahrliumlert. St PeiSbur^ ,^a ir
*"""*«» ««"*« »»< £»<fa

Baranovsky, o/,. cU pp
['^^'^^""burg, 1799, u.. pp. ,78-9 ; cited by Tugau-

llii !
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the purchasing prices of the^™?^. .!
^°" ^^'J' *" ^^P down

men. the merchamMhreughourtt^7*L*° """" "^ '"e cn.lj^
tunes insisted upon c3e frledo' T» "^ !"? "^'"'''^"'•' cen-
>n the cheapest inaritetTnablH f^ ? °J

'™^*- ^^^l^rty to buy
prices for the uoSc p^dutr wh",^.^ ' '^'^"^^'^ '"»' -^^ <>'

into submission while fr^flT ^ ^'" '" ^"e <=ases be starved
ducts' • "'""'8" S-^^'ooic the place of native !^^

noticerTh^^fgSthTnr''T« '"f
'"^"'^-'' « ^^-^y

attempted to cnfsh tut th^s^er d^"!' "1 "^'"^''^ -"«"=•«»«»
th.s tendency; but the lar^er^t f

^"^ ^he iatt.r resented
grievance. The eent™ i„fT^ ''*"*' *'" ^«' ""t wi' ,c «t their
in the surplus pf"dl?e of heTr^fr^'^'^^^through their o>^rf™,;,:'y^'''^,^'«r'"''™'«r, grain. &c._
"en. This practice noVoninf;i2 T ^."'^ Professional middle-
by entering into com^tidoi'^in^f"i™'\''''' '''^' °' «>^ '^tter
monasteries were exempt ?rom ,LT "l-?"'

^^' gentry and the
subjected to a direct T^ oH ^TJZ' *'" *'"' ""'='>«"«= ^^t*ax oj 5 per cent, upon their turnover, and

' ^''^'"^"^"'^ky. op cil p 4

industrial knd com,i^^i"'^'^'^">' "^'^P- i"'- P 72 Th. ?.
* ^?'"^'"^h

by 4r„'?4.|'^-'';, ™35^; °. 5;-;?Meenth century by Kilburgar (cited

i
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the^G^r'-J^'
"""'"''"

'I
**" *""" y^"" "' *he reign of Peterthe Great. The superior class-the nobility and gentry-lookedwith con empt upon merchants and artisans The merchantsw^re

««rh wwfhT'
""' -"/'-"«'-"« against the'unfa".

bkd aTth, " "T,"
.'"""""J- ^« ""all merchants ^m-bled at the engrossing " of the large merchants, and the artiZi

the ^^\?^^f K^
'"" """'"'"'' °' ^' 'anks, who kept do™the prices they paid by means of foreign goods, which thVv were

^Z^ ""port either freely or for smdl customs dufe^^I^:^

o7™e o^lX' t?p '"**'^*'' ""<* P^i"'''^- constituted sS™
^^Vettri^tri'alt^'nir™'"^ ""^ ''™" <>" "'

man?fact"ori«"hvT
°' '°™S" craftsmen and the establishment of

^fh ^ I
foreigners-both classes endowed by the Tsar

tTteohS hT'''1'k"v *»'"P«"'"«. «"ne of these bJing alJ^dto be obtained through bribery of Moscow official^naturallyarouS

th^ Zfjri f" .°' ''"'" "* *'" P"^^"t craftsman, reproached

tt g:: i^r ih: foreSlf ""^"" ""'"'^"''' -'"—
The fol^L'i^\"

"' "^^^ "
'"' "•"" *" P"' away their pride. . . .The foreigner have come over here to give to influential people a

profit toZ' f
^un'i.ed rubles, and out of a hundred mble to

reearf thi
'^1™';' '"''' ^ "'™°"' '^^ause the bayars did notregard the merchants more than an eggshell. Thev would haveexchanged the whole of the merchantry ffr a small co^n"-

"

iudJ:e o^the'J^^I
"kase Peter endeavoured to overcome the pre-

v^li^n.i ^
gentry against commerce and industry, and pursW

llnerlre^L^w ' "'
'"'""l'

'<'"^^*'°"- Peter's^ctivities in thetatter direct on were concerned with forces whose period of operation

^d favourlle''*^ u
^"""^ ^^'^"="'°" "' '"""^^'ate resuhs nordid favourable results immediately appear. The oreiudice.; ni t^^n^.lrty against commerce were, hoU^, neither d^X"^:^^^

.'^u "ed thlTwu !^ """= "' ~""^'""= ^"d ^"l^idies, Peterinduced the nobility to enter upon industrial enterprises and inorder to do so they were obliged to enter into preS"no™
' """^h^^ky, op. oU.. iv. p. ,47. , j,,.^ ^ ,^g_

11
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rati ^llSdV^-J^f^ """* "»*' K™*" -hould

Btant need of govemn,en1!l ? "™""" *''''='' *" '" "'n-

downfaU. Thi.fovemm™ »
*»'»*»"" " order to prevent its

fep.«»,orDepIrtmeTo7Cu'ar~*l''i: '"' ^'"'"/«'«« Co/-

Peter's orders'^hile he wa^Tu ^l^d r'"' "" """'""'^•^ """"

me^'J^a^Vf^^Uthi^itrorr^r '''''. '^" =""'•-**'> "y
divided, the controUf tie fami

""'"* °' '*" "™' *«« un-
prises being v^ d1 he L^"* ^hJ^T? ""l.'"*

'"""'y »'"-
commereial family enea«d in .^i""

'^'"'y- 0«=a»ionally such a
although it en^edS^ clu^r™'*'*''"'

^'*''"=«^'' '"d»stry,

that of the Strog^no^^,"^ '^ "f/"
«"™'««=«'- Of such famUi«

sixteenth centu^thTs2atS ""^ ^""P'"- ^"'"'^'^ " the
boiling, fur-deaifng Sc^^n ?rTtL ewn

"" ""*
t^''^''^

"^ »""
fines of Russia pro«r Ind sSv*.? 'T'" ^^"^ *>» <=™-

the eastern frontier • 11^^ Stl^*^
encroaching especiaUy beyond

s^oi:^i-rr3-'=-^^^^^
^.ily, but then c^^o^Sr^rC^-n^ustrS^
the end'Sf tt^cllo"^'";*?.'^?^^"™ « J"u.ry .,,6, .,a returned inlus so^aUed " coUegia ••

i, ,mr.2S!„
«)nceived the idea of estabSrtinS

•ppea- «, early as ,^2 (,/. Klu'SScv !!«»'?«?» »' '"d inshCfeSf
he appears to have determined tai„^ X'

^- "' '*• P- "2) : but in 171

»

™>t of suitable offiS^d thi laSflj't °"^^"*'^' i"»«"tions ThI
•dmiimtration appropriate to suci.in,^'^^

knowledge about the detaik ofpoetponed. He oSerrttaquirfe" to te^Sf"' ^.^ '^' «''°'« subiertUinir

or superior bureau, and to ttewS iSo«^"S '"
*!l^

°'<i R"™ ?"*^:
S M "^illP*

" named there was addedKtt,?S"l«"'7 °' ministry. ?o

438- See also ix/i-a, p. ,46.
"""' =" Petersburg, 1905, pp. 42, „jFor he r61e played by the Strogonovs io the con<,„est of Siberia, see

• Kluchevsky, op. ci,.. iv. p. .j,.
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Z2i.'?n *?^'^t'
"*°^^» reiembling the modem Gennan»»nM. m which the great merchants aUied themselves with smaU

merchants, who had insignifieant or no capital, for the purpowj of
maintaining prices of goods for exportation.* So early as 1600
Peter urged by an ukase of 27th October that the merehanU shouldform companies after the manner of the West European companies

V- u .u""''
*"? """^ "P°" *''*'" *° '°™ merehant counciU, ii.

»i*ich they might discuss methods of carrying on commerce to the

Sr^l^ **^*:. ^' Manufacture Collegium, when it was
estabhshed was ordered to assist aU manufacturing companies in
case of need, after inquiry into the circumstances.

J
Such aMociitions were called SMadslvo. Ibid., loc. cil

».t mu.t laevKbSr fL"'^/"", toJ!*«/."*
**** *^ •^""' "" *^ Govern- !'<
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CHAPTER VI

THE FOURTH PERIOD OF RUSSIAN HISTORY

PART II

(6) 1682-1723
THE INDUSTRU. P0L,CV OK PsTEH THE GrKAT, AND THE

Effects of his Reforms

Rra;'^LTdLVt:e'rersr ""h""^- '"r- '"

and foundries.' ^^ **"'' »"'' P"vate iactories

mercial capital and of an ^^1 J"" «*««"« of com-

policy of Pete ^^ctiLZ ^T^ '''""' ""''*' ""^ered the

the/remained t'he^fdifficX'f"'''*'^
"^^ ~"''™'''

=
»«»

Directive skiU could teimnort^^K ?
^'"'"''' '""""^ 'aboureni.

be imported Tm^,^ XT. L^
''"^'""'' ''''^""" ""^"l "»*

was pSmitted t^ emplov^ulir"? ™' ^^'ablished, the owner

ants, "paying them for tw. °' '""'^ "^"^Sers and assist-

dustry in RuLa at thi '^fW^"'^!"'
J*"' organisation of in-

capitalistic inTeint of r T''
*''""°'"' "* "«"''«<' «s

by capitalists
* ^^1 wa, /T 'T'T*

°* ^''S'^-P"*'* '=''»"««

commLial than as tiustrllT Tf- ^1' " ^"^ "*'' ^"'her as

in connection u^h^Ldut^riCXt^''^^'' " "^^ ^"P'o^^-^



FOURTH PERIOD 'as
The bondmen were bonded to and poMCiMd by the State or bv

private owners (fomyetsMU). Thu,, when the State established
factories, sufficient numbers of bondmen to perform the necessary
tabour were drawn from the State peasantry. When the Statehanded over such factories to private enterprisers, the bonded
w,,rlanen were handed over also.' When factories were estab-Ushed by private enterprisers under the patronage of the
Mate, they were sometimes furnished with workinc hands bv

t°fthe*^t*e°
**"" °* "'''"'' """^" "' '""''"* P*"""*' belonging

The merchantry had not been permitted to buy peasants but an

d«1L ,''".^KrV'';
P^"''^' "* ^""'^ '° '" "«« -""Chant, who

desired to esteWish factones either by means of joint-stock com-
panies or individually. Once bought , however, the peasants mustremain indissociably connected with the factories. They could notbe sold apart from the business, and the business could be sold onlvby permission of the Manufactures Collegium. Infringement of thisrule was to be punished by confiscation'

nemoiims

Even such measures proved to be inadequate to secure a duesupply of working hands. Other expedients had to be devised Aneedle factory was, for example, empowered to take beggars fromthe eets and to set them to work. From an ukase «t mjanua^
thffj'

" *""*
ri

«hat the children of soldiers had been drawT, intothe fac,„.-.es. The bulk of the workers in the factories were how-
ever, either State peasants or runaway bondmen. So impiirtantand necessary to the factory owners had the latter element becomeand so anxious was the Government in Peter's time to pmmote
factory mdustry, that an ukase of i8th July 1721 prevented the
return of runaway bondmen from the factories to their ownerson the ground that the interest of the factory in them was the
greater.* But even such measures proved to be inadequate A
series of ukases ordered the factories to be recruited froni the con-

with the art.Mn» »ho were engaged in it, Tugan.Bar,nov/kyT ci/ ?. m

ill

IM.
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^^^^'l>^:^lf:^^Z^''^'"^":-' Convicted p.-
Peasants who were bonded to ^hefal?'^,'*™'^

" '°' "*•
owners were known almost throughout ^"f ^T^ *" P^^»*«
"ascribed peasants"- onlvin th- ° '?!.«g'"ee"th century as
^be knobby the nX':::tzv:^t^^z^t "^''.?'"*
sessional peasants."' ^ attributed to them—" pos-

foun''d:^UTe'rame'Safth'e'cSf'r'*-
«"*"^ -» «>-

upon bondage.3 anrthe factor^ w ^**'™ "* *''« »*> "»™«'y.
Tl>er« was, however a certtSl^r; ^'"*^''i*

™rkhouse^i
men in the factories b^tZ ^!^J^ ^^ " "nbo"d'd working
vented these irS^SItZt^^^^t'^'' "^'^ ""
mnghng together in the same fact^of I^Ih ^T""'™''

*''*

must have presented grave drfficuW^
°^^^^^^''<i &« workmen

there appears to have^n = nf. .
'""'"* ''°'" *« beginning

owners^Hdu e^^toaco^^TT" ™ "'^ P^ °* "^e factor^

but to bind the fre^„^°:'!7'-"''."°'i'«'--tethebo„dma?
after the time of S^ tI^ frtf™"'"^

°' ""'^ P^""^ "^^nie

factories in the be^ln' ng If'thfveTr Ti'^fi""*
"""'"^ in the

converted into bondmen together ithfJ'^?,"f- *' °"' """=«
of 7th January 1736 pro,^Sd that ^ 1 " '^r^""- ^« "^^
factories, who had C teuit L t

"^"^ *''™ *°*"« " «>«
Which was earned on1rtKctori!^,r?.'''™"S '•>« ''''de

tories in question, together^h thei^tlT 1.f™" " «>^ f«=-

the same ukase those artfa^ whn J f- ^°' *™'" Under
the factory ownerKH The^^r^^^f '"' "*«" P^-* "y
to monastic or to courtSs „r tn^l' T. ^'™«"'' '° «>« State,

to their former proprie^^ ' °tL° t^?*'***",:
*^^^ *° >* P=^<» '"^

owners were given to the facton,!^ * T"™^" "''° ^^^ "»
(.-... unskiUed) bboure^'^who had ™ '^^' ""* ''' ^°'""«'"

which they belonged w^re^rdef^HtT''^ ^""^ "'^ ^^^t^ ^
By these means tte Lot 0I Wd,

"^'"™''
'° '^^'' °™«"'

facto^serfandthefree^^^to-irSSiX*'^"™^'' upon the

Even m he time of Peter the usual incidents of bondage were

^9. >7s)TMil'T7,6°' 'i'^'t'' ".'i'- '"-"y^. '7,6- March
prostitute, were commSd to°tL*factori«°' ft

L^*" ofV.-^'A'^-
-'""=''

" Cf. tn/ra. Book III, chao ii

'*'='°"='-,
""i-. P- 22.

I ^7^-,""^*-""""»nea to tlie

.
C«- "M, Book III, chap ii
Tugan-Baranovjky. of.cil..p. 26.

''• */J" , marcn
September 1771,

Cf. i4uj., pp. 25_«.
"^ "'•
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not iranting Discipline was severe, and food was not too plentiful.

Slrtl^' '^"""^ """''"'" ^'"'^ " ""*g«- ^"d sometimes in
Barracks belonging to the factory.

The economical consequences of such a system may be surmised,
ftoduchon was expensive and inefficient. The attempts which
were made to rival the manufactures of the skilful silk and velvet
wravers of France and England were hopelessly unsuccessful. The
silk merchants of Surovsky Posad (in Moscow) protested against
the high prices of native goods, and asked to oe aUowed to import
foreign silks free of customs duties,' There were other protests of
the ame kmd. Reluctant to give way upon the question of duties
the Government attempted to improve the technical conditions

;

but m the absence of free skilled labour these attempts were in
general failure. MeanwhUe, the system was sustained by sub-
sidif sand loans from the Treasury, by exemptions from taxation andfrom obligations of vanous ki ds, and by monopohes. The Govern-ment undertook to provide a market for the produce of some of the
lactones, and some of them worked exclusively on Government
account. The Government in this way encouraged combinations ofau Kinds. Joint-stock companies were promoted, associations and
councils of merchants and of factory owners were formed under
the auspices of the Government."

The prospect of gain through unusual concessions and ex-
emptions frr n taxes and other obligations brought into the indus-
tral field numbers of the nobUity, who found it at once patriotic and
profitable to take a share in the industrial development of the
oiuntry. Among those who formed or joined companies for cod-
fish catching in the White Sea, for moose-hunting in the northern
forests, for silk manufacture, &c. &c., there were many who had
neither experience of, nor aptitude for, business. These people
looked for their profit, not from economical management, but from
the subsidies, bounties, and privileges which they enjoyed in excess
of those of their competitors. When the subsidies were exhausted
or when the bounties, &c., were no longer adequate to compensate
for the lack of competent management, such companies came to
gnef. Favoured enterprises were assisted, and others were allowed

p.
,8.*'°'^ '""" *° *"'^'"' "' *° ^"'^"^ ^y Tugan.Baranovsky, op. cit..

' Cf. Kluchevsky. Course of Russian History, iv. p. 152.

m
n.
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unfostered. ^ Government, and pnvate initiative remained

nunSra^Lrl^k'Ztl'™' "f
"""""« '" ^he iactory ad-

so also the mercham: ^eret^^drto'^nl'' l^T" '" '"^ ^^'o'^,
tory service, as a publicTutHt"dded "o tf

'"',""""' ''''^-

administrative services In orri^ TT *^ "^'"^ ''"^ "^U
Treasury, in tlie face ofnnl '^'="* ">« '"'""t^ of the

tributed also to deprei Driva^. ini* ^^ 1""' ""^^"^ "=0"-

frightened away, partly bv?he-n,ir.r- ^'^^*^ ^P"^ ^^^
and partly by he arbitmrv'"^"/ «"'''""'"«"'»' '"5I«<=tion,

Small merchants andtaZswhn "^
^T"''"-'"^ authority

money, and the great me^hlnt anr'l?" ""P"'^ '"""''"l "'^i^

vestment to the bSiJs of Am«!r/ v""
"" "*"* '' ^^"^<^ '"^ »"

this concealment anTfligMStd;"'""'^"'^™' ^hile
capital, whose ou.er waHisco'^fd in eSTth:"?

^'^'"^
of five per cent., was liable tn «.;,.

, ''™'™ o* the Treasury tax
made to prevent the htrd1n» o7^n,H ^"'f

•"'''^•* ^^"rts were
by ukase:» and inform^ tefer ^ /f "'""• ^* "-^^ ^'bidden
covered hoard, a mrhi'voTs andTem'or T" ''""*''^'' "' ^'"^ *«-

But the principal evils of th^^T^f^""^ provision,

the attempt"^ of the Te^r^e^l^lT °J-

''''"'' "'""^ '»y '"

phenomenal activity wfsTs und^^l V""* ^^"^^ng. His
be done without his explic t ^r^^' "'. P'"^""'^ """''"S ^
honesty of his neceiar^'^nts "scUe oT^h""

"'"'^"''^ °^ <^-
he punished when he discfver^'d thl !

"^^^^'-^ "^*'' "^"^
life, of material, and of fundi .

""*""• "^"'^'^ '"°™o»s waste of

J
Kluchevsky, o^. c., j^ ,

«*c hadTrraSv^".?r^g;;ed,by Kluchevsky
i'^s'tLt'lSenshiUov
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^"ate^turt^Sri "%""«'• ^-^ fr- slumber,

able of Peter's ooll^Z^^^rTn^Zt^"ZZ "' '''""°''

^o..e a^j, .."--;:,
-^^^^^^^

i6.»o guns, besides theUs ofThe fl«J.f
'"' '"^ ""'"''^ ="»<» ''^

Peter had m some industries achieved his aim • i.. i, j
a large surplus of production in raw and Irt^n,,'"

'>="',^<=»«d

materials. He had now to secure lTe^Z,^^\ manufactured

order to do so. it was nece^^tlaerthe'Zw '" "''^- '"
formidable then than it iTnTw-the nr„w

P™^''"-^^™ more

' Cf. Kluchevsky, op. cit iv d ji^'Six and a haf, mUUon an/.^^^o^, „,, r^^^J,^^,'-^,-^^^-
•a an msumificant n„s,<»^^. _< j„f^'

f„"740
]t produced ,7,000 tonfaS^only t",'"l'S S"' ''"!i°'"5'

''^ '"»
125.000 tons. Fcr further detaiU concerai^ .t' ,* ?'= Production reach
lacture in Russia, see ,„/„

^«"s concerning the early history of iron manu
Kluchevsky, toe. cit '
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inclement north, through the White Sea, or by the river Oh P,t.,

from considerable distances from St P.t!!LV ?^ °* ^8°"^
neighbourhood was inca^JS'^f'su^StS' nSof T'^'i^men upon the foundations of the new cftv ^^,1

''''"^'

shaUow water in the estuanr of thJ S
^' *^ """*" ">«

froze completely, while inTu'^^/^.e S'Jr':f\i"r
'^'

damaged the then unprotected boftnmc „T ... u
^^ ^*^*

Which now began to arrieiXSrf^^^Ld^Tdlt-I.A'^^
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buig.' Other harbours were therefore sought on the Baltic but

j"««Trtfrrh
''^'^ '.r^'^'

'" cfibwork and^ole^;
R„ 1. f * *'"' roadstead from westerly winds the works atRogervik. for example, were abandoned.'

in .^""l^^
,^'*" *" " "" economist, or rather as a mercantilistin a practical sense, he has no claims to be regarded as a finandir

H' t^^**i
'"".""""^^ ^''° '"""d 'he details^f ^come^oSsome tha., details of expenditure, Peter demanded o?™sTeward;always more money. How that money was t, be raised was oTlet^

bd.^.T*™°"~ " * ""- "»» '" "»• .ranifdoajances of previous years, when, owing to the ecantineu of ^,...

t^^Zl^lir^r''^'
"' '"~'"' over'L^u'^f^

n™fff I i
^^""' amounted to no more than sufficed to

SX *''"/'«?'«"°« of the earlier years of Peter's acti4y Initio

f^nd[fu"f''?,;r-^"^1i"^'°'«'-<'-"'°'''«^
fvT investigation resulted in the discovery that

t ,^sTel^vrdT"°"f^r".T^ '^^'^"* °' '-'* a S^niuA
korksfateut .„,«•*' ^'^"""^ "y =" '«>'"«™al levy of 50
h^u c ^ '^ "*^ '" "'°'*«™ ™°"ey) upon every taxed hou^

made since x6;8^ ufn^mbef"o lutrdfacrig^o ^Tat

^^M- K . J-
''^" '* ™' discovered that the number of house-holds had d>mm,shed during the intervening period oTtUrty y^^.

* Kluchevsky, op. cit p i66 ' Ih'J

aggerated, and prefers to pUce it S atent rtn/fiAl'"""'
"«»^' "^'='» «"

m
,!!l|
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i^rtz'^zz SucrofLr'" 1 .'"'"'"'™ '"^'•'- '"

I^ter had pursued or»S^> la^^hrn' '"^"'*?' ^"P^""'
the army from the taxpa^W cSses Ih^^"* ^* "'™"» '"*°

peasants into non-taxn»v,n„i.' ^^ "* """'» drawing of

the canals, anS th bSn|oTst'1^™ k'"«
"'^" *" '"« "^a^s.

number of taxable hoSd/ ^V,„^f'^'""8-''ad diminished the
capable functionariesThe „„s„s ^^ I"' T"? '° ""' "*»*»« °'

peat numbers escaped totrr«ko2'r^^'"''^ P*'*'"™^'^' ""<>

ing shows the dimin'^tion Ifh«i ,n
'''"*'°". ^' '°"°*-

1678
'710

I Per Cent.

Households (indudint
I

^">'"»)
• .1 79.,o.8

637,005

^h°Id°° ^' ''°"^''

' 3 mbles 30 kop.
j 4 rubles 10 kop.

19.S

+»5

per household was increas^nro^Lf
<^™"'='"»g- a-d the tax

hold tax were being pUedutnth^ T" '?"" *''* """^ house-
of I^ter there had'bLn caS ove^::™ r"''' 1° «« «»«
ceding time two cla^^u.. „f .

^""^ immediately pre-

people, and the other Moik^T Z^ ^ f"
"•"" *•>* '»"ded

remainder of the tax^a^Mation ZT^ ^"^ "^ "P"" *"«

necessary to maintain the^.Jnit.
^"' ^esh impositions were

were therefore devSd or sZll
"""^ '"'^ "^^- ^ew taxes

for the purchase oThor^forth^
.""'"''' ''^^ '^Soon money.

Carrie.^' tax These ne^j^ ! ,
dragoons, and additions to the

taxpaying dem^nt^ ^Z aTrutn ttT ""^V"'
^^^^^y

to two rubles per h^u^hoH »nT, "u^'
^''">' amounted

trading estabhs'l^ment "ouitd in moSl™ ::!'"" 1T ^ ^""-^ ^
tion of cou:^ also existed in the fo™tf^romTduti:'""'

''""-
— —-*wiii3 uuues.

M«yukov, „,. „,.. pp. ,„,., ^, ^,^ . ^___^^^^^^^ ^ ^_^ p. 170.
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^H'^, "*"• '"'^*' produced not merely economical effects o{more or less importance, but they excited criticism and bt«d inthe mmds of certam people a political and critical sense, and in

!r«^tL^™r ""'**"' *°"'"^' modernity. Some of the people

JTJ ^ important suggestions about new forms of texa-tion Peter, as was his wont, examined these projects attentively,
It is a remarkable fact that some of the most luminous of the sugl
gestions came from people in the ranks of the khoiotif For examole

wTrlvInt7t^.^°"'*''°''*
"'*-^' "•" ^y" Sheremetev, whohad traveUed abroad, suggested that a stamp duty should be im-

AJthough the yield from it was probably not very great, the author
of the suggestion was taken into the Department of Trade andCommerce

; but, unfortunately, his character was not equal to hiss^tude for seizing an appropriate opportunity, for after he hadBeen promoted to a vice-governorship, he had to be dismissed forextrava^nce m respect to the public funds. Other suggestionswCTe made by similar people, who denounced officials forcormption
and then were themselves afterwards broken on the wheel becaus^
sunJar accusations had, rightly or WTongly, been brought against
them.» The necessities of the Treasury led it to adopt all sorts
of taxes-excse upon hats, boots, and skins, taxes upon imis, upon

im T5- T".""^-^'
•chimneys, baths, water, and u^nloadmg and dischargmg timber, upon the sale of food in generaland m particular upon water-melons, cucumbers, and nuts Beardim«ht be worn, but they were taxed." Taxes were to be paid at

C.^ K*'
marriage. Dissent from the orthodox religion was

pemutted, but dissent was taxed. Unbaptized persons were obliged
toW taxes in addition to the amount levied upon the orthodox
intaief, there was an mconceivable jumble of taxes, the sum ofthem imtating in a high degree, and many of them unproductive.

* Ktuchevsky, p. 171. 1 /j,v

financially inconsequent. Cf. ibid., p 174:
*^^ ' "' " """I".

11
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I^rH^'^/'^^ """^y ''" '" ^ort of the ertimates' Peter'.

1701, reter m effect confiscated the monastic lands bv denrivina

excuse that the monks did not Ubour to feed the ooor but f-Hthemselves through the labour of others.' PeterZ t^k'o^r iito

rc^S'ps '^e'rnoU"'
''"'' ^""^ '""^'^ "' ^hetsho^s'^l

ruble, ,T; ^ "'" 6"^*" * capitation grant of ten

t™^LTou«s"\rZ T^"" = ' ""'"" '""°"''*^' -i-ot*"

eirtPntTfT!
Trsasury appears to have gained to the

SerM^ r? T T"^
'"° '""<^"'' '»'°"»"'» ™Sles a year'

I^SriSTprede^""" ""^"'" '^ backupon twoimport:

theater rf Ih! 5f/f
'"''^ of Treasury deficits, ftter increased

The Treasury pnces for these monopolized commo^fe ^fen.
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from two to four times as much as they had been before. Salt,
for example, became a luxury. The peasants, who had to go without
it, contracted scurvy and died in great numbers. The high price
of salt must also have greatly prevented thrift among the peasantry,
especially in the proximity of lakes and rivers, by preventing them
from curing food for winter use.'

Nor did Peter stop at the not infrequent expedient of desperate
financiers, the clipping of coin. Prior to the time of Peter, the
money in common circulation consisted of two small silver coins

—

the kopek and the half-kopek. These coins were known as dmge,
money. The imits of account were the aUyn, of the value of three
kopeks, the pevna, of the value of ten kopeks, the polupoUenniki,
of the value of twenty-five kopeks, the poUimukl. of the value of
fifty kopeks, and the ruble, of one hundred kopeks. But the amount
of the silver coins in circulation was so small that pieces of leather
were used instead of coins. From 1700, small copper and large
silver coins began to be issued, the latter being given the names of
previous units of account.* This process was, however, accom-
panied by a gradual reduction of the weight and fineness of the
coins, and by the consequent introduction of a fiduciary element, so
that the later issues of Peter became token currency.

In detail the following were the principal issues of currency
during Peter's reign. From 1690 till 1698, he adopted the method
current during the time of the Tsarc.vna Sophia, and out of a griv-
enka (weighing ten kopeks in copper), of a fineness which was not
fixed, but which may be taken as 84 per cent, of silver, he coined the
amount of 5 rubles 4 kopeks. During these nine years he coined

3.135.475 rubles. Between 1699 and 1710, Peter continued to
coin 14 rubles 40 kopeks out of a pound of silver of the same inde-
terminate assay, but probably of the same fineness, viz. 84 per cent.
During these twelve years he coined 19,161,155 rubles. Between
1711 and 1717 he coined 4,240,491 rubles, but the fineness of these
issues is not known. Between 1718 and 1724 Peter coined 14 rubles

40 kopeks out of a pound of silver, of a fineness of only 70 per cent.,

the total issues being 4,921,172 rubles. In the beginning of the
reign of Peter the silver ruble contained 8J zoMniki of pure silver

;

' On similar effects of the salt duties in England, see, e.e.. Sir Thomas
Bernard. Bart., Case of the Salt Duties. &c. London, 1817, passim,

• Kluchevsky. op. cit., iv. p. 177.

iil
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then it was depreciated until it contained only 5. ,olotniki Iteither remained at this weisht „^A «— .

"•"} in ""ottuKi. It

amounted to !^y",^-2j^^Z IJle
"'"'**

?'
^'"'' "*«"

the «m. period ^o^y 4 3M X42 ™bl« X^tofr' '"""!
Peter amounted to 43,441 07Se! •

^ *'"*' ""^ °«

But the most important innovation made bv Peter was th, in

. irSkoji?" "*"" ' "» "^ I'*™ "i-i i»id

nibl/bTV^'fe^r^L^,''" '""? '? ««"'"' "O'k on th= Russian silver

only e«ht tim«. C/. Kln'ch.v,!^, 0? «"
iv d , ,8

'*'' °' '^^'^ ""
• Klucliev.ky, op. cil.. iv. p. ,>o

P' ''•

' Ibid., IV. p. i8i.
'
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of male sex of great age and of too slender age to exercise any
influence upon the family income could not possibly contribute
towards the taxes.* The " soul," from the point of view of the
Treasury, was a fictitious unit, which in its calculations replaced
the household, and its estimates were based upon the numbers of
such souls as revealed by the census. The peasants gradually came
to comprehend that v>-at had really taken place had been an in-

crease and a more rigorous exaction of the household tax, and they
even came to regard the soul tax as being divisible into fractions

;

but why it should have 1- .-en invented, and why it should be called a
soul tax, they never cam to understand, although the tax remained
with this designation for ^ vo hundred years.' The incidence of the
tax was, of course, anomalous. A poor peasant whose family con-
sisted of four infant sons paid more than another peasant who had
half a dozen grown-up daughters, whose labours may have resulted
in a considerable family income, or he paid more than a well-to-do
peasant who had no family at all. The poll tax, when compared
in amount with the household tax, thus meant to some a slight

increase, while to others it meant an increase to twice, thrice, or
even four times the amount of the former household tax."

The yield of the tax to the Treasury was disappointing. In

1724 the arrears of the poll tax amounted to 848,000 rubles, or
18 per cent, of the estimated total amount which should have been
paid. The officials reported that the collection of these arrears was
an impossibility, because of the poverty of the peasants, because of
bad crops, and because of the large numbers excluded from the tax
rolls on account of recruiting for the army, death, ruin by fire,

escape, and physical disability due to age or to disease.*

The following statistics exhibit vividly the enormous growth "*

the Russian budget under Peter :

'

• Cf. Pososhkov. quoted by Kluchevsky. iv. p. 181.
• Cf. Kluchevsky. p. 183. and infra, p. 2 10.
• Kluchevsky, op. cit., iv. p. 184.
« Treasury Report, quoted by Kluchevsky, ibid., p. 18;.
» These statistics are compiled from Melyukov. op. cit., pp. 76. 669 et

seq. There is apparently a certain confusion of the budgets of 1724 and 1725
in Kluchevsky, iv. p. i83.
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.
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itatement having diuppeared, the unrestrained official! vittt able
to let down more boldly the real Mate -

'

diidoae that the coit of the army nui ,

the amount that appears in the bn 'K'i

that budget cither the totals weir mi
mained concealed expenditures

The following is the expe'i'lu

tinances. These details

•

' J was p* rr than double

> t,i^. ,^!;f ing that in

.". ;it'><l, i ' 'i..' there r«-

1.- .if t,., Ini.lif't ,1 1^5;

Army and navy
Diplomatic expenditure
Public buildingi
MiicelUneoui expenditure

1974

'/.2

,..;d.)

ruMei*

The peculiarity of Russian public finance at this time consisted

in the fact that each separate item of the revenue was collected

for a separate item of expenditure.* For example, so far as the
original 70 kopeks per soul was concerned, the aggregate yield of

the poll tax was devoted to the maintenance of the army, which
was quartered in various localities ; so far as the additional 40 kopeks
per soul of obrochny tax was concerned, the aggregate was devoted
to the maintenance of the regiments of the guard and of the artillery,

and the 40 kopeks per soul collected from freeholders were devoted
to the maintenance of the land militia. This was the arrangement
prior to 1725 ; in that year the distribution was readjusted, and the

40 kopek tax was assigned to the maintenance of the southern
army corps, and one-third of the poll taxes, which were collected

from the merchantry at i ruble 20 kopeks per soul, was devoted
to the artillery. Thus the army was maintained out of the total

proceeds of the soul tax. The maintenance of the fleet was secured

out of the revenue otherwise than from the soul tax. The amount
yielded by the salt tax was devoted to public buildings, and the

* Exclusive of expenditure in Little Russia.
' Calculated from data given by MClyukov, op, cit., p. 498. According

to Golekov, howevT. the expenditure for 1725 was 9,829.949 rubles. Cited
by MSlyukov. op. cit.. p. 499.

» A peculiarity which Russian finance had at tliat time in common with the
public finance of many countries in respect to naval expenditure, ship-money,
and the like, and in modern times in respect to education. In focal and
municipal finance in many countries the same feature makes its appearance in
respect to roads, parks, &c. &c.

m

m
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"'.. iv. p. 192.
' Ibtd., loc. cil
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the practice of an indifferent agriculture ana an unskilful industry
jjrevented the accumulation and application of either agricultural
or industrial capital, while the funds raised by taxes were expended
in filling the marshes of St. Petersburg or in wars on the frontiers.

There were other reactions. Corruption on a great scale honey-
combed the public offices ; of every hundred rubles collected from
the people, not more than thirty actually reached the Treasury .»

The urgency of the demands for funds, and the difficulty of pro-
curing them by means of taxation, suggested numerous financial
schemes. For example, some one suggested to Peter to issue five
million rubles of State credit obligations without interest as fiduciary
currency. The notes were to be made of wood, because of the
advantage of that material over paper in respect to durabiUty.
Peter himself seems to have thought, in 1721, of applj-ing to John
Law, the collapse of whose " system " had occurred in France in
May of the previous year, and of inviting him to form in Russia a
commercial company on advantageous conditions, the first opera-
tion of the company being a loan to the Government of one million
rubles.' The scheme came to nothing ; and when Peter died he
left not a Itopek of State debt. His reforms, costly as they were,
had been wholly paid for under his rigorous administration in the
period during which the costs had been incurred.

Peter laid the foundation of a great State, but his methods
bore heavily upon his own generation. He saved the Russian
people of the latter part of the eighteenth and those of the whole
of the nineteenth century many burdens, but he concentrated
these upon the backs of his contemporary peasantry. To put the
case briefly, he expended upon highly permanent but not immediately
productive forms of capital so excessive a proportion of the
national income as to go perilously near the cureless ruin of his
people in order that he might erect the material fabric of a State.

There remains now to notice the changes in governmental
institutions which had to be worked out in order that the greatly
increased burden of administration involved by the reforms of Peter
should be organized. At the beginning of Peter's reign the central
authority was the Boyarskaya Duma, or House of Nobles. Some-
times, as of old, the Tsar presided. The actual business of adminis-
tration was carried on by the prekazi, or bureaux, now increased in

' Kluchevsky, op. cil.. iv. p. 190. • Ibid., iv. p. ,32

u
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"th'^kt rf th?'""."'**^ ^T'^oi""^ P"kaz. which dealtwtft attairs of the guard, the nulitary-naval trekaz which had

ptLTnfT ""'.""*;
.

'" '^99 there was also esiabrhelthePr^z of Accounts, a kind of Board of Exchequer To tto latterbody all the other p^kazi furnish weekly and a^nud sU emenof the r ibancal transactions,- The Prekaz of Accounts thus

s'Teitha^fT
*'' '""^'""^ °' ^ ^°"*™' departrn, an^

met, It came to be a secret chanceUery of the Duma which thus

was'^d.i^e'dTnTo'effr^'' T, 'T''"'" ^''"Se in local government

The .«j,«,„rf,-, or military governors, had, from the point of view

?„Vth t"^'"^' ^f!^
^"-bitrarily, and had been largely re ^s^blefor the Treasury deficits

; and, from the point of viL^of trcom!
rX r"f'^'".™^P'°P'^ °'*he capital, the .^Jl' and the

tZ l f ^f,'"'"^"
^'""^ "'^'" """needed coUections" Bvthe ukase of 30th January 1699, it was provided that he " com^merad-manufacturmg people" of the capital should have the

atLr'fr'or^'1'';
*"T '"" ^""""^ themselvest;U^'

nrrrah^cVcrnroft x™%^rt:;rX°^^^^^^^^^^
exercise authority in judicial, civ.c, and ':JSaTkfeIr^'u wa"hoped that the taxes would be honestly and competent ycoUecTedby the new system, and that the Treasury would'^nefif Wthlnthe commercal-manufacturing class in the city there was aYimul

facturmg people paying /yagfc, „ow paid into the Moscow t^Zand no longer to the voyevod. The indirect taxes and ?he^dreTtspecial tax for the mamtenance of the strehsi were paid otherwise-

' Kluchcvsky, o/>. cil.. iv. p. 196

Russian to designate the manager of IncS ""' '^ "''" '" =""="'

Wj\i'^:'ih'^iCi^iF.i:U'k'y'-":^-^h'
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the first into the Great Treasury [Bolshoe Kaxni), and the second
into the Slreltsi prekaz}

These new administrative arrangements gave the merchants
and the craftsmen in the capital a direct interest in the administra-
tion, and brought them into organic relations with the machinery
of government. Their elected representative was not only head of

the city, but was a trusted, though unpaid, servant of the Govern-
ment. The cleavage between the citizens and the governing body
of the city was removed, and at the same time the relations between
the administration of the city and the administration of the central

government were put on a more cordial basis. The burmisler of

Moscow was a dignified official. He reported to the Tsar, not
through any bureau, but directly, and the office became a kind of

civic ministry. This development was in entire accordance with
Peter's policy of breaking down the prejudices of the nobility against

the commercial and manufacturing class. The ratusha, or Muni-
cipal Palace of Moscow, assumed great importance. Under Kur-
batov, for example, who was inspector of the municipal administra-
tion, a formidable war was waged in the interests of the Imperial
Treasury against official corruption and tax-evasion, The revenue
was greatly increased. The expectations of Peter of the effect of

introducing business-like methods through the enlistment in the
affairs of the Treasury of the interest of the commercial class, had
not l)een disappointed.

The reorganization of the civic government of the capital, and
the necessities of the Treasury, led to a comprehensive plan for the
reorganization of local government throughout the Empire. By an
ukase of l8th December 1707, Peter gave the rank of cities to Kiev,

Smolensk, and other great towns, which became the capitals of nine
guberni.'

The division of the Empire into nine departments, or gttberni,

was not undertaken for the purpose of strengthening local govern-
ment, although the previous crude centralization might have been
held to render an experiment in this direction advisable ; it was

* Klucbevsky, iv. pp. I58-2CX>.
* Moskovskaya, Ingermanlandskaya (afterwards called Peterburgskaya),

Kievskaya. SmoIcn.skaya. .\rkhangelskaya. Kazanskaya, .\zovskaya. Sibir-
skaya. and Voroncjskaya. Gubernie (properly fiuberniya) may be translated
province or departemcnt. The modern ^ubernt are different in boundaries and
more restricted in arer^ than are those of Peter.
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mcome for the central Treasu^'oS Statl^hT '\'-^^-">
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cib. The tradi.i„„a'i SXo7,„r,vt'u7arr.?"tr T™""- -'>—' ^'- "y''''. 11. p. 10,

S^lli3»l^
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to»s 'C IH™ ,*' ^"'^g''"'^'"'"' Of 'he system of collectingtaxes The old system was corrupt and costly, the new system was

trnl^i^ ^"'Tl"
"'-''"'"'^'^^"^e system had other reactions. The con-trol passed from the Boyarskaya Duma to the local govemmontcouncUs; and the Duma itself was merged in the Se'nate Th

o^Tth M '" ^''""' "'" "™""*' «°™™'"g "^dy. and under the ukas^

affairs,' who must be a man " clever and acute." This financialcensor m.ght be dra^™ from any class, and he was to exercise h^functions secretly » The secrecy of his functions was a grave Iw!back. His office became that of a spy. In 1713 the financial

UuTet,'" .™\f™°™«d - demoralising by SteVn Yavo'k" aLittle Russian Metropolitan, who reflected also with great boldne^upon the private vices of Peter. The Senate suspended the Metropohtan but ,t ,s to the credit of Peter that he took no notke of the

a'^tTof .rT'"'/ T^IV"' '°"°«™S >-' amended he Char!acter of the othce of ober-fiskal?
The useful reforms accomplished by the Senate consisted in the

dewrtLr'h hTT°"'
*'""" ^''^"«™^' commissions, and

reSn to 1 ^"'"," "^ '" '"""= "^^^^ "^">out any definite

detnriJr
""''/"""er, and m some cases with traditions of in-dependence and even disobedience to the Tsar. The system ofcolUpa or administrative departments, copied from the foreign

chancelleries, was developed between 1715 and 1720.' Nine3
' Ober-fiskaf.

VOL. I

4
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U^ia were established by the ukase of 12th December 1718 (i)
foreign affairs; (2) department of the money incomes of theState

, (3) justice
; (4) department of financial control (a kind of

auditor-generals department); (5) department of lanH military
forces; (6) department of naval forces

; (7) commerce; (8) moun-
tain (mines and foundries) and factory industries

; (9) department
ot State expenditure.

For nine years between the abolition of the old pr-kazi and the
formation of the new collegia the Senate undertook the al)ov,--men-
tioned functions. It was the Executive of the State. The personal
responsibUity of the Tsar devolved upon it. When the couJ^a were
^tabiished, the same responsibility devolved upon them. For the
Senate there remained more general directive and visitatorial powers
Peter even sometimes brought before the Senate his projects as if
he were an ordinary senator.' The collegia were obliged to act onlym accordance with the law as expressed in the WTitten ukases of the
isar and the Senate. In 1720 the presidents of all the collegia were
also senators but in 1722 only the presidents of the foreign, miUtari-
and naval collegia were retained as senators

; the presidents of the
others were replaced by representatives elected by the members of
the colkgia. The Senate at this time was in law a very powerful
governing authority. Without its sanction nothing was valid •

it
took the place of the Tsar in his absence, and acted upon its own
mitiative. Yet the actual exercise of such high functions must
depend upon the personal composition and character of the govem-mg body. During the first years of its existence the Senate had the
opportunity of actmg as a modem cabinet in a constitutional gov-
ernment would act, but it did not do so. It must be recognized that
the cabinet system even of England had not entirely assumed itsmodem form m the first quarter of the eighteenth century To
expect that even the most perfectly-^, .ised mechanism would work
smoothly in unaccustomed hands is to expect too r The old
system, casual and inefficient as it was, had grown . organic
relation to the needs of the time. The new system was transferred
en bloc icom another field. The proceedings of the Senate assumed
a merely bureaucratic character

; and the Senate, which miijht have
been master of the situation and of the country, became the mouth-
piece of the Tsar. In the hands of a strong, and, on the whole, bene-

' Kluchuvsky, p. J29,
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anv^ „; Tn''""'**°
''='™ **" *•"" ^he Senate was afrdd o do

1721 th/™^ ^ three affairs of importance were concluded ' In

called the Procurator-Sen rj'of the Senate S^ "T"''"'vision of the Senate h.,t ,.^*k
senate, with general super-

the rZ^ t^^^cioltnlV^Th:
'"'' "?""' ''"" '""^ "

intennediar; iX n fhrcoLJand'^Z't'T"""' "^^^'^ ''^

iS:^
-
'r™-'-"^ -^^^^ "potrlS^of

held, at «h,ch the project was •• thought over and discussed under

Klucht£v',v'p^°'7 '"'" ""' °' '*"'" i"'I»=<:"'rs-gcneral). quoted by

6!
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Tslr hv^T
°''™°" "' "* ^"*'* "" 'hen communicated to the

Thou(,'. ihe Mitepa were thus not detached from the Senate in«,e «nses ,h,. they occasionally met in joint «JonT, and ttat they

rTt^rt^oT' :r"°" '^ '1\^'^"' '"^y -™ "<" ""^ed «^

no'^«e« .' ,rrl,
''
"'" '"^"' '" ''° ^- 'f'"' ^""'^ "ad thus

andThtr ,

"«'""ous cognizance of the business of the cMegia.

theac^ua 'nrni.^T'^
""^" '"" disadvantage of separation from

was concerned. The benate was the highest court of appeal -but

'^

VM iT'o. ""I"^
'''^. ""' ''" '" ">* ^"''*« ^'hout his saSct.on.»VVule the central admmistration was being reorganized the

sfr jyfl™
"'"bhshed. and the relat.on of 'he ^rto he

the firmt " ,"• "' T^^"-«"'°" «* '^al government throughthe formation of nme gub,rni in 1707 had not been realizing the ex-

hav nl;:!
""* ?'.* " '="' '*"^" '""'="^<'- The Swedish system

tlZ^ht r '?" •* ,'° ""' ""''''' administrative organs, Peterthought of applyuig also the Swedish system of local governmentHe herefore mstructed the Senate to inquire how far the Swedishocal msftufons were compatible with Russian customs. Event-ually a new system of local administration was elaborated, and anukase was ,ssued on 26th November 1718. The new system bog^"

The largest unit of local goverament-the j«6.r««-was pre-

etl' "rt
'^""'"'*^ °' ?«»"«• -as increfsed from nine'^'o

eleven. The gubern^ were divided into provinlsi. and these againwere divided mto uczdi. or districts. In theg»J.m,-,asa whole there
«_ere fifty provintsi. The chief functionar^ in . gubsT.^lt^.g«Wor or governor, and in a province, a voyevj. The vo,Jlhad to deal ™th finance. poUce, and with economic affairs generallyLpon these matters the voyevodi had communication directly with

T.r,u^Tl T'"- ^" ^"^"eement which inevitably led todisputes between the governors of the guberni and the voy^odi. andwhich gave the voyevod, a quasi-independence, thus splitting up the
gul^rn. mto smaller political units. The .<,y«,oi/carried on his
business m the zimskaya chancery, or local government office. Under

' Kluchevsky, op. cil.. iv. p. 233. , ,j,.^ p ^^^
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the voyevah was a local superintendeni f„r the collection o( taxe,and under this official was the local treasurer and a co„,mii7v

^Jf^?^d'er^.^-/--r;-£^:^

"lowettTf
°' ™«y^*y =""1 "Mvwere established The courts

fL^f """ ""^ P'ovincial courts, which were held in the more"nportant c,t,es, and local courts, which were held in the less 2portan
.

In 1722, however, the lower courts were rboUshed Td

w.i^hff^:^^-5r-;:[rtst^;r^*r
I70™rfCrd^of^th^'t" "' ''""™' "^'^ --ta"n*o™ed' „'

1708 into a Board of the city
; now it was decided to revert in some

werc'ieduoo'n tT T^^T"'- ^"^ ""^"-'^ '^ "--
Z7h,!llL^^}u"" themselves into two guilds. To the firsto< these belonged bankers, large merchants, physicians pharma

rt anT Th":!''.T *° '"' "^""^ ^"'*' ^-^» -rcha'm Tn

d

w^thTn fi, ,^ ,'" ''"" ""l"''"' *" fo™ 'fade corporations

^^^) composed of unskilled labourers and wage-earners genH v

?JL if^'^u''*"'"
"''""«• '" 'h^ '"'^"'be--^ of the two guflds butespecially those of the first, becoming a kind of cUv ™trici=.,.ruling the city in essential affairs

^ I'atnciate,

fisca?' ThTvt"'' ^''T"" '" '^' ""^ ="" ='^f«<=t ™t exclusivelyfiscal. They became, either directly or through reactions importantmfluences in the social and economical development o «,"and of the rural districts, and indeed it would appear as if the ileaof their doing so had gradually dav>T>ed upon Pet^. He ap
"

redto realize that «^thout the active aid of his people he cS dono h,ng_ and ,„at they could not develop into effrcti^. t.'xpayem the absence of sound political organization '

axpayers

tontcniporarj- judgments of the reforms of Peter cannot beregarded as of ii.portance, partly because his commanding pe^
' Cj: Kluchevsky, op. c,l.. iv. pp. ;!4i-5,.
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lonality rendered criticism difficult, and partly because these reforms
were so far-reaching in their consequences, and so many of them
belong tn the last few years of his life, that their full effects could
not possibly appear until a later period. Nor can the immediately
succeedmg years be expected to afford mor« than sugRestions
towards a sound appreciation, for although relieved of the masterful
influence of Peter's presence, there was some criticism of his reforms,
the prevaihng attitude was one of adoration of an unexampled
personality. This Peter-worship went far. Nartov, a working
cabinetmaker who knew Peter, said of him :

" Though Peter the
Great is no more with us. his spirit lives in our souls, and we who
had the honour to be near the monarch will die true to him and
our warm love for him will be buried with us." Lomonosov called
Peter " a god-like man "

; and Derjavin wrote of him ;

.

" Was it not C;od
W no tn his person came down to the earth r " '

Neplyuev, Russian Resident at Constantinople, after the death
of Peter, said of him. "This monarch has brought our country to
a level with others

; he has taught us to recognize that we are a
people. In brief, everything we look upon in Russia has its origin
in him, and everything which shall be done in the future will be
derived from this source." '

The age of Katherine II afforded the possibility of a more de-
tached point of view, and the philosophical temper of the time
might lead us to the expectation that a placid estimate might be
forthcoming of the net consequences to the nation of the reign of
Katherme's great predecessor. But such an expectation would be
doomed to disappointment. The fashion of that time was to regard
Peter as havvw diminished the lustre of the Imperial purple rather
than as haviii,; -ncreased it. The fastidious gentlemen of the later
eighteenth century disliked a Tsar who assiKiated wnth labourers
and who could himself wield an axe. Criticism of Peter went
farther. His reforms were looked upon as having been too radical
and as having been insufficiently related to the virtues of the
traditional forms of Russian life. Peter was blamed for destroying
Russian customs and for contributing to laxity of manners. In

* KIuche\'5ky. np. cit.. iv. p. -66
yuottd from Neplyuev; Memoirs by Kluchcvsky. op. cil.. iv. p. -,-,,
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general the real merit! o{ hn reforms wen- neither undentood nor
acknowledged m spite of the intellectual attitude towards many
things which his critics undoubtedly exhibited.'

With thu first wave of revolutionary impuises from the French
Kevohition, there came a juster appreciation of Peter ToKaramsm, the Russian historian, writing at this time. Peter
ap{»ared a great revolutionary. The structural changes wroughtm Russian s.«,ety by Peter's reforms seemed to him to make for
civilization. But later, when the French Revolution entered upon
Its more rapidly changing phases, Karamsin reflected sadly upon
the slow an.l steady progress which Russia had made under the
Rom.inovs. until this progress was arrested by the powerful but
lawless h,.nd of Peter. " We began," he says, " to be citizens

of the world
:

but we ceased in some measure to be citizens of
Kussia—and the cause of that was—Peter I

" «

The Restoration after the Napoleonic episode, and the national
movements throughout Europe, reacted upon political thought in
RuMia, and again the memory of Peter suffered eclipse. The rise
of blavophihsm brought new accusations against him as a Zatadnik
or Westerner. Khomyakov revived the criticisms of the policy of
Peter on the ground that it ruptured the rural life of Russia and
took out of It for his army and for his enterprises the elements
which, left to themselves, might have developed spontaneously an
mdigenous culture.'

r- i-" >y an

Professor Kluchevsky has well characterized the pass at which
the criticism of Peter had arrived. In place of a scientific examina-
tion of the actual course and actual consequences of his reforms
there was merely a comparison of old and new Russia. The former
was idealized, "witty conjectures were taken for historical facts
and dreams of leisure were represented as the ideals of the people " •

The growth of historical science from the middle of the nineteenth
century rendered other views possible. The great Russian his-

' The Princess Dashkov, at a dinner in Vienna in itA,. i^ -A^^^t.^^ .. i.

• Karamsm. quoted by Kluchevsky. iv. p '68

' s;cti^y™^''i,r.v.T"'c
"'°" '""^ '"'" ««" ' '"-P' -
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torian Soloviev was the first to set the reign of Peter in due his-
torical perspective

;
> but his account of the reforms is not merely

the result of scientific inquiry into documentary evidence-it is a
polemic against the detractors of Peter and a vindication of his
historical position. From Soloviev's point of view, no nation in
the history of the world accomplished so much in so short a time
as Russia accomplished in the reign of Peter. No people ever
experienced so great, so varied, and so profound a reformation
tollowed by so important consequences. These consequences
appeared not merely in the interior life of the Russians themselves
but they reacted upon the general life of the world. In this interior
life the foundations of new principles were laid. The self-activity
of society was awakened by the introduction of the collegia or
government departmental system, and by the adoption of 'the
electoral principle and of autonomous civic government '^or the
first time the people realized what an empire meant 2-an organic
union of self-acting political societies. For the first time the oath
ot teaity was taken, not only to the Emperor, but also to the Empire
i^or the first time in Russia, personality was vindicated the oppres-
sive yoke of the family was mitigated, personal merit ™s recog-
nised, mamage ceased to be dictated by parents or serf ownere
women emerged from the terem.'

The consequences to the world were the transformation of a
weak and almost unknown people into a nation led by a strong
man, and its appearance upon the historical stage as a potentially
formidable power. For the first time in modem history the Slavs
through their representatives, the Russian people, began to take
a share in the general life of Europe.' This vindication by Soloviev
recalls the opinions which have already been quoted from Peter's
admiring contemporaries.

Professor Kluchevsky's estimate is free from the bias which
give a polemical tone to Soloviev's treatment of the reign of
Peter, and it is therefore more scientific in spirit and more just
both to Peter and to his time. He begins by accounting for Peter's
early predisposition towards military affairs, through his recog-

i«c', ^'?»""i ^- *'*' "'""y, "J ««"'« /w™ the Earliest T,mes. Moscow1851-187S beeespecially vol. xviii. (1868) chap. iii.

i"»i.ow,

I
Kluchevsky. op. c,l.. iv, p. 27a.

'^
. Literally the attic

' boloviev, summarized by Kluchevsky, of. cil iv p 270
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nition that some means must be devised to control the slreltsi. who
supported his sister Sophia, and whose arrogance made them a
danger to the State. From ihis point of view Peter simply did
the obvious and immediately necessary thing. He organized as
soon as possible a military force upon a foundation entirely different
from that of the streltsi in order to combat them. There is no sign
at this time of far-reaching plans, or even of the organization of an
army for defence, still less for aggressive attacks upon the nations
by which Russia was surrounded. His first business was to secure
his throne, and to checkmate his ambitious sister ; but his method
of domg so involved a great step forward, for in opposing her influ-
ence, he was opposing also the influences of Byzantism. The force
of circumstances thus drove him into reforms. Even when he re-
turned from abroad after his first journey in 1697-1698, he " brought
back to Moscow, not plans of reform, but cuhural impressions
imagining that he could introduce into Russia what he had seen
abroad, and he came back also with the determination of waging
war against Sweden in order to recover the control of the sea. which
had been wrested by that country from his grandfather." '

These two impulses—the adoption of West European methods
especially in military affairs, and the war with Sweden—dominated
him for the greater part of his life. Only during the last ten years
of his reign, when he was between forty-three and fifty-three years
of age, " did he appear to be conscious that he had done sc.nethine
new; but even then not fully." ^ Nor was this consciousness
associated with aims for the future; it was rather a realization of
achievement in the past.

Peter thus became a reformer, as it were incidentally • he was
drawn into the r61e perhaps even unwillingly. " War led him on
and up to the end of his life, pushed him into reform." '

_

Professor Kluchevsky acknowledges that as a rule war is a
brake " upon reform, and that exterior wars and interior reforms

are generally mutually exclusive. In Russian history however
a successful war contributed to the fixation of existing" conditions'
and an unsuccessful war provoked social discontent and compeUed
the Government to undertake more or less decided reforms.* While
the Government was involved in domestic affairs, it usually allowed

' Kluchevsky, op. cil.. iv. p. 2j}. 1 ibid. 1 /i„v
Ib,d.. IV. p. 274. In the twentieth century history has repealed itself.
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More important than either the preparedness of Russia for Peter's
reforms, or the necessity of the emplojTnent of force in carr>-ing
them out rapidly, is '.he question of the duration of their effects.

In order to form an estimate of the consequences of the reforms
of Peter, it is necessary, in the first placf>, to consider the position
of the Tzarship when Peter entered upon that office. .Although,
in a sense, Peter looked upon Russia as his micliina—his inherited
estate—which it was his duty to improve rather than to lay waste,
to pass on unimpaired and, if possible, enlarged to his successors,
this was not the actual position in point of law. Under the old
dynasty, such had actually been the legal position ; but when the
Romanovs came to the throne, although they possessed vokhini.
Russia as a whole was not their vokhina. The sujwriority of the
Tsar was recognized by the hereditary nobility, but the vokhiml
character of the previous dynasty had disappeared with it.' More-
over, there was wanting in the new Tsarship, " a definite juridical
physiognomy." 2 The relation of the Romanov Tsars to the
nobility and to the nation depended upon the conditions of the time
and the character of the Tsars themselves. When Peter practi-
cally destroyed the nobility as a political unit by amalgamating it

with the gentry and by instituting the Senate, he aggrandized the
status of the Tsar ; but he also gave to the previously formless
and undefined power of the Tsar a politico-moral definition. Prior
to his time the idea of the State was inseparable from the per-
sonality of the Tsar : but in his insistence upon separate oaths-
one to the Tsar and one to the State, and in his frequent references
m his ukases to the interests of the State as the highest intervists,
Peter introduced into the Russian political system a new conception.
His whole attitude showed that he regarded himself as Tsar, as the
pnncipal servant of the State." He thus gave to the Tsarship a
definite position in relation to the State and to the Tsars, his suc-
cessors, a definite role.

L'nder the old dynasty the law of succession to the throne

Kluchcvsky, ,.;». ,,(., iv. p. J78. » /i,^.
In a despatch, e.g.. he says, refening to the victory of Doberan " From

the time / commenced to serve. I have not seen such firing and such goodconduct ol the soldiers." Quoted by Kluchevskv. op. cK.. iv p 278 This
phrase may have been used in a miUtary sense, and may be compared with
the dying words of Nicholas I to his son :

' '
"

disorder.'
I leave you my command i

'hr
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son oy uiu. There was no law of primogeniture
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"°''

°1 ''"''"" °* *'"' "T^' •>>• 'h-^ »*»"•When Mikhael Romanov was elected in 1613, the nobles took anoath of fealty to him and to his chiIdren-„ot farther The d™as
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^"T ^.'\"'n
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'
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' Kluchevsky. ihi'd. j ^^ .,
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Similarly he imposed upon the merchant class a hitherto unheard-
of obligation—compulsory industrial enterprise—in his obligatory
formation of companies and obligatory leasing to them of factories
established by the State. In order to carry out this policy, it was
necessary to endow the merchant enterprisers with the privilege
of bondage right—a privilege heretofore almost exclusively enjoyed
by the nobility.' In unifying the various classes of bonded peasants,
Peter really intensified bondage, and in forcing the free but idle
groups into bondage or into the array, he considerably augmented
the number of persons in bondage conditions. His aim was to
compel " idlers to take themselves to trade, in order that nobody
should be without some business.""

The final result of these changes was to give Russian society
more sharply defined class lineaments and to impose upon the
shoulders of each of the classes a " more complicated burden of
obligations."' Peter thus simplified the class contours, but
increased the interior complexity of the class groups.

Peter may thus be said neither to have disturbed the old founda-
tions of Russian society, nor to have laid new foundations, but to
have carried forward processes already begun, to have altered the
existing combinations, separating elements hitherto combined, or
associating elements hitherto separated. By these means he created
a new state with the object of reinvigorating the social forces and
the governmental institutions.'

The relation of Peter to Western Europe must be similarly
examined. Peter was accused by his Slavophil detractors of being
a blind worshipper of West European methods, and of being desirous
to adopt them merely because they were unlike Russian. But there
is no evidence to support this construction. When Peter went as a
young man incognito in the train of his own ambassador, he went to
the West clearly for one purpose, and one purpose only. This pur-
pose was the acquisition of knowledge about naval affairs. In order
to reconquer the command of the Baltic Sea and to regain the Baltic
provinces, it was indispensable that Russia should possess a navy.
But Russia had never been a naval power. Her people were accus-
tomed to navigate rivers, but not to navigate the sea. She was,
indeed, shut in on all sides from the open waters.

KhichevjikVi op. cit., i

ItiiU.

. p. 2^0, « Ihid.
* Ibid., iv. p. 281.
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history of Russia might have been different, and Peter's reforms
might have been finally and fully justified by events in which their
Ulterior effects were recognizable.

The reforms of Peter, while they neither regenerated nor de-
stroyed Russian life, certainly revivified it, agitated it, and in some
measure changed its direction. His feverish activity, which in-
jected everyone, is accounted for by the circumstances of the time—
the »^r with Sweden, the continuous interior struggles, nroducine
a confusion in the midst of which the reforms had to be worked outAn exaggerated importance was thus given to his methods—methods
which were characterized by roughness and by haste. The violence
of his punishments for neglect of duty or for offences against his policy
produced a neurasthenic condition in his subordinates.! His private
secretary, Makarov, discloses this in a letter \vritten in 1716
Truly, he says, " in all affairs we wander as if we were blind We

do not know what to do
; everywhere there is great agitation ""

fhe forces of reaction arrayed themselves against Peter There
were four serious uprisings and three or four conspiracies The
opponents of the innovations were able to appeal to antiquity and
to denounce some of them as being at once trifling and exasperating
But Peter saw m the apparent trifles-the wearing of beards and of
long coats, &c.—symbols of obstinate adherence to traditional
forms, and reluctance to enter into relations with those whom he
had called to be technical instructors. With this object he insisted
upon the wearing of German clothes, and he set officers at the
city gates to see that his orders were carried out. There can be
no doubt that these measures were real obstacles to the reform
which Peter desired, and that they occasioned needless friction and
needless sacrifices. " Peter went against the wind, and by his
accelerated motion he increased the resistance which he encoun-

7; A ^ ^""'' "P™ *^ ""'^^ habits of the Russian people
recalls Don Quixote tilting against the thirty windmills

Towards the close of his life Peter appears to have been moreand more influenced by the desire to promote the well-being of his
people. His mtimate contact with people of all ranks probablv
gradually induced this state of mind ; and it was this which earned
lor him the worship of his contemporary admirers. Yet Peter
seems to have experienced a cjnical scepticism of popular x'irtue,

» Kluchevsky, op. cil.. iv. p. 287. « lud. » /i,^., j^.. p. ,^9.
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' Kluchevsky. op. cit.. iv. p. 200. i rt.,^*^ ^*^' toia., IV. p. 293.
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CHAPTER VII

REACTION AFTER PETER'S REFORMS

1725 1762

The throne \vas seized on the death of Peter by his widow, Katherine
The legitimate heir, aftenvards Peter II, was at that time only
ten years of age. Never before had there been a woman on the
Russ throne. Her accession was looked upon by the common
people with great misgivings. The accession of a woman was not
only an mnovation, but Katherine was not a Russian, and she came
from no one knew whither. Some of the old men :n Moscow refused
to take the oath of allegiance, saying, with unconscious logic "

If awoman has become Tsar, then let the women kiss the cross for her " ^

Although Peter's indifference to birth as a criterion of capacity
had diminished the political influence of the boyars, and although the
chief offices of State were commonly fiUed by men of inferior birth
there remained, nevertheless, a few boyar families whose influence'
began to revive after the death of Peter. The force of circum-
stances made these representatives of the antique aristocracy op-
posed to the exercise of autocratic power by a woman, or rather by
the fijnctionanes whose services she had inherited from her husband

Professor Kluchevsky attaches great importance to the influence
upon the Russian mind at this period of the writings of Hobbes and
Locke, and to the knowledge of the social and poUtical conditions of

h„r» .?f.''hll°^™k>l^'™''',^".'?^^'"'
" "^^ «':''™«s Madchen von Marien-

tZl'„^ - neighbours called her. She was in the household of Gluck a
h,r?S M ""f"?'''' "ho was taken to Moscow as a prisoner of war after the cip^

Aftera-ardsshe is understood to have been the mistressof Menshikovandofhe?,

wh^™ h?*'f,^s?'"'° l'^'"- .J^--*-- widowed a "Gymnasium" for Gbck
Stf»„^t.^^?^

mathematics, the philosophical sciences, and differentlanpiages,' with a staff of foreign assistants, C/. Kluchevsky, op ™.,

• Ibid., p. 354,

6,
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condition.
^

'

seemed to be no possible third

aJl'rKattin:3,re7' '"^--"""'™^' sense, of the

within the Sent^eX;": ;' r;a'rKr ":*<=
f
™«*« ^^^

t.ves of the old ioyarstvo and thTgZp of n;t c^ rs ^"T"'""consisted of the Rnlstdnc . , _ 7 *\ . ™ "^""""s. The former

skoys, and tte latter of Lnl^^^"^'',''
""^ '^'^P"'"'' ^"^ Tmbet-

the policy of Peter^and hsHV'T""^ "* '"' '^^'^''™' "'

™eia -.opT^S^-- --;:-^
Tolstoy, Golovkin IpraksL"!:,""''"

'""^'^""^ "* ^'-^h''-.

/oreign'e;Ostenl;rnanrPr^c;D
M'SiTeSin"'

"'^'="'? ^"*'' *«
nobility, composed the SuMrior pri',^r 'rP''^"^"''"^ *^ "'''

lished by ukase on 8th P^
P^'vy Council, which \vas estab-

.jj™. ..,L ... »oS'Lr.?.,r£ »L<r,~;
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depriving it of the power of personal action in legislation, and a
sharp distinction came to exist between a law and a simple order
of the administration. The CouncU had varying fortunes its
powers were neutralized by modifications of the originally ' pre-
scribed procedure and by clauses in ukases which reserved the
power of the throne to order otherwise.'

Yet a beginning had been made. Under the contemporary
conditions of the succession, personal autocratic authority was
diminished, and a check was imposed upon court intrigues and
capacious legislation. The boy Tsar, Peter 11, survived Katherine I
only three years, and the Superior Privy Council asserted its power
by selectmg as Empress the Grand Duchess Anna, daughter of
Ivan V. The Tsar had died on the day fixed for his marriage
IMoscow was crowded. The provincial nobility were in force, and
many regiments had been concentrated in the capital. Murmurs
at the arbitrary action of the Superior Privy Council were heard :

but the old nobihty had no positive poUcy to advocate, nor had
they any other candidate for the throne, and the murmurs subsided
The CouncU was fairiy united ; the opposition was divided against
Itself. Rumours were circulated about the adoption of Enghsh
institutions and about the estabUshment of a parUament on the
English model, in order to impose a check upon the exercise of
absolute power.*

The consequences of the shake which Peter had given to his
people were appearing in the troubled state of mind. Everyone
vras groping for a new form of government, was scanning the western
horizon for light, and was wondering which among the varied
political systems of Western Europe would be the best to adopt.'A limited monarchy as in England or as in Sweden, an elective
monarchy as in Poland, or an aristocratic repubUc—there were
partisans of each of these. The various parties seem to have been

„f /hAS;'™ri.i'^°'?^
reserved at the present time to the Government in .\ctsof the Imper al Parliament of Great 6ntam : tat very frequently in the .\cts«?'* Legislatures reserved to their respective governments

.1.
Maman, the French Ambassador, mentions these rumours, and Mardefeldthe Prussian Ambassador, speaks of the desire on the part of the nobles to limitthe aiitocratic power, and of their inabiUty to find the means of doine so TheSpanish ;>^ibassador. De Liria. remarked the numerous parties and the possi-bility of the occurrence of some startling event. C/. Kluchevsky. of ciV..

»„
The modern parallel is Japan, whose statesmen turned ini S3:! to Europefor constitutional models.

*-u*upt

V
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united upon one point-the limitation of autocratic power-but thev

dM„t"°^""'^"P°" * '"^^^°^- ^'^^ '•«^«'" »«™= ^o Ue in the

D^^urS? -I^
!°"^ty .^^hi* P^t^r's democratizing policy had

produced. ITie old nobUity distrusted the new-comerrand the
new-comers, hostile to the old nobility and to the old traditions, held

pL^'^'Z r " *'''y ""'"^ ^"" *" ^"* f™™ ">e dead hands of

authorftv tl^r. "
^' ^" °"^"*y- ^° ™'™^' the governmental

authority to that group meant to enthrone many tyrants instead
of one tyrant. Pnnce Tscherbatov set this point in sharp relief.Die Pnvy Council has, " out of their own number, invented a crowd

r^^. . •

^""^ '" *'°'^'"" ^* *his time, " We hear, in this placeabout what is going to happen, or what may have already happenedm Moscow-that a repubUc is going to be estaWished. I doubt it
very much. God save us from that. Instead of one absolute
monarch, we should have ten self-willed and powerful famiUes.Then we, the gentry would fall completely ; we would be compelled
to bow and to seek for grace, and it would be hard to find " »

No republic was established
; but the Empress Anna announcedon 2nd February 1730, immediately after her accession, the con-

fn'voZr*" ''k,'*
.*' ^''"""'='^ ">" t''™"^- These conditions

involved ostensibly the surrender of supreme authority into the
hands of the Privy Council and this surrender was the more signi-
hcant that it was, to all appearance, performed voluntarily The
performance was a play for the benefit of the nervous and excitable
ekments in Moscow society. There was a good understanding
between the Empress and the " cabal." Th-. play had other effect!
than those which had been calculated upon. The Council was
besieged with clamorous petitions for personal promotion and for
changes m administrative methods. Critics of the methods of the
Executive Government sprang up everywhere. The critics were
given to understand that their opposition was inconvenient, and
that forcible means might have to be resorted to in order that it
might cease. Then the opposition passed into conspiracy The
cntics of the Executive met secretly and went about disguised.'
The knowledge that a powerful group stood at the centre, hostile

> Kluchevsky, of>. cit.. iv. p. 372.

s

Letter quoted by Kluchevsky. op. cit.. iv. p. ,,2.
' Kluchevsky, op. cit.. iv. p. 374.

^ "
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ocnhcsm and habituated to the punishment of critic. demoraUzedthe admimstration. Oppositional activity was carried on ^topenly withm the existing State organizatL,t,t eTherM^ small groups or openly by large groups formed for the p™'^Projects and criticisms were formulated sometimes very cS^'

a dynasty comes to an end, an Emperor should be elSed "
ac^rd-

SyTnT^iTme'VtrT."'
°' '"'^ ^"''^^*' ---^f 'h™ P^^-bonauy, and some of them through reoresentafivsc " 3 t,.,- V

objected to the method by which,i'„ the'c'^ofte Lp-r'™a

nghts^;^:^;:^-^::;;;.^-^^-^.^^^

election of higher officials from among the gentry, for 'the I'imitat onof the number of members of the same family wLo might" uZthe Superior Pnvy CouncU,« and for the estab&hmenr^ an e e^tWe
assembly,Hobeendow.edwithlegisIativepowers,as"™I

a ^rth^^^^^^to make constitutional changes. This assemblv w,« tlw I
of and elected by the noblity and "^T^? L^/^Xte"v7 "'^: '" ''^™ -""= ^"-^ in constitutS refo™'hut only m matters concerning their respective classes Somrofthe pi^jec s urged the diminution of the burden of tal" ion N^ne

^aLn^ Th ""^T"'^
'^' '5"'^^*'°" "^ *e hberation of thepeasants. The gentry were indeed chiefly concerned with their

-^hno5;'St\l°wer'X",ffitl- F^r hihf""^H
'"'«^'' "«' '--Oer of a

History of Philosophy. Ew ish transSinn I
^^?P''>''.''''^' 'f' Uebcrweg, p..

' Ktochevsky.V. "V Tv p 'j'Jf
"'"'"• London, 1874. vol. ii. pp. , ,6^ ,7!

«pon fhf
c™*"'''" '^''"">' "8--' "= Dclgoraki. »h„ tad four members

^^^'
To be callM Oi/,a««,„. iiterally .ocWy. Klucbevsky, „/,. «,., i^, p.
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and t'h?.if'• ri*'' ff^"' "' ^™"' '"heritance. privileges,

.ssucs T^t ,1^"^/:^ not concern themselves with the large

lulL ?^ T^ ^''u"'!'
'•"™ '' '"'^''^^ !»«**«' party, tait

Slrv "L™*'^^L;° ^ '^d by the nobility and by the superior

„„,li
'^^ ' "'^ possessors of the country, and that theuorlnng mnss, constituting, as it does, no integral portion o thepeople, have simply to be ruled

'

& f" ui me
Meanwhile Prince D. M. Goletsin was working out a project ofa consftufon. Under this project the autocratic personT^wel

realIv vSrT''r\'*"'*'y
''""'^^

'
">«= supreme authoritrwas

EmJl ?^ '^'""^"S *° *" -""St noted families. The

the »™ ° ''T
'"" ™*'' '" *'= Council. The control of

ll^n^IZVT^ '" ""'Council, 'r. addition there were to te

memter, eW^ ^T';',;
""^ " ^'^''"'*' "* ^"W^' °* t«° hundredmembers, elected by the gentry. The function of the latter was

IndTheln't "'v' n '"l^^"''^
'^""^ '"^-™ by thfCon'a

tTves of cl^r • ^ '"^' '*'"'= ™' *° ** => ""^'d °' representa-

*ffafrs «nd ; r rV*° "^'"^ ^""^ '"-i-^*"^' ='"'• commercialaffairs and to protect the rights of the common people. The

of aSirrl'^r"
'^""^''' ""'"''y- ^""^ opponents of the limitation

far and the%T"r'%"r' ?''"^'' ^*'' '* '*=^"se it went tootar, and the advocates of hmitation objected to the transferenceof autocratic power to the Council, the safeguards invrnlerbv

a twr v":'"'
"'"'^1" '''•''^''- '" thfTesulting^sio^

nowl ^ISt"^ "P' ^^^^^ ^y Osterman and consisting ofnobles who had been excluded from the CouncU. Osterman was

fhlVtl'T"".''!' P^^y '^''' * ^"''i he more easy to obUin

Counca%r>::M/™'"
=""

T'^"''"' ^"P-- than from a seS

tate the ^l^ ^ ^"''^"""^ *° '''~"* '^' CouncU and to rehabili-

Coundl ST- ^°T"^ *•"= "™y '•^'^''^^ *^«"' the control of the

coTd •• haSv bre"Th "'"r."'^
'" ""^ ^-"P^^^^' -ho. he said,

nnW,n,t { ^^ ™*''°"' the permission of the " dragoon "
Dolgoruk,, who mounted guard over her.» The officers of the

' C/. Kluchcvsky, cp. cil., iv. p. }j». ' Cf. ibii. iv. p. 380. 1^
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guard were speedUy gained over to the new party, and before Annamade her appearance in Moscow on 15th February, they had already
declared that they preferred "one tyrant to many." On that
day Anna took the oath as Empress, and not as autocrat, and the
oath to the State as prescribed by Peter. For the moment it
ap^ared as though constitutional government had been estabUshed
in Kussia, m spite of the " new party " and its intrigues, of which
the Superior Council was either oblivious or negligent. The Council
voted Anna an income of one hundred thousand rubles, and no more
without the sanction of the Council. She even signed an agree-
ment to return to Courland should she infringe the contract under
whose provisions she had acceded.'

Ten days later the Empress Anna broke her word. A demon-
stration vras organized by the "new party," consisting of about
eight hundred senators, oiHcers of the army, and nobles. A petition
was presented to her, asking for a con lassion for the re-examination
of the projects for a constitution. Us was a direct attack upon
the Council. Anna immediately granted the prayer of the petition

;but the petitioners do not appear to have been unanimous, for imme-
oiately there arose shouts from the miUtary men and from some of
the nobles

:
We do not want to wait for laws to be prescribed to

our Empress. She must be an autocrat, as were her predecessors."
I he same afternoon, in the presence of the Council, Anna received
another petition from 150 of the nobility, begging her to assume
the traditional role of autocrat. She is reported to have asked
hypocritically, "Were, then, the conditions which I accepted
not imposed by the wish of all the people ? " They shouted, " No "
Anna then turned to Prince V. L. Dolgoruki and said, "

Vasili
Lukich, you have cheated me." She ordered the document which
contained the conditions, and which bore her signature, to be
brought to her. This document she immediately destroyed with
her own hands. The members of the CouncU were silent fearing
repnsals at the hands of the miUtary conspirators, and the ten
days of constitutional Russia were over.^

When the nobihty asked for the re-establishment of autocracy
and for the abohtion of the Superior Council, they did not propos^
to yield pohtical power entirely into the hands jf the Empress.
I hey proposed to retain a Senate of twenty-one members, elected

C/. Kluchevsky, op. cit., iv. p. 381. = Ibid., iv. p. ,3;.
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by the gentry. They also proposed to give the gentry the right
to elect the presidents of coUegia. and even to elect governors. They
thus I Mred to retain an element of representative government.

It must be realised that the constitution proposed by the Superior
Council had been of a very restricted character. It limited the
autocratic power so far as the person of the sovereign tos con-
cerned, but it transferred the balance to the Superior Council,
while the fact of autocracy remained. The struggle w.is thus
rather a struggle for power than a struggle against autocracy. It
was really a struggle between the great departments of the State—
a struggle of all the departments against one, that one attempting
to usurp the autocratic power.' The division was not one of classes
There were members of the great families on both sides.

The nobility-gentry of Peter's formation had become a very
complicated body. It was difficult to determine which were great
families and which were not. The old criteria no longer appUed.
Myesmchestvo had been abolished, and the regular army had proved
to be a great leveUer. There was little class solidarity, and thus
fundamental disagreements readily arose. The military men cut
the knot of the disputes, and in a rough-and-ready fashion restored
the autocracy, reahzing that none of the aspirants for power had the
capacity to use it. Anna herself exhibited the same readiness to
meld the power thus suddenly thrust into her hands. She at once
formed a senate of twenty-one members, as she was asked to do ;

but she did not wait for the gentry to elect its members-she ap-
pointed them herself."

The sinister figure of Biron » stood in the shadow of the throne •

but the real rulers were Osterman, Imperial Vice-chancellor, and
Field-maishal Miinnich, President of the War collegium. This
German group ruled Russia. In order to prevent the murmurs
about the bad management of interior affairs from being heard, it
was necessary to make flamboyant foreign adventures. The siege
of Dantzig, the expedition to the Rhine for the relief of Austria,
and a campaign against the Turks were conducted not without a
certain brilliancy, and dreams began to be entertained about the

„,i.'.." 'ti"^^ * ,^'™Sgle among the organs of government for division of
rule. Kluchevsky, op. cit.. iv. p. 385.

" Cf. Kluchevsky. op. cil.. iv. p. 186.
" Ernst Johann Biron, Chamberlain and favourite of Anna, had come toRussia from Mitau, where he had been with Anna prior to her accession.
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terings of discontent Wh» thl F '^'"P^Sf mcreased the mut-

acits agamst the R^^int T^ ^"'^ regiments. Conspir-

hatchel EvemuaS^'thTlrf It'^J'''™""^
'"^an tote

after the dt^iT^^ '^^* °* ^^th November 1741, a year

of^r but1^ '"? '\^^"™" y^''^' -<J '""" the Regency

Ms p^^d -t If tT'
'P'" '"*^ "^^^'"^' ^""^ 'he teterTedne

PPuiTunuy came to be impregnated not merely with disUke of a
' October 28, 1740.
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iitMiS^^f1 "" "" """O'P^"' "« speculation about the c^,?

tW f t
•'"'"'=<»"'"«» to »he concrete facts of their own ^dthe« facts were dismal enough. Excessive taxation had exhaurt^d

tKt" "^ o'Tw"''
^'" *"*" ""'"*<' '^ ''"« *TO n

h,W?K TT
' •'""""'y '727 the Privy CouncU had pUcedbefore the Empress a report to the effect that it was neolTrtTmvesfgate the effect of the reforms, because inTnySois

affairs were worse than they were before these reforms wer «^edout. A long series of changes ensued. For examol* »h. rZvl
was Ughtened, the i«anufact'ure CoU^uJ^^T&l'l'^T,
several offices m order to diminish the cost of administration thecoUection of taxes and local administration w.re en" to thevoyevod,. On gth November of the same year anothe^ukase d^Ut«th the quesfon of arrears of taxes. TheL arrear ".Tti^dto such an extent that the taxpayers became hn~^

""uiipuea

awayfromtheirobligations. ThT^^re'^^rct'Sn trough"

sutect to' sfar""" "', '""'^''^ ^"'^ "' t^commod tt

fnTT 1. I
""""Po'y' The prices of wine and salt were

DuS ulT'b^r "'™i
'hat consumption diminished ^riously"

.v!!^l ^^ *" ""P""*' ^"^ *^rts were increased. TT^e

ex^ln"/"' ^"^ '""'^"'- '*'=='"* "-"^t °i the raw materSssported from Russia were the subjects of quasi-monouoly.S
duties feU Chiefly upon the official classes and the gentry whoTed
^^rb,^r""'"'""''P"'=*"*"y""°'^Vconfume^XreSgoods; but the increase m the price of salt fell upon evervbodv andin relation to their resources, most heavily uponV^Ss''By these means the finances were broilght into a somewhatbetter position

; but the services for which PeTer made suchScsacnfices were allowed to faU into decay. The armvl^il^
deteriorated and the navy was neglected. The Serioradon oHhe

at home for brigandage mcreased and peasant risings became fre-quent. Ways and communications were indescribably bad'

op.'JXH^^ """ °' ^" ™= ™'= «-- O-Oled. Cf. Kluchevsky,

and St Petersburg. Klucheflky, op ririv. p. 4,
* """ '*'"'""' *'°*=°"

' Si'f
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Throughout the whole ol the period under review, the conditiono the peuantry WJ.S becoming worw and wor«. They were run-™ng away by whole x^Jlages.' They ran irom the centnU gJZi(othe steppes to the Don, to the Urals, to Central A^^toSibena The Pnvy Council of the time of Katherine I bec^nwalarmed m case there should no more be any peasants. eithwMUxpayers or as soldiers. Bodily punishment"^ i)!. imp^s^d uponpeasants who were caught in the act of escaping. ThosTwho wWebrought back to their villages brought ,«th them^alesof^h^Mm the steppes or elsewhere, and sometimes not only escaped again

,^»1lT'?
'"

""r'*'
***'' "'*"'• ^""8 'he reign of Elizabethsmall local nsmgs of peasants were very frequent, especially on themonas .c lands.' Detachments of troops sent to " padfy "the n^T

cr.:::L„'SsV'''"'' - '"^^ *'- '*^^- "^ "•- --^^™"

„r»™!.°^"'''
"*"","* "''=''"" '™"'='»1 "^i-^'". governmental

mcapacty, dynasty confusion, thriftless landownership and peasant
discontent there begins to arise about this time the Lnou'Twrd
for^f 7; .k"

'^^ '^ "' ^*'"' *•>« '^'•^ had petitioned

»tit o;,Hf• >" '"' *r °' ^"'^"'"^ '• 'he merchants had
petitioned for it

;
now the peasants began to talk about it. Andthe peasants also began U be considered in the " higher soherra "

ma^'Th'^
*",'='"":;'= *" *''* ^*'"^- The very ne^fo t&emade his fact evident. Taxes and recruits were both indi^

eThfr of :>,'' 'f'iri"": '^"'" "^ "««-«'y i" order tha^

rlV, i "^"'^^
,^ y^^^^'^- Thus the peasant questioncame to be a socio-pohtical question of the firet order The

rZJLT^f r'""''^ °f
">* ^'='"'' 'h^refore his condition wasa matter of State concern.*

The first serious statement of this point of view is to be foundm the reports to the Empress Anna and Biron by OnesL MaZ

Saints In tV ^ '"^* of determining the obligations of thepeasants. In this ukase the mjunous effects of bondage right, andthe necessity of legislation upon it, were put energeticdly, and the

.tatU^t7c?oi'.-'c/ KSev's'LVT.'r; °v' Tift'
''""°" '^ °«™''^

• Recently discovered in the Axchive; '

KI„chevsky, iif^^i.^'
*'^'
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Senate was called upon, under the threat oi severe oenaltie. toforrnuJate a scheme of reform. The Senate was e^^i^ .TcaSupon m,h,ary and civil officials to the fullest exten'^w" 1, mi/hbe necessary to carry out any plan they might devise iX,
^r^l"^'^''V'f '" '"'• ""•• •"'"«'" o<S,"uage rightdropped mfo water for a hundred years

" ' ^ *
The discussion of the peasant question relapseJ into plans for

o^T7 '^/"»""^''»'°" "' "rrcars of poll-ti^ The i^nectionof he tax had been entrusted to the vocvodi, and ti,e tax was nowcollected not from the peasants, but from'the pomyZhm Zpomyetschek m turn collecting it from the peasants, while the lo^alc..mm.ss.on5, to which members of the district g;ntrhad Cielected, were abolished. Thus the *o»-wfad«A a,T,v^^w
assumed governmental authority. H^ ^Trt^l^T^^'Zlmoment land and serf proprietor, police magistrate, and coU«t"rof taxes from his own peasants. Although this extension of theunctions o ih. pomyclschek did not affect the bondage rett onm point of law, it gave him more intensive control over hTs slrfsby endowing him with the powers of an agent of the GovernmentThe crop of 1733 was a failure, and peasants troopedTnto theowns, seeking relief. In April 1734 an ukase was 3d «ql*,"^!
^^Pomyrtscheke to feed their ,«asants and to supply them ,^th

,T»rn
"*, ~"""« y*"- A further ukase of the same yearImpTsIdsharp penalties for disobedience. These ukases were bdTs~n^blecorollaries of the taxfanning plan, for it was necessary to !S"re aneconomical foundation for tax payments

<n, ^' r"' "' f**'^ *'**' "'^ '™« °< Peter rendered it possible

s at« tdThr*/"
•*""'* '"^ P™P™'°" "> return t^T^estates

,
and their return permitted them to be used by the Gov,™ment as tc.^ollectors During their frequent aLnclso^^c:™"imgns their peasants had fallen more and more into the hands"fhe military governors of the provinces and of the local officiosthe relations with their proprietor had become occasionaTand »„'-'

Ibid., iv, p, 416.
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timet obKure. Under thne conditiom the pomytluhlk wu lookedupon at the natural protector of hit own «rit, although he wai notalways pre^nt to protect them; indeed, ..metimeTthe miht«v
tervice wat too contmuou. to allow the " lerving people "

to vitit

im.'I'J fK™. ^'T '"^'l'"-
*" """« "' 3»« Dumber 1730limited the term of compulwry lervice to twenty-five yean LnAalto permitted a father having two torn, to keep one of them upon

hit ettate, tending the other into miUtary or into civU tervice

tenstic was that it wa. non^«.r^•ing.' Thit class occupied the
estates, and brought to their management a certain vigour, whichwa. remforced uy fresh legislation upon the laws of inheritanceThe uKase of 33rd March 1714' had established the principle of
single heredity, and the results had been confusion and family
quarrels-somctimes even parricide. Proprietors sold part of their

to inherit the land, lea-^ng the estate without capital to a single
heir. The single heir could not work the esta'e to advantage
nthout capita^, und the brothers and sisters who had inherited

r^Klf'^ ""^ ''"°" """* *° '•" "'h it' An ukase of17th March 1731 altered this, and required equal division of landand capital among all members of the family. The immediate
result was of course, division of estates, but the proprietors of
these divided estates hved upon them; and the ulterior conse-
quences were endless disputes about boundaries, seizure of adjoininR
lancb, irregularities of the bondage relation, insufficiency of capital
in the divided estates, and the growth of a parasitic pomyetichik
c ass which brought the whole system into discredit before the end
of the eighteenth century.

These consequences had developed so far by the middle of the
eighteenth century, that an ukase was issued on 7th May I7fi
providmg for the establishment of a Nobles' Bank, with a capital
of 750,000 rubles, for the purpose of lending money on mortgageup to 10,000 rubles at 6 per cent., repayable in three years.* On
13th May 1754 another ukase provided for a general survey of lands

' Kluchevsky, op. cil., iv. p. 430,
' C/. supra, pp. 107-inS.
* The current rate of interest at

ittd,, IV. p. 4JJ.

' Kluchevsky, 06. ( //. iv d dM
interest at the time was Jo per cent. Klu(ihevsky;
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confusion ^Tt^.^r^^^^^^lf1^'^^%}- •V'''" ">.

only Sfrved to irri.=.. .k i j ^ "*'* '*"*"• ^ut this ukase

Whole V^Z^t^^^^r^^ *r^'""'
*"• "^"h'd. «•<•

oBenders should be subK tn^n
•"'

*c"
""* '"• »"<> «h»<

compelled to return to Sol!" 'r"'""'
«"«•' »"» 'hould be

Pr- tVd. But aC Petlr's t^rT !
'**'*"" "'"J' •"<• ^PP'""

lax.ty. and thero, S«nt TL^ll^"''.'"''';" "'"J^d into

At the same time an^^^nf^M '»'*'5 »"<" "«'« common.
the right oj detet^f^ing'trpliL^nLYi of"" .*'?'

^'^^""*''*

toescape; anothero(2nd\lavT7,8^H!.^l*i**""'
for attempting

for the conduct of his „^«„^r.^!''' '*'^>''^''*'* >«?<>"«W*
gave the ^<,^«A,he^"fhtn'

*",""'"'" '^th December i;6o
of 1765 empowered him totidnff^^H

'*?";"' '" ^"«"^' ""<» °^
bit the law deprived SeDe^n^nfl'"'"

''""^ '"'»'"• »« v
the peasant b^Tme a cL.,^'^he\^tuLtt "7*,";' '" '''-'*y'^

and to anyone ; he w^ sent „ Z ! ""^ "'^ "'"'""t """d

«rvice: he wa3,epir«!d1mm H
7""," '"*° P'T*'"^ ™litary

debts, for his^rit^"^ l"rthl«, ""'^J
^ '"""^ ""' '=°"'™"

right of complaint for he rOX^o ~;-.'"
""^ '"" ''* '<«» <'^«" «h»

the powers li the ando^: ^SX" T"'!.^''
°"^*"- »"'

for these powers were co^^^f 1

"!"' '" *"•" »^ landowner,

peasantry'^nd the e««? of^h/^ T" ,""' '""""f*" "' "•« State

civil institution of b^nd«e into
..1^^'"^*'°'', ™' '° ^""^^^ the

under the ukases oT^tyVfandi,,frT^'^i "'''""''°"- ^hus.

scWfe, escaped or tramn?nt 1 "
1
^ <*«P«'n<l'nt3 of the pomytt-

were forcedTto th Sd'^ir ^.d we^'^""'^
"ithout^la'ce.

VOL. I

•• f- 4^3. /Wi. , ^j^.^

M
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cadets were obliged to attend elementary schools, and if they werepoor they received a stipend. Such youths might be educated at

^t ons, at twelve sixteen, and twenty years of age. These exami-nations compnsed reading, writing, arithmetic, geometry and
religions knowledge in the elementary stages, and fiilaUy fort^ti^n
geography, and history. Those who failed in the second examiL:

the"urrT '"'°
V'\"T-

''''^* -quirements were statedTn

«L. S 1737. which also insisted upon every proprietor of an
estate being acquainted at least with arithmetic and gimetry •

In the seventeenth century all " serving people," without excep-ton, were entitled to possess serfs. The hst of " serving p^ople^'«^s contained m the barkMnuyu kniga-the velvet b^o^ The

mth thl rtwT"^ "'''i™!
'""°"'<' "y P^ter, and was endowedmth the right to possess land and serfs. During Peter's time also

estates of serving people were assimilated to volchini. and khchpiwere a simila ed to bonded peasantry. At the same time facto^

^^^ T T appearance. But all the legislation of this^nod had one end, viz. the increase of the fiscal resources. TheIdea of -:la^ privilege came later. In 1739 people who had no estateswere forbidden to acqmre feasants. The pressure of the poU-tax

^ZZ T!ri"r r™' P'OP"^'"^' *hat they petitioned to bereUeved of the burden by permission to liberate theiVseris ; but theSenate refused to aUow them to escape their obligations in that way.

rU^°'l°
'"°' " *'''^'"°" *° ^^^ hereditary nobihty, the foUowing

classes of persons customarily possessed serfs : (i) The non-free
boyurs the bishops, and the monastic authorities ; 2) tre^Zo^

tXT'. ^-'^-'"^^^^-*-' State peasants inli ;^s'of'the pos,ad;
(3) "serving people " who were not of the rank of

superior officers, and who afterwards were endowed with persona

cTa^ 'oftheri^M "/
"'^"^

'"*T"
'''"'"' ^758 deprivfd^^'

U^r i ,^fu ''l'"=^'"""g
either land mth serfs or serfs without

tl , ,t ,

^^ ''''™ "'1"''='' '^""^ previously to the promulga-

cXh *T
^^"''- *'y """ ""'g^'' 'o ^" ". This process ve-

ck^'M T^T"^"""
"' ";' ''^'•'ditary nobility from the otherda^. In 1761 a new genealogical book was compiled in order tomake evident who possessed the right to own serfs. MeanwhUe the

non-nobles endeavoured to secure the position of nobles by service,

' Kluchevsky, op. cil., iv. pp. 424-5.
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ha^'Suire^ ^iTd "S'thi'c '"fi

^"' "' *"'=' ^^ ^he nobles
'eges : (i) The fr«T^ 'v """f™'^"™ <>' the foUowing privi-

selling peasants without land ,"t T 'f*"' '
''» *« right of

fugitive serfs; and (6) a chea,; ™ ' fi'
""'""''' "' detecting

the State by mortgale of thl'^
' t '""^'"6 credit through

leges distinS''': h rfdHlrrj^^'%''™'*^^- ^^^^ P"^"
society. and served to JfenateTt fro™^. '"",^" "'"^^ "^'^^ °'
-oraUy.» The nobility"te It '^^romTh ^uv

^"''"^^ ='-'<>

pukory service by the manifesto '
8th F^bma^tt'Th

"' ''""
however, reserving the rieht tn ^,n ,

'"e^mary 1762, the crown,
necessity demandfd " otheJ^S^her

*'
T'^'^'

" ^*^" ^P«°^
and even to serve abroad S^SdtwT /" '™' ""'' SC
a foreign monarch theywL to te «c^veV T '" ""'^^ ""^"^^
in any rank which thev^rt^ T!^ '^''/ ""'^ "'^''^ '<> •» confirmed
pulsory education was"^ rTm'oved TeT"? '^'"^- ™^"^ '=°'"-

^^^^t^'td=1^^--^^

^^: ^£t-ti"--^--=^^:
to the nobility o^l^LII^tt'^'^H^^^ ^""^ ">« " lea4 '

and woman for theTaZeft L f,

'''"°' °' ^''^ '»"'i^<» man
implied by the associattoTofhn / '"" '^"-^^ »"^' relation

peasant and to^tZl^l^T,"^''' ™* ""'^Sation to the
Kluchevsky briefly cha'acteZsthTtc;'^'"^!*"'^' ^''^''^'
right as follows: lindagTrthtTv »^. fT' '°™^ °* ''""d^ge

hereditary military stfcean,fK^T"''u''^"^''ee right through
fiscal policy of thTstir tL ^"'*'^' ''y '^^^*°'d through the

bondage right we e-^LrJfo. 7?.'"^'? "' '*''' "™ Ph'se of

the peasant's in th" la^^r s" t^ ^ndinTr "^^^r ""

4,900,000. They composed 7, i" c^J, °A ^"'i'^'' P<!^ants in ,740 was
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landowning in Peter's time hlTh^^ !^
tomvetstny or service

new ideas ateuVtreten^e of ,aS^
>" the whoi. landowning class

them away from l.-a f^e h^l^tion ^fTSX'^of'^l;''

Krsi:{^roitrrs^^^^^^^^^
property, subject only to due pa^^nt o/t^«s to t"e stte"""^''

had been spent in city barracks. theSar^ ed^ca^on a"d t^^n"ing had given them the habit of command IndTV^T
of discipline; but it had rarely end^rd'them l.^t^e l^To^

^ Kluchevsky, op. dt.. iv. d ^u
" Quoted by Suchevsky'^-4"-,,, iv n ^,c r?'- '"''•uhowever, that some ot the GolStsin cstaies Lr^^'', J* "^^^ ""^ "Served,

held under that ancient tenure there waf iu,tXf« {'"'.''°'' "«' 'o' l»"d
by him. On the other hand for7»»Ss "v'Ss oi'Jv 'A" "^^ '='?"'»''1
and oi course previous practice, affSrd^ S jusbficaSLn

""^^ °'^^=*"'
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within the estate iTSf and 1^^'^" """' """ *'«'* ""^"g
was danger of ^^l MrZl Z^'', "'^^ '''"'"^' *erf
families, but ate of the Z^n^s ^ "! °* "'^ #o».y.teAiA

numbered about 50,000 andImon.^h' '^.S^"*^" i" 1730
was real alarm about the proceed" "so t. '"'^™'i

""""'^ """^
that they would applemen their""' lK'*'f:°P''- ^"'"^ "»<=
the.> houses wouM 'income .ef^^^J^^rb^fs^^"'^^^'

^"""^ «'^'

cen.u'^^rsrS^rar^XSXtrr ''' ^^^'"--''
tioned as well as the sanct^i^H J V "''"*' **>•= ""^anc-
account. We have seen "hat fn ^T'"'"

"""'' '^ *="«'" '"t"

practice had a tendenT/to'^o^inTotw '"yh''^
unsanctioned

the project for the code of 17S Tn vvWrh tK ,
" '""^'"•^'"d i"

peasants do not form a separate J.. u 'T^^''°"^
«bout the

section devoted to landoS IkTrf"""It,

"' '""" ^ P''^ °' «>«
to be landovvners' procmv tS ^ ,i

P*^"^"'' "^ ='^=''™d
nobility has fuU righr,riLuI L? .'

''"''' '^P"^'"^' "The
excepting to take avTy thriives punTshW X" """^ P^^'^'"*''
or torturing them." The noW™,n f

"'!"' '"*'' ""e knout,
labour and the person^ of 1™^^ '° '''' '° '^°"'^°' '"^

withhold his sancdon to their LrtatfnHr'''"''' '" ^ive or to

excepting those expressly piowS'' ° ""P°^' ^"^ P*"^"'^'

of theXnrora:y^^rg;:ilTt'^r"°" o' '"^ o""^'-
personahty. Professor Kluctetskv slnHl "^"''''T

°* ^ '•""^"
a school of manners therfc^uMte bred

",^ T"''' *''"' " ^"^h
of Pugachov.3 At this momint p '^ automata or adherents
in Europe in respectto"1™^' f'?.' 'I""''

''"^ ™™*^y
far the larger pa,?^f its nonullt^lr

1°' *" ''='=^ ""at formed by
either di4pe^ed or active!

Everywhere else bondage had
the bonded'^a^nts f2 hTcaprernd

"'"! *^" '° P™'-*
and preparations were tein7 mnH?/ l^""'^ °' ""'' °™«^-
bondage right In Russia tvf. .

""^ """<= extinction of
had retched iis e^reme poi^'t Td rotf"""• ^"''^^^ "Sht
for its abohtion

'^
'

"'^ '""'""^'' ««''0' was required

'I
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ticuhr fraction of it. which it is our special business to consider^e reforms of Peter the Great had, for the time at least sSntth«nselves, the administration had faUen into^<imXnt ?nH
diAonest hands, the dynasty had deterio^t d unUUtTClnta
12 h^'Kathe'ri:fl'"°i"''^

^'''' "• '<"*'«"— ofiSMrth hke Kathenne I. or foreign princesses, like Anna. The Court

^ta^Tutr^J* "'!"
f'"^'- ^P'^^Se «^s continuous andnutory outbreaks no mfrequent. Instead of law there was uni-vei^I nghtleMness"; every spontaneous thought was stifledTTiere was complete dissociation between the Government andThe

aSirXV'TH'"f'^^'''
""""^^ '"''' "° influence u^n St t

c^tSrd"contTa^it;T "'" ""'^^*^'' ""' ''' '^^' "^'^

»„„""'!fu
^^^ conditions the gentry retired to their "nests"S n*;^ TfT- f"^ ^'^ '' ''''y "°"''l "' - they cou d

*h.^*
''^**'" °' **'^*'°" ''™"Sh' out sharply the extent to whichhe peasants were supporting the burden of the gentry who wfrefaJmg to give in effective administration or in S e^tan^Ztof oUture any recompense for their maintenance. Such

"
of matters could not endure, and within the foUowing centu^ itwas senously mitigated as may be seen from the follo^ng

Table showing the Numbers or the Non-Taxpav.ng inRELATION TO THE TaXPAYING CLASSES.'

Hereditary nobles .

Personal and serving nobles
Clergy ....

1740.

7-S
3.0

4-5

15.0

i8«7.

'•5

l.o

»-3

4.8

per 100 tax-
paying peasants.

It is convenient now to divide the historical narrative into two

tte°"i^therir"iT "^h'
''" ^^™" -j-^^"™ - '* --^" t":tme of Kathenne II, and pursumg its subsequent history and theother dealing «.th the contemporaneous industrial devekpment

C/. Kluchevsky, op. cU.. iv. p. 442. . ^.i, iv. p. 443.



BOOK II

THE FALL OF BONDAGE RIGHT
AGRICULTURE UNDER BONDAGE





INTRODUCTION
An account has been given in .»,. i

economical and legal Ll^^^^^''a,"^^ "' *"« gradual
We must now address ourselves to *h»^ '

'*'^"*' bondage,
dit^ons of the bonded pe^TryJX^'^' °' ^'^™"'"g the cot
and of examining the proieSs Jh I

*''=,™"<='«'on of this process
of these conditions ^?X4^epZutrH' '" ""' ™'^fi'=-'^"
quency from the middle of the LhZ^.f "* ™*'' '"^^asing fre-
of the nineteenth. The ^g^ficam ct*,f"'"'^u""*"

'"« "^ddle
;s that the advocates for^e?n"Les'sTr.K ",'~"* *^ P'°i««^
landowners or ^o«y«,,fcfe-^„d™?°<ea* class-that of the
vie with one another in devsin^Jfl'^*''"*""^*'"'?""'''-
misconduct on the part of the othJ^^P^"^' 'S^'"^' ^^Pac'ty or
virtue were fully to be expected In >

'' "' '* ^"* '^P^' ^o™
aU thelaws it is assumed tl^tach classmT "''*" P™^'^^^^^^
inevtably and remorselessly ITA"" P"""'"'°^'"t^^«^s
Throne should at least affect to hold th k ,

'^ "^'=^^7 that the
acting interests, and to p evtt one cwto''

•"'""" '"^ ™"-
other.

'^ °"« Class from overreaching the

N^TL^ii^rdi^f ^tTir
^"'""^"^^ --' ^"- that

the agrarian problem. The sXiirf T' "''"°"''y *° «"-«
whole period of thirty-six yeliwhth',^'"!'? "^™<^«d °ver the
Nicholas I came to the thm^ and i8fi '''t''

"^^^^^ ^«^5, when
earned into effect. Yet thrdetaUs „, thlT" E">^»<=iP*tion was
show that the conditions which were n^<. '^'^'r' ''^'^ '°"°^^
to the solution were such as to en

^PP"""^ ''^ fundamental
Both of the refonmng Tsars attemnZ"^'',

*'"' ^'"*'°" "self,
nature of things impossible nfl^'^r t

'^''^ "''''ch was in the« the Pea^n"':?tutt'a"*"":r'V ^"^^ ^-^^-^

^

of the landowners; and, in Iddi^n i 'T'''"^
*'^" P"^cges

economic emancipation of the „'*, ^v'^"'""'^
'° ««^ct «,«

-d.desiresforpolit.calhbeXS^S;:;efX'^^^^
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W^i^?"*' '^l'**"
*""*" "P ""•""Sh *"« dependence of thetondo«^er u^n the autocrat and the dependence of the pea«nt

^^r , i*"'^°7."-
« th* lo«er member of the structure were

^1 L'omf f TJ" T''*'°"
*° '"* '"'""'diote member! wha"

!^™i ? t
^^^ "'**"'" °' *''« intermediate to the upper

Tsa^/^I.*^ "^''*.r"'<»
'«<=<'"• "f the »"lidity of the struc?S^

m^~rw *?"'*' ''"'' "" P"''*'*"' '" >" o* the relations that

?ie 1».^
^-
" '*

"*r ?""*''• =•* """ ™6ht lead to further abu^The landowners might be expected to do as they pleased or as thTv

?t Ih w f °' *""" """'* *''"«'°™ •« «"«^ than the Jt
could nX'^T r!"^

*'""' '""* '"«* "™'«" °« landowners

S^nts w.'Tow ,
° r"'™

'' '^' ™"'"*'"^ agreements withpeasants wuo had for so long a period been held by them in entire

raft?
'=°il'y/«*d,ustment of the whole system A local adminis-

^o^d fofl^Lrlw '^ Jk"""^
** "° '™''* "'='* *here was reasonable

Se knH r„U »^V* *^' P**"^"'" "'^^^ Si^en the right to leave

to th^ nn^"^i „ K* ^ )^T-
"""y ™8" ^*"'™ ™ h«ge numbers

i? Ih ?^ ''^'l"'
°' "'''' »n«*tors, and that the i^oductivityof their labour, and therefore their own weU-being, as weU as thatof the nation, would be most seriously diminished

couS^.fJ^'"*' ^"^f"™'
'" "•* P'""™ °« emancipation in allcountnes where servile tenures have existed are these • After emanX"' If th'*"'"^ f '"* -^^^ -» v:?"t-isTbrome"

inc dlt? fL i P*l'^"u' "* '™P'y *° •* hberated from the

to tt bulk o^ttrrf *" ** "'".*°f """'' ^'^y P'"'^^- «'«<1<«"

r^.l* K !l -
""** "'*" *'th« *««dom to starve, or employ-ment by their former masters or others under conditions7Zcompetition inasuddenlyinundatedlabour market andinaslend^

developed mdustnal field. Their previous servUe condition musthave rendered it impossible for them to organize industrial 7m-binations or to accumulate farming or industrial capital. SimpTy

'*raXt h'd'
*'"''''-' ™-t •» to transform th™ from" rfs

J?L , ,
'^ ^"^"^ '° '^°'*' "'*° proletarians-landless folkwhose only function in the State is to produce children and who*

Z^l'^:^ ** "^ ^' '"^^ '^'y ^''^ ha^^ "" reserves suffid^lto enable them to resist the most extreme exploitation to wh^l^
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But .f thTn ^ ''"'°"='''Ie to the labourer and the cultiva.o^But f he rural population is increasing rapidly while the url^n

mMmmm
upot, less or more ? n Lf I"

P^^^^^y cultivated by him or
»"- „.iH vl ^ / ""''* '°"' """ch more, and what provisinn

dwellinVplace ? ifthVl^ "*'!^ L"
"'^"<"' *° ^'^ accustomed

the llnH V!h * .
P^^"* ' *° *« ^''t'd in perpetual use of

of cultivation—to be whollv „Jll^.17 u
'*"'* "^' 8° out

to be a«orested-.r"air^/4rrmu^ L^irt:.^^^^^^^^

Kovalevsky. M.. Die ikonnJitrk.' j? , -^ ,
labour scarce and dear Cf

• As in the Scotch crofter oases ' '"' P''"«^
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r^w fj^^T ''.^"'- " "" '»"^ " *» ^ «onomically exploited

CkarV then the^^^lf",!"""
** ^^''^ "''""'^ " "»">'»'••

n( »hJ; >• , '
*'" alt'^ative of employing a great amountof addmonal apicultural capital immediately or of dri^ng aTaree

^ZT^^i'^'r^""' °« '"' '-<^' th/«onneri:i":;^ntatld

i^ZL"*"/!!^,
•"'"' "* "*'^ o' landownership, there is an eouallv

and, It must expropnate it, uith or «ithout compensation to thehndo^ers. In either case, the land would be left ^thout evensuch supervision as the landovraers gave it, or a great number o^

Tlinr''T™'
""'^' * ''PP°'"'-<i to supervise the cuSb^ o

over™ 'T'^''
°' '"^ ^'''"'- Nafonalization would, more-over^ convert rent into a tax, and would thus involve a more or less

heS \''^''*7Vy^'™' "'"^ "'^ °* ~"^t'">t friction taween

S from ^n H
'^"' ^"""""^ ""'l ™ 'he W.Mya lands,Which, from an administrative point of view, may be rcKirded as

fe^aT'o'f^r n'i'fi H
> *''

"" °" *^ """'^ » favourable th^t^ifmeefear of intensified bureaucracy would not have deterred the Govem-

cordit ;r„t\
''*'"^.^' P'^" °' nationaUzation in 1861 tad tTeconditions other^vlse been propitious. Expropriation without com-pensation being considered at that time as quite imprSb e the

rS rded't":"^
'"" "^''"= <" ">«' '-" in'pnvat^'^lion'wa

Crimean ^jTf"^' '°'- ^ '^''^'''y *° »"t«^te. The

st™n of a »rH '"JP"^"'^''^'' 'he Treasury, and the financial

burfLsome
'""P""" °P'^''*'°" ^^^^'i "ave been too

wer^not'^rn^hl™' T/
P"''^ " ""^ ""^^"o"' T^^ landownerswere not all nobles. Many merchants possessed large estates and

L7on?hrd^"'''"'""'' ''""r"
^^- ^* thetiL :! Emanci'pation the doctrine was generally held that the peasants must insome way be retained upon the land. It was tLght thafth^

servile' a"d''(?^e°!^W 'pm,'''"'''™^,'''?" ^ *" ">-= "'"U^" ^«'=iency c(
Russian experience ^o»s f h S reli^™''T"*' ™«=f«>'°*

«*= "ew (hat
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could be done by giving them the right
bequr-"- •- ' "

189

.,„,. ., • y. o ,- - •B'" *o use it, and the rieht tojueath the use of ,t, or by giving it to them i.. fee simple in either

tbn ^r,K'""?l"'?"°"
'^'"8 P^'"* '° 'he proprietors foMhe deprivat.on of their bondage right, either ditecily by the peawnts or Indirectly by them through the Sute, which would^ct a, frien2nistee and arbitrator. But the difficulty of carrying out anv such

or he had an inadequate amount of it. Even if he received thp1»!^'

vatrutthl T"« '" " '" '"'"'"«'"" the c^lZuy luul i'vating It with inadequate capital remained. Until he had oaid nrtsome portion of his indebtedness upon the land, h o^d not toL
"

upon It m order to obtain the necessary capital Moreover HJ
n>ht"t :^7f """.^ "f "' P™P<=«y- theiand bu7:;i; Snght to use It, he could not borrow upon it at all. K on the oth.r

sell aU or some of it ? In either case, would the land not be Ukelvto revert to the landowner on account of non-user or by purchat

tl Lur ^"" """'" "°"" P'*"*" " P"*^"^ "« " gen'eral deslr^

t. ^T *" *''!. P**"' °* emancipation which might be supposedto be favourable to the cultivator had, under the conHif^^ *Ru«.a most serious drawbacks. Even if^^he co„ ingrnty'^re:propnation without compensation had been accepted, the a^n~of peasant capital would have necessitated the ^ant^ng from ?h1begmmng of State credit to the peasants, as weU as im^edkTe tasti-uction and supervision.'
'mmeaiate in-

It must be realized that the juridical relations of ownership and

though the area of this appanage consisted predominant^ of f^^A.t'

about 1894. to surrender. al^eth„ free of rent Ji"''^'i"l''^<'""™«'-peasants who were cultivating tSm TWs inv?,l'vST °f
""" '*'"'" *° 'hem question and going eUewhefe He had been °n the h^i?"?" ''"' "'^"=

paints with advice, and when he left Siev w.l^ yS ^'"' °' ^s'stmg hi»
Within a year or two they were woT.l Si^fl, >

,'"' ? q"=enless hive.-
standing. ' ^°"° °" """> before, free land notwith-
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hdonging to private ownen.' So also we have found that *«««.
ichtlu. or landownen, had right, of ow„e«hip, pos.«s™ a^Tbf

^o^, h'^ t P""""
• »** «'"' ?"«"«• had indefinitelyrecognited nghti, over then also.' The oblieation. »n^ .k

rights of the peaant, such a. they y,Jr^T^^Z, .. "•

>r rather the changes m structure and in practice of the J«Z,

S ^eLtd•^reL;L«^l„''tXe^'dtF^'^
It «ns thus inevitable that the LdZerThouldTn frtr^econception of his relation to the land and fW .k

landowner's conception had a tendency to conform to tha^o com

of Kathenne II tiU Emanc pation is described in .h. ™

^^^vT J
."'*'"'"' «P°ns-Arkhangel, Olonetz Novgr-^dand Vologda

;
and the northeastern region^Perm, Vyatte andRyazan were occupied chiefly by State pefsants, and toa^Tm

nL» , u
""'"^stf'y peasants. Peasants of private oro-

s^ya ««6.» Near Lake Onega there was, in 1760, a group of StatPpeasants, who worked in the brass foundry of Petr;v a^ in the S>nfoundry of Kuchezer. receiving no wag^and paying no ta«s ?"

' Cf. supra, p. 24. J

only 6 per cent. SemlvsW V I p--».^L
P'onebkaya f«6. they numbered

Petersburg, .goj (.n™ dSnl'l p,^v
° " '" "" ""'" "f Kll^inc U.

™
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haiurt"pr„r.' ^'i:*!"- r''r"^«'-y« »-*•. mo™Z
.here we. ^^IZ^'^^^J^^rit^if''- '''"""' '^''-
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Table showing the different Classes of Peasantry accord-
ing TO the Third Census (1762-1766) in Great Russia
AND Siberia in numbers of Male Souls;—

'

Prior to the
Secularization

of Clergy
Lands in 1764.

Per-

cenuge.

After
Secularization

of Clergy
Lands in 1764.

Per-

centage.

State and other Treasury
peasants*

Synodal, monastery, and
clergy peasants . . .

Court peasants
Possessional peasants . .

PomyelschSke peasants (in-

cluding odmdvortn) .

1,815,051

991,761

494,358
47,647

3,805,073

25-4

13.8

6.9

0.7

S3-2

2,806,812

...

494,358
47,647

3,805,073

39-2

6.9

0.7

53-2

Total . . . .

Exclusive of—
Inhabitants of Peter-
burgskaya^^. . . .

Inhabitants of Ukrainia
Merchantry of other -i

guberni 1

Orenburg Commercial
j

Tartars J

Total male souls .

7,153,890

S9.330
12,680

192,373

100.0 7,153.890

• 264,383

100.0

7,4'8,273 7kH 8,273

If the numbers of male souls given above be doubled in order
to include the bonded females, the result will give approximately
the total peasant population of the Russian Empire at the Third
Census {1762-1766), viz. : 14,800,000. Since the total population
at that period was 19,000,000,' it is evident that about seven-ninths
of the Russian people were under bondage.

The sources of this bondage may now be summarised. The
larger number were the children of bonded parents, some became

^ C/. Semevsky, op. cit., i. pp. vii. viii.

^^Lt'!^1,^'°^'^'^^^J'°''^
including the old serving people, " ploughing

™1=S;=^J!h?^1!?^ Pi°P'=':'>' =" ""=<'• " unoi^hodox • christianspeasants ascribed to state mdustrial establishments etc
»"«">.

C/. e.g. Brockhaus and Ephion, Kussia. etc., p.
'75 ; St. Petersburg, 1900
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bonded through marriage,' some thr. , ,h inscri|Aic^ ,n the poll
tax rolls, Nvith or vvithout their ovvn ^n^-.„t. some ..Te captives
taken in war, some were arrested rio ••n, who had j»en grantedm bondage by way of punishment, so.io .ver- Asiraic tribesmen
who had been purchased by pomyetschlke, and some were State
peasants who had been transferred to private ownership along
with lands or factories granted by the State."

• Cf. supra, p. 68. . cf. Semevsky, op. cil., i. p. x.



CHAPTER I

THE AGRICULTURAL PEASANTS IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

I. The Landowners' Peasants

Peasantry of all classes were divided into two main groups in
respect to the method by which they met their obligations to the
pomydschek or landowner to whom they belonged These were
the peasants working on obrok or the obrochny peasants and those
who rendered barlsclnna or obligatory labour. A subsidiary group
was composed of those who, whUe paying obrok, also rendered some
bartscluna days, working in summer on bartschina and in winter
earning m order to pay their obrok} The first group pn-dominatedm the non-Black Soil guberni : e.g. in Yaroslavskaya gub there
were among the peasants 78 per cent, of obrochny and in Kostrom-
skaya gub. 85 per cent. The reason for this large proportion seems
to have been that m these guberni handicrafts had developed more
than elsewhere, the peasants being driven to these because of the
ineconomical character of their agriculture. WhUe the peasants
often practised their handicrafts in the villages, selling their pro-
ducts in the local markets or to itinerant vendors, they sometimes
went to other villages or to the towns, where they were able to earnmoney by hiring themselves. Their interest thus lay in making
obrok contracts with their owners ; and the interest of the owners
lay m allowing them to do so. In the guUrnie of Pskov on the
other hand the number of peasants paying obrdk was only 21 per
cent. In all the thirteen guberni of European Russia at the time
of Katherme II, 55 per cent, of the peasants paid obrdk In addi-
tion to the two groups of peasants, one paying obrdk and the other
bartschina. there was a third group which consisted of dvorovie

> Such cases were, however, rare. Cf lenatnvirTi p i? d .. i i
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lyuui, or people of the courtyard or doorway. These domestic
peasants were bonded as were the field peasants.

(I) Conditions of the Peasants Paying Obr6k
OirdA was a payment of a fixed amount usually based uponthe number of souls of male sex in the peasant's family ^heamount per peasant soul being determined for village or groupof villages. The peasants who paid it were not, by doing so

released from bondage relations ; but the fact that they hadcontracted with their o^er for the payment of a certain definiteamount was an advantage to them on the whole. The obrdk wa-also an advantage to the proprietors, for the stipulated amountwas as a rule punctually paid, and when a proprietor was awayfrom his estate on service, it was more convenient for him to have aknown income from obrochny peasants i than to entrust the manage-ment of peasants working on barlschina to an estate manager or
as was frequently the case, to one of his rfuoroOTc fywie

'
'

The law did not fix a maximum obrdk. The amount was left
to voluntary agreement between the proprietor and the peasant
It was not to the interest of either that the amount should be^eaterthan the peasant could pay ; but it was not determined in relation
to the agricultural income of the peasant from the land allotted
to him^ Obrok cannot therefore be regarded as synonymous with
rent. It was a payment by means of which obligations other thanthose ansing out of occupancy of land, as well as those arising out
01 that occupancy, were compounded for.

A greedy proprietor might exact a high obrdk ; but if the same
proprietor had alternatively exacted barlschina or work upon the
fields on his own cultivated land, he would probably have exactedan excessive number of labour days. From the facts that obrdkpayments were more frequent on the poor lands of the non-BlackSou region than in the richer lands of the Black SoU, and that in
the fornier region the handicrafts were more highly developed than
in the la er, it is evident that the obrok was paid as a rule not out
of agncultural earnings

: but chiefly out of industrial income Theobrok was thus not composed entirely, or even perhaps largely, of

TscLrLol'""""'^'
"'' "' '• " so. l-oti-S the opmion of Pn'nce

M
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economic rent ; it vvas partly composed of wages upon which the pro-
prietors of the peasants levied a tax.

Although the ohrochny peasants, or those paying ohrok were
much better off than those rendering bartsclUna, there was seme
difference of contemporary opinion on the question of the advisa-
bility of the extension of oMk. Katherine, for example, was not
in favour of ohrdk on the ground that the payment of it compelled
the peasants to go from home in order to earn it, and that therefore
their own fields as well as the landowners' fields were less productive
than they otherwise would have been, and that agricultural produce
was higher in price on this account.'

Storch^ entertained the same view, as did also several agro-
nomical writers of the eighteenth century ; but it can hardly be
doubted that ohrdk contracts represented a step towards emanci-
pation, because they involved the payment of a determinate amountm money or in kind in place of an indeterminate number of days
in labour.

The average annual amount of ohrdk in the time of Katherine II
was as follows : in the sixties of the eighteenth century it was
I to 2 rubles per male census soul ; in the seventies, it was 2 to 3
rubles

!
in the eighties 4 rubles ; and at the end of her reign,

5 rubles.' Meanwhile the prices of grain advanced considerably
although not to the extent of five times. In addition to the money
ohrdk it was customary for the peasants to pay some natural pro-
ducts and to transport these in their own wagons to the places at
which they were required to be delivered.

Probably because of the steady increase of the amount of ohrdk,
and probably because of the increase of the habit of piling ori
" natural " obligations in addition to the pecuniary payment, the
practice of ohrdk was adopted to an insignificantly increasing ejctent
between the middle of the eighteenth century and the middle of the
nineteenth. In the Black Soil piherni towards the end of the
eighteenth century there were 26.1 per cent, of the bonded peasantry
under ohrdk. In the middle of the nineteenth century there were
only 28.8 per cent. In the non-Black Soil gubsrni there was a

' Semevsky, op. cit., i. p. 49.
• Storch, Hist. Slal. Ccmjici, ,/, ( lUiss. Hcichs (St. Petersburg, 1797). ii

p. 376. quoted by Semevsky, tbid.
^''

^ Semevsky, ibid., i, p. 53.
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^lightly greater increase. In the middle of the eighteenth century
there were 55 per cent, of ohrochny peasants, and in the middle of the
nmeteenth 58,9 ^r cent. In the Empire, as a whole, the increase

lTJ!^\-r"'. ^5 ^' ""'• *° tr.e per cent,> So long as the
Pomyehchek retamed the right to impose " natural " obligations theo^ok contract notwithstanding, it is evident that the economical
difference between obrochny peasants and bartschim peasants wasmore apparent than real, so far as obligations were concerned Yet

"T„"t! !"v,

^^^''^'"''"'y I*='«'"ts having, as a rule, larger land allot-

™nr. J the W/sc/»„« peasants, they were on the whole in amore economically favourable position.

(2) The Bartschina Peasants
We turn now to the barhchina peasants. In 1765, so,)n after

Its foundation," the Imperial Free Economical Society of St Peters-burg instituted an inquiry into the nature and extent of the batt-schtna labours exacted from the bonded peasantry The interroca-
tions were put to pomyHscim, who may not be susj^cted of exag-

Slt r T i
""'"'"^- '^^'^ '"^^""^ "' 'he investigation showed

that bonded peasants customarily rendered three days' bartschina

t£riTT- "'uJf^
*'"''= ^^^' "P°" ""-'^ allotments, and

rested on Sundays. When there were two able-bodied men orwomen in a peasant household, sometimes one of them worked

fTtrhl'eidd''^''"'"^'"'"*''^*'''^'''''""™'^^''-"''"--'^
But the practice varied. In Alatyrsky province, for example-

according to the report given to the x-ree Economical Society!Tome
proprietors compelled their peasants to work continuously until allthe proprietor s grain was "stoned " and all the hay stacked. Only
then could the peasant work for himself. In bad or uncertain
seasons, this practice must have been ruinous for the peasants ; as
indeed, in this particular region, it is reported to have been.^ Intiezky province some proprietors demanded four and even five davs
per week in barhchina labours.* In Tverskaya gub. and in Vologod'-
skaya gub. some of the proprietors required all iheir peasants to

J
Semevsky, op. cit., i. p. 51. i s„ ,„f^„

' tbid.
*^'
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herestateTn (>?ovskava ?«f °
I, .

'"'!,°* ^''''^' T'"^'°y' "P°n
were compeUed to vvork for' her 'T'' V^" ^"P'"^ '^at they
Sundays and the "^^^Lfhoi Lr"""<5:f^; ""' '="^" =''«P«"g
peasants of RostovLvrL/, ' ^ \ ?° ^''° *» 'he same time,

continuously, e^enll's'unlays ZX' *"'*
^'^J

"=''' '" ^"^^
iamilies of the peasants a"ive h ^.l.

"^^ '" °''''"' '" ""^P 'he
send monthly ^^wance of Zl" "T'^'J"'

*"" P^P^etors to
was not always dor.H ' °' P-'ovisions to them ;» although this

<iis.StTor;aredtn^a";^rfto"trE""°'"'^^^' °' ^""--^y
could not sow their spring heattea'^TT '" '"^ *^* ^''^^

master's plough or at his Z,!,r >
^ "'"^ "^"'^^^ =* 'he

these labo'. s ^hey ^ere ob£d tjZ t'oTh'
''^\ " '''''""" *°

soul, while all the vvomer wZ? L "^f^
*^ '"''^'^'" ^ mbles per

No allowance of Sons v ^ 1".H°
?1'" '""^ '"''^'^^'^ ^ou^.

allowed to work fofrXs" they sad-a^n"- J' "^f
''" "<"

such conditions that we do nni !.!,„ v I
^""^ *™ '•^™ f*"™ into

or how we are going o hve wlT
"'^'' ^"U tecome of our heads

and ruin." « ^ "§ to uve. We are driven into extreme poverty

at t^sj^i^^^:^: pe'^-;;^

r? --p~dsurmised that there was consirieltw "^^v
"•«**"'«nt, it may be

Some peasants appeaTtoTa^et^^^S,^^^^^
propnetors. either because thev w^»

^^""'"s on the part of their

were efficient. Yet landoJne,^ wh^
™''7"«nt, or because they

estates, or who only vTsfter^me of I"' ^,^' °'^" ^'^"'^ 'heir

service, or because they hved a hfe of nl
'
^""^ '^'^ ^"^ °"

interested only in securin/nl. 1

P ^"'" '" *^^ <=^P"als, were
of their estates." SoSeT^hfnr—^ '"- *«= ™-«-
with their masters against overburdentaTtr

^'" remonstrated
meet their dema;,ds, the reoH^ nf t^ / *''^P^''=='"ts in order to

!., tne replies of the pomyetschm revealed their
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v're being^i'n" d b^tte ex ess1ve'"c bTT-'
'"".*=" ""^ >«^»"''

upon them • " Abont th!
'"''''"''' ''"'gations which he was laying

not dareTo wrifetme' ir'hta'knife'^ l"'
"j"^^ "'"' "^^ <^°

be ruined and to be broioht tn c^il
' ' ™"* ""^^ 'hieves to

they are to me I sMfor ,h
'"''"'" ^'""^''''»''' «> ^''P^nsive

I shall collecHr;m them a thnt T^f '° """" ^'^ ^ ^'^- »"d
not ruin them comX;;'^?^"^ 1^^^;%-/ ""^oubtedly I shall

who had done his utmost with iHI.LnH T ! . ^ "' " proprietor

was irritated at theT^l^Ztt"''''
*''""'^' ''"'^ «'»

havf4ra:^U'?/,":r '^^^?''''^^'"- «--'^ appear to

days, and simltTLoT^ZT'^^^'
"h'""^''

^"^ ^""^

cases of aggravated extortion ^ ^ " ""'' '"'™^^^' «"»«

the^it^rhC"' *drvdurinrv?:.''^^= °' *-'-*•- --
Exact details on this'^'ofnt are l^?t k'^™'"'

''"' r^riormed.

agreements wert! madeT X '=''^'"S. but .t appears that some
in April and S^ptemter ekven t'n^ht'

'''^'^ ">' ^^^^"'^ ™^ked
summe. m„„JC^tnlo's-rnC'l^'^ ^' "'' ""' *" ">^

..A.^'iaZraci:s;rt7™^
v::;id^^^^^

^-"^-'^'^ "^ *-'-

per male census soul in proXlo;, fn ?h
"""'" ^ *""^ '° """««

faculty of tt^sportauin ^cCio martetr
""' "* '""" '"' '"^

(3) CoramoN of the Dvorovie LyudE

* On this anrf tho <^ii5...^T

(St Petersburg, ,89.), iv. Ju;. and ^Z.^Z.'L"" ftajesiy, Chauc

' One proprietor reckoned h?.„ ""«" "'^ -f»«•"«« //, i. n 72
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work they were as a rule free compared to the dvotome lyudi or
household bondmen and bond-women. These lived in the house of
the master, or m its immediate vicinity, and they were always under
his eye or under that of the manager of the estate, and were there-
fore always exposed to the caprice or ill-will of the members of the
household. The growing ostentation of the landowners, together
with the inefficiency of the labour of the dvorovie lyudi, resulted in
the presence of enormous numbers of them in the houses of the
great proprietors. Many houses in Moscow and St. Petersburg had
from 150 to 200 domestic serfs ; Golovin, a wealthy proprietor had
300

;
Count Orlov had 500, It must be remembered that these num-

bers included craftsmen of all kinds, who supplied, or who were
supposed to supply, everything which was required for the fiousehold
In the country numerous domestic serfs were sometimes necessary
to ^otect the establishment against the attacks of brigands

'

the system under which dvorovie lyude were utilized during their
whole life, as domestic serfs, was in the eighteenth century only to
be found m Russia. There was no such system in France at that
period

;
in Germany the service of the household was rendered by

serfs under a certain age, after that age was reached the serfs became
tree so far as household service was concerned. In Prussia this

f!!'^"^
^''" at thirteen years of age and terminated for men at

thirty-five, and for women at thirty. After the first five years
moreover, wages were paid, of the same amount as the wages paid
to free hired servants, in addition to clothes and other allowances ^

bimi.ar arrangements obtained in other parts of Germany No-
where were bonded jjeasants kept at household work for life as in
Kussia. In 1781 obligatory service of bonded peasants' children was
abohshed in Germany.^

The services required of the dvorovie lyude were generally set
forth in formal orders.* Those who did not serve in the house or in

I
Scmcvsky, 0/). cit., i. p. xvi.

=„„" '^/"i'^P'tos in the case of orphans, who were obliRed to serve betwem th,

(Boston" S^P^o.^'"" "^ ^""^ K"'P°"'to- M^moirs^of a ke^olulionis,
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the courtyard were required to spin or weav», and sometimes to
cultivate flax and hemp for spinning and wea . ing.> The education
of the proprietor's children was sometimes entrusted to the dvorovie
lyiidl. Between the children and the dvorovie there thus often
sprang up strong affection. The lat ;r .retjiiently screened the
children from punishment by their pari: ts at the risk of punish-
ment of themselves. Among the dvorovie also there were actors
and musicians. Dramas and operas were sometimes given in great
houses, in wliich the actors and actresses were all domestic serfs,
some of them having been trained abroad at the expense of their
masters," While the family resided m the capital, the musicians
and actors were permitted to play for money at oilier than their
masters' houses. On the estate of Suvorov in Vladimirskaya gub.,
special buildings were maintained for actors and musicians. The
manners of the eighteenth century were not refined. Wien an
actress displeased her master, he would sometimes leap upon the
stage and inflict bodily chastisement upon her in sight of the audi-
ence, or if an actor similarly offended he might be ordered to the
stable to be horsewhipped or even tortured.' Suvorov sometimes
sent his actors from the stage to the plough.* There were pathetic
cases of talented dvorovie, like the musician Degtyarevsky, who was
a bonded peasant to Count Sheremetev. Degtyarevsky had been
trained in Italy, where he had the advantage of instruction by the
best masters. On his return he pled for li' rty, which was refused,
notwithstanding that his compositions, especially of church music,
had made him known. He drowned his sorrows in drink, and soon
afterwards died." It is small wonder that the dvorovie often refused
to be educated, feeling that education would only make them more
miserable in their position of hopeless bondage. The fomyetschike
however, dealt with them quite arbitrarily in this as in other matters,
.uvorov, for example, WTOte to his manager :

" Vasjka is good as a
comedian

; as a tragedian Nikitka will be the best ; but he must be
taught expression, which is easy to learn. Instead of roles in comedy

' Colleclion of Old Papers preserved in the Museum of P. I Tsckuhin(Moscow, 1897), in. p. 344. citedbySemevsky. i. p. 151.
'' ^ "£<"«"•

„i,
i^-S- Camt A. G. Tolstoy sent two bonded painters and a clarionet

£^f if'"™'' '° '""'>'• """''"' ^"'•'". -Sgi. iii. p. iOo, ciS bybemovsky, i.p. 151,
'^

' ^"'^" "i

' Semevsfy, op. oil., i. pp. xv, xvi. . ,ud.. i. p. ,5j.RiissmnAnttqmltes. .888. lix. p. 311. cited by Semevsky, i. p. 152.
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being assigned to Maxim and Bochkin, they must be taucht fh.

EgrrmaJN^;'"^'':.''''"''''''''
"-'•«"-

rrcncn grammar, Nikolai »il teach him " &c *r i An «;- <

beIon<Hn„ t w ^"'^ ''"°"' »» *'" "' actors and actresses

supC were Zn ,r '"T"'''!'
""'' """ '"^ P'ay' Bohemian

the^aXTr;" fr"'"^"'
"*"• "^""^ '" ^""^ '™e '" Russia in

vhor/ ^
, ^h

"'"eteenth century, describes a *<,. yrfscA^'A

nurserrnd concuhTn 'Z''"''™''"'*'
*' """^ ''''' chambermaids.

.hJT'
"^""^hmes into actresses. I was often present at histheatrical representations. The musicians went inJo the Orchestra

hurted on the stU H'' "' " "'''^'''' ^"* '="^*'" ™^' ""<» 'hey

a sZ;! broom! Ic!"

»

""""'"^ *"' """" '^"P''' ^^"''^ ^'^

histln^^T
"'*'! '"*" P°"' """""S the i™™„«. Karamsin the

170, on T"^ ""^."'^ "^""^ °' 'he na«on, was suppr^rsed in

Hoy ^ript:rf"Th '"7' i^.
" ?""' ^""^ -P«-ons^S ^

anThif
'^

,
'^'"*"y °* 'he poet was disclosed in Court

^ky.'i'^'^S^r'
'''"'"'''"'""' ^"""^ (Moscow, ,874), p. 64, cited by Samev-

* Semevsky, foe. cit.
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iTtedThf • *",
r',""' "T'"^"'

'^'» ™ mathematics, and trans-

the sSrMonasteryV"*"''"'
""' "" '"•^"^"'"

=» '--^h" -
VVhile the treatment of the dvorovie lyude varied verv m„r(, inthe house, of different pomyetschM. great and "malll^ 1" „munusual for each i.<,r<,.,> man or woman to receivlan al owlnce ^clothing, of bread, and even of money.'

auowance of

to
,^1^*':","°' .'''""« °"' *'"''^' ')"«« ""d oi allomng them

been made by foreign travellers of the perpetration hf crnectbnwith It of the most infamous abuses '
i-"imection

of Km/'*'''!?'''r*' f,"'"^"'
*'"' "S"' ^' the beginning of the reignof Katherine II, of selling their peasants, singly or by fanUlie,Sor without land and this right Zs very frequ!n«y e'eiS^d 'p

as'

?^i::::^;d::Ss^--^---^~-

s .T rubles ner vear immTiii
»"°"ances or wages of from one half-ruble to

flour, .J SroVgroaS'S^d^fpS^^sorXlr' <^«*../M=„. Ib.rof r>-^
receivea in addition an ailowance of >o 1? ^f^f- ^""' *''™" '>"'«
of married dvorovi, received the°ameamoi^V»l ^' ?^' ?"";"•• The wives
of clothing, one fur coat and a SS of ctti, ^ «'=">'"'«n<l'- Allowances
years. (Seraevsky. i. p. . 57 ) Sher inSw^, S /"'^"

^^^f*' "™ '=' 1^==

remit to tlieir masters io5 to ,^ ^m2 dislionestly on condition that they
No :di..p.453; LdSemTvs^yTp ii"

" >'" '-"•"•"•• Archives. ,878^.

bemevsky, op. cit.. i. p. xvii.
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In order t.. hasten the colonization n( Siberia, Katherine permittedpropnetorH to ^.„d their pea«nts thert-, and t„ receive for^r«nt,

that only .•ible-lxidied [wasants should 1* sent, hut many frauds

aZT,™";''' """ '"'•'"'"'"' '"•"" '" "- '"'forturte'vicUmt

time ., ™ « ? '*"*"" """ '"'»'^l'-rt "H what was at t™ime a most arduous jo.irney, („r the mere pur,x,se of Rettins rid o

h riX",'" r
-'''"""'"«"•«- ""d .^t ihe'same time r.^^ : I

tnc al)le-l)odied from recruiting service

I.e.s'^"uf,r,"",r'^
usually adminislcrcd only to the barl,M,,upeasaius or to the dvo,ov,c lyudi. The obrochny peasants weremore able than uther of those to protect themselvc^ against the

Zl .c'r,
" """'«"">/" "^'^ Pomycscmc. Their v^ages e„-

md ht't'T
™''""* '•' """"""ny- Tliey elected representatives,

Ihe dis rih^, ' n^ "'
"'f

""' "'^'''"^ '"e division of land and

ltd r K ?," "'^ *f
-''•rJens were customarily respected,

nical ,nd en,":";!'.
'" ^"'^"'^'"^*'' ""« '"r'-'ddcn to te tyran-

Tthat fn ^
bu, complamts by ,x.asants we,e also forbidden,so that m pomt of fact the peasants were left absolutely at themercy of pomydscluke. There are. however, manyTa«.s on n c. rdm wh,ch the cruelty of the po„ycUchm wentTfar tat the complamtswere made at all costs. Maniacslike Saltykova were pr^b-

SJThe '°,''"i"i''";L^
" degradation that the practice of

educated people.' The landed gentry stood or were supposed to

was so necessary to the throne, that the central authority, howe™"

ol tanat7,'rt'™s'JS,lictarbTthc C^n';''''',",'"^ " proprietress

l.fe in an underground cdl Jn !Sn?/, T' '=™9""<^<1 '° imprisonmeiit for

.0 Ner^hinsk i.!^^^L.t C/°te''l'J:4n;' .TT'p'p^'^"?
"'" ^''^"
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down. Extreme anxety. however ,>n tl„. n.rt <
,'

P""'™
authority ,0 hold in chc^l. the exlrc.:",,

'

^,.^ ^y-'p.:?;^Xpomyclscluk was not very eviil.nt In .K.. i
"^7 ^ "*

Nice system, the comply;:!;;;;!.:;;.,:':/; ^^ ^ .^^landowner, wa, an important social fm t . Tlie task of the Gnv.mment in mterior administration was rendered easrh.„ .
of ms subordination. Russia has ^t::t^^:^:C:Zsacrifice ol md.v.dual freedom or eomiort, or .venaC the^crifice

m 1765, Kathenne il iiermittid the pomyelscheki to send th.i,peasants to hard latour .0 any desired place, rdToTake them nclto the estate, to which they belonged whenever they pleased" ThepomyehMe were also entitled to punish by tine or bv 1»I^pun^hment peasants who offended igainst th"^, estate re^S
The^punishrnentswereoften inflicted arbitrarily fortriflnfofl^^^^^^^^

ture » Definite penal codes were often compiled for Sns derab ,-

nera^r','"
'"''

'^™t
^"^ ^"''"^'^ '»' laziness, druntn-ness, abusive language, and for fiphtin/r vvi„„ • ~' "'"""eii

prescribed in aggSvft^d cfs^^^ C'was'^^be' "u^l^hedt'
""'^

H^ation of all the property of the jiilty^art;
; the ot was'tXindemnified, and the balance was to be retained hvlh .

Unauthorised cutting of timber wa, tot ItZd gatnX^t
• r«end [ f^''^

*"=* ""'' '^' '°'*"*"™ o' 'he timber.^ Ifr«a^n
hdf of4e fi" T""' *•.' •"'«*" ** '^"^'J ^"-^ punished^trr^dsMf of the fine being paid to the offended person and half to themaster. Fines were also imposed for non-attendance at chureh onholy days, and for making disturbances in church » Count Srlov

hat'^dT'' "f" "^'^''°"^' P^^ding among other mattrs

l^in, an^.hT'*'™"'
'^""^^ ^ '°«'^'^<' ""» rods and nrwftlwhips, and that in cases where the offenders were well-to-do oeasa^u

pUcedZ7fii:'
'"
'""T'l

"'"'y punishment shouiri^r!placed by a fine, in order that their commerce might not be

' Semevsky, i. p. iH$

. ^' ^^nishment, ,„ the army at this timo were very sever., cf. Semevsky,
' Semevsky. i. p. 19J.
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intemipted." In these regulations the punishment was to be
determined by the local superiors and by the peasants' mir '

The punishments on certain estates were sometimes " unmerci-
fully severe as in those of Prince Kurakin in his votchini in the
northern g«6«r«..» On the estate of Lazarov, offenders were first
braten with sticks, and then sent to work in the factory wearing aspiked iron collar, the weight of which was determined by the ma^i-
_ude of the offence. Horns were attached to this collar, from which
bells were suspended. Offenders wer« also sometimes required to
wear wooden foot-stocks, too heavy to permit the feet to be raised
trom the ground while walking.^

Passenans remarks that in the smaUer estates the punishment
of peasants depended entirely upon the caprice of the master or
of whomever the master put in his place, and that peasants were
tor superstitious reasons punished with rods for overturning a salt-
box as severely as they were punished for theft. " I have taken
precautions," he says, " to avoid witnessing these cruel proceedings
but they occur so often, they are so habitual in the viUages, that
It IS impossible to avoid hearing the cries of the unfortunate victims
of inhuman capnce. Their cries followed me in dreams Many
times I wished that I had not understood the Russian language
when I heard orders being given for punishments to be inflicted " «

Accordmg to Bolotov," a pomyetschek when in his cups ordered
aB his dvorovie to be beaten ; a mistress used her own shoe to beat
the faces of her dmrovie girls ;

• another ordered eighty women to
be whipped because they did not gather strawberries as they were
told

; a pomyetschek ordered the soles of a peasant's feet to be
burned because he drowned some puppies which his master had
ordered his wife to nurse.' Bolotov, an educated proprietor whose
memoirs on peasant affairs are very valuable, admits that he had
his peasants beaten at intervals and kept in irons for drunkenness »

In the house of a pomyetschek named A. P. Narmatsky there were
found, m 1750, cells in which were iron collars, foot-stocks, and

' Semevsky, i. p. 193. ' Ib'd '

• Novokreshenj;kh The Building oj the Kizelcv HVMo/mfa ,8021
pp. 36-40, 52-4

; cited by Semcvskv? «ii, i. p 107
""""""P W^' 1892).

,
Paf»enans 11. pp. 120-6 ; citea by .Semevsky, i. p. 198Bolotov, .V«„„.rs (St. Petersburg, i»7,), iv. p. 565.^

' pj.„™ " Grandmother," in Russian Adverser. ,S^S. No. 3, p ,,fPassenans, op. ctl., n. pp. 157, 191
' •*' ^^ J,»5.

• Bolotov, op. cit.. iv. pp. ,034-7 ; illc ited by Semevsky, i. pp. 199-200.
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i^:.^T^'ZtT7.,^' °l
'""^ ^™'-^' "^•^ views

Many observers have noticed that at tl,i. 1= li

periods the women were in gJ'erl'XemeH^^^^^

Koriovskava, evidcntlv a «,«,«,„ t
'""'"""res. the Frincess

her valets LdTakedtoaX anH t™™."!?"^'""^' ^^-^ ™« ««

times using the rods vrithhC^^'hrnd^^'lnrt'" "T^"'
"""'-

gusting barbarities need not fe mSed ^"f°«^°f these dis-

almostasawholeTer t,et doX^''' "f ^"""^^^-fe" class

who treated their bond se^v^n^s tu b"t"thr'"^«
^"-^^^^^

brought into relief the ^n.t
' "'^ ^y^'™ inevitably

e.erJseofunbriiedLcenr "'^""^ ^""^ =°"'"''"'«d '" «>'

over to the ecdesLstlca
' Tl'^ T'^"'' ^ ™™"' "''= handed

ecclesiastical authorities m order that tho„ „• u^

was simUarly dealt with and was afteSs eS to ql^'"'another, a man, was simUarly dealt wift for inh^,^! ^™ '

one who had tortured a whole familv of n.,;* T ''°°'^""=' '

the first letter of the word "muXZ " ^^ ^ "^' ^"^""^'^ «^«>

ior an indefinite term anotte who haTt^ """^ '" ^^'^ '«'"'"

not belong to him was dToriveH n? w ^^ ^ P"='^"' ''^° ^id

another wfspunlherv4hth"kn(,tmut',irrH ".^ ''"'"'^''
=

'^^

^. many of these cases the'^unisLZ't'ha^^t
'^idtt^- proportion to the crime

; in those where sevet ^n'ties we^

Cf. Semevsky, op. at., i. pp. j2o-j.
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inflicted they were scarcely less barbarous than the offences onaccount of which they were imposed.

.hJli^""''" '^T '°' ""'"''''' ""'* ""'^" 'hese conditions peasantsshould have sought to escape by flight, or that sometimes drivento desperation, they kiUed their pomyetschlk? During ten yearsfrom 1760 t.ll 1769, in Moscovskaya g»6. alone ther« lere Triymurders of pomyet^hekS by their peasants (twenty^ne men andnme women) and five unsuccessful attempts at murder. During
eleven years (1762-1772) of the reign of Katherine II there weridisturbances m forty votchini}

Such oppressive conditions as have been iUustrated in previouspages could not continue indefinitely mthout arousing even themore peaceable among the sluggish and patient Russian peasants

ItJ ^^'^1° '^'^^'" *'''" '"•='' P^ceedings of the fo^aschekemust be unknown to the Tsar or must be in defiance of his ™ilThey thought that then= must be some Ukase forbidding the pomyt-
schekc to overwork the peasants. Rumours indeed became cunent

f T />:i
^^"^ ^^ '^^ '^^"^'' =""1 *hat the maximum Z<:

schtna had been fixed at two days per week a

frn^/r '=°".!!'**""i
"!« P*'^"* disturbances which resultedfrom the conditions described, and for which the prevalence of therumours m question offered an occasion, it is necessary to noticecertam interior affairs of peasant life which contributed to the lone-suffermg patience of the people, and which when the peasants were

aroused contnbuted to the remarkable soUdarity of the peal^
movements. ' peasant

Common- Occupation and Periodical Redistribution

The principal interior affair of peasant life which falls to be

vationT.V"i f
'=°""«ti°n is the common occupation and culti-

c^vat^da'as. ' "'' *' '"™'''"' redistribution of the

This common occupation and periodical redistribution appearsas a predominant phenomenon " » in Central Russia in the middle
' Semevsky, op. cit., i. p. 441.
' Archives of Ministry of Juslii The Ajfairs of the Senate. No.
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re'inX ° *''" '"
T^^'^' '" '^74, " the fieS^ do^

woodfareZ'Z tr'u'se irso'LTded"
"""• ^"^ ^''""^ -''

cen«'"bvTT™ "'^'^"P^*'™ "' '^"d was looked upon with acquies-cence by the Government as well as by the manaVeni nf tC i! .
properties and by the pomyetscheke. It B^LTZSifiL I ,*

means or alternatively upon^imilar'^ontolnT ^a JuteTo'/
in the foUowmg manner. I£ a village had a popXtion o7„Is

Archtves of the Ministry of UaiccAH^^.Y' ,°)i „
«^3-JF;- M-=3. quoted by S™:U;;".-c.,f'p",Sl'*' ^'"°''' ^"^ ^"-

Culdenstadt, Reisen dutch RusslaJld lii ii^i }'
cited by Semevsky, ibid" i p loT '^'- ^"'"''urg, 179,,. u. p. 47,

;

VOL. I

O
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of male sex, of which loo were in tyaglo, if this village paid obrdk
to the pomyetschek amounting to looo rubles, and in addition paid
poU tax and other obligations which brought the total payments
up to 1500 rabies, and if the land of the village was divided into
120 portions, one of these portions would be given to each tyaglo—
that is to say, to each man and woman who was in tyagh (assummg
single tyaglo, or a tyagh unit consisting of one man and one woman).
The remaining twenty portions of land would be divided by mutual
agreement among those who had larger famihes or who were
wealthier. Those who received such portions would pay propor-
tionately according to the amount of land which they received.
If the amount payable for a single tyaglo was 12 rub. 60 kop,. the
amount payable by a tjeasant who took a half portion in addition
to his original one portion would be 18 rub. 90 kop •

While on the estates of private proprietors the land was divided
on f e tyaglo system, the lands of the State occupied by State peas-
ants

. the eighteenth century were for the most part divided
according to the number of male souls as shown by the census. In
1770 instructions were sent to the local administrations to introduce
the system of tyaglo division, because of the inequaUty of condition
which had resulted through land division in terms of souls." It
often happened that a peasant whose family consisted of four or
five male souls was himself the only adult male in the household.
If land were allotted to him in respect of four or five souls, he would
be unable to cultivate the whole of it, and yet he would be obUged
to pay obrdk upon it in addition to the poll tax for the full number
of male souls in his household. The land thus remained unculti-
vated and the peasant was impoverished, at all events until his
family reached working age. On the other hand, a peasant family
of four or five grown up males had a great advantage in respect to
the area of land allotted to them. There existed, however, a remedy
for this state of inequality. Where a peasant was allotted more
land than he could cultivate, other peasants who had deficient land
might take his surplus land on lease and work it to joint advantage.
Moreover, the obrdk exacted from the State peasants was always
less than that paid by the peasants of the pomyeischeke. Thus soul

' Boltfn, -Remarks upon Lrclerc." ii. p. 341; cited by Semevsky,

' On the inequality of the incidence of the soul tax under Peter, see supra.
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ttri^of
1'*^" continued among the State peasants and among

IZ^il ^Tll "' '?"™'' proprietors, whose moderate obrik

SfofThfst''™
" "''"' " ~"''"'°" '" ^pp™'^" '"«

eioJ^^nfh^'^'^l*'°" "f
'^""^ ™' customarily carried out in the

WhnlH ""'"7.^Vr "f^^ti""^- In the first instance allhouseholders participated m dra^ving lots for their strips, and in

lot, r.T^ '"*
"'',f

^™P °* households participated b drawing

^IJ t i •
^*T,^"'^»t'=d to them in the first dra^ving. E™^

near to the village when compared «-ith the strips of every otherP^sant. The customary method of cultivation Tas by th?thr«-
field system, and each of the three fields was divided into stn^according to the numter of tyaglo units in the village the in ri^and being compensated for by a larger quantity in cases where
t was impossible to secure uniformity. The peasants are reported^have exercised extraordinary skill in carrying out these div^ionsOne of the reporters to the Free Economical Society remarks uZthis fact; "Justice must he done to the farmers. In deter^inWthe quality of land and in measuring it. they are great eTrtsand It must be said that they never make mistake^''^ ThT s

in:t™m:ntr
"'^"^ *"""" "«= ^'^"'^ <^'' -' "- --e^ng

TvJir
P'™!''^"^ ^' "partition varied in different regions.' In

"I^"v often" Vt'
'"'"' ''*'*'' " ""^'^'^ ^^P^^"'"" '"-^ placevery often « Turgeniev speaks of repartition taking placeannually.^ In Novgorodskaya gub. repartition took placf eve^five or ten years.' Opinions were divided upon the ej^dfencv Sfrequent as opposed to rare repartitions. Baron WoIf^Sedthe latter view and Rychkov advocated annual repartition"? In

flTtr'rer t'
*" ™"°""'^ «°°"*' -distribu'iion of ii wisrarer than where it was poor or unequal.

' Semcvsky, ibid.. .

' Archives of Free
i-p. 114-

? Economical Socitly, No. 188, pp.Semevsky, ibid.^p.

! 5" ^'^ repartition in recent times, infra
frans. Fra Econ. Soc, Ixxii. p. ^j;

p. 120. ^ ~•'^

« ? i5"
'^"^Sp°>ev. La Russie et Ics Russes. i. p. 86 and ihid

'
TratT'^f^rf- 'i-

"• P- '*73
=
cited by Se^mc^kTi p^woIrans. Free F.eon. Soc. xvi. pp. 24-5, and ibid.

^

cited by

P- 235. and Semevsky, ibid.,
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While 9ometinu» the redistribution seems to have talten place

at the instance of the proprietor, this was not always the case, for
there were examples of votchini being split up among different
owners, and the repartition together with other communal incidents
persisting among the peasants belonging to the different fractions,
as if no division of ownership had taken place.'

The incidents of the obtschina, or community system, arising out
of the periodical division of the land, or out of the social sense of the
village community apart from that special incident, were very
numerous—common labour, help to the poor, to the aged, and to
sufferers from fire, mutual fidelity insurance and the like. In
the lyaglo division a lot was reserved from wluch increased portions
were given to those who desired them, and out of the balance of this
reserved lot obrok and taxes on which were paid by the commi nity,
land was given to the poor and the balance stiU remaining was cul-
tivated by the alderman, the produce being kept in a separate
common grain store. This common grain belonged to the mir, and
it was granted by the mir to orphans, &c., the surplus being sold
and devoted to the payment of the State taxes. Where there was
not sufficient grain to meet this requirement, an equal assessment
was levied upon every tyagh or tax-paying unit.'

This process is vividly described by Durasov in a report to the
Free Economical Society. " Out of the produce of the reserve lot,
provisions were given to those peasants who had more than five
male children, to widows with small children, and to retired soldiers
who had no relatives, as much as the community found to be neces-
sary, none of these persons so assisted being regarded as liable for
State, community, or mir taxes. Out of the grain gathered by the
mir from the community fields also the wives of soldiers in service
were supported should their relatives refuse to keep them, as well as
old lonely people who had outlived their famiUes, in order that they
should not go on begging."'

The community also employed its collective credit in leasing
lands from the State or from private proprietors, and even pur-
chased land, although in the latter case the purchase was made in
the name of the pomyelsckik. In some places supplies such as salt

' Cf. Semevsky, i. p. 132.
* Transactions of Free

1. p. 123.

* Semevsky, i. p. 123.
Ixxii. 223-29, and Semevsky.

Ilii'
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were bought by the mir. and in some the mir posMssed or leased

nr iL"^'^^?'"/"^'* "* '" ^"^ ***' coUective efforts of a moreor less highly developed description were sometimes promoted orencouraged by exceptionally able individuals, who preferred orappeared to prefer the common good to their o™ individual RainFor examp e on the votchina' of a private proprietor in YarosLs^kaja gub. there was a peasant who had served as a clerk in thebusmess house of a merchant in Moscow, as boy and man for twenty-two years He retired from this business and returned to his vilUee

ofJr! f^A
"^7^ °" *'^'**' ^" '794 the mir elected him to the

office oiburn„slcr or mayor of the mir. The peasants were verypoor and he at once set about devising means for the improvement
of ,he.r condition. He established a system of mutid credUunder which an elected committee granted to those who desired it

undrt"h:f'Hv' "T. ^T *" ="" ^""'""* «™<^ "y 'his comm^e^under the condition that if any of those who received credit should

ldTred"Llfn * V"'" "' "" '=''-"'"°" Sood he shall be con-
sidered harm ul to the community and shall be sent into the Tsar'smilitary service." The burmister started this fund with a per^nal

broulT 7"'^ "'"""r
'"*"^'* '"' "=" y--: o'her ITe^si

X?? J*""*
"" '° ^° ""'''' The burmisler remain^ in

office for eight years and at the end of that time the capital of the

I^veralThn^r*^
rubles, the village square previously empty, hadseveral shops where small wares were sold, and there were besides

Tbrickt^H'
";' T^^ ^'"'" blacksmiths' shops, an oil ..U, a„d

fn Vk ,7
^^" ^hoes and flax and linen wares were producedm the village to an increasing extent ; the pomyetschek as well asthe peasants bought willingly the local manufactures »

in w\ f''"^'"fev
ordered, in 1796, that all the ploughed landsm his z,ofcA,« in Shuyskoe District were to be divided fm.mg the

s^^IhT"". "^.*° **" """'*' "' ""'«'<' """^' ^"d 'hat the villages

ted L„H,
,"^' ^niong themselves the good, intermediate, and

t^JIh
'"'o,^?"^,!""'™^ for every tyaglo. The diWsion wasto be made by lot and in no case by choice, and it was to l>e made

hi.;jf„£rf„xryLr'£i^vT,;';,?.7.^r '"-" *° " '--' '°
* 01 1250 souls. '^ *
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under the authority of the mir confirmed by the chancer%' of the

ITd'u '.K?"*""
""" •"' ''y''™ "' redistribution of th" plough dland upon th,s estate existed long before this order ; • what the orAir

whir' 1°*^^'^° "'*"" "P "" obtschina,or communal s^c"^»h.ch embraced the whole estate into societies embracing each only

preventive t^'l
""'"' "' /"* *^"«'= *«"« '" ^ave biln toprevent the tyagh peasants from using Gratuitously the reservedands whose produce properly belonged to the coLunity Thearger the community the more difficult it seemed to prevent abuses

vZ.rTi ""• '" '"^ '"^•™<="°"^ of '«^5 relating to the

T^Z t , "^r P^P"'*"^. Count Sher^metev, the practice

«thaUM' ^7'''"' ''""' ^""^ y^" '= condemned'on the

rf S,r,t ,V ^ P"r":i '^'''"' cultivation, while the practice

ther r '}"'P''^'^T
'''"^' "^'^y y«" '» encouraged tecausethe meadow lands need no enrichment.^

'^*u»c

sess^'anHvl"
the above cases a picture of proprietors who pos-

anT^n^th theTt^ ""'""''I"
P°"''" °^" '^'" '""''ed peasa^rTs

m"nts~ ^'^"* 'P**'" ^''Wbiting spontaneous move-

Xnt omrrfv H^'i'"
""*"'" "™'^' accumulating common

fW?f P^^^y/"? *"'**"S upon common peasant credit. Whilethere can be no doubt that the character andextent of these spon-^neous communal activities varied from time to time, t^vl^a-

ctractn^tic" it'
' '" -<*«'"«''- ^'-S a very definite RussianCharacteristic < it is nevertheless remarkable that the impulses

InZlnr
^"""^ *'^'" ^""^ " "^ «"•« ^^en Westen^^Euro^

^ them. Fluctuating as the communalism of Russia was there

STrd^he'^:: '°l
'°"'" *''" '* ™' '"-^eenous, and i'we ^y

^tVeJ T'\"^'""°" "^ '"•"• ^^ "" '"Variable concomitant

Tlere remains, however, to be considered the extent to which this

o^rs^t-x;::thT^bX';^dorr -^ "'- --"
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therl"w^™' 'I"*"
**"* f^y^l'il' "adjusted the tyagh annually,

anTwherher"tT" w*".^''''
,""' """"'" «*»tritoion of th

t^take Ice * n^r^^'f* '"P''""'' °"^'"<' '^' redistributionto take pJace or not. Such correspondence between the periodicitv0/ adjustment of tyaglo burdens and repartition of theTnd wis

tom:;"t"ari 7r' V"^ ''*"'«' ^""^ ».»<J.tts c^
TZy .V

*''?'* *'"*'* "*'" «^' the rule. In the obrdk

m^fnT ?r™' '"''"'* '' '*""8 predisposition towards 00^-

TtfJo „;,f.nJr'^*w '"«.'""''• ''""''""S '° the Vumber

elemems o fhl .
^'"^ '" *^'''"''" '" '"« ~nstituentcements 01 these units a certain amount of working force in the

.n thTclm" "''":;'' *""' *"" ""^"'"S force shouM TuSi edL p^id
P^^'-^t'O" ""t °« the yield of which th. <,W*

whe^ 'th^^eTrl^'tt^""*
"' 1*'*"" ^'^'^ "" »'»*'*•»<' and

.rio^^^-a^^u^^f^t.rdCSL.^rrc,:^:

th,f*;l!™'
'" '''' "P""* *° *''^ J'"* Economical Society,' indicates

InH ..,'*!?'" ' '="^'°"«"ly pool, as it were, their oCt.onsand d,v,dc the land among themselves in accordance vrifh the

^„ r.' J1'
""'• "^ ""''«' "° distinction beT^^„ 3altsonobrok and bartschina peasants ; but it is obvious from Snceotherwise that such a distinction must be made SomTDr^nnVf^^

boasted that they left their peasants to t™' ow^'evi^T'c^^or e^mp e wntes in 1778, " Neither I nor my dvorovi> /yS minglem p^sants' affairs. I have given aU my lands to thTp^fsand these are divided among themselves by themselves " i^^venm cases where oMk was paid, however, pro'priet^lM „ot alwly"act in this way. The following instructions were given reearSrepartition of land by a landowner in Vladimirskafa LTit/
nfFiV'l"'" ^"^'^ ^-"^^ '"'° 'o«« "«« year the^Lntsof Elochovsky must divide the empty lands of Jlikova andlidel!

> ^\!Zt '"J-"'"'- "• P- 34-1. and SeratYsky, op. cil i „ ,,g
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Micheyevskv hVve mow^H Tw ""*5°"' ««d^«d"o where the

meadow shSl te mZ.Tt' .1 i?""
""' *™' henceforward this

Micheyevf.^;^rtrh' v^ e^t^^h^^'l^rr^ '^''"" '"^

Z« ml " T"'" •""" P°«««d meadow, in cleared
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c»«e« the repartition took place more frequently.' According to
the report of P. P. Semenov to the Free Economical Society relating
to Ryaianskaya pi*, general repartitioni on battuhini estates were
nearly always " carried out on the initiative of the pomydtchlk

whUe m obrochny esUtes the division of the land was carried out in
accordance with a " sentence " of the m>>.«

The importance of the mir as the viUage world, with its specific
whole of interests, and in some measure self-acting, was much greater
on the obrochHy estates than on those in which the peasants rendered
chiefly or entirely bartschina labour. In those cases where the
pomyetschek was habitually absent, and where the aldermen elected
by the m,r was trusted by him, the mir enjoyed a large measure of
autonomy, while m those cases where the pomvaschik habitually
resided upon his estate, the measure of ai-.tonomy was usually
small.' During the first half of the reign of Katherine 11 most of
the nobihty were absentees from their estates, and one half of the
total number of estates were upon obrdk. It may be considered
therefore, that about half of the peasant min enjoyed self-govern-
ment. Where this had been the tradition for some time the peasant
groups probably managed their affairs fairly well ; but on the con-
trary, where the autonomous condition suddenly supervened upon
a state of matters in which the pomyetschik exercised a benevolent
and effective control, there was probably a tendency for the peasants
to act like a queenless hive.'- Autonomy was however rarely abso-
lute. Even when all the peasants worked on obrdk. and when exten-
sive powers were exercised by the mir. and by the elected 6«rmis/*r
and aldermen, the manager of the estate and his clerks were always
appointed by the pomyetschek. The general authority of the estate
was thus vested in an appointed officer, while the authority ol the
viUages was vested in functionaries elected by the peasants them-
se ves. Punishments for offences against the regulations of the
estate were thus imposed by the appointed authority, with or with-
out the expressed approval of the mir ; but punishment for offences

' -<"*'"« o/f''' Economical Socicly. No. ,^z. p. u/citS by Semevsky
1. p. 289. For a more recent example of &is. see s«/.m, p is"

^

'
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TrnZ^Vh*
f.-'omary law or the reguUtion, of the village *,»impend by M„„„c« „< the m«ting of the mir. In the fint

i,^H
"•"T """'''

" ""'"'""ive l»dy, but in the «cond cZ
ontl!^\

«oarr,ve a. decision, and .0 in.i.t upon the ^a^ng
and „*1^I

""
"l"'

"'"""y *'•'""•'' «>« burden of taxationand oW* upon ,t» member,, the pomytluhlk or hi. agent, rarelvmterfenng with the procew of adjustment.
* ^

Count Vladimir Gregorievich Orlov undertook, in 1771 themanagement of the estate, of the Orlov family, Wh n he "ie edupon h„ dufes he propounded a «rie, of question., the an,we"towhich haveunfortunatelynot been preserved; buttheque,tionr'h"m°
selves throw a certam light upon the organization of the mi. Thequestion, were a, follows: " How are taxes levied, and whaTchang«have been made m the levying of them ? How frequently are m<^mgs of the m,r called ? Who calls them, and fo? what p^r^H ?

U °eve™r"V'^"'""''^ '"" '"^ '"'"'«" ""^ ^^ """'"onod '

Who mamtams order m the meeting, ? Are the deci,ions and theexpenduure, of the mir recorded ?'^If » who keTf^ tSe teoks ?Are the sentences • of the mir signed by everyone .. Do tho« whocannot wnte thmst other, forward to »-rite for them ? wC there
., a difference of opinion at the meeting of the mir is a vote takenand If «, ,s rt registered ?

"
« Answers to such questions may "nsome cases be denved from the experience of other estates F^mstance, on the estates of Count Sheremetev, in 1808, meetings ohe m» were held fortnightly.. The meeting, were convened bfthe

hZJf "'
"J/*"'

."'''"^"- °*'=™™ ^™» i" «he mir «^s pro-bably reserved for those who were tyaglo men, that is, for those who

probably no one «-as prevented from being pre«nt at the meeting.
It IS certain in some cases at the present time, and probably the

ItfJ^
" «^='d.t,onal that the meetings are held at a distance fromthe village m order that the proceedings should not be interruptedby irresponsible persons.' In the regulations of the Orlov ^t^tei

all peasants were required to attend the meetings, and in tho« of
' CJ. Scmevsky. ".pp. iS^-qo.

by LTX'TTkX"""- "'"""""
"'
' " °"<"' • p"' ''-' ="««

• Semevsky. i, p. 295,
* This practice has been observed by the writer.
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th* Stro^inov eitates ' the meetings of the mir were to be compoied
of head* of latmlies, of full age.

In cav cpI sickness the head of the family might be represented
by his son or other relatiw. The biirmitter. as elected head of the
mir. was rrsfHinsible for the maintenance of order at the meetings
ot the mir. The decisions of the mir were customarily recorded,
although not invariably. The opinion of the minority was not
recorded unless the pomyettchik desired that this should be done."
Money transactions were recorded. All relations between the mir
and the Government were conducted by the burmiater or the alder-
man." The village priest probably usually attended the meetings
of the mir. and probably also frequently drew up the decisions or
" sentences." *

The advantages to the landowner of the equal division of land
among his taxpaying peasants was obvious. The practice contri-
buted to the uniform payment of taxes by them, and the communali-
zation of the area of cultivated land threw upon the peasants the
burden of supporting the less thrifty and the aged. The advan-
tages of the system to the peasantry as a whole were that there
were no landless peasants and that access to the means of produc-
tion was afforded to everyone. The equality of the division rendered
unlikely the exceptional enrichment of any of them and thus pre-
vented the jealousy which rich peasants always inspire among their
neighbours. Moreover, the ling of solidarity which the system
contributed to maintain gave .h< 1 .^isants a certain power of resist-
ance against arbitrary acts on tiie part of their o\vners. Together
with the system of obrdk, which was in general associated with the
system of common ownership and more or less frequent redistribu-
tion of land, these elements contributed to the peacefulness and
contentment of peasant life. The disadvantages to the landoivner
were the fixation of methods of agriculture and cultivation at a
comparatively inferior level of efficiency. The disadvantage to
the peasants was the perpetuation of the system of bondage to

' Of liijj, r/. Semevsky, i. p. .195.
'The practice of requiring unanimity naturally resulted in the opinion

ot the ultimately acquiescent minority being disregarded when unanimitv
liad been reached. '

' Resulation-s of tjjunt Orlov " in Yaroslavsky Giibaruiiy Mruenirr
1855, cited by Semevsky. i. p. 295.

,.,
' ',° '«ent times this oliice is often performed by the village teacher,

t.f. tn/ra.

* l|
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neglect industry.. Th" che"k toThl
'^^

^..*" agriculture and to
system of frequent redistribute *^'' °' '"™' ""'*'=•' the
had in RussialdoubeXa^Z.^' rflr"""'

''"" "™'-^<'
gress. ae people -boZ^iJu-l-^.

'niluence upon social pro-
isolated life; t^fonne™ <?"•" P*"^"*^ "'"'« «^ed a"
ciently occupied JrmeEudrnfe'rlfr'r'"'^^''^'^ ''"'' -»«-
moral isolatiL on one hTnda^ritl,r *° '""*'" *''* ="»'" "f

relation on the other The f^l
*'" T"'""'*'" "'"-e bondage

mena in the ca^s «^ich havrr"'^"'/''™™''' '"^"•^' Ph™""
cond,j^„s Whose ge„e^:rct;%':;raro.:al

"^'"^' --"* <"

notlSn^nZSt Russia''T "t'i"™'
^^'^-<' '° <^">

in earlier times, but thev uTre nl '^T"'^ '" ^ «'^^'" "•^^'nre
the Great. Thev tecampJ "on-existent m the rime of Peter

service in 1762
"^

Ev^n then IT^T *"' '"~"*'°" °' ^n-Pu'sory
doned the capi als and wenit r^ "^"^ "' '"^ "obihty aban-
not all remain there minv ofthe "'T"

"'!''' ^='*'^' "-ey did
military or civil serviceZv'^g' thê esTa^th:

'°"'" ''"= "' '"

subordmates. The management of thT^ !
management of

estates thus fell into the Ss fId^ ^^^
"™'«^ "' P-ate

ente,Tpnsmg among (he ^o«yrf.*Aror o" tte ,ei^^/r
?,""'' ^""^

members of the family of the owner vh„
'"^.''"^le and younger

Sometimes, no doubt as isT.? ? ''^'"'*" "" *•""
where the proprietor was'in the l\^^ ,

P'^'™' moment,
when he could commaXvat.i™'^ "",''' "' '^' "^'"' ^™".
he spent these months "^.n^s^at 'noT T"'"'

'" ^='* y^"^'
of his peasants as well afof h miff Af er'Se'' Vv'

'"'""^^^
pulsory service the ambitious and en,™ .

•'''^.^'"''t'™ of com-
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to the districts and the confidence in the local nobility which such

nobm:h""''"''
''' '" ^°"-I»"*ng social cLnges ^.nobbty felt a new mterest in their respective localities, formed

71 .
«quaintanceships in the provincial toH-ns, and the better#omy*toA^A elements began to return once more to their estateswhere .solation was no longer inevitable. The process involved in

these changes was slow, and not until towards the close of the

dtonsTrated.""'"
''" '"' '""'^ °' '"' ^'-"^^ '*^" '° ^

The revivification of local life in the pomydschik spheres brought
the pomyetscheki as a class more definitely in contact with the
peasants mir than had been the case in the previous epoch whenthe andowTiers were either on service and thus absent from their
estates or at home m indolent or ineffective isolation. New rela-
.ons with the «,> resulted in more or iess friendly consultation

InH ,LV" % IT-""^'
responsibUity and aulhoritv between

«ho had been trained m the public service led to the substitutionor capnoous conduct of regular administrative methods and tothe growth of new mstitutions on the estates analogous to the.nst,tut.ons of the larger social unit-the nation, xfw admimVtrafve organs came to be kno™ by names similar to those largerorgans which they resembled. Thus on Count Rumyantsev"
estates the central administrative organ was called the

"
omechanc. lery," on Count SheremeteVs the " home office." o„ pZeK^rakin s, also home chancellery," and on Suvorov's the "

over!

Sometimes the proprietors confided the management of their
estates to persons elected by the peasants, sometimes the manage!ment was committed to bonded peasants, selected by the masterto h^ed clerks appointed by h,m, or to some neighbouring p^ya.schek who lived upon his estate. In such cases the o^er did notlive upon his vokh.na, either because he had more than one estateto look after or because he was habitually on service

The management of estates came to be recognized as an import-ant function, for the effective exercise of whkh it seemed"^1^necessary to arrive at definite maxims. The question was dis-cussed by the Free Economical Society, and in 1768 a pri4 wl,
Cf. Semevsky. i. p. 239. . j^-^ ^^ ^^_^

i-' I
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toM^„^l^"'"Jt-
^- ^*™eonov (or the best draft of " Instructions

the rZ *
^' """* ™/ P'"*"* ^y ^™" Wolf, who describesthe duties of a manager as follo»-s : The manager must maintain

fardel. 'X^'T "^f
'^' '""^' ''"P'"^ " «>"'«• -cultivation ofgardens, selhng of products ; to look after the rendering of recruits

to Ut^T*';,'""''
*';*.<=''"«;''™ °' 'h« poll tax three times a year,to listen to the complaints of the peasants, to judge and to punish

according to the nature of the offence. To'thf latter end themasters court must be called every Monday ;
•' to this court thealdermen and labourers must be called for decision about complaints

for the punishment of the guUty and for doing justice to everybody'Bodily punishment should not be performed excepting in the pres-ence of the aldermen." >

different estates m the same region that universally applicable
instructions could not be devised, and the methods of estate admini-
stration remained diversified. In various ukases of the middle ofthe eighteenth century the responsibility of the pomwIsMk for the
maintenance of the peasants during famine ras distinctly recog-
nized. In 1750 the distillation of brandy was forbidden, in order

, f .u f""'" ,"'^'1' ""' •* ^"^^^ from the peasants' use. In
1761 the pomyelschek was required to keep a reserve of grain in order

Zu^rt ^°^ °* ""^"^''y- ^" f«<^' *'«'* the Government
held the pomydscheke responsible for their peasants was in general
concealed from the latter, nevertheless, nimours were circulated tothe effect that the pomyetschike were responsible. The danger of
encouraging thriftlessness by the transference from the shoulders of
the peasantry themselves to those of the pomyekchm of responsi-bhty for support during years of inferior crops was well reco«^zed
at this time. For example, the agronomist Rychkov and Prince
Vorontsev both advocated explicit statement that the responsi-
bility for maintenance must rest upon the peasants themselves To
render this responsibUity effective they encouraged common plough-
ing and common seeding. "

The nobility in general advocated the establishment by theGovernment of reserves of grain. The suggestion was not adopted
or in 1767, a year of scarcity, the pomyetscheki were again ordered
to support their peasants, and to prevent them from begging

;

ri.,!i h'°c'°''''T°-'^
'*''''" '^™"''"'''"'^''"''''''. '/-'ig. Part XII on i ,1cited by Semevsky, i. pp. 242-3.

/ •^. ^aii. .xn.. pp. 1-32,
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tomyetuhikl who did not observe the law were to be punished bythe imposition oi fines.>

'

Education

Excepting so far as concerned some of the dmrovU lyudi whose
education the pomyaschiki provided for. and, as we have seen
sometines even insisted upon, usually for the purpose of exacting
from them services for the due rendering of which education was
indispensable, the pomyetschcke were in general indifferent to the
education of their peasants. During the eighteenth century how-
ever, there appear in several " instructions " prepared by the mater
nobles for the management of their estates, requirements about the
education of the peasants' children. In all of these eases, the duty
of mstruction is laid upon the clergy, and the cost of it is imposed
upon the peasants through a local tax. A suggestion was made by
Polenov to the Free Economical Society, that the Government
Should aid the education of the peasants by sending to all schools
hve books for every hundred census souls." " From among the

peasants themselves there came, during the same period, demands
for educational faculties, and even for compulsory education of
peasant children.' But these enlightened views appeared only in
the Baltic Provinces, and there exclusively among the German popu-
lation. In the city of Dorpat, e.g.. a scheme was elaborated which
was to apply to the surrounding country. Schools were to be pro-
dded for every one or two hundred families. Education in reading
[Russian (civil) and old Slavonic (ecclesiastical)]. Christian ethics and
arithmetic were to be compulsory for all children between the'ageo
of eight and twelve. The tei.chers, clergy and lay, were to be paid
I«rtly in money end partly in kind. Bodily punishment was
absolutely prohibited. The super\ision of the schools was to be
entrusted to a noble who should have the power of appointment and
removal of teachers, and the duty of reporting any pomyetschek
w*o prevented the chUdren of his peasants from attending school
This project under%vent considerable modification, chiefly as regards
the administration of the schools. The superior educational func-
tionary' was not necessarily to be a noble, and he was to take counsel

^ Semevsky, i. p. 266.

i. p°4r*'""
"^ ''"' '^"""""'"'' Socitty. No. 179. cited by Semev.sky.

' Semevsky, i. p. 278.

'1.1
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with the members o{ the Synod and to report to the Empress.
Emphasis was to be laid in teaching upon the duty of submission to
the laws of the State and to the rendering of " obedience and honour
to their pomyetschek." »

Even so intelligent an agronomist and humanitarian as Rychkov
thought only children of the more well-to-do peasants ought to be
taught to read, and that these should be selected from the villages,

while not more than two or three children in a village of one hundred
census souls should be taught to write, because the knowledge of
writing was often employed for the purpose of forging passports'

A general view of the state of education in Russia at the close of
the reign of Katherine II would have shown a very few schools pro-
vided by the pomyetscHiki, a very few schools provided by the peas-
ants themselves, in which instruction was given almost exclusively
by the clergy, a number of schools in the towns, to which the pomyet-
schiki sometimes sent their dvorovie children, a number of schools
and institutions for superior education, to which the children of the
nobility were sent ; but no general pubUc system of popular educa-
tion. Nevertheless, it cannot be held that there was anything
approaching to complete illiteracy. The nobility and the mer-
chantry usually had tutors for their children—the former from the
educated dvorovie lyudi, the clergy, or from abroad ; and the latter
either from the clergy or from native or foreign hired intelligentsia.'

Even some well-to-do peasants had tutors for their children, drawn
from one or other of the classes mentioned above.

Juridical Position

Although up till the date of the Emancipation of the peasants,
bondmen had no legal title to either movable or immovable pro-
perty, they nevertheless possessed both forms of property, and some
of them even possessed bonded peasants. The latter practice appears
to have originated in the purchase by bonded peasants of others to
substitute for recruits that would otherwise be taken from their own

' Semevsky, i. p. 280.
' Transactions of Fref Economical Society, xvi.. pp. 15-17- cited bv

Semevsky, i. p. 281.
rr j 1 j

» There is a considerable mass of literature upon early education in Russia
t.f. Beleiky. -The Question of the Elementary Education of Peasants' Chil-
dren in the Reign of katherine II," in The People's School, 187! No a- Count
p. A. Tostoy. ' V], w ' Russian Education in the Eighteenth Century "

in
Supplement to the Mem Tanda of the Academy of Science, St. Petersburg 1 88

1

xlvii. pp. 65-9. Other references are given by Semevsky, i. p. 280
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fj"?*?!' u^* P^<=t'« was forbidden in 1730, and again in 1740, but
in 176b bonded peasants were permitted to buy small populated

t f.^ !
'^ '° ^y' '° ^"y ^'^ '»"<* a°d bonded peasantry upon

'\ o„!l*"™^
*''e Pe™'SS'on applied to the Court TOte/s only ; but

in 1788 It was extended to the State volosls. Notwithstanding the
formal prohibition of 1730, bonded peasants appear to have acquired
bondmen, both with and mthout land, and to have employed them
in cultivation as weU as sending them as recruits. For example
irom 1718 onwards, the peasants of Field-Marshal B. P. Sheremetev
Dought peasants.! So also in the Orlov estates, peasants were per-
mitted, with the sanction of the burmister. to buy working men andwomen for their service." The burmisler was, however, to satisfy
mmselt that the mtending purchasers were " reliable people who
would not overburden " their bondmen." Each year a return was
to be made to Pnnce Orlov of the number of peasants bought in this
way. These purchases were made by the peasants, although thevwere made m the name of the pomyetschek. In 1794 there were in

fi^i!!^^"'' '*'«T"g "> Count Sheremetev, 528 bondmen and
659 bondwomen belonging to his bonded peasants.^ In some cases
the peasant masters appear to have paid to their pomyelschek, obrdk
lor their bonded peasants, and in other cases obrdk does not appear
to have been paid.*

During the time of Katherine 11 the pomyilschekl exercised con-
trol over the marriages of their peasants, although sometimes this
control was handed over to the meeting of the mir. The rationale
of this contro is obvious. If peasant girls were peimitted to marrywhom they pleased, they might easily escape from bondage to one
Pomyelschik and pass over to another, or even perhaps escape
bondage altogether. Control over marriage was thus an inevitable
incident of land and personal bondage alike. Even where marriage
was proposed between peasants belonging to the same pomyetschlk
It was customary to obtain his sanction, although there was no
specific law on the subject.' The clergy generaUy supported the

' Semevsky, i. p. 335.
' Ibid., p. 338.

• Ibid i. p. 336.
Ibid.. p. 339.

to see tS thJfr ^J,
«S"'»"°-' "« S"- M"<:h -607. pomy.lschfk/ were obUgedM see that their Hulopt were marned—girls when they reached eiehteen velS^men when they reached the age of twenty, and widows who hadSwi<K

\?LZr"i- V """ "5? °«f«t«i by a pomyaschlk. the »A?to%^ere to be
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authority of the pomyOschik with regard to peasants' marriage, and
in 1767 were instructed to do so by the Synod.*

Up till the time of Emancipation, the practice appears to have
been for the proprietor, either periodically or otherwise, as his

caprice or judgment might determine, to procure a list of peasants
of marriageable age, and to order the couples as selected and paired
by him to be married within a few days.'

The marriage of peasant girls or widows belonging to one pro-
prietor with bondmen belonging to another was regulated by a
number of statutes from early times. The Ulojcnie provides that if

a pomyetschik or votchinek allows his bondwomen to marry bond-
men of another, he must give the former certificates, and he must be
paid the vyvodnye dengi, or permit money, according to agreement.*
The statute is not clear upon the point of the right of the pomyetschek
to refuse to grant a permit ; but such a right seems to inhere in the
bondage right.' This appears to have been the general under-
standing, for Peter the Great, in 1724, made an apparent exception
in favour of soldiers to whom the pomyetschek could not refuse the
bride he desired, provided he paid the permit money at the rate
current in the locality.' In 1764 and 1766, under Katherine II.

soldiers are forbidden to take brides without permits and the pay-
ment of the customary permit money ;

• but pomyetscheke are not
forbidden to refuse permits, as in the ukase of Peter. It is true that
Katherine expressed the opinion that " oppression and the love of

money " on the part of the pomyetschek should not be exercised by
him in appropriating parental authority in matters of marriage ;

'

but no law was issued as a consequence of this view.

Prince Vorontsev advocated the granting of permits to marry
without payment, but on the principle of mutual exchange ; ' and

' Collection of the Historical Society (St. Petersburg), xliii. p. 55: cited
by Semevsky. i. p. 304.

' A lively account of this practice is given by Prince Kropotkin in his
Memoirs of a Revolutionist (Boston. 1899}, pp. 52-4.

3 Section xi. clause 19 ; cited by Semevsky. i. p. 302.
• Cf. Byelyaev, Peasants in Russia (Moscow, 1879). 2nd ed.. p. 219, and

Semevsky, 1. p. 303.
» F.C.L., 4533, section i., clause 5, and 4535, clause 7 : cited by Semevsky,

ibid.

' Ibid., 12,289. section i., clause 6. &c. ; cited ibid., p. 304.
' Collections of Historical Society (St. Petersburg), xliii. p. 288. cited

by Semevsky. i. p. 304.
• Transactions of Free Economical Society, v. pp. io~ii.
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Gadebusch oi Dorpat urged that bondmen and bondwomen should
be allowed to marry whom they pleased without payment, on the
p-ound that any other course tended to impede the growth of popu-

An ukase of Peter the Great in 1724 forbadecompulsory marriages
and required the selection of brides by bridegrooms, and not other-
wise. But so long as the peasants were prevented from formulating
complaints agamst their proprietors, such ukases were of UtUe avail
Raditschev, whose courageous frankness cost him the favour of
Kathenne II, and nearly cost him his life, says, in his celebrated
Journey

;
" Those who are married by the authority of their master

even though they hate one another, are dragged, as if to capital'
punishment, to the altar of the Father of all Good. His servant
solemnizes the forced marriage, and that is called a sacramental
umon 1 "

Compulsory marriages were ordered by the finmyetschiki from
economical motives, without any regard to the personality of the
victims. This position is put with brutal frankness by a writer to
the Free Economical Society in 1791, " Girls of eighteen years of age
ought to be mamed. Good farmers try to breed cattle and poultre
and the civilized man should care even more, with the help of God'
for the breeding of the human race." »

In the regulations of the Orlov estates, " the oldest member of
the family is required to find a husband for each girl of his family
withm SIX months after she reaches the age of twenty. If at the end
of that period the girl is not manied.the family is to be fined 25 rubles
If poor, and 50 rubles if rich.

. . . Then the superior authority shaU
mvite the old men and the best people of the village to find a husband
lor the girl according to their own judgment, and they shall be law-
fuUy married

;
but it shall be observed that the couple are worthy

of one another. Bachelors of twenty-five years of age and upwarck
shall be dealt with in a simUar way. Widows are also to be so
treated."' Some ^omyefccA«A«, however, acted otherwise. Count

ip'jor""
*'^^' '" ^'' •'"""'"^ ^^^'^ ^-"""y. "t'A by Semevsky,

i.
p.' jof"'*'^-

•'''"'"" /""" S'- P'ltsburg to Moscow, cited by Semevsky,

' Varoslmshy GHber«sliy Messeni;ir. 1853, cited by Semevsky, i. p. 310.
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The Jvorovie lyuii on y'^ft^^j^ ,h
""''' '™*' P""»'>ment."

before marriage >
*'** "'* «"«'°" <>« the master

peasants belonging io other^owTtora %„ ""' «""' "«'™*<1
acted considerable sums fromEnl n. T f"">"'«^«« ex-
marry even on their „™ « "tes »

'^^'^"*' '"' I«™ission to

different places and t.mes In i,l!i"fa ">!

**""' ''^' =>"" *»
for a bride who ™s leaving the esS^e t^hl

t'"""."^'^ P"'""™'
10 t„ ao rubles

;
> i„ X780 ft .t 30 ^ 40 ^btsT'ih^"'""*

*-
fines were probably rarelv imoort^nt L / ^'"** marriage
tended to prevent the wi^i T^ ^'''"^ "^ f«^«"«e

; but thev
estates, an^^'fto av SSEI" 1 "^"^ ^^'^ *°

<^'-
which they belonged. In the ^Z!i^^"°" '" '^e estates to
usuaUy great .^luftence to aUowThl ,0 .r^""'

""'*"' '"^'^ "-
they carried their property w^h 4™ f °" ""^ '""""' because
m.^t weaken the faU^. I rch't'hTy Won^T"

'''•' '--«

n^/t'brieVsrnrr^^^^^^^^

-tx^f-S"^=f::rt^:^i:^
against other persons, although tW,S 1""'' ^ring suits

pomyctscheke. The ow^ier of a bondl!,^ '™' •^™"'' ^y some
him in the eye of the law If a^^nr^""'.^! "*P°"^** '"^

property of another, his PomyZ!!^"LTT"^ "^"^^^ *« 'he

« a peasant l^ed the l^rrn^.^^r^.r^^^-^e^
' liiilriiclions of Couiil P J a

ctedbySemevBk/i.'-;,'"'!/- ' ''"»'>»«'«» « th= Rumya-fc^v Museum

bySemevBky. i. / 3,5.''"""'-' ^""^ (St. Pete, .C^g,. p. 5^3 . ,,,,

• of;{: i'^;-
^-^"^ "^''wi '»>''.
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claim .or damage doneTo Tu ^sants'^'^''***
""«''' °' «"^-

to have a uassDort frnm
™""^'y- '" 1744 a peasant was obliged

Whom appSfmus" te S""'T.1."'* ™"'"y 8°vemoMo

them the consent of the iZZsl^^, I "", '^' P""™^™
=

'"^

alderman wassuffiden?" T^f^^M i M""'''' •" "' ">« ^8«
in the hands of the ;^,J^« "^'^ °^ ">« P-^"* was thus lelt

(emSnTa^itllTf Toft'oti" "^,^'" =' '='^'" "^S"""''^
Ms«< or tratoRlrouD^ 'h

5°° ™"«^) -night be inscribed in a
other ^emb^rsrfihrZrmeTlttr'^ ^'''"'""^ '^'^ ™"> 'he

their ^„«yrf,*the%%7Cgh;«edr^'^' *°fy."*"** '°

vmage to which the peasantSng™«^^V,67Zr* "^'^ '" '"*

peasants who left thrir village t ^ '
^""^ ^g^" "• '777.

required by ukal to oh^ ^fv.
""^^^^ '" *'"^^* "*« '^My

I^santsSoTttem^frl\r"™'^'™ "'•"'"^ ^-""y^^A^-i
without their master'sSn '^'^"^ "'" ">^ "^-'"""y

werf::f^st7or^^rjijr^,T:r ^'-^- ^-'^
the poU tax Peasants mirhtT ^ ^"'' ""^y would escape

'876). PP.'.5.-4
; cit'edVse™'evrk7'i.'p%T;." ""^ ^'""" <« Pet^sburg,

fill,
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forbidden. When the JWn ^i I
" '''' ""'' P'««'" ««»

peasant, could enter it 1, rHy?''''",''''^*'''
'"""'**<'• '»"<««1

Pomy^sckiii.' ThLprovln«?.h ''"i^''y
'*™''''''" <>' «''eir

of the Universitv T fshTm r®" '""' '"«=' ''3' 'he Rector

entered, they^ouldieamfh^tr.f"":;«""' '^' " ">« peasant,

freedom and would .n,T ^l"
','""' ^'l'"^"''" «he advamage of

Under ?helSoiofT? Ti'r
'"''"°"'y°' 'h^^^

the moment he^^tid the r^VLn"'' '\^ ""r "^""^ ''-
also by implication

: yet he Xe'rsd.d n^ ,"" """ ^*™ '"^
meaning of this rieht > anH ^™ .

*'**y "^''^ ">e full

their fo™ero«™r'^:hi]T^me™;r:rHr""''''" °'"<"™" '^

«>ldie,. to remain in bontg^T' \i \'l^"°"« ^1^"'^
">e wives of

to return to their tomvShf nJL/T "'^.^«'' "'d'er, who wished

but Children of soldKm fft- fh
" f "' '"*'' ^"^^'^ '^""

poU tax rolls at Z^e« census' , ^f" " """ ""* '"""*<» '" '"e

same year a gene.^ r^e rmad^ ^afr?L° '"^r^'^^-' '" the

^rwlllfeTSeTraf"^"!^^^^^^
n>ent.and.'L9l^^-d\t=sirbf:^^^^^

obii^r^r^rrSgt^;;^!:^^'"''"'^'^^^^^^^^
about a tende^y foTfhe^™'^,'*^":,'"°« ""-"'"s, there came
than it otherwise would have 1^„"' '""''*'* P^«"'» "> >» smaUer

bonrXX'ts^S^lLsiSt" '".'"^ '— 0'

When a peasant was ejdle^^f!, <:^1 ^™ ^""^ European Rusaa.
him. CMdren b^ More W, .^""^ *"'

."i*"
"""^ '° "* «"* «*'»•

Pomyctscm. but 0^1^^^™ fli^" '^" '" '»"*'Se with the

growth of the cities n^de in™he J^e^,-T '"''f-
^ '^ ">«

enlarged their boundaHes r„itrdtrn"dilg tflllt^'r^

.35;)yTrci.?d't7sei;^V''r7t? ''^^°"»' '"-«» <««-».
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«r?~dom .'"<;nr.^"«'"
^y *'" Go^«"""™t 'nd were given

Dr^^.i? T' ^*'" °"'" ™*'" "' '•"'dom occurred through the

rZ-Chri .1"°;::"."' ^"r '"^'^ "'"" -« "derated a„d

corvern^.''o"rh"od^x;r"
"' "-'^''"»'-» «"< '-^ "Pon

Such means of emancipation depended upon State regulation.

hnho« ^hl™, r '""""",'"" " '"'"•*^"' •he ouTier could, if

th.?, f J ? \'"' f"'*"'' ''"""8 >''» "'« "f he could bequeath

Ifte r "V^ *\T;
^''"^" '^"* "^'^ i" '^ ^ «.ay often fre d

who i^/ ^
'".'^'"J

""'""•' '^^'hase of fre dom by peaLms

^^r/^"^ .1
" f'""^'^ *" '"»''* '"^h agreemints, because thevS™ u P'L"' '"" '"' "' *•>«' PO'^^'^i'"' of rich pea^nts as

o^hefhTHH"""
'"""'"'" '"'^'«'' '""-l^ds of serfsTT theother hand, some proprietors offered to Uberat,- all their neLnt^

their peasants their freedom individually on payment of a fixed

tTersants"orhrY
°' ,""'

f"'
'"^ '^'"'^^ Ke^n" who^fftd

sol^hdr L,/
Yarodavsky estate, of whom there were 2500

^tV^fljlV°^^^" '"*'' *" '"« ''"ds and buildings on tW
Ai^e^lkT,^ '"-'';;"''' '^^"'""""""'"'''''"•hfmoney^

gradSbeltl; Tw'^
™' " ^"my^cAM called Khitrovo, whogradually hberated all his peasants on payment of 300 rubles each •

reiJ?'o?irrr'"'^"^°'"'*'='''™«^^''<'''"™'dsth™endorthere«n of Ka henne II, m the creation of a ronsideraUc grouD of

abk that these freedmen," having been liberated from 2 S^antry, must be regularly inscribed as belonging to another orferThey were thus obliged. ,vithin one year after liberation to eJt^rtheamiy, the merchantry, or one of the trade corporations or dter-

other than their former owner.' Only in 1775 were 'Cdmen ••

* Semevsl
Ibid. Lj.

• Semevsky, i. p. jS8'.
' Like Sheremetev, t.g. Semevsky

Sl^. ' p. 387.
CJ. also Pobyedonostsev. op. cil..

' tbii.
• 19-20 and 51.

;
Semevsky, i. p. 390.

"^ '^ "

v„ „ '••C-L v.i. 496,5 ; xi. 8836. p. IDy Semevsky i. p. 390,
'

• p. 389. and Turgenicv. La Russie

16; xii, 9023, p. 11 : and 9154; cited

I
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th.m«lv«i"
'"'^•" *•" prohibited from rebinding

The explanation of this gradna) relaxatira, «« h^,A

ofThe state Aft., H
'*'"^"''' ""'' *° «">« "P"" 'he domain,

pli^tted to do t'tt^Sre'de^^^^H '.r 1'
""' '"^y ">-'<> *-

the "fr^drnTn" iTtheiv^, ^ ^'''*'"" "'""'<' ""•* "^

entU^'rwhich is"ot easfZth'^H- 'T'" .«""1»«^»-.

nuri:^Tt™'''^""''''^'"«-''«^'^»'>'-"dforanr4L'd

• Q. Semevsky, ,^'i! '

"'"" "'' Semevskj,
, p. 35,.

C/. Semcvsky, j. p. 393.



CHAPTER II

THE AGRICULTURAL PEASANTS IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

2. The Church Peasants

Next to the peasants of landowners, in the time of Katheiu,.. 1! tK'
most important group numerically was formed by the peas..nt. i,
the Church. In 1760 these peasants numbered nearly one miU;on
""!^ = "li"^"' I'* 1'

''"'• "' "" ""=ee population of Great Rus .aand Sibena.> Nearly two-thirds of the monasteries possessed popu-
lated estates;' and the Holy S>-nod, the bishops, and other high
clerical dignitaries, many cathedrals and other churches also pot-
sessed them." Bondmen were even devoted to the service of certain
.*««.• The lands of the clergy, which had been seculariwd in 1640by the Tsar Alexis, had afterwards been resumed by the clerRV hadagain been secularized in 1701 by Peter the Great, and after the
Swedish war had been handed over to the Church, were destined to
be once iriore seculariad. Peter III began in 1762, and Katherine H
continued in 1764. the secularization of the clergy lands for the third
time, and established an Economical Collegium for their administra-
tion The million peasants of the Church thus passed into the hands
of the State. From the name of the department under whose carethey were placed, these peasants were henceforward known as Econo-
mical Peasants.

With exception of the comparatively brief intervals mentioned
the ecclesiastical authorities controlled the peasantry belonging tothe TOfcAmi which had been bestowed upon them by the Crown orhad been given or bequeathed to them by private devotees TheChurch peasants were not less burdened mth obligations, and were

' Semevsky, op ctt.. ii. p. 195.

• i'.^.i','""''"'
,''"'!^»''«y-s« cathedrals and parish churches.

As, for example, the .*o» of the Iberian Mother of GodiS Moscow.

I- 1

if.: i\\

'I
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nl»f?H ?!T."k'
"' "'^ Tumensky Troitsky Monastery in Siberia com

™^ t. ^ *''* f™""'* (ormuUted. or even aHemWed to

=x=eX.rj;.t-ssr„r^r£x

".-i'Srx"£"s^',>sri,ffl;vi.x-;'-5''-
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attention of the authorities. For example, the peasants of Murom-
sky Cathedral complained that the arch-priest "tortured them
mercilessly at the time of enlistment of recruits, and beat them with
rods." > This complaint was sent in 1739 to the Bishop of Ryazan,
who ordered an inquiry. Nothing came of this inquiry, and the
peasants then carried their complaint to the Holy Synod. Mean-
while the arch-priest had complained to the voyevoda, or military
governor, about the disobedience of the peasants, forty of whom
were then, by the orders of the voyevoda, arrested and beaten. In
1741 the peasants again complained to the Synod, and an inquiry
was again ordered, only to be hushed up as before. !n 17S4 the
peasants petitioned the Senate to inquire into the conduct of the
voyevoda as weU as into the conduct of the arch-priest. An inquiry
was ordered, with what result does not appear.'

Occasionally complaining peasants were assisted in forwarding
their petitions by sympathetic ecclesiastics. For example, the
peasants of the Sawin-Storojevsky Monastery petitioned to the
Synodal Office at Moscow respecting the conduct of the Archimand-
rite of the monaster;', Johan Pavlutsky ; but as the latter was
himself a member of the Synodal Office, nothing came of the petition.
The peasants therefore elected fresh representatives, furnished them
with money, and sent them to St. Petersburg. The deputies were
accompanied by two monks belonging to the monastery, who on
their own account bore an accusation of embezzlement of monastic
funds against the Archimandrite. The travelling group was at-
tacked by an officer and a military party, who arrested them
abstracted from them the copy of the petition which they carried
took their money, and brough* them back to the monastery. On
the way thither they met a group of peasants, who followed them
attacked the monastery, and rescued the peasant deputies, together
with tho two protesting monks; but they were unable to recover
their money or the copy of the petition signed by the represen-
tatives of the mir. The deputies made their way to St. Petersburg
without their credentials. The Archimandrite denounced them as
bondmen who had fled from a votchina of the monastery, and they
were at once arrested and sent to the Synodal Office at Moscow.

Ibid., and Sevan Archive, iv. p. 639: cited Ey Semevsky. ii. p. 220.
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were cut o^ „„ u Xt ^7 '*^^"'1""« ^iUed, and the tr<i,ps

innit Li, "^ Pf^"'^ °' Novospassky Monastery,nS
we're ^'nt'^whVKe'al?''''™" "I*"

'"" ^^'' ^^^ '^^^^ns

the rumours thaTThev h^^T I
P^P^gate m the market-places

r.mpress. When this rumour was reoeaterf in tko ,^11 ?
received with shouts. " Thanks be to (^d 1 m!» "^^f^' " *»^

^uc^i, atmpt wfs'mad 't*"^"
"'/'^"'"^ "^"^^ ""'

«nder .m. ^^^Tt^^^^-^ '^ ^w
Semevsky, ii. p. 222. , ,.., .,

' Iota., II. p, 228.

mM&^M^m^iMW^^^ME.
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^h%=n.*M
E'"P'-«^..s«n-o"nded the troops and attacked them

vnthflaUs clubs, and sticks. An officer slashing out with his sword
at the ranks of peasants about him, wounded one oi the peasants

It^T^Pu .
?^ ^P'* • """'"S upon Syevertsov, they pursued

^1^i took refuge in a swine-house, and then they proceeded
to bum this over his head. Syevertsov fired upon them and kiUed
a peasant. Eventually the peasants defeated the dragoons, took
their officers, and chained them in the market-place to the body ofthe peasant who had been slain in the melee. There the « ™en and
children proceeded to beat them. The peasants shouted to the

1, 11 il
.*""*"' " ^''™ '* =" "'"'''' regiment should come we

shall beat every one in it to death. We have decided, even thouBheveryone of us should die, that we will not surrender We havemany people and we can collect about five thousand." Shouts werealso heard, Let us do away with the boyars, so that they may notex'St any more in this world !
" The officers were kept chained tothe decomposing corpse for four days without either food or drinkFor four days more they were kept in close confinement, as were also

Ihe ^S"''
'""^^ ™' ""''' "'^""^ "" *•>* """• "^^y ='"^r

OWA mstead of upon bartschma : but unfortunately ih^ proiiosalwhich might have satisfied the peasants, was not carried out^^
stead of so pacificatory a measure, three companies of soldiers weresent to the village of Spasskoe upon a puniti™ expedition. W^enthey made their appearance, the alarm bell of the viUage called thepeasants from the fields, and when the troops reached the outskirtshey found extemporized fortifications, and behind (hem a We
force of peasants, both mounted and on foot. The officer then readto the peasants an ukase. They denounced it as false, and demandeda pnnted ukase ,vith the signature of the Empress. Until tte wasreceived they refused to surrender any of their nurnber. The troopswere greatly outnumbered by the peasantry, who were evidently

to retfreTh """^
,
^'"' "^^ ""'"'"^ for the troops to do b«o retire. Their retreat was impeded by the peasants of a village

through which they had to pass, and they were attacked m the refrby the people of Spasskoe. After killing sixteen peas.in.s ,hc troopsmade good their retreat. The next step was to attempt in thespring of the following year, 1757, to reduce the still recalci.r, „
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^Tt^,r^''^i' ^ ''"""S" '""'• ^™«d, moreover, with a pieceof field artJlery, To begin with, the peasants offered a sTout r^TsN

took o flilht /nH :r!^'
"' *'^"" ''*'' '^" "">«<> the remindertook to flight, and the troops occupied the viUage, arresting aU thestragglers whom they found. The troops were quart^red"n fj^skoe and m the neighbouring villages, and for nearVy five monthstihey were en^ged m pUlaging and in disposing of the p^ts'belongings

.
The main body of the troops left the villages^neleavmg a force of five companies to continue to occuTtl^ ^lUges'

hundred peasants
; some of these were imprisoned on the spot andsome of them were sent to Moscow.'

" on me spot, and

In 1758 the ijeasants of the Belevsky Preobrajensky Monasterv^cordmg to the complaint of the Bishop of the diocel, relidfo

^. tLLoth.
^-" /̂^"'.'he peasants of all the volMni belong-

mn„l". f°"a=teT m the same diocese refused " unani-

cTrte'o flX'and r^'L'T ""f
'='^'- ^^y P"t 'he monaster^

o tt vin™; ^"t
" '"' ^^"^ *'''" *' '-'^'«' o* the priest of oneof the villages. In numerous other villages belonging to monas-tenes there were disturbances, indignities were inffeted up^n thedergy and upon their officers, and military detachments were sent

tt?m i„Ttrrr"""%
""^^ P'""^'^'"^' '^""'^ =° frequent

n^lZIuV^^
Government, in the reign of the Empress Elizabethordered that the monasteries and the bishops should employ in theadmimstration of their votMni, retired military officers; but nomatenaJ improvement «-as effected. In February 1762 Peter IIIestabhshed an Economical Collegium in Moscow, as a branch of theDepartment of the Senate.^ He also, in an ukase of Sch o hesame year, defined the amount of oMk which might be taken by themonasteries, and ordered that the ploughed lands should^ |ven

1st ri ,'^:rr.o h.
" 'he proceedings instituted against the mon-asteries were to be suspended, as well as all proceedings brought bv

murde?" :H"n^"''1
"'^

Pf^'^"'^' -"^-Pt-g '^ose wWch involvedraurde,
,
and all e.xactions by the monasteries over and above thenewly prescribed amounts were to be returned to the peasants «

0. v„?5o°u:^|,,r?fstS^ II 7l?«-
"' •—

'
w°-n. and even

' -2^i[^o,e^^de„t, see Sen.ev3.y, ii. ^^„,_^.
^^^

IP
1 1-: 3
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These measures infuriated the clergy ; but in spite of their pro-

tests, the process of diminution of ecclesiastical authority over their
volchmi was carried out > When Katherine II came to the throne
she felt herself on the horns of a dUemma : to confirm the ukase
just issued by her predecessor was to alienate the clergy to repeal
Its provisions was to promote further disturbances among the people
bhe handed the dehcate question over to the Senate. That bodv
proposed a compromise. The estates were to be given back to the
clergy, but the obrdk which peasants might be called upon to paywas fixed at one ruble per male census soul, one-half to be transferred
to the Treasuiy and one-half to remain in the hands of the clerical
authorities. Th.' administration of the monastic lands was to be
handed over to iected peasant aldermen. There was, however no
unanimity upon these points.^ Katherine was afraid to act even
in the_ suggested direction, After seeking advice from Bestuiev-
l^yumen, she issued an ukase on I2th August 1762, returning the
clergy lands and abolishing the newly established Economical Col-
legium but providing for the appointment of a Commission to deal

rl', fi hT^Z"- *' ?*"' "' *^' '^"^y- At the same time sheconhrmed the definition of the obrdk as stated in the ukase of Peterin, at one ruble, directed that the peasants should not be over-
burdened mth obligations, and also that until belter regulations were
adopted, the peasants should obey the ecclesiastical authorities
Complaints against the Synod were to be inquired into, and in case

t ^'^^^'™« °' the decisions of the Senate, the peasants were tobe handed over to the civil law.'
Thus although the amount of obrdk was defined, the principal

cause of dispute between the clergy and their peasants-the amouM
of bartsclnna which might be exacted-was left undetermined by law

«

The commission which Katherine had promised was appointedon 29th Novemter 1762, It was composed of three cleriS and
five lay members. The net result of the laboursof this Commission
«as the removal from ecclesiastical control of about one-half of the

r.« 11 (St. Petersburg, ,900). pp. .aj., ; cited by Semevsky, i^p. {39

f.i
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votchini previously in the possession of the clergy, and the re-estab-
Ushment of the Economical Collegium. The Collegium was, how-
ever, not to interfere with the ecclesiastical authorities in the
administration of the vokhini which were left under their control.
The result of this concession speedily appeared in complaints from
the peasants of the clergy about their excessive burdens. Although
there were fewer Church peasants, the situation of those who re-
named was worse than ever. For example, certain peasants having
been elected from the peasantry belonging to a vokhina of the
Troitsky-Seigievsky Monastery to petition against the personal exac-
tions of a monk named Uarion, were severely beaten and tortured.'

The osciUations in the policy of the Government, the frequent
secularization and resumption of the clergy lands, confused the
peasants and made them discontented. The remaining peasants
of the clergy had been required by the ukase to promise in writing to
obey their ecclesiastical owners ; but in some cases they refused
to sign the documents.'

While many disturbances took place in the ecclesiastical estates
in 1762 and 1763, the incidents of these disturbances were not
usuaUy violent. When they became discontented, or when they
were treated with exceptional severity, the peasants refused to
render bartschina, took for their own use the produce of the harvest
caught iish. and cut timber illegally. In this respect the Church
peasants differed from the pomyetscHlke peasants, who at this time
fought pitched battles with the troops. One incident occurred in
common among peasants of all classes. This was the circulation of
forged ukases. These ukases were drawn up in accordance with
the ideas of the peasants. Sometimes they apphed to only one
estate, sometimes they were of general application. One of the
latter purported to be an Imperial ukase, transferring from the
clergy to the peasants the plough-lands and meadows in order that
they might divide these among themselves in equal proportions.
This false ukase also confided to the Economical Collegium the
administration of the estates of the clergy.'

' Scmevsky. ii. p. 244.

nJ^^a^^fi" S 539 souls belonging to the monasteries had, up till 12thDecember 1762, refused to sign. Solovicv, xxv. p. 171 ; cited by Semevsky,

h..„Jj't'!,i°'i^^''"J""""^:!L^^"'"- ^^"" "f "•' Economical Collegium.
bundle 276. Aflair No. 17 ; cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 246.
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'

^..J'^^*.*"*'"™*
™^ timorous about risking a conflict either

with the clergy or the peasantry before she had succeeded in seating
nerself firmly upon her not very secure throne, she was not reaUy
reluctant to seculariie completely the estates of the clergy To do
so meant to increase the number of State peasants, and at the same
tune to dummsh the material power and prestige of the ecclesiastics
oy whose arrogance she was disturbed.

On 26th February 1764 a genuine ukase secularizing the Church

ru
^'' •*»«"'« was issued." The whole of the vokkini of the

thurch in Great Russia and in Siberia were transferred to the Econo-
mical Collegium. The compUcated mass of payments which had
Been pUed upon the peasants was removed and the payments
sunphfied. In addition to the 70 kopek poll tax, the peasants were
to pay a yearly oirdk of i ruble 50 kopeks per peasant soul, and no
more. Bartschinm was abolished.

This sweeping change affected about one million souls of male
sex, or approxmiately two miUion peasants of both sexes The
measure was not only the end of clerical temporal domination over
alarge fraction of the total number of bonded peasantry •

it was the
beginmng of the end of bondage right in general. Moreover the
secularization of the Church peasants, and their inclusion in the ranks
ot the State peasants as a special class under a special administra-
tion, afforded an example of how such a transference might bemade upon a stiU larger scale as a preUminary to complete emanci-
lation. The two important circumstances of the transference were
that barlschtna was aboUshed, and that the amount of land aUotted
to the peasants was almost the same as they had occupied pre-
viously. The question of land allotment had been dealt with by
the Commission of 1763. This body had proposed that " the lands
and meadows which the peasants had ploughed and mowed for the
bishops' houses and for the monasteries should be aU given to the
peasants, with the exception of those lands which were 20 versts or
more from their place of habitation." ' Such lands were to be given
on lease to other peasants. In the working out of the transference
the peasants were not necessarily left upon the precise areas which

' F.C.L., xvi., No. i2,ofxi; cited by Semcvsky. p. .:;i

bundle »6"„"{'*Ini"ih"","^ '"I"",-
•'*"" "^''^ •K««»»""' Coll,;ium.bundle 376. p. I, and Zabyalov, op cil.. pp. 3,7-18: cited by Semev.sky, ii!
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».?.Y P"t'"''y occupied. In the instructions by the Govern-ment to the Economical CoUegium in 1771, after the pr^^ftransference had been going on for seven yei^rs, the imp^S ogiving sufficient land was insisted upon-a^Tinimum^ W«Zf?i
ltl';fJd"andr* ""'"f

»"^ w... ™e~ r,!ImZT
uSd ateufTh; T ^"'^'^"^ ""* *''^^' *'>*«' "^» insufficientland about the peasants' native villages fr.r required distribu-tion, some of the peasants should be tran. ., , ^d

'

°"*"'™-

sDir^!.1,l!"
*'^™"'''"''''" be«" cond.:-. .d continuously in the

f^r^H 't.?"^"^^
arrangements, the im;uovement of the peasantsformerly belonging to the Church would probably have S?^ onprogressively; but unfortunately, the obligations whicriifdbe^npkced upon the peasants by the State were speedily tampered with

raitdtori r!.;rrr J"
'^•*'''^'°''''^°''^*-

he Sta e and^h^^? '*'" ° ' ""'''^ 70 kopeks, thus equahzingme state and the Economical peasants ; in 1783 this charse was

uSnthrEcrnor'"r'°'"""'''- Th-paymLlp^^d'hea^y

pikup
"""' ""'"'" ""'"^ """ '"™* '^San to

A» .^^"^V".?^"^^'^"*"' "'«" «'<= '""g l^gan to develop Whilebartschma had been abolished, and while'all theEconomS~shad been placed upon obrdk. the obligations and works cust^Sv

Enr *""' "" '™'^'' ^''^''' *' had to be rendered Th^

Ll^t ,h.
'»"T """ "'"""y^ considerate about the period norabout the amount of such labours. Peasants were called upon totransport upon their own carts material for building britosTml"

oS^h rtfoTrhi- p^''*'>r^'^''»"™«
^-^*^^^^^omciaism Charge of the Economical peasants required them to do

l»dtwt*.^'The Ern
""^

T''^'™^''
"^ ''"'~^ "privat

time tnorkl'th^eTt'^S oTtritat X":w^ ^^
tinatio';''ofbrand;irhrcoix^r^i:i^^^^^^^^^^^
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drawn from each Economical vokhim of one thousand souls ; the
wages of these men were to be 2 rubles per month.'

In Siberia the Economical peasants were required to provide
both in cash and in kind for the expenses of the local administration,m addition to their ordinary oMk and tax obligations.

Many of these increased impositions were no doubt incidental to
increase of population, to development of centra] and local adminis-
trative mechanism, and not least, perhaps, to the increasing demands
u]X)n the State Treasury which the re* -ms of Katherine II entailed.
The administration of the Economical jjeasantry was attended with
considerable expense. Four sub-offices of the Economical CoUegium
were established in 1770 in Yaroslav, Kazan, Eletz, and Vologda.'
The officials of these offices were required to visit the Economical
peasants periodically, to examine into their condition, to furnish
them with seed in case of failure of crops or other cause of damage
to see that the correct obligations were paid, and to receive com-
plaints. They were also obliged to attend to the survey of the lands,
to see that sufficient reserves of grain were maintained, to give the
elected aldermen books for recording taxes, and to have the records
in these verified by the peasants annually.'

So far as formal legislative prescription is concerned, all these
arrangements appear favourable to the interests of the Economical
peasants. They w<>re apparently drawn up with a view to the pos-
sibihty of their forniing models for the pomyetschiki to copy. How
far did the reality correspond with the prescribed form ?

Con temporary opinion was by no means unanimous on this point
Some of the reactionaries feared that the tra isformation of the
peasants oi the pomyetscheke into Economical peasants might follow
the transformation of the peasants of the Church. Some desired a
further change in the direction of the lease or sale of Economical
peawnts to the pomyelschike* Both of these parties were inter-
ested in discredi;ing the Economical Collegium, and in showing that
the condition of its charges was in no wise better than it was when
they were under the control of the clergy. In those cases where the
monastic lands were administered by Abbot Samsons, it is quite
conceivable that when the lands feU into (he hands of individual

'.^"i""ji Minislry 0/ Jiisliu: Affairs cj the Senate, No. 288-3859,
pp. 47-56; cited by Semevsky, ii. pp. 270-1.

' F.C.L.. xix.. No, 13,487; cited by Sera-vsky, ii

' F.C.L,, xix.. No. 13,590; cited ibid.

fi;

i

'1
"

pp- 272-3.
' Cf. Ibid.,
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peaianti, or into groups of peaaants o{ varying «kill. the lands as a
whole produced less than they did when they were under the expwi-
enoed control of an efficient taskmaster. For example, when the
Bishop of Rostov was deprived of the means of mainuining his
famous stud, there was no continuance of the supply of thoroughbred
horses which the stud produced. On the other hand, it must be
allowed that the distribution of the blood of these horses raised the
level of the peasants' horses in the region.' There is no definite
proof that the area of culivated land, considered as a whole, was
less under the new conditions than under the old, although, owing to
the redistribution, probably some lands at a distance from the vil-
lages went out of cultivation. One of the causes of the discontent
of the peasants was indeed that more or less distant lands had to be
cultivated, so that when the redistribution took place, the nearer
lands were preferred. When the proportions of the cultivated land
of the Economical peasants are compared with the proportions of
the cultivated land in the vokhini of the pomyetsckiki in the same
neighbourhood, the result is as a rule favourable to the former. For
example, the Economical peasants in Yaroslavskaya gubemie culti-
vated 3.5 dessyatin out of a total of 7 dasytUin, while the peasanU of
the pomyetschiki cultivated only 3.4 dasyoHn. Yet in this very
gubemie the nobles complained that the Economical peasants allowed
the fields to Ue fallow.

On the whole, if there was a decrease of the cultivated land under
the new system

,
that decrease was not sufficient to attract attention

«

-niose who criticised the transference of the Church peasants to
the Economical Collegium most severely were people of the Baltic
Provinces, who had observed there the effects of large landoivnership
especially in the breeding of cattle. Among these was the Governor
of Novgorodskaya gub., Sivers, who objected to the system of giving
land on obrdk. on the ground that it divided tue land into small
holdings, with the result that cattle-breeding or. a large and effective
scale was impeded, and that the population did not grow so fast as it
would have done otherwise." In order to avoid these results, Sivers

' C/. Semevsky. ii. p. 276. /j,,; „ , g

n. !
'^

fl'l 'fj
" "' ''• ""'»° '='""* '^^^ "> t« mconsistent. It i, quite trupttat small holdmgs .mpede cattle-breeding

; but it is not tme ^ ^Sitter ofuniversal expenence that they impede the gromh of population When the
JSi*^.'- ,

''''"' '^,"^' '"' '="»?'« ""' broken uf, and smaUtoldiiKtook their place, population increased rapidly.
uoujings
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proposed to leaw the Economical peaaants to the nobles, and to
appoint a general director of the Economical Collegium to look after
them. He proposed by these means to prevent the abandonment
oi agriculture by the Economical peasants, ami to prevent their
going into the towns to engage in industries, promoting at the same
time the establishment of industrial enterprises in the Economical
leased estates, as »-ell as the development ol cattle-breeding. Al-
though these ideas of Sivers found support at Court, they found
none among the people, who preferred household ownership, or
ownership by groups of households, to exploitation at the hands of
a magnate, even although the latter method might be the more pro-
ductive. Prince Tscherbatov was one of those who supported the
project of Sivers ; but he admitted that it " is a dangerous affair,

although it cannot be said to be impossible."

The secularization of the clergy lands was a gradual process

;

only after twenty-two years from the date of the ukase of 1764 was
it completed.' No such reactionary step as that advocated by
Sivers and Tscherbatov was carried into effect. Although Kath-
crine II granted many populated estates to her favourites, she
granted no Economical peasants to them. These were indeed not
disturbed until the reign of the Tsar Paul, when in 1797 he devoted
50,000 souls from them to the knights of the Russian Orders.' In
I8i6-i8i8 the peasants of a few of the Economical volosts were
formed into military settlements. Otherwise the Economical peas-
antry remained in a position, on the whole, considerably better than
the peasantry of the pomyeticheki. This is evident from the cir-
cumstance that, prior to 1764, while they were under the clergy,
disturbances among them were very frequent, while after 1764]
under the Economical Collegium, such disturbances did not eadst.

• Cf. Society oj Aitcicnl JiHssia. ms9. " p. 8i ; cited by Semevskv
II. p. 282. "

' Cf. Semevslcy, ii. p. 284. for the successive steps.
• Society 0/ Ancient Hussia, 1867, i. pp. 131-9; cited by Semevskv Ii

p. 386. J'
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CHAPTER III

THE AGRICULTURAL PEASANTS IN THEEIGHTEENTH CENTURY

3- The Peasants of the Coukt, of the Tsar and of
THE Stables and the Falconers

(a) the court peasants
The Court peasantry make their appearance in the appanage ageswhen the pnnces and grand princes gave lani to their^^nts toWh«r mamtenance. In the fourteenth and filtlth cent^" the

ot Central Russia, which up tiU that time had belonged neither to

lanrXtheT^r; '" ''' '^°"^- ™^ P™^^- °' *-"^-i"glanas mto the Court domam continued until the beeinnine of thtseven eenth century. At this time they were aiLSerdbv theso^ed Great Court.' But grants of land were^tSyX „„

^^^er^s^r^^^^^^^^^^

tw^,«''°^"'^^^'"'^"^"^"g*hebalanceof their pfoduceforthemselves. Besides these there were non-ploughing pea^ntrwhn

ZrZ **" ^°"' ""*ses some landless peasants.*

rt&i?"'""--^*-'"" C..«„„,st. Petersburg, ,898, i, pp. ,,5.,
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A characteristic example of the Court viUage is to be found in

ismaylovo, an ancient mlchina of the Romanovs and a favourite
residence of th= Tsars. In this village large fruit orchards were
pmnted, as well as gardens for the cultivation of medicinal herbs,
inere were also mulberry plantations and apiaries. Fowls were
kept in great variety, swans, peacocks, Chinese geese, EngUsh ducks
&c. There were herds of cattle and parks of deer. There was even
a zoological garden, where there were lions, tigers, bears, &c., and
there were ponds with many species of fish. There was also a brandy
distiUery. The labour was performed partly by the peasants of the
village and partly by means of free hired labourers. At harvest-
time the ordinary working force was supplemented by 700 har-
vesters^ Towers were built in the fields, that the workmen might be
watched and the crops guarded.- Towards the end of the teven-
teenth century between six and seven hundred peasants were
drafted into Ismaylovo from other places, yet in 1676 there remained
n the village only 183 households. The work was so heavy that
the peasants fled in large numbers.''

At the time of the first census, in 1722, the number of Court
peasants was 357,328 ; and at the time of the fourth census in 1782
there were 597,238 souls of male sex.» In 1796 this number had
diminished to 471,307 souls.*

The payments in kind which were in earlier ages furnished to the
princely households were graduaUy replaced >^ payments in money,
Mboughbartschtna continued to be exacted in the fields and mea-
dows of the Court volchini. When the transference from " natural "
to money payments took place, the amount of the money paymentwas calculated upon the prices of the natural products wWch had
been previously furnished. In the Moscow votchini of the Court
however, exclusively " natural " payments survived until 1732 »

'

Up till the year 1750 the customary obrdk was 40 kopeks per
male peasant soul. The payment of this was rendered partly in
money, calculated as indicated above.andpartlyin natural products

in the'^CrimS' *.° "^ " *' ""^y^dsof the Imperial PaUce of Livadia,

' C/. Semevsky, ii, p. g.

Nos. 3£r,Tp^T;fc.ifbr^ini:;t" 1 1.
'""""' " '--' ^>'-

p.
,°"'"" -S'""""'"' Inquiries (St. Petersburg, ,819). p. 95 ; cited, ibid..

' C/. Semevsky, i. pp. 13-14.
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iTd^o^h";ni^"o\'^L'''L^^"^^"8 ^'"^"- "' ">e Court

of three success^e y;a„ rx;"^! "*^ '" '" ''°'^'« '"^^^
with, in many of the C^^rt vlV- 2 f "" "'^^ t" ' ""e.
tions in additL In th. ,

''"'"''^"^"'"^'"•^"Wiga-
ploughingof theCourtland/h.'i''*^ °' •**"" "^''"'«"* «"""y
175s this r^qmrelnt was aM.,h ^" "^"^"""f

°' ""^ 1*"^"'=
^
'"

obrdk of 30 koXwaTln^ ^ '^'^".^'" P'"" °' "• ^" =«lditicr d
I ruble 30 koZs Ti2 i.'"

"'"* "•« *°"" "*«'* -^^-n^ ««

Court, thisam^nt J, . h
'

J,"
""^ '"*'°"'y °' '^e wtos of the

however eU to S^ "ddJd th" *V ™^'* '^ '"'^'''- '"' *"« oW*
obligations of the Court lai„^,° '"Tu- ^" ''^''^ '"at the total

male soul, or 25 ko»ks ^rZ ' "".' "™" ^"^ '-95 ™bles per

the State 'peasants i^thir;4""
'"°" '"'" *''^^"™"' P^^^^'^^y

wer^rat^otX*™r«ks"n'°"= "'/" "^"--^ P^^"'^
withstanding thes" consW.rT '

"""^ '" '''^^ '» 3 rubles.' Not-
the Court pfasan s ^ere tCtr'"'"''''''"^' '"^ """1™' "P""
the peasant ol ^ZXlfi^^ Th'" T-^'

"' ^™'^ '''^ ''"^'*™= °«

amount of labour^^^^d ofherll^
""' '"^' ^^ ™^ «'» "»=

20 k'Sk^.The'^^rn? or ™.'''"'''' '° ^ ^' °" -"^rriage of

amoun'^^vari d fZ 3^°,^^"''' T?' "^^ ""^ <^^fi-<»- ^he
marriages of Court waCt^rU^P*''' *" ^ "^"es 50 kopeks" for

were MtJto.^tS^^LT""'''' "' ^"^y^^'^'^- They
The State taxes paTd W the Court ^'^''f

"""""" '^'^ '=''^'«^

up tm 1794, whefthe tLts°a.iSl""J '° ""^^^^ »"'
tions and recmit mon^v • ZZll ^ kopeks.' Recniit obliga-

as from otheT ?hoJam" n^ ?^™ T'"" '""" '""^ '^""^ P«^^««
substitutes for recnS^ tain i«n",v°

""' ^'"'°-'^° P^-^^ased
In i;66 Court pea^ts'werl Sted': "'""'r

™' P"""'"'''-
trom «,e ,™y...-,, ^ne^h Xrctrerde^r^re^S!

at 6 rubfes in eilor. lbid..p "2
^"^^"^'y- Semevsky puts the latter

Sen;.v,V?'p" 3"°"°"' -'^ """^ =5 ""I-^' "> 43 rubles 6. topek,

' Usually ,0 kopeks per male soul. cf. ibid., p. jj.
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•ions as the Court viUages, and were really additions to the heritable
property of the Court. It does not appear that the Court peasants
had the right to sell them. In the eighteenth century the Court
peasants might work out their poll tax in either Treasury or private
mountam works," and many of them were ascribed to these works

lor that purpose. In times of scarcity of working hands Court
peasants were obliged to work in these establishments. For ex-
ample, m 1772, 4458 peasants were handed over to the Commerce

,^T u-
™;P'"y™«nt at the potash works. There they worked

out both their oMk and their poll taxes.'
In 1766 the question of the maintenance of the system of reparti-

tion of the land became acute among the Court peasants. Some
peasants of northern Court volosls having petitioned the Court
Chancellery to be permitted to divide their land in such a way as
to provide an equal area according to the number of souls in the
volost, without offence to anyone," the Chancellery, apparentlyimaginmg that it was meeting the wishes of the peaints ordered

smaU, the village being regarded as a unit. In the northern tolosts
however, the villages are customarily much smaller than the huge
viUages in Central Russia, and it was not satisfactory to carry out
re^rtition m that way. The volost. orgroup of villages, was the real
unit when the land came to be divided, and thus a repartition within
the vUlage was not considered by the peasants as a repartition at aU "

The question came to be better understood at a later period In
1795 the Exchequer Court of Vologda order-d a repartition in
accordance with the ideas of some peasants who had applied for
permission to redistribute their lands. In 1798 also, the Inferior

.m^l'-^w'i^i
°^-^''''' P™""^'"^ *'"" *''^ equalisation of peasant lotsunder the following conditions: (i) Purchased and cleared lands

were to be excluded, whether the clearing had been done by the
occupants or by their ancestors

; (2) those households which had
land enough could not demand a share of the ledivided lands in
addition;

(3) villages to which were allotted plough-land from

:umL"o7fru.e:'
'" '"""''" '™'" '""' ^'"^^^ ^ "'"-^"'"^

the w^4?Thly''JreSot1=cc^e^«=
"""*"' <" '"" >—" «'1 '"»

* 3 ,1

fl

if-'
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In 1798 the local court of Velsk had, as we have seen exr1nH.H

rviKriT;''='i.^^«'°" *^ '»<'^ cleare5rdTu"chatd' ^
0^ b« ?^e orinHn.

'• Th.s^'^^Iu.io:, was in the Brst instani

tTlfnd o^ tL
P'"! ^^frtition, and thus the he«ditary use 0I

At tms time the Udelny authorities stiU further enlarged the area of

V. v., tb,d.
. cited by Semevsky, ii p. ^0.
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was a relative excess. But it does not appear tiiat this measure was
earned fully into efiect.

Vorontsev, after study of the archives of the Udelny adminis-
tration, arrived at the conclusion that " the realization of the idea
of the equal use of land among the Udetay peasants of the northern
g«6wn. came about through the stubborn demands of the peas-
ants who had little land. Such peasants constituted, in fact the
majority." 1 '

The practice of moving Court peasants from one region to an-
other, which was adopted by the administration with some frequencym the early part of the eighteenth century, created discontent. No
doubt these movements were looked upon as an administrative
necessity, and the Court peasants were regarded as the most easUy
mampulated material for colonization. For instance, the region of
the nver Bitug, in what is now Voronejskaya gub.. offered a suit-
able field for colonization, and about five thousand peasants of
both sexes were drawn into it from Rostov. Yaroslav, Kostroma
and Poshekhonov regions in 1701, and in 1704 a further draft of
nearly the same number was made from other regions.^"

Complaints from the Court peasants about their hard conditions
were brought to the notice of the Empress Anna in 1734 She
addressed a memorandum on the subject to Saltykov, over-steward
of the Court peasantry

:
" It is known to us that our Court volosts

are rmned, and are in bad condition, because of the neglect of the
Court ChanceUery and of the worthless clergy. Thus Court in-
comes, poll taxes, and recruiting are greatly in arrear. As you h^ve
aaready written, the money arrears amount to more than forty
thousand (rubles) We cannot leave the matter in such a
state

;
it must be seen to." ' After this date, however, the condi-

tion of the Court volosts was improved. Observers in the time of
Kathenne II-Rychkov, for example-notice the general weU-heine
of some of them. The by-Kama Court viUages possessed tanneries
Map-works and exported grain. "These viUages," remarks
Kychkov, surpass in their buildmgs and in the well-being of their

' V. v., op cil. , cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 7g.

(.8;3r.'S^d^,t-;TSedTs"S^viry4r.°/°'-^^^^^^^^^
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rivt^Kam'aT/.H'""'^
*°*"'- '^' ^'"='8e of Sarapul, on the

h,,Z A
^^^ ""'" ^hurehes within its wooden waUs and «>

waHwen Ive ^ "*' °' *''* ^'"Se, especially in the sunune^

canying their exportable produce, and brought back fuel «h .nrtjron. In another village of the Court «o/oS in KaLtCa .^the peasants were brassworkers, ikon-painters, and~^th«»
pul, another viUage presented a different aspect. There the oea^nu

iSZTw""""'^-^'"" """P'*'' themselves ;;SytU^gandfishmg. " They were far from being weU off " « Such

^r,^i"^'/ ^'^"'P'^' * "°P 'a"«re produced great distress

mde f^rji::'"
^''''""' ""' '=°"«*"'"' ""« attempted toL

hv l,r„ u .
^^ managers reported that payment of taxesby large numbers of the Court peasants was imposST SausTt^peasants were completely ruined through the fSure o t^ha^«t

1h ^T' ^''"- ^^"^ °' ^h^" had left their villages and w«e
FraUv

"*, ?' ""= '™=""<^^^ ""^^ <»y"g <>< starm on .

"

fromZ r J J
'"" **•" ^"''^^ *°'''*'ie the collection of taxesfrom the Court volost, until they should enjoy a good harvest 't^harvests of the three preceding years havilig befn defS nl

oveTll^T"' K
'""^ '""™'"^ '"" '»« Court .<*,/, i;^734 i^:over 150.000 rubles; the amount actually received wa<, muJthan one-half of that amount.' Like Pefer hrGta^^m^s"Anna thought that grain reserves should be created, .^ orde'l^o

'"•
' Cl. ibid., ii. p. 88. .

76,vi.
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equalize consumption
; but notliing was done at tiiat time, tlie

harvest of 1734 having been as deficient as that of the three pre-
ceding years.'

In 176s the Empress Katherine II sent an ukase to the Court
Chancellery respecting grain reserves

:

" The village economy demands that to provide against an ex-
ceptional occasion, there should be in stock a sufficient grain capiul
to supply the inhabitants in case of need. We leam with great
pleasure that with real economy some of our nobles reserv. each
year a certain amount of grain for seeding and for food in case of
crop deficiency

; and that they do not sell the last-mentioned grain
before a similar quantity is harvested in the succeeding year. If
such an economy is introduced into the administration of our
volchini, it will give us great pleasure, but in so far as up till the
present time this has not been done, then we order that efforts must
be made to introduce the formation of such reserve stores, and every
six months a report should be made on the subject to the Court
Chancellery."

'

The fact that this ukase was in efiect repeated in 1769 suggests
that the required measures were not taken, the inferior harvests of
the preceding years having, no doubt, rendered accumulation of
reserves impossible. The Court Chancellery reported to the Senatem 1766 that there were no reserves of grain in the Court vohsts.'
Reserves seem to have been created to some extent in 1775, and in
1778 these reserves were ordered to be drawn upon for the relief of
the peasants, with the understanding that the quantities of grain so
disbursed should be returned out of the first good harvest, with an
increase of 6 per cent.*

In consequence of the appearance of beggars in the towns and on
the highways, some of them being from the Court volosls, these were
ordered to be taken to the Moscow workhouses, and a fine of 2 rubles
for each beggar so dealt with was to be imposed upon the managers,
elected representatives, and aldermen of the vohsts to which the
beggars belonged."

' Semevsky. ii. p. SS,
• General Archives of Ike Ministry of the Court, No. 1629. Agair No 1 1

1

P- .4'-,. '^ similar ukase was issued to the Economical Colleiium f'c Lxvu.. No. I2.3SI. See Semevsky, ii. p. 90.
r.i-.i,.,

" Semevsky, ibid. 1 ;j^
' F.C.L., XX.. No. 14.358 ; cited by Semevsky, p. 92

i" »
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the g«i,,m m which the Coun .»te« were situated The" m«admm«trat,on was thus aboUshed, and the control devolved u»nthe local governmental authorities. In 1721 Peter the GreatT-stored the central authority. In 172s after the dlUh^f^l \u
authority came to be kno^ as the'c^urt'^hlntety' ^;^of the Great Court, indifferently.' Up till 1746 the chirf offiT.ZT
Court administration was in Moscow%nd ?he ul'd L.foffile i^^St. Petersburg. At that date the offices were transposed » In «6^
the'^t:""*"*'?"

"' *"" "'='*'' I^^"*' ™» coSd tith "hat'ofthe Court peasants, excepting in so far as concerned the Court sTabk

K^^LT T" '"" """^^ ^P*'"*" iurisdictiont the time oKathenne II. In 1775 another change in the adminUtration S thlCourt peasants took place. They we?e then traSd to the cireof the newly established Courts of Exchequer in the guZ«i ^1the central mstrtution was once more abolished ' ^ '
^

The local control of the Court miosis from the beeinnins of th.eighteenth century was in the hands of clerks aSiL, tt

t^^L^r-mrr^' "-- ^ledlTLHl/s^m:!

heli" i*"
*'?"!?"*'' «"*»'y the meetings of the mir could not beheld otherwise than at the discretion of the manager. Evem.n^who paid taxes was ent tied to be present at the 1» t-

^-^^^yf"*
numl^rs of taxpayers in the mlos,S Intme"S th«:were 85 census souls, and in some 15,000. In largr^S he H^ance from the place of meeting wa's sometim s ve™t Fo,'this reason the Court administration proposed to intro^ufTa s-^emof representation. The proposal was n^ received wfthTvol^;"

• F*C L
'",'7°S 'he Ingermanland Chancellery.

' FCl' X 'no' fll
' "^.P Semevsky, I. p. 5,3.

.Wi.,p:"i4
" ""• '*"' '" NO'- '"' 8-5. ;VX No. 9358; cited

• Seme\ ' "levsky. ii, p.
' Ibid., ii. pp. 98-9.
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the peasants, who were accustoi.. to meetings nt the whole mir ;
and the project appears to have V n abandoned, apparently owing
to anticipation of the difficulty of securing general acceptance of
decisions arrived at by the representatives.

The frequent changes in central administration and the fluctua-
tions of policy undoubtedly militated against comoetency in the
local management. There were cases of corruption' and of misuse
of the labour of the p-a^sants. In 1774 the local management of the
Court volosis was abolished, and the elected representatives of the
TO/os/swere brought into relation tothecentraladministration through
seven provincial sub-officrs, after the manner of the administration
of the Economical peasantry. The new adm.nistrative mechanism
was expected to improve agricultural methods, to collect obrdk and
to settle or prevent disputes among the peasants, and even disputes
in the peasant families. In the ukase establisi-ing this new system
the elected to/os( head? are called mayors.' The fixation of obliga-
tions and the administration of interior affairs were left to the meet-
ings of the mir.

Soon after Katherine 11 caftie to the throne she recalled from
exile J. P. Elagin, who had been useful to her in 1758 during her
relations with Ponyatovflcy.« Elagin was placed by Katherine in
the Court Chancellery, and was almost immediately afterwards
engaged in the elaboration of a prcject which was intended to alter
completely the status of the Court peasantry. He prepared a
memorandum, the burthen of which was that the community system
with Its repartition of lands and its other common incidents could
not make for prosperity in the State generally, or in the Court miosism particular. He therefore advocated individual ownership
Elagm proposed that the peasants should have their own immov-
able property

; but that they should be sui^rvised by authorities
whom they would regard as their pomyelschf:'.. and whom thty
would "love and fear." He pointed out that in progressive Western
European States the procf of the alienation oi the lands of the
Crown into the hands of peasant proprietors had had go ,. results
and also that the system of obrdk had had the effect in Russia of
driving the peasants from agriculture in order that they might make

' j*^""^ BramH Archives 0/ (*e Mimstry 0/ Courl Affairs, No. 291 AflairN»,'??
v''"?; '°;

'^"'i'^'i-
=*•

P; 70 ;
cited by Semevsky, ii. p. ,01.

' Cf. Tooke. Li/e of Calherme II (London, iSbo), i. pp. io\ ct$eq
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ftu»ia, Denmark, HoCt.iTZMcc^Ltrti:''c^^' '"" "
o( these countries had given State hn^.T.^' '""'""ments
term., and soon afterwards^hritnH "

,
*^ **""" ™ "»«'

had done «> al« V.^ 'teS^?^^^^^^^
tal«^ example and

arbitrarily constituted o?Tu 1^,Tlo^Lr. 7h'!^°''^
!*""^'^ **

of land should be given to each ^ou«how"'. ^
."''^ P°'**°"'

hold should be called upon to pav, hi ^1 '""*'"'' '"'~-

taxes to the State. He pro^^^j^ ,Z T"*, '" ''*'^* «""
household should be el3^1''„'^i„'^' T '"''""'';i

'" ""="

should hold office for life all the ^^.1 u "" *"'* "'»' ^e

^ndering him oted ence '

The total amo!r„7„n" h',*'"'
"'"'«'>"'<'

hold, according to him Should te.filT/
"' ^^'='' ''"'''«•

considered tha? the .^airot^er'^ftCdttr?;^™'!^"

tot/iror'^to K:5;Tnn!:rr:^ -ot be^°;fLt7eX;
proposed to place heSr^ nowl =T "' P^P"**"" ^lagin

attainTd the L.k oTrtaii officer l^hn^
"*"""« ^^P'" *'«' '«"i

aleasoofthepeasantsanlom^^laSfrraoC^rt'"^'"
which he assumed to be payable bv the31n! „ .

'*'*'

he thought, be higherthan'tLpLtu^^e'S^ngSrrnH'^rt'
Treasury would benefit Hi. nroiJ. ^^""'g taxes, and thus the

for fiscal reasons, lit ^"dvSfn?.''.;
'""'""' "°* "^^"^

peasants and the'L^nd t^Tettr^tm^L'^Kbm/rA? tt
^m^t^es-mdarprojectswereadvancedinrega'drthe'^no^^^

the R;iirS4';:rd etnTtSiarffi'^? ^r ="- -
sky points o^that appa^em^E 'gin t^ugh^^^^^^^^

^'"*^-
land cultivated by the^sant «,,T,M ^L^ • j ""^ *™'"* "*

« C/. S«mevslcy, ii. pp. m-,,.
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Cwirt peasanti were in the reign of Katberine anulnmated with
othCT peuonti belonging to the Treasury.

(*) THE tsar's peasants

In 1708 Peter the Great gave ti) his wife Katherine six country
«ats one of which was Sarsky Sclo. „r Sursky vilbge, now known as
Tsarskoc Selo.' These country seats were scparatiJ from the Court
yiUagei in general, and were placed directly under the control and
in the ownership of Katherine. In 171^ the Court volosis in the
districts of Novgorod and J'skov were devoted to the provision of
the private income of the Tsar, the Tsaritza, and the Tsarevna •

Peter the Great regarded himself as a pomyetschik of 800 souls in
Novgorodskaya gub.—no great estate in comiurison with the >;states
of many of his nobles—and he drew for liis private purse the small
income of this estate.' In 171J Peter ordered that the votchini of
Komry Patrekyeov in Nijigorodsky, and other districts, should he
inscribed to the Tsarevna Anna.*

When the Court and Stable villages were amalgamated in 1731,
those villages which had been inscribed to the Tsar and to the mem-
bers of his own family were expressly exempted. In 1723 a sf arate
votchinal chancellery was established for the raanageraenl the
private estates of the Empress Katherine I.» In 1726 the E -ess
ordered that this office should be wholly independent of the other
bureaux of the Court ; but in the next reign the administration of
these private votchini of the Crown was transferred to the Court
ChanceUery.' When Katherine died, in 1727, she left the bulk of
her estates (about 5000 households, with 20,457 souls) to two of her
relatives.' On the birth of EUzabeth, afterwards Empress, her
father, Peter II, gave her the votchini of her mother, one of which
was Tsarskoe Selo. During the reign of the Empress Anna the Grand
Duchess EUzabeth possessed a chancellery for the management
of her ertates. Besides those mentioned, there were many other

' There were ninety-five villages in these sii country seats, or myia with
31,754 ifcssyoim. See Yakovkin. Hislory o] Tsarshai Stio (St. Petersburi
1829). 1. pp. js, 42-46 ; cited by Semevaky, ii. p. 123

*
• F.C.t., IV., No. 2SSO ; cited, ihid. Ibid., p. 124.

, "".f; . „ • Ibid., p. 125.
• F.C.L., VI., No, 3737, Ac. and Collections 0/ Historical Soiittv, UixSio rt «7. ; Cited by Semevsky, ii, p. 125.
• Ibid,, p. 125.
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grants of volchini to members of the Imperial familv wi,these grants were made the subiectr„f Th. -^^ ^""ever
the general mass of Cou'Ss X„ TJS.!r'''^T ^"^
throne, her own chanceUerTbei™, , r

^^^^*-^ *™«ded to the

from that time on4rds th^> T^rT—r^T''' "'""'"°''' ='""

special class. At the sJconI ^nsu"^'^.','^:"? "^"^'^ '^ "

numbered 60 «i souls anH th. r 1 '^^ ' ** ^^""^ Peasants

varied in different imM./o ^f .i, /- «' i'"ugn certamjy the practice

local manage™" y t he re^S," n
'" ~"^'J"^'>« <>* ^riation in

t^he Court i^asa„ts;'ThfswaTno\rcTsf;t'thl'r^
Smce th..se belonged to individual me^ter^Xw 'J'r",''-and were directly or indirectly act"X clln . T.? '"''^

estate was subject to the caor^^e or fh. H .
''^^''^ ">"" ^''^

degree even greater "han wafthe case177* ? °™'' '" "^

-*^K, becauLo' the influencl^d^ro theirw" ^/r^^'"The customary laws of the loilh^rwhtwv"?,™' "'''*"'**•

ated,andthe^onomica{c:nrionLMlet
h^^^^^^^

^7oJt;trtrorto^hL"rKrrin?fd*^"^ *-- ^'- ^>

manland, formerly belonged trfwe-^nTetheref'
"^"^ "' '"^""

a nomenclature and with%ustoma:; obCfons o7H """
character, some of which are eraduaHv^Lifo, k I

"°"-K"ssian

with Russian nomencHtu e^^^d "^th lu "T* "I"
'^""""^

country seat, which in Russian woumL fauTa S"''
^'

Ingermanland called a myzu. ObligatioS which in R ' "^ "
were met by barlschinu, were in InferTnirnri ™ ^ K f"

"'"''''

was customarily four days' kbouf ^" " ™'' ^^ "^'"^ *>>!*

together, not in'yaglo.minTmlk^osCT^" ''"'' ^™'*'^
four marrted .^uplel The osZk'^XZt^ri^nri"'
example, m 1733 the peasants of Tsarskoe Selo ^idTisL"

> Semevsky. ii. i^ 129. , -.
.,
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osmak. or at the rate o{ 11 rubles 25 kopeks per manied couple per
year.' From data of a slightly later period, it appears tl^t theosmaA nsuaUy contained about fifteen souls of male sex, so that theoWA per census soul in the period 1725-1730 may be taken at about
3 rabies. This was counted a heavy obrdk. In the Little Russianand m the Moscow estates occupied by Tsar's peasants, the oMk
at this tune was relatively much lower than it was in the northThus m Ponumitsy, i.g., the oMk was only 28 kopeks ; in Toninskv
volost, near Moscow, 38 kopeks ; in Saratov, i ruble i kopek in Dor-
pat, I ruble 72 kopeks

; in Reval, 2 rubles 2 kopeks. In addition to
these there were various obligations in labour or in kind

»

The Tsar's peasants, like the Court peasants in general, had been
subject to the payment of vyvodnye money ; » but in 1766 Katherine
II ordered that brides should be aUowed to go out of Tsarskoe Selo
without payment, hoping that the neighbouring pomyelschiki would
follow this example.4 This poUcy of permitting brides to go freely
was, however, altered in 1774, when a fee of 5 rubles was again
exacted for mamages with peasants outside the Imperial volchini
and 3 rubles m money, with 2 quarts of rye, i of wheat, and 4 of

The poll tax appears to have been paid on the Tsar's estates bvthe dvorome lyudi as well as by the field peasants. In the Tsar's
votch,m. in Peterburgskaya gub.. the Tsar's peasants, instead ofpaying poll tax, were obliged to furnish fodder for the horses of the
regunents of the guard. The Empress Elizabeth, however, released
her Tsarskoe Selo peasants from the poll-tax obligation These
circumstances suggest a certain confusion of public and private
obUgations m spite of the separation of the Tsar's peasants from
other classes of peasantry.

Recruiting and the maintenance of roads and bridges fell uoon
the Tsar s peasants as obligations.

The area of land allotted to the Tsarskoe Selo peasants was fairiv
generous. They had 56 dessyatin per osmak, or, at the rate of is
census souls per osmak, equal to 3.73 dessyatin per male soul. At

" Cf. Semevsky, ii. p. ij2.
• In 1716 the amount was 85. Ibid., d i?7 4 rfc.-j
Yakovnik, »^ cit., iii. pp.V«^, -f^i&i b^/semevsky, \l^i;l

'"
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maj5 and one wnrk^J T. Treasury, one mounted work-

income from thrTtTw",''-
*™

T""^"
"" '°°*- The estimated

42 rubles perILf In t™ th"
*'"^. "^" ."!?«^ '-J-ivalent to

eiaborated'lythTinagero'TslrSdo^'Hf'^™

Shi and the
«"' ^'°""

"^
^"^'''^ ^~ ''4««« o

* Semevsky, ji. p. 131

• Udolov considered that ?urh a m..!,„!? 7' ...
<-/, Semevsky. ii, p. 145.

™b.es p,rh„„dred ,.„,,„,'';;/;„1^a?^?,^^;i :-.d an^^^^^^
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secure their 0™ subsistence, they could work in the factories or
engage in handicrafts."

This project was not carried out. Had it been so, it would have
contributed through the Tsar's peasantry towards the destruction
of the Russian community, and in this way must have tended to
break up the rural life of Russia.

When the rebeUion of Pugachov took place in 1775,' there were
disturbances among the Tsar's peasants in the Volgaregion. Sivers
the Governor of Novgorod, in reporting about these disturbances to
the Empress, observes that at that moment Elagin, to whom the
admmistration of the estate had been confided, was attempting an
expenment in a new economical system. He does not say that the
disturbances were due to this cause, but the inference is obvious '

Complaints having been made to the Tsarevich Paul (afterwards
Paul I) by the peasants upon his estate of Gatschina, he seems to
have made an unsuccessful attempt to adopt some such system as
Elagin had suggested. Swinton, who traveUed in Russia in 1788-
1791, describes the situation at Gatschina after this attempt had
been made :

" The serfs complain of the heaviness of the work and
strive towards Uberty, not reaHzing that they are not fit to enjoy
it.

. . . His Highness (the Tsarevich) ordered that the EngUsh
method of farmmg on lease should be adopted, and that the tenants
should be provided with all that is necessary for their farms as well
as with mstruction in agriculture. Within two years the peasants
succeeded m selhng their newly acquired property and in drinking
the proceeds. They appeared to be incapable of paying even an
insignificant rent, and they asked that the old order should be re-
mtroduced." *

In 1775, while the rebellion of Puijachov was going on, and while
the whole peasant world was in commotion, an attempt was made to
rnipose six rubles of ohrdk per iyaglo upon the Tsar's peasants in
Kiyasovkaya volost, where already sympathy with Pugachov had
been expressed. Orders had been given that this mhst should
supply a number of Uhlans for the purpose of strengthening the

' Semevsky, ii. pp. 145 and 146.
' Blum, Ein Russicher Staatsma

p. 146.

' Swinton. Traiiels into Norway, Denmark, and Russia in the Years 1788

' Cf. injra, vol. ii. Book IV. c. ii.

p. 240 ; cited by Semevsky. ii.
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fc!^
*'"'•" !"S»8*^ ^Sainst Pugachov, or for purposes of local de

C.me toS"'
"
''"\i

™"'d ""' fight againTt my brother, I

lonTs^ar'"""'
""^ *"''^"'

' "™" >- "^''y '^ "?'» ten of you

tov Mumtrrij"""
of Pugachov, at which he was present, Bolo-

You ordered six rubles obrdk. What U that for ?
-

It IS ordered by the Prince "

;;
But why do the rest o£ the Tsar's peasants pay less ? "

Emp,^'".'
'" ""* '"°"- " '^ *"« -i^h of the Prince and the

it
"-^^ *' impossible," answered Romanov; " we do not beUeve

T„'.4S»?r.ssL;'.;r:.,Ills' r r
"-

(c) THE STABLE PEASANTS

dynaSf ^Tetr''
their appearance in the time of the Kalitas
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course, kept not merely for the use of the Court, but the studs were
maintained with the view of reinforcing the cavaty studs by the
introduction of good stock. In 1738 the Stable peasants numbered
34,684 souls of male sex. Certain mlchini were ascribed to the use
of studs m specified places ; for example, in 1760, Pochinkovsky
volost. which had formerly been ascribed to the potash works of the
State, was ascribed to the studs of the Household Cavalry, and was
placed under the control of the regimental commander. In the
latter half of the seventeenth century the taxes imposed upon the
Stable peasants were collected chiefly m kind ; for example, from the
town of Romanov, the peasants had to deliver 3000 horse shoes, and
from the town of Skopin 300, together with specified quantities of
geese, swine, &c. The money payments at this period were small in
amount.*

The policy of abolishing bartschina among the Court peasantry
was carried out with comparative rapidity, the same policy was
applied to the Stable ; .asantry, but more slowly. In 1756, for
example, the peasants of Bronnitsky volost. owing to the deficiency
of plough and meadow land, were obliged to bum half a million
bricks.*

In the sixties of the eighteenth century complaints of overwork
beg' to be common. The officials regarded with pride the stable
and other buildings which had been erected by the bartschina labour
of the Stable peasants

; for example, in the above-mentioned mlost of
Bronnitsky, stables which, had they been built with free hired labour,
would have cost 200,000 rubles, were built by the peasants at the
cost to the administration of 50,000 rubles. The exaction of these
heavy labours not unnaturally produced disturbances. A proposi-
tion was made in 1758, by the over-equerry, to give Treasury plough
land into the ownership of the peasants, to supply them with seed,
and then to exact a specified proportion of the crops (three quarters)
leaving the remainder of the crops in the possession of the peasants.
But the scheme was handicapped with the provision that a certain
average of grain must be delivered whatever the crop might be. The
peasants had besides to deUver the amount of straw necessary for the
horses. These terms were objected to by the peasants because they

' Jouriuil of Studs and Huntitig (1842), vol. iii. pp. ,,5.7; cited bvSemevsky, 11. p. 164.
rr jj / . 1

Semevsky, ii. p. 165.
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considered them too onerous.^ The Stable peasants ann«.r « »„™

ttra°"r'i*° r^ ^^"^•"^ hi/h'xr:rsti °nt^
extent fhifi^ T^ °* *" °">" obhgat.ons

; and to a certainextent their demands seem to have been met Towards tho .nTXf

ILT "*
''r'Tr " '"^ <"'"«^«''- - i^ind3fo havet^naKogether replaced by money obrdk.'

fm^aV^'.^l^^ T'^"y'
"""ey was charged for outgoing bridesfrom the stable .0 o5te ; in that year the Court Chanceufryr^S

XZITt^" '"'"^'''"^ *'«' ^'^'=*'™ <" PaymenUroTout

hav/h^^ ." "*^'^'™ "* ">" "^^S^ tax does not seem tohave had everywhere the desired effect, for in 1767 the oea^S of

ChaT. r^w ^f'^^-'Xy -'-'» complained to reStabk
none nf . "^ ^' " ""' """«"^ *''"^ ''"' girf^ a"d w^ows whomnone of their own peasants desired to marry, " and thus they eet oldwithout any ««, and wander about from house to houL '- ^'* "'''

tion^thT T
**"." "^"^ "Character as those which arose in connec-

ofXta^™' °f ^iT"*"
•" "^ '""•^' o' '^' accumulation of reser^of gram agamst deficient harvests. &c

thelL'hL^tw'^!'""
"' "" ^*''"'= '^''^"'^ '" the beginning of

lureau of thXh ""^ ""' '" *' '^"''' "' ^^e Stable ^^r.te^ or

1,„H rt, n .
'^' " '705 It was transferred to the Ingem^-

tfo* the sS f°r"
''''^*^^

• " '709, together with the^rtiwtosfe, the Stable miosis were transferred to the administration ofthe governors of guberni. In 1721 Peter the Great m^eredX fhpCourt and Stable volosls shouldL put under tt char^^^ an offic'a

e"tSe"d . tT'
"" "/

'"^T' " ''''' *^ StabIe'^«A« v^as eestabhshed. and was entrasted with the management of the Stable«ofo*, and also of those Court .olosts in which^S^re werrWiS
for the ^ ""' *'' '^"^ Chancelleiy was established inKwfor the management of the studs, and a new department-thi

IfhrAl
Chancellery-which was afterwards caU^d the Court

^th L f r" ^^*f'
'^hed. In 1762 the two last were unrte^

tt fn^ ^ ^ '" *° ^'- P^'^^^burg
;

in 1765 they were redividedthe fornier being sent to Moscow, while the latter remained at St

^as^SohaVi''*'^'*^'''^^''^"^^"''^"-'''^''^^^^^^peasants who had been under its care were handed over to Directors
' Semevsky, ii. p. igg.
• Ibid., p. 174.

' Ibid., p. 170.
• Cf, ibid., p. 177.
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oi the Honsehold, and were made to rank equally whh the State
peasants.*

{i) THE FAtCONERS

The favourite sport of the Tsars from early times was falconry,
and for the purpose of procuring birds—falcon, gerfalcon, and vul-
tures—sometimes from the remoter regions of the North, a separate
group of peasants was maintained. These birds were not only used
to provide princely and Imperial pastime, they were sent as presents
to Asiatic and European Courts. The falconerb were empowered to
take from the villages chickens and pigeons for food for birds of the
chase, and they were sent on hunting expeditions to obtain ravens
for training the gerfalcons, as well as wild pigeons for their food. On
these expeditions they carried with them an order of the Tsar requir-
ing people everywhere to provide them with accommodation, and
with food for their horses and their birds, as well as for themselves,
and to render them every assistance, including the provision of as
many peasants as they might require. The captured birds were to
be transported to Moscow in peasants' carts requisitioned by the
falconers. In 1723 those of the falconers who had lands were
counted in the same category as the " freeholders," and were
obUged to pay poll tax, to submit to the quartering of troops upon
them, and to supply recruits.

In 1724, 1725, and 1727 each falconer received by way of wages
5 rubles, and in 1726 and 1728, 2 rubles, with additional amounts for
travelling expenses and food for the birds. Bonuses were given for
successful hunting, and a fine was imposed when it was unsuccess-
ful. The number of birds which they might take was limited. In
1731 the Senate ordered the gerfalcon hunters on the River Dvina
to furnish to Moscow yearly 20 grown gerfalcon and 30 pouts, for
which they were to receive for ordinary gerfalcon 5 rubles, and for
pouts 3 rubles, and for coloured birds 6 and 4 rubles respectively.
The falconers were required to build and to keep in repair the boats
they used on their expeditions, and to provide for the transportation
of the birds to Moscow. One half of the price was to be paid on
departure for the chase and the other half on delivery of the birds.*

Collections of the Historical Society, vi. p. 283 ; cited by Semevsky, a.

• F.C.L., viii., No. s;9i, and ix., No. 6986 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 188.
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newly established ChTnceSTotLM,' ""f"^ '"'" ">««•.»
t on about the number ofScone ""h" ° "" """' '"'o™""
aU required. The Chance fery„°rte^^^^^^^^^

""'^'''" ""^ *"'
Pea«nts at that time 868 ^ub^rdlh.f.i ""''*°"»"=''""-
Partly for the sport of the Emn™ v '^'''.'''ey were all required.

toambassadors.'^tthe^f™S till""^'
^^ P^^'^ '" «'"»

and even sent her faCe„ "o SpiCTT"'''*"'' *'''= 'P"^'
coasts of Siberia to obtain fierfalcon,^TK

^""^ '"*" *''* *"'=«"
their functions led the falconet? t„tr!\ '

"""^'^ ^^^"^ "
Some of them even endeavoured tn^ 'T"^" '^'" ~'"«"<>n.
chase and to enter intobSxl.ST ^T' *° ^''^'l™ '»>«

to trade although KatheSrsefto^^tt'm^^^she wrote to the Ptocurator-r*n,r=l r i I ' „
™'** '^ *•»« reason,"

the falconers to trar«te?^"he Tart^ -^
"'"""^ *" ''""^

granted this right' "3 ^ ^*'**" ""^ the coachmen are

som?;tdttx:s':°r,;^^j„^:fj,r"^^™^^
tax, some paid an owToSler^'^' ""' "^"^ '^' ^° ""P*^ •»"
^^Only m xSa; were the falconers ascribed among the State peas-

^ /6trf., p. 190.

^"""Sif-rril-P-S*; cited. *«.,

-—- ••»*« wic sport,
«> '763. C/. SemeiSiy,

Semevsky, ii. p. ,92* >• 191.

P- '93.



CHAPTER IV

THE AGRICULTURAL PEASANTS IN THE
EICTHTEENTH CENTURY

4. The AoRicuLTURAt Peasants of the State
We have seen that under Peter the Great large numbers of thepasants on the domains of the State were ascribed to the various
mdustnal enterprises of the .reasury, and that large numbers of

of jomt-stock companies. The peasants ascribed to the works, of

subsequent treatment.' At the present moment we shall confine
ourselves to an exammation of the condition of those peasants whowere engaged m agriculture upon the State domains, from whichcte, mdeed, the mdustnal peasants were chiefly drav™ into the
State en erpnses, and to a considerable extent also into privatemdustnal establishments. The agricultural peasants of the Statewere known as Black Ploughing Peasants-that is to say, peasants
cultivatmg the Black, or the soil.'

^ peasants

Had the Black Ploughing Peasants been suffered to cominueupon the State domams, and had their obligations to the State been
converted mto rents or into rents and taxes, payable by them to the
State, provided these rents had not been too burdensome, had thevbeen given sufficient land and had they been aUowed to divide thfe
kind among themselves in groups of sufficient but not of too great
dimensions. It might be held, from the point of view of the natLal
ownership of the land, as an ideal system, that the Russian fonn ofland ownership as applied to these peasants was as near perfection
as human legislation might be expected to accompUsh. But themania for change, which we have recognized as an element under-

' See Book III.

conLTr.tt7a"S°/Sa™° '" *' ='*'' ^" «'^°"' «>=y "«« »*
«7
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theG™, T r *'"" '""" •'•^ *«''^ " «he time of Prte?

tne Mate or in the factones of private owners, while those whoremamed were burdened with obligation, not q;ite^ Z.T „r
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to deliver written ' instructions," or reports, concerning their econo-
mical conditions and their needs. These " instructions " were to be
handed on to the provincial deputies, who were to present them
to the Commission.' The deputy from VelilcJ Lstug province
carried to St. Petersburg from the Blaclt Ploughing Peasants of that
province, one hundred and ninety-two " inp'iuctions," Lesser
numbers of " instructions " were brought by i deputies of other
provinces. These documents show that the Blacic Ploughing
Peasants, lilce other peasants at that time, suffered from want of
land. They demanded more land, and demanded also that they
be permitted to rc-distribute it among themselves.

The general survey of two of the northern guberni of European
Russia—Vologdskaya and Olonetskaya gui.—which was under-
taken at the same time reveals the existence of volosi repartition
among the Black Ploughing Peasants. In other guberni, village
repartition, such as we have s^cn existed among the landowners'
peasantry, obtained also among the Black Ploughing Peasants,"
Among them, therefore, both forms of repartition may be held to
have existed at this time.*

Some communities in Solvyechegodsky district are said by Sher-
bina to have possessed for t>\o hundred years a complicated struc-
ture, involving volost repartition. It is not necessary to suppose,
however, that during this long period the repartitions were accom-
plished at regularly recurrent intervals. In the district in question,
in some cases a very large number of villages entered into the scheme
of repartition. In one volost, for example, one hundred and sixty-
three villages " were bound together by common land relations. ' «

Among the Black Ploughing Peasants in Arkhangelskaya gub. tnere
were subject to repartition common forests, meadows, pastures, and
even fisheries.' In the north of Russia the vohsts were sometimes

1 These documents have never been published. The particulars disclosed
by them are taken from Semevsky, ii. pp. 604-5.

.„ 'According to Semevsky, volasi repartition existed in these guberni up
tul the seventies of the nineteenth century. Ibi^ P 6"S

Ti' °»?/\w",1V"''°''
»^'=,Sherbina, "Land Community in ffimion

Thouiil (1 >So), No. 7. pp. 106-7 : cited, ibid., p. fio6. and Sokolovskv, P A
Oiilhne of Ihl Htslory o) Ike Rural Community (St. Petersburg, 1 877) PD 8 1-88

^t V r = It ^"t'^u n''?'S "^ '.'"' ''''°'' q""''"". the important work
Y'ii'

='pkhowitsch. Die FeUgemeiischatl in Russlani (Jena, 18081
• Sherbina. loc. cil.

w
. y ^

'Arkhangelskaya gub. Messenger (1870), No. So; cited by Semevsky, ii.
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very large. Thut one veloU contained nearly forty iquare mllei.
In Siberia tome voUatt were even larger. The« complicated land
relation! thui applied to great areai, because occasionally the area
•ubject to redistribution comprised not only one voloit. but two and
even three adjacent volotli}

The system of common possession of land with recurrent repar-
tition did not apply merely to peasants of one category. In the
sixties of the eighteenth century there were instances of mutuality
among different categories of peasants, and even among different
categories of people, for merchants and other persons sometimes
entered into the community in this relation.

Thus the Black Ploughing Peasants had association in land
possession with Economical peasants and with private owners in
Vel5ke Ustug, Solvycchegodsky, LaUky, Krasnoborsky, and other
districts.' Peasants living in one district had even shares in common
property in other districts."

Yet there does not appear to be any evidence of the plough
lands of the Black Ploughing Peasants having been subject
to redivision. The result of this condition, together with the
possibility of transferring land from one household to another,
was greet inequality in the areas of land in individual house-
hola occupation.

The peasants of Molsky volost in Tolemsky district, for example,
complained that the lands " now possessed " are not according to
the census souls, but are in accordance with the distribution of two
hundred years before—" what was then inscribed for each one, so
it has remained to their heirs. Some have so much land that they
sell it. Not a few people have much land." *

Moreover, the practice of mortgaging (/easant lands having be-
come more or less common, mortgages and sales were effected with
officials, merchants, and even with clergy ; tht peasant interests in
the land tended to diminish, and the interests of these extraneous
mortgagees and owners tended to increase. The peasants of Lyabel-
skoy vohsl, for example, complained that " the village owners—the
Ustinsky merchants, Andrei Panov and Ivan Protodiakonov, have
plough lands in our volosl to a greater extent than the Black Plough-
ing Peasants, have indeed the greater half of the whole of the lands,

' Semevsky, ii. p. 610.
I IbiJ.

' Cf. ibid.

' Quotcu y ibid.. . p. 614.
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and three timetu much in meadow ; and they talie the benefit oi it,

and become Immeaiu'eably rich."

'

In other dittrictt of the same province the greater part o( the

land wai mortgaged by the peaiantt to meichanti in the neighbour-

ing townt.* The loana had been effected, not for the purpose of

itimulating production, but entirely for consumption during inferior

harvest years. Since the peasants had not succeeded in paying off

these consumption loans out of the produce of giwd harvests, it was
inevitable that they should become gradually imiwvirishcd, and
that they should sink under the load of accumulating interest . When

,

as was the case in Arkhangelslcaya gub., forexample, the mortgagees

entered into possession of the Black Plough Lands, they some-
times went to the villages which they now possessed, abandoning
their business and engaging in agricuhure. Such newcomers
evaded when they could the obligations which the previous peasant

owners had had to perform, and evaded also their share of the taxes

for absentee peasants and of the burden of social service in elective

offices. There thus grew upon the Black Plough Lands, betonging

to the State domain and nominally in the possession of the Black
Ploughing Peasants, a new class of " village o»Tiers," who, in effect,

enjoyed the same privileges as pomyetschike, and collected ohrdk

from cultivating easants. This class was composed not merely of

money-lending merchants, but in it also were to be [ound -noney-

lending peasants, who had accumulated means and had come tu be

possessors of villages with poorer peasants cultivating the Ian . and
paying obrdk to them. Sometimes these " village owners " i-n^uged

for the cultivation of the land with potovneke oi laetayer tenants.

Where " village owners " possessed a considerable area, r.ssome of

them did (tens of dessyatin),' they naturally inspired dislike in the

minds of peasants who were feeling the pinch of land scarcity, and
who were in presence of a condition in which owing largely to the

advent of the " village owners," obrdk had advanced. Thus in their
" Instructions," conveyed through the deputies to the Legislative

Conunission of Katherine II, the peasants of Orlovsky district, in the

province of Viatlta, asked the Commission " to take away from the

merchants and the peasants (village owners) the fisheries and the

bee-hives, and to give them to the village aldermen, so that the living

B

* Quoted from the
'

« Ibid., p. 6t6.
Instructions " by Semevsky. ii. p. 616.

Fifty dessyatin is about 135 acres.
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peasants (the BUck Ploughing Peasants actually engaged in cul-
tivation) could have the possession of these according to the number
of souls, and that the possession of them by the weU-to-do in order
to preserve their capital should not be permitted. It is necessary
also to take away the vUlages from the merchant and peasant ' village
owners m order to satisfy those who have little land " > In Ark-
hangelskaya g«6, the governor reported that it was advisable to
take from the merchant " village owners " the lands owned by them
and cultivated by poliwneke (metayer tenants), and to give them to
the Black Ploughing Peasants, on the understanding that compensa-
tion for disturbance be paid by the latter." In some places the
peasants appeared to desire the re-possession of the alienated landsm order that these lands might be redistributed along with the lands
still in possession of the Black Ploughing Peasants. The repartition
of peasant lands had probably in such cases come to be difficult
where the land of the " village owners " constituted intrusive strips
exempt from repartition. The peasants of Molskoy mlost for ex-
ample, demanded the inclusion in the repartition scheme of obrochnv
lands, or lands on obrdk. as well as the lands on tyagh^ for this
reason.

There thus appears amongthe Black Ploughing Peasants a str --^
tendency towards repartition, arising partly out of early if not
ancient practice, as well as out of the persistency of the desire for
uniformity of condition, strengthened as this desire was by the
uniformity of taxation. In addition to these causes there was a
further physical cause, which was operative chiefly in the northern
gub. This was the shifting of the rivers in the swampy plains* These
rivers carried off the soil from one bank and piled it upon the other
so that unless there was more or less frequent redistribution the
peasants on one bank would graduaUy be deprived of their land bv
erosion, while the peasants on the other would be enriched

The demands of the Black Ploughing Peasants, which were
brought before the Legislative Commission of Katherine II were not
without historical justification. In 1649 the peasants of Trans-Oneea
villages were forbidden to sell or to mortgage their lands, and those
lands whicn had been alienated were required to be returned by the
purchasers or mortgagees without compensation ; in 1663 the Kaigo

* Semevsky, ii. p. 620.
« Ibid.

* Ibid., p. 621.
* Cf. ibid., ii. p. 622.
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polsky and other peasants were permitted to buy back lands which
had been sold ; » in 1651 the monasteries, churches, and private
persons, by whom lands had been purchased, or obtained through
defaulting mortgagors from the lands of the Black Ploughing Peas-
ants, were required to return them, although the order does not
appear to have been obeyed.' In i6go the peasants of Pomorsk
were forbidden to sell their lands to the monasteries, to the churches,
or to the Strogonovs. Where, as in the case of the merchants of
Veleke Ustug, " village owners " were allowed to keep their pur-
chased lands, they were required to see that the pohmeke by whom
the lands were cukivated discharged all the volosl obligations in the
same way as the other peasants.' In 1751 the lands of Pomorsk,
which had been alienated by the peasants, were resumed by the
Treasury. In 1753 the peasants of this region were permitted to
sell lands to merchants and to certain other persons, but they were
not permitted to sell lands to the pontydschike or " other strange
people," or to sell or give them to the monasteries, bishops' houses,
or churches.*

In 1778 Katherine II so far acknowledged the reasonableness of
the complaints of the peasants that she ordered the selling of free
lands—that is to say, lands in occupation of State and Treasury
peasants of all categories—evidently, thinks Semevsky, in order to
provide a means of increasing the holdings of those State peasants
who had insufficient land.-^ Numt - us ukases about the apportion-
ing of increased aUotments to the State and other Treasury peasants
followed.

When, in 1775, the affairs of the Black Ploughing Peasants were
entrusted to the exchequer courts of the gtiberni. complaints of the
insufficiency of land became frequent. The peasants complained
that through the concentration of land in the hands of a relatively
small number of persons, through purchases, inheritance, and other-
wise, peasants who wanted to cultivate land could not obtain it.

On 30th June 1775 the Directors of Economies, who administered
the affairs of the peasants under the exchequer courts, carried outm many gubemi an arrangement for the equal division of land among

' F.C.L.. i., Nos. 10, 112 : cited bv Semevsky. i. p. 623.

9J S';^p°rV*"'*'/ f/
'*'

"J""'^ "L"" """* Population of the Moscow
Stafa (St. Petersburg, .898), p. 16; ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 621

' Ukase of 1652. F.C.L., i.. No. 79 ; cited, ihid. ' " '

• F.C.L., xiii.. Nos. 9874, 10,082 ; cited, ibid. • Ibid . ii d 611
VOL. I g
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the peasants. This arrangement varied in difierent regions. In
Olonetskaya gub.. for example, the land was subjected to reparti-
tion

; but the " village owners " remained as part owners of the
whole.' In the lands ascribed to the Petrnv Iron Works, the deeds
given by the peasants to the merchants in respect to the sales of
land were cancelled on the ground that the peasants had abeady
repaid by their products their obligations to the merchants.*

The increase in numbers of " village owners," whether from the
merchantry or from the rich peasantry, had not merely produced
discontent among the peasants with insufficient or with no land—it

produced also in the eighteenth century a group of interests opposed
to repartition. For example, in the village of Pudojsk repartition
was carried out in 1784 ; but a v<f peasant felt aggrieved that his
holding was seriously diminishea, and brought his case before the
courts. The local court ordered the land to be returned to him,
deaUng in the same way with the lands of other peasants in the
same position. The peasants refused to obey the order of the court,
insisting that they had acted in accordance with the instructions of
the Exchequer Court of the gubernie. The Governor, Derjavin, asked
the Exchequer Court to issue orders to the effect if the division of
land was not accompUshed peacefuUy, it should not be accompUshed
at all.< The effec-t of this case was spread widely. In other dis-
tricts the " village owners " objected to repartition, or clamoured
for return of the lands of which they had been deprived. Derjavin
was no doubt correct in his statement that repartition developed
hatred among the peasants.'' For example, twenty peasants of
Ostrechinsk complained that " lands cleared by their ancestors, and
by their labours brought into cultivation, had been taken from them
and given to people who not only never cared about the ploughing
of plough-lands and the clearing of meadows, but whose ancestors
were like them

; while the ancestors of others had sold their lands
. . . and now they ask that the land be divided." •

While Derjavin took the part of the " village owners," the
General-Governor, Tutohnin, took the part of the peasants. He
saw in the sales of Treasury lands by peasants in occupation, but not
in landownership, to peasant or other purchasers, merely a breach of

' Both by volosts and by villages.
" Ibid.

Ibid., ii. pp. 636-9.

Semevsky, ii. p. 635.
* Ibid., ii. p. 636.

' Ibid., p. 638. • Ibid., p. 643.
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the law. The peasants sold what did not belong to them, and they
could give no title of possession. On the principle of caveat emptor,
the people who made an illegal purchase had themselves to blame.
The Senate agreed with Tutohnin, reprimanded Derjavin, and re-
moved him to another office, telling him that in the future he " must
try to act according to law, and that he must not arrogate to himself
powers with which he was not entrusted."

'

Tutohnin was required by the Senate to carry out the law. This
he proceeded to do by instructing the Exchequer Court of Olonets
to see that all the deeds connected with the sale and mortgage of the
Treasury lands of the Black Ploughing Peasants were delivered up
to it ; and " since in almost every one of the Treasury volosts there
is suf" lent land to satisfy all the peasants, it remains to the Director
of Economies to convince the peasants that the necessary amount
should be cultivated fry the common force."

'

The result of this attitude of Tutohnin was the effective reparti-
tion of a portion of the land of Olonetskaya gub. The whole of the
land was not subjected to repartition, probably because in certain
parts of the gubernie the population was scanty.» But excepting
in Arkhangelskaya gub., there was no general adoption of the prac-
tice of redividmg and of then practising cultivation " by the common
force."

The same attitude of mind towards the peasant community,
which is observable in the actions and expressions of Tutolmin,
appears at the same time in the orders of the Director of Economies
of Arkhangelskaya gub. He instructed the aldermen an i he peas-
ants of all the volosts under his direction, " to equaUze among them-
selves all the tyaglo lands, and where there is insufficient land, the
forces of the mir should be directed towards the cultivation of " new

* Ukase of Senate of i6t;i December 1785. cited by Semevsky ii p 646On the whole case, see Arch, of Mitt, of Itistice : Affairs ofHe Setmie Nos 8ti-
4402, pp. 180-316. Derjavin, Works (St. Petersburg. 1872), vii. pp. tS-os and
688-9 : cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 646.

o
/ / i-i- ji^-yj aim

• Ibid., p. 647.
' Cf. Semevsky. ii. p. 648. From the time of Tutolmin. the lands redis-

tributed by him were, as regards some of them, redistributed at each succes-
sive census. As regards others, they were not redistributed, although the
peasants seem to have regarded the principle as established and only the
Sractice held in abeyance. Here, as in many other parts of Russia, there
o not appear to have been any repartitions for many years. According to

Lalosh. quoted by Semevsky. in two districts—Petrozavodsky and Novye-
netsky—there have been no repartitions since 1870. Ibiii., ii. p. 647,

,1 I
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plough-land." ' The latter instruction is a logical consequence of the
system of repartition. If cleared land is to be expropriated by the
community, it is obvious that land must be cleared at the common
charge, otherwise, save in rare cases, it will not be cleared at all. It
seems, however, that this part of the instructions was rarely carried
into effect .' The equalization was, however, carried out with results
similar to those which appeared in Olonetskaya gub. The well-to-do
peasants complained that they were being deprived of their property.
Here also were concessions made to them. The repartition was
ordered not to be forced—it was only to be carried out by general
consent. The Director of Economies, however, made strenuous
efforts to carry his point. " Justice demands," he said, in an order
of 1786, " that inhabitants who pay equal taxes should have equal
shares in the land by which the taxes are yielded. Therefore the
equalization of land, especially in those districts and volosts where
the population is occupied chiefly in agriculture, is to be considered
ntcessary in order that the population may have the means to pay
taxes without arrears," as well as to " pacify the peasants who
have Uttle land"; but he ordered that the rights of those
peasants who had either cleared land themselves, or who possessed
cleared land by virtue of lawful documents, should be respected

;

therefore only the common tyaglo land—that is, such land as is
not cleared and land which has not been acquired by purchase
or otherwise—should be subject to equal division. All lands
other than the last mentioned were to be left in the hands of
their owners.*

Apart from the protests from the well-to-do peasants, there was
a reason for this concession. The total area of plough-land was in-
sufficient for the needs of the peasants, even if it had been equally
divided. The forced division of it and the expropriation of recently
cleared land, which such a division would have involved, would have
imposed a sharp check upon individual clearing, and common clear-
ing would in any case have been too slow a process to mitigate the
disintegrating consequences of forced repartition. The Director
seems to have relied upon the well-to-do peasants, who were thus
left in possession of their land, acknowledging this concession by
surrendering to the poorer peasants some of their horses and

> Semevsky, ii. p. 649. See. however, infra.
' Semevsky, ;. p. 649.
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cattle.' It does not appear that this sanguine anticipation was
realized.

The conscientious Director, being prevented by the force of cir-

cumstances from carrying into effect his ideal of equal distribution
of land, proposed to adjust the equilibrium of burdens upon the
peasants by levying the taxes, not in respect to souls of male sex,
but in respect to land and to the working force upon it.' Semevsky
points out that this was " an attempt to perform the ' repartition of
taxes,' which appears to be a phase in the development of com-
munity landownership." *

The proposal to readjust the basis of taxation opened up, how-
ever, a very large question, to which at that time the Government
was not prepared to address itself. The logical consequences of
equal taxation, as the Director of Economies of the Arkhangelskaya
, «i. pointed out, was equal land or equal means to pay taxes. While
the Government was inchned to favour repartition because it made
f"T equality of tax-paying capacity, it shrank from the disturbance
to existing economic relations which the forcible carrying out of
repartition involved. In placating the poor peasant, the rich peas-
ant was infuriated. Moreover, all the previous laws, grants, and
privileges passed or conferred by the Government, as well as all

contracts and title-deeds, were called in question by the project of
redistribution.

Referring to the numerous disputes and legal proceedings to
which the repartitions gave rise, Anna Ephemenko remarks soundly,
" The main knot of the confusion consists in the fact that two prin-
ciples of right cut across one another. These two principles have
nothing in common. One right is based upon ancient documents
and other legal foundations, and the other is the right, also recog-
nized by law, that every census soul should have secured for him a
certain amount of knd. . .

." < This inherent contradiction ac-
counts for the vacillation of the Government, for the variation of the
practice in different parts of Russia, and in the same part at different

* For an admirable account of the peasant community in the North of
Russia, see Ephemenko, A., Inquiries into the Life of the People (Moscow.
1884). On the point in the text, see vol. i. pp. 331-4. On the general ques-
tion of repartition, see also " V. V." (Vasili Vorontsev) in Russian Thousht
(1897), No. 12.

'

' Ephemenko, A., op. cit.. i. p. 326 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 651.
' Semevsky. ibid. • Ephemenko. A., op. cit., 1. p. 326.
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times, ^ advocates of the maintenance of one right or the other
oDUined temporary ascendancy.

The Government attempted to solve the contradiction graduaUy
by toTOg from time to time to prevent fresh inequaUties from arising
and fresh vested interests from developing, by prohibiting the sale
of peasant mterests in Treasury lands ; but these measures were
taken without success. The laws in this regard were persistently
evaded. Peasants continued to mortgage their lands, and even to
sell them, only disguismg the process in such a way as to keep appar-
ently mthm the law, while really violating it.' Many of thTm
disposed o their mterest m their land as Black Ploughing Peasants
ot the btate and became poUmneki, remaining upon the land and
cultivating It, but paying one half of the produce to the new owner »

in 1790 the Government ordered all the viUage lands owned by
merchants and town residents to be taken from them and trans-
ferred mto the tyaglo lands of the villages to which they belonged,
nils measure was carried out within two years, excepting in one
case where the lands had been granted by Peter the Great. The
community lands were further increased by the addition to them of
the lands held on ohrok. a measure which had been demanded by the

^T" '",t"'^x't
^«P"'««°tat'°"s to the Legislative Commission of

Kathenne II. Notwithstanding this formal transference, however it
appears that lands were stiU given upon obrdk, although the peasaiitswho had msufficient land between repartitions seem to have enjoyed
a preference m the aUotment of the obrochny land* In 1707 the
distnbution of Treasury lands on obrdk in Arkhangelskaya t«6 was
so arranged that the total of allotted land should reach the amount
of isdessyatm per male soul. This division of the Treasury lands
for the purpose of equalization " prepared the way for the general
repartition of the community land."

'

In 1829 the Minister of Finance issued a circular letter to the
Exchequer Courts of the gubirni to the effect that lands which belong
to settlements m the Treasury domams should be di-.rided among the

' Cf. Epbcmenko, A., op. cil., i. p. 326
Semevsky ii^ p. 652. For polovt,/!,!. sec infra, pp. 284-}

ii. p. 6?2.
^'™"' °' ^"""-K^ i» KholmogoVr^ dfirict. Semevsky.

in .'79^ C/I'meiyy.1rr6?3
""' ^^"^'^"^ Government Department

• Ephemenko, A., op. ctl.. i. pp, 343-4 ; dtaj by Semevsky, ii. p. 656.
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settkis upon them for cultivation and for the payment of taxes by
tyagh, according to the decision of the mir ; and that the Treasury
settlers should not give on lease or mortgage their lots for money or
grain payment, but they should cultivate it themselves equally, nor
should the transference be permitted of lots on condition that those
who acquire them should pay taxes for those from whom they are
acquired.'

A decision of the Senate, confirmed by Imperial order, in 1831
required " the equalization in Arkhangelskaya gub. of lands among
the peasants." The repartition was to be conducted in such a way
that each peasant should retain out of the land in his possession so
much as he was entitled to according to the number of male souls in
his household. Thus the well-to-do peasants, who had more land
than they were entitled to, and who were therefore obliged to sur-
render some of it, kept the be;* land and gave up the inferior.

The repartition was quantitative, and not qualitative ; moreover, it

was conducted, not according to volosts, but according to " settle-

ments." Thus not only was there inequality in the land, and there-
fore in the condition of the peasants within the " settlement," but
there was inequality among the " settlements."' Some had more
land than others. The result appeared in grave discontent among
the peasants. Fights over land occuiTed in the villages, and many
suits were brought before the local courts.' After 1831 repartitions
became frequent in the Treasury lands of Arkhangelskaya gub.
The next repartition occurred in 1834, the third in 1852, and the
fourth in 1858, each at a census period. Although pressure was
brought to bear upon the peasants by the administration to redis-

tribute the lands by villages separately, there were some cases of
redistribution by groups of villages, and there were also some cases
of permanent occupation as well as of bequest.*

In the history of land repartition among the Black Ploughing
Peasants of Vologdskaya gub. there are some details which further
illustrate the difficulties encountered by the Government in attempt-
ing to secure continuous equality in the condition of the peasants.
Upon receipt of a petition from " many " of the Treasury peasants
the Exchequer Court of the gubetnie ordered that the lands should be

' Semevsky. ii. p. 657. • F.C.L.. xxiv.. No. 18,082, p. 8.
' Archive of the Gvternshy Messenger (1871). Nos. 44, 45, 51 ; cited by

Semevsky, ii. p. 659. • Semevsky, ibid.
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redivided, and that every family should receive as much land asmight be in its ,»wer to cultivate. The iWoj/ authorities were re-
quired to allot sufficient land to those families the members of which
were without work (that is, who were not industrious), and to watch
them. On the first sign of negligent cultivation, land sufficient for
the actual workmg hands was to be left to them, and the remainderwas to be given to other peasants. The Exchequer Court explained
that the sole aim of the repartition was the common benefit, and that
the plan was devised in order that landless peasants should not suffer
from want of food, and that peasants who have more land than they
need should not sell it.' The repartition was accomplished gradually
and, as m Arkhangelskaya gub.. it was not accomplished without
complamts from the landless peasants on the one hand and the
peasants with land on the other. Three "ears after the original
order was issued, or in 1798, another order required the immediate
settlement of the quarrels which had arisen among the peasants by
means of reparti.;on by the vohst alderman and one peasant elected
from each village. Mmute instructions were given to them as to the
manner of procedure. They were required to measure all the ploueh-
and and ineadows of every viUa,e, to draw up an account of this
land according to a prescribed form, to calculate the average rrea permale soul, and to divide the land " without offending anybody ^dby common consent, according to their official conscience and not
partially or m any way favouring their relatives," They were also
required, m case any viUage had a surplus of land, to transfer the
surplus to another vlUage.' The repartition according to souls was
to apply to the voUhini (or heritable estates), the field plough-land
and the meadows

; and " the general mir " had to decide in each
case whether the peasant to whom the plough-land was aUotted was
fit to cultivate it or not. The out of field plough-land and the places
which had been cleared by the then owner, or his father or grand-
father, were not to be divided. Tf the plough-land so exempted from
partition was not cultivated for three years, or if hay was not taken
from the meadows in the forest clearings for ten years, any peasant
might claun it by a written declaration in the mlost court and the
latter might grant him a certif;cate of ownership. If the new owner
neglected the land for one year, it might be claimed by another If
there were more claimants than one, the alderman might divide the

Semevsky, ii, p. 654. a mj
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land in dispute " according to tlie number of working men and
iamilies."

Purchased land, unless the Senate decreed otherwise, was to be
left in the handsoi its owner ; but his heirs must submit it to reparti-

tion. Obrochny lands were left in the hands of their owners, excepting
where in addition to these, the owners had a surplus of purchased
lands, in which case the obrochny lands were subject to repartition.

Lands which were allotted to families of minors were to be culti-

vated according to the decision of the imV, and the taxes were to be
paid by the cultivators, the minors being meanwhile under the care
of the alderman.'

The amount of land allotted in these repartitions is difficult to
state with precision. In Arkhangelskaya gub., the plough-land only
in the possession of the Black Ploughing Peasants appears to have
varied from 3J to 10 dessyatin per household, each household having

3.5 souls of male sex, a number small when compared with that of

households in other parts of Russia.' There were, however, some
households with 14 to 16 dessyalin. In Vologdskaya gub. the peas-

ants had 2.8 dessyatin per soul of plough-land, and of all land on the
average over the whole gubernie, 35 dessyalin per soul.

The complaints and quarrels of the Black Ploughing Peasants
in the two northern guberni were not without foundation, as is

evident from the efforts which the Government and the guberni

officials both made to meet their views. It is also evident, however,

that their difficulties arose largely from causes in the interior of their

village life. There seems to have been among these peasants a
number of thriftless people, who accumulated obligations and mort-

gaged or sold their interest in the land occupied by them. In the

first case eventually, and in the second case immediately, they be-

came landless. There was little developed industry in the region,

and notwithstanding the fact that they had separated themselves

from the means of life, either by misfortune or by their owTi acts, they
remained in the .illages. The women sometimes became seam-

stresses in the houses of merchants in the neighbouring towns ;

'

' Semevsky, ii. p. 655.
' Esp.;cially where the undivided household was prevalent. Cf. ittjra.

vol. ii. Book V. ch. ii.

' A rchives of the Council of Slate : Affairs of the Legislalive Commission of
A'fliAcfiHf //. bundles 1 11-106: Affair No. 1 2 1 , bundle il9 : cited by Semevsky.
ii. p. 665.
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•wnetimes the men were able to find constant or casual Ubour • buta wrge number of them remained in the villages begging or other-wae existing as a burden on the community, n^'^bobydi. orUndless peasants, formed sometimes a considerable proportion o« thev^e popuUtion. for example, in two volosi, of ArkhangeUkdutnct there were ii6 bobya, in a population of 602, or 19 percent
In ano her part of the same gubernie they formed 12 per cenT of the

S^r^V^r """ ^^ P*°P'* >""* "<" ""'y «"n«how to be sup-
ported by the community, but taxes had to be paid for them. Mean-
while, the people who had taken their places on the land did not, save
perhaps m rare cases, enter into the life of the village. They werenot responsible for the village obligations, and having purchased only
the peasants interest, they had no clear title to the land occupied

rL ••.

'^'"f"''f
•
«he peasants upon whom the burdens of thecommunity really fell were sometimes, at all events, suffering fromwant of land, not because there was a net insufficiency, but tecause

^Z Ti,^
''^ "'''! '*"'' ™' °'='"P''='' ^y "«w-comers from the

inTL/ f fv.""'
meadow-lands and of plough-lands were alsomcreased at the annual auctions by the new-comers, who, havingmore agricultural capital, were able to pay more than the villagers

i^Wtlw
"" *"*' ^" described in detail arose quite

titi™ ^n"'^ *'m ^""^I^^^
tl«t «h« evidence shov that repar-

I-^hT, r ^':i Tu'"*
^"'^'^ "^' * comparatively modem affVir,and that it did not become common until after a prolonged trian-

gular struggle, m which the poorer peasants, the rich peaLts and

were'involve?
°™^'^'" ^"^ *''^ administration, local and central.

The situation of the Black Ploughing Peasants of the State, whohad gone or who had been sent to Siberia, is of interest in respect toa few special conditions.

n„JL*''^ If",*'™"' "=?"*"'y ""^'^ "'" ^'--eady considerable
numbers of Black Ploughmg Peasants in Siberia. They had beentown for the most part from the northern guberni of European
Russia and they were, therefore, not familiar with the practice of
repartition. The phenomena which we have been observing do not
for this reason make their appearance in Siberia until a compara-
tively late period. The obligations of the Treasury peasants in
Siberia were connected exclusively with the provision of supplies in
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kind for the maintenance o{ the civil and military force*. The
available area of land was practically unlimited, and large allotments
were made to the peasants on condition of the discharge of their
obligations. In Tobolsk, for example, in the seventeenth century,
the peasants received a certain area of land, the whole of the produce
of which they were bound to render to the order of the Government,
and they were allotted from four and a half to six times as much,
which they might cultivate for themselves.' In 1684 the peasants
in Eastern Siberia were given five times as much land as the amount
they had to cultivate for the Government, and they received besides
for every dessyalin of plough-land so cultivated ten dessyatin of
pasture," These generous terms were, however, modified in the
eighteenth century. In 1722 Prince Cherkassky, Governor of
Siberia, ordered that each peasant should cultivate three dessyalin
for the service of the Government, irrespective of the land culti-
vated for himself, no specific allotment being mentioned.'

In the eighteenth century the question of land distribution
assumed in Siberia an entirely new form. The comparatively poor
Russian agricultural peasants found themselves settled among or
alongside rich nomads and semi-nomads, whose herds covered large
areas, and into whose minds ideas of land allotment and equalization
had yet to be introduced. Besides these there were other non-
Russian peoples settled in villages, who were, ai a rule, much better
off than the Russian peasants. And perhaps more disturbing to
them than any of these was the presence among themselves of
" eaters of the mir," the kulaki (or fists) the grasping peasants, who
made themselves rich while others suffered want. When the Black
Ploughing Peasants were required to cukivate land for the Govern-
ment irrespective of their holdings, inequalities speedily manifested
themselves, and in order to remove these, the local authorities at-
tempted to introduce the practice of repartition, including in this
even villages inhabited by foreigners, and annexing to the lands of
the Russian peasants, lands taken from the Tartar groups. The
methods which were adopted were similar to those which had been
employed in the introduction of repartitions in the northern guberni

' Semevsky, ii. p. 667.
' AtcIi. of Council of Slate : Aff. of Legislalive Commission of Kalk. It,

bundle 360 ; cited by Semevsky. ibid.
* Pyereselenets

: "On Landownersbip in Siberia," in Russian Dialogues
{i860), XIX, p. 122 ; cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 668.
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of European Ruwia—d»fd» and mortgagef were cancelled whhout
compensation—and sometimes the foreign settlements were in-
cluded in the scheme of repartition along with the Russian peasants'
villages.'

5. The P0LOVN8KJ OR Metayer Tenants

There appear in the eighteenth century in certain partj of Russia
and in Siberia, as a separate class among the peasantry, the Polov-
nikl, or peasants cultivating land and sharing the produce with the
owner of the land. These peasants were chiefly to be found at this
time in the regions which afterwards became Vologdskaya and
Arkhangelskaya gub. in the province of Viatka and in Siberia. The
total number of polmnlki prior to the eighteenth century does not
appear, but in one district (Usolsk) in the north of Russia, there
were of them 4000 souls. The practice of giving land upon shares
grew up as a custom before it received any legislative sanction. In
the early \an of the eighteenth century the practice was greatly
re-enforced by the passing over into the polomiki of landless peas-
ants from the Black Ploughing villages in consequence of the sale of
their lands, especially in Vologdskaya gub. At that time the polov-
neke enjoyed the right of " free passage," that is, they ciul'' \<!A\e
their villages without the permission of the volosi authorities. The
enjoyment of this right led to the existence in certain districts of
tramps, a strange phenomenon in a country where elaborate pre-
cautions were taken against wandering.' In so far as they had been
previously Black Ploughing Peasants, the polovnlke were State
peasants, and to begin with were not bonded to the landowner whose
land they cultivated

; but they speedily lapsed through debt de-
pendence into bondage conditions, for wi.. debt dependence there
came the suspension of the right of " free passage." An Ukase ot
1725, however, forbade the bonding of polovnlke and regulated their
employment. Under this Ukase the polovnek was given the right to
stay as long as he wished on the land of the pomyetschik with whom
he was at the time of the census. If he desired to go to the land of

* Semevsky. ii. p. 672.

" J T''« "«>>' °'
" 'r<;« IMssage " was enjoyed exclusively bv polovnlki andpeasant contractors." See Diakonov, SkeUlus of Ike ijiairy of Ike flx™/

b;'^emev"k°^ tp 7°or *"' '^'- ''""^'""i' ''^n pp. .$< JaS
:
cUcd
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another, the two pomytUcklU were obliged to go before the local civil

and military authorities and make a derlaration, one that he allow*

him to go, and the other that he accepts him. The landowner to

whom the bnd cultivated by the polmittik belongs was responsible

tor the taxes payable by the latter. Should a polmnik desire to

return into the Bbck Ploughing Peasantry, he was permitted to do
to on the prescribed tormalitics being observed. Transference

within the district was permitted without charge ; but in case of a
poloimek passing from one district to another, a line of jo rubles had
to be paid.*

At the second census, in 1742, there were 14.847 polovneki : and
at the third census, in 1762. 11,277 polovniki (male souls), a decrease

which is accounted for by the reversion to the Bbck Ploughing

Peasantry of the polovniki who cultivated monnstic lands.' At
subsequent censuses the numbers of the polovniki were found to

have further declined.

The polovniki cultivated not only the lands of monasteries and
of pomyetschiki, they were frequently to be found on those of mer-
chants,^ ofticials, and even of peasants.

The polovniki were obliged to render recruits to the State, as

well as the maintenance of roads and other obligations to the

mit. As his name implies, the polovnik was obliged to render

to the ovmer of the land cultivati.i by him one half of the

crop after seed for the next crop had been 'eservcd. In some
cases the amount required to be given to the landowner was
greater than the nominal half. The polovnik was also required

to perform other obligations— mowing and stacking hay (some-

times the half of the hay went to the polotmik, but not always),

clearing bnd, sowing flax, cultivating, reaping, bleaching, spinning

and weaving linen for the bndowner without remuneration.

The women and children were required to work in the land-

owners* meadows. Besides these works the polovniki had to

cut timber, to deliver it to the bndowner, to build houses for

him, dry his barley, gather fruit for him, and look after his cattle.

The labours required of the polovniki were often so great that they

could with difficulty find time to cultivate the land out of which they

' Semevsky. ii. p. 702. ' Ibid., p. 704.
* One merchant, Bajenin, mentioned aV -, had forty-seven polovniki^

Semevsky, ii. p. 705.
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had to make their own subsistence, and therefore, even in good
seasons, their crops were often poor.

Sometimes the polovniki even hired at their own expense labour-
ing men (kazakov) and labouring women (kazachikh), to do the land-
owners' worlc. The potovnike seem to have complained that they
had to pay over and above all of these obUgations a money obrdk,
or so<aIIed " living money." It is not clear what this was, but
sometimes it was probably money paid for the hire of ploughs or
horses.*

But polovniki were employed not merely in field and other
similar labours

; some of them were occupied along with and in the
same way as dvorovie lyuii, and some of those who had entered into
relations with merchants acted as peddlers, going off on long jour-
neys occupying two or three years. The difference between the
bonded peasant and the polovnik, who was technically a peasant of
the State, and therefore free in the sense that he could not at the
same time be bound to a pomyetscltek, was thus very slender. Indeed
the polovnek was not exempt from bodily punishment by the land-
owner with whom he was in alliance.*

The polovniki of the eighteenth century seem to have been gener-
ally illiterate. Among the contemporary State peasants, at least
a few could place their own signatures to the " Instructions " for the
delegates to the Commission of Katherine II ; but the " Instruc-
tions " of the polovniki are signed altogether in their names by
others.

The Commission, in 1767, inquired into the grievances of polov-
niki. The delegate of the Black Ploughing Peasants of the province
of Veleke Ustug, named Klucharev, stated the case for the polovniki.
He urged that polovniki should be taken from the merchants and
ascribed to the volosts to which they had previously belonged, and
that merchants should be prohibited from having polovniki ascribed
to them. He also urged that merchants residing in villages should
be compelled to remove into the towns, and that their lands should
be returned to the State volosts.' The delegate from the town of
Veleke Ustug, named Plotnikov, gave the other side of the question.
He said that from patriotic and philanthropic motives, the mer-
chants from the time of Peter the Great had taken the landless and
bankrupt peasants, who were really beggars, built houses for them,

> Semevsky, ii. p. 710. Ibid. ' Ibid., ii. pp. 71 -, 3.
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had given them cattle, food « ,-,;, and money, and had established
them as polovaeke, or shar ; m mc profitr of production. Plotnikov
added, not without point that ihf Hacl. T toughing Peasants of the
Treasury volosts were offc de, equally <^ 'h the merchants, for they
also had polovneke, and e\-n 'heir ; ookp.man, Klucharev, had him-
self seventy souls of them.' A more mdependent authority, the
Governor of Arkhangelskaya gub., Golovtsin, proposed to remove the
poUwntke from the keeping of the merchants and to ascribe the lands
of the latter to the volosts, compensation being, however, paid to the
merchants for disturbance from their lands. The Commission of
Katherine 11 cUd not act on the question ; but in 1810 the Senate
decided that the lands upon which the polovneki were settled should
be left in the hands of their owners. This decision was confirmed by
the Council of State in 1827, and fresh regulations were issued for
the conduct of the relations between polovneki and landowners. A
year's notice of change on either side was to be given ; but agree-
ments might be made for from six to twenty years. Later the
Government facilitated the transference of polovneki to Treasury
lands."

6. The Odnodvortsi oh Freeholders

The odnodvortsi, or freeholders, have already been mentioned
incidentally as a class of peasants descended from serving people
settled in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries upon the southern
and eastern frontiers of Russia, in order to defend that frontier
against the attacks of the Tartars. In the projet de lot of 1730 on the
formation of a Land Militia, reference is made to the fact that "

in
earlier times, in Novgorod, Belgorod, Sevsk, Kazan, Simbirsk, and
other distncts, ' serving people," namely town gentry, children of
boyars, spearmen, horsemen, dragoons, soldiers, Cossacks, and other
sunilar people were given State lands by means of which they per-
formed foot and mounted service, and defended the borders." ^

These border militia were thus paid in land instead of in wages in
money, or in kind. " The estates of the serving children of the boykrs
of the Ukraine (frontier) towns %'aried from 40 to 350 tchertverti

' Semevsky, ii. pp. 713-16.
• Second F.C.L., li., No. 1675 : cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 718

,«,« fi'J!,'^^
Minify ojJuUice : Affairs of Ike SinaU, \ Dept. Nos. 105-3076 : ated by Semevsky, 11. p. 722,

'^ '

ii^i
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(I tchetvert = J dessyalin) according to the town and to the tanktowhichtheservingman belonged

; but the allotments of land pVen

Ac ordlTf%' f '^"
'"'"u""'""

™" ""'" ""* '«= extensife.""According to Soloviev, the usual allotments ranged from s to ^otohetvert. the children of the boya:, receiving 8 t^etv^i Ld the

^' ThT
" Y"J T'*^*^"^

" '" '""^ 30 tchetverti respectively

frnnTi
<>«'"««'"<'«"<« was applied to the defendeVs of thefrontier m some places in the seventeenth century

; and in 1710 i?was apphed generally to all serving people, who perfo^ed ?h

t^fVu^:^^" ""'™'^ '^'' '" P^y™™t '°^ doing so In 1713the I^ndMihtia was organised, and the status of the odnodvortsi LI
fiftel V*"?''- ^r""'^'

^•'^^ ^°P'' «"*"<=<* «>« -vice atfifteen years of age and retired from active duty only when they were

rf ^* .T "'^°''™'^™''« -e- -quired to serve only teUveenthe ages of fifteen and thirty.^ In 1730 there were twenty regimentsof land mdifa, each more than one thousand strong. OnefhTrd othis force was kept upon a regular footing, the remaining two-tCwere called out when they were required. In the provinces ofVorone, and Tambov, in addition to their miUtary service properthey were Obhged, between 1733 and 1742, to supply materirk ^dcarts, with drivers and helpers, for
. .e constructio'^^'i taSio„3So also durmg the Turkish and Crmiean campaigns, the odnolZsiwere obhged to build ships as well as mUitary buildings. They wereobliged also to provide horses, forage, provisions, clothing, *"«!

ac, for the land mihtia regiments.'
In addition to these military obligations the odnodvortsi hadobligations common to all peasantry, the maintenance of roads 0Ifemes, and of post stations

; they had also to provide guards for ihemoving of Government money and of prisoners, and the odnodvoZm towns had to render service as policemen. The exaction of the^
services was frequently accompanied by abuse of authority on th^part of the functionanes with whom, in connection with the
services, the odnodvortsi came into contact.' "Owing to the

* Semevsky. ii. p. 722.

' For cases of abuse of authority in this connection, see Arch., loc. cil.
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msupportable labours of the odnodvortsi many thousands of them

In 1732 orders were given to settle the land militia, with their
wives and children, along the frontier ; but these orders do not seem
to have been carried out fully, because in 1760 the land militia regi-
ments were differentiated into two classes, " settled " and " un-
settled," « In 1764 the land militia was reorganized in one dragoon
and ten mfantry regiments, and their administration was brought
mto accordance with the regiments of the line. When the miUtia-men retired after fifteen years' service, they returned into odnodvort-
cheslvo, the class of odnodvortsi. Up till 1764 enlistment took place
once m five years

; but in that year the calls seem to have been more
frequent, for the odnodvortsi complain of enlistment being made
twice m one year.^ The numbers drawTi for recruits became also
more numerous, for the odnodvortsi complained that one recruit was
in at least one place, called from every twenty-five souls.-"

At the third census, in 1762, there were 510,000 odnodvortsi »

Gradually the distmction between State peasantry in general and
odnodvortsi was broken down, excepting so far as concerned the
peculiarities of their military service. In 1769 the regiments of the
Ukrame were wholly absorbed in the regular troops of the line and
the special military obligations of the odnodvortsi ceased to exist •

The extension of the frontiers by the annexation of the Crimea
rendered the existence of a special border force unnecessary, and by
the removal of the frontier to the north coast of the Black Sea the
situation of the odnodvortsi settlements, considered as frontier posts
became anomalous, and the military obligations of the odnodvortsi
came to be equalized with those of the other peasants of the Trea-
sury.' The household tax had been imposed upon the odnodvortsi
as upon peasants of all classes, on its introduction in the seven-
teenth century,* and when the taxation of peasants was readjustedm the time of Peter the Great, the odnodvortsi and the other peasants
remained upon an equal footing. Under the Ukase of 2nd September

• Jb,d.. p. 727. .
,j,,i

'• l"- ''"

^.LS^"^"i'" '^'t*- "u"i- i"""' ^Sf- "f senate. Nos. 105-3676, p 772corrected by Semevsky. ibid.. 11. p. 728. ^ '' '

• F.C.L.. xviii. No. 13 230 : cited, ibid., p. 729. ' Semevsky ii n 720

Slate (St. Petereburg. 1890). p. 32 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p 720
VOL. I
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1724 the principle of " mutual guarantee
'

' was extended to the odnod-
vorlsi.' Mmor differences emerged later. Forexample, the advance
from 40 kopeks to i ruble obrok, which was imposed upon other State
peasants in 1760, was not applied to the odnodmrtsi until 1764 ;

•

and the advance in 1768 to 2 rubles 70 kopeks did not apply to the
odnoivortii until 1783, when they were equahzed at 3 rubles 70
kopeks.*

Although the principle of " mutual guarantee " had been applied
to the odnodvortsi in 1724, it does not seem to have been operative in

all their settlements. In some places only the well-to-do peasants
entered into it, and they had therefore to bear the burden of the
taxes for retired soldiers. In order to remedy this, the local autho-
rities ordered that the " mutual guarantee " should apply to all the
inhabitante of the villages. The reactions of this " well-intended

provision "* were detrimental to the poorer odtiodvortsi, because,
having paid the taxes for the whole community, the well-to-do

odnodvortsi were now entitled to compel the poor who had not con-
tributed, to work out their taxes either on the fields of the former,

or in other places for hire which was to be taken in repayment of

the money advanced in payment of taxes. The result was that the
poorer people were reduced to " extreme poverty." *

AUenation of the lands granted to the odnodvortsi in military

tenure produced controversie-. and reactions similar to those which
we have found in the case of the Black Ploughing Peasants of the
State. The nobles and the children of boyars were forbidden to

exchange their estates, to sell, to mortgage, and even to lease them
to the serving people of other cities for more than a year ; but " serv-

ing people " of the Ukraine, the ancestors of the odnodvortsi, were
entitled to exchange, to buy, or to sell their estates among them-
selves only, if they belonged to the same town, but not otherwise.

In 1714 the system of granting estates was suspended, the estate and
the votchinal systems were unified,' the Umitation of the right of
alienation lost its power, and the odnodvortsi began to sell their lands

• F.C.L.. vii., No. 4563 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 730.
• Ibid., xvi.. No. 12,185. P- 18 ; cited, ibid.
• Ibid. * Semevsky, ii. p. 731.
• Archiv. of Council oj State : Aff. Kath. II Commission. Case No. 102.

Afiair No. 439, pp. 1-16. Arch. Min. Justice, Nos. 982-4553, pp. 14-23 ;

cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 731.
• Cl. supra, p. int.
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to purchasers of any cUss who might offer themselves. Under an
Ukase of 1727 these transactions were recognized and legalized by
the Government so far as the past was concerned ; but for the future
the odttoivorlsi were forbidden to alienate their lands.'

Like many other ukases of different periods and in relation to
different classes m connection with the same matter, the Ukase of
1727 was frequently violated. Numerous cases might be cited
i>ome odnodvortsi of the town of Nijni Lomovo, who were settled in
new lands elsewhere, had mortgaged and sold their lands in Ihat
town to pomyaschiki and officials. The purchasers entered upon
their acquisitions, and soon began to encroach upon the lands of
theu- neighbours. The latter complained in 1752, and the Govern-
ment ordered that the lands should be taken from the purchasers
without compensation. This order was, however, not carried out
In 1754, on the occasion of a general survey, the lands were again
ordered to be returned, provided there was not sufficient land to
provide 30 dessyalin per household of the group of odnodvortsi. The
result of this second order does not appear. The odnodvortsi of the
town of Koslov complained that the pomydschike and the higher
officials were purchasing lands, transferring their peasants to them,
and takmg the best places. In the provmce ot Voronej there were
many distilleries and iron-works. The owners of these purchased
lands from the odnodvortsi, and cut down the timber upon them
ruthlessly, sometimes even cutting timber arbitrarily upon lands
belongmg to odnodvortsi, as weU as upon lands belonging to
the Treasurj'. The practice, indeed, seems to have been common
tor pomyetscheki to purchase a small piece of land from odnod-
vortsi, and then, having obtained a foothold, to annex forcibly
surrounding property, disregarding the rights of the owners
Tlie mstnictions " to delegates to the Legislative Commission of
Katherme II are fuU of complaints of this practice. The people of
the province of Voronej, for example, made the general charge that
the nobles, military officers, and civil officials had appropriated to
themselves the estates of the odnodvortsi, and had settled upon them
not merely their own peasants, but had brought to them free
Little Russians. Complaints were also made that the same people

' Soloviev,
J., Ob He " Odnodvortsi." op cil.. pp. 86. 87, and 06 Pohvpdr,

l7^L^^T,%t'"" '"'' ^'^'- '='-• ^^^i^^
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Ihe effect of these purchases and expropriations was the impovenshment of large numbers of the orfJJ/^ Trnp^erilti^twas also produced by extreme subdivision of the lardXoSeoperation of the custom of equal inheritance. When by the !Lra!
^11 "

™'"""' ""^ ^''"^ "' '™d "herited by an LdiSlbecame ,00 „,„„t, ,„ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ J irel™a neighbounng ojnodvortsi or to some one else One „sult o the^

mtrateTnPw T2 '"''"" ">' '='"<*'^=^ «i»«<fwfe.- did not

boSers ?h^r ^'^ "''" °'"'S^'* '° "'^^ themselves as la-

^^rj^uZZi':^ '""t""
""•=" "'"' *° ^^»^ '° '"e charity

ments Tad v.r!^ ^
"^ "'"' '''^'"'''* *" *•>« orfnoivo,/,,- settle-

"0~ed In^r-ti ''r"*"' °' '""''' Those who were able to

^Zr*/^ who'h^d'
"•'""

*'"=r»-'°-d'' «''«''*-'", or from thepomyancheke who had purchased odnodvortsi estates" Some of

orrin^ J ^^ ""^ '° 8"' •''" additional area of iS dessy^tin

£^3o^rvt4^rirs'"i^s
amount, they said, was not sufficient to secure the punctual2

I
^""si-y. "• 739-40.
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Semevsky, ii. p. 74,.
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ment of taxes, and was, indeed, barely enough for the production of

even iT^f T™' °*
'r^-

^' "'"""''''" "' Tambov regardedeven 15 ^ssyat.n per soul as an insufficient allotment, and asked formore Semevsky suggests that the reason for these demands was
that the odnodvorls, thought that if they could establish a high

,nT!/. ! l^^^
,"'' Government might be more readilyinduced to cancel the sales of land which had been made, and tocause the lands formerly in possession of the odmdvoHsi to be re-

turned to them^« Some of the complaints to the Legislative Com-mmon of Katherme II contained recommendations that a generalsun-ey should be made of odnodvortsi lands, including the lands thathad been sold, and that these lands should be taken from their pos-
sessors, and that the peasants who had been established upon themby the pomydscheke and others, should be turned out of the lands
lurther purchase of odnodvorlsi lands being prohibited. Others forexample the peasants of the district of Korensk, in the province of
Shatsk, asked for repartition of land among all of them equally
accordmg to the number of sculs put in poll tax, "

for equal main,:^nance without offence to anyone. In this way, every one would
be equally capable of paying the taxes." =

In the province of Tulsk, and in the district of Odoevsk, the nobles
proposed to Katherine's Commission that the odnoimrtsi lands in
these regions should be sold outright, and that the odnodvorhi should

«^^ "^^ '°
Yi^^

"™"^ P''^'^"'" 'S- i" Voronejskaya g«6.When additional lands were given to the odmdvortsi they did not
always agree among themselves about the distribution of it For
instance, m Kurskaya gub., some of the odnodvortsi wanted to divide
the additional lands among those of the inhabitants who paid poll-
tax

;
but the composition of the communities in question was too

complex for this to be done without dispute.
Advocates of the community system of landownership find in the

misfortunes of the odmdvortsi just retribution for the adoption of the

indeed been conspicuous for this land exhaustion.
^'""»v region has

.0. A^S;rp";--;{ ^^iszi^!t';V"''"" "^
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system of individual ownership. For this, of course, the odnodvortsi
were not primarily to blame. Their ancestors received the land not incommon ^operty, but for their individual use, as wages for individual
service. But the absence of the spirit of the community to which
this fact contributed, prevented them from resisting the external
pressure to which they came to be subjected. We have seen that
repartition was not unattended with difficulties among other classes
Of the peasantry

; but early adoption of it might have prevented the
dispersal and unpoverishment of this class. The odnodvortsi had
howevei, little communal feeling, as is illustrated by the fact that
although their forest land, unlike their plough land, was the property
of the community, they often voted " decisively " for its distributionamong them individually .1 In addition to the odnodvortsi. who
were heirs of old " serving people " of the district, there were odnod-
i«w-fa. of other families, and there were also nobles, some of whom hadmhented the lands and some of whom had acquired the lands them-
selves. Moreover, nobles and odnodvortsi possessed contiguous
stnps m the same fields.' It was difficult, under such circumstances
to arrive at common consent. Even in the interior life of the odmd-
»orte,, there were difficulties and discords about the di^^sion of landand the payment of taxes. The State taxes were levied upon thecommunity as a whole-that is, all the odnodvortsi in a district were
coUectively responsible for the payment of a tax levied in respect to
the number of male souls as ascertained in a census undertaken at
mtervals.' We have seen that the odnodvortsi did not hold their
land m common, with the exception of the forests, and that they
habitually subdivided the land through the custom of inheritanceThe mcidence of taxes was thus very unequal, because the tax was
nnposed per male soul, and the amount of land which was inheritedhad no necessary correspondence with the dimensions of the family
of the owner. From the Western European point of view, since the
middle ages, this condition was piously regarded as a dispensation of
Providence; from the Russian point of view it was an injustice
which might and should be rectified by the Government.

^J ??/,"f^' "f '^''™ " ""= ^Khteena century as foUoSr Sl'722 •

aft« Emanc'^tioi'^a^'^Jen^k fsp;."""
' "" '°'"' "^^S- The first cen.?.
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The odnodvortii looked at *heir grievance in this respect some-
what in this way : two heiu inherit the same amount of land—
one has a family of girls all of working age, the other has a family of
boys all infants ; the first is required to pay taxes upon one male soul
only, the second upon say haJ a dozen : their resources in land ai«
equal, but their working 'orce and the incidence of the tax are both
unequal. A more serious condition of affairs resulted when the
oinodvortsi had no land at all. The Director of Economies in Kursk,
for example, found that many of them had a farmhouse, but no
farm. So long as the population was scanty in the region surround-
ing an odnodvortsi settlement, the landless among them were able to
appropriate " arbitrarily " land which they might cultivate ; but
increase of population and accurate surveys made this practice
difficult. The landless were thus unable to pay their taxes unless
they rented lands ; and the conditions which have been described
contributed to the steady advance of rent. Moreover, the odnod-
vortsi, unUke the other peasantry, were not in the habit of dis-
tributing the taxes, or the maintenance of the aged and the young,
over the whole conununity. Each man had to bear his own family
burdens. When the taxes were imposed formally upon the com-
munity as a whole, the well-to-do odnodvortsi, as we have seen, paid
the taxes and then charged, and no doubt sometimes surcharged,
them upon the poor, taking the taxes out in work.

The scheme of app'. ng the principle of "mutual lesponsi-
bility," superposed as it was upon the fundamentally individualistic
economy of the odnodvortsi, did not work well. The remedy which
the odnodvortsi proposed involved a modification of their individu-
ahsm, viz. the division of the family lands equally among the mem-
bers of the family. This measure was not regarded as sufficiently
drastic by the Director of Economies of Kursk, and he suggested
that the odnodvortsi should adopt the community system of land-
ownership with periodical repartition of land. " Among these
people," he said, " it is a great necessity that there should be equal-
ization of land, as among the Court, Economical, and all other State
peasants, who divide the lands of their settlement according to the
number of taxed souls in that settlement. The odnodvortsi ought to
do so because they carry the same burden of taxation as the other
peasants." ' The local administration did not adopt the suggestion

' Semevsky. ii. pp. 754,
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that the odnodvorii. should be obliged to alter their fom, n« l.njownership without referring the aflair to the" higL '^^^^^^^^

smT r,
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Up till 1754 the odnodvortsi still retained the risht tn „ii n.

permuted to sell them without land Tb '
althLh ?h! ''kT,"were at this time allowed to liberate their neal^f"^'^^ "f^^.were not aUowed to do so • At tZT Pf^^"'^' the odnoivorts,

10 QO so. At the same time the question arose
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Semevsky, ,bid.
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whether or not the peasants o( the odnodvorisi, now call.d by the
special name of oinodvotchesky polovniki. should be " put into poU-
tax " as were tlitir o\vners. It was decided that this should be done.
The Black Ploughing Pfasants of the Stitc were oblined to pay
taxes for thiir polovniki, and the odnodvorisi hud to do so also. The
measure was. however, not carried into effect until 17S6.' Recruit
service was also required of the odnodvorisi polovniki in the same
manner as it was required of other classes of the peasantry.'

It apiwars that in one gubernie, at least, that of Tambov, an
attempt was made in 1796, on the part of the Government, to liberate
the peasants of the odnodvorisi by purchasing them by means of
voluntary agreement, and transferring them into the Treasury
peasantry

; but the odnodvorisi could not be persuaded to sell them.'
The polovnek of the odnodvorisi worked upon the land of his

master and paid obrdk in the same way as other peasants worked for
and paid to their pomyelschikl : yet the difference between master
and serf in the former case was slender. " We lived with our peas-
ants in one house," the odnodvorisi of Kursk told the Zemstvo
statisticians in later years ; "the barin would sleep on the bench and
the mujik under the bench ; and sometimes it would happen that
the barin would come drunk and lie down under the bench. We
ate from one plate, worked together, and together we would sew our
lapU; but nevertheless we were called Barin." Sometimes the
peasant was sent away on obrdk because his barin could not feed
him, and then, perhaps, he lived better than his master.* Such
were the abnormal relations between the deteriorated descendants
of old " serving people " and the descendants of their bondmen.

7. Old Service Serving People

Having the same origin as the odnodvorisi and scarcely distin-
guishable from them in any essential particular, yet differentiated
from them in a separate statistical category, in the third census in
1762, are the " Old Service Serving People." This group was also
regarded as separate by the Legislative Commission of Katherine II,

; ^9;''u ^''"r
Nos. 16,393 and 16,536 ;

cited by Semevsky, ii. p. ,;,
,'r°."-

"'" ^'"^- """ P- ^^ ':'ted by Semevsky. ibid.
Archive Matenals for the History of the Region ot Tambov," Tambov,tkayajub. Messenger (1880), No. 2 cited by Semlvsky, ii. p 7,4

""^'"
* Semevsky, %bid. j v //'*-
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for delegates were received from it independently of all other
claues of the population. In the second census the " Old Service
Serving People " are not clearly separated, but under the name of
Ramocluntsi they are apparently counted along with the odnod-
vorUi} At the third census " Old Service People " and " ploughing
soldiers " are counted together ; along with them were also counted
Treasury blacksmiths and a few " guardians of the border." These
classes numbered altogether about 17,000 souls, although it is clear
that the statistics are incomplete. The bulk of the people con-
cerned were in Moskovskaya gub.'

The duties of these classes seem to have been almost entirely of
a military character. The " Old Service People " of Kazanskaya
gub. alone supported two regiments, recruiting taking place, if not
every year, at least once in two years.' The burdens upon the
' ploughing soldiers " were still heavier.' Some of the " Old Service
People " were employed in the workshops of the arsenals. In 1766
they petitioned that their military obligations should be assimilated
to those of other prasantry." Up till the time of Peter the Great the
"Old Serving Pei.ple." like the odnodvorlsi, paid thf poll-tax of

80 kopeks per soul, and afterwards 70 kopeks, together with the

40 kopek obrdk. So also did the Cossacks of Novgorod and the
Treasury blacksmiths. The •' guardians of the border " paid no
obrdk, but paid the poll-tax. The Senate ordered in 1766 that all
" Old Service People " who did not render land militia service should
pay I ruble 70 kopeks in taxes. In 1783 all were required to pay
3 rubles of obrdk in addition to the poll-tax of 70 kopeks. The burden
of recruit enrolment fell so heavily upon the groups in question that
they protested their inability to pay their taxes punctually. " We
have to sell our cattle and other belongings, and we pay our taxes
with great difficulty. Other peasants pay the same taxes, but they
are not overburdened with recruit obligations as we are." • Some
of them, therefore, petitioned to be relieved of the obrdk.

The large drafts from the ' Old Service People " for military
service, and their frequent long absences on active duty, rendered it

quite impossible that they should be good farmers. Their agricul-

' Semevsky. ii. pp. 777-8. ' Ibid., p. 778.
• Ibid., ii. p. 783. • Ibid. > Ibid.
• Ibid. See also Arch. Council 0/ Slate : AH. KalheriM It CommisiiaM,

89, AS. No. 228, pp. 1-7.
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tuni methods were indeed archaic. The system which was in vogue

was known as the peryetojnoi system, involved the cultivation of

fields for about ten years, and then the abandonment of them and
the cultivation of other places.' Such a system did not contribute

to economy of land, and the quantities of plough lands belonging to

the " ploughing soldiers " diminished from that and other causes.

Among these causes was the appearance in the Volga region of

German colonists,* whose superior farming methods enabled them to

be formidable competitors in the local markets ; and in Central Russia

there occurred alienation oi the land of the " Old Service People " to

the pomyelschchc, partly by purchase, but often by mere seizure on
the part of the latter. These seizures were analogous to the illegal

" enclosures "of the eighteenth century in England, and they pro-

duced somewhat similar results. The people whose " reserve land
"

had been taken protested without avail, and they then proceeded to

take back the land by force. In the town of Mikhailov such pro-

ceedings occurred on the lands of the " ploughing soldiers," and
military detachments were sent to punish them. This they did

with the kn^t, and with exaction from them of oMk for the land

they had taken. It does not appear in this case vhfther the pomyet-

schiki had seized or had paid for the land in question ; but, undoubt-

edly, it had formerly belonged to the " ploughing soldiers." The
latter complained that " more than two hundred of their brethren

"

were beaten to death, and several thousands of rubles exacted from

the community, " what for we do not know." Moreover, two hun-

dred of the " ploughing soldiers," including their wives, were held

in the town under strict guard during the winter, and into the busiest

time of the summer. During this imprisonment they suffered from

want of food, and " were turned." Not satisfied with this, the
" adjacent pomyetschiki on 3rd November 1766 took a full company
of grenadiers . . . who killed with firearms our brethren in different

settlements and wounded a great number, destroying our houses

and taking away all of our provisions. This they did without ex-

hibiting any ukase. . . . Because of all this we are in great want

;

insufficient crops have been raised by us, and we do not have enough

food. Our widows and orphans are walking about begging in the

^ Archil, Council of Stale, 89, Aff. 228. Instruction No. 8, cited by Sem-
evsky, ii. p. 793. C/. as to the similar practice in Wales, Seebohm. F.,

Tribal Laais of Wales,
* Semevsky, ii. p. 793.
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name of Christ, and many of us through dread are leaving their

estates and are scattered over various towns, some with passports

and some have even fled without parsports." *

Although precise information upon the question is not yet avail-

able, there seems a reasonable probability that the " Old Service

Serving People " were not so purely individualistic in their customs

as the odnodvortsi. The inequality of land and of condition, which

was characteristic of the latter, does not appear among the " Old

Service People." When they were poor, the whole community was

poor. The customary expression of some of them to indicate the

community—viz. the mir—does not necessarily imply common
ownership or repartition, but it contrasts with the constant use of

the word "estates" ifomyestwye) by the odiiodvortsi. The "Old

Service Serving People" regarded their "reserve" lands as

common property, and the whole influence of the community was

brought to bear, sometimes without result, as we have seen, against

encroachments.

1 Archiv. Council of State : Affairs Kath. II Commission, 84, Aff. No. 114,

pp. 9-1 1 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 793.
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CHAPTER V
THE AGRARIAN DISTURBANCES IN THE FIRST THREE

QUARTERS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
The legislation of Peter the Great had placed the estates of the
serving people and the volchini of the nobles upon equal footing as
heritable property

; the Manifesto of i8th February 1762 had hber-
ated nobiUty and serving people alike from obUgatory service ;

>

nothing had been done for the peasants. Yet these incidents seemed
to suggest that the peasants' case was not hopeless. The autocracy
was no longer quite as it was. Freedom had been given to the
superior classes ; it might even extend below them to the mass of
the people. Nothing could be more logical or inevitable. Rumours
began to circulate among the peasants that something concerning
them was going to happen. The obligations of the nobles having
been abohshed, the next step must be the aboUtion of the obligations
of the peasants. The Manifesto inevitably aroused such hopes.
The existence of rumours about Uberation soon became evident to
the Government, and fearful of the consequences of precipitate
anticipation of freedom on the part of the peasantry, it issued on
19th June of the same year an ukase calling upon the peasants to
render their customary obedience to the pomyetschike? But the
movement among the peasants had afready begun. It began in the
districts of Klin and Tver, among the peasants of two pamyei-
schike, Tatishev and Khlopov. The Government determined to act
sharply, without delay. A command of 400 infantry with four guns,
and a regiment of cuirassiers was sent under Witten to put down
the disturbance.' On Tatishev's estate the peasants had levelled
his house to the ground ; at Khlopov's they had pillaged the house,
carried off his money, which had been paid for obrdh, and plundered
his granaries. On Tatishev's estate seven hundred peasants were

* Cf. supra, p. 179.
' F.C.L., XV., No. 11,57;:

. J ,_ ,.
' Semevsky, op. oil., i. p. 419.

cited by Semevsky, ibid.
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concerned in the disturbance, on Khlopov's four hundred The
peasants told both of the tomyOschiki that they had better not
venture to make their appearance among them any more AeiU-
tion was also gomg on at Belevsk. on the estate of Madame Zybina
at Gohtsk, on one of the Dolgoruki estates, and at many other places
Altogether there were in the districts mentioned nearly 7000 peas-
ants m open revolt. When Witten arrived at Tver with his foiShe
met with a stout resistance. There was a pitched battle, in which
three peasants were kiUed and twelve wounded by the troops while
the peasaiits wounded one officer and took sixty-four soldiers as
pnsoners.' In many districts throughout Russia the peasants were
agitated. When Katherine II acceded to the throne she said that
there were altogether in agitation 50,000 peasants belonging to the
pomyetscheki, and 100,000 peasants of the monasteries.'

A few days after Katherine acceded she issued a Manifesto which
repeated hterally an ukase of Peter III.

" Because the weU-being of a State, in accordance with the Law
of God and all the laws of the people, requires that all and everyone
shall remam upon his estate and shall be assured of his rights we
decide to preserve to the pomyOscheke the right to their estates 'and
properties, and to keep the peasants in necessary obedience to
them. »

This ukase was followed by concessions to demands for relief to
pomyetscheki, who suffered loss through the agitations. The reUef
took the form of cancelling the claims against them for military and
other assistance dunng the disturbances upon their estates The
Senate, by which these concessions were granted, also proposed to
the Empress that " in order that the peasants might feel more "

in
case of fresh disturbances, the cost of suppressing them should be
exacted from the peasants themselves ; and in July 1763 an ukasem this sense was issued, imposmg the burden not only upon the
bonded but also upon all other peasantry.*

In October 1763 the Military Collegium, or War Office, issued

* Semevsky. op cit., i. p. 420.
• Collection of the Historical Society, x., No. 37,381 ; cited ibid.

P.4J.
''"• "•"3' •'"'>' ^^i' ''«^: '="'='' by Semevsky, i.

« Archive of the Ministry of Justice and the Protocoll of the Senate
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general regulations respecting the conduct of mUitary operat.ons in
connection with the peasant disturbances. "When the miUtary
division approaches its destination," said these regulations "guns
are to be loaded and the piece of artiUeiy is to be charged with blank
cartridge. Then the officer m command must send for the priest
of the parish, who must be required to bring a certain number of
neighbours as witnesses. Haltmg his main force at a distance of
200 sa,m (1400 feet), the commander is required to send the priest
a commisrary, a clerk, and an officer with fifty privates to endeavour
to persuade the peasants to give obedience to their pomyetscUki and
to the authorities. In the meantime he is also required to arrange
pickets so that none of the peasants should be permitted to escape
(that is to say, he must quietly surround the village wMe the con-
ference IS going on). Then the main division is to approach the
village graduaUy, and three shots of blank cartridge are to be made
from the field gun. Should the negotiations be unsuccessful theomcer IS to report to ti,e commander, who must then himself go to

(T '^*^°*' *2 endeavour to persuade them to submit themselves
bhould these efforts be unsuccessful, the village must then be sheUed
the straw and hay burned, and a beginning must be made to carry
the place by assault. If these measures frighten the peasants, thecommander will then require the presence of the starosla. or head ofthe viUage, together with that of the best peasants. He will then
treating them with kindness, examine them about the cause of thei^
agitation, and endeavour to procure the names and persons of the
agitators, and to extmguish the fire. Then those who had been
airested must be sent to the nearest place where there is a court andaU the other peasants must be required to sign a promise that they
should not agitate any more. If, however, the peasants should not
subnit at once, shots must be fired over their heads ; if this should
be meffectual, the troops must approach nearer and fire a cannon
shot also over the heads of the peasants ; but if, even after that
they contmue to throw stones at the soldiers or to assault them thena part of the division must open real fire .^ soon as the .^wdbegms to fly, the firing must cease and arrests must be madeFmaUy If they are not even t jen brought to reason, the commander
must act with them ashe would against theenemiesof Her Majesty."'

i. p.';^9!*'
^*"' "•'•"""" '*'"• 9^4-3407, pp. 59,-600 : cited by Semevsky,
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The Senate remarked upon the contents of these regulations

that to for-see every contingency was impossible, and therefore the

Military Collegium must be left with ample powers ; but with the

condition that written orders must be issued in each case, and with

the understanding that the important consideration is that the

peasants must be " pacified " without ruining them, and more
especially without bloodshed. To act severely was permissible

only in extreme cases, and then only in conformity with the mili-

tary regulations,'

The agitations continued. In 1766 Little Russian peasants of

many pomyetscheke in Voronejskaya gub. were in a ftaie of disturb-

ance, which lasted into the following year. The estates of Count

Bi turlin, in Kozlova district, two settlements belonging to Prince

R. Vorontsev in Dobrensk, the estates of General Safonov and of

Prince Trubestkoy in Pavlovsk, were chiefly affected ; but there

was agitation throughout the adjacent districts of Belgorodskaya gub.

The peasants were " pacified " by the persuasions of the Governor,

and were obliged to promise in writing to obey their pomyetscheke.

They did this, however, on the condition that if they chose to do so,

they could migrate to other places from the estates upon which

they lived.

The Senate continued to carry out its policy of peaceful " paci-

fication "
; " but in 1767 and 1768 the agitations increased. The

peasants firmly believed that some great change was about to hap-

pen, and they were impatient to see their anticipations reduced to

reahty. In this state of mind they were pecuHarly exposed to the

influence of false rumours. The contemporary discussions of

agrarian problems in the higher spheres ' and the debates upon them

in the Free Economical Society might have given currency to some

of the various rumours had the peasants known anything about

them. It is hard'v possible to beheve that they did, although one

contemporary writer found an explanation of the peasant disturb-

ances in rumours of projects which were being developed in high

places.' Whatever leakage may have occurred from the debates of

> Archives of Min. of Justice, Nos. 924-3407. pp. 591-600 : cited by
Semevsky. i. p. 429.

' C/. F.C.L., xviii., Nos. 12,966 and 13.008: cited by Semevsky, i.

pp, 31 1 et seq.

Papers of the Society for the History of Old Russia (1861); iii.. Thoughts

p. 432
Discussed inf>

Society for the History of Old ii
, .

about the'giving of freedom to Peasants, pp. 98-99 : cited by Semevsky, i. p. 433.
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the Free Economical Society, the discussions on the peasant ques-
tion in the Legislative Commission of Katherine II could not have
produced agitations in 1766 or 1767, for these discussions did not
take place untU I768.> While the course and the nature oi the dis-
content among the peasants, which have been recounted suggest
that the agrarian movement at this time was spontaneous the
convocation of the Legislative Commission by the Empre^ of
which the peasants were aware, although they did not have
duect representation upon it, may have contributed to excite the
peasants' hopes. This is indeed to be inferred from an ukase of
1767, wh)c\ referring to complaints by peasants against their
pmyascheRe. remirks that the violent disturbances have occurredm most cases because of evil-minded people who spread false
rumours about a change of law." •

When Katherine II made her journey on the Volga early in May
of the same year {1767) the peasants belonging to the brothers
Olsufiev, m the district of Kashinsk, succeeded in presenting
to her a petition complaining of their treatment by their
masters. The Empress ordered that the peasants should be told
that they must obey their pomyOschiki ; but the peasants flatly
refused to do so. They ceased to work for them, collected money
and sent to Moscow a delegate to deUver a formal protest. An'
infantry regiment was sent to " pacify " them ; and one hundred and
thirty of the chief agitators were arrested and in. oned Some
. these were punished with the knitt and with sticki, „, accordance
as was customary, with the desire of their owners."

An agitation on two estates in the district of Simbirsk, led in
1767-8 to the despatch of a detachment. The peasants, both men
and women, attacked the troops, and although some of the assailants
were wounded, the soldiers were defeated. A Urger body of troops
was then sent, and the peasants made no further resistance. On
the order of the pomyetschiki, twelve of the agitators were beaten
with the knitt, and fift;,- with sticks.*

The peasants of Bejyetsk, then in Moskovskaya gub refused to
pay obtdk from 1765 to 1768. An inquiry was instituted, and the

' C/. Semevsky, i. p. 433, and infra, p. 314.
F.CL.. xvm.. No. 12,966; cited ibid.

' Archive of Min. of Justice: Affairs of the Senate No 82-^08.
pp. 380-1 ; cited by Semevsky, i. p. 434.

'
' "°- '^-4983.

• Ibii.. No. 250-3821. pp. 713-4 ; cited by Semevsky, i, p. 4,5
VOL. I " *'^ „
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peasants consented to pay ; but sixteen of them were beaten with
sticl(s> In the same district in 1769 Prince Metschyeraky com-
plamed to the chancellery that his peasants refused to obey him.

Thus, for about seven years, from 1762 until 1769, agiution was
practically continuous, breaking out sporadically and apparently
spontaneously in many different parts of the country. For three or
four years after 1769 there were few disturbances. Then there
came the first mutterings of the storm, which broke in its full vio-
lence in 1775, in the rebellion of Pugachev.

The causes of these preliminary disturbances were undoubtedly
also those of the general ar arian rising, aggravated as they were
by the further piling of buidens upon the peasants during the inter-
vening years, and by the indifference, apparent or real, of the author-
ities. The principal cause of the disturLances appears almost
undoubtedly to have been the manner in which the pomyOschike
exercised their power. The case of Saltykova," whose atrocities
occurred during the years immediately preceding 1762, was for-
tunately probably unique, but there were many others nearly as
bad

;
and there can be no doubt, if we may trust the numerous

ukases on the tyranny and cruelty of the pomydschtki, that their
normal and common attitude was bound inevitably to result in
reprisals of at least equal violence. It may or may not be that the
Russian people have less control over themselves than the people of
Western Europe,' but the mere fact of the bondage relation is
sufficient to account for the deterioration of character which resulted
on the one hand in the tyrannical pomyetschik, and on the other in
the subservient and vindictive peasant. Nearly all the Russian
writers on the subject are inclined to attach great unportance to the
fact that in the eighteenth century the State peasants were on the
whole treated with the consideration due to human beings, while the
peasants of the pomyaschiki were treated otherwise. We have seen
that the peasants of the State had their difficulties ; but these arose
partly from the avarice of some of themselves and partly from the
avarice of the neighbouring pomyeUchiki, who encroached upon
their lands. They had rarely to endure the capricious action of the
central authority

; while the local authority was frequently, as we
have seen, inclined to measures intended for their benefit, even often

\
Archive afMin.oj Justice: Affairs o]tht';inate.i!os.2ia--ii2l d 78a

• See supra, p. 204. . gee infra, ii. p.
3.*^'
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e«hteenth century when means of communication were^antvand
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the market-place and of the church porch on Sundays and holy days.
Distorted scraps of knowledge, as well as baseless canards, found
their way everywhere. Migrants and pilgrims, the latter in enor-
mous numbers, carried news, if not in their wallets, then in their

heads, and there were not wanting foreign colonists,' whose criti-

cisms of the local customs with which they found themselves in

conflict were no doubt scornfully received, but nevertheless much
discussed. Reforms even brought their economic and social re-

actions, and had their victims ; moreover, reforms were directly

costly, and cost meant increased taxation. In a country where the
agricultural had not yet given way to the commercial regime, and
where there was a slender stock of ready money, increase of taxation,

together with unequal incidence of it, disturbed the economic
equiUbrium and brought some people to the edge of want. V cc

does not always produce rebellion, but hope in the presence of want
often does. No matter how weak in character or how wanting in

sustained energy he may be, the man who seizes the psychological

moment, when hope is at its maximum and want is not severe enough
to emasculate hope, may be able to lead a revolt. Pugachev was
a natural consequence of Peter the Great.

Peter had forged more firmly than ever before the fetters of the
nobility. He treated them, indeed, with the same contempt with
which they were themselves accustomed to treat their peasants.

He also bound the peasants more firmly to their masters. When
the nobility was able to throw off the burden of obligatory service,

and when the " serving people," who had become fused with the
nobility, were no longer obliged to render service for the land which
had been given to them, it seemed to the peasants quite reasonable
that the next step should be their own liberation, or at least a very
serious mitigation of their obligations either to their pomyelschiki

or to the State, or both. Soon after the manifesto of Peter III

which abolished the obligatory service of the nobility, the peasants
began to petition to be taken off the tax rolls as peasants of pomyet-
schike, and to be inscribed as peasants of the State. Such a trans-

ference at that time would, they thought, relieve them of bartschina.

and would probably also have reduced the amount payable in oMk.
The rumours which were in circulation in 1766-7 were to the eflect

* There were many German colonists, for example, in the eighteenth
century.
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that <ui ukase had been issued by the Empress ordering that the
«rtates of p<myascheki who had been overburdening the? peasants
wrth obligations should be transferred to her, and that the nTximum
amount of bartKkina exigible on all estates should be one day per
week. TTie convocation of the Commission of Katherine II gave
credence to the idea that some such measure was in contempUtion

;and the peasants seem to have widely arrived at the conclusion that
the last daj^ of the tomyehchiki were at hand. For some of these,
this was unfortunately too true, for the murdering of tomyetuhilu
by peasants dates from this period.

The progress of agitation was very rapid, for when the peasanU
oi one estate came into conflict with their master, or with the mili-
Xa.Ty authorities, the local solidarity of peasant hfe led to the peas-
ants of neighbouring estates joining with Inose who were in active
opposition. When the miUtary authorities were informed that a
few scores of peasants had refused to pay oMk. or were in open
revolt, a body of troops, proportionate to the estimated magnitude
of the nsmg, was sent down to the estate from the military head-
quarters of the district. On the arrival of the troops it was found
that they had to deal, not with a few scores, but with a few hundreds
perhaps with a few thousands, of peasant men and women armed
with scythes, flaUs, pitchforks, and reaping-hooks, and with stones
Notwithstandmg their superior armament, the troops were often
overpowered by mere force of numbers. The subsequent appear-
ance on the scene of larger detachments, especially if they were
accompanied by artiUeiy, generally put the peasants to flight and
resulted m numerous arrests. As a rule, at this time the casualties
were not numerous, ahhough frequently a few peasants were kiUed
and a few soldiers were wounded.' There were, however, exceptions
On an estate of Prince Dolgoruki there was a disturbance in
1762, m which twenty peasants were kiUed and about the same
number wounded

; on the estate of Ev. Demidov, in 1758 thirty
people were killed at once, and thirty-three mortally wounded on the
estate of ^pomydschek called Passek, in 1768, about thirty peasants
were killed and wounded, and about thirty soldiers were wounded
a captain being wounded mortally .^^

One of the enthusiasms of the peasants was to see an ukase signed
by the hand of the Empress. In order to secure this they frequently

' Semevsky, i. p. 440, 1 yj,^
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equipped and despatched dekgationf to proceed tc the capiub at
great risk.*

Alter the peasants had Ijeen afforded an opportunity to send
their " Instructions " through deputies to the local organ, and
through that again by deputies to the Commission of Katherine,
they waited patiently from 1770 till 1773, in order to see the result
of their representations. Meanwhile the sale of peasants and the
increase of obrdk went on ; the pomyetschiki did not seem to realize
that they were trifling with a volcano. The eruption took place in
the rising of Pugachev, which, beginning among the Cossacks of
the Yaek, rapidly extended to peasant spheres.

^ Semevtky, i. p. 441,



CHAPTER VI

THE AGRARIAN QUESTION IN THE "HIGHER SPHERES"
IN THE TIME OF THE EMPRESS KATHERINE II-
1761-1796

Sekious discussion of the agrarian question in modem Russia began
in the reign of Katherine II. At that time the exercise of bondage
right was carried to extreme limits. " Crowds of people were ex-
posed for sale in the market places " ;

» numbers of serfs were
brought in barges to St. Petersburg for sale.' Tlie condition of the
serfs in the hands of estate owners was almost unendurable . Flights
of peasants from the estates to which they belonged, and even from
Russia, were frequent. Contemporary writers, even of conservative
leanings, urged that measures should be taken to limit bondage
right. For example. Count P. E. Panin, a member of a family
always distinguished for its devotion to the throve, presented in

1763, to the Empress Katherine, a memorandum i ,hich he said
that the pomyetschlki " were collecting from the peasants taxes and
laying upon them works not merely exceeding those imposed by
their near neighbours in foreign countries, but very often even beyond
human endurance." » He stated also that many pomyelscheke were
selling their peasants to other pomyelscheke for recruiting purposes.
The flights of peasants to Poland from Kussia were, in Panin 's

opinion, due to the exercise by the estate owners of unUmited
authority. Panin suggested that governors of gubemi should be
empowered to deal with those estate owners who treated their
peasants arbitrarily, that trading in recruits for the army should be
forbidden, that when serfs were disposed of, only whole families
should be permitted to be sold, and that a statute should be pro-
mulgated defining the obligations of peasants to their proprietors.

,1- E^^S'^}^;^^ ^,V^*' '"f"'""' e""""" >" Russia in Ihi EigUienlh and
lilt Firsl Half 0/ Ihc N,nclce»lh Ceiilitry {Si. PeteiBburg, 1888) i t) 477• Ibtd., p. 22.

o f i .»//.

Semevsky, Peasants under Katherine 11. i. pp. 152-3.
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Panin alao (uggeited that theie mcatures should be taken lecietly,

so that the bandaged peasantry should not be excited to disobedi-

ence.'

The customary oMh paid at that time by the bonded peasant

was two rubles per soul, and in addition, although his obligations

were indefinite, he was customarily required to render weekly three

days' barlschina or work upon the land for his proprietor. Panin

proposed to Umit the barlschina which might be exacted to four

days weekly ; thus no doubt tending to improve the condition of

the peasants on the estates where they were most seriously ex-

ploited, but probably increasing by one day's barlschina the burdens

of the general mass of the peasantry.

About the same period Prince D. A. GolEtsin, through his relative

Prince A. M. GolCtsin, Vicc-Chancellor to the Empress, made repre-

sentations of a more liberal character. Prince D. A. Goli^tsin had
lived for some years in Paris in the late fifties of the eighteenth

century. He had become acquainted with the Physiocratic writers,

and had become infected with their enthusiasm for the peasantry.

From 1762 till 1768 he was Ambassador of Kussia at Paris, and from

1767 he became a frequenter of the celebrated Tuesdays ut the house

of the Marquis de Mirabeau, and an avowed " economist." ' During

this period Golgtsin conducted a correspondence with the Vice-

Chancellor largely upon the peasant question. This correspondence

undoubtedly passed under the eye of the Empress, who annotated

the letters.'

Under the influence of physiocratic ideas thus derived, Katherine

resolved to establish a society in St. Petersburg for the discussion of

the peasant question. " The Imperial Frc<: Economical Society
"

was thus founded by her in 1765.* She gav'j to the society immedi-

ately after its formation, a sum of money to be awarded as a prize

' Semevsky. The Peasant Question in Russia in the Eighteenth and the

first Half of the Nineteenth Century, i. p. 22.
' Higgs, Henry, The Physiocrats (Tendon. 1897). P- 19-

Semevsky. op cit., p. 23. Twenty-seven ot these letters are ia the
Archives of Foreign .\ffairs : five of them only have been published. See
Russkoe Vestnih (1876), No. 2.

• Khodnev. -\. E.. History of the Imperial Free Economical Society, 1765-
1865 (St. Petersburg. 1865), pp. I et seq. During the hundred and forty-live

years of i ts existence the society lias continued to render the greatest services to
econnmico-historical science. Its magnificent library contains collections ol

the materials of local governmental and economic history of a completeness
probably unrivalled in any country.
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for the best cMay upon " The Relative Advantage* of Private and
Public Ownerahipof Land." One year after the prize wa» announced,
one hundred and »ixly-two essays had been received, the competiton
lepresenting nearly every country in Europe. The essays were of
"enormous length." and were written in French, Latin, Dutch,
Swedish, Russian, &c.' The Russian authors were generally in
favour of public ownership, the foreign writers generally in favour
of private ownership.' The prize was awarded to Beard* de
I'Abbaye, Doctor of Uw, of Aix-Ia-chapelle.> His paper con-
Umed a systeniatic treatment of the peasant question, and, on
the whole, reflected the influence of the Physiocrats. The author
divided his subject into two parts, each of them containing the
discussion of a problem : (i) " Which is more useful for the State-
that a peasant should have the right to possess property or not ?
(J) How should the theoretical conclusion thus arrived at be applied
to existing conditions ? " "The peaKuits," he says, on the first point,
" are the foundation of the whole State. They are a barometer
showing its real strength. The poorest peasant is more useful than
the Idle and ignorant miser-courtier. The peasants bring profit to the
State mainlyfrom the fact that owing to them population is increased,*
therefore peasants should possess property inalienably, in order that
they should not fear that their children might suffer hunger. Before
grving hire id, it is necessary to make the peasant personally free.
The whole nu -•se demands of the Sovereigns that they should
emancipate tht i«.asants. The strength of England is founded upon
the perfection of its agriculture, which in turn depends upon the fact
that the peasants are free, and that they possess land.' Contrarily,
in Poland poverty is an outcome of the serfdom in which the peas-
ants are kept. Everywhere the power of the State is the direct
consequence of the freedom and welfare of the peasants. The farmer
feeds the others with his toil, and has a right to demand for himself
premiums and distinctions, and especially property in land. The

hh^Ji^'J'^°'"i^' "S
"' '• P-, 5,''

.

The present ^mter was shown in the

esM
Economical Society some of the manuscripts of these

SocieS"""""''"''^''
^^ ProtcsBor Svyatlovsky, formerly Secretary o( the

* Then a French city.
' There is a touch of eighteenth-century mercantilism here.
No doubt the author thinks of the yeomen farmers.
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best means of facilitating agriculture is to make the farmers the
owners of the land they cultivate. To possess only movable pro-

perty is to possess almost nothing.^ Where land is scarce, pre-

cautions must be taken to prevent land passing in too great quan-
tities into the hands of peasants ; but in a vast, scantily populated
empire (as Russia was in the eighteenth century) no means should
be neglected for the increase of the population. It is especially

necessary that land should be the inalienable property of peasants,

or that it should not be aUenated excepting for debts or for some
such reason." On the second point, the author urges the danger of

haste. " It is dangerous," he says, " to let a bear free from the

chain, without taming him."

'

In spite of the Gargantuan pile of theses, nothing came of the

great competition. According to the newspapers of the time.

Beards de I'Abbaye was duly paid his pecuniary award, and that

was all.'

The next phase of the question was characterized by the ap-

pointment in April 1768 of a Commission for the drafting of a new
statute on peasant affairs. The Commission ostensibly represented

all classes, but the privileged landowners greatly preponderated.

There were a few peasant members, but these were " all from the

northern provinces, where serfdom was almost unknown," *

While these academic discussions were going on, the arbitrary

exercise of bondage right by the pomyetschike was rapidly bringing

the peasantry to the point of rebellion. The inherent difficulties of

the question were great enough, but the chief difficulty undoubtedly
lay in the attitude of the estate owners over whom the autocracy had
insufficient authority. Ukase after ukase was issued, ostensibly to

^ Prince D. A. Goletsin. e.g., had earlier suggested that peasants should
be given the right to po&sess movable property. C/. Semevsky, op cit..

i. p. 2S.
* Semevsky, op cit.. i. pp. 58-9. The essay was published in Amsterdam

in 1769. (See Kleinschmidt, Drei Jahrhttnderte russischer Geschichte (1598—
1898) (Berlin, 1898). p. 131 h.)

* Ibid., p. 53. E^ofessor Maxime Kovalevsky mentions (in his Russian
Political Institutions (Chicago. 1902), p. 135) that Diderot presented to the
Empress about this time (1767) a paper in favour of the emancipation of
the serfs.

* Kovalevsky. op cit., p. 134. For a full account of the proceedings of
the Commission, see Semevsky. op cit.. i. pp. 95 et seq. Cf. also Semevsky.
Peasantry in the Reign of Katherine II, and I^yesni^kov. A. E.. " Nobility and
Peasantry in the Commissions of Katherine, in The Great Reform (Moscow,
191 1 ), i. p. 204.
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improve the condition of the peasants, but their provisions remained
a dead letter. Strong as Katherine was, she was not strong enough
to deal drastically with the aristocratic landed proprietors, who
were the inheritors of bondage right, and who were at the same time
the chief supporters of the Throne. However anxious Katherine
might have been at certain moments to improve the condition of the
peasantry in the general interests of the State, she was unable to
carry her designs mto effect, because the whole administrative
machinery was m the hands of the class whose power over the peas-
antry it was necessary to curtail. The inevitable outcome of a
deadlock of this kind was an explosion. The explosion came in
the form of a peasant revolt led by Pugachev.> The rising was
suppressed after a formidable campaign, but the incident afforded
an excuse for frowning upon all open discussion of the peasant
question. RaditscJiov, for example, was condemned to death
" because in his accuunt of a journey from St. Petersburg to
Moscow he gave a fair descriptio- of the mtolerable condition of
the serfs." ' The influence of Katherine, together with the fear
of arousing extravagant hopes in the minds of the peasants,
extended long after her reign was over. Open discussion of the
agrarian question was for the time practically closed.

During the eighteenth century, however, a rule came to be
established graduaUy that only hereditary gentry, or those who
became gentry by service to the State, should be entitled to possess
es'ates with serfs, or to possess serfs without land. When, under
Katherine II. merchants were permitted to rise to the eighth class,
those who did so were not permitted to possess estates.' Although
this rule did not alter the then existing conditions under which
bondage right was exercised, it prevented in a certain degree the
extension of that right.

See vol. ii. Book IV, chap. ii.

Kmn^°Zlt'!^^'J^^"'-^iJ^^-
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CHAPTER VII

i: ,

THE QUESTION OF THE LIMITATION OF BONDAGE RIGHT
IN THE REIGNS OF PAUL I AND ALEXANDER I

When Paul I ascended the throne, in 1796, the peasant, in spite of

numerous projects for the improvement of his condition, was still

really at the mercy of his owner. The peasant had no right of
complaint ; he could not marry without leave from his owner, or
without payment to the owner for his wife ; he had no property in

the movables he might have acquired ; his obligations were un-
defined, and were usually burdensome ; he had no right to demand
redemption from his personal bondage, even although by some means
he might be able to pay for redemption. The owner of serfs had
practically unlimited power of punishment, and he might, if he
wished, sell or bequeath his peasants, with or without the land they
cultivated.' In short, the serf was not recognized as a man—^he was
a chattel or a beast of burden. At the same time his owner—the
pomyetschek—though an autocrat in his own sphere, was himself a
serf of the Tsar. Russian life had come to be involved in a vicious
circle from which escape was destined to be by a hard path.

The severe censorship of the reign of Paul I notwithstanding, a
considerable body of influential opinion had gradually arisen in

favour of the limitation of the rights of the pomyetschiki. This
opinion was strong enough in 1801, the last year of the reign of
Paul, to secure the enactment of the ukase of that year by means
of which two important steps towards emancipation were talien.

These were the modification of obligations on the part of the peasant
and the limitation of the right to sell peasants without at the same
time selling the land cultivated by them. The amount of hartschina
which might be exacted was fixed at three days, and so far as Little

Russia was concerned, serf-owners were forbidden to sell serfs without

, ,]
'-^- Scmevsky, PeasMlt Question in Russia in Ike Eiehlcenlh and the first

half of the Nineteenth century (St. Petersburg. 1888), i. p. 477.
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land.' This was not much, but it was a beginning. The peasant
question now assumed a new phase. The extension of the principle
of non-ahenation of serfs without land came to be the leading ques-
tion. The pomyetschiki facilitated the settlement of this stage of
agranan refonn by the shameful extent with which they canied
on the traffic in human flesh.' Immediately after his accession
Alexander I ordered several projects of agrarian reform to be pre-
sented to the State CouncU. Of these the most typical were the
project of Count A. R. Vorontsev, friend of Raditschev and sym-
pathizer with his ideas, and the reactionary measure of Arakcheev,'
a military martinet.

Between 1801 and 1803 an " unofficial committee " was en-
trusted by the Emperor Alexander I with the task of making
recommendations on the peasant question ; but their labours led ij
no practical result. While this committee was still sitting, the
Empero.- called to his assistance Count C. P. Rumyantsev, son of the
Field-marshal. Rumyantsev had studied law at the University of
Leyden, and had come to be imbued with Western ideas. In i8o2
he handed to the Emperor -a memorandum which contamed a series
of unportant suggestions upon a poUcy which he believed would lead
to the gradual extinction of serfdom. The cardinal point in Rum-
yantsev's project was the inexpediency of permitting the liberation
of the serfs without at the same time settling the land question.
Proprietors, Rumyantsev says, in effect, will act in accordance with
what they conceive to be their self-interest. If it is more pro-
fitable for them to allow serfs to buy freedom, they will sell. They
will even liberate whole villages on certain terms. Therefore the
proprietors should be allowed ti do so, provided that they were
willing to allot " arable lands to each peasant separately," or to
give "thewholeallotmenttothecommunity." Rumyantsev appears
to be alone among his contemporaries in making the latter sugges-
tion. His design was to render possible the establishment of com-
munal landownership.'' The Government was to exercise an

' Cf. Semevsky, op cit.. i. p. 478. > lt,id.
• Arakcheev maintained his ascendancy over Alexander I by means of

D f,*^™^'!'
"""ery" and simuUted reUgiosity. (Kropotkin, Ideals and

R'al-tus of Russian Lilerature (London. 1905). p. 34.) See also S. P. Melgunov,
••Gentleman and Serf on the Eve oJ the Nineteenth Century," in The Creal
i?</orm (Moscow, 191 1), i. p. 354.

'

* Semevsky, op cit., i. p. 353.
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impartial and strict jurisdiction, and to see that the conditions were

ZT^y^^""^- ^^' "'"• "^"^ "' I**^*' *<>™«<i by thU pr"
cessofhberatjonwastobedefinitelyrecognizedbylaw. Rinyantsev
supplemented his memorandum by a project of law or a^^o^^Uase -nn, document declares; (i) that the right to p^sspeasants Mongs exclusively to the privileged class f (2) thS^S
WUa.S""' '^r",'""'"-

^* ""= '^^ *° ^' ^'^^ *™ by wholeviUages, concluding with them bondage agreements "
;
•

(3) whenwhole families are liberated, the proprietor can arrang; w^th eachpeasant to aUot a certain area of land
; (4) villages can te redeemed

as a whole, on payment of the sum demanded by their proprietor

1 11 ^n't . ""^ "^y !« be granted in cases where land islegaUy aUotted on condition of the payment of an amount of oMkdeteimmed by the master, or where a specific sum is payable bv
mstalinents instead of a perpetual annual payment. VVhere peas-ants were unpunctual in their payments, Rumyantsev recommend
severe pumshment-«tting the unpunctual peasants on State work
ch^afting them into the army, and the Uke. The Council of Stateadmi ted tha the proposed ukaseof Rumyantsev wasquiteconsistent

H ;? .w *T^
'"'' ^""^ *** " "«»* be very useful

; but it con-
sidered that the proclamation of it would excite the peasants tobeheve that general emancipation v^s approaching, and that theywere about to obtain unhmited freedom. The Procurator-denemT
^rjavm, said that although in the old laws, proprietors had no
righ s over serfs, yet political views having bomid the peasants tothe land, slavery became a cus.^m which, being rooted by timebecame so far divme, that great discretion is required to touch itwithout harmful consequences," The opposition to RumyantseVs
proposals did not come exclusively from the reactionary side. Some
of the members of the Council of State objected to the proposed
ukase on the ground that it would expose the peasants trthe
avarice of the proprietors." The bondmen would be anxious toacquire freedom, and some proprietors would take advantage of thisanxiety to lay upon their former serfs burdens, pecuniary or other-

J«se, which would ruin them. Well-to-do bondmen would thusbe transformed into bobyeli, or peasants without agricultural equip-
».„. or capital. Notwithstanding these objections, the Co^cilapproved of the ukase. Derjavin, however, did not aUow the matter

" That is to say, agreements as to the conditions of liberation.
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to rrat. He rode at once to the palace and laid his criticism before
the Tsar. " A slave for his freedom wUl promise all, and then will
appear to be unpunctual in payment. The peasants will then return
to their former condition of bondage, or to even graver slavery
because the proprietor will take revenge for the trouble and los^
«*ich he has mcurred. The interest of the State would also suffer,
because the peasants, once free, may migrate, and their recruits
and taxes wiU he rendered irregularly." ' Derjavin appeared for
the tune to succeed in convincing the Tsar, but after further ap-
parent vaciUation, the ukase became law, and there was estabUshed
the class of Free Grain Cultivators, or groups of peasants liberated
by theu- proprietors on certain terms prescribed by the statute The
mfluence of his former tutor. La Harpe, seemed after all to have tri-
umphed in the Emperor's mind over the forces of reaction .» The fore-
gomg, and other related detaUs," show clearly what was the strength
of the opposition to reforms even of a quasi-emancipatory character
notwithstanding the apparently strongly sympathetic attitude to
them of the Tsar. He was not at that time sufficient of an autocrat
to nnpose his will without difficuhy upon the formidable body of
andovners. Yet the ukase of 20th Febniary 1803 was only a
logical outcome of the manifesto of 1775,' which permitted a liberated
serf to remain free without registering himself with anyone, and thus
gave legal sanction to the class of freed peasants, or VolenoStpui-
schemte, and of the ukase of 1801, by which such freedmen were
permitted to possess land. These legal provisions had not been
utihzed to any material extent, and the new law was intended to
encourage landowners to liberate their peasants, as well as to pro-
vide a certam amount of governmental supervision of the process,
and to establish a new class of freedmen, to be known as Free
Gram Cultivators, or Svobodnlkl Khkbopashtsi. The ukase of 2oth
February iCo3 provided for the liberation of peasants individuaUy
or by whole villages, with aUotments of land or whole estates, under
conditions arrived at by mutual agreement between the peasants
and their former owners. These agreements were to be presented
for approval to the Tsar through the provincial marshals of nobiUty

* Semevsky, o* cit.. i. p. 255.
Cf. ibid., anac/. infra, ii. p. 14.
Very fully given by Seraevsky, ibid,, pp. 21:4-5

« See ju^ro, pp. 231-2.
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and the Minister of the Interior. After approval the conditions
were to be observed on both sides m the same manner as the bondage
obligations had been required to be observed. Individual peasants,
or whole villages of peasants, whose obUgations under the Act had
not been implemented, were to be returned into bondage with their
families. Rumyantsev's suggestion, that they should be recruited for
the army or for the works of the State, was not adopted. Dvorovie
lyudi, or household serfs, were also permitted to be liberated, and to
enter the class of Free Grain Cultivators, provided land was given to
them along with their liberty or was obtained by them otherwise.
The tax per soul was to be paid by the Free Grain Cultivators in the
same way as the tax paid by the landowners' peasants. The tax
was thus not to be confounded with the obrdk payments. On the
other hand, the Free Grain Cultivators were to render the same mili-
tary and zmistvo or local administrative services as the State
peasants. After the land came into their possession, on the dis-
cbarge of their obligations to the former landowner, the peasants
might sell, mortgage, or bequeath it, but no division of the land was
to be made into smaller portions than eight dessiatines per soul. Free
peasants under the Act might also purchase more land, and there-
fore might migrate, with the sanction of the local government office,

from one district to another, or from one province to another.* The
following were prescribed as the conditions under which agreements
for hberation might be made : (i) When proprietors of peasants
grant personal hberty and give land to the freed peasants as their
property, for a sum agreed upon between the parties, and paid at
the time of liberation

; (2) when the payment is made in instal-
ments, the peasants meanwhile rendering definite obUgations

; (3)
when the peasants, in return for the grant of personal freedom, remain
to cultivate the land of the landowner, and to pay obrdk, in money
or in kind, for a certain number of years or perpetually (the amount
of the obrdk being, of course, fixed). The Mmisterof the Interior was
instructed to observe (i) that peasants remaining the property of
the landowner as bondmen should not be entirely deprived of land
in favour of Uberated peasants ; and (2) that the proprietor, when
he allotted land to liberated peasants, should divide it into separate
holdings, so that each liberated peasant should have a definite piece
of land.

' Semevsky, op cit.. i. pp. 255-6.
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The new law came into operation very slowly. The reason for

this appears to have been that the peasants, however anxious for
liberty they may have been, were reluctant to convert indefinite
obligations mto the exorbitant definite burdens which many of the
proprietors demanded as the price of Hberty. During the twentv-
two years which elapsed between the passing of the ukase and the
cleath of the Tsar Alexander I. there were only i6i cases of libera-
tion of peasants from bondage under the provisions of the Act
TTiese i6i cases represented 47,153 souls of male sex. or a population
of about double that number.' As there were at that time upwards
of ten mUhon souls of male sex in the possession of landowners, this
number forms an msignificant fraction of the total. The foUowing
table shows how the movement towards emancipation went on
dunng the years from 1804 to 182.';

;

Mnclusivelil
Number of Peasam Soul.i

|lnclusi.el>)
„, „^,j ^^ liberalei.

1S04-1808 .... ,.,.,
1809-1813 • ^°-^*l

1814-1818
1819-1823
1824-1825

In the first period there is included the important case of Prince
A. Goletsin, who liberated 13,371 peasant souls for the sum of
5,424.018 rubles, or an average of 406 rubles per soul' The sum
was advanced by the Treasury, and afterwards punctually paid by
the peasants as agreed upon. Theobligation to pay to the proprietor
a definite sum, either at once or in instalments extending over a
number of years, as a condition of liberation, was undertaken by
28,944 souls, or 61 per cent, of the aggregate above mentioned. The
mmunum payment was at the rate of 139 rubles per soul ; the maxi-mum in two cases being respectively 4000 and 5000 rubles per soul
In some cases the proprietors did not require any payment to be
made to themselves personally

; but they required the Uberated
peasants to pay for a certain number of years an annual subscription
to churches or to benevolent societies. Some of the branches of the

' Semevsky. op cil., i. p. 266. 1 /j,j
• Bogdanovich. Hulory 0/ the Tsar Alexander I. i. p. i.y quoted bvSemevsky, op „,.. ,. p. 266. See abo N. E. Turgueniev; La lustle « ?,"«„„«*
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Kussian Bible Society, for example, benefited considerably by

donations of this kind. The total of the fixed money payments

is estunated at 396 paper rubles per soul, or 127 silver rubles.' The

largest number of liberations took place in Voronejskaya gui., where

the esUtes of Prince A. Golctsin were situated. Excluding Vilin-

skaya gub., where all the peasants liberated {7000) betonged to one

proprietor, who liberated them by will without land, although they

were afterwards made Free Grain Cultivators, all of the guberni in

which the number of liberated peasants exceeds 1000 are in Great

Russia. " It may therefore be said that the Great Russian pro-

prietors alone used the law of 1803 for the emancip; .ion of their

bondmen.' Only seventeen proprietors were wealthy enough, or

generous enough, to set their peasants free without paymoit.

Among these was the testator above mentioned ; the remaining

sixteen cases included only 415 souls. In those cases where the

peasants were required to pay a certain sum in obrdk until the death

of the proprietor, the annual amount per soul of these payments was

from 6 to 25 rubles in Novgorodskaya guh. ; 15 to 26 rubles in

Nijigorodskaya guh. ; 20 rubles in Petersburgskaya gub. Some

cases of highly exorbitant payments occurred. Most of these cases

are of women proprietors—widows. Thus in one case a woman of

Simbirskaya gub. liberated 108 souls on condition that they paid

obrdk to her during her lifetime to the extent of 19 rubles per soul,

and after her death a lump sum of 7000 rubles to the beneSciaries

under her will—an original method of life insurance. Some pro-

> The following. howev«. makes clearer the actual payments made by

the peasants for recovery of their personal freedom.

Payments per Soul. A' amber ol Souls affected.

1 39-199 rubles.

200-300
301-400 „

401-500 ,,

501-600
eol-700 ,,

701-R00
801-1OUO .,

1001-2000 ,,

4000-5000 ,.

Cf. Semevsky. i. p. 268 ».

Semevsky, op cil.. i. p. 267.
. . i. j. . , »i„ A,f

There was at least one important breach of the conditions of tne Act.

This was in Tavrecheskaya gub.. where 1452 Noghaitsi were hberated without

land. There were three other minor cases of the same kind. Cf. Semevsky,

op cit., i. pp. 271-2.

900
7.17a
1,667

14,968

907
3.187

78
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prietora who were themselves under heavy financial obligations
saw in the liberation movement a means of getting rid of these.
Thus a proprietor called Shiskov, of Vologdaskaya gub., liberated

75 souls on condition that they should pay into a bank on his account
8joo rubles annually for eight years, and to himself for the same
period 250 rubles. The peasants had thus to pay over 900 rubles
per soul for their liberty—an enormous sum at this time and in this
region. After the expiry of ei^Ui years they were not yet free of
obligations. They were obliged to pay annually, in perpetuity,
various subscriptions to the Humane Society, to the Bible Society,
and to the Church, amounting in all to 8 rubles per soul.

In some cases bartschina, or work upon the proprietor's land,
was included in the new obligations as well as obrdk. In other cases
mingled methods of payment sometimes included eccentric forms.
For example, in a case in Saratovskaya gub., a woman proprietor
liberated 52 souls on condition that they should pay her a yearly
obrdk of 400 rubles, build a house for her of the value of 400 rubles,
and pay 100 rubles for each peasant girl who reached fourteen years
of age. Sometimes even the Act, which was intended to be an Act
of liberation, was employed as a fresh device for imposing additional
bondage obligations during the lifetime of the proprietor. For
example, a woman of Orenburgskaya gub. liberated 124 souls
on condition that they would weave her obrdk cloth, give her one
pM of pork, half a pM of butter, one goose, and one ram per year,
and would not prevent her from taking from them people to add to
her dvorovie lyude, or household serfs.'

In addition to the case of Prince A. Goletsm above mentioned,
in which the Treasury made a large loan for the purpose of securing
the liberation of peasants, the Treasury advanced in two other cases
70,000 and 40,000 rubles respectively, and in one case gave, on
account of distinguished services rendered bv the peasants in ques-
tion during the war of 1812, 20,000 rubles 'to their proprietor for
their redemption.' The total amount advanced by the Treasury
was thus about five and a half million rubles.

There were some cases in which peasants who were alleged to
have failed to implement their obligations were " returned into
bondage "

; and there were some cases of retention m bondage in
spite of the payments by the peasants. In Ryazanskaya gtib., for

* Semevsky, op cit., i. p. 270, • Ibitt„ p. 371.
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example, a pr(i;>rietor who had received part of the payment agreed
upon, refrained from liberating his peaiants. Kozodavliv, the
Minister of Interior, in reporting upon this case, reported to the Tsar
that the peasants should be protected against arbitrary conduct on
the part of the proprietors, and that " the establishment of Free
Grain Cultivators, introduced for the mutual advantage of peasants
and pomyclschiki. must not be turned into " a means of oppression
of peasants." ' The peasants in question did not receive their free-
dom until ifn years after the original agreement, and even then
were obliged to psiy 275,000 rubles, with a further sum by way of
payment to the trustees of the estate. There were some' cases of
actual fraud. A proprietrix of Saratovskaya gub., for example,
lifter having received payment of 700 rubles each from 262 souls,
sold separately 26 of these souls to different people. Although
this was reported to the Senate, and although the Senate ordered
the return of those peasants who had been sold, this decision does
not seem to have been carried into effect.* Some proprietors appear
to have attempted to secure the favour of the Tsar by promising
to liberate their peasants, and then to have refrained from
doing so,'

The historian Karamsin said of the ukase of 1803 that it must
fail of its purpose, because peasants of good proprietors do not want
freedom, and the peasants of bad proprietors are too poor to buy it.'

N. E. Turgueniev,' who was one of the most fervent advocates of
agrarian reform, regarded the ukase as a benevolent measure,
burdened, however, with formalities which reduced it to unreality!
Turgueniev thought that these formalities were devised for the
protection of the peasants, but owing to their being formulated
without knowledge of the actual conditions, they exposed the peas-
ants to arbitrary treatment by the pomyelschihi.' Turgueniev
seems to have leaned towards governmental regulation of rent, and
to have been willing to consent to landless emancipation.'

From 1804 experimental reforms were effected in the " out-
skirts " oi European Russia. The limitation of bondage right was
introduced into the Livland Statute of 1804 ; " the peasants were

' Semevsky. op cil., i. p. 274.
" Ibid., p. 27s.
' See his La Riissie ct les Runses (Paris,
" Ibid., p. 278.
* Semevsky, op cil.. i. p. 294.

'847).

' Ibid.
' Ibid., p. 276.
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emancipated in Eitlnnd in 1816. in Courland in 1817. and in Livland
in i6i9.i

Under an ukase of 1804, merchants who obtained tlie rank ot
gentry were permitted to buy villages on condition that they
arrived at agreements with the peasants occupying them by which
the peasants entered the class of " free grain cultivators," as pro-
vided by the ukase of 1803. They were not permitted to purchase
serfs without land, nor were they allowed to keep dvotovte lyude. or
domestic serfs. Those mere., nts who had acquired the rank of
gentry prior to the ukase of 1804, and who had become possessed of
villages, were allowed to ]wssess them for life, but were not per-
mitted to bequeath them. In 1814 also the personal gentry—that
is. the class of persons who, ow ng to their official position or their
education, were recognized as gt-ntry, were allowed to continue to
possess peasants and dvorovie tyudi who were in their possession at
that time

;
but they were not allowed to transmit them totheir heirs.

Personal gentry who had not reached the eighth class bv service
were for the future prohibited from obtaining bondmen.'

In 1816 a report was received by the Emperor to the effect that
government officials were purchasing peasants, and were sending
them into the Cossack military lands on the river Don, thus " ruining
peasant households and separating peasant famiUes." ^ This prac-
tice was at once prohibited.

In 1820 the purchase of <states with peasants in the provinces
conquered from Poland was forbidden. At the same time non-
gentry and foreigners who had been in possession of villages by
voUhinal (inheritive) right under th. provisions of the law of 1775,
were required to sell them uithin three years. Jews had long been
forbidden to possess serfs, but evasions were frequent. Powers of
attorney were given to Jews and others by estate owners, and by
this means persons to whom the law forbade the ownership of serfs
became in fact owners of them. In 1812 the practice of giving letters
of attorney under these circumstances was prohibited, as well as the
practice, which had grown up, of selling land with peasants to non-

„. ' Semevsky, op. cil., i. p. 485- Semevskv quotes the tollowing for dctaiLs

:

Richter, Hulory oj the Peasant Class in the Ad-Ballic Provinces joined to Ktissia
IRiga, 1 8fio): Samson von Himmelstiem, Htslorisckey Verstich tihrr die A u/hehiine
der Leiheigenschall in den Oslseeprovimen, in besonderer liesiehung auf das
Hertoilhum Ltvland (1838); Samarin. Otttskirls of Russia, vi. chap, vii,

" Semevsky, op cil.. p. 486. s na

11,

i
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gentry on the condHion that the peasants were to be sold. Abnae*
had also grown up in connection with apprenticeship, the long terms
of whKh involved in eflect a form of bondage right. To meet this
condition^ the penod of legal apprenticeship was restricted to five
years This provision was frequently evaded. Unauthorised per-
sons (non-gentry. Sec.), for example, kept dmrovie lyudi. and on
l*ing called in question produced agreements with the nominal
serf-owner, providing that the serfs should be taught trades—the
person making the agreement being frequently not a member of the
trade m question, and the agreements being drawn sometimes for
twenty or thirty years.' In 1817 Princess Bolkhovskaya agreed with
a woman citizen of Kazan to give into her service a dmrovie girl
for five years, for a payment of 200 rubles in advance, and authorized
the woman to punish the girl if she misconducted herself The case
came to light through a complaint by the girt that she was being
maltreated. The Senate found that this practice involved " a kind
of kabaltt forbidden by law.' Under a pretence a breach of the law
is openly permitted, because after the lapse of the period of five
years, the serf-owner could make successive agreements with the
same party about the same person, and thus under this form there
might lurk the sale of serfs to persons who had not the right to
possess them." So also abuses appeared in the system by which
estate owners gave passports to peasants, permitting them to hire
themselves to anyone whom they might wish to serve. The pomytt-
tchtke were forbidden to make agreements about the services of their
peasants, though this provision was sometimes evaded through the
passport system. *

A rule existed at the time of Katherine II providing that a freeman who married a bondedwoman became bythatact himself a bond-rnan-" Po robye-khdop " (by a slave woman you become a slave).
This rule was abolished at that time, but there remained another
wliich was not abolished until the timeof Alexander l—"Po kholopu-^
roba (by a slave man you become a slave woman).' In 1808 the

' Semevsky. «p cil.. i. p. 487.
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limited the latter rule by providing that a woman of int
origin who had married either a free man or a bondman could not
after the death of her husband be made a bondwoman . The status
of illegitimate children in respect to bondage h " ' tn dealt with in

1783, when it was provided that illegitimate .1.

were taken into the class of State peaiantr) m

ments, or otherwise as they might desire ; i, 1

:

of bondwomen were to be bound to thi .. 5,1

In 1806 it was provided that the illivUi n
might be given to estate owners for edji,. 1 Un,

of a court, after full investigation an^ iirimf

otherwise be provided for. Children 51 ,. . 1 11 Ix

children given to ^omyrfKAeW otherwise ii,an

garded as being under miUtary jurisdiction.' So al

children of soldiers' wives, widows, and daught t -1

1812 placed under military jurisdiction. At a laii 1 jmnc! tlie bond-
ing of the illegitimate children of soldiers by estate owners was
confined to those who were registered as bonded to them prior to the
sixth census. In 1815 illegitimate foundlings who had been educated
by personal gentry, clergy, or by certain inferior classes of officials,

were ordered to become State peasants ; those who were educated
by merchants or by peasants were declared to belong to the same
class as that of the persons to whom they owed their education.'

Minor reforms and restrictions upon the exercise of bondage
right by estate ownersnow began to multiply. In 1818, (or example,
the Emperor ordered that peasants were not to be required to per-
form barlsckina on Sundays. This provision was extended to the
twelve holy days and to the days of St. Peter and St. Piul, and of
St. Nicholas the Miracle-Worker.*

The ukase of 23rd March 1818 recites the results of investiga-
tions into the condition of the peasants in the gubemit of Minsk. It

appeared that on the estates of some pomyelschiki the peasants had
been suffering from poor harvests and from epidemics among their
cattle, with consequent scarcity of cattle for cultivation, and that
their poverty had compelled them to mix chaff, straw, and maple

* Semevsky, o^ cit., i. p. 488. Ibid., p. 489. ' Ibid
. p. 490.

S: Feb. 2 ; Mar. 25 ; the 40th. the
Aug. 6 ; Aug. I5_; Sept. 8 ; Sept. 14

iky, ,

* T'ue twelve 'holy days are Jan. 6
49th. and the sotb days after Easter

. and Dec. 25. The day of St. Peter and St. Paul is June 29 ; and
the days of St. Nicholas are May 9 and Dec. 6.
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leaves with flour in making their bread.' The ul<ase goes on to
provide that the pomyetschlki and the renters of estate lands
disregarded the poverty of the peasants, imposed excessive bartschina
upon them, forbade them to grind grain in their own hand-miUs in
order that they might have to pay the milling dues to the estate
owner or renter, forbade them to sell their products in markets
outside the estate, without payment for permission to do so, and
forced supplies upon them in greater quantity than they wanted,
and at a higher price than the price of neighbouring markets. These
practices are sharply condemned in the ukase. Pomyetschikl ar«
required to supply their peasants with grain for consumption and
for seed. Until the peasants of an estate are secured against want,
the use of grain for liquor-making upon the estate and the export of
grain from the estate are forbidden. The punishment for neglect
of these provisions is the administration of the estate by a State
official. In cases where peasants have no working cattle by means
of which their fields may be ploughed, the pomyetschek is obliged to
apply to these fields the whole resources of the vokhina (or estate)
Everything must give place to this duty, and when it is finished the
peasants must be supplied with cattle as soon as possible. In the
event of a peasant being sick on days when bartschina should be
performed, or in the event of the weather being too unfavourable
for work, the days are to be counted as if bartschina had been per-
formed. In addition, the peasants are to be allowed to miU their
own gram in their own mills, and to sell their own produce wher«
they please. Excessive punishments are forbidden. The imposi-
tion of bartschina in excess of the limit prescribed by law' was
prohibited.

This ukase was not generally applicable ; it applied only to the
provinces formerly Polish. Even there it seems to have been a
dead letter.' Like much other Russian legislation, there was no
wiU to carry it into effect on the part of the people, and no means
of seeing tnat it was carried into effect on the part of the Govern-
ment.

Semevsky. o/. £,/., i. p. 49^. i am told by a peasant thai even row
S^f™™"?^ "" ""%•" »M"'=^,!l'aya f..6., Ig.). 'Though most of tS
?™,^i» ,S " "!?'• f.-^f ""'"'"''o P^oMn's do so from motives offnigahty. or because they hke the astrmsont properties of the bark.

The law of Paul I hmited barlscMna to three days per week
* Semevsky, op at., i. p. 493.
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While these abortive eHoits were being made to iegulate the

interior economy of the estate system, the laws against selling peas-

ants without land by power of attorney were being openly disre-

garded. A flagrant case of the open sale of peasants under these

conditions at Urupinskaya Fair led to wide republication of the

edicts against this practice.^

New penalties were prescribed. Peasants sold in this way, on

the act of sale becoming known, were to become State peasants, and
the purchasers were to be prosecuted under the laws concerning

obtaining possession of the person by means of violence. This

order also appears to have been abortive ; for until the date of

Emancipation, Urupinskaya Fair remained a serf market, where even

Asiatics were to be found as purchasers.' It is to be observed that

by a ruling of the Senate the prohibition of 1812 in respect to the

selling of peasants without land applied alone to the selling of

peasants through a third party by means of a power of attorney.

The ukase of 1822 prohibited advertisement of sales of serfs in the

newspapers, but permitted announcement through the local police

in the town where the sale was to take place.

The question of selling peasants without land came up again and
again during the reign of Alexander I, but at the close of his reign

it remained unsettled.

The practice had been well established, at least from the time of

Katherine II, of hiring out bondmen to factories.' &c., payment for

their services being made to the pomyetsckek, or being devoted to

the discharge of his obligations. The practice also had come to be

established of sending bondmen ta schools and to medical academies.

They were even sometimes sent abroad to leam . When their educa-

tion was finished, these bondmen were expected to return to their

functions as dvorovie lyude or as peasants. Both of these practices

were subject to regulation in 1803. In the case of bonded students,

it was provided that on the comple+ion of their courses of study they

should remain as bondmen for six years, and afterwards they should

be free ; meanwhile they should be provided with the same kind of

food which they had had in thf educational institution to which

they had been sent, and should be exempt from bodily punishment.

In case of complaint, the student bondman could appeal to the local

courts.

Cf. Semevsky, i. p. 493. ' Cf. in/ra,p. 49*).

fr
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In the beginning of the .eign of Alexander I the bound peasant

was endowed with the right of redeeming himself in the same manner
as the free grain cultivators.' In the Caucasus the bound peasants
of Gruaa received the exceptional right of redeeming themselves in
the event of the estate to which they belonged being sold by auction •
The rule was also established in 1818 that persons who had enjoyed
freedom even for a short time should not again become bondmen •

The close of the reign of Alexander I, notwithstanding a quarter
of a century of discussion about agrarian affairs, and notwithstand-
ing numerous ukases upon them, found the peasant little better off
than he was at the beginning of the reign. The more progressive of
the ukases were inoperative, and those which were less progressive
made httle difference in the peasants' condition. In one thing only
he had gamed—excessive punishments were probably rarer The
demands which had been advanced by those who were anxious for
refonn, and which had on occasion been sympathetically regarded
by the Tsar, but which at the close of his reign still remained un-
satished, were these

: complete prohibition of the sale of serfs without
land

;
definite limitation of the obligations of the peasants to their

po^ssors
; prohibition of the transference of peasants into dvorovie

lyude (that IS, from serfdom with land to serfdom without land) •

recognition of the bondman's right to his movable property and
prescription of a definite plan of redemption •

' S«mevsky, op cil., i. p. 409.

• Cf. Ibid., p. 500.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PEASANT QUESTION BETWEEN 1825 AND 1844

Although the movement of the Dekabristi in 1825 <vas primarily a

political and aristocratic movement, some at least of its adherents

advocated the complete abolition of serfdom, and all of them ad-

vocated the foundation of " constitutional guarantees " against

absolute monarchy.^ The relation of the movement to the peasant

question consists, however, rather in the circumstance that its

defeat led to a period of reaction, in which agrarian as well as general

political reform was almost submerged for more than a quarter of

a century. While this condition successfully prevented any move-
ment from beneath, it did not prevent the ripening of the elements

which ultimately rendered emancipation inevitable, nor did it pre-

vent discussions of the agrarian question in the " higher spheres."

Prominent among these discussions is the treatment of the subject

of bondage right by M. M, Speransky.* During the reign of Alex-

ander I, Speransky had formulated his views ^ without being able to

carry them into effect. Speransky's first important relation to the

peasant question arose in 1826, when he became a member of the

newly appointed committee upon peasants' aflairs. The expression

^ On the Dekabrist movement, see infra. Book IV, chap. iii. Baron von
VSzin, t:g., one oi the Dekabrists. advocated the emancipation of the peasants,
with land, and also the preservation of communal ownership. Cf. Semevsky,
ii. p. 386.

' Count Mikhael Mikhaelovich Speransky (1772-1839). Son of a priest,

professor of mathematics and physics 1 797, afterwards private secretary to
Prince Kurakin. Victim of intrigue and banished to the provinces in 1812.

Recalled to the service of the State in 181O. Served in Penza and in Siberia.

Appointed Member of the Council of State in i «2 1

.

' These views have never been fully published. They are to be found
partly in N. E. Turgueniev's La Rmsir ct les Russes (Paris. 1847), iii.

f>p.

292-328, The account there given is supplemented by V, E. Semevsky
in his Peasant Question in Russia in^ the ifightei-nth and First Half of the

Ni;:etcenth Century, i. pp. 340-351 and ii. pp. i-in^ from documents in

the Imperial Public Lilirary at St. Petersburg. An abstract in French of

Speransky's views was edited by Tsayer and published at Paris.
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of his views began, however, seventeen years earlier, when he wrote
his Draft of Introduction to the State Laws}

In this document Speransky discusses the legal position of the
bondmen, and outUnes a plan of emancipation, which he thinks
should be applied gradually, Slavery, he says, is of two kinds
political and civil. Russian bondmen not only have no participa-
tion m the exercise of the p>wers of the State, but they cannot even
dispose of their personality and property. Civil freedom has also
two forms—personal freedom and material freedom. The charac-
teristic of the first is that no one may be punished excepting by the
sentence of a court of law. The characteristic of the second is that
no one may be obliged to perform a personal service otherwise than
by law. In order that the peasant may be free in the first sense it
is, therefore, necessary to endow him with the right of appeal to the
law courts, and it is also necessary that he should be separated from
the estate owner m order that he may go to the law courts on a foot-
ing of equality with those against whom he has complaints to make
In order that the peasant may be free in the second sense, it is neces-
sary that he may be able to dispose of his property as he desires in
so far as this is in accordance with the general law ; it is also neces-
sary that he should be exempt from the performance of a material
service, and from the payment of taxes, or other obligations of a like
nature, at the will ot another person merely, and that he should be
required to render such services or payments by law. or by agreement
alone. °

Speransky goes on to say that there is no difficulty in estabUsh-
ing personal freedom in Russia. All that is necessary is (i) to
establish peasant courts and village police ; and (2) to subject the
recnutmg for the army levied upon estate owners to the rules which
apply to the State peasants.^ But as regards material freedom, the
case is different. The peasants have no projierty, therefore to give
a right to dispose of what does not exist is merely idle. It is neces-
sary to prepare for material freedom by granting to the peasants the
right to obtain immovable property. From these considerations
Speransky draws the conclusion that in the fundamental law there
should be a general statement of the equality in respect to civil
rights of all persons, v\ ithout distinction of class.

• That is, that recruits nhould be taken, not arbitrarily but by rotation.
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This was a counsel of periection ; it was all very simple and
direct, but the obstacles presented by the intricate Russian society

were not surmounted—^they were merely ignored. It is not sur-

prising that Speransky's first draft, of which the above is an outline,

was cancelled, and that in the second draft he modified his views
regarding the ease with which personal freedom might be given.

He now considered that the service of the State in the higher offices

required special educational preparation. So also the possession of

serfs presupposes appropriate qualities on the part of the possessor.

An enriched peasant is not necessarily fitted by education for the
i;are of peasants similar to, though poorer than, himself. In the
second draft, Speransky protested against the landless liberation of

peasants. Although Speransky was an ardent Zapadnek, he points

out that in England and the United States, where land is cultivated

by wage-earning labourers, these have " no steady settlement."

Such a condition would, he says, be inadvisable in Russia—(i) be-
cause the military system and the need for the extended occupation
of land require steady settlement

; (2) to cultivate the land in

Russia by means of wage-earning labourers would be impossible,

because of the extent of land and the scarcity of population ; and
(3) the peasant who performs his legal obligations, having for his

reward his piece of land, is incomparably better off than the bobyeli,

or landless folk, as are the working people in England, France, and
the United States.*

Speransky urged the institution of an Imperial Duma, to which
only nobles and gentry should be admitted. He also suggested that

the sons of hereditary gentry should remain only personal gentry

until after ten years' service, when they then might be enrolled as

hereditary gentry. Speransky sums up Russian society in a few
striking phrases. " I find," he says, " in Russia only two classes

—

serfs of the autocrat and serfs of the pomyetschik. The first are free

only in comparison with the latter. In Russia there are in reahty

no free people excepting beggars and philosophers. The relations

in which the two classes of serfs exist must eventually extinguish

every energy in the Russian jieople. The interests of the potnyet-

' The ownership of land up till the present time in the Unite J States has
been chiefly in the hands ol the cultivators largely because ol the relative
scarcity of the population, the abundance of land, aiid its consequent cheap-
ness. With the increase in the population and the advance in the price of
land, renting has became common. The landless aj^ru ultural and mccfianical
labourers in the United States are \ cry migratory.

^fl
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sehiki require that the peasants should be quite subjected to them ;

and the interests of the peasants require that the pomyOschiki
should also be subjected to the Crown. In the minds of the bond-
men the Throne is the sole counterbalance to the power of their
lords.

. . . What could education be for the peasant but a cause of
not, which would mean either his greater enslavement or the sub-
jection of the country to all the horrors of anarchy ? For the sake of
humanity, as well as on political grounds, one should leave the serfs
in ignorance, if one does not want to give them freedom."

'

Speransky's plan of emancipation follows. This plan was in-
tended to be carried out in two epochs. In the first, obligations
were to be defined, and a court was to be established for the special
purpose of dealing with disputes between pomyetschiki and peasants.
Thus without a formal law the serfs would become adscripti glebe.
This would be the first step of their emancipation. Then the prac-
tice must be instituted of recognizing in all deeds, not the number
of souls," but the extent of land forming the subject of baigam. The
second epoch should be preceded by various secondary statutes,
and then there should be restored to the bonded peasants their old
right to transfer themselves freely from one landowner to another.
This last provision was, of course, in contradiction to Speransky's
previous position in which he objected to the grantmg of personal
freedom to the peasant without land.'

Such were Speransky's views upon the peasant question in 1809.
We now pass to the Memorandum presented by him to the com-
mittee on peasant affairs, on 6th December 1826.' In this Memo-
randum Speransky recites the provisions of all of the laws relating to
bondage from the Vlojenie onwards. He then compares the fonner
with the then contemporary bondage right. Speransky's inter-
pretation of the former bondage right is as follows ; (i) Peasants
were the property of the votckina (or heritable estate), and could not
be separated from it either by sale or by mortgage. They could,
however, be transferred from one p rtion of the land of a pomyet-
schei to another portion. (2) Dvorovie lyude who were full kholopi
and their posterity belonged to the pomyetschek personally as pro-

' Semevsky. op cit., i. p. 346.
As is well known, the magnitude of estates during serfdom was reckonednot by mea.iurement. but by the number of pea.sant " souls " occupvine thevillages and subject to bondage. '-"i'y'"K ine

' This account of Speransky's views is condensed from Semevsky Seeo^. Ci*., 1. pp. 340-7. '

* Cf. supra, p. 89.
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perty, and therefore could be mortgaged or sold separately. (3)
Dvorovie lyudi who were kabala people, or people serving for debt,
belonged to the pomyetschik only during his life, and could be neither
mortgaged nor sold, (4) Dvorovie lyudi who had been taken into
the court of the pomyetschik from the peasantry serving in the
vokhina were counted as being on the same footing as the peasantry
from which they came. The characteristics of the new bondage
right were as follow : (i) Peasants as well as the land on which
they live belong to the pomyetschik. The land is his immovable
and the peasants his movable property. The land could be sold or
mortgaged without the peasants, as the peasants could be sold

without the land. The peasants might be transferred, taken into
the courtyard of the pomyetschik (as dvorovie lyudi), or might at the
will of the ^omyefacAeA be banishedwithout trial. (2) Dvorovie lyudi,

no matter what their origin, are exactly the same kind of movable
property of the ^omyrfscAeA as are the peasants, . . . In Speranskj-'s

opinion, the latter state of the peasants and of the dvorovie lyudi is

worse than the first ; it approaches nearer to the condition of slavery.

It is true, he says, that the introduction of this system has been due
to important causes—^to the necessity of ensuring punctual payment
of State taxes and performance of military service. Yet the incon-
veniences of such a system must be recognized. ..." The con-
version of peasants into dvorovie lyudi led to the houses of the
pomyelschiki being inundated with crowds of idle servants, and the
pomyetschiki themselves fell into senseless hixnry and ruinous
ostentation. New wants emerged among the pomyetschiki, and new
taxes were imposed upon the peasantry, with the result that both
fell into hopeless insolvency." ' The idle crowd surrounding the
pomyetschik not only hved upon the village peasants, but smce they
were counted as peasant souls, the soul tax and the recruit obliga-

tions to which they would otherwise have had to contribute fell

altogether upon the peasants of the village. Moreover, since the
pomyetschik supplied most of his wants by means of his dvorovie

lyudi, though badly and wastefully, the growth of cities was impeded.'

' An instance of this may be found in Tolstoy's War and Peace, where
there is a lively description of a household in which this process had been
going on. " This year (1806) the old count had plenty of money, having
mortgaged all his possessions, and consequently Nikolusha (his son) kept his
own fast trotter and wore the most stylish riding trousers, such as had never
before been seen in Moscow, &c. Ac." ii. chap. ii.

' See also Prince Kropotkin's Memoirs of a Revolutionist (1899), Part 1.
chap. viii.
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In order to put an end to this state of matters, Speransky recom-

mends, as a first and unmediate step, cessation of the practice of

granting " populated •states," or estates with serfs. In addition

he recommends twi' '. ries of steps—preliminary and gradual. As
preliminary measures h" idvocates : (i) prohibition of sale of peas-

ants without land, ii ,
'- with prohibition of mortgaging, or

granting or giving in k > of peasants; (2) regarding as ineffectual

the sale of landwitl. >. che peasants who are settled upon it, as well

as the sale of village with small pieces of land, apart from the land

which belongs to them, the selling of certain portions of a village

with an amount of land less than that which is its due quota, and
finally the selling of land with peasants, and the return of the land

to the original possessor without the peasants.' The operation of

these measures would result, Speransky thought, in the return of

bondage right into its former legal position. The peasants would

come to be tied to their possessor through the land, and would cease

to be tied through the person. This would put an end to selling the

persons of serfs, and would also put an end to the low opinion enter-

tained in and out of Russia of the slavery of her peasants. By way
of intermediate measure, Speransky suggested that the method of

liberating peasants should be changed. Under the ukase of 1803

there existed the following limitations of the power to liberate

peasants : (l) They could not be set free by testament ; (2) they

could not be set free by whole villages in such a way that the peasants

might be made personally free, while the land might be given to

them by lease ; (3) peasants set free by one pomyetsckek were not

allowed to settle on the lands of another under an agreement to pay

obrdk. Speransky thought that these limitations should be removed,

and that the provision under which the pomyetsckek was obliged to

pay taxes on account of Uberated peasants until the next census '

ought to be altered. Semevsky, in criticizing these proposals of

Speransky, remarks that the State might well forego the last men-

tioned point, but with the understanding that those peasants whose

liberation was made the ground for remission of taxes should not

be old or useless persons.' Semevsky also points out that the per-

* This provision was not included in the project of law which embodied
Speransky's proposals.

" The period between one census and the next was hfteen years.
» Semevsky, op cit., ii. p. 7.
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miwion to liberate villages as a whole, with the provHeo that land be
given them on rental agreements, even although the agreements
were entered into voluntarily, might have harmful consequences
unless the agreements were subject to legal rcgulat ion ,' Speransky's
proposals amount to this—that the whole question could t* solved by
elimmating the obligatory element in the relations of the peasants
and their proprietors, and by substituting voluntary agreement.
But complete solution could only, according to him, be brought
about gradually. lie gradual steps ought, however, to be pre-
ceded by a reform of local administration. The first step in this
connection should be the improvement of the condition of the
peasants of the State." When this improvement was effected—by
the introduction, for example, of specific for indefinite obligations—
the State villages might form a model for the villages of private
proprietors. The difference between the State peasants and others
would then consist in (i) the character of the police supervision, and
(2) that obrdks in the estates of the pomyeUchiki would be sub-
stituted for bartschina. It is not, however, very clear how Sper-
ansky proposed to apply his method of voluntary agreement to the
case of the State peasants."

The committee, as might be expected, saw in the suggestion of
Speransky about the improvement of the State peasantry a means
of dealing with the peasant question without the adoption of extra-
ordinary measures. They hoped that if the State villages became
models for the pomyetscheki to copy, the best of them would make
theu- villages correspond to the model, and the others could easily
be coerced into doing so, and that in this way the question might
pass without drastic answer. Upon the question of the alteration
of the conditions of liberation, the committee recommended that

' Semevsky, o^ C.I., ii. p. 7. This is in effect a plea for rent courts,bemevsky thought that if the proposals of Speransky were carried into eflect
the peasants would be. on the whole, in a worse position

Accounts of the condition of the State peasants at this time vary.
Speransky says that they are not less impoverished than the pea.-.ants of the
private proprietors, that their obligations arc indefinite, and that the local
chiefs of p<,Iicc are merely p.nyrlschm who are changeable every three years
and against whom complai.us may be lodged. .\t the same time, the local
cniels 01 i>.lice(;s/ii-ai.ue*«)havc no such interest as the pomyclschike havem maintaining the conditions of peasint hfe. On the other hand N E
Tnrgueniev speaks in 1819 very stroi jly against those who exaggerate thebad condition of the SUtc p.;a.;.ints. C/. Semcvsky. op. lit. ii p. 8 i>

' C/., on this point, Semcvsliy. of. ci(.. ii. p. 8.

VOL. I y
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liberated persons must register themselves in some class, and that
communities and State villages in which the liberated persons desired
to register themselves should not be at liberty to refuse, although
they should not be r«quired to give them land. Liberated peasants
might also form themselves into special communities of " liberated
agnculturists," like the previous communities of " free grain cul-
tivators." Like these, they would form special recruit divisions,
with the right to transfer themselves from place to place under the
usual regulations about passports. They should also be endowed
with the right to purchase land.

Speransky was not the only advocate of changes in bondage
right before the committee of 1826. Among other projects brought
before it was that of the Marquis Paulucci, who had presented the
Tsar with a memorandum on peasant bondage in Pskovskaya gub.
In answer to the memorandum of Paulucci, the committee reported
that although the abuse of their power by pomyetschiki had some-
what abated, it was very desirable that decisive measures should be
taken for the prevention of these abuses, although too sudden
changes were to be deprecated, on the ground that the public order
might be imperilled. " The Government has only to support the
law by offering in its own relations with the peasants an example
of stnct justice, and little by little to put legal impediments in the
way of the commission of arbitrary acts, and this it is always doing. "

»

The committee, which carried on its labours for four years con-
tinued to blow hot and cold. For example, on the intimation that
the Tsar proposed to issue a peremptory order forbidding the sale of
peasants without land, it observed that while many pomyetschiki
would welcome such legislation, others who were " uneducated and
of rough manners " might regard the measure as an interference
with the rights of private property. Therefore, the committee pro-
posed to silence any murmurs on the part of persons of this kind
by countervailing concesiiio is.

Meanwhile, apart froir the committee, the subject of the sale of
peasants without land was being discussed by the State Council and

,»,J
^"'^'''>'' "^ "'•;'• p., ''. This was no doubt true; f.j. on 22nd Inne

if™.' If Z^"
»as ,ssu«i w'h.ch provided for a penalty in the lases of taS„hmmtof peasants by par„yeUch.k without reasonable cause. The banish^

SfSS^ ""'.""", «» "« «"?«'<» as reeraits, and their wives were to^K-
(d^t^r

""vra-fat .s, they were not to be subject to barluhtL
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rpmii». i« »„ 1

—'"'""• (yiia*
, (3) the obligation to suDnlv

fojs««<»,/aJ„A. by permitting him to purchase serfs' (,) that

4) t^t thetl
"'/'"'""" '"^ "

'" "-- " "houlcTl^ firbidden •

(4) that the sale of peasants and dvorovie lyudi with land but with

^:ix^='—:^hTi^t^t:':,rmemtet, was appilnted to draw up a »ojj« of h^ Th^ fi^,^

.Z'X ""1'?""'" ""•!«''—«"^W.~S

peasants hberated under the conditions of that ukase were to te
' See injra^ p. 489.
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held strictly to the obligations agreed upon by them as a condition

of their liberation. In the event oi their faiUng to imrlemsnt their

agreements, they might be confined in work-houses,' or, in case of

continued failure, they might be sentenced by the court to be re-

turned into their former state of bondage.' The ukase of 1803 had

contained a provision that when villages of peasants wer« liberated

with land, the pomyetschik should parcel out the land among the

peasants, each peasant being allotted a certain piece of land. This

provision, ol course, was adverse to the communal possession and

use of land ; and probably for this reason was not strictly observed,

yet. in so far as it was observed, it constituted a protection against

the liberation of peasants without land. The provision was not

incorporated in the new law.

The committee of 1826 demitted in 1830. In 1835 (March 23th)

a new committee was appointed by the Tsar for the purpose of deal-

ing with questions relating to confiscated estates. State peasants,

and the peasants of pomyetschiki. The members of the committee

were all experienced in peasant affairs—the presidei.^ was Prince

Vasilchikov, and the other members were Speransky, Kankrin,

Kisilyev, and Dashkov. At an early stage the committee decided

that they must be guided by the principle that means must be

found for " real but cautiously gradual transference " of the peasant

from a bound condition to a condition as free as justice and the

mterests of the State might permit.

The committee divided the peasantry into three groups : (i)

those with obligations to their pomyetschik not limited by law ;

(2) those whose obligations were moderate, and which were depen-

dent upon the amount of land received by them
; (3) those who

enjoyed the right of free transference from one proprietor to another,

and who cultivated the land under agreements. In addition to these

three main groups, there were besides—(a) small peasants owning

their own house and land, and (6)
" free grain cultivators," who

possessed their land and who had, moreover, special rights. Those

two groups were not included, because they were tc be regarded as

affording a foundation for the gradual steps. As regards the State

peasants, they were regarded as belonging to the second group.

> This was proposed by Rumyantscv during the discussions prior to the
ukase of 1803. but it was not adopted.

' This provision also appears in the ukase of 1803.
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Throughout Great Russia and Siberia the State peasants were pay-mg a definite ar.-.„..c of oordk. and were exempt from other Zy-ments and from barlschina. The committee considered that the
transference of the bulk of the Russian peasantry from the firstgroup mto the second would be a great steo in advance ; but thatm order to secure the " future peace and prosperity of Russia "

itwas necessary that the peasants should be further prudently trkns-
feired from the second to the third group-the group of free
peasants working under agreements.

The next phase of the peasant question is marked by the ap-
pomtment o the secret committee of 1839-1842. This committw
«^s ostensibly appointed to deal alone with the obligations of the
State peasants in the western suberni ; but it received secret m-
structions to deal with the whole peasant question. Its composi-
tion did not promise a settlement of any very novel description.
Ruice Vasilchikov presided, as he did in the previous committee.
Ihe other members were not conspicuous for the Uberalitv of
their views: Count Orlov, Count Kisilyev, Count Panin
Bludov. the Secretary of the Committee of 1826, Tutchkov
Taniev and Count Strogonov. The manager of the proceeding^
was Khanikov.

1-5=
The state of matters when the committee began its labours had

not changed for the better since the previous committees had begun
to attack the peasant question. The " free grain cultivators "
were not more numerous, excepting through natural increase ' The
reasons for the failure of the ukase of 1803 have already been alluded
to. The forms were too complex and the amount of ca- .lal required
too considerable for any great number of peasants to avail themselves
of Its provisions. The views of the Government and of the members
of the previous committees had been, on the whole, adverse to the
landless hberation of peasants, yet the practical outcome of the
committee of 1826-1830 was an increase in landless liberation It
seemed impossible to avoid it. The impoverishment of the landed
gentry and the extremely incompetent management of their estates
led to their sellmg their peasants when they could, and to the libera-
tion of them on almost any terms when the peasants were unfit to

i- t'hil"
fWrty-fiye years only 6o,!kio souls of male sex had been reeistered

Vi
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work.' The Government and its committees found themselves on
the horns of a dilemma. They desired the liberation of the serfs,
but if they allowed liberation of peasants without land to go
on, the collection of taxes became more difficult and expensive,
and recruiting for military service might become more difficult also.
In the Russian system the pomyetschik was not only serf-owner and
proprietor of land—what was more important, from the point of view
of the State, he was tax<oUector and recruiting agent, although he
was not directly paid for these services by the State. The liberation
of the serf without land meant a complete change in the adminis-
trative system, especially upon its fiscal and its military sides To
liberate the serf with land was to take the land from the pomyetschik;
and, after all, the pomyaschek, autocrat as he was in his own sphere,
wa« the chief support of the higher autocracy.

The fundamental reason for the failure of the various committees
to effect any improvement in the condition of the peasantry was not
so much that they did not want to do so ; it was that they began at
the wrong end. A complete change in the methods of government
was necessary to begin with.'

The landless liberation of peasants found a defender in the com-
mittee of 1835. This was Khanikov, who presented a memorandumm which he advocated the preservation of the possession of land in the
hands of the gentry exclusively. He urged that the sale of land to
persons other than gentry should be prohibited. From this it foUows
that if peasants were to be Hberated at all,the Uberation must be with-
out land. He suggested that pomyetscheke should be permitted to
liberate their peasants on payment by them of redemption money not
exceeding 2000 rubles per family, or, in the case of a whole village not
exceeding 300 rubles per revision soul. Those peasants who were
hberated singly in this way might go where they pleased, but when
villages as a whole were hberated, the peasants should become
"obligatory viUagers," and should not be permitted to leave
their viUages without permission of the authorities. In order
that they might have land for their support, they were to be
obliged to enter into obligations with their pomyetscheke, receiving

«.„' ,^%"^ shall see later, this process went on at an accelerating rate as thepenod of Emancipation approached.

«„„' .^^' 'his problem was not grappled with even at the time of Emancipa-
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not less than 4} def-jiatin per revi-ion soul. In case the i>om-
yetschik had not sufiicient land for this purpose, the " obligatory
villagers " might migrate to the land of another pomyetschek
on making agreements for twenty-five years, or to the State
lands on making agreements for fifty years—in both cases paying
obrdk, and in both cases receiving permission from the authorities.
If the agreements were not implemented, the peasants might be
returned into the condition of bondage. These measures, had
they been carried out, would have resulted in the personal freedom
of the peasant, except in the cases just mentioned, and in

confirming the pomyetschek in the exclusive possession of land

—

thus denying altogether the principle which through all these
discussions the Government was endeavouring to establish, viz.

that the peasant, bound as he was, ought to have a legal right to the
usufruct of the land cultivated by him, as he had a traditional right
to it.

A Memorandum by Kisilyev possesses great importance because
of the circumstances under which it was presented. The chief
points are as follow : (i) The dvorovie lyudi must be reorganized ;

(2) recruits must be taken from the estates in the hands of pomyet-
scheke by rotation m the same manner as in other cases ; (3) the
allotments of peasants must be defined, and they must be granted
the right of possessing movable property ; (4) the right of pomyel-
scheke to inflict punishment upon peasants must be limited;

(5) while the influence of pomyetscheke should be recognized, the
village administration should be so organized that the peasants might
be enabled to have recourse to the law courts in the same manner as
the free grain cultivators.

Prior to the presentation of the Memorandum of Kisilyev to the
committee, it was submitted to the Tsar, who endorsed it in the
following manner

:

" I have read this memorandum with special attention and com-
plete pleasure. The foundations upon which the project is based
seem to me to be very just and reasonable. I have no remarks
to make upon it, and I permit it to be placed before the
committee." ^

Notwithstanding this formidable certificate, the projects of

Kisilyev met with serious opposition at the hands of the most infiu-

' Semevsky, op, cil., i. p. ^i.
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* Semevsky, op, ciu. i. p. 47, ' That is. three days per week.
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the numberof days which might be required in relation to the amount
of land allotted was fixed by special local statutes. Kisilyev's in-
sistence upon the maintenance of communal ownership resulted
m a provision being embodied in the project which rendered it

possible for the management of the aggregate of the allotted land
bemg vested in the whole community of " peasants under obliga-
tion. Kisilyev pressed upon the committee the prohibition of the
practice of sending peasants to work in possessions fabriken? but the
committee explicitly permitted the pomyelschek to set apart a certain
number of peasants for factory work, and to take the bartschina due
by • peasants under obligation " in that way

; but the intention to
do so must be distmctly stated at the time of transference into the
new class, and must form part of the agreement. Obligations of
another character entered into at the time of hbcration could not
afterwards be transformed into bartschina in a factory.

Under the provisions of the project, obrdk might be substituted
for part or aU of the bartschina specified in the agreement, the
equivalent of the working day being defined either for a certain
period or for ever, according to agreement. The obrdk at that time
was expressed in the cereals most cultivated in the district in ques-
tion

;
the average price of these cereals for twelve years being the

basis for the determination of the obrdk? In the case of estates
where the peasants were employed in industries, as in brewing, sugar-
refining, &c., the amount of obrdk was required to be fixed in relation
to the necessary expenses of his family, the payment of his taxes,
amd the accumulation of savings. In the latter case the obrdk might
be greater or less than would be represented by the legal three days'
bartschina.

The due payment of the obligations of " peasants under obliga-
tion " was to be guaranteed by the mutual guarantee ' of the whole
viUage community. If the community failed to pay the obligations
of Its members, it returned to the position in which it was formerly,
until the debt due to the pomyetschek was paid.

The " peasants under obligation " were endowed by the project
with a considerable measure of personal freedom. The restrictions
which had hitherto been placed upon marriage among the peasantry,
so far as concerned the new class of peasants, were removed. The

Semevsky, op.cil.. ii. p. 5, „. . see ,„/„, Book III. chap, ii
' A process similar to the hxation of the liars prices in Scotland
' Krugoviya poruka." J
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" peasants under obligation " had the right of appeal to the courts
ot law

;
they could acquire movable and immovable property

(excepting estates upon which there are peasants) including houses
(exceptmg in the capitals—St. Petersburg and Moscow). They
might enter into contracts, engage in commerce or in industry,
and they could establish factories or workshops. They could not
be dispossessed of the use of land cultivated by them and aUotted to
them. As for recruiting, they were placed on the same footing as the
State peasants. With all this, however, they remained " peasants
under obligation " unless they received permission from the pomyel-
schek to whom their obligation was due and of the viUage community
to which he belonged. In the event of permission being given, the
viUage must retain upon its shoulders the burden of the obligation
due by the peasant in question. If the pomyetschek agrees to let
him go, and the community does not, the peasant can go only if no
arrears of obligation a-e due, and if he is not drawn as a recruit. In
such a case his land aUotment reverts to the pomydschik. and the
village is relieved of the burden of his obligation. A " peasant under
obligation " could also transfer himself into another class if he was
able to arrive at an agreement with his pomyetschek for the payment
of a definite sum of money, and with his village to give him a certi-
ficate declaring that there was no impediment to his transference.
Whole villages of " peasants under obligation " also could on certain
conditions transfer themselves.

The position of the pomyetschek, in so far as regarded his owTiership
of ..jid. was left by the project where it had been formerly. He
retained full right of votchinal (or heritable) property in his estate,
including those lands which had been aUottta to the " peasants
under obligation." He could mortgage, sell, or alienate his land
in any lawful way, the estaWished position of the ' peasant under
obligation " being understood. In case of inheritance of a votchinal
estate where there was only one votchim, it was provided that those
estates upon which there wer. " peasants under obligation," could
not be divided, but must pass to the " eldest heir by descending
line."

» The pomyetschek retained his right to hold a court in the

' Semevsky remarks pertinently that this association of primogeniture
with the class of "peasants under obligation" must necessarily limit the
development of the form of emancipation which the formation of that class
implies-. The practice of dividing heritable estates equally among the chil-
dren of a testator is deeply rooted in Russia. C/. Semevsky ap at a p 58
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vUlago. and to prescribe punishments for offending " peasants under
obligation." Although the peasants had a popular assembly in
their skhod. the village administration was also to be conducted by
the baihft of the pomyetschik, together with two aldermen elected by
the ' peasants under obligation." Not only has the pomyetschek to
take cognizance of ofiences against the village statutes and against
the customary law of the viUage, but he is in a sense also the agent
of the national Government, for it is part of his duty to see that
State obligations are performed. For the hearing of causes in which
' peasants under obligation " sued, or were sued by, pomyetschiki,
provincial committees were established.'

This project (or a ukase came before the Tsar Nicholas I in
October 1841. When it was presented later > to the Council of
State, the Tsar was present. He made a lengthy speech upon
bondage right

:

" There is no doubt," said the Tsar, " that bondage right in its
present condition is an evil, palpable and evident for everybody.
Yet to touch it just now would be an evil still more ruinous. The
Tsar Alexander I, whose intention at the beginning of his reign was
to grant liberty to the bondaged people, afterwards abandoned this
idea as quite premature and impossible to carry into effect. I also
will never venture to do it. If the time when it wiU be possible to
take this step is yet very far, then at the present epoch any excite-
ment about it would be only a criminal conspiracy against the social
peace and the welfare of the State. The riot of Pugachev proved to
what extent rioting might reach among the Black people.' Later
efforts of this kmd were always happily suppressed,* and such at-
tempts will continue to be (with the assistance of God) the subject
of special carefuhiess on the part of the Government. But we
cannot hide from ourselves that ideas have changed, and to every
reasonable observer it is clear that the present condition cannot be
continued for ever." The Tsar then went on to say that " certain

d™'JH'"'
™'?"''««s consisted of the Governor of the Gubcrnie. who wasPresident of the Committee, the Marshal of the NobUity. the President of

ttie State Chamber, the Manager of the Department ot State Domains, theProvincial Procureur, and two others chosen by tlie Governor from a Ustsubmitted by the Marshal of Nobihty. Semevsky. ,.». cil ii p ,8 „
' On isth March 1S42. The Tsar's speech was on 30th March. '

' That IS. people of the soil.

* Alluding, doubtless, to the Dekabristi.
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pomyctachike (though, thank God, a minority of them), forgetting
their duty as nobles, exercise their authority in an evil fashion . To
cause the discontinuance of these evil practices, the leaders of the
gentry cannot find any means in the law, which does not at the same
time impose limits upon the authority of the pomyetschik. If the
p-esent condition is such that it cannot continue, and if decisive
measures for the discontinuance of this . .ndition arc impossible
without entailing general disturbance, then it is necessary at leiist

to prepare the means (or a gradual change to another order of things,
and, without being afraid of change, coolly to discuss its utility and
its consequences. We should not give liberty, but we should open
the way to another transition phase, associating with it the irrefrag-
able right of heritable property in land. . . . Means to that end
are fully presented in the project of ukase now proposed to the State
Council. While it is only a development of the existing law about
free gram cuhivators, it avoids the in;urious principle of that en-
actment, viz. the alienation from pomyetschiki of property in land.
On the contrary, it is desirable to see such property for ever in the
hands of the gentry, and this is an idea from which I can never resile.
The new law gives to every well-inchned owner the means of improv-
ing the conditions of his peasants

; but in no way does it force this
upon him, nor does it limit the rights of property. It leaves every-
thing to his good will and to the inclination of his heart. On the
other hand, leaving the peasants strongly attached to that land to
which they are registered as belonging, the project avoids the incon-
veniences which at the present time are operating in the Ad-Baltic
provinces, conditions which have brought the peasantry to the most
pitiful state, turning them into free serfs. These circumstances
have induced the gentry of these provinces, at the present time, to
ask for that which is now proposed in this ukase. In order to pro-
tect the interests of the pomyetschiki. there is provided voluntary
action on their part, and their own carefulness, as well as the interests
of the pe;. ants, will be protected by supervision of projects of agree-
ments not only by local authorities, but also by the central Govern-
ment, with the sanction of autocratic authority. To go farther at
the present moment, and to adopt other and perhaps more exten-
sive principles, is not possible. It is impossible to expect that this
system will be adopted immediately and universally. Such a
course would not correspond with the views of the Government.
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In the law only the main principles sb"ii. I be set forth. Details

will be worked out as occasion arises." ' . e Tsar went on to warn
the members of the Council against pr, .ature disclosure of the
project, and concluded by stating that the proposed ulcase was only

a first step in the direction of the limitation of bondage right, and
that on the basis of the agreements which might be entered into

voluntarily by the proprietors who availed themselves of the pro-

visions of the ukase, another, and a principal, law shouid be brought
into force of an obligatory character.

The terms of the ukase met with a considerable amount of opposi-

tion from many m. tibers of the Cruncil. Prince D. A. Golctsin

urged that to leave the liberation of the peasants to voluntary action

on the part of the pomyelschekc was to render the ukase ineffectual,

as no one would adopt mere suggestions. A better plan would be

to limit the authority of the potnyetschiki at once. To this the

Tsar replied. " I am. of course autocratic and self-f i,tent ; but I

wilt never decide to take such measures any more than I should order
pomyetschiki to conclude agreements. This should be an affair of

their own good will, and only experience can indicate to what extent

it would be possible to effect a transition from voluntary to obli-

gatory action."

Count Kisilyev accepted the measure on the understanding that

it was intended only as an instalment, ard that afterwards some-
thing better and more extensive would follow. Then the draft of a
circular, which was to be issued with the ukase by the Minister of

the Interior, was read to the Council, and the session was doted.
Three days afterwards—on the 2nd April 1842—the ukase was
signed by the Tsar.

The ukase was not materially different from the project of

which an outline has been given. It laid grtat emohasis lipon the

voluntary character of the mutual agreements between pomyet-
schlke and peasants, and upon the mamtenance of '.u!l votchinal

right on the part of the former. The obligations to which the peasant

might be subjected in return for ..le grant of a certain extension

of personal freedom were not limited by law ; they were to ue

defined only in the contract. Once made, the contracts must re-

main " for ever unbreakable," except by mutual consent ; and then

changes might be made only in the allotments and in the obligations.

' Semevsky, op. cit.. ii. p. 62.
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Thus, althouBh there was rendered by this ukase a diminution

of personal bondage, this diminution w.ns to be eflected without
material cost either to the State or to the pomvelschck. and wholly
at the cost of the peasant, who was thus to carry the entire weight
of this permissive reform upon his own shoulders, At the same
ime, the ownership of the land was to be even more rigidly than
formerly reserved as the exclusive right of the gentry^ and the
I^asants were still left in the yoke of land bondage. The ukasewas undoubtedly intended to effect an improvement in the con-

wnlT °L « "^'T"'''
'',"-' ''" ""'""' ^ '"^'"^ ">'* improvement

, 1 ^ :
"'" "''"'^ °' ""^^ •**"• '"""Kht the whole system

of bonded peasantry into the pass at which it had arrived
It IS not surprising that the plan of limited and gradual eman-

cipation under the conditions of the ukase of 2nd April 1842
fai]e<l egreglously.

"^ ^

hv fh^t*"?"'"'; :f
h "^»''='«. two circulars were issued, oneby the Minister of the Intenor, which was published in the news-

rX«; "tk I
".*"'! ^""'='^' " «i«^""" «" the governors of

guberm. The first circular warned the pomyetschm and the
peasants that the ukase meant nothing "substantial," that it
meant nothmg more than precisely what it said-that complete
emancipation was not contemplated. The "secret" circular
required the governors to exercise the utmost vigilance in putting
a stop to false rumours of the intention of the ukase, so that every
cause of disobedience on the part of pomyetschlki should be re-moved

;
and for this purpose they should " watch the direction of

rumours among the people, and to this end should keep in constant
communication with the officers of the gensdarmerie "»

In case
of the occurrence of disorders, these were to be reported immediately
to the Mmistcr of the Interior.

The next committee on the peasant question sat from 1840-1844
It concerned itself chiefly with the dvorovie lyudi. or the peopirof
the door^vay or courtyard. According to the classification ofChemyshev,» thtse people were in 1840 divisible as follows •

(a)Domestic servants
; (b) managers, clerks, those engaged in trade,

Tal WrnSS.'"^
'° ^^-^^y' op- "' " P- 67. these words were added by th.'

' Quoted by Semevsky, op. cil., ii. p. 113,
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and thoM working in foundries, factories, &c., belonging to their
masters

;
and (c) those paying oMk and serving in employmentm other places. According to the Tsar Nicholas I. in 1843 the

foUowmg were the class of dvorovie lyudi as at that date : (a) Those
in domestic service at houses in towns, (6) the simi- in estates in
the country, (c) dvorovie tradesmen, and (rf) foundry and factory
dvorovie lyudi.'

'

The numbers of ivorovit lyudi in 1840 were estimated by
Chemyshev at 1,000,000 males, and by Kisilyev at i 200 000 or
between 9 and 10 per cent, of the total number of Ixindsmen*
The general opmion of the committee was to the effect that the
class of dvorovie lyudi was not useful for the State, and that there-
fore it should be gradually extinguished, Bludov and Kisilyev
however, proposed to emancipate the dvorovie lyudi without land
and, in order to prevent vagrancy, they were to be required to
register themselves in trade groups (tsiechi and arteli) in towns
In addition, they proposed to impose limitations upon the trans-
ference of peasants into dvorovie lyudi.

These discussions resulted in the issue of two ukases, one on
4th July, and the other on loth July 1844. Neither of these had
any real efject. They permitted p.oprictors of dvorovie lyudi to
liberate them without land if they consented to liberation on terms
fixed by the propnetor. These terms might involve the payment
at once, by mstalments, or by a yearly oWA, either till the death
of the propnetor or for a fixed numUr of years. The dvorovie
lyude thus liberated were to be counted as free whenever the agree-
ment was concluded.'

' Quoted by Semevsky, op. cil., ii. p. lij ».

«. in/rl tp.'^TJ^^.
""'°""' *" '"'"'«' ^"^^ »' *««•" Period..

' Semevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 131.
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CHAPTER IX

THE PEASANT QUESTION IN THE RUSSIAN
LITERARY MOVEMENT

It would have been surprising, considering the large role bondage
and its consequences have played in Russian Ufe, if the contem-
porary drama, romance-, and art were silent about it. The romantic
movement in literature which stirred all Europe in the early
thirties of the nineteenth century found in the lot of the peasant
ample material for artistic treatment.' It is true that the Romanti-
cists ideahzed the peasant ; but, after all, ii' their hands he was a
more real creature than the pictorial models of the eighteenth-
century Classicists. One of the earliest among Russian men of
letters to become infected at once with the new movement in art
and with enthusiasm for the peasant was V. G, Byehnsky,* who
afterwards became the Sainte-Beuve of Russia. In 1831 Bye-
linsky wrote a drama inspired by Schiller's Die Rduber. One of
the characters in this drama is an old tnujik, who says, for example :

" When the old master died, the Barina (lady) began to tyrannize
so much over us, that God preserve us from giving such a life even
to a fierce Tartar, either here or in the next world. She beat us
like dogs, sent us into the army, made us beggars, deprived us of
bread and cattle, searched our granaries, broke our implement
chests, and took money and cloth. Whoever was found guilty of
some trifling offence might be sent into a far-distant votchina. One
could not tell what next she might do to us. The chained men in
the gaols were better oft than, for our sins, we were with the
Barina." The hero of the tragedy is the illegitimate son of a
pomyelschek. This outbreak on the part of a bondman causes him
to reflect : " Are these people only bom into the world to serve

.As. for example, by Balzac. ' 1810-1848,
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the lusts of people such as themselves ? Who gave this destructive
right to some people of enslaving under their authority the wiU of
other similar bemgs, and of depriving them of the sacred right of
freedom ? Who permitted them to defy the rights of nature and
of humanity ? A master can for enjoyment and recreation skin
his slave, can sell him like cattle, or can exchange him for a dog
a horse, or a cow, separate him for a whole lifetime from his father
mother, brothers, and sisters, and from all that he holds dear
Merciful God ! did your wise hand bring into this world these rep-
tiles, these crocodiles, these tigers that nourish themselves on the
flesh and bones of their neighbours, and drink like water their blood
and teare ?

"
' Byelinsky was advised not to submit this play

to the Committee of Censors, who were at that time all professorsm the University of St. Petersburg, where Byelinsky was a student
He refused to be guided by this advice. His play was submitted
and was rejected on the ground that it was immoral. In the same
year its author was expelled from the University. Byelinsky had
previously written to his parents, saying ; " In this composition
with all the glow of my heart, burning with the love of truth, and
with all the indignation of a spirit loathing injustice, in a pretty
vivid and true picture I represented the tyranny of people who
have seized unjustly the right to torture beings similar to them-
selves." 2 Byelinsky was twenty-one years of age when he wrote
his drama and when he was expelled from the University. Im-
mediately afterwards he plunged into the study of German philo-
sophy, especially into that of Hegel, which at that period was
exercising much influence upon the Russian youth. The study
of Hegel contributed to the modification of Byelinsky's views upon
the peasant question, but he never became a reactionary .» He be-
came, however, optimistic about the results of the efforts of the
Government towards emancipation, and he thought that, owing
to the absence in Russia of a law of primogeniture, the gentry

PnLf^?°"'!^^'^yTf i"- 'i-,P-
'^f'- For critical notice of Byelinsky, see™"

'^SPi''"' ^
'1'i'' ""V"'"'" '" «""'^» Lileralure (London, iooO

f;,ll. .J '"J", °L
Byol'nsky IS one of the most interesting and attra^Hveamong the men of letters of his time.

* Semevsky, op. cit., vol. ii. p. 297.

t„ lrS% w'^ ^^ "',5 l*°
°' '"^y^Si't, of tuberculosis. A poUceman waitedto arrest him, should he recover. Had he recovered, he would doubtless haveended his days in Siberia or in a fortress. C/. Kropotkin, op. cil.. p. 288.
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must die out, and along with them the right of bondage and its

effects.'

It was during this period that the so-called " circles," or de-
lating clubs, began to occupy a conspicuous place as a means of
intellectual development among the Russian youth. The sup-
pression by the censorship of public discussion rendered private
intercourse among small groups of persons who could trust one
another the only means of communicating ideas and of developing
plans of social progress. Many unportant personaUties formed
the centres of such " circles," and even although in some cases
they wrote nothing, their influence extended widely." Among
these was Stankevitch.* Stankevitch had gone abroad in 1837,
and had come to be inoculated with liberal ideas. At the house
of a Russian lady who Uved abroad a discussion took place one
evening in which Granovsky, the Russian historian, and others
participated, upon popular representation and upon the expediency
of throwing open to all classes even the highest offices of the State.
After this discussion, Stankevitch said that, so long as the mass
of the people were subject to bondage dependence, and so long as
they were deprived of even generally recognized human rights, it

was impossible to talk fruitfully of popular representation. Sooner
or later, he said, the Government must remove this yoke ; but,
even when that should be done, there would remain the serious
condition that the newly emancipated people would not be suffi-
ciently advanced in mental development to discharge their new
duties efficiently. It was therefore before all things necessary
that education should be widely spread among the people.* The
exposition of this idea made Stankevitch the centre of a " circle

"

which speedily exercised a considerable influence. In pursuance
of Stankevitch's idea, his " circle " concerned itself chiefly with
poetry and general philosophy.

Another remarkable " circle " formed round Herzen." This
"circle," which devoted itself chiefly to the study of history and social

'This was a mistake. The gentry were impoverished owing to the extremesubdmsion of estates which would, of conrsefhave been prevented by priS
wSi"^ r^^'o'^"'!.r"

"5'''"'"' -P"" "= '^<' ^" taireasing class whose

extent LSSc ''™ ""^ "''''^'' "'"^'"'e l*"^™ to a large

= Cf. Kropotkin, op. cit., p. j66. » 1817-1840
Semevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 399. • Alexander Herien (i8lj-l8;o).
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phaosophy, was composed of the poet Ogaryov,' the folklorist Passekand others Herzen had been at an early age saturated with the
literature of the French Encyclopaedists, and, in common with the
Russian youth of his period, had been profoundly inauenced by the
French Revolution of 1830. When, therefore, the pamphlets of
bamt-Simon fel mto his hands, he was fully prepared to receive the
gospel of LeNouvtauChristianisme." Herzen's "circle "had beenfomed in the autumn of 1831, whUe both Herzen and Ogaryov were
at the University of Moscow. The Dekabrist movement was fresh
in the mmds of everyone. With the enthusiasm of youth, the
cuxle pledged itself to avenge the " martyrs " of 1825 and

determmed to form a new society upon the earlier model. This
society was never estabUshed, but they found among their feUow-
students an audience sympathetic with their somewhat crudely
ronceived ideas. These comprised the estabhshment of a con-
stitution for Russia, the foundation of a repubUc, and meanwhile
the study of pohtical writings. Their propaganda was carried on
with some boldness for three years. At the end of that period
the circle " attracted the attention of the authorities, and the
members of it were arrested on the ground that they formed a
secret society. The committee which was appointed to investigate
the case found that the group entertained opinions which were
agamst the spint of government and were revolutionary It also
found that it was imbued with the distinctive doctrines of Saint-
brnion, and that the members of the group had the mtention to
found a secret society, this intention being only frustrated by
their arrest. Herzen was banished to the gubemie of Perm ; and
although he was dealt with more leniently, owing to the iUness of
his father, Ogaryov was banished from Moscow. Herzen's banish-
ment was a real advantage to him. He had previously lived almost
altogether m Moscow, and he had therefore looked at the peasant
question from a point of view largely abstract. But his experience
at Perm brought him into touch with the realities of peasant life,
and also for that reason brought him mto conflict with ByeUnsky'
whose views at that time had been becoming more and more
HegeUan, In 1840 Herzen went to St. Petersburg, and graduaUy
won Byelmsky over to his views. In 1841 Herzen was again
banished from St. Petersburg to Novgorod. At this period Bye-

' 1813-1877.

'
••

ill

I
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linsky wrote to his friend Botkin a letter which indicates how
Herzen's views had touched him :

" You know my nature ; I abandon an old idea with difficulty

and pain. I object excessively, but I transfer myself to the new
idea with all the fanaticism of a proselyte, and thus I have come
to a new extreme. This is the idea of socialism, which means for

me the idea of ideas, the alpha and omega of belief and know-
ledge. . . .

' Sociability '—this is my device. What is there in

me which lives as a whole when my personality suffers ? What
does it mean for me when genius lives in heaven while the crowd
is lying in the dirt ? What does it mean for me that I understand
that the world of ideas in art, in religion, and in history is open to

me, when i cannot share this with all who ought to be my brothers

by humanity, my neighbours by Christ, but who are foreigners and
enemies to me because of their ignorance ? ... My heart bleeds

and trembles spasmodically at the sight of the crowd and of its

representatives. Grave distress takes possession of me at the sight

of barefooted boys playing in the street, of ragged beggars, of

drunken cabmen, of soldiers changing guard, of an official running
with a portfolio under his arm, of a self-complacent officer, and of

a proud statesman. . . . People see all these things, and no one
is concfrned about them, and yet this is a society upon a reason-

able foundation, a phenomenon of reality. And notwithstandmg
all this, a man has a right to indulge in art and knowledge and in

forgetfulness." *

There is nothuig here directly upon the peasant question, but
it is clearly involved. In the forties the post was by no means
inviolable. Mention of bondage right even in a letter to a friend

might have resulted in a domiciliary visit and in arrest.^

In 1843 Herzen lived in the village of Petrovskoe, and set him-
self to further studies of peasant conditions.

" The greediness of pomyetscheke and the disorganization of

the State peasants throw the peasants into a condition of poverty.

... In what way are we better than the colonists of Surinam or
than the EngHshmen in India ? We are worse, because our peasants

are better than savages. Modestly and sorrowfully our peasants

' Semevsky, np. cit.. ii. pp. 300-301.
" Even Count Kisilyev and Prince Vorontsev, in .spite of their high position,

^id not trust the ordinary post at this time. C/. Semevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 301.
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are bearing their burdensome cross, having in prospect lashes,
hunger, and bartschina. ... All the while our Slavophils aie talk-
ing about our communal basis, about division of fields, and saying
that we have no proletariat. These are good, and what they say
is founded partly upon fact ... but they forget, on the other
side, the absence of self-respect and the stupid endurance of op-
pression. ... Is it wonderful that in our peasant there is not
developed any sense of property or of right of personal possession,
when his field is not his field, when even his wife, daughter, and
son are not his f What property has a slave ? He is worse than
a proletarian. He is a res, a thing, a tool for the cultivation of
fields. . . . Give him the right to go to law, then he will be a
man."'

In 1846 Herzen's novel. Who is Guilty f was published in Mos-
cow, less certain passages excised ly the censor. This novel deals
with the peasant question, and giv-j details gleaned from Herzen's
experiences.

Meanwhile Byelinsky was becoming afflicted by the condition
of the peasantry, which he found m lurid contrast to the condition
of those in Russian society who were occupying themselves
with beUes Hires and philosophical speculations on abstract
questions.

" You do not realize," he wrote to Gogol in 1843, " that Russia
must see its salvation, not in mysticism or pietism, but in the ad-
vance of civilization, education, and humanity—in awakening a
feeling of human dignity among people lost for so many centuries
in dirt and ordure. Russia needs rights and laws corresponding
to sound sense and judgment, and justice and strictness in the
administration of them. . . , The most vivid national questions
now -re abolition of bondage right and of bodily punish-
ment, together with strict administration of laws that already
exist."

This letter was written Apropos of Gogol's Correspondence with
Friends,^ in which Gogol declares his repentance for his previous
writings, and devotes himself to mere abuse of the peasant, whose
" unwashed muzzle " he satirizes mercilessly. Byelinsky, who
had been the greatest admirer of Gogol's eariier writings, because

Herzen. quoted by Semevskj-,
' " A very unwholesome book."

op. at., p. 30;.
Kropotkin, op. it; p. 83.
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apostie of ignoraice. and en£Sc a«^„, 'kJ'
'^' ""P"

ex^re.e,.ac..n. panegy^, o7T^ar^.t°'^r
^^u'
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question in"ear/yaUoS^'^"S' 1^" ^^ ^"^ P^^*
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»

"*' Pearls m the poetry of

' '^Sportsman's Noll Booh. > K^^t,. ..

'
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Chemyshevsky,' in Sovrmmnik [The CmUemporary)} exercised

a great influence upon the discussions of the peasant question
pnor to Emancipation. He advocated the maintenance ol the
vill: ^e community and the self-government of the peasant com-
munes.

„< c.Si''"'"
g»»>"'o^':l> Chemi5hev.ky (1828-1889) was the wd ol a priest

pp^J5?j8.
" *"'"'»* '""='' °^^' influence, see Kropotkin, o^ta..

• Publisb-Mi I8s7-i86j.

*
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CHAPTER X
THE SLAVOPHILS AND THE DISCUSSIONS ABOUTTHE MIR

Among the societies associated with the n,t^h^.i
I8lfr-i8.5 was the Society of SoutrSa^.

™"'.'"°^'n«'nt of

vigorous leadership of Paul Pestel • mark^th. J^ ^^K'
""^^ *""

Phil movement in RuSa ?h. . »
.^^^'""'"SoJtheSIavo-

pression of the risingT,he^lTSrast'n''.i""rV''^ '''^

however, as imported concemions^fi 7 ^^^"^'^ ^^'"
traceable through Poland' andRnhf'*''*;?" '° P'^^^^V
Gennan philosopher Herder had de^IorTatS ottr""', V"'of society, and in this thesis ho h,/ -^ ' *''^ evolution

the " leJa nation is pr^d uLn anTt^:
"'

*'f r^'"''™
*^*

to maintain its more sL^anJT™ " * oH^ t"^
^ '* ' "'"^"^

- «. an uni.ueCS;:'^^^: ^^^ ^tlJ^^!
'«Ao. Book IV chao The best account of this society is givenJournal ol Russian ,!,).„...,.„ ',.._?"'™

I S;' I'L,' ''°°'' " chap. iii.
'-" fi

• iS^lL r°"l^^'^^ l^nmtM and Miskievich srouo
(ed.tio^Teip%%,'=,^g;:'^;''- .r;"^;; (-'«ta^l>^ Subed ,;8,-„a„
t.ons of Herder and tho?e of &„°"e S "h.™ ^^T" *» i«:ulL'

^ 5»rt.* „/ «„,„ ,„, „, rLMon''',884,Pp^°'333^^,%"- ^evinsoa
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and which was associated with their special characteristics. This
view was seized upon with avidity by the Slavophils, who found in
It the philosophical justification for their opposition to Western in-
fluences and for their adherence to the special forms of Russian
development. The founders of the new Slavophil movement were
A. S. Khomyakov,' the brothers Ivan V. and P. V. Kiteyevsky,•

Dmitri Valuyev, a nephew of Khomyakov, Constantine and Ivan S.
Aksakov,' U. F. Samarin,* and A. E. Koshelyev.'

The rWe of the Slavophils in the intellectual development of
Russia, between about 1840 and Emancipation in i86i, was con-
siderable. They were very hostile to Western European influence,
and in that sense were averse from the adoption by Russia of the
particular forms of progress which .lad characterized especially
England and Germany. They were averse from the embarkation ol
Russia upon an industrial phase and upon a governmental policy
which might result in the stimulation of the growth of the towns at the
expense of the rural districts. They idealized the mir and the con-
comitants of rural life generally. They were not opposed to emanci-
pation of the peasantry, but they held fast to the maintenance of the
forms of village life which had grown up along with serfdom, and
which had become closely associated with it. While the Slavophils
ran the risk of being interpreted as reactionaries, they nevertheless
adhered closely to the view that the evolution of Russian society
must be an organic evolution, and that any attempt to alter its

character fundamentally by any change in methods of administra-
tion to methods which were alien to the spirit and temper of the
Russian people must fail.

While some of the men of letters whose views have been indicated
above were not unfavourably disposed towards the Slavophil move-
ment, although they were not of it—as, for example, ByeUnsky

—

others like Herzen, for example, were somewhat strongly opposed to
it. In 1842 Herzen wrote, " Slavophilism brings daily abundant
proofs that an open hate of the West is an open hate of all processes
of the development of mankind. The West is the heir of the old
world,' is the result of all movements, is the past and the present of

' 1804-1860. • 1806-1856 and 1808-1856.
" 1817-1860 and 1823-1886.
' i8l<)-l876. • 1806-1883.
' Herder himself had said, " We must warm ourselves at th.j fire of the

ancients, till better times come round." Nevinson, op. cit., p. 403.

f
ill
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humanity. Together with hatred and contempt of the We»t, there
IS hatred and negligence of the right of freedom of thought, and
of aU the guarantees of civilization. Glory to Peter, who departed
from Moscow I He saw in it the roots of a narrow nationality which
counteracted Europeaniun, and which would separate Russia from
humanity."

'

This was the view of the Zapadniki. or Westerners, who con-
raved that given the idea of social evohition, it was inevitable that
Russia should pass from an agricultural into an industrial phase in a
manner similar to that in which Western Europe had passed—that
great manufactures must arise, that the popuUtion would exhibit a
tendency to concentrate itseU in towns, and that the individualism
which characterized the West must eventuaUy also characterize
Russia.'

In 1848 the discussions about the mir received a new external
stunulus from the Baron August von Haxthausen, who visited
Russia in 1843, performing a journey very similar to that of Arthur
Young in France, seventy years earlier.' Haxthausen published
the results of his social and agricultural studies in 1848.* He dc-
scnbed the agrarian community as he found it in various parts
of Russia, and compared it with the agrarian communities of
Oeimany, Franco, »nd England, attributing to it a considerable
antiquity.'

The attribution of antiquity aroused Professor Chicherin, of the
University of Moscow, to protest against the view that the village
community of the nineteenth century was descended from, or was a
survival of, an early village community of joint families enjoying a
common possession of land.' Chicherin argued that the Russian
rural community acquired its special character at a comparatively
recent penod, and that it was finally formed not earlier than
the last quarter of the eighteenth century, under the influence

' Qnoted by Semevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 387.

Sof Herde"
°' "^"°"'" P"^"''^""". these LrmonUeJ^th

!
HMthausen refers to young as Sir Arthur YounK.

V nT'-t 'f*"°™'' '848) (m French and German editions).Op r,l.. I. pp. 95 « seq. (French edition).
I, Ess— — •'- " . .

-• Chicherin, Usay on He Hiitory of Russian Equity (Moscow. 1858).
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of the land bondage o( the peaiants and the tax per peaiant
" Mul."

'

According to Byelyaev the caiun oi the foundatirn o( the

peaiant community o{ our own day were also in operatic in Ruuia
from the very earUest times ; they made their influence .It, indeed,

long before the ninth century.'

Since i860 the Emancipation and its effects have greatly

stimulated interest in the subject, and the early economic history

of Russia has been practically wholly rewritten. The serious

study of the mir really began with the publication of Orlov's book
in 1879.* This was followed by a continuous stream of works,

the most important recent contribution to the subject being the

important work of Kacharovsky, the publication of which began

in 1900.''

The most fruitful and interesting special studies have been the

detailed local researches into the history of individual communities

like those of the so-called volost mir in Arkhangelsk, Olonets, and
North Vologda."

Meanwhile out of Slavophilism liiere arose a long series of poli-

tical and philosophical speculations, and a corresponding series of

political and economic groups and parties. On one hand there were

various groups of Russian nationalists, with leaders such as Lappo-
Danelevsky,' Leontev, Katkov," and on the other, the NarodnSke
or People's Party, of which the most conspicuous figures were
' V. V." (Vasili Vorontsev) and " Nikolai-On " (N. Danielson).

' Assumraarized byKluchevsky (it. p. 378) ; see also Kovalcvsky, Maxime.
Modern Customs and Ancient Laws of Russia (Ilchester Lectures, 1889-185)0)
(London. 1 891). p. 70. The views ot Chicherin harmonized with the theories

of M. Fustel de Coulanges upon the prevalence of private property in land
in early times. Cf. Fustel de Coulanges, The Origin of Property in Land,
translated by Margaret Ashley, with an Introduction by W. J. Ashley (London,
1891), p. no.

' Byelyaev, E. P., Peasantry in Russia (Moscow, 1860).
' Cj. Kluchevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 378. For emphatic approval of the posi-

tion of Byelaev. see Kovalevsky. op. cit., p. 71.
* Orlov. Peasant Economy: Forms of Peasant Landawnership in Moskov-

shaya gub. (Moscow, 1879). Orlov was the founder of the Zcmstvo Statistical

System.
' Kacharovsky, The Russian Community (1900). 2 vols.
* By Paul Sokolovsky and Alexandra Ephemenka.
^ Author 01 Jiussia and Europe {$th ed.) (St. Petersburg, 1895).
' 1818-1887. The celebrated editor of the " Moskovskaya Viedomosti "

(Moscow Gasette).
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wa> inefficient and unremunerative, the price of grain had been low

for fully twenty yean, and exports were comparatively slender.

When the Crimean War broke out, export almont entirely ceased.

The landowners found that serfdom imposed oblina'.ions which they

had difficulty in meeting. Thus in the govenimint ivl ISkov, for

example, some of the most ardent believers in serfdom on principle

liberated their serfs and employed free labourers.' I'nder circum-

stances of this kind, families of serfs migrated to the tuutis, and the

numbers of free labourers increased.

Meanwhile the intellectual movement, stimulated by the Kus,sian

imaginative wruers of the fifties, es|X'CialIy of the period immediately

after the war—a period of enormous literary activity •—-lided by the

state of feeling induced by the dis-isters of the Crimean War.

brought about a situation analogous in many ways to the [leriod

i'-imediately succeeding the lU.sastrous canipairn in Manchuria,

in this situation everyone, including even reactionaries, felt that

the old regime had worked itself out—that military and civil

incompetence had reach'd its lowest depths,' and that at the least

serfdom must be abolish' J as a worn-out institution The discredit

into which the Government had fallen, the financial difficulli.s with

which it was embarrassed, the depreciation of the paper ruble, and

the onerous terms upon which alone the State could raise the funds

necessary for the administration of the country, gave the liberalis-

ing elements their opportunity ; but years of discussion were yet to

elapse before bondage right was abolished.

» From a correspondent.
' For a most vivid .iccount of tfie writers of this epoch—Turgueniev.

Dostoievsky. &c.. including Tolstoy, then fresh from the Fourth Bastion of

SevB-stopol and beginning his career as a writer, sec Prince Kropotkin. Ideals

and Rtalitiei of Russian Littmtun (l,ondon, 190O. Kolohot (The Bell), edited

in London by Hfrzen. ana Sovremennik (The Contemporary), to which
Chernishevsky and l\jbrolubov wtre important contributors, were extremely
influential.

* Though the troops fought with great bravery, and Sevastopol main-
tained an obstinate resistance, the commissariat throughout the war was
execrable. Provisions were stolen, arms were antiquated, there was great

lack of rrunitions of war, and there were no roads. Same of the higher officials,

even, were illiterate. The finances during the years 1854, li^st;. and i8;^,

were in inextricable confusion. Even up till the present tmie. no exact
account of the jost of the Crimean War has been rendered.



CHAPTER XI

THE PEASANT QUESTION AND THE COMMITTEES
OF 1844-1847

The discussions of the peasant question in the earlier committees
have been described in a previous chapter.^ Little had come after
all, of numerous investigations, reports, projects of law, and even
ukases. Bondage right still remained, and abuses of it were noto-
nous. MeanwhUe the Tsar, impatient at the long-delayed reform of
bondage conditions, demanded that some decisive measures should
be taken to check the abuses of their powers by pomydscheke The
Mmister of the Interior, Bibikov, decided to make an experiment in
one large region. With this in view, the committees of 'he western
guberm ' were mstructed to obtain from the landowners inventories
of theu- estates, drawn up in accordance with definite instructions
These mstructions required a statement of the obligations due to the
landowners by the peasants. Where this information was not
giVen m the inventories, the committees were empowered to take
evidence on the subject themselves, and to fix the obligations of the
peasants for six years at the amount which they found to be that of
the existmg practice.' This experiment had important ulterior
etfects. for some of the landowners, rather than submit to have the
relations between them and their peasants regulated in this formal
manner, began to think of liberating them altogether Yet the
compulsory mventories afforded little definite guidance in settling
the peasant question. The labours of the committees were finishedm 1846, and in that year Bibikov informed the Government thatowmg to the great variety of conditions and of obligations it was
miposible to formulate definite regulations of a general character
He said, moreover, that the inventories were frequently inaccurate

' Book 11 chap. viii.

" Vilenskaya, Grodin—^ ..b«,o
Podobkaya, Vitebskaya, and Mohilcvskaya

Vilenskaya, 6radinskaya. Kovinskaya, Minskaya.lKievskaya Volinskava
. jlskaya, Vitebskaya, and Mohilevstavj. ' '

~)a,voimsi£aya,

• Semevsky, op cit., ii. p. 491.
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and incomplete, and that the exaction of them from the landowners
had not altered the pressure upon the peasants or prevented ill-

treatment of them by the fiomyetscheki. To carry out such a plan
successfully, a staff would be requisite of skilled persons in such
numbers that the expense would be unendurable. The plan was
therefore modified by Bibikov, and, as a first trial, a general form of

inventory for Kievskaya gubernie was drafted and issued by Bibikov
in May 1847. The compilation of the inventory having been ac-

complished certain rules were then to be observed : (i) All the land
which was in use by peasants at the time of the inventory must
remain in their use without change, and the peasants might rent

additional land by agreement ; {2) bartschina must be worked for

the allotments, but this must be defined ; (3) tyagto, or taxes, must
also be worked out, but the amount of this was also to be defined ;

*

(4) no other obligations were to be permitted. No carrying over of

working days was to be allowed, excepting that one day might be
carried over from one week to the next ; and working days in the
winter must not be exchanged for working days in the summer. In
each year the peasants might be collected for twelve sgony days, or
days of general work, but these must be paid for at a rate fixed by
the General Governor of the gubernie. The peasants must also

furnish one night watchman, each man .,.;rving once a month."
Those peasants who had only garden land should pay obrdk for that,

but the amount of the obrdk was to be fixed by the General Governor.
If the number of hands working bartschina was not sufficient for the
needs of the landowner, then the additional hands must be secured
by payment of wages, the amount of these bemg determined by
mutual agreement. In addition peasants must not be transferred

into dvorovie lyude. As regards the Church, peasants must cultivate

the land of the village priest on their own, and not on the landowners'
days.

In addition to the discussions and legislation of the forties in

relation to the question of bondage right in the hands of pomyet-
scheke, there occurred during the same period certain discussions

and legislation about other elements in the peasant question. For

' Three days with horses for men and one day for women for full tyagto
families ; and for half tyagto families, two days for men and one day for
women.

" This custom is still in use.
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example, on 25th December 1841 an ukase was issued which had the
effect of transferring the management of populated estates (ie
estates upon which the peasants were in bondage) from the higher
clergy 1 to the Government Department of State Domains. This
step was regarded with approval by the peasants, who greeted the
officials who executed the transfer with the quaint ceremonial of
bread and salt." But this measure was restricted in its application
and Bibikov msisted that the peasants on the estates of the inferior
clergy should also be transferred to the State. This was done in
1843, so far as the western gubemi were .-mcemed.^ Another im-
portant measure of the same period was transference of the obliga-
tions of the State peasants from barlschina to obrdk. The State
peasants in many gub. had been little better off than the landowners'
peasants. The greater part of the Government estates were leased,
together with the peasants living upon them, the leases being granted
to the highest bidder at periodical auctions.' This system led to
much exploitation of the peasants and to many abuses : e.g. lessees of
Government estates who possessed adjoining estates of their own
compelled the peasants belonging to the State lands to perform
work upon the private lands of the lessees ; and sometimes the
peasants were literally stolen by the lessees, who took them from the
State lands and registered them as belonging to their own.» Through
the mfluence of Bibikov, and m spite of the opposition of Kisilyev
the Minister of State Domains, obrdk was substituted for barlschina
on the State lands in the gub. of Western Russia. Kisilyev argued
that the peasants were unaccustomed to money payments, and that
It would not be possible to fix the amount of obrdk without a valua-
tion of the land. But Bibikov carried his point, and his action
was justified by punctual payment of obrdk by the peasants and by
increased revenue to the Government.

The nature of the discussions upon the peasant question in the
" higher spheres " during the eariier part of the period from 1844 to
1857 may further be gathered from two important reports presented

to that'o/ th? stlTt

t™"*'"' °* ""^ monasteries, cathedrals, and higher clergy

' Semevsky, op. cit., ii. p. 49^. j j^^^
* Many of the lessees were Poles. Ibid
' There were many cases in the higher courts in which the lessees of Statelands were accused of inhuman punishments, of beating peasants to deathand of violation of peasant women. C/. Semevsky, te. ci<
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to the Tsar, Nicholas I. One of these was presented by the Minister
of the Interior, Perovsky, and the other by Prince Vasilchikov.
Perovsky was, no doubt, at heart a conservative on the bondage
question, but he did not so declare himself, because he knew very
well that his master was committed to the principle of the Hmitation
of bondage right. His report is, nevertheless, a very able document.
It may worthily be placed with the reports of Speransky and
Kisilyev,' outhnes of which have already been given."

Perovsky beghis by admitting that .ne liberation of the peasants
is very desirab' as a measure of humanity and Christianity, but
he says that the question must be discussed in a logical manner,
and not in merely philanthropic speeches. He goes on to ask what
is it that the peasants want ? Do they want entire absence of

government, or do the peasants who belong to the pomyetscheke
wish to be like peasants of the State, and free in the same sense in

which they are free ? He points out that the State peasants, because
they have obligations to the State, do not consider themselves free,

and that even the Free Grain Cultiv.-itors do not consider them-
selves free so long as they are required to supply recruits to the army.
They think, he says, that they should not be called upon to pay any
taxes or to perform any duties of any kind. The people of Kostroma,
he says, for example, do not consider themselves as under the juris-

diction of the Government, nor do they think that the governor (

:

the gubernie has any right to go to their villages, or even to pass
through them, without their special permission. Relying upon
ancient documents, they object to take out passports or to pay
commercial licences, or in general to subordinate themselves to

State authority in any way.' Such, Perovsky says, are the peasants'

ideas about the nature of liberty, " without sense and very dreadful."

From Perovsky's point of view, immediate Uberation would be dan-
gerous ; for if it were granted, it might result in a general movement
against restraint of every kind. Perovsky goes on to show that
though the conditions of the peasantry vary in different places and

' Cf. Semevsky. op cil.. ii. p. 135.
' Cf. supra, pp. 311 et seq, and'p. 345.
^ That some Russian peasants nave a conception of liberty which corre-

sponds to the aljove statements of Perovsky's there can be no doubt.
The Dukhobortii, after they migrated to Canada, considered themselves
oppres.sed because they were required to register their birtlls. deaths, and
marriages. They wished simply to \k let alone.

VOL. I ax

\^\
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on the estates of different proprietors, tliey are not so tad as many
people imagine. He says, also, that among the peasants laelonging
to private proprietors there are many more who distinguish them-
selves in one way or another than there are among State peasants.
Perovsky gives an interesting account of the attitude of the land-
owners to the bondage question at that time (1845). " Time and
new conditions," he says, " have entirely changed the views of
educated landowners concerning bondage rights." Formerly they
were afraid that liberation meant the loss of their property, now
they have no such fear. The reason is that the estate owners who
cultivate their land by means of hired labourers find their labour
more profitable than the labour of serfs." The serf is unpunctual
in the performance of his duties, and the landowner is constantly
involved in disagreements with hun. When harvests are deficient,
the landowner has to provide for his serfs, whereas the hired lab-
ourers have no claim upon him under such conditions. For these
reasons the landowners have satisfied themselves that serf-ownmg
is ineconomical.' Apart from this circumstance, every year some
landowners were the victims of peasant vengeance. Altogether it

became clear to the more far-seeing estate owners that the i«ally
valuable portion of their property was the land, and that the serfs
who were attached to it were by their attachment an encumbrance.
If the ownership of the land could be secured, the ownership of the
peasants might be abandoned. With such an attitude on the part
of the landowner, Perovsky is, however, by no means disposed
wholly to agree. The peasants' obligations to the landowner may
not be very punctually performed, but this circumstance by no
means justifies the landowner in dismissmg from his mind the obliga-
tions he owes to the peasants. The landowner is obliged alike by
his own interest and by the regulation of the Government to take
care of his peasants. To do so is sometimes very difficult, but the
requirement insures in some degree the existence of the peasant.
Each newly bom child is entitled to have provided for it its portion
of land. In no country but Russia, says Perovsky, does such a con-
dition exist. If bondage is abolished, all the contingent conditions

• At all events in certain gub., e.g. in Saratovskaya, Tambovskaya
Penzinskaya, and Voronejskaya gub. '

' Semevsky remarks that it ia evident that the teachinm of the Free
Economical Society of St. Petersburg on the bondage question had notbeen without result. Semevsky, 0^ «'(., ii. p. 138.
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must fall with it. No one will secure provision for the coming gen-
erations. Everyone will act in his own self-interest, and everyone
will have to seek his own shelter, and his own work and subsistence.
Every landowner will divide his land into a certain number of allot-
ments. Some will have these, and others will not have them. There
will thus be a class of proletarian peasants. Perovsky remarks that
the existence of such a class hangs heavUy upon many other govern-
ments

; the agrarian question is not alone one of serfdom or libera-
tion.

To Perovsky it is thus clear that the peasant cannot be Hberated
without land. But even if he is liberated with land, how are future
•^neratior.i io be provided for ? It is impossible to do this without
1 some \ ly preventing the peasants from leaving the land. If

they were allowed to do so. they would tramp all over Russia, and
the collect m of taxes and recraiting would alike be impossible.
Perovsky thought that the landowners should be permitted to retain
police powers over their peasants, who should be granted only
hmited liberty. To the suggestion that the Government should
buy out the landowners, and so convert all landowners' peasants into
State peasants, Perovsky interposes the objection that such a
measure would not satisfy the peasants. The change of conditions
would be too small, and the disappointment of the peasants would
lead to disorders.' Moreover, what would be done with the land-
owners ? If a homeless and wandering peasantry might be re-
garded as forming a dangerous class, how much more dangerous to
the State would be a mob of proletarian gentry ? The gentry had
been always regarded as the supporters of central authority ; but
deprived of their position and of their property, they must neces-
sarily become hostile. In addition to these objections, Perovsky
urged the magnitude of the financial operation which would be
necessar}'. He does not seem to have considered the possibility of
an operation of credit in which the Government should act, not as
principal, but as intermediary between the landowner and the serf,
paying the landowner at once, and collecting the redemption amount
from the peasant afterwards. This idea, which was carried out in

'Perovsky was probably right in this anticipation. Even after Eman-
cipation, as It was eventually carried out, there were disorders owiuR to the
disappointment of the peasants over the raeagieness of the chance in their
conditions.

I ;i

'

f;
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the Emancipation Act, had already been advanced, but Perovsky
seems not to have hjd it in his mind. A plan had been formed in
the reign of Katherine 11 by Malinovsljy, which involved the libera-
tion of all peasants bom after a certain date, thus providing for
gradual and costless emancipation . This plan was considered and re-
jected by Perovsky on the ground that the free-bom members of a
family would have a legal status different from the older members,
that family disputes would arise from this circumstance, and that
the free-bom numbers would necessarily be landless. Perovsky's
practical suggestions were these ; reconstmction of the local poUce
system, adjustment of the pecuniary and " natural " obligations of
the peasants, and definition of these as well as of their rights and
duties.

A secret committee was appointed to examine the report of
Perovsky. This committee consisted of the Tsarevich (afterwards
the Tsar Alexander II), Prince Vasilchikov, President of the Council
of State. Count A. Orlov, chief of gens d'armerie, and Perovsky
himself. The liberal influences in this committee were those of the
Tsarevich and Prince Vasilchikov, Orlov was a strict conservative.
The only important outcome of the appointment of the committee
was the report of Prince Vasilchikov, which was presented to the
Emperor Nicholas in 1845. Prince Vasilchikov considered that
even in the smallest gubernie the liberation of the peasants must be
preceded by the reorganization of the local courts and of the ad-
ministration. In the absence of these preliminary reforms, he
thought that anarchy must ensue. From his point of view, while
Russia was at that time (1845) not ripe for emancipation, and while
the maintenance of the power of the landowners over the peasants
was necessary for the maintenance of the power of the Government,
the indefiniteness of the power of the landowner was mischievous,
and ought not to exist. He thought that it was monstrous that the
law should not forbid the landowner to appropriate for his own pur-
poses the property of the peasant, and also that the law should not
impose a limit to the extent to which the peasant might be pi.nished
by his owner. In order to remedy this state of matters. Prince
Vasilchikov proposed as an immediate measure : (i) That the
pomyetschek should be forbidden to punish the peasants to a greater
extent than by fifty strokes with a rod. In the event of the peasant
meriting, in the opinion of the pomyetschek, a more severe punish-
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ment, the peasant must be sent to the local police, to be dealt with
according to law

; (2) that the peasant who had discharged all his

obligations to his owner and to the State should have full right to
the use of his property, pecuniary and other^vise ; and (3) to impose
upon the marshals of nobility certain duties, requiring them to see
that the law was exactly obsierved, and that the abuse of power by
pomyelschike was prevented.

Throughout the discussions of the committee the dangerous
word " liberty " was in general avoided. Whatever was to be done
towards mitigation of the pressure of bondage must be done in such
a way that the peasants would not notice any formal change. At
all costs they must be prevented from forming ideas about a coming
freedom, whose advent they might anticipate by perhaps violent

action,*

Eventually the committee agreed upon a measure whicli after-

wards became the ukase of 6th November 1847, This uliase per-

mitted peasants to buy themselves at auction at the price of the
highest bidder and would-be purchaser. In the event of the estate
to which they belonged being burdened with debt, and in the event
of their purchasing themselves together with the land, they were
required to assume these obligations in so far as they remained un-
satisfied after the payments involved in tlieir bid at the auction had
been made. But all the peasants upon an estate must participate
in the transaction, and the whole estate must be purchased by them,
excepting in cases where the estate was exposed for sale in lots, in

which case they might either buy a lot, or alternatively the whole
estate. No help was to be given by the Government in the financial

arrangements, and the peasants who bought themselves out from
private proprietors must enrol themselves in the ranks of State
peasants. They would then lie required to jicrform all the duties
and to make all the payments exigible from the State peasants
excepting obrok. The peasants who might thus buy themselves out,
together with the land, would be vested in the full right of the pro-
perty, to use, but not to dispose of, excepting by permission of the
local courts and the Ministry of State Domains,

The significant point in this ukase is that in it the principle of

' That these fears were not altogether groundless became evident during
the revolutionary years when illegal cutting of timber and " dismissals "

of landowners occurred, Cf, infra, ii, book V chap, vii.
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common ownership was recogniad, for obviously no liberation couldtake place under its provisions without the cieation of a new freecommunity out of the previously bonded group of peasants

Cta the passmg of the ukase of 6th November 1847 there werenow four methods of liberation of peasants in actual legal oKratton
(1) peasants m«ht be liberated without land, although the prartfcewas not approved in the " higher sphe«s," and by serrate famm«or even souU; (2) liberation with land, with rights of «wrate

or;^^'" ^T ^-i" Cultivators)
; (3) liberation with t^e^^h

rb:arwtht^arm^--yj^^^



CHAPTER XII

THE PEASANT QUESTION BEFORE THE MAIN COMMITTEE
AND THE COMMITTEES OF GUBERNl

The revolutionary wave which passed over Western Europe in 1848,
with momentous consequences in France, Italy, Germany, and
Hungary, appalled the more timid among the Russian liberals, and
gave new strength to the reactionary influences, trom that date
until the conclusion of peace after the Crimean War, the peasant
question fell into the background, and the country passed once more
through a period of reaction similar to that which succeeded the
movement of the Dekabristi. A rude awakening came during the
war, but not until the " external enemy " was got rid of by conces-
sions could the " internal enemy " be deah with. The campaign
had been lost chiefly through the absence of that unity for which the
Moscow State had always striven. Russian society was divided
sharplyinto two classes—the possessorsandthose who were possessed.
In spite of numerous attempts to limit bondage right, that right still

r mained, and the abuses which followed in its train were greater
than ever when their consequences in general national disintegration
and collapse were considered.

To every intelligent mmd in Russia it became evident that no
regeneration of the Russian people was possible without the cessa-
tion of bondage. The general " state of mind " was characterized
by readiness for important changes. When Alexander II acceded
to his father's throne, the optimism which in Russia always accom-
panies a change of autocrats mspired everyone with fresh hopes.'

» These are expressed in Khomyakov's poem. "To Russia," aich was
widely popular at that time. See Komilov, '

' Peasant Reforms. 1 9th February
1861 ' m Peasa.it Organization (St. Petereburg. 1905) (by various .-authors)
1. p. 298. and Khomyakov. Poems (2nd ed., 1S68), p. 123. Expressions of
the new state of feeling are to be found in Pogodin's Political Letters, edited by
Barsukov (St. Petersburg. 1888), 4c.; in Ssjo^nv. Materials lor the Biography
0/ Prince Cherkasshy. vol. i. pt. i. &c., and in his Kkomyahov and the Peasant
Qttestion.
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will begin from the bottom. Gentlemen, 1 ask vou to think nl .h.way by which thi, may be accomphshed " ^ ^ "' ""
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by the governmental committees of previous reigns, in obtaining
opmions about the practice of bondage from the nobihty in different
locahties, and in circuliiting these widely. This was no unimportant
service, for the discussion of the bondage question by tlie Pnss andm public had been strictly forbidden. Although all of the opinioni
collected by Levshin were not favourable to the abolition, or even
to the limitation, of bondage right, yet many of them were, and the
mere circulation of the memoranda promoted the idea of emanci-
pation by familiarizing the public mind with the difficuUics which
had to be encountered in carrying it into effect.

The differences in the opinions expressed in the memoranda were
due partly, no doubt, to the dcga'e of intelligence or of generosity
of the writers, but chieHy to variations in the density of population,
in the fertility of soil, in the indebtedness of the landowners, and in
the amount of available capital.'

In the Central Black Soil regions, especially in the regions round
the cities of Tula, Orel, Kiazan. Tambov. Voronej. and Kursk, the
density of population had increased greatly, and the prices of bread-
stuffs in years of deficient harvests were relatively high. This con-
dition embarrassed the landowners, because they had in lean years to
purchase supplies for their peasants." In the forties of the nine-
teenth century, some landowners in Tambovskaya gub. liberated
their peasants without land for this reason, thus escaping the fulfil-
ment of their obligations to them." One consequence of this state
of matters was that land upon which there were no bondaged peas-
ants sold at higher prices than land which was [jopulated by serfs,
the value of the personalities of the serfs being included.*

It became apparent that in the Central Black Soil region, the
most fertile in Russia, serfdom, with its incidental obligations, was an
ineconomical system for the landowners, and that ii the peasant
were converted into a labourer, to be hired only when he was wanted,
and to be left to shift for himself when he was not wanted, the profits
to the landowner would be much greater, provided only that the full
ownership of the land remained in his hands. Some of the land-

Komilov. op cil., p. 302.
' Evidence of this is to be found

Ibid.

Samarin. U'of/is,

' Ibid.

p- 17s :

- jiv.ueiice 01 tms IS to De found in Samarin, Worhs. ii. p. 17c • in
Prince Cherkassky's Memorandum to the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlo'vnam Malmals for (hr Uiografhy of Pnncc Cherkaahy, i. part i. p 2,and in Memorandum by Kokorov in Barsukov. Works, xv. pp. 48S-406!
Cf. Korrulov. toe. cii.

yf t ° 4yw*

'ill
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owner, in this region were, however, not indiipoKd, on the one hando give .nmll allotment, to bondaged pea«ir™ their liberation

;A™^^.°k
^'"'

r**'.™
"" ""'"• *° **'" '™'" 'hen. .ubaUntSamount, by way oJ redemption. Thi. wa. e.pecially the ca.e onthoM eatate. which were heavily burdened with debt

'

wi« TZ^"i°"'.K" '"f
"™"^'''"' ^" "8ion» were quite other-wiK. There, m the eatate. which were populated bv bondaced

Sou gub' These prices were high, not because the land was fertilebut hecau« the bondaged ^asants brought through their indurtrj"exerci«d largely otherwise than upon the Und, large profiti to tSowners^ According to J. A. Soloviev, the average* price of Xeswith bondaged peawnts wa. 117 rubles per dLyatin whS the

syolm. The landowners of the non-Black Soil gub. were thuVin the

^tZ H !f""«
*"'' ""* "' '"*'' incomes from the laWo

their bondaged peasants. If these peaants were liberated, the landwhKh might be left to the estate owners could not yield more tina small fraction of their former income. In order to obviate tl,erum of such estote owners, it was thus necewaty that a substantial

H^rr.- It^.
'"*^' '" ""*" ''y "»y <" compemation for thedepnvation of bondage right. Moreover, in these gub. it was not the

practice for the estate owners to cultivate their fields by means of
their own implements. The implements, such as they were be-

»X?. i"*
•*•""*' ^^ ""* '^^ *•>* Po*'*"*' ^ liberated

wrthout redempion payment, the estate owners would havebeen left not only without income, but without i.ie agricultural

Srerr""""^ '° ™'"™" ^^" •*"** ^y ""^^of hired

.. /IJ*" ^^-"^ ^"^ °' '^'**' ^""^^ »"<* » ">e Little Russian
gub. the conditions were of another character. There the popula-
tion was scanty, and it was necessary to adopt measures to 4cure a
sufficient supply of working hands. This had been accompUshed

.|°S) r.9. •

^"'"'-'"" P"^>">" o« the Eve oj EmancipalL (Moscow.
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by meant of bondage, and the ettate ownen feared that periodical

scarcity oi labour might ensue if the peasants were liberated. Never-

theless, many of the landowners were disposed towards liberation,

pojvided a system were adopted which would tend to keep the peat-

ants upon the land. For this reason they were attracted to the

system of BammUmd, which involved the allotment of land to

peasants for their perpetual use ; but the landowners thought that

to this there should be attached some form of retention of their

jurisdiction over the peasants, so that they might not be Irec to leave

these allotments.

In the south-western gub. and in portions of Little Russia the

cultivation of beets for the manufacture of sugar had come to be

very profitable. This cultivation was found to be most advan-

tageously conducted by means of hired labour. In these districts

the idea of U>'dless liberation of peasants was very popular, the

more so since in many places it had not been the practice to give

perpetual use of land even to bondaged peasants.'

The opinion of the landowners in different districts thus varied

with their economical conditions, the recital of facts has shown
also that an uniform method of dealing with the bondage question

would not be a just method.

Out of these memoranda there grew numerous piojects for the

settlement of peasant affairs, the most conspicuous being those of

Kavelin,* Samarin, Pozen, Prince Cherkassky, Koshelyev, and Un-
kovsky. The variation in the economical situation in various

regions determined for the most part the character of those projects,

though they were also determined by the degree of insight into the

peasant question which their authors possessed. All of them, how-

ever, were ardent advocates of emancipation, and all of them were

among the most talented publicists of their time. The projects

were not drafted simultaneously. This is an important fact, be-

cause the peasant situation, as well as the state of the public mind
regarding it, developed with great rapidity, and projects which were

' Koniilov, toe. cit.

' K. D. Kavelin was Professor of Legal Historv in the University of

Moscow. He had prepared a memorandum for ' "^irand Duchess Elena
PaVlovna upon the liberation of the peasants upon . states in Pottavskaya
gub, C/. Kovalevsky, M., Russian Political Institutions (Chicago, 1902),

p. 197. For a sketch of Kavehn, see " K. D. Kavelin." by B. E. Siromat-
nikov, in The Great Reforms (Moscow, 1911), v. pp. 136 et seq.
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advanced at the moment of their formation speedily became out
of date.

The projects of Samarin and of Cherkas-.ky were concerned
chiefly ,vith the Black Soil region. Both were based upon the law
of 2nd April 1842. on the question of temporarily bound peasants
and both proposed to give greater freedom for the conclusion of
voluntary agreements between peasants and landowners. Neither
Samarin nor Cherkassky regarded it as possible that bondage right
could be abolished at a stroke. The project of Pozen involved the
purchase of lots by peasants, but he left the dimensions of the lots
and the prices of them to be settled by voluntary agreement. The
schemes of Kavelm and of Koshclyev were more radical. They were
mtended to apply to the non-Black Soil lands, as well as to the Black
boil, a though the fundamental difference between these two regions
was fully recognized. .Admitting that in the non-Black Soil regions
the income of the landowner was derived chiefly from the labours of
his bondaged peasants otherwise than upon the land, they regarded
compensation for the abolition of bondage right as indispensable,
btill more radical was Unkovsky, who, referring chiefly to the non-
Black Soil gub.. objected to all transition measures involving as
these must, the gradual weakening of the power of the landowner
and proposed to buy out at once the whole of the rights of the land-
owner in his bondaged peasants, whether these rights arose from
earnings from land or otherwise, and to buy out also the land which
the landowner might give to the peasants. The purchase price
ought, in his view, to be paid at once by the Government, and after-
wards part of the price was to be recovered from the peasants them-
selves, and part was to be defrayed out of the general revenues of the
State. This payment by the Government was to be effected by
means of a loan repayable by instabnents.> Some of these memor-
anda 2 were pubhshed and were followed by " hot discussions " '

The Mmister of the Interior, Lanskoy, and his assistant Levshin,
were opposed to the use of the resources or the credit of the State in
any operation for the buying out of the interests of the landowners
partly because the imperial finances were at that time in a bad con-

* Kornilov, op. cit.. p. 307.
» Not yet, however, those of Koshelyev or Unkovsky,

No. .^"-^""^^ KoSv,^:;;%tT"o;°' -^ ""'" """• •^"*'"' "»«"
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dition, and partly because " they did not muM'is' i id the meaning of

the proposed credit operations. * At th;ii n:.- -nent the Govern-

ment seems to have desired to a -i-i J any riuto' ratio action, and to

give the landowners an opportunity tu v^ii.T by some sacrifice on

their part to settle the agrarian question on terms not too burden-

some for the peasants. At the time of the coronation of Alex-

ander II, in September 1856, Levshin undertook the delicate mission

of sounding upon the ijeasant question the aristocrats assembled at

Moscow. Nothing came of this mission excepting that the Lith-

uanian nobles, who v/ere excited about the " inventories," accepted

the invitation of the Government to discuss the question. The

other members of the nobility, although they recognized the neces-

sity of bondage reform, distrusted the bureaucracy, and objected to

edicts suddenly promulgated by the Government.^ The Tsar de-

cided to take advantage of the acquiescence of the Lithuanian

nobiUty, even ahhough it seemed to be inspired by inferior motives,

and instructions were immediately given to Nazimov, General

Governor of Volinskaya gub., in Lithuania, to convene the local

chiefs of the nobility, and to invite them to suggest the best means

for the improvement of the conditions of the peasants, without

re^'ard to existing laws or previous discussions. Contemporan-

eously with this action, the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna^ asked

to be informed on what terms she ought to liberate the peasants on

estates belonging to her in Poltavskaya gub. Lanskoy then pro-

posed to fonn a committee on the old model, and a committee was

appointed, with the Tsar Alexander II as president, and Lanskoy,

Minister of Interior, Prince Orlov, Pre. ident of the Council of State,

Prince Dolgonikov, Count Bludov, Count Adlerberg, Muraviev,

Chevkin, and Broka, Ministers of other State Departments, with

Prince Gagarin, Baron Korf. and General Rostovtsev, members of

the Council of State, as members of the committee.*

In December 1856 Lanskoy presented a report drawn up by

Levshin, in which he recommended a gradual liberation of the peas-

ants with allotments, the landowners receiving compensation for

r. Op. Cit.. p, 307.

, Works, ii. p. 137. and Kornilov, op. cit.. p. 307,

1 Komilov.
= Samarin, ... . . - .

* Princess Frederica Charlotte ot Wurtemberg, widow of the Grand Duke
Mikhail, son of Paul 1. She was rebaptized in the Greek Orthodox Church
as Elena Pavlovna.

* Herein afterwards referred to as the Main Committee.

m
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t'f„?!f°!r"- ':f"f
provisionaUy also compensation for the depriva-

hTunH "^ t P"'""""' """"^"Se. Rules for the cultivation of

otnl^ T? "^ ""^°^'^ ^^ '"'=''' ^"""nittees consUting of land-

Tu^' !"" "»"l«"sation was not, however, to be paid by orwith the a.d of
,
the State. The land must remain the pro^rty rf'the

^e uTT;."* *^f
'"'"'"^"'^ °' '"" l*^^"* would be^curedb;

ItT u
"' °""^".'^ " perpetuity. In the Black Soil regionthe ^asants should receive their personal liberty freely, but in thenon-Black S0.I gub.. in order to save the landowners from bank!ruptcy, the payments for the land, which were to extend over ten or

s™ wJT' TrJ° '^,^«">"^'ly enhanced in order to include a

ZZ TK "^
^ '" '"'='=' " P^y™^''' '"' '««^^«™ f^m personal

bondage. The committee had not made any material process byAugust 1857, and on that date the Tsar appointed his brother the

r^^^
D»ke Constantine, as a member of the committee. TheGrand Duke had always been regarded as a man of liberal views

iL, tL^T'""r»'"'i"'.:i°."
''°™y -"eetings."

«
On i8th August

1857 the committee decided that improvement in the condition ofthe landowners peasants should be introduced graduaUy by three
stages. In the first stage the Minister of th. Interior was to coltothe necessary facts by means of communication with the local ad-
ministrations and with experienced landowners, but without pub-

l M u "i" P"""'"^' '" "*'=>> "° period was set, an ukaseshould be issued givmg permission to landowners to liberate theirpeasants by whole villages on varying conditions, independently ofthe ukase of 1803, concerning Free Grain Cultivators, by means ofvolmitaiy agreements and by consent of the Government ; and thata project should be mtroduced into the State Council embodying
provisions for the limitation of the rights of landowne.^. tinluy
peasants rights should be made equivalent to those of other classes »

1 he next step of the committee was the drawing up of a series ofquestions, w-h.ch were proposed to the members of the committee andto certain other persons. Most of these questions related to pallia-tive measures which had been discussed in the memoranda of U FSamann, Pnnce Cherkassky, and others. Many of the members of
' Korailov, ot). cit., p. 309.
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the committee seemed to flatter themselves with the hope that the
troublesome question of the abolition of bondage right had been put
to sleep.' Such was the condition of affairs in August 1857, but in
October of the same year, Nazimov arrived at St. Petersburg with
the results of his conferences with the Lithuanian nobility. The
proprietors of the estates in three guberni of the region, desirous of
avoiding the interference of the Government in the relations between
them and their peasants, announced their intention to liberate their
peasants without compensation and without land allotments. The
committee discussed this announcement for three days without
arriving at any conclusion

. In spite of the long discussions, the bald
facts of life took the committee at unawares. They were on the
horns of a dilemma. If they permitted landless liberation i.i Lith-
uania, it might spread farther, and create a class of landless, and
therefore discontented, peasants ; if they prohibited it, they ran the
nsk of provoking hostility to the Crown on the part of the Lithuanian
nobUity, already disturbed by what they considered as the arbitrary
mfnngement of their privileges involved in the system of obligatory
" inventories."

The Tsar, "enraged at the timidity of the committee," « per-
emptorily ordered Lanskoy to formulate within three days a' draft of
a rescript to Nazimov, based upon Lanskoy's own project, which
had been formulated early in the summer. The rescript so pre-
pared was signed on the 20th November 1857, and was handed to
Nazimov on the same day. This document, which afterwards
became celebrated as the precursor of the Act of Emancipation,
offered to the Lithuanian nobility the honour of initiating the libera-
tion of the peasantry. The principal conditions upon which this
liberation was to be accomplished were as follows : (i) Landowners
would retain the right of property in the whole of the land of their
estates, but the peasants would retain their allotments, in which they
would obtain proprietary rights by purchase, payment to be made
by mstahnents. In addition to the allotments, in order to secure
the subsistence of the peasants and the punctual payment of their
taxes to the Government and their obligations to the landowners,
land should be given to the peasants for their use, for which they
should pay obrdk or barischim. (2) The peasants must be divided
mto village communities, and the landowners would be charged with

' C/. Levshin, quoted by Komilov. op. cil., p. 310. • Ibid.
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the performance o( votchinal police functions, with the organization

of the future relations between landowners and peasants, and with

the security of the payment of taxes to the Government.^ Reforms
were to lie effected gradually, but the plan of reform was to be com-
pleted within six months, by a committee in each of the tliree guberni

and a central committee for the guberni as a whole. Immediately

the rescript was signed, Lanskoy had it printed, and the same even-

ing copies were despatched to every part of Russia." A similar

rescript was also given to the General Governor of St. Petersburg,

Ignatiev, on 6th December 1857. The vacillation of the Government
was at last at an end; it was committed to emancipation. An
immense change came over the discussion of the question. The
Secret Committee on Peasant Affairs now became a public body,

the Press was permitted to discuss agrarian reform, and a chorus of

enthusiastic approval arose from those who had been expatriated

for previous discussion of it. Herzen welcomed it from London in

his Kolokol^ and Nekrasov, Chemyshevsky, and E. S. Aksakov in

their Sovremennik.^ Herzen 's famous article, " You have Conquered,

Gahlean !
" Chernyshevsky's article with the motto, " Thou lovest

righteousness, and hatest unrighteousness ! Praise be to God 1
''

and Aksakov's poem, " Let us forget yesterday, and welcome the

coming day," ' gave a new and generous tone to the public life of

Russia. The benefits 01 the coming emancipation were already

making themselves felt. Kavelin, Pogodin, and Katkov, the last,

the celebrated editor of the Moscow Gazette, gave a dinner on the

28th December 1857 to celebrate the occasion.* Speeches flattering

to the Tsar, and optimistic for the newly arisen future of Russia

announced the gratification of the liberal elements.

In the midst of these congratulations the enemies of reform were

silent. They bided their time.' The landowners of the central

' Komilov, op. oil., p. 311.
' It is said that Prince Orlov endeavoured to induce the Tsar to with-

draw the rescript ; whether or not he might have succeeded cannot be
known ; but he was too late—the document was already in circulation.

Cf. Komilov, op. cit., p. 312.
3 15th February 1858. * 1858, No. 2.

* Komilov. op. cit.. p. 313.
• See Barsukov, N. P.. Life and Work of M. P. Pogodin (St. Petersburg,

1888-1896J, vol. V. ; cited ibid.
' C/. J. A. Soloviev, " Memoranda," Russ. Stavina (1881), No. 4, pp. 748

et seq. ; Komilov. Russ. Bogatstvo (1904), No. 2, p. 206; and Komilov,
Peasant Reform, &c., p. 314.
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Black Soil gubemi were not reconciled to the allotment of land to

peasants in perpetuity ; and the proprietors in the guberni of the
steppes feared the results of too rapid changes in the relations be-
tween them and their peasants, which might weaken their control
over peasants under bartschina economy. Above all, the proprietors
of the non-Black Soil guberni disliked the project of allotment, be-
cause it involved the sacrifice of the mcome derived from the labour
of their peasants. There is no evidence that in any of these guberni
there was any sincere desire on the part of the land and serf-owners
to acquiesce with cordiahty in the project of emancipation, or to
make any sacrifice to faciUtate it. Nor, upon reflection, were the
more enthusiastic advocates of reform satisfied with the terms of the
rescript. Ere long adverse reports from the governors of guberni
began to reach St. Petersburg, to the alarm of the Government.
One of the boldest criticisms came from Unkovsky, marshal of the
nobility of Tver. He said that from the landowners', as well as
from the peasants', point of view, the gradual extinction of bondage
right through a transition period was " good for nothing," that
peasants would be dissatisfied with a half measure of ttiis kind, that
landowners would be ruined, and that the security for the payment
ot taxes to the Government would disappear. Unkovsky insisted
that the only right method of hberation was to liberate the peasants
everywhere at once, and to comiKnsate the landowners by means of
interest-bearing Government stock. " Capital is necessary,"he said,
" lor the adaptation of the landowner's economy to the cuhivation
of the land by free hired labourers." He thought also that new taxes
should be assessed in order to meet the interest upon the obligations
undertaken by the Government. That portion of the charge which
was due in consequence of peasant allotments might, he argued,
fittingly fall upon the peasants, while that portion which was due in

consequence of the elimination of personal bondage right should
fall upon the whole empire.'

The first favourable report was received from Muraviev, General
Governor of Nijigorodskaya gub., on 17th December 1857 ; but even
this was controverted by a deputation from the nobility of the same
gub. Before the deputation reached St. Petersburg, however, the

' Djanshiev. A. M. Un/tm'shv and the Peasant Movement (Moscow, [894),
pp. 58-71: Kornilov. Russ. Bogatstvo (1904). No. 2, pp. 209-216' and
Kornilov, Peasant Reform, &c.. p. 315.
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Government, eager to take advantage ol the lavourable report of

Muraviev, despatched to him a rescript in the same terms as that ol

20th November, and simuhaneously endeavoured to induce the

Moscow nobility to declare themselves in favour of reform. The

answer of the Moscow nobles was to the effect that they would be

glad to be informed what advantages were supposed to accrue to

them from the proposed measure. This cynicism infuriated the

Tsar, who sent a sharp rescript to the General Governor, stating that

the Moscow nobility must not expect to be treated differently from

the nobility of other guberni}

Apart, however, from the likelihood of incurring imperial dis-

approbation, the landowners of other guberni began to dread the

Dossibility of agrarian disorders, with destruction of their property.

Kumours of the imminence of great changes had reached the peasants,

and they, at all events, were in no mood to allow questions touching

them so nearly to continue indefinitely in the field of academical

discussion without bearing fruit. The local committees thus ha:-

tened their labours, and by the close of the year 1858 many of them

had already sent in their reports.

Meanwhile the Minister of the Interior was apparently reluctant

to force the question to a decisive issue with any suggestion of haste.

His desire all along was . avoid even the appearance of coercion,

and to endeavour to conduct the landovners towards emancipation

without running the risk of impairing their loyalty. The absence

of cordial acceptance of the proposals of the Government, and the

disposition to emphasize the difficulties which must be encountered,

which were disclosed in most of the reports of the local committees,

rendered some further action necessary. Accordingly the main

committee decided to have a more specifically detailed programme of

emancipation drawn up for the use of the local committees. This

task was entrusted to Levshin, but when his draft programme was

presented, Rostovtsev insisted upon a projected programme drawn

up by Pozen being accepted in its place.

The programme, or elucidatory circular, of Pozen was a cunningly

devised document. The practical outcome of it, if it had been

carried into effect, would have been the liberation of the peasants

' Materials for the History of the Abolition of the Bondage Condition in

Russia, i. p. 2;8 ; and Kornilov. op. cit.. p. 316. The General Governor oi

Moskovskaya gub. at the time was Zakrevsky.
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without land

;
but this outcome was concealed under a project for

a transition period. During this period, which was to last for twelve
years, the peasants were to ue bound to the land, and were to render
bartschtnu to the landowners. At the close of the period the peas-
ants were then to be entitled to enter into voluntary agreements with
the landowners for the renting of land, and at the same time
were to be endowed with fuU Uberty of movement. Ahhough this
programme purported to accept the provisions of the rescript to
Nazunov, and merely to elucidate these, the arrangement proposed
by it was in direct contravention of these provisions. Moreover,
the programme favoured the landowners of the Black Soil region]
and placed those of other parts of Russia at a disadvantage. In
spite of the discordance between the " explanations " of the pro-
gramme and the previously declared views of the Tsar in respect to
landless hberation, the document of Pozen was approved and issued
to the guhcmi committees. The " programme " met with the
most strenuous opposition, especiaUy in the non-Black Soil gub.
Unkovsky, the president of the committee of Tverskaya guh., was
its chief opponent and critic. Under his leadership the Tverskaya
committee expressed itself strongly against the plan of a transition
period involving a temporarily obligatory condition. It demanded
complete and simultaneous cessation of bondage relations, and com-
pensation to landowners by means of interest-bearing Government
obligations covering both the land allotted to the peasants and
compensation for deprivation of bondage rights. Since, however,
the Government was disincUned to admit the principle of compen-
sation on account of bondage right, Unkovsky proposed to include
m the compensation for the land a certain amount for the working
power of the estate. He was supported in this proposal by the
majority of the committee

; but the minority, which consisted of
extreme conservatives,' protested vigorously to the Government.
At first the Government refused to accept the project of Unkovsky

;

but under the influence of threats of lesignation made by the
majority of the Tverskaya gub. committee, it was decided that
the programme of Po2en should not be pressed upon it. This
action on the part of the Tverskaya gub. committee was followed
by the committees of other guberni. Gradually the idea of buying
out the landowners' interests by means of a Government credit

' Korailov, op, cit„ p. 320.

i r'
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operation penetrated the " higher spheres," and eventually came to
be accepted by them.»

The protest of the Tverskaya gub. committee was thus instru-
mental m bringing the peasant question into a fresh phase. During
the summer of 1858 Rostovtsev, one of the members of the main
committee had been abroad. During his absence he had indited
his four celebrated letters to the Tsar." In these letters Rostovtsev
declared his antagonism to landless liberation.' His principal
anxiety was to effect the abolition of bondage right with a minimum
ol social and jwlitical shock." < Rostovstev' returned to St
Petersburg shortly before Unkovsky appeared with his " ultima-
tum, and almost at the same moment there also returned after
thirty-two years' exile in Siberia, Prince E. P. Obolensky,' who in
I825 had been one of the leaders of the Dekabristi, Notwithstand-
ing the fact that Rostovtsev in 1825, then a comparatively young
officer, had been the means of denouncing the conspiracy of the
Dekabristi, and thus of securing their condemnation to death or
exile, he had been in constant communication with Obolensky whohad even so early as 1825 espoused the cause of emancipation
Lanskoy was also subjected to liberal influences through his friend-
ship with R A. Melyuten ' at that time Director of the Imperial
Household Department. ^

Under these various influences, Rostovtsev, from 1858 until his
' Cf. Kornilov, op.
' Materials for the

. pp. 38(j et sc^.
* In agreein

at., p. 321.
History 0/ the .4boliliori 0/ Uondage Right in Russia,

roalis^d^Khlectonr'' P'^^^'""'""^' Rostovtsev had probably not
* Kornilov, op cit.. p. ^23.
'General Jakob Ivanovich Rostovtsev {d. 18O0) was "a soldier r,f

^^Z °
h

'° "T "' ''''"°,"'' '•" Considerations of the necessitrof mainta nmg public order were always paramount in his raind, althouKh hfwMled even by these considerations to Uberal economic views He Lame^strong opponent of landless hberation, because he considered that trSte

details, see The Great Ke/orms. cited above pDe^'/sM and pS^ / M ""*

' For note on N. A. IHlyutSn, sco The Great Reforms, v. pp. 68 et scq.
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death in i860, assumed the leading rr in the movement for emanci-
pation In 1858. however, he was not yet fully convinced of the
feasibility of employing the credit of the Government in carrying
out the project. He feared the effect of a large credit operation
upon the public finances so soon alter the exhaustion and disorgani-
zation produced by the Crimean War. He thought, notwithstand-
ing the disappomtmg result of previous legislation, that the purchase
of the landowners' rights might be left to voluntary arrangement
under the supervision of the Ministry of State Domains, of charitable
boards, and of the State Bank, by means of capital belonging to the
nobihty.'

Further stimulus to the discussion of the peasant question came
now from the minority of the Simbirskaya gub. committee They
proposed that the sale of landowners' rights should be obligatory on
the demand of the peasants, and that purchase of them should be
optional. Rostovtsev welcomed this idea, which was presented to
him m January 1859. In the following month he produced a memo-
randum upon "The Progress and Settlement of the Peasant
Question," m which immediate and obligatory redemption of land
and serf-owners' rights was strongly urged. The terms of purchase
were recommended to be fixed in relation to the value of the land
transferred to the peasants or by the capitalized value of the obrdk
m those districts in which the n-lations of the peasants and the
landowners had already been reu- cd to a commercial basis. The
necessary sums were to be advanced by the Government, to which
the peasants were to pay annually six per cent. ; five per cent, of this
was to be paid to the landowners, and the remaining one per cent,
was to be employed in amortization . Rostovtsev also recommended
that the landowner should not be permitted to count into the land
sold to the peasants the area occupied by peasants' buildings. In a
further memorandum, issued in April 1850, Rostovtsev urged either
the abandonment of the idea of a temporarily obligatory period, or
the reduction of such a period to the shortest possible limits. The
reason for his preference for the system of redemption by voluntary
agreement seems to have been that he considered a cadastral survey,
which would occupy many years, as an indispensable preliminary to
an universal obligatory redemption. In this memorandum Ros-

' Jlas appears Irgm his fourth letter. See Materials. &<:., i.. loc.
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tovfsev also urges the need of a Government guarantee and of
material reductions in the duties and payments which should be
exacted from the peasants.'

It was very unfortunate for the peasant question that this de-
velopment of the views of Rostovtsev had not occurred before the
issue of Pojcn's programme 't the local committees. The questions
which were eventually fully settled in the mind of Rostovtsev
and impressed by him upon the Main Committee, were thus left as a
bone of contention in the local committees, an-" were the occasion of
" fearful struggles " ' between the reactionary and the liberal ele-
ments m them. About one-half of the gubemi committees reported
in favour of a temporarily obligatory period. Eighteen of the
committees advocated landless liberation, ten of these belonging to
the Black Soil region. The effects of this arrangement would have
been to throw the most fert !. land in Russia into complete owner-
ship by the landowners, f-e !, li.f of the landowners from all obliga-
tions to the peasants, and the practical expropriation of the peasants-
rights. A minority of the committees recommended allotments in
perpetuity, together with an indefinite period of obligatory relations
between the peasants and the landowners. Some of the committees
preferred a compensation system ; others did not even refer to the
subject. Nearly all of the committees whose recommendations in-
volved peasant allotments suggested that these allotments should
be smaUer than those cultivated by the peasants under the bondage
system. Even those committees who recommended that the whole
of the land should pass into the hands of the landowners at the close
of the period of temporary obligation suggested that the aUotments
durmg that period should be less than under bondage conditions
The reason for this appears to have been, that the lando^ers felt
that the Government would never agree to landless liberation, and
they thought it well to prepare for this eventuality by diminishing
the area of the land in use by peasants to as small proportions
as possible,' The majority of the Tver committee, the minority
of Vladimir, mdividual members from Ryazan. Kaluga and
feratovskoe committees agreed that, compensation being granted
the peasants should have the same lots as they had used under

Ko^(.f^JT"^,Ji"""' -•' """ "^ ''"•'"' C""""". ' PP- 947-9. and
• Komilov. op. cil.. p. 31s. .

/6,v,., p, 3^7.
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bondage conditions. Of those committees who recommended the
return of the land to the landowners after the expiry of the period
of temporary obligation, the Smolensk and Mo'iilcv committees
also agreed to full allotments being given to peasants during the
period of temporary obligation, All the other committi^es re-

commended a greater or less diminution of the allotments, con-
spicuous among these being the committees of the Black Soil
guberni}

But the committees realized very well that improvement in the
condition of the peasantry could not, even in the interests of the
landowTiers, be aUogether evaded. Broadly, two economical
measures had been proposed for the amelioration of peasant life.

One of these was the increase of the amount of land allotted to

peasants ; the other was the diminution of their obligations. The
majority of the committees objected to the first measure, some of
them arguing that an increase of land allotment would ruin the
estates.' It was therefore necessary at least to appear to diminish
the obligations due by the peasants. The majority of the com-
mittees suggested that bartsMna should be diminished from the
customary three days to two days per week. On the face of the
proposal this was a diminution of one-third, but actually it was not
so, because the committees proposed that the distribution of bart-

schina between the summer and the winter months should be fixed

at two-thirds in the summer and one-third in the winter, and that the
total of bartschina days throughout the year should be ninety-four,'

or, alternatively, the distribution was left to the landowner. At the
same time, the majority of the committees recommended the im-
mediate abolition of barlschina, and the substitution of obrok ; but
the obrdk was, of course, to be based upon the readjusted rather than
the diminished bartschina. From only two quarters came sugges-

tions of moderate obrdk. These were the minorities of the com-

' Kornilov, op. cit., p. 327. See also Kornilov in Iiiiss/ii>j Bogalstvo (1904).
No. 4. p. 55.

' Pozen insisted that the allotments to be given during the period of
temporary obligation should be as small as possible, because the Government
would not permit land to be returned from peasant occupancy into the
hands of the landowners. See Documents of .V, P. Pozen. p. 162. quoted by
Kornilov, op. cit.. p. 327. Cf. also infra, on the question of peasant allot-
ments.

That is. two days in every week, less ten holy days.
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mittec. of Tverskaya and Kalushikaya gub} All n( the committees
ctheroise defended barlsMm. but suggested gradual replacement
nf It by oWA dunng the period of temporarily obligatory relation!
The crux of the question reaUy lay in the terms of the conversion of
barlschtna into ohrdk : for barttchina was settled only lor the limited
time of the period of obligatory relations, while the obrdk was fixed
or an indefinite time, and moreover, upon it must subsequently be
toscd the amount of the purchase money in case of redemption of
the obrdk payment,'

In fixing the amount of obrdk. some of the committees refrained
from takmg into account the diminution of the allotments which
they had suggested, and thus in effect left u|xin the peasants the
burdens which they had carried under bondage, while diminishing
their power of bearing them. None of tli- committees took into
account the circumstance that the liberation of the peasant meant
also the liberation of the landowner irom the obligation of support-
ing the peasant in case of ner'd."

So far as the Black Soil region was concerned, the proprietors
seemed to have aimed at the retention in their own hands of an area
larger than that which they were prei^red to give in allotments to
the peasants, and at securing for themselves obrdk |)ayments for
these allotments at as high a rate as possible.* Even in the non-
Black Soil regions, where the land was proportionately less valuable
to the landowners than their income from the labour of bondaged
peasants, the landowners also proposed to reserve to themselves the
valuable portions of their estates—the forests and meadows Some
of the committees of the non-Black Soil gub. adopted a method of
va nation of allotments which involved a progressively diminishing
value as the lands were more distant from the village. The land

' The ob,ik suggested by these minorities were practically those subae-

SerSnTv^.-'S?,';': 151.
'''"'"« ^°'"'"^'»'°" '"'">'" pp- w"' «'^-

Cf, Kornilov, op. cit., p. 339.

,r,l
'^;™''9^' "P- "' ,P- .«9- When serfdom was abolished in Prussiasuch obhgations were taken into account. (Mentioned by Kornilov "c^inThe provision is contained in the Edicl for the ReeulJum oftZR^Lton,

oTRi"<,£""",'t" ""f'i"'
''""•"" <""" Septem4r ,J,"),%art ifSonon Rights o( l>ea,,ant Tenants. See e.g. abstract in Sir Robert Morier's
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upon which the (x-asants' buildings were croctcil was not ti> lie sub-
ject to obrdk : but the first Uwsiatin lieyond was to be subject to a
relatively high layment, which was to include the amount decided
upon as com|xnsation tor alxilition ol ix'rsimal bondage, taking into

account the loss to the economy of the landowner in Uing deprived
o( working strength for his estate. The stcond dcssiatin was to be
valued at so much less than the first, and the value was to !»• placed
upon the land exclusively

: thi third dessiatin at so much less than
the second, and so on. Ii was pro|K)sed to take as a norm the
amount of ohrdk payable under the Ixmdage system. The committee
of Tverskaya gub.. for example, pro|x>sed that the am<iunt of obrdk

payable should be on the average N rubles 70 kojxks |kt soul u[xm
an allotment of 4 dessiatin |x'r soul. The first dessiatin was to be
charged with 5 rubles 10 ko|X'ks, the second i ruble 80 ko[x-ks, the
third I ruble 20 kojx^ks, and the fourth do kojwks. This was txised

upon the supiwsition that the average obrdk under lx)ndaee had Ix'cn

9 rubles per soul.'

Under this plan compensation to the landowner for the a bolition

of personal Ixindagc was concealed in the obrdk for the first dessia-

tin, in order to evade the instruction which had Iwen given to the
committees, to the effect that bondage right should be abolished
without compensation.

So far as the period of temixirary obligation affected the inci-

dents of personal bondage, a large number of the local committees
(eighteen) proposed that during this period, peasant women should
not be permitted to marry out of their native communities without
permission of the landowner, or of the sklwd. or public meeting of the
community. Similarly during this period the division of family
property was not to be effected, excepting under the siime condi-
tions. Some of the committees proposed to reserve in the hands of

the landowners the right of selecting a responsible head for a family
in the event of the natural head of it being regarded as unfit to secure
the punctual rendering of bartschina from the members of the family.

It is clear from these details that the local committees were prin-

cipally concerned with the preservation in the hands of the land-
owners of as large powers as possible during the transition period,

and of as large profits as possible at the close of it. Even the ex-

' Korailov, op, cit., p. 330, and rf. Kornilov, Russi.o^ Bogatstvo (1904),
No. 4. pp. 73-85.
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tremely liberal elements in the Main Committee feared to relax
suddenly, or to any material degree, the authority of the landowners
over their peasants. For example, although Prince Cherkassky
advocated village autonomy and decentraUzation of power very
strongly, he nevertheless urged the continuance of bodily punish-
ment for petty offences, and this while presupposing the strong
influence and authority of the landowner.'

Apart from the more purely economical proposals of the local

committees, the recommendations about institutional changes in

village life are not very definite or very illuminating. Some of the
committees were in favour of village autonomy, but they were not
explicit as to the form which it should assume. The reason of this

appears to have been that the members of the local committees had
not, as a rule, the legal and historical knowledge necessary for the
formulation of projects for a fresh series of village institutions with
sharply defined duties of an administrative and judicial character.

The one point in this connection which the committee had in view
was the punctual rendering of the peasants' new obligations, and their

only institutional device for the purpose of securing this was the
recognition of the peasant groups as communities, and the binding of
the peasants in these communities to secure, by means of a " mutual
guarantee," the due payment of these obligations. In order that
this "mutual guarantee" should be effective, it was apparently
necessary to transfer to the community as a whole those powers over
the individual peasant formerly exercised by the landowner, or, at
all events, a sufficient fraction of those powers to enable the com-
munity to secure that each peasant should perform his share of the
common duties. But, in addition, nearly all of the committees pro-
posed to subject to the voichinal authority of the landowner the
communities as a whole ; so that, although the power of the land-

owner over the individual peasant might be brought to a conclusion,

his authority over the communities of peasants on his estates should
not be impaired.

It cannot be denied that this last provision was a logical outcome
of the situation presupposed by the committees. If the peasant
was not to receive his allotment in fee simple, but was to hold it in

perpetual use, while the land still remained the property of the land-
owner, subject to the presence of the peasant upon it ; and if the

' C/. Skryebetsky. i. pp. 9-130, and Kornilov, p. 332.
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pasant was to render certain duties in return for this allotment,
including barlsMna, which was only gradually to be replaced by
obrdk, it is clear that some kind of security must be exacted for the
due rendering of the obligations, since a defaulting peasant could
not simply be removed from his holding.

Moreover, the Government at this time had evidently no desire
to buy out the vokhinal rights of the landowners.^ nor to replace
their jurisdiction by a new local juridical system. The committees
were guided in their action by the programme of Pozcn, which laid
great stress upon the maintenance of the votchinal power. Some of
them developed the suggestions of the programme, and recommended
the appointment of landowners as chiefs of villages, with extensive
rights of interference in peasant affairs, including the right of veto
of sentences of the skhod, or village assembly, the right of imposing
fines and floggings, and the right of banishing peasants from the
estate. The recommendations of the committee of Samarskaya
gub. were in curious contradiction to the general principles which it

professed. While deprecating the unnecessary retention of vokhinal
power after the cessation of bondage, this committee suggested that
the landowners should be endowed with judicial powers entitling
them to hold a court before which unpunctual and disobedient
bartschina peasants might be brought. For wasting the landowners'
property and for similar offences, offending peasants might be sen-
tenced in this court to bodily punishment—twenty stripes with a
birch rod for men, and ten stripes for women. This project was
afterwards defended in the Editing Commission by U. F. Samarin,
who insisted that only by such means could a free peasant be com-
pelled to render his bartschina satisfactorily.^ The population of
this gubernie was scanty, the peasants had no means of livelihood
excepting by cultivation of the soil, and the landowners' economies
were not adapted to the employment of free labour. Such plans
were, however, advanced with exclusive regard to the period of
obligatory relations. It was evident that the vokhinal authority
could not be permanently exercised in this way after the complete
cessation of bondage.

Some of the committees expressed, at least in general terms,
larger views. They anticipated a great moral benefit so far as the
landowning class was concerned, and while urging that this class

' Komilov, op. cii., p. 334. Ibid., p. 33;.
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should take a large share in local government, did so partly for the
reason that they desired to diminish bureaucratic influence and to
render local government more democratic, Unkovsky, for example,
desired Uberation from bondage not merely for the peasantry, but
for the whole people.*

All the discussions, the purport of which has just been narrated,
were carried on in a highly charged atmosphere, not merely within
the walls of the meeting-places of the local committees, but every-
where throughout the country. " All classes of land cultivators

engaged in the discussions, even also persons who had no property
m land. In rich houses, in the houses of poor landowners, in the
houses of the village clergy, in merchants' offices, in the bureaus of
functionaries, everywhere were heard discussions of peasant affairs." '

The journals and reviews discussed the details, and some of them
demanded the immediate cessation of bondage relations by means of
compensation. These journalistic discussions had their influence,
no doubt, but they were rather the indications of the general " state
of mind " than the cause of it. Indeed the censorship of the Press
had been so stringent that, saving for the Russian reviews published
abroad, and introduced into Russia surreptitiously, there was no
fundamental discussion of the peasant question or of any other
politico-economic subjects. The decision of the Government to
tolerate public discussion of bondage right and of the terms of
its aboUtion gave " a mighty stimulus to the development of peri-
odical Uterature." ' A grave and interesting series of problems gave
ample opportunity for critical writing, and produced an outburst of
literary activity which, especially in i860, reacted energetically upon
the solution of these problems. It was not unnatural that the chief
among the writers should also have been the chief among the workers
in the local committees. Thus, both in the field of these committees
and in the wider field of the Press, the same persons exercised a
double influence. The men who really made emancipation possible
were Samarin, Koshilyev, Cherkassky, Unkovsky, and Golovatchyev.*

' Djanshiev, A. M. Unkovsky. p. 133, and Komilov, Russkiie Bopolslvo
(1904), No. 5. pp. 50-65.

' Setiernaya Pchela (Northern Bee). 1st January i860 ; MaUrials )or the
History of the Abolition of Bondage Conditions, ii. p. 336. and Komilov
Peasant Reforms. &c., p. 336.

' Komilov, op. cit., p. aj. 4 /j^.
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CHAPTER XIII

EMANCIPATION IN THE "EDITING COMMISSION"

Apart from the service to emancipation rendered by those members
of the local committees who were also contributors to the journals
the most conspicuous service was rendered by Chemishevsky thror 'h
his wntmgsm Sovremennik. Chemishevsky approached the subject,
not from the landowners' point of view, nor from the point of view
of an admmistrator, but from a purely a priori standpoint His
mfluence was exercised chiefly upon the Russian youth in general
and upon the members of the Editing Commission

; upon the nobility
he exercised no influence whatever.' While the fermentation o«
new Ideas went on in various ways throughout Russian society the
Tsar was surrounded with a group of " mtriguers," who did their
utmost to direct his mind towards reaction. Nevertheless, even
within the Court circles, there were several steadfast adherents of
reform. The most conspicuous of these were the Empress Marie
Aleksandrovna, the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna, the Grand
Duke Constantine, Lanskoy, the Minister of the Interior, General
Rostovtsev, Prince Dolgorukov, chief of the gens d'armerie and
Prmce Orlov, President of the Council of State. Opposed to this
powerful group there were Muraviev, Minister of State Domains.
N, E. Butkov, State Secretary, and practically all the other Ministers
of State. This last group were exceedingly active in their agitation
agamst the abolition of bondage right. The Tsar found it necessary
to attempt to counteract their influence by going intr 'he provinces
and delivering a series of speeches urging the corapLuon of the task
to which he had set himself. Meanwhile, the views of Rostovtsev
had been developmg, and N. A. Melyuten, for long an ardent ad-
vocate of emancipation, had been acquiring increasing influence at
the Ministry of the Interior. Melyuten and Soloviev had been
instrumental in organizmg, m 1856, the Zemstvo Division of the

' Kornilov, op. cit., p. 338.
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Statistical Committee, whose function was to deal with the statistical

. iterial collected by the Main Committee. In 1858 an important

sub-committee of the Main Committee was formed, composed of

Prince Gagarin, Lanskoy, Count V. N. Panin, and General Ros-
tovtsev. The Tsar had, moreover, given a special mandate to the

last mentioned. The most significant step was, however, taken on
17th February 1859, when the Tsar decided to organize the so-called

Editing Commission. This commission was composed of officers

of the various departments which had to do with peasant affairs,

together with a number of experienced landowners. The commission

was placed under the presidency of General Rostovtsev. Simul-

taneously \ ith this step there occurred a change in the Ministry of

the Interior, involving the retiral of J-evshin and the appointment
in his place of N. A. Melyuten. The antagonists of liberation de-

nounced Melyuten as a red democrat, and even as almost a revolu-

tionary. He received his appointment only through the influence

of the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna.'

The Editing Commission was composed of officials drawn from
several of the departments of the Government. There were ap-

pointed from the Ministry of the Interior, Melyuten, J. A. Soloviev,

and A. K. Giers ; from the Ministry of Justice, M. N. Lubosh-
chinsky and N. P. Semenov ; from the Ministry of State Domains,
V. E. Bulyeghin and U, N. Pavlov ; from the Imperial Chancellery,

N. V. Kalachov and A. N. Popov; from the Committees on the

Peasant Question, E. P. Arapetov and S. M. Jukovsky. In addition

to the bureaucratic members of the committee, representatives of the
gubernie committees were appointed, of whom the most important
were Prince V. A. Cherkassky, U. F. Samarin, N. P. Pozen ; and
also several landowners who w"ere presumed to be experts. Three
conspicuous figures in the previous discussions were not invited

—

A. U. Unkovsky, A. A. Golovachyev, and A. E. Koshelyev.^

The proceedings of the commission began with a statement from
Rostovlsev, which contained his own plan of reform. The evolu-

tion of this plan has already been indicated. Although Rostovtsev

was well disposed towards drastic improvement of the conditions

of the peasants, he was, nevertheless, concerned chiefly with the

maintenance of order and with the security of the Government.

This circumstance undoubtedly contributed to the acceptance of

* Komilov, op. cit., pp. 339-.^o. ' Ibid., p. 340.
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Rostovtsev's views even by customarily reactionary elements In
their eyes he was an eminently safe person, who might be trusted
not to do anything which would mUitate against the interests of the
landownmg class. During the early stages of his connection with
the discussion of the agrarian question, Rostovtsev had laid great
stress upon the danger of sudden liberation. He proposed indeed
to accompany emancipation, gradual though it should be, with the
establishment of exceptional poUce powers, as well as with the
mamtenance, during the transition period, of votchinal right
Gradually he was \i to see that he had exaggerated the danger
of peasant disorders;' but he still continued to believe that
It would not be wise to trust the peasants to organize their hie
mdividually. If the votchinal jurisdiction could not be retained,
some other form of jurisdiction must be devised to take its place'
He was thus led to the idea that the votchinal power should be trans-
ferred to the peasants' mir. The Main Committee on peasants' affairs '

had agreed to this suggestion on 4th December 1858, and had de-
cided that ' authority over the personality of the peasant in regard
to his obligations as a member of the viUage community (ohscheslvo)
should reside m the mir, and those who were elected by it ; that the
mir, through the mutual guarantee (kruguiva poruka), should be
responsible for every one of its members for the due performance of
theu- duties as State and landowners' peasants, and that , land-
owner n .St deal with the m.r alone, and must not touch the person-
ality of the peasants." ' Rostovtsev's policy, as finally formulated
by Semenov, included the following points ; (i) Peasants must be
liberated with land

; (2) compensation must be paid by peasants for
allotments

; (3) the process of compensation must be facilitated by a
Government guarar tee ; (4) a temporary period of obligatory relations
must be avoided if possible, or if inevitable, must be as short as
possible

; (5) bartschina must be transformed into obrdk within three
years, excepting in cases in which the peasants did not desire this
transformation

; (6) viUages must be endowed with autonomy. Ros-
tovtsev divided the Editing Commission into three committees-
juridical, administrative, and economical—and added later a finan-

HiJ-.h"!' i"!?? 11""^ ^'"f^".- '°' "hoUy "ithout foundation. Peasantdisorders did follow Emancipation,
«oin

' The predecessor of the Editing Committee
' Sklyebetsky, vol. i. p. 60. quoted by Komilov, of,, cit.. p. 341.
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cial committee, with special reference to compensation, several
additional members being appointed to serve upon the last-men-
tioned committee, most of them from the Ministry of Finance. The
chairmen of the committees were : juridical, Jukovsky ; adminis-
trative, Bulgakov ; and economic and financial, Melyuten.

The task which was placed before the Editing Commission and
its committees was to revise the projects which had been brought
before the guberni committees, and to prepare a precis on the sub-
ject. The Editing Commission wf i then to prepare a plan of its

own. The different sections of Rostovtsev's programme were
divided among the committees with the exception of two sections,
one dealing with dvorovie tyude, and the other concening the methods
of bringing the new legislation into force, which matters were to be
dealt with by the Commission as a whole. The committee on ad-
ministration had to deal with questions concerning the structure
of the village community and the relation of the commimity to the
landowners

; the juridical committee had to deal with the definition
of the rights of the peasants on their Uberation, and of the rights of
the landowners during the period of temporary obligation and after-
wards

; and the economic committee had to deal with the size,

arrangement, and order of allotments, with the valuation of the
land, and with the method of performing the " natural " duties, and
of meeting the financial obligations. In all, the committees made
thirty-five reports, each of these having been fully discussed in the
reporting committee, then m the Editing Conunissionasa whole.after-
wards in the reporting committee as amended, then in the Editing
Commission as a whole ; and after a second remit to the committee,
finally completed in the Editing Commission. When these reports
had passed through all these stages they became substantive sections
of the Emancipation Act, or Polojenie, of 19th February i86i.'

These new and elaborate arrangements altered altogether the
position of the liberation question and the relations to it of the local
or guberni committees. Previously these committees had reported
to the Main Committee, in the composition and proceedings of which
they had, as we have seen, an important influence. Now their pro-
jects came up for revision by a body only partially representative
and predominantly bureaucratic. After the Editing Commission

' Kornilov. op cil.. p. 34,. See also Semenov, Emancipation of the
Piasanh, 1.. Intrciduction. and Skryebetsky, Niw Composilions. i. pp. lx.-lxxx.
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was constituted, representations which had to be made by the localcommrttees had to be made to it. In the summer of iSjS^when theTsar made h.s provmcia! tour for the purpose of irducL the "and-

m™rhe° had"VI'T'^" '"'?'""y '"'"''•e emancipation move-ment, he had explicitly promised that representatives from the

*^.ri' ^T""^*^'^
^ho^'d be invited to St Petersburg to dTscuJwith the Mam Committee the reports which they had made. It nowbecame necessary for them to appear before the Editing Committed

kW ed n :
'""'"* ''=" '"' ^'"'"^"^ representatives sZld te

SVh^ F^i. f™'^' ':»'^^I»"ding to the two periods of the work

rill . i '^"""!^«'°"-«he period of study of the projectsof theoca committees and the period of constructive legisbtion Afterthe legislation had been fully decided upon by the Ed.ting Com-mission the projel de loi was to be sent to the Main Committee"
former days, which still retained its existence, although it had beenshorn of nearly all of its functions.

inJZ^ ^'4*^ '"'"='!'"^'y ''y "hi* the Great Reform was broughtmto bemg. The machine,^- did not, however, work very smoothlyThere were heated discussions at eveiy stage, upon eve^one of the

Z'eXt'oMH °'n':
""''""" "*''='' "^^ now becom^ famita -the extent of the allotments, the amount of obligations, the con-tmuance of vocl„n„l jurisdiction, the deiinition of personal rights

arid compensation for the abolition of bondage right The brunt ofthe discu^ion fell upon Kostovtsev. His 'attitude on L;^an
questions had varied before the Editing Commission came i^rex-
;stence. It contmued to vary, .-^t one moment he declared himselfm favour of compulsory allotment with compensation, but in defer-ence to the opmion of the Tsar, he abandoned this position, andproposed voluntary agreement between the landowner and thepeasant during the period of temporary obligation. He insistedhowever upon the proviso that at the end of the period of twelve'
years of temporary obligation, the Government should consider whatmeasures should be taken for the termination of the obligations due

not tr h"f '^'' ''•"'"' "''"'= ^'""'^'y agreements had

T nC P
'"'

P"^
''*''<^'"'' conservative, N. P. Semenov

I^nt T'"°' °^ ""^ ^"''''' "'"""^ '"^'^t^d "!»" obligatory:

Sal f
*°.

«""f«"-«™ for allotments. Count Shuvalo^
Mareha of the Nobility of St. Petersburgskaya gub., and Prince
Paskevich were opposed to compensation. They were adherent^of

2 c
^1 I
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the Bauernlani plan and of the retention of voichinal jurisdiction.
V. V. Apraksin. Marshal of the Nobility of Orlovskaya gub., also

opposed compensation, but on the ground that he objected to allot-

ments to peasants on any terms, and, in accordance with the pro-
gramme of Pozen, desired th ' after the termination of the period of
temporary obligation, the land should revert to the pomyetschik.
He advocated, moreover, that voichinal jurisdiction should be re-

tained. In these proposals he was supported by N. P. Pozen, with
whose programme they were in entire accordance. The remainder
of the Editing Commission accepted Rostovtsev's plan in so far as
concerned allotment and compensation. In the course of the dis-

cussions upon this question Pozen lost his influence, quarrelled with
Rostovtsev, and resigned from the Editing Commission.'

The principal influence in the Editing Commission now devolved
upon a small and compact group, consisting of MelyutSn, Soloviev,

Prince Cherkassky, and U. F. Samarin. Near them were also

Jukovsky, N. P. Semenov, G. P. Galagan, V. V. Tamovsky, E. P.
Arapetov, and A. K. Giers. Although this group as a whole did not
agree upon all points, they acted more or less together, and collec-

tively they exercised an important influence at certain junctures
upon Rostovtsev. The group found its main sphere in the economic
committee, where questions of the organization of peasant life were
discussed. In the other committees the group was divided, Sam-
arin, Slavophil and orthodox,' disagreed sharply with Melyuten and
Soloviev, bureaucrats and Zapadneki. as well as with Cherkassky,
who on some questions was an opportunist.' So also was Samarin,
who desired the retention of voichinal jurisdiction in estates where
barischina was rendered.* Soloviev, on the other hand, was a strong
advocate for the recognition of the personal rights of the peasant,
and for his independence of the landowner. On the question of
size of allotments, the economic committee of the Editing Commis-
sion, whose business it was to study this subject, were decidedly
more liberal than the guberni committees. They recommended that
in general the peasants should receive the whole of the land formerly

» In 1859. Cf. Komilov. op. cit.. p. 346.
« Komilov, op. cit., p. 347. s Ibid.
• About the date of the Emancipation Samarin changed his mind upon

voichinal jurisdiction. On 29th July 1861 he wrote :
" Bodily punishments

have been abolished for ever. The rod was not taken, but fell from their
(the landowners') hands." Quoted by Kornilov, op. cit., p. 347.
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i^T'^ u^ "V*""
""''" '""''"S* conditions. In those case,

the no™.T « T/"""""""
°' '""" "> 'he peasants acc^dtoVTo

li^K I f,^

"""' detemined by the committee left the ianTvier

w .^ to ^'''d"imi:;ih'?°"''=f
='*'' '"'''^°™ ''-'''

''-

S, „f ,., 1 T ^ '" r*" " ™y ^« *° 'eave one-third in thehands of the landoWTier. In the Black Soil and in the non-Black

TJzTx.rITS iS'i-itrrisS
Comm.ss,on It was agreed to divide the non-Biack So 1 region mo«ven Iocaht.es, the maximum lots being 3i, 3I, 4, 4J f 6 and
8 tey«.« per soul t^pectively ; and the Black SoU egion tato

t^St^n^ ^^'"T'*^"*'o'«t«<'-fi"hs Of the maxima.' In

^mg SaTITsi x^rT *°. "^ '"" '~^"«-' '"e allotmentsDeing hxed at 6}. 8i, 10}. and 12 rfsssy«/,„ respectively. In additionto these regions special arrangements were made for the LttfeRussian s«W.» and for the guberni on the western rontier 1^ e

abr'xctdeTth;" ""'r'^
'"* ^<"""« Commission consid^!ably exceeded the normal allotments as proposed by the eubemicommittees

; m some cases they were twice as much '

„e.^LT„
the obUgations which were to be rendered by thepeasants, the procedure m the first period of the work of the EditingCommission was somewhat different. They divided the Gr^?Ru^ian, \Vhite Russian, and New RussianFlmlto four r«^whout subdivision mto localities. These regions were nonXk

S.>il obrok region, non-Black SoU burtschi,u, region, Black Soil andSteppe regions. In the first the normal oWA for the larger aUotments was fixed at 9 rubles per soul, excepting in certainlocaUttm the Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yaroslav, kdimir, and NUni No"gorod regions, vhere they adopted the system of gradation wWchhas already bee, described. In these excepted localrties the aZint
' In ITSk D™*''''i^P'"='' *" "»'"= «"=» one-third

from "^^nfr'iu^''\'^^''^^^^'Z'---^' '°? ""= ""' -P-"'""
had its definite lot. Komilov o^ £^0^4!'"' '*"' P""'""' household

Kornilov. op. cil., p. 348.
" ^' "
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oioMk for the first rf«,y««n „a, 3J to 4 ruble,, the second rf«iy,/wbeing valued at a lower sum. and so on ; but where no artificialmanure was used, all the des.yalin in the allotment after the first

whl w!*" ""
"^T

"**' °" "*"*» throughout Russia
Where barlschtfu, was rendered, this was fixed at forty days' work formen, and thirty days for women.

These normal amounts were altered several times by the Editine

^.TTl^v."' V*!^
'y^*"" °' P^dation remained. The general

result of the method of calcuUtion was that the amount payable bythe peasant in oMk or in barkchina determined the amount whichhe was eventually caKed upon to pay for redemption, so that hereally had to pay not merely the value of the land, but also, in most
cases, an additional sum for the abolition of bondage right Thisburden pressed especially upon the peasants who had small holdings •

but for all it meant the imposition of a charge upon the land which
at least contributed to prevent them from accumulating agricul-
tural capital and to produce the condition of insolvency in which
the peasants were speedily plunged

reoa^'inTTh "7 I""" *1 *^ P™'"'' •" ">« Editing Commission
regardmg he structure of the village community and the organiza-
tion of village administration. These matters were dealt with in
eight reports rendered by the committee on administrative affairs

IhfJjr r'^J^^P'^'i*''*' ""''S'^ communities-srf.;*,y« obls-
chestvashould be fonned as administrative units for police pur-po^s and that in addition the agrarian communities-^Mm^Wa
o6toA.«a-already existing should be retained as economic unUs
based up„n the use of the landowners' land by the mir. The mirwas thus split mto two factions to correspond with the two sides of
village life—the admmistra'. :ve and the economic

.h , i7^'?''?f'l''' '"i^S" "'"'• *''='* ">^^ '™ communal bodies
should exist side by side, one ' ving cognizance of administrative
affairs and the other having c.^n.zance of economical affairs ex-
c usively, mcluding the " mutual guarantee " for the due fulfilment
of obligations by the members of the community. But the pro-
posal to separate the administrative from the economical authority
excited the suspicions of those who were opposed to bureaucratic
mfluence They were afraid that the administrative communewould fall mto the hands of officials, and that the result would be an

Ivaniknv, The Fall of Boniagt Righl. quoted by Kornilov, op. cil.. p. 349.
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injurious control by them of the village life.' After prolonged andsometmies passionate discussions in the Editing Commission aboutthe (unctions of these two communal bodies and about their rela-
ions to one another, there emerged finally the idea of r-constltuting
the volcl^ which was to be the village community as at firs, under*
.tood.and of reconstituting the former agrarian community {pozemtl.
neya ai^hena) as the village community {stlskiya obUchatZ) The
result of this rearrangement was that the latter, or village com-
munity, m the new nomenclature became a subdivision of the volo^
But m this process the vohst was deprived of autonomous powers.'and was moreover, charged with matters which had no relation to
peasant affairs > The chief of the voloH {slarslnna) was obliged to
obey the lawful demands of the fosrednik. or chief of the mi, as well
as those of the local police and other local authorities. So also the
village starosta or headman, and other functionaries of the villuRe
community were required to obey the volo$t chief ; and the latter was
empowered to impose fines, &c., upon members of the village com-
mmiity Thus the whole of the peasant population was brought
under the direct control of the police system. The posninik ot
chief of the mir, was authorized to review the proccedin of the
chief of the volost, to place him under arrest for a limited period and
to fine him for a limited amount.' Reports of the meetings of the
village community were to be made to the volost officers even al-

aS **" "'*'^' '"'^'" ^ concerned exclusively with economical

Thus, although the Editing Commission began by proposing a
considerable measure of local autonomy in respect that the agrarian
commune was to be parallel to, and separate from, the admSiistra-
tive commune, the final result of their deliberations was the subjec-
tion of the agrarian commune to the administrative, and the paralysis
of local self-government by the subordination of both communes to
the police. The only concession to local autonomy was the applica-
tion of the elective principle to the judgeships in the volost court
but these elected officials were nevertheless subordinate to the
general police administration,

This was even the view of Rostovtsev. Cf. Korailov, op. ci!.. p. „,

I

' Cf. Komilov, ot>. cit.. p. 352.
* Seven days and Jive rubles. Komilov, loc. cit.
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These decisions were not concluded without hesitation on the

port oj the superior minds in the Editing Commission. U. F Sam-
ann, for example, objected strongly to the imposition of police
duties upon either chiefs of the voloal or chiefs of the viUagt, on the
grounds that they would become corrupt, and that such duties
would militate against their usefulness otherwise. He accused
Pnncc Cherkassky

,
who was in favour of the projected arrangement >

of seeking to strengthen the centralization ..f governmental power
at the expense of local autonomy.

Nor were the landowners satisfied with the projected legislation
Ihey saw in it reinforced bureaucratic authority. For example
A. p. Jultukhm, one of the expert members of the Editing Com-
mission, pomted out that the organization of the voloU was directed
agamst the landowner in favour of the central government, while
the mterests of the peasants were relegated to the background. The
radical reformers were captured with the idea of diminishing the
authority of the landowners, and thus of getting rid of volcHinal
jurisdiction

; they did not realize that in doing so by the proposed
niethod, they were increasing the bureaucratic influence, and were
thus thrown " out of the frying-pan into the fire."

"

Notwithstanding these objections. Report No. 8 of the adminis-
trative committee declared against any interference of the Und-
owner in peasant affairs, on the ground that the development of
local peasant autonomy would be impeded by it, and decided to
abohsh volchinal jurisdiction altogether, excepting so far as con-
cerned the period of temporary obligation.' " Unfortunately how-
ever, they replaced the power and influence of the landowner by the
power and influence of the chinomik," or bureaucrat •

^ far as concerned the personal rights of the liberated peasants
the Editing Commission adopted the suggestions of the programme
of Fozen and those of the guberni committees.

The discussions of the Editing Commission were published perio-

),.h' "l''r''^'2''^'
*''"" '° ^""^ Changed his mind upon the subicct for ha

expressed himself as opposed to the multiplication if local Rovernment bodi^
^ct Tjlfj

'" °' '"'^^''««-^«<- >' authonfy"'"?; KoiSflov!

• Kornilov. op. cit., p. 354.

Komik.T''*.'^°,.,'p.''/st"''"
°' "'"''"' '-'°"'""""'" ^"l 'I- " P- ^^S. and

' Kumi
p. y.

DV, loc. Ctt.

I
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dically, and the landowners throughout Russia had thus ample
oppoitunity of knowing what was transpiring. They did not take
long to discover that on many important pointn the recommenda-
tions of the guberni committees were lieing disregarded. They
began to be dissatisfied, and their dissatisfaction led to intrigues,
the object of which was to frighten the Government into a change
of attitude with regard to the whole question.' Under these cir-
cumstances a memorandum was drawn up by Lanskoy, and read at
St. Petersburg to the deputies of the guberni committees. In this
memorandum Lanskoy pointed out explicitly that the guberni com-
mittees had been asked for information regarding their different
localities ; they had not been asked to offer any solution of any
legislative question, nor to suggest any change in the system of gov-
ernment of the Empire.' Although the Tsar approved of tliis

memorandum, the deputies were highly offended, and protested
against the " intrigues of the bureaucracy " and the action of the
Editing Commission. The Tsar permitted the deputies to offer
their criticism in detail through the Main Committee, and these
criticisms were afterwards published.'

In connection with this process it is proper to notice that those
deputies of the guberni committees who responded to the first

suinmons to St. : ersburg for the purpose of conference with the
Main Committee vit; n»nerally of liberal views. The majority of
these deputies represented guberm committees in the non-Black
Soil and semi-Black Soil regions, where commercial economy had
practically altogether replaced natural economy. They were in
general in favour of liberation and of allotment of land to the peas-
ants, but they were averse from the allotment of land in perpetuity
in return for duties determined once for all. They thought that the
continuance of bartschina in the absence of volchinal jurisdiction
was impracticable, and they objected to the transformation of
bartschina into obrdk without an explicit provision that the terms of
the transformation should be subject to periodical revision. It is

true that they looked upon a provision of this kind as necessary in
the interests of the landowners rather than in the interests of

' Kornilov. op. cit.. p. 355. 1 Ibid.
' 'n tkrce thick volumes. The deputies were also invited in rotation to

the Editing Commission ; but no official record has been left of the proceed-
ings on these occasion.1. Komilov, op, cit., p. 356.
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the peasants, but a revision on fair terms would probably havebeen for mutual advantage in the long run; although, owing^the advance m the price of land, the peasants might have
been caUed upon to bear additional burdens. In addition to these
Joints which came to be used by way of criticism of the project ofthe Hditmg Commission, many deputies attacked the proposedmaximum and mmimum allotment. They pointed out that insmall estates of loo souls, allotment was given to a less extent than

^ u t'^" }^' ^"'^ *'"'* """"eh this and other causes therewould be mequahties m the incidence of taxation. Through thesemequahfes some estates would be called upon to bear less and othersmore tha.i their fair share of taxation. But the chief burthen of the

w^t^r °J F'"'""-
"' '"' ^^"'"8 Commission was concerned

with the administrative proposals. Koshelyev, who was the deputyo the committee of Ryazanskaya gubemie. said picturesquely in
his KecoUections," explaining his attitude at this time "Cer-

Sic"t?nn^ W ™"''' ' ^^. "^^ ">" disappearance of volckinal
jurisdiction. We were mdeed all singing its funeral dirge. Thisplaced upon us the obligation to observe the precept, de «^rtms autben. a,Umh,l. I selected the last, but I was interested in the ques-tion of mheritance. ViUage communities should inherit that part
of It which related to economical structure, and initial police andcourt processes

; but the remainder, that part which to this

wX'h r^""f'
r"."'"" ^r "'^ """^ ""^""'"S' "to '•'^°^ handswiU this pass .' Is It possible that it will go to the chinovneke " >

The most drastic criticism came from Unkovsky, who was
naturally not more inclined to accept the decisions of the Editing
Commi^ion, excluded as he was from participating in its delibera-
tions, bnkovsky regarded as the chief defect of the new system of
local admmistration proposed by the Editing Commission, the fact
that m the new volost there were included exclusively those who had
previously been the bondaged peasants of pjyetscheke This
arrangement segregated the peasants, and thus deprived them ofthe wholesome influence of organic contact with the other constitu-
ent elements of Russian society. Moreover, under such conditions
the mlosl could not m any proper sense become the unit of village self-
government. This vv'as the result, Unkovsky argued, of experience
of the volost composed exclusively of peasants of the State.

' Quoted by Komilov, op. cit., p. 357.
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" What is the need, and what is the advantage, of separating the

peasants from the enlightened classes, and thus depriving local
society of its brains and the capacity of utilizing its rights ? This
separation of classes must lead to government by chinmneki and to
the destruction of all ideas about the autonomy of the community," '

Thus roused, Unkovsky went much farther. At a later period
he disclosed the nature of his views about the whole system of
bureaucratic government at that time. He desired the wholesale
abolition of then existing offices and the adoption of a system gradu-
ally making for self-governing communities composed of all classes
of society. He urged the adoption of the jury system and the
amenability of public functionaries to summons to the ordinary
courts of law at the suit of individual persons, and without the
necessity of permission from uie official superiors of the accused.

The majority of the deputies of the first summons to the Main
Committee seem to have entertained similar views. On the other
hand, a strong minority adhered closely to the principle of volchinal
jurisdiction, and even to the continuance of the bondage relation.
The majority prepared an address of protest to the Tsar against the
conditions of the emancipation project, and this address was pre-
sented to the Tsar in a somewhat " hectoring " spirit by Shidlov-sky,'
and additional addresses were presented by Unkovsky and four
other deputies. These addresses were discussed by the Main Com-
mittee, but the only result was to produce the impression of a nobles'
fronde, and to earn for their authors severe reprimands through the
Governors of their resjwctive guberni. The incident left no pleasant
impression in the minds of the members of the nobiUty who parti-
cipated in it, and it resulted in a somewhat widespread feeling
of dissatisfaction on the part of the nobility with the bureaucratic
elements. This dissatisfaction was further inikmed by a " special
circular " of the Minister of the Interior prohibiting the discussion
of peasant affairs at the periodical local meetings of the nobility.'
The issuing of the circular led to further protests by the nobility,
who regarded it as an infringement upon their legal rights,* the most
conspicuous protest being from the sobranie, or assembly ot the

' 0."°*"^? '>y Komilov, op. cit., pp. 357-8. " Ibid., p. 358. • Ibiil.
Koshilyev, A. E., " Deputies and the Editing Commissions," in .Memoirs

Appendix VI.. p. i'i;.andKomilov, <!/>. ci(.,p. 359. See also EBmovov, K A
A. M. Unkovsky" in Tlie Great Reforms (.Moscow, IQU), v. ijp iiS

et seij. '
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nobility of Tver. The result of this protest was the banishment of
Unkovsky, who was marshal of the Tver nobility, and a landowner
Evropius, who sympathized with him, to Viatskaya and Permskaya
gull,' respectively, on 20th February l86o.>

Meanwhile a great change had taken place in the personnels of
the Editing Commission. Rostovtsev, the President, overburdened
with vexatious and exacting labours, died on the 6th February l86o
Military martmet and strong adherent of order as Rostovtsev was
his instincts were soundly humanitarian, and his mind was graduaUv
progressing towards enlightened views on the peasant question
Moreover, his genial personality diffused a general air of good feeling
and personal intimacy among the members. The proceedings were
conducted with good humour, and although differences of opinion
were frequent and sometimes sharp, Rostovtsev extrcised a moder-
atmg influence and contributed at once to the despatch and to the
intensification of business.'

On the Z4th February i860 there came to the building where the
meetings of the Editing Commission were held, and where wei«
preserved the voluminous documents which had been accumulated
by it, an enormous awkward being, with arms as long as those of
an orang-outang. This being fiercely and seriously glared at every-
one over his spectacles, and listened to the names of those whom he
met, as they were read out to him by Bulgakov. Some of the
representatives were honoured by his shaking hands with them but

nod "f
'""'^ '""' '° ^ '**'''''='^ "'* * «''S''t ^"-^ even slighting

This strange being, the successor of the genial General Rostovtsev
was the eccentric, pedantic, autocratic, and servile Count Victor n'
Panin, Mmister of Justice, and now also President of the Editing
Commission. Panin was proprietor of 21,000 serfs ; his income wal
136,000 rubles

;
his interests were bound up with the maintenance

of peasant bondage
; his political views were those of a conservative

of the conservatives. The appointment of Panin as President of
the Editing Commission struck everyone with amazement.

* Kornilov, Inc. cit. i Tr««,«,„
. D|.^e,egov, A .;^Cou„t V^ N Panin," infS^oJIii U^..
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"What ? Panin, Victor Panin 1 the long and crazy one. who
by his formahsm destroyed the last vestige of the juridical life of
Russia

! Ha ! Ha I Ha ! This is a mystification," exclaimed
Herzen m his Kolokol. when the firet rumour of Panin 's appointment
became current. When the appointment was announced, Herzen
prmted within a border of black, " The improbable news of the
appomtment of Pai.in is confirmed. The head of the most extreme
and the dullest reaction is placed as the chief of the emancipation of
the peasants." ' Herzen considered the cause of emancipation lost
for the tune, and urged the members of the Editing Commission to
resign by way of protest.

There are two possible explanations of the mystery of Panin.
One IS that the Tsar was influenced by the pressure which was
brought to bear upon him by those adherents of bondage right and
of votchtnal jurisdiction to whom every concession to the peasants
appeared as a loss to the landowners, and who desired to minimize
that loss as much as possible. Panin's known attitude towards the
peasant question corresponded closei, with theirs. Rostovtsev had,
from their point of view, been too complaisant. His providential
removal had cleared the way for putting in his place a sound man.
who might be calculated upon to keep the Editing Commission froni
going too far.» The other explanation is suggested by the answer
of the Tsar Alexander H to the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna
when sheexpressed her astonishment at Panin 'sappointment. "You
do not know the cha racter of Count Panin . He is absolutely devoid
of any convictions, and his only anxiety will be to satisfy me.">
The Tsar thus appeared to think that he was conciliating the adher-
ents of "bondage right " in appointing Panin, and that it was
possible through Panin's subservience to himself' to secure the
passing of the emancipation measure without further delay. Colour
^s lent to this last explanation by the circumstance that the Tsar
imposed the condition upon Panin that the direction of the policy of
the Editing Commission should not be altered, and that the work
of the Commission, so far as it had gone, must be accepted. It is

' Kolokol, quoted by DjSvycltgov, art. cited, p. 147.
C/. DjSvyeUgov, art. cited, p. 148. ' Quoted by Djevyelegov. lac. cil.

r,
A" «?"™?r'l"'a'y statement of subserviency made by Panin to the

Sfr™";^ "is
£0°^'^"'""' Mikolaevich is reported by Admiral (ircg, and

fc^Sf"'^*/,?'-"" ? "" '"'"^''* expression of meanness he had ever
listened to. Cf. Djevyelegov, loc. cil.

' /V

^fi «

a

;
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obvious, however that K.„i„ was not a suitable mstrument for the

Swho h h' h"/* V°T- ^"'"'-"^ »"» 'he briSlt pub!

nd w L h,H /^ ^^ T
""'

"^f
«'"?"'"' "f the ideas of Rostovt'Lv

n^°^^s^ftejjc::i:'^*t*i^--
Teltlll-Xfdenrar:^.:-tfh."; "^

^^^
FHitin™ ^ •luioi.rdiic, HIS hrst appearance at the

wo orandThT "p ^""^l^-
" "'""^ °' P^"'' ^"^ ">*^ ^ndi, on

ruld „ V .
^® ^''"'" ''™^" ^'^"'^ the victim of fear. He

kas kv LTs ™ ^5"^'i""'»-*"-'
t-rms men Uk. MC-Iy^.en, Ch"!kassky and Samarm. Familiar with every detail of the intricate^nes of questions, these able original H,embers of the Edm^s Com!rntss-on gave Panm no rest, and simply wore him out with unaccu"tomed menta stram- This experience led Panin to a stmegc

"TuTr.J"
^""^ "' 'he assistance of his acolytes of theSy

we/e ,fnH u T ?'""*" °' '"^ Editing Commission, but whosvere under his control, and of the reactionary members of the Com

src'tr^Hfrn *: ^^ """"'^ '° ^«^« anj^hmg but Le^ X
th" old Mam Committee, where there were no Melyutens Cher-kasskys. or Samanns to trouble him." Notwithstanding the ener-getic opposition of the superior members of the Editing Commis^bn

ment. Koshelyev, who was abroad at the time, wrote to the deities

S P tSlTn^'n'^"'^ ''''''"'"' "" *^^ -""<!-— '"

libemt on r®' n
,'"!^ *'"'" '° =''^--^''" ""^ ""'i™ "f 'endlessiberation, as well as of diminished allotments, and to concentrateheir attention upon the question of compensation. He aCiS^dthem to secure, so far as ix>ssible, local autonomy, and to redst

SeTeTrfVh?^"™?- f"'
''"^'""^^'^ admon'lions fdl u^n

weri from ,h Rl JT f V^' "^'P""^^ "' '^e second summ^swere from the Black Soil and the western guberni, and they had nopartiality for the idea of compensation. Many of them even wen?

of Pam „HTh'" r\ ™; ""' ^'^'•e"-"^-d by the appointmentof Pan.. ,nd they took advantage of the situation to oppose thegrantm, ,. allotments to i^asants as well as the creatioH hevilkge and ..granan communities as authorities independent of the
' Cf. Djevjclegov, art. cited, p. 154, /j,-^
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landowners. They attacked the conclusions of the Editing Com-
mission on the ground that they represented a republican and
socalist tendency. But the deputies of the second summons had
in reality no more mfluencc than those of the first ; and Panin's
influence notwithstanding, the Editing Commission passed into its
third penod without radical alteration in its policy, Durino the
third period the Editing Commission set itself to the task of codify-
ing the ccinclusions at which it had arrived. In this process it
capitulated m a certain degree to the gubirni committees by dimin-
Bhing the extent of the aUotments and by increasing the obrdk in the
Black Soilgubern, from 8 to 9 rubles per soul." The Commission
also agreed to a readjustment of the obrdk in twenty years in those
estates in which the field land was given in perpetuity to the peas-
ants. Panm had attempted to prevent the giving of allotments to
peasants m perpetuity, and to leave the question open to voluntary
agreement between the landowners and the peasants at the conclu-
sion of the penod of temporary obligatory relations. The system
of aUotment in perpetuity was ardently defended by Melyuten
Cherkassky, and others. Their position was put in a memorandum
to the Tsar, signed by nineteen members of the Commission. Panin
replied m a special report. The Tsar refused to arbitrate, and the
result was a compromise, in which the expression " continual use

"
was substituted for " use in perpetuity."

This marked the close of the labours of the Editing Commission.
On loth October i86o the Commission was dissolved It had sat
without intermission for twenty months, and had worked out the
drafts of sixteen sections of the future Act of Emancipation '

The task of bringing the Act into its final form now devolved
upon the Mam Committee, and this task was entered upon on thesame day upon which the Commission was dissolved '

It was now clear to the opponents of reform that the great change
must mevitably take place, and that all that remained for them todo was to emasculate the Emancipation Act so far as was possibleNo long tmie was available, because the Tsar imperatively demanded
that the legislative Act should be completely ready for his signature

> Komilov. Dp. cit., p. j6r.
' Slcrj-ebetsky. i. pp. 89a el sea., and Komilov, loc. cil

* Komilov. toe. cil.

II
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by the 15th February 1861, iour months after the conclusion of the
work of the Editing Commission. The opposition was represented

chiefly by M. N. Muraviev and Prince V. A. Dolgorukov, who ob-
tained the assistance of P. A. Valuyev, of the Department of State

Domains, in the elaboration of a counter-scheme of liberation to

offer in substitution for the scheme of the Editing Commission.
Meanwhile Prince Orlov had retired from the chair of the Main
Committee, and the Tsar had appointed in his place the Grand Duke
Constantine Nikolaevich,' who threw himself with ardour into the

defence of the project of the Editing Commission, with the aid of

Melyuten, Cherkassky, Samarin, and N. P. Semenov. The chief

point of attack was the extent of normal allotment, Panin urging

further diminution. After long discussion concessions were made,
the allotments were somewhat reduced in various regions,* and
finally the project of the law passed the Main Committee without

important changes, on the 14th January 1861. The project then

passed to the Council of State, which began its consideration on
38th January. Here also the project passed with but one important
change. The amendment was introduced by Prince P. P. Gagarin,

and was accepted unanimously. By this amendment landowners

in the higher or Steppe localities, as defined in the relative section of

the Act, were permitted to give gratuitously to the peasants one-

fourth of the allotment to which the peasants were entitled, and
thereupon to cancel all obligations due by the peasant to the land-

owner and all obligations due by the landowner to the peasant. By
this means the landowner saved for himself three-fourths of the

allotment, and discharged himself of all obligations so far as the

peasants were concerned.' The Council of State met upon the

question for the last time on 17th February, and on the 19th of that

month the Emancipation Act, with its accompanying documents,

was signed, and the long-delayed fall of bondage right was at last

accomplished.*

' For an interesting sketch of the Grand Duke Constantine, see Kone. A. T..
" Grand Duke Constantine Nikolaevich." in The Great Refotms (Moscow, 191 1),

V, pp. 34 et seq.

' Komilov. op. cit., p. 362.
= The effect of this provision is considered infra.
* The reason for haste was that the question of bondage should be settled

before the beginning of work in the fields. Had the legislation not taken
effect in the middle of February, the whole question would have been delayed
tor another year.
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" The Russian peasant was emancipated by the nobleman and

the chtnovmk. That is the reason he was emancipated so badly
It could not be otherwise. The landowners were influenced by
considerations of economical advantage

; the bureaucrats by motives
of the advantage and safety of the State. The best of those who
participated m the reform based their opinions, not upon any ideal
but upon the recognition of the needs of the landowners or of the
State. Samann, Cherkassky, and Unkovsky were all pomyetschiki
Melyuten and Kostovtsev were bureaucrats. Strange as it may
seem, if we wish to find the true cause of peasant reform we must
clunb the steps of the throne. The Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna
and the Grand Duke Constantine were the two persons to whom the
reform was largely due." While this is, no doubt, a true summary
of the matter, it must also be recognized that the really important
influences towards reform came from the idealists—from Cheme-
shevskj^ from Herzen, and from Turgueniev-and from the increase
of the Russian population which made land scarce and altered the
conditions in which the bondage of cuhivators was an economical
advantage. But, aUhough the idealists and the economical condi-
tions together rendered the abolition of bondage inevitable the
terms of that abohtion had to be settled by discussion in the bureau-
cratic field. The Emancipation Act, as it was finally passed had
thus inevitably the fauhs which its origin and its growth suggest
It attempted the task, aheady recognized as an impossible one to
improve at once the condition of the peasants, and to increase their
liberties without mvolving sacrifice and limitation so far as concerned
the condition and the privileges of the landowners.

Nevertheless, the great fact remained, that the relation of master
and bondsman was abolished, although the Act did not effect this
fully for some years.

In addition to the sections of the Act which applied to the whole
of Russia, there were four sections of local application : (i) For
Great Russia, White Russia, and New Russia

; (2) for Little Russian
gub.. Poltavskaya, Chemigovskaya, and part of Kharkovskaya
(3) for the three south-western gub. : and (4) for the three Lith-
uanian gub., Mmskaya and Lifiand district of Vitebskaya gub
There were also special sections deahng with (a) peasants of small

s
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owners, (i) peasants periorming obligatory duties in landowners'
factories, (c) peasants in mountain factories of private owners,
{d) peasants in Donslcoy oblast, («) peasants in Stavropolskaya gub.,

(/) former bondaged peasants in Bcssarabslsoy oblasi, and (g) peasants
in Siberia,

In his speech to the Council of State on 28th January 1861, the
Tsar Alexander II said that the final project of emancipation, which
was then presented, was in full accordance with the rescript to
Na2imo\ of 28th November 1857. This was substantially the case.

The peasants were not liberated without land. The votchitial juris-

diction
, for which the landowners fought so hardly, was retained only

up till the end of the period of temporary obligation , or, altemat ively

,

until payment of the amount of compensation. The power of
exacting fines on those estates where bartschina was rendered was
abolished. The due performance of duties to the State and to the
local authorities was secured by the " mutual guarantee." The
peasants immediately began to organize themselves into village

communities, and to establish village communal management. The
period of temporary obligation remained, but it was very generally
avoided by the acceptance of the " free quarter," and thus, saving
in a number of cases, in certain localities it was reduced to a mere
form. Even where it was in existence, the landowner was obliged
to bring unpunctual peasants before the volost court ; he could not
punish them himself. In respect to the size of the allotments, on
the one hand, many landowners declared that they had been robbed
of nearly all they had ; on the other, the alleged smallness of the
allotments give rise to sharp criticism of the terms of emancipation.'

The Emancipation was undoubtedly a great step towards Uberty,
but it did not make the people entirely free. Thr peasant was
subject to the mir. and was in danger of suffering from its petty
despotism. The mir itself was subject to bureaucratic control, and
was in danger of despotism from that quarter also. The Emancipa-
tion did not grant political liberty either to the peasant or to the
landowner

; but it made the vmanent denial of political freedom
for either an impossibility. The narrative of the discussions must
have suggested how small a rflle was played overtly by abstract
arguments. The stimulating influence of the poets and the idealists

* Criticisms in this sense were made by Cherncshevsky, Janson, Ivanikov,
and others.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE BONDAGED PEASANTRY ON THE EVE OF
EMANCIPATION

Having iollow^ the discussions of the agrarian question in the

" higher spheres," and in the committees and commissions down to

the moment of Emancipation, we may now describe in a general way

the condition of the bondaged peasantry during the epoch immedi-

ately preceding Emancipation. The notable fact which " springs

into the eyes," is that ahhough the total population of Russia was

increasing rapidly, the peasant population, both of State lands and

of the lands of pomyetsehiki, was exhibiting even diminution. This

is shown by the following table :

Nurabw and Dal* o( Nujnber of Peaunta : Number of Sute Total

CnuUHt. Ol famytticktU. [mi
\

PvaunU. U)

Cohimn i. Column «. Column 3. Column 4.

Ut . . . . I7J3 3,200,000 W) 2,300,00a

Sth ... 1796
6th ... 1812

,,789,680 \c) 7,176,170 36,000,000

10,416,813(1:) 7,550i''4 41,000,000

8th ... 1835 10,871,229 {c) 10,550,000

9th ... 1851 10,708,856 (c)

10,696,136 (rf)

12,000,000 69,000^000

loth . . . 1859 13,800,000 74,000^000

According to Semevsky,* the " serf percentage," or the percent-

age of serfs to the total population in Great Russia alone, was 53 per

* Notes to Table.—(a) The figures in cols, i and 3 represent the number
of souls of male sex in bondage in European Russia, the Baltic Provinces,

and in Siberia. The figures in col. 3 include State. Udelnye, and Cloister

peasants. Cols. 2 and 3 include peasants working in mills and factories under

bondage, as well as those working in the fields. The figures in col. 3 are

derived from correspondence with V. E. Semevsky. See Appendix III, infta,

(b) Semevsky, ibid, (c) From 1835 the figures exclude the Baltic Provinces,

where towards that year 416.013 souls of male sex were liberated (see Semevsky,

op. cit.. ii. p. 570). (d) Semevsky. See Appendix III, injra. {c) Brockhaus

and Ephron. Russia (St. Petersburg. 1900), p. 75.
' Semevsky, V. E., Peasants in the Reign of Katherine II (St. Petersburg,

18S1), p, 16.
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COTt. HClyiikov « contiden that the leri pereentage in 1747 wu
•taut « per cent., and that up tiU thf time of the eighth cenaui
(I03J) tha pereentage remained practicaUy unchanged. From that
period the percentage declined tharply.'

8ih cenius, 183$
9th cennit, iSji
loth cenius, 1859

I'cr c«nt«

44.93
37.90

34-39

Barttehina, or work for the barin i I falling i-r proprietor,
dnrepute. It was exacted with difficulty, and wher _
it was felt to be excessively burdensc -ne. A landowner of PenViii"
akaya gtih.. writing in :858,« says that " bartsckina deprives the poor
of the possibiUty of emerging from po\ .rty, prevents the weU-to-do
from becoming nch, prevents the man who possesses s[)fcial talents
from developing them, prevents the merchant from working in hU
busmess, and acts upon all peasants Uke slow poison, killing body
and soul." The substitution of obrik for bartschim was going on
rapidly. The substitution was strongly advocated by practical
peopfe * as an economical measure. But everything depended upon
the terms of the transference from one system of payment to the
other. It IS tnie that in a sense the substitution of obrdk meant a
certam acquisition of freedom. The servitude of the peasant was
not so obvious, yet it was servitude just the same. The peasants
were naturaUy eager to git rid of bartschina, and were disposed to
agree to pay an amount of obrik which was frequently based upon
optimistic anticipations of the productivitv of their labour.

The foUowing is a chapter from real lift- m 1848. The manager
of an estate reported in one year that everything was in good order
but that the harvest h.id been bad. He promised to do his best, so
that the amount of unpaid obrdk should be as small as possible. In
the following year the manager reported respectfully that every-

'Keppen. quoted by Troinitsky, A. A., The Serf Population in Russin

TpTendTx n"'.'X"
''""'" "* "='=""""«• '^'^" P- " See. lot"""

ip„';^°"?°°"''"' ,/"",'""' "'5"' '• ''"'"='' ^ Lyatschenko, Sketch of*"»/•?» -''j'-a^oHira/uto,! (St. Petersburg. 1908), i. p. 185.
See. e.g.. Puidunin. Upon Taxed Workers, or an entirely new War for the

J«?rt
"''"" "'^'"^'™"'""^'°'^"' '*«'P!' quoted by LyatecSnko!

I 'I
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thing was in good order ; but Kinv! of the peaiantt had lott their

animals from contagious disease, and other peasants had been
drunlc or laiy or caivleH. Some well-to-do jx'asants declined to pay
oMk, alleging insolvency. Thi' manager adds that field products
are so cheap that he wonders how even those peasants who do pay
obrik can manage to do so.'

The amount of the oMk was determined by the landowner, and
of course he made it as high as possible. When the peasant could
pay, the amount was customarily exacted ; but when he could not
pay the amount had to be foregone. It is clear that under barttchimi,

custom determined the number of days which might be exacted,
and the law determined the maximum ; but law and custom alike

had less control over the obrdk payments, and thus these were fre-

quently proportionately higher than bartsckina. Moreover, arrean
of obrdk might pile up from year to year. In the nature of things
there could be no arrears of barlsckini. Even if the obrik were fairly

adjusted, the advantage of the transference was, on the whole, on the
side of the proprietor, at all events in the non-Black Soil regions.

There the performance of bartsckina meant the use of the agricul-

tural capital of the proprietor. If for any reason he had an inade-

quate amount of agricultural capital, it was more economical to take
payment in obrdk than to take it in work by the peasants, because
he could not organize the work to advantage. Moreover, in bart-

sckina economy the landowner ran the risk of the season, while in

obrdk economy the peasant ran the risk of it. In substituting obrdk

for bartsckina also there was always a tendency to take the nominal
amount of bartsckina, rather than the actual amount, as the basis of

transference. As in the case noticed above, unpunctual payment
of obrdk occurred just as unpunctual rendering of bartsckina occurred ;

but probably, on the whole, the obrdk contracts were more punctually

fulfilled.* Prior to Emancipation many landowners arranged whh
their peasants that duties should be rendered partly in bartsckina

and partly in obrdk, so that the two systems might compensate one
another. The adoption of this combined system led in some cases to

a kind of partnership between the landowner and his peasants, the

land being cultivated by the peasants, and the produce of the harvest

* Jukov, Guide to Successful and Profitable Worh in Russian Village Economy
(Moscow, 1848). p. 139 ; quoted by Lyatschenko, op. cit., p. 186.

For the fulKlment of contracts by peasants, sw Karishcv, N., Peasant's
Allotted and Rented Land <Dorpat, 1893}, passim.
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being divided between the landowner and the peasant. There
•eeim to have resulted from the adoption of this method a
coniWerable increase m the productivity of peasant hibour. In

UMbility

If- to h»'-»
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spite of its immediate economic advantage and t

of its adoption on social grounds, the system .

the eflects of intensifying the self-contained '.

communities which adopted it and of maintain)., i

undivided families.' Yet, in the absence of r..^!

exportation of the produce, or even for ih. ;.

far-distant markets, and in the absence of v-,ri.-il ',.

peasant communities, the barlscMim ec mv >.

succeMfully managed, as weU as the ,,.„bi,K,i
barlschtna economy, resulted even in averafco hi,
the production of grain in excess of the local deni ind
overproduction, of course, led in time to the organiza -

not usually either by the landowners or by the peasam., oui oy
merchants m the towns ; and thus led also to dependence of the
agncultural population, including landowner and peasant alike
upon the mechanism of the market.*

It is true that one of the results of the transference of tartschitia
to obrdk which favoured the landowner, and which at the same time
contnbuted a possible benefit to the community, was the possibiUtv
of acnimulation on the part of the landowner. Under the barlsMiu
system he could accumulate only with difficulty

; under the ohrdk
system, given punctual payment of the oMk, he could accumulate
grain But he could not go on doing so indefinitely. He was
obliged to get rid of his surplus. The purely self<ontained char-
acter of his economic life had made him an indifferent bargainer
excepting where his peasants were concerned. He was not accus-
tomed to the employment of money, excepting as counters to gamble
mth, and he thus, save in rare cases, found himself exactmg the
greatest possible contributions in kind as obrdk from his peasants
only to throw these away at unfavourable prices in the nearest

' Lyatschenko, op. cil., p. iS8.
The discussion o< the relative advantages of bondaned and free lahnnr

n, ""'^tl^" ""J" "^' I""**"" °' '<x^l overproduJtton exciSl mSt

uifH^»f^f"^""\"- I'".""'' I^"'" "I "" FM,rla^. Village WmZ
m1 o^aS'™^"

also^rc*i-,. of Hislorical and PraMcal Infoimati^n
'.

(1859). and comments by Lyatachenkco^.ci/., i. p. 189.
—•"".
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market.' The estates were thus deprived of agricultural capital

which might have been accumulated out o{ their own revenue,

and the excess yields went to swell the commercial and industrial

capital oi the towns. This process might be counted upon to react

towards the agricultural regions in higher prices, in loans, and

eventually in purchases ol land at enhanced values ; but these

reactions were remote in point of time, and meanwhile the agricul-

tural population was engaging in exhausting and uiiremunerativc

labours, and its exploiters, the pomydscheke, were not husbanding the

resources yielded by these labours to any advantage for any one.

The process in question will be made more clear by an account of

the statistics of production and consumption during the period of

about thirty years prior to Emancipation. (See opposite page.)

These calculations are very approximate and somewhat diver-

gent ; but they all point to the conclusion that there was during

these' years a considerable surplus of grain. It must, of course, be

realized that in 1839 the railway system of European Russia did not

exist, and in 1859 it was as yet but slenderly developed. The in-

crease of production outran the means of transportation, and in

many localities there is no doubt that grain rotted in the granaries.'

If the surplus of unusable and unsaleable grain be taken at the

minimum of 10,000,000 chetoerti per year, and if the value of that

grain be taken at the minimum price of 3 rubles per chetvert, the loss

to the landowners for each year during the period from about 1830

until about 1859, must be taken at 30,000,000 rubles per year. This

can hardly be otherwise regarded than as totally lost, since the means

of storing the grain against a deficient harvest were inadequate, and

the -.neans of transporting it into a region where there might be

scarcity were practically non-existent. It was not an uncommon

condition to find grain rotting because there was no market for it in

one district, while in another people were dying from starvation.'

> This is still the case to a certain extent. Incompetent or indifferent

proprietors sell the products ot their fields, forests, and orchards sometimes

for a small fraction of the price which enterprismg merchants obtain for them

by organizing the sale of them. The proprietors could not with advantage

engage in retail trade, but through indolence and ignorance they forfeit a

large part of the income which, under skilful management, might be derived

from their estates. The writer met with <•-.imples of this kind in Russia

in 1910.
' This is Lyatschenko's view.
' Lyatschenko. he. cii.

Cf. op. cit.. p. 193.
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rri^ ^ *?* ^"*'*" °* *•« nineteenth century to a grain

b^r'hi,?'" rr',!.
^'^'". *^™"Sh°»t the eighteenth centuoThad

lTiJ^? tK ^^ ."^^ '"^**'' ^""'y *" *he nmeteenth century.

™.rt!w 5 "?^™' '^^ Economical Society offered a goldmedal or a d«cuss.on of the problem of high pric« of food^tSffsThe pr.ee was awarded to Schw5tkov.« His answer to the problem

h^Urii'"/''"'
*'"* ^"^ ^"^ """='' -««-<» ch.°fly f^m th^

thi? UtK
P'?™"'"^ «'^« th^ "peasant Uberated from the sokha "-

not .row L»r r.'^f"i
^^"^"^ "°* P'^-'eh, and therefore doesnot grow gram for his food. The causes of the high prices were the

fnTcW "'" '"' the growth of other noniulLtingTasL'

,h. 'r/*f^ ^ '"f^'^"
^'^"^^y ""^ "'"''^ "'^^ °ff«-^d for solution by

curr^n?
™^ t""""

"' ^'^ P^te^burg. " It is known that thecurrency pnces of agricuhural products in Russia have constantlymcreased from the middle of the seventeenth centur^ a^dTh^durmg recent years the^ prices have diminished. uTpreblem isto defme at what date the change in prices of each of the unportantpr^durts began, to explain what are the causes of thisphe3entnand what ,s the extent of this faU in price m both interior aTdettenor commerce. Is ,t possible that this faU will continue, and,hnaUy what compensation for the loss occasioned by this to the

land JdT' "'"" 1?.""^' "y ''""^ '^ «>e productiveness rfland and m commerce ? The prize was awarded to A Fom€nwho found the solution chiefly in the diminution of dem";mtenor requirements. These diminished so much inX rhatbread-stuffs were exported from Russia to the value of M5.LZ
^^'Jl kI"

"*?? *" **P°^^ °' these were valued at onty12.000,000 rubles. But this circumstance did not, in his opinbn^

quarter. In ZTft hid ffin S ,« T' Th^nH'"'- ^"^ P" '"P'"="
May ,81.- it reached IS?! ji It feU sh^lv^.n^iF?",'"'' *«"" """*' '"

.865 (St ISsburf,-.W 7 /m
'"•'"'•'•"'"' Econo«,ic.l Society. ,765-

• Lyatschenko, op. ci<., p iJJ
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account for the whok of the faU. He finds a further cause in the
duninishing popuUtion of the cities. " The number of merchants
and the amount of commercial capital are both suffering reduction
as weU as the Lumbers of the ' smaU people • in towns." The author
of the essay pomts out that measures which might be taken to stimu-
^te commerce must be fruitless, because the peasants, being in
bondage, can neither leave the estates to which they belong nor exer-
cise any choice m their occupation. He inclines to the opinion that
the cnsis of grain prices is due to bondage. Nor does he think thatany mcrease m the prices of agricultural produce could be expected
under existing mterior conditions. So far as concerns relief through
exportation of surplus products, he points out that the customs
duties of other countries would act as an impediment.' Fomen
concluded by expressing a doubt as to whether high prices of bread-
stuffs were advantageous to the consumers. For some years after
1S26 Russian economic Uterature is filled with discussions about
prices of food-stuffs. All points of view were represented. Some
ike Fomen, leaned to the interest of the consumer and regarded
low pnces as. on the whole, an advantage ; others, as, for example
Count Rumyanstev,' thought that Russia would be rich when the
chetvert oi bread-stuffs was worth 23 rubles. N. A. Muraviev found
the explanation of the phenomenon of low prices in the overproduc-
tion of grain by the landowners.'

Lyatschenko poinfs out, however, that the course 01 prices at
this period did not so much exhibit a tendency to diminish as a
tendency to fluctuate violently, especiaUy in those regions where
there was customarily an excess of bread-stuffs. In those regions
where there was no production of grain, or where the production was
msufficient for the needs of the population, the course of prices was
more stable. InstabiUty of prices is also most noticeable in the old
jetnetsa. or regions where the cultivation of rye predominates In
the Central Black Soil gub., which were far from ports and from
markets, the excess of grain and the instability of prices were both
greatest.

K, \ c"" ."'? l,-?"n<'ss of Prices of Agricultural Products in Ruisia." Eviav
^LfiisJ^D".'" l'""'"'""' of II" Imperial Academy of Scieme. 29th Dt.cember1326 (St. Petersburg, 1829). See also Lyatschenko, op. ail., pp 194 ,, sea

sJJlL'S^',''"
'".Tver's £s<a(.;u*»>t,.< of Rational Village Economy, p. , ,.

op cl^ff^.
°' '»'*"•'''"'' (842-1843), pp, 2r-5.''aud L>a«henko:
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Table showing the Ratios of Maximum and Minimum Prices
OF Bread-stuffs in certain Guberni in European Russia,
1836-1840.'

Minimum. Muimum.
St. Petersburg 10 22
Novgorod 10 23
Yaroslav ,0 jj
Vladimir 10 38
Moscow 10 42
Simbirsk 10 48P"M 10 57
Ryazan ,0 f,c

Tambov 10 67
Saratov 10 67
Kursk ,0 82
J"la 10 100
Stavropol 10 m

Under these circumstances it is clear that a bad harvest in a
certain locality would cause prices to rise to a great height, while an
abundant harvest would reduce the price to next to nothing, because
there was no market for the grain and no facilities for storing it.

The periodicity of good and bad harvests was also very irregular.
For example, in Vitebskaya gub. there was a complete failure of
harvests for twelve years in succession, from 1814 till 1825. From
1828 up till 1846 there were good harvests, and then from 1847 there
were three very bad harvests. In Penzinskaya gub. there was
complete failure of harvests for four years. From 1830 up till 1845
there were for all Russia eight years of deficient harvests, and only
in four years (1833 and 1834, and 1839 and 1840) were there good
harvests. During that period the Government had to spend more
than 75,000,000 rubles in relief. There was a complete failure of
harvest in 1843 in Smolenskaya gub., yet in the neighbouring region
of White Russia there was plenty. These violent fluctuations in
production, accompanied as they were by violent fluctuations in
prices, produced enormous inconvenience and distress, occurring as
they did at a period when the self-contained economy to which the
people had been accustomed was being replaced by a pecuniary
economy. The peasants could not understand these movements,

' Lyatschenko, op. oil., p. 197; quoted from Protopopov, "On the
Bread-stuH Trade in Russia," in Journal af Ministry of Stale Domains (1842)
part v., pp. 8s et seq. \ t ;,
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and naturally blamed the peisons who refused to pay high prices

when bread-stufis were ploitiful, and demanded high prices when
bread-«tu& were scarce. Numerous projects, having for their aim
the elimination of the merchants and the raising of prices to the
cukivator, were brought forward during this period.*

' See. for example, Reichel, Security oj Provision for the People—The
Metkodof Maltiov (St. Petersburg. i83i), and Juito\, Guide to Suceestfut and
Profitable Worh irt Russian Village Economy (Moscow. 1848). p. 81. C/.
LyatKhenko, op. cit.. p. 199.
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INTP.ODUCTION

The self-contained character of the esutes populated by bonded
peasants hindered the growth of towns, because the proprietors pur-
chased little and the peasants abnost nothing. The richer pro-
prietors patronized the town merchants, but almost exclusively for
goods imported from abroad. The development of miscellaneous
manufacture for consumption within the country is thus in Russia
a comparatively modem affair. Yet in the manufacture of certain
commodities there was a considerable development. This de-
velopment took two directions. In the first place, there was the
antique village industrial system, by means of which metals, flax,

wool, and silk were produced as raw materials, and worked into
consumable goods by the same persons or by near neighbours. The
commodities so produced were in part used on the spot of produc-
tion and in part sold to merchants for transportation elsewhere. In
the second place, there began in the second quarter of the seventeenth
century, the exploitation of minerals, and especially of iron, by
enterprising foreigners, who rented lands, and who secured from the
Government permission to ascribe to the works established upon
these lands, peasants of the class known as Tsar's Peasants, an
account of which has been given in a preceding chapter. The mili-
tary policy of Peter the Great, which has also already been described,
led to a great expansion of iron manufacture, and to the wider adop-
tion of the system of ascription of bonded peasants, involving not
only peasants of the State, but aiso peasants belonging to private
proprietors and to ecclesiastical estates. So also the reorganization
of the army, involving the formation of regiments and the adoption
of uniforms, led to the erection of clothing factories, and the ascrip-

; i
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432 ECONOMIC HISTORY OF RUSSIA
tion to theie of bonded peajants. The development ot the gieat"7," R"»«'"'U. began very early, and began under cSndi-
tions of forced labour. The reason for this i, obvious. There wai
no important cla« of free hirabk labourer., and the agricultural
peajant. could with difficulty be drawn into industry, partly because
of their own reluctance, and partly because they belonged to estates
where their labour was required for agricuhure. The course of this
development and the consequences of it to Russia are described in
detaU m the following chapters. The industrial revolution left
some scars m Western Europe, where it encountered conditions in
which free hired labour was plentiful ; but these scars were as no-
thing compared to the deep wounds which the establishment of the
great mdustry left in Russian Ufe. There the peasantry fought
agamst the great industry from the beginning. For them it meant
to be torn from their villages and often from their famiUes. and to
be compelled to work, under the lash, at labour dUtasteful to them
and to do so with inadequate or no remuneration. Their protests
and appeab were continuous from the middle of the seventeenth
century until the Emancipation of the serfs in 1861. Indeed the
dislocation of village life, caused by ascription to "

possessional
factories, had much to do not only with the revolutionary move-
ment of the third quarter of the eighteenth century, but with the
state of mmd which in the nineteenth rendered Emancipation in-
evitable Perusal of the evidence will show that. longsuSering as
the ascribed peasants were, they were never acquiescent in the per-
yeraon of the bondage system which their ascription to factories
implied.

Throughout the period of two hundred years during which the
system of ascription to factories endured, the Government pursued a
vacillatmg poUcy. Whenevu- ..urerior agenu of the Government
came closely mto contact wit;, the actualities of the system theyVKK mcUned to remedy it diasticaUy. or to abolish it ; but project
after project came to nothing. As an inevitable outcome of the
bondage relation, ascription could only faU with bondage itself
EventuaUy the fundamentaUy ii.economical character of forced
factory labour became apparent, and towards the end of the period
few defenders of it were to be found.
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For long after Emancipation, and ewn, to some extent, until the
preient time, the incidents of ascription perpetuated thenuelvei in
the attitude of the now free hired labourers towards their employer*
and towards the Government, and contributed to the revolutionary
state of mind of the proletariat during the rising of 190J-1906. The
present Book deals, however, exclusively with the period prior to
1861.
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CHAPTER I

THE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES OF THE STATE
IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

(a) State Peasants at the Mountain Works
An account has already been given of the agricultural peasants of
the State.i The State peasants ascribed to the enterprises of the
State in the mountains, and to private enterprises there, were dis-
tinguished from the agricultural State peasants in respect to their
relations to the fiscal system. While the agricultural State peasants
paid their poll tax and oMk in money, the State peasants ascribed
to the mountain works paid their ooligations in the earlier period
altogether in labour, and after 1769 a portion of them in money and
a portion still in labour.i" While the important development of the
ascription of State peasants to private enterprises dates from the
time of Peter the Great, there were instances of this practice earlym the seventeenth century. In 1632 Andrew Venius, a Dutch mer-
chant, received permission to establish ironworks near Tula, about
120 miles south of Moscow. Together with his partners, Peter
MarseUs and PhUemon Akema, he buUt the works of Goroditschev-
sky, on the Great Tulitsa River, upon rented land. His mining
force consisted of fifty Dedilovsky Cossacks and Streltsi. In 1633
there were ascribed to these works a volost in Kashirsky district,
with 347 souls of Tsar's peasants. For this volost the company paid
to the Treasury 286 rubles oirdk. and in addition a specified quantity
of wheat, hemp, and millet." Another volost, not quite so large as
the first, was afterwards also granted. The total number of house-
holds in both volosts was 420, and the number of male souls about
580. The peasants were required to cut for the use of the works

^ See supra, pp. 267 et seq.
' C/. Semeyslty, Peasants in the Time of Kalherint II (St. PetersburK

190IJ, n. p. xviti. *

• Gamel. Descriplion oj Ike Ironwarhs at Tula (Moscow, 1826), pp 7
13, and 13 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 296.

^^ '' ''



THE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES 435
1000 sajtn of fuel and to perfonn other labour ; but the number of
peasants which might be employed in spring, summer, and autumn
was hmited to 48 ; while in the winter everyone capable of working
was bound to hbour at the works. For this labour the company

^^1^^ '° the Treasury-not to the workers-in iron on a basis of
AShoP'ks per ^fli.i h 1667 these works were given to Peter Mar-
sehs for his many services." » gratuitously for twenty years » that
IS to say that he was exempted from obrdk and other obligations to
the State for that period. The works at Tula in the seventeenth
century were the forerunners of the Treasury ironworks at the samf
place m 1712, which grew into a large establishment, with 3562 male
souls ascribed to it in I8i6.«

The great and rapid expansion of iron manufacture during the
reign of Peter the Great has aheady been noticed. Prio- to the
Treasury enterprise at Tula, works had been established at Olonets
on a smaU scale in 1700. In 1703 three votchini belonging to mon-
asteries were ascribed to these works, which then became greatly
enlaced, havmg altogether ascribed to them 1433 peasant house-

In 1714 there were ascribed to the Petrovsky ironworks numerous
voloslsm which there were altogether 4892 peasant households. In
1703 there had been established on the river Lopskoy, an affluent
ot Lake Onega, the Povenetsky ironworks, to which, in ITO5 raskol-
«•*« (members of dissenting sects) were ascribed to the 'number of
911 souls for the purpose of prospecting and extracting iron ore

Up till the year of the death of Pst- the Great (1725) 48 818
male souls had been ascribed to the two great ironworks of Petrovand Olonets. In the few years immediately preceding that date
some of the furnaces had ceased to be m operation. Upon resump-
tion of these, m 1725, orders were given to ascribe an additional
number of 15,833 souls, mostly from the Court peasantry, with a
few Synodal peasants."

In the year 1700 a beginning was made with the construction of
the ironworks at Nevyansk, in the Ural Mountains. In 1702 the

ii. p. f?!""
°^ '*"^"^>' "J """"y- P- tot. No. 77. iv.

;
cited by Semevsky.

' Gamel, op. cit., p. 25 ; cited, ibid., p. 297.
Semevsky, ibid., p. 297- • IbU., p. 298. • Cf. Ibid.
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Verkhotursky Ironworks, on the river Neva, were granted to Nikita
Demidov, of Tula, on condition that he supplied to the Treasury at
fixed prices, cannon, mortars, bombs, grenades, and other muniUons
ot war. Demidov was required to purchase from the peasants at
fixed prices, supplies of fuel ; only if the peasants refused to render
these supplies were they to be compelled to do so, in order that thework, might not be brought to a standstill. Demidov was to sub-mit himse f to the Siberian Prekd^, but under it he was . have
magistenal authority, saving in cases of " murder, brigandage," and
the like.' In 1702 the Admiralty built the ironworks Ustoujna
JeleznopoIskaya, on the river Ijina. For the service of theseworks State peasants were not available, and therefore the peasants
of neighbouring pomyetscheke and volchiniki were purchased tothe number of 1118 households for 53,177 rublef." In 1724General Gennm, who was in charge of the administration of theUral Ironworks, asked that large villages should be ascribed

Ind th"",; n^frr' °?";^''' ""= ^''' •=*""'" ^e performed,

Th! ^ r '"/hould not be taken from the viUagesThe peasants should be required to work out their poll tax

t^i:?^:-^''
"'^" "•^^ »-« ""- -. wages should be

wh.'! 'J^ ^^t*"'"
*°"°»"'=^'> th^t to any person or companywho undertook to estaWish ironworks, there should be given from

00 to 150 peasant households for every blast-fumace, and up t"

tobenaid h :^
every hammer.. Taxes for these peasants wereto be paid by the enterpnser, and he was oMiged to parwage. to theworkers at the rates specified in the ukase 'of 13th Janufry 1724The enterpnser had also to undertake to produce a cert-in amountof cast-iron for each blast-furnace which he put in opera .on ThIpeasan s to be ascnbed to the works were to be taken " without

choice from the nearest villages."

In the same year any person who wished to estabhsh brassworkswas entitled to have ascribed to his works peasants at theTte of
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50 households or 200 male souls, for every thousand pMs of pure
brass pi Jduced.*

*^

In 1736 works to which viUages were not ascribed were per-
mitted to take separate households and to transfer them to settle-
ments at the works, but they were not permitted to take whole
volosis CountP. I. Shuvalovwasgranted,byukaseof theSenatein
1753, for his ironworks in Orenburgskaya g«A., 1920 souls of State
peasants. In the following year the same proprietor also received
640 souls of Black Ploughing peasants, between the ages of fifteen and
sixty years, for working the blast-furnace and two hammers. One-
third of these peasants were to be employed at the works, and the
remainder were to remain in their villages and in agriculture*
Other transfers of peasants in large numbers were made to the iron-
works of Count Shuvalov. When his enterprises were taken over
by the Government in 1763, there were ascribed to them 25 000
peasants' When certain villages were ascribed in 1760 to 'the
works of Count Chemyshev, the grantee was reminded that "

to
pnvate works, viUages are ascribed for a time, and not for
ever. In 1760, 9105 souls were ascribed to the Ekaterinburg
gold mines.^ **

At this period, although the term for which the peasants were
ascnbed to pnvate works was not always stated, a period of ten
years was sometimes defined. After the close of such a period
the propnetor was obliged to acquire peasants on his own
account, the State peasants being, as it were, leased to him for
ten years.*

The nature of the obhgations of the peasants employed in the
raountam works administered by the State, and granted by it to
pnvate enterprisers, and the life of the pei sants, is vividly disclosed
in a statement made in 170S by the peasants at the great village of
Nevyansk, m the Ural Mountains. " We cut wood for charcoal
we drive it, and we put it in piles. We b.;m the charcoal, and we
drive It to the blast-furnaces. We drive various kinds of timber to
the works, and from them we drive all over the district of Verkho-
tursk

;
and we drive iron and other military supplies to the river

I
f-C.i.. xiii., Ko. 10,131 : cited bv Semevsky. ii. p. mi

i : a„'S'p.,^T''i?„'=°SrT„'lr:''5ri'^l"*?''"" (Kazan, ,896), pp. ,.4-
. and F.C.L., xiv., No. 10,192

• Semevsky, ibid., p. 303.
' F.C.L.. XV.. No. 11,077. fbid

cited, ibid., p. 303.
* F.C.L.. XV., No. 1 1,087 ; cited, ibid.

• Semevsky, ii. p. 303.
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Ch>«ovaya, where we build rafts and float them to the great Tsar

when snow covers everything." •
"mier ume,

General Gennin gives a somewhat similar description from the

Ttl^r"
°' '"' ='<^*"«'^"'<>". -yi"g that some of the p^a^ts

thlt^ T'T'!"' '"' "" ^""^ '""=P°rt it. and so on ; andthat the work IS drnde-i amongst them in sich a way that there"sno undue burden upon any. He says, however, that a peasant «nwork out h.s ta. within the four months during Uich fieU iXu^^
mmself

.

But General Gennm does not mention aU the work which

iTh"'""* r*^
"""^^^ *° P^'*"™- They had to Md hots^^mow hay, &c.» In some of the works peasants were comoeUedtoremam not four months, but eleven, bdng released for only on^month for harvestmg their ow i crops

«

The ukase of Peter the Great of 13th January 1724 was the firstleg.slat.ve act fixing a general rate of wagts. This utarp,;scriSan equal and universal rate " for the labour of menanST'W
thptr . , 1

!"?""
5 P^""^-* "'-'' ^ horse was to be paid at

^ntTr fi ^ ttT' '•'y' =""* ™*°"* " horse 5 kopeks ;^dS
tTtoonT

'' ?"^ '-^Pefively. Summer extendTd from ApS
till October

;
wmter from October till April. In addition to this

«?^wHc^ "TT """-I-^'^g the rate of piecework wages arate which, no doubt, was based upon the daily wage. For examoiea Feasant who cut timber was to be remu/eratfd at theTa^of
20 kopeks per sajen; for pUing the wood, i ruble per pile of 20 sJL
for turfing. 1 ruble; for burning. 60 kopeks; for cuttL in piecSlokopeks—m all 3 rubles 40 kopeks per pUe.'

'
A^tex oraJ^lf,"?"""

''^'- ' P- 3'7 :
cited by Semevsky, ii p 306
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Sometimes the villages were at considerable distances from the

works to which they were ascribed. For example. Nevyansk
was at a distance of 100 venh from the Alapaevsky works •

Annensky works had villages at a distance of 500 vmte,- and
Avzyano-Petrovsky works, belonging to the Demidovs, had
wJlages 625 »<rste distant.' It appears that when the distances
were great, travelhng aUowances were made, especiaUy durino
penods when it was difficult on any terms to get working hands
The normal amount of such travelling aUowances was 6 kopeks
per 50 versts? This seems, however, to have been a one-way
payment. '

Peasants ascribed to the mountain works were not exempt from
recruit obligation

; but their recruits were not drafted into the army •

they were required to go into the works, whether these belonged to
the State or to private persons.'

The taxes actually payable by the State peasants, although they
were levied at an uniform rate, nevertheless varied considerably
for they were obliged to pay taxes for absentees and for recruits'me division of tax obUgations among the contributing peasants
was c^ed out by a body elected from among themselves
generally three from each village.* Complaints began to be made
by the State peasants almost immediately after the State
industrial enterprises began to be transferred to private owners
Demidov's peasant workmen, for example, complained in 1708
that he did not pay them the wages due to them, and that
in consequence they were reduced to extreme poverty.' There
were complaints by the peasants of ill-treatment, of being beaten
because they refused to work at the ironworks in harvest time, and
the like. There were also tales, impossible of veriHcation, of work-
men being thrown into the blast-furnaces, of workmen compelled
by the owners to coin false money, confined in underground cham-
bers, and deliberately drowned there by water which was allowed to

' Semevsky, ii. p. 308.

rulJi!^'"^- f' "'• " P- ^^ ' ^"^ '*"'' "I Mountain Debt.. No. cited.Cited by Semevsky. 11. p. 309.
r > "• ^'^cu.

' FC.L.. X., No. 7548 : cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 317.

' Memor. Siberian Hist, of the Eighteenth Century, i. pp. 317-18 and cfMountam Journal. 1S84. No. 7, p. i!o ; cited by Simevsfy, ii. pp jS^to
i

1
.'4
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flow in upon them in order to conceal the fart i i* . ,

Courtoeasamrwh^KJI. ""'*"* '"''"^"«'y beaten. Some

were done that thevwo,?M
'*''^*"'2' *"" P™"''«d " this

tax of I ruW. r„ *l ?^ P*^' '" *'^*"'°" to the customary

per soul"
'" '"P'"^- »" "*">* <" ^'"'^ of 40 kopeJ^

minerals, called Kalitin was attark^K,, !? ' P™^I^tor for

a few thousands, and f"V«d to leavfthLI^W ^r^*"''
""'"'«""«

«^ :trp;;vr^rveS^.srrj^vtV
hanSTtheTtafe'^^n'nT"^."':^''^ '"'"""^" "-"^ '" «•«

although n': ulr^t durinrtL'ht^^^^^^

^a-n^\I^=?iH=^^^^^^
ascri^dtoprfvateryerdu:^
number ascribed to^hTxre^'^'f^f

""'^T"^ ^'"^^ "'»° «'^

UralMount^n works trrZ-a:^d\;S::i3rm^^s^'

t

' Hermann, op. eit., p 217
Firsov. op. eit.; cited by'semevsky. ii. p. 32,.
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the reign of Katherinc II so many estates which had been pranted
were resumed, that the number of peasants ascribed to the Treasury
worlcs mcreased greatly.'

»>c«3uiy

The administration of the mountain worlts was subject to
great vanat,ons. A bureau of mines was establ.slied in Moscow in
1700. This bureau was abohshed in 1711. and the administration

^h. .!r°"" uT'".''*'
transferred to the local authorities inthe guberm in which they were situated. In 1715 the bureau ofmmes was re-established, this time in St. Petersburg. The bureau

of mmes was superseded in 1719 by the Mountain Collegium, acting
a. a part of the Manufacture Collegium. In 1722 the Momitain
Collegium became a separate department until 1731, when the two
coUeg,a were again associated. In 1733 both coUegia were abolished
and their functions transferred to the Commerce Collegium In
173b a General Mountain Directorium was founded, with GeneralShemberg at the head of it. In 1742 this office was abolished, andtne Mountain Collegium was re-established. The affairs of themountain works remained under its care until 1783."

In addition to these many changes in the central control, therewere also changes in local administration. For example, during some
years after 1722. Tobolsk was the administrative centre for Siberia

1719
741-1743

1762
[782

1781-1783
1794-1796

^^ ')ZZ7'MTn.''^l^^.!/:ni'^>^^^, '" '-= Treasury po.a.h

Noi",o1-r67*"* '" "" "''""' "' '^"•- "f }•"''''
^ ^ff- "f Senate.

^^1^^^°"^"^ '"J*"!
'o"",* «°""- See Semevsky, ii. pp, ,0,-4

by Seme™kTii.-'p, f.T'"'
'"'"»'*' PP' " =-4. U. %'Vn-» : cited

m

/r
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and the Urals

;
but on the building of the new city of Ekaterinbure

the administration was transferred to it.'

The large number of mountain works belonging to the State
which were transferred into private ownership during the reign of
Uje Empress Elizabeth (1741-1761) has already been remarked.
The pnncipal beneficiaries of the bounty of the Empress were Count
F. I. Shuvalov, Coui Chemyshev, the Counts Vorontsev, Major
Ounev, Turchaninov, and S. Yagudjfnsky. For trifling amounts
large works with all their appurtenances, including villages of
ascnbed peasants, were handed over to these favourites of the Court
TTie effect of this wholesale transference of peasants from the lands
ot the State administration into private hands may be surmised
fhe practice of compelling the peasants to pay their obUgations, to
the State in work instead of in money opened up the way to much
confusion even when the works were governed by State function-
aries in spite of numerous uka-ses, in which the payments which
might legally be exacted were set forth. When the works passed
into the hands of managers for private persons, the confusion came
to be greater, because the dscal relations of the peasant and the
State became not merely anomalous, but indirect. The factory
owner was not merely their taskmaster, he was also their tax-col-
lector, and the taxes were collected by him in the manner which was
above all most likely to produce friction. The peasant was required
to work for many months, even in the most favoural e case without
receiving into his hands any visible return whatev r.

It is thus not surprising that almost imme atdy after these
wholesale transferences took place, disturbances -,roke out among
the ascnbed peasants. Disturbance led to repression, repression
to repnsal, and together with the agitation from somewhat similar
causes in other classes of the peasantry, these led eventually to
adhesion to the rebellion of Pugachev.'

Minor disturbances had occurred from time to time since the
eighteenth century, and of these brief notice has already been taken •

the eariiest ot the new disturbances took place in 1754. In that
year the workers at the Avzyano-Petrovsky works of Count P J
Shuvalov and Kosma Matveyev, and those at the Vozntsensky
works of Sivers, refused to work, and force was required to reduce

• Hennann, J. op.cil.. pp. 42, 45, .jg. „ted. Mi., pp. ,,8-,o• See tnjra. vol. ii. book iv. chap. ii.
'^^ ' '
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thnn to submission. T„. ' it-mentioned worlca were in tlie interior
of Bashkina, but the pease .s who were ascribed to them lived at a
distance of 600 versts, in a group of villages near the river Vyatka.
Soon after the ascription the disturbances began at this place. The
ukase of the Senate which ascribed the peasants to the works was
declared by them to be false, and they refused to obey. A military
command was sent to the villages, accompanied by the legal repre-
sentative of Count Shuvalov—a law>'er named Jakovlev. The
peasants succeeded in capturing Jakovlev, and in disappearing with
him without leaving a trace. A regiment of dragoons was then sent
from Kazan, Jakovlev was rescued, and the peasants were com-
pelled, £:ter a large number of then had been flogged, to go to
the works. Such a measure meant for them really banishment
with hard labour.'

One half of the ascribed peasants were required to labour at the
works, the othe. half being left behind to attend to the village
culUvation. This proportion seemed to the peasants to be
rnifair, and in four years they again revolted. On this occasion
the peasants succeeded in reducing the proportion of workers
to one-third.

In August 1760 the works were sold to E. Demidov, the ascribed
peasants included. This transference was the occasion of fresh dis-
turbances. Meetings were held by the peasants, and the situation
became dangerous. Some of the peasants fled. Rumours, which
were said to have been originated by the clerks employed by the
former owner, led to the belief among the ascribed peasants that
they had not been sold along with the works, but tnat the peasants
which had been sold had been merely those who were personally
bonded to the previous proprietor. Immediately after the sale of
the works the peasants sent one of t.'ieir number to St. Petersburg
to ask the Senate to permit them to leave the works altogether.
This man found there a printed copy of an ukase of 12th October
1760, referring to th' addition of 60 kopeks to the poll tax. and stating
that no imposts should be made without the authf- ity of an ukase.
He hurried back to the works with this document, which the peasants
at once regarded as a kind of charter of liberties, for by their in-
terpretation it meant that no work could be demanded without an
ukase explicitly ordering it to be performed. The peasant agitators

' Sejievsky, ii. p. 324.

/J
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were able to draw of( from the works even those who had remaitied
loyal to the management.

Colonel Levashov was sent " to pacify " the peasants. He
read to them the ukase of the Senate of iist March 1761, which
announced that the Governor of Kazan had been ordered to send as
many dragoons as might be necessary to rwluce them to submis,Hion.
and that these should be quartered upon the peasants during the
whole of the ensuing winter. Notwithstanding this formidable
threat, the meaning of which the peasants knew well, they would
not submit. But Levashov seized nine of the principal agitators,
had them beaten with " cats," and sent in irons to Kazan. The
disturbance was at an end, but only for a time. In August of the
stimc year an officer was sent to the villages to collect the peasants
who were to go to the works ; but on the admission of the officer that
he had no ukase explicitly ordering them to go, they refused. Then
troops were sent, sixty peasants were flogged, one of whom died,
and then the peasants were marched to the works, " leaving behind
them," as they said, " their houses, cattle, and seed in their
tields."

But there was to be another act in this peasant tragedy. Seven
elected petitioners had been sent to St. Petersburg to present a
petition to the Senate praying that they be protected from the
manager of the works, Kulalecv, that the " murders, oppressions,
and yearly transplantings " should be investigated, and that they
be allowed to leave the works. In September the prisoners in Kazan
wrote to the petitioners in St. Petersburg, " about our affair no end
is to be seen, only we are troubled about it greatly and wait for a
merciful decision." In January 1762 the petitioners in St. Peters-
burg UTote :

" To the village Kotlovka, to the people of the mir, aldermen,
and elected, and to other villages. In this we write to yov that a
decision is reached upon our affair, that we should be permitted to
leave the works, according to the ukase of His Imperial Highness,
and you should pray about it to the Most Merciful God, and expect
us to be with you, because our affair is decided ; we only expect the
merciful ukase."

Unfortunately there was no such decision, nor any such ukase.
Either the petitioners were deceived or they themselver. deceived.
This letter was sent by the hands of a retired soldier to the villages

;
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M^tit arrived at its .Icstination the petitioners wrote another

"Sirs, of the village Kotlovka and of other villases who withu. are a«:nbed to the Av^yano.Petrovsky Works, to tla- elected!aldermen and toall the people of ,h. «,>, our w,.h ,s that youSZ
rema,„>nlong.last,ngKoo<lhealth! To notify you, I, your advocate
Afanas. Culyatschev, and companions, declare to you After thepresenting by us of the pc^tition to the Governing Senate, al»ut ~r"mitting us. Peasants o/ikeStaU. to leave the Works, it has been de-culed that all of us ascribed to the Works shall be permitted to leave

willVhelJ^l'f
""' ^- 'T''"'

'° K° "Sain. A severe inquiry

here should come before our arrival an investigator tell him aboutthe offences and oppressions which we suffer from the tornvtlschik
everyone of you without fear. And to those of us who are now
transplanted to the Works with their families, you had better send a

ir^"^".^° «,""? """" ^"^^ *"" *"">"' "'»'""8 disturbance or
offending the Works people, and the money earned do n » aUow to be

hi
'he \Vork. people will not let it go, pay , ..ention totnem.

. . And now the Kazanskaya gubernie chanc ry reports
to the Govemmg Senate that some of the ascribed, our brothers

flS" w'^iT"^'
'°

'u^
"=""" "'*' *''*y ^Sreed) to be eternally unde^

the Works altogether tw.nty-seven of them, who signed in the
presence of the commander (Levashov) and accepted the retnUa-

X'se^t t'"w 'T^'f-v^'I:''
'°'«<" these regulations, are ordered

to be sent to Works at Nerchinsk (in Eastern Siberia) into perpetual
service. And we beg you to take from these people. who^J^d of
he. own w>U to be under the Works, a written obligation, and after

hM°
'*"'' 'hem to the Kazanskaya g,a>e,nU chancellery, stating

that they first deceived us and now they deceive the chanceUery and
on their account we have suffered great ruin and oppression "

Here again the petitioners were either erroneously informed or
they were misleading their (ellow-peasants. It was quite impossible
that the peasants who had agreed to return to the works should be

they throw hcht upon pca«,nt psychology. They are expressed^n a^cW
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banished to Eastern Siberia. The letters, however, had so great an
niiuence over the peasants that the next draft from the viUages for
the works did not go, and more than half of those who were at the
works returned to the villages, whUe others simply ceased to work.
Ihus, at the works of Avzyavo-Petrovsk disturbances were almost
contmuous from 1754 to 1763.1

Dist>u-bances of an even more serious character occurred also in
1754 m the works at Voznesensk, 100 versts from Avzyavo-Petrovsk

ir,lH^f'iTJ°"''°*'"''"'">'I^^'''''«"Py'ngseven villages

^l !i °! ^^^^"' ""^ "'"*'"='' '" 'he works. The proceedings
which followed the ascription are described by the peasants them-
selves in a petition which they sent to Prince Vyazemsky when, at
the instance of Katberine II, he made his investigations.

In June 1755," the peasants said, " there came to us from the
mountain authorities at Kazan, Captain Tomilov, and with ,im
three agents of Sivers

; and they called us, the people of the mir toa meeting, and they announced an ukase of Her Imperial Highness '

about sending us over to the brass-melting works of Voznesensk.And we, the people of the m,r, obeyed this ukase ; but the capt,.ins
and the agents, -eizmg our hundred man,' put him in irons, and senthim to the works. While driving him for over 25 versts from the
viUage, they punished him cruelly with sticks ; and we, the people of
the «.r, know of no offence whatever that has been committed " '

In 1760 agitation began in the south-eastern part of what is now
Permskaya gub on the European side of the Ural Mountains. In
the villages of this region there were, in 1756, 5582 souls ascribed tothe Kaslensky and Kyshtymsky Works of Nikita Demidov There
were two centres of the setUements of the ascribed peasants-one
near the site of the present town of Kamyshlov, and the other round
the stockaded village of Maslensk and its outskirt, Bamevsk In
1760, on the establishment of new works of the Demidovs' at A^^^h-
Ufemsk, the management of the works at Kyshtymsk sent an order
to the peasants ascribed to the latter works to send workmen to the
newly established works at Azyash-Ufemsk. The peasants seem to

' Tho details are taken from Semevsky. 06. c,7. ii bd 121-1,
' 7 he Empress Elizabeth. PP- 3^3-3'-

^Scme^sk'^,'°f fTso.
"''•'^""'^'y ^' ""'"y "d ^%^"tT "*"'' "'
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have obeyed at once, but when they had gone about 18 versts from
Madensk they repented, decided to refuse to go, and returned to
their villages, taking with them by force a reluctant minority, and
beating severely the messenger who had been sent with the order.
1 Jiey faid to him, " Do not come to us again, to send us to the Works.We were ascnbed to Demidov only for three years, and we have

share
" *''^ °"'' ^'* *^^ °*" ^"i^"™'* do their

The peasants then lodged a complaint with the local government
office at Kyshtymsk, to the effect that already twelve of their number
had died owing to the " tortures " of Demidov's people, and asking
that they be liberated from the works. The Kyshtymsk authoritira
replied that they were ascribed to Demidov's works according to an
ukase of the Senate, that there was no three years' limit and that itwas impossible to meet their demand for liberation. At the same
time the local chancellery of the Ural works administration " be-
sieged by demands " from the management of Demidov's works
urged the peasants to obey orders, and threatened that if they did
not do so, every tenth man would be flogged with whips, and all the
others would be beaten with sticks. In order to enforce this order
a sub-oflicer and a few soldiers were sent to Maslensk. They arrived
there on i8tb June, and found at the stockade a meeting of ooo
people To begin with, the peasants refused to aUow the officer to
enter the stockade, but eventually they permitted the whole party
of scildiers to go to the House of the Mir, which was also surrounded
by defences. There the peasants went also, armed with guns
spears bows, and sticks. The officer read his orders, drawn up by
Demidov

s people, and urged the peasants to abandon their "evil
and unreasoning inventions." They answered, " We do not want
to go to work for Demidov, and we will not listen to the ukase theymay send ten ukases, and any orders they like, we shaU not go 'to the
works of Demidov until there is an ukase from the Senate signed
personally by the Empress." ^

They then turned the soldiers out of the stockade, saying to the
officer

:
" If you have to remain here with your command, then

remain m the field outside of the stockade, and not in the houses
inside

;
and if you talk too much, we wiU kill you and aU vour

command." '

The peasants of the Bamevsk outskirt adopted a Si.nUar course.

i
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In the end of September a captain and six soldiers were sent,

along with a clerk of Demidov's, to make another attempt to induce
the peasants to go to the works. Aware of their coming, the peas-
ants strengthened the defences of their little fortress and gathered
within its walls. On this occasion the small body of troops was not
permitted to enter. A few peasants went out and had a parley
with the commander. The latter promised that if they agreed to
go to work, Demidov's clerk would make a contract with them
about how much they should be paid in addition to the poll tax, that
they should neither be beaten nor lined, and that their affairs should
be managed through their solsky and desyalsky, and that in case any
of them were accused of any offences, the accused would be brought
before the ordinary courts. But the peasants were unmoved by
these promises ; they probably did not believe in their being imple-
mented.

" We are ready to die," they said, " all of us, but we will not go
to work."

The Senate now took cognizance of the aSair and ordered a
report. On 31st October 1760 an ukase was issued requiring that
accounts should be drawn up showing how much money the peasants
received, and requiring also an investigation into the charges of
beating

;
but requiring the peasants to go to the works. In pursu-

ance of the second part of this ukase, an officer named Simonov was
sent in February 1761 to inquire into the complaints and to call

upon the peasants to go to work. Meanwhile, however, the chan-
cellery of the Orenburgskaya gub., which had charge of the adminis-
tration of the mountain works within its jurisdiction, found that
Demidov had no right to send to the Azyash-Ufemsky Works peas-
ants who were ascribed to the works at Kyshtymsk and at Kaslensk.
This was a point in favour of the peasants, but it did not relieve

them from the burden of working at those works to which they were
ascribed.

Simonov had been instructed that in case of resistance by the
peasants, he would be reinforced to any necessary extent. The
peasants still refused obedience, and Simonov ordered up a detach-
ment of sixty Cossacks from Chelyabinsk. When the peasants learned
of this, they said :

" The Captain Simonov gathers Cossacks so as
to send us to the works ; but we shall not give ourselves up alive
into their hands

;
if they fire against us, we shall act in the same
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: we also have plenty of firearms, spears, and sticks, and the
(aptain will hardly get out alive from this affair." Others said
The Cossacks tell us that they are forbidden to fire upon us,"
The Orenburgskaya gub. chancellery," said one of them, "

did not
act with us according to the ukase of Her Highness of i6th August
1760 about justice. We suffered greatly from Demidov and his
clerks

;
we asked that we should be protected against them, and the

Gubernsky Chancellery put heavy chains upon us, and horns uponour necks, and sent us to Treasury work^and the malefactor fromwhom we have suffered so much, the clerk of Demidov. Jakov
Shirokov, was at that very time in Orenburg, and was allowed to
walk about.

When they were asked why they remained shut up in their
stockade the peasants answered :

" We have heard that commands
are marching towards us to send us to the works ; in Shadrinsk guns
are ready, and the clerks of Demidov have brought with them
instead of money, seven barrels of irons."

The next phase of the disturbances was marked by the apoear-
ance on the scene of a detachment of 500 Cossacks of the Don com-
manded by Colonel Dulemov. This detachment had not been sent
specifically to deal with the agitation, but it was being moved in any
case and it was convenient that it should stop at the Maslensk
stockade, where it might be quartered with the peasants, and thus
might be influential in checking the disturbance. The roads were
bad in spnng, and the Cossacks had to remain for some weeks quar-
tered in Maslensk and in the vUlages surrounding it. They had been
there only a few days when quarrels arose between the peasants and
the Cossacks over forage for the horses. The peasants refused to
supply It, on the ground th t "le Cossacks had been sent for by
Demidov. which was not the fact.

In March Simonov. accompanied by two superior civil officials
went to Maslensk to conduct his investigation. They went to theHouse of the Mir ; in and around it there stood armed peasants
who answered the demand that they should go to the works

" Accomplish first the inquiry into our affair and into the ac-
counts at the works, then there shall be another talk," shouted the
peasants in the rear ranks,

"Do not talk nonsense to us," said two of the leaders ; " as before
the inquiry, so also after it—we shaU not work at Demidov's."

2 F
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The civil official who had conducted the negotiations, seeing the

impervious stubbornness of the peasants, drove away. In the end
of the same month (March) forty-five dragoons were sent to be quar-
tered in the village PolevskoS, and to be at the disposition of Simonov
in case of need. The peasants took this ste^ very quietly, be-
cause they had now arrived at the firm conviction that an ukase,
freeing them from the obligation to work at Demidov's, was bound
to be issued. They were, indeed, ready to believe any rumour
favourable to their interests. Such a rumoiu: about an ukase,
actually either totally non-existent or quite irrelevant, reached them
at this time and had a wide circulation.

" God has given to us now an ukase," they said, " that we should
not go to the labours at the works ; now let them bring three regi-
ments ; we shall not be frightened."

In the beginning of May an ukase, dated 3i5t March 1761, did
mdeed arrive from the Senate ; but its terms were not what the
peasants had anticipated. It ordered that the 500 Don Cossacks
who were already at Maslensk should remain there, and should be
remforced by 200 troops from Orenburg, and even more should the
Governor of Orenburgskaya gub. so direct. When Simonov went
again to Maslensk, the force in the neighbourhood had been brought
up to about 800 Cossacks, dragoons, and other troops. When the
ukase of the Senate was read to them, they said

:

" Why is nof-ing mentioned in the ukase about how many of
our peasants have been beaten to death by Demidov, and what
injuries we have suffered from him and his clerks ? Our opposition
only has been denounced."

And as stubbornly as before the peasants refused to go to the
works. The officials tried to deal with the peasants in detail, but
without success, excepting in a few individual cases.

" Why do you drive all over the villages ? " said the peasants of
Maslensk, " only to ruin us, perhaps. Give all the necessary ukases
to the office (of the mir)

; and you have no business to drive all over
the villages, perhaps only to frighten the people. ... We have
heard these ukases many rimes, and there is written in them always
the same thing."

The commission of inquiry then told the peasants to hand in
their complaints. The inquiry dragged on without definite result.
About 700 Cossacks and dragoons occupied Maslensk and the villages.
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once more on 30th October 1761.
" But that is the old ukase

!

•'
the peasants shouted ; " we do not

Cossacks) must be furnished by Demidov, and not by us"

the fi^M
'"'" *"^ """^ ''''*'™ '" » <=*•<='« ™™d the peasants and

^dSd "'k'T
"""

ri*r •
^ "=* "' «>« -enCe altedana Whipped. The peasants feU on their knees and cried •

work for°^™rv'"' °H
'™'^„°"' °' o" '•^^'^^- ^« «i" n»t go to

OfL~ *
' rl** "^ "°t 8ive hay for the command "

flve^ulmi^T^^^ ^
"'"'

^T"^
"« "'"'^^ ^^'"1

» ^^o"-! t™e, twenty,five submitted and sixty-four refused to submit. The latter weJl

r^tofthr™ /° '"' °^'g'"~>'ri°8 t°™ of Shadi^nsr M S
to nrot!Jt ?^ * ^°T''

'^^-n^'™^ "bout the House of the M^to protec their stores of salt and other provisions
Complaints were then made to the commission of inquiry about

^
losses to which the peasants had been subjectedtS thequartermg upon them for eight months of so large a body rfLosThe Cossacks and other soldiers have taken, they said 1528 ricks ofhay and 100 sajen of fuel, and they have destroyed the vegetable

hI "^-
.
^'* *'" ^'^'' " '"«' "°' rioted at In. and hid oriv

,„tn^. ,

y'"'^- ^' ^" "•'y ''^<^^' " 'hat y™ haveled usinto the last extreme of poverty and ruin." These represlntation,were answered by the amval of more troops4wo c„™ odragoons, under Captain Vorontsev. The forage for therhon^

hTp^fm\"nr
"""^ ^""^^ "•»" "-^—-^ty <" -oV^-1

In the beginning of December 1761 there came a new ukase from

InH r"'A'"'^™i:«
*" '""""i'''*^ " pacification " ofThe ™as™^and the,r despatch to the works without delay. The pea"I

n th fenrT
" *«/ P-*ies-one within the Maslensk sto" ^dem the fenced yard of the House of the Mir. another in the outsldrt

' It does not appear that they were paid by Demidov.
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of Bamevsk, and the third in the village Vodevikovo. All the other
usual places of abode were deserted. On 8th December the troops
advanced to the attack of the defended position at the House of the
Mir The peasants fired upon them, and a " hot battle " occurred.
The defence was so stubborn that the Cossacks were obliged to retire
The iield-gun was then brought, and a breach was made in the waU
Grenades were thrown into the yard, but without effect. The place
i«is eventually carried by assault by the dragoons, the voUey-firing
of the soldiers bemg more destructive than the irregular firing of the
peasants. Many of the combatant peasants escaped, but three
hundred were captured and sent to prison at Shadrinsk. The losses
otherwise of the peasants is unknown. The troops lost Bftv-two
wounded.

Tlie party of peasants at the viUage of Vodevikovo fied ; the other
party eventually capitulated without bloodshed. Early in January
1762, alter a struggle lasting for a year and three-quarters, three
hundred peasants, on foot and mounted, were marched under an
escort of sixt. Cossacks to the works at Kyshtymsk and at Kaslensk
not to the nev works at Azyash-Ufemsk, for which they were origin-
ally destmed. The troubles of Demidov and the Commission were
however, not yet ended. In consequence of a rumour, circulated
mtentionally or otherwise, that they had been liberated from the
works, and that the commissioners who had sent them there had
been sent to Moscow in irons, they left the works after having been
there about a month, and they seem to have made good their escape
The peasants who had been in prison in Shadrinsk were sent to the
works to take their places, and altogether about one thousand were
sent there f-om the villages, and about two thousand were reduced
to obedience b> the beginning of March 1762.

During almost the whole of the period of two years of struggle
preceding 1762, petitioners from Demidov's peasants had b^n
waiting patiently in St. Petersburg for an answer to their complaints
They were not alone. Numerous petitioners from the peasants of
other proprietors of mountain works were then at the capital and
the Senate was bombarded with petitions.' " Probably by the

4 !;f^'^°V «>«fw«f=, petitions from the peasants ascribed to the worksoi them.shev, of Evdokim Demidov, and of the merchant PokhodySrSee generally Semevsky, n. pp. 330-42 ; for the latter, see Soloviev xxv
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01 wages paid at the works, and all other relevant matters and tnreport w.th,n two months. Meanwhile the peasan s were o rema natthe works, but none were to be sent to the works by force andarms were not to be used to " pacify " them. If, after inqufrv thecommissioners had the least suspicion of wrong-dig the peTsa„^swho were the victims of it were to be liberated by the'commSeLon their own initiative. The previously appointed comiS , oner"Simonov and others, at once ceased to act
mmissioners,

When the petitioners of the peasants returned from St Petersburg with a copy of this ukase, the peasants iminedia^eTy petmoned

n nri^ T«k'"/''°?'
'*^"'y °' *'>^'^ ^"-"^-des who had been keptm pnson at Shadnnsk, and the request was granted at once"

'^

andropa,Trbfrs'''''rP''™"''"'^"''''*'^'^''^7'^"fKokoshki„and Lopatin by the Senate as commissioners to inquire into thepeasant disturbances, Court-Councillor Shamshe^ was ITso an^nt.Hascommissioner torepresent the Mountain C:ii;i;rnj?rx76'
the Government transferred Kokoshkin to otheTfmictions and theluvestigation was thenceforward conducted by Lo^t ^and Shem

t^^r,
"""'"s afterwards the Empress KatCrS gave™

^:rri?^se-rt\^d^^::;tiS

t^o^-^PZ^"":^y^lPT '" ''^^^ ^'^ 'hat in the 'f^c .

of Vv" °';''^f''f
"'^ °" the Dolgoruki estates, in his own disWct

ofKatherinelltoPrincevJaLnskyir^ttping'JlIhSr^^
' Semevsky. ii. p. 342,

/Ire*. ..Win. o/fusHce. Nos.
• P- 343-

" Semevsky,

35 57- 1074, pp. 96s el seg. ; cited by Semevsky,

M
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tion. The major point was that the peasants should be compeBed

bro^ht- M""" '1 '""' ""' ""'^"^ peasants Zt"^^
brought into the usual slavish obedience," > and then, afterwards,the causes o{ the disturbances were to be investigated. The peas-

WmroTrror°'hv'^h'*''""''^"'j"''r""''"^'*'y-
^hose who Ce

dealT ir ?^ .K
"^"^ " "? "'"'' *«'"'' *"= *° •« separately

dealt wi h. In those cases where disturbances stUI continued
Vyazemsky, accompanied by a sufficient military force, was to go at

down the disturbances. Obedience to the r^uirements of themanifesto was to be demanded, because "nobody has the rightupon his ovm authority, to act on account of offences against him
'

»,1„T 'v T''
•'' ™"'" '™'" OPP--^'™- ^ -""^t obey t"

•

authority which is appointed according to the will of the Most High

sin ',^r *r^.*'''°
^^°^^. "'^ """^ '' J"^*' '^ »» unpardonable

TfhnS
G°d' commandments. ... Those who oppose our

o^ rin^VT',^ ^° "*'" expressions in the manifSo re-quinng absolute obedience, there was added the sentence :
" Our

hflT,n
""; '"*™"°" '^ *° <=°"'<^* ">« ^™ple and those whohave faUen into error, to defend those against whom offences havebeen committed, and to avoid direct aggression against the peasant-

W fnT T^ '
T""'.'"

^^'" advantage, paying them accord-ng to theu labour, or aUowing them to go from tibe works as may be

of"the "ori!s^^™"'***°"'
'" ""*'' °*° *'""* *"* '<"• "" "'ety

l,in,^nV""™,'"r
"' '^^"'e™* II to Prince Vyazemsky requiredhim not merely to punish the peasants for insubordination, but tomqmre mtr their grievances. " because as the insolence of the peas-

tW%'L''"^,'"^""Tr "' ^y- =° °" •'""^ity cannot en^^e
that the enslaving of the peasants should reach beyond the limit of
endurance, nor that it should be accomplished by torture " Thosewho tyrannized oyer the peasants were to be punished by order of

rel?,HT"!r 'J
°' ^°^ """^

'
" °' ^^^ ""''• *e case had to bereported to the Empress, and the offenders had to be kept underguard until she decided what was to be done. Yet such punishment

of owners of works, or of their managers or clerks, was not to be

• Added by Panin. C/. Semevsky. ii. p. 352.
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inflicted save in extreme cases, othenrise the peasants might become"too proud." and might think that they n^ not ^rfornTev™n~««xy «.rk. Therefore punishmentL to beTnfl^fXuy

"
ewes of grave mhumanity." In cases of minor offences such asdemanding more work than was justifiable, secret punishment wasto be .mpo^^, so that the " simple people might'^not te riven amotive to step out of servility." Vy«emsky was also o^dfred to

/*.J»o»^«.» „orks by nuans .fth. employment o//ne hired ^Jk,Tg

In putting down existing disturbances, Vyazemskv was instractpH

•Xme"'nr"^.."r'' *" ="" -ord"^ buro^y"fcTsfol«treme necessity," leaving the determination of that to his

dir^uHoThe
"^"""""j" H« *»^ ->«> mstructed to report

fj^aZ J! Tu*"- '' *PP*"= ^''^t Katherine examined thedetailed reports and based decisions upon them •

Vj^msky entered upon his duties with great activity Hewent from place to place, traversing vast dista^es settZ affairadip^^matic^ly when he could, but distributing fi^^nriibeX
^Z^'^ '""' '"''"''' '^S^' operations in a new quarter wh»d^turbances reappeared in the just " pacified " places.^ By Dece

™
ber 1763 we find him at Kazan, with his troops exhausted bvtacl

sXrat' "tr^'l
*

h""'
"''" -a/reinfor^ll^tThh

for«rand^;n^T,!li
"''!"**''• *"" '""^ '""<=^^ th™Ugh

rZi *K 11 T- *'"™'* ^'"eti™^ at their destination onlyto find the viUages deserted, and the peasants disappearing in the^stance fleetly traversing the snow orsnow-shoes. Excepti" on

When, as often happened, the force was insignificant, and thTpeas-

^Zr 7""°-.'he.lftter stood their ground, and nothingcZd

the Empress, the real causes of the disturbances. Soon aft.r heentered upon his duties Katherine wrote to Vyazemsky on 3rd July
1763. Your last report of 3rd June I have read thoroughly The
regulations which you have drawn up for aU the works which have

witi SqSstion*" ™- "P- "'^' " "'^ "<" »PP«^' that he grappled
Coll. o/Hisl. Soc.. ii. p. 276 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p. jjJ.
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^.^.'T""
>'y«™'''y was undoubtedly severe upon the n. ,sant

works extort bnbes. Even a workman who earned only 5 kooeksP^^ day wou^d pay something to escape a flogging. BriLsTere
foTJTT"'^ '° ''""' 5 ^^^^^ '" ^rubles^ O^e peasa^ Ze

agamst whom charges of corruption were made, confessed,' others

Seme4'^*:iiV3;,- °^ """" ''™- ^^^^•°7i. Pp. iPj-.o;,
; cited by

p.
^0°" "' ""'"'^^ °' "-'^ PunUhments, and the nature of them, «a .„/-.

Kul'alS,' De^S;^^ag?nf.r?h.''^ls'cr,K.r«=r'' -"™- Wbe, „a,
p. 3S0. Fo. other ca.«s see 5,i!! p, "Is

*''' ^=° Semevsky, ii.
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^^^.o admit .h.. they took anything iU.gi.i..t„y ,ro„. ,h.

that^crc:itdTwtrat''fhit7r
' ^-v

^ •-• ^'^
in order to support the^ lamme,t„ f„ T """""^ '""'"'• »'''™-

longed, they Te obh^ed^tot in h « df* rr''""
"'''' •*

against the regulations of the Moi.ni,in r u
^'^ P™'"" *"

was admitted in Ze'rk, 3 ' "T"" •
''""" «'*'™<=«

payment to bo mareTohTi:;rntLThr'^^ "''?"=^ ""'""""'^

account of neelert or nf ^.i.„
neius, and these, on

And many, Zo^thfp^rburZ'tr'uT'^''^ "^ '"^ l^-'-
not being^able to work -Wd; fa^e dM n^?"" °lt"

P*"""''-
cause they are so far awav Th-„ 1 .u i

''*"" ""' ™''''* >>«-

into neglect." •
^^ ^""^ ''*^'' '""' '«'"^«^. »"<! these fall

lu.d'to lwrihe"E"of'ff7'*'' "*•'* P""- ^v--^ky
Maslensk StaTe plaint to hi

""'",'^ '^""^'"^"^e of the

previous owner"!: ^c^at^Zl'TnTxU :!':,''%'' ?^'*"^
of the Mountain Collegium ' and that h!«.

Regulations

meanwlUle escaped from IhP 1 t
"'"' P^"'*"'' "ho had

sale of the worksTo F n ^ "'"^'^^ ""e retransferred after the

Kulalev himself m^'T"^ ''^ ^*"''™' '"^^''^''ov, and not by
Kulaleev hid fnt 21" Z'm^irot'Z^'""" l""^'

''~-
aga.n. The question was whi^S^S?:' --^t ^M^the Kamclrtr \V«..l,- . . .- .

"
FCL.. X., No. 7766, sec. ,2 ; cited by'^Semev.i/.u.

i .

pp. 316 and
> 374.
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•long with worVs to wh':h they were mcribed. The previous
Investigators, Shamshev and Lopatin. had evaded the question
but Vyaicmsky grappled with it bold:y. His decision was that
the former owner of the worlts, Matveyev, had no right to transfer
the State peasants to the purchaser of the works, E. Demidov
without the permission of the Mountain Collegium. The attempt
to transf-r peasants to the works of Nikita Demidov who were not
legally ascribed to them nor to the works of Evdokim Demidov
was therefore, it may be presumed, a forliori. illegal. It appeared
however, to Vyazemsky, that he could not adopt the logical cours^
consequent upon his decision, and return to their villages the
peasants Ulegally transferred. To do so seemed likely to affect the
contmuity of production at the works. He therefore referred the
affair, with his decision, to the Empress. On 3rd July 1763 Katherine
wrote to Prince Vyazemsky

:

" About the transferred peasants, I cannot just now issue an
ukase requiring that they should be returned to their former
settlements (although tl. ir transference was carried out by the
owners against the ukase on the subject) fearing that in
remedying this evil, I might produce another. Many of the
peasants have been trained to various trades. This has to
be considered. But from henceforward the works owners must
be severely forbidden to transfer the ascribed peasants to their
works." '

The unfortunate peasants were thus obliged to remain. It
appears from the reports of Vyazemsky that there were many
special features in connection with the works at Avzyano-Petrovsk.
The nearest villages from which the ascribed peasants were obliged
to go to the works were situated at a distance of 400 verst$. and
the farthest villages were at a distance of 688 versts. I'ach
journey (one way) occupied from four to five weeks. In the wmter
the route was even dangerous. The peasants said that four of
them had been frozen to death, and five of them bad been lost.
It was necessary for the peasants who were ordered to go to the
works to provide themselves with hnrses. They were not allowed
to take indifferent horses, but were uoliged sometimes to exchange
two poor horses for one good one in order that they might go

p' 377"
'*"''' ^'"' "'^'""^'' '*^- " ^°- ''°- P- '•7 ""^ *>y Semevsky,
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^th.r. .nd go quickly. P««ants who were not ready withgood hor«, ,t the appointed time were beaten •

^
Again there was a diflerencc at these work*, in the methods of

h^n ^"^'"^ "ho were a«ribed. but who wereTot Uan"fc«d to the work, with their fan.ilies, and o. tho« o( the a«er

ST^monJ^"' 'I '"T"" »" '^'" «""'n«™tion. including no"
the viUage* in which they were domicUcd, while the latter 3vreceived wages after their poU tax was work^l out

^
arr.Tr, n "^.r™' "' *"*" ''" *" "metimes largely in arrearOccasionally this condition occurred through embeiriement Tv
reWl'o"?'" • ""?' '"•'•' '™" "« reten^Sn o7 w^rand tSerefusal of paymen! for works was official

„i.h^^ "'""il'""
°' ""' ""^"^^ P^*""'' "ho ««»ined connection

Z ZJ"^^^ *" " ** have «en, bad enough. Thrmieht
LTI^ "*,"",'" """:! T'" "' "-y ""«= '° 'he works-travTuing

?hev ktw .ht^""*
'""' •""""" '""y ""Kht be detained whnftftey knew that their crops were rotting in thei. unharvested fieldsto the ruin of themselves and their families. The situat on^f th^

f"« owli^e^T""'"* ^^- """"'" '° '"e works, and who "ere the^fore obliged to sever their conrcction with the land, wa ven woS
rrder'Ttt-^

^ye^rtsky Works, whic^ had ^n buit bT^e
ZtV,^\ T k"""^ '" "'^ ™8" °' 'he Empress Anna, weregranted to Turchaninov in 17J9. with several village. The peasin"in the« viUages had been ascribed to the works

; and Xn Thev

^"u ta'x n'mof" "^T'""
*'«' ''™""' '^^ eanied a^ve th^?

Tork at 2 r T K
'" .^"" y'"'' *hey were not required to

«?m emaiirfnt
'"''.''''^ ^'^ '^''" <"" *" '" '^'^ 'hem-

far f;
""'*'"'"S '"their villages, engaging m cultivation, and. in sofar as they were State peasants, leading a free life. Whei theworks were handed over tc Turchaninov. all this was changed Heproceeded to distribute the peasants among the differenrworks

be onging to him, removing them from their villa" roUng

^ZeT.^T"""'
""'"'^'op employees, and paying them only

3 kop,ks per day m wages. They were apparently obliged to work

i ^Eli

^ \n
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on Sundays and holy days without payment. The peasants senta petition to Vyazemsky, and he righted this wrong. He decidedthat Turchaninov had no right to act as he did, that the peasantsmus be regarded as ascribed, and not as permanent workshop
employees, r.id that the established wage of 5 kopeks must be paidto them, as well as arrears of deficienUy paid wagos 1

„H1,>^hP""".°-
"'"""'^' responsibility" seems to have beenutU zed to a certain extent. Instead of dra^g a large number ofpeasants frona an ascribed village, only a few might be drawn, and

the r fond
^\"'J"'^«' '° ^o^k without any j^yment excepting

IxeLtMf "r^'
'"'"" ""^'^ ^^"^'"^ "^"' ""d were thu!exempted from work, were expected to compensate the workersAt the works of Count Chernyshev there were%ixteen peasants on

retutr't ..""' ';;'' ^"^^ yy^^^ms^y ordered them to be

stZ <r "','='^""^gf-
^"d '"bade the continuance of thesystem So also he ordered some watchmen who were on thesame erms at the Jagoshikhinsky Works to be remunerated at

:mpW:d tUe?'^*-'
^ "^^ "" ^" "^^ «- ^''^ «-y O^-i "ee^n

There are some indications in Vyazemsky's reports of the ex-

e^oLTrl "' "'"' °' ""= P^^-"'^ "l^"- labour Ja betegexploited for the mountam works. For example, the peasants of

ten horses to the works of Count Chernyshev. They petitioned tobe allowed to send twenty men and no horses,' evideSly becaus^to send probably all the horses they had mknt to cripp e "hiworkmg force of the community beyond repair. It was moreeconomical to spare the men.
In one establishment only, namely, in that of Guriev Prince

^T l7u u ,. "° "^^"^ permitted their employment he

also that the difference between the wages they received and thewages of adults should be paid to them with all arrears.™

Cited brSeme"k?{$"S; ifp "i'""'^' PP' '^- '47. .9;, .U9 .< ..,. ;

' Semevsky, ii. p, ^s^

ii. p. 3S6,
''

• 3559-1076. pp. ,001 ,< sf,. ,. cited by Semevsky,

i.ia
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managers and clerks aTtho'h he s. T"u
""" ^' P""'^''ed the

punish superior wo ks oSls I„Tt,
'''™ '^''" ^'='"'^'='"' *<>

whole, the following is at of the T™'"'" '''"^'' =" ^
order upon those maLer and

'"''P'"''*"^"'^ inflicted by his

vario„sr«encesagainst t'he peasant two h T" '°""'' ^"'^ "'
sixty flogged with lasheson^ '

.
'"'^'™ ^"^ ''''''s ^rice

thre; disl^issed tmtv^r^nro?*^^^^^^^^^^^ T'"
'°* ""^ ^

bHbes. rthos?rtor rn ; ^Z'CX '"' ''''^'

Jun^3:r;^rr^t'rS-»;n^-ts forwarded to

the blame for the deaths of n^I "^^'^Y^'^'^'y
--eluctant to fix

occurredfrequenX acco^,;? : r h?cotSlT\ '"* ^'^^"''

many cases, and unless the tictims actZ v j^ "<^;"™^'igated
he refused to convict. One ca rwhich h! T"^"

"^^ '''^''•

which the decision was given hv th! ^
^e mvestigated, but in

partn,ent of MountarvV^rks ™vt'. ^T,^'''^
°^ ""' ^'^'^f »-

of the judgment. A peasant cTZ 7
''?'" °' "'^ "^"'^'^

the said peasant, Zanin came to IT'/Ju^^^"'"^ "'^t

than the will of God ihrou^h whi^^
^^* ^^ ""'^'"S <^i^

without the slightest beatTn/h,T,H
""^"^ /^P''^ '^''^ ^™"

their life."-'
^' *"" ''^'^''"^<' »' the ending of

subsequent at^To he Gove^nenr" Fo^'
''^'',"P™ ""=^

the peasants of one of the viCes bribed t!. h'''""'?'''
'" '^56

at Vo.nesensk had quartered u^^^ S^x^pirs^fj-^
C(. in/ra, p. 40;. « c ,Semevsky, li. p. jgj.
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In order to support these unwelcome guests they had to sacrifice

all their small animals. To propitiate the commander of the
detachment, a certain Major C^talf, they proposed to give him a
present.

" We orphans," they said afterwards, " went to the gentleman
Major Osip Markych and bowed to him. Our representative said
to him, to our gentleman, that the people of the mir bow to his
high birth, with a p«d of honey ; and this major struck our repre-
sentative in the face, anci lid to us, to the people of the mir, ' I

am not a ruble guest. You'll give to my steward five rubles ; and
besides you'll bring to me to Khmelevka (an adjoining village)

thirty rubles
; and fetch a pair of horses,' and he went from us

to Khmelevka, and he ordered us, the people of the mir, to be at his

orders, and we, the people of the mir, went after him to Khmelevka,
and we found the interpreter Mosogutka " (who was in Ostalf's
service), " and we began to ask grace from him, that he should
report to the gentleman about our need, and he said to us, the
people of the mir, ' Give me one ruble, and to the major's steward
two,' and we gave tbem the three rubles he demanded, and this

steward and the interpreter ordered us to go to the Major, and the
Major took from us eight rubles, and to his aide-de-camp we gave
one ruble."

Afterwards Ostalf seems to have taken from the peasants
thirty sheepskins, a head of sugar, a quantity of cloth, and
six sheep, while his officers took thirty puds of honey, and the
soldiers plundered the women's stores of linen. This plunder
was collected after twenty of the men had been punished
with " cats."

Worse remains to be told. Upon the villages of Nijni-Toima,
Taveli, Sekenesy and Kosteneyeva, in the district of Kazan, which
were ascribed to the works of Shuvalov, there was quartered in

1761- 1762 the Revalsky regiment of dragoons under the command
of Colonel Levashov, The villages had already been " pacified "

;

but this did not prevent the most shameless conduct on the part of
officers and men alike. Women and children were violated in the
streets, and the honour of no woman was saved without a heavy
bribe. This affair was investigated by Vyazemsky, who said that
so grave a breach of the military regulations could not be left without
punishment

;
but the punishments were not in accordance with
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the offences. The officers were merely kept under arrest for twoweeks or were sent to other commands >

fp„'^r
""',"° ''°"'" """"y ''""" " '"^ e^o^^ cases, but the

fh"m •'
""""' '° ^^' '"•* '"^ P^*^"'^' '""•"hs about

The proprietors of the works in which these disturbancesoccurred were sometim^, noblemen, like Count Shuvalovor"
f ^SJXr'An"'/r'"™' ?'=y "'" "'^" *''° f-^d risen from
t . ranks All of them must have known, at all events in a generalway, of the proceedings at their works. Not one of them appearsm any way to have exhibited any sense of responsibility Thevwere wealthy and influential persons, whose support of the thronewas of consequence, and thus when blame was thrown upon the
mar,agement, .t was thrown, not upon them, but upon their agents.

^rf^°J 1Z It,"'"""
*" P'*^"'^ ^PI«^<=d t"™ed a deaf

ear to them, hke N.kita Demidov. or had their petitioners flogged
like Turchamnov. Among the proprietors who had risen fromthe ranks, one of the most characteristic was Pokhodyashin who
possessed two works at Voskresensk and at Petropavlovsk. in hisyouth this man had been a carpenter and a carrier; then hebecame a merchant, and afterwards a grantee of mcnntain worksHe founded the works of Petropavlovsk in 1758. 'a his wooden

Lrsh^d Xr^^f"'yV^
•>=«' 'hi^ty decora^^d and luxuTus!;

h^rnished chambers. There he entertained high dignitaries of the
btate. and gave rich presents in suitable quarters. " He builtand decorated churches, and gave charity on Saturdays." Although
he was Ignorant, he was a man of original character, and liis dealings
with his peasants (of whom he had ascribed to Petropavlovsk alone
4200) were very astute.' He transferred the peasants to his works'
gave them all they required in food, clothing, &c., and kept themm absolute debt dependence upon himself. The peasants had been
ascribed for the limited period of ten years ; but by the end of
that penod he had long recruited most of them as permanent
workmen. Pokhodyashin was not fastidious about whom he em-

p. Mi""'
"''"' •'""" ^"^ 3"-=»°5. pp. .-.;; cited by Semevsky. ii.

/r'°j?;?,',f,5'™"!j,"'
'^"'^^ '""'"= Cb'S'w Ural?; iff*?x„s;2Journal (1873), Nos. s-6, p. 318 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. pp. 39,-3.

>'-;
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ployed at his works. There came to him many fugitives and others
without passports, who were willing to work all winter for mere
subsistence and shelter

; and who. when they were paid, were not
in a position to be strict about wages accounts.' The conditions
under which they worked and lived are described as having been
very bad, and the mortality among his workmen high, yet saving
at an eariy period (in the reign of Peter III), there were no serious
complaints excepting from some ascribed peasants who had a
long distance to go to the works. It is evident thac Pokhodyashin
kept a shrewd eye upon his managers, and did not allow them to
plunder either the peasants or himself ; and that he found it better
to give his peasants plenty to eat and drink than to have tj -1

starving and discontented. The exploitation of them under gocd
conditions was really much more effective.

By an ukase of 31st March 1761, the Senate ordered that the
military expenses of the " pacification " at Maslensk should be
charged to Demidov. Should they not be paid by him—though
why payment should not be enforced does not appear—they should
be collected from the local administration, which should have the
right to recover from Demidov. Prince Vyazemsky, in the spirit of
this ukase, ordered that compensation should be paid to the Mas-
lensk peasants for the hay which they had supplied to the Cossacks
while they were quartered upon them. This, however, was not
done; and the affair ends in confusion, the Senate issuing an
ukase charging the expenses of " pacification upon the guilty,"
but as the guilty were already punished and ruined, nothing seems
to have been collected from any one. The peasants had already
really paid the expenses in maintaining the troops quartered upon
them, and in the heavy losses from their extortions.

Generally, the investigation and " pacification " of the peasants
by Prince Vyazemsky, in spite of his obvious ability and con-
scientiousness, seems to have produced an effect upon the peasant
mind other than he intended. They appear to have thought that
at last there was a real ukase, signed by Her Imperial Highness
herself, and a real dignitary, specially sent by her, had come to do
ju tice to everybody. What justice had been done .' They were
still tied to the hated works, more firmly than before ; they had
still to deal with many of the same managers as formeriy, and

* Semevsky, ii. p. ^u.
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luttoritv hS'S^'?.'°
""^ ^""^ "PF'^ions. The last word of

miS h/nn.n ^" "*"* ''"" ""' ""^ "«= '''^""•' Something else

Z.esinfoLir^'" r!f "^'''^''y *="«= "«' "gating of their

Prinr^V ,™ ''*"''' "''•™'^" *e opportunity offered.

by Ihom iThTd H^
""' '''"•'"'

'" ""^ ''"'' °' '763 by the Empress,bywhom he had been appomted Procurator-Generai. His suc^c^r A. I Bibikov, afterwards celebrated as Marshal of theLegislative Commission of Katherine, arrived at Kazan on 1th^uary ,y6y and he remained in the mountain r^^onu^.l

„7Th!T • V ?
moderated as much as possible the severity

confide^rlT*''
""'^ ''^ '''"•^ ''^'^''^°" '"^1 to «"'" into theconfidence of the peasants." » Statistics of the punishments ofVy^emskyand Bibikov.although they cannot beheM to

p™"'
thecon rary quite decis vely, suggest that this statement i^s due to

SirfjT f t ^:
^"'"'"^ ^"^ ™^^'" °' 'he mountain region for a

Tor^ and
'
.T^,™"'"^'

D"""g that time he " pacified " five

Tth ^h, W -I"'
'' '9^,P«°Pl«- Of these latter. i8 were floggedwith the knut. 49 were lashed thrice, 49 twice. 44 once and%6were beaten with sticks.

^

^

Vyazemsky was master for almost thirteen months. He
pacified ten works, punished 233 people. 38 with the knUt

88 thnce with lashes. 83 once, and 26 were beaten with rods.' On

dement' t^" T"'"'^' Y^T^""^y ^^^"-^ '»^ been the moreclement, especially as he had the harder task, arriving as he didwhen disturbances had been going on for several years- whUe

Sd aZrT "''".*' ""? °' "^^ '^'''^"'^ ''^1 been broken

P^cifi:STor'?he^mr^
'" '"= """' ™P°''='"' "^"''^^ '-" "-"

Up till the end of this period the peasant movements wereporadic and detached. Indeed the peasants were not without^ousy of their neighbours who appeared to be favoured in someway. Let the other settlements do their share; we have done
ours, said, for example, the Maslensk peasants. The authorities

' Cf. Semcvsky. ii. p. 383.
Memoirs 0/ Bibiliov (Moscow, 1865),

P- 359.
' Semevsky. ii. p. 360.
VOL. •

pp. 22-3 ; cited by Semevsky, i

' Uid.
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were thus able to defeat the peasants in detail, and in some measure
to nip germinating disturbances before they broke out. The means
of communication were deficient, the mountain region was scantily
populated, and the movement of troops was exceedingly difBcult,
yet the peasants were inadequately armed ; they were collected
in undisciplined mobs, hampered by their women and children, and
almost destitute of leaders. What they did possess was a stubborn
character which enabled them to endure defeat, flogging, im-
prisonment, and the death before their eyes of their comrades,
without the subjugation of their indomitable spirit. Their re-
sistance was altogether unreasonable ; it was transparently useless
to stand up to be shot by the volleys of the troops, and yet they
did so. They were vanquished continuously, and yet the survivors
continued the struggle. What the peasants of the Mountain Works
did in the fifties and sixties of the eighteenth century is simply
what the Slav peoples have been doing always. They may only be
finally conquered by extermination, and they are too fecund to be
exterminated.

The mere numbers of the peasants, their distribution over an
immense area, and the very characteristic of stubbornness, rendered
leadership among them difficult. Leaders rarely emerged, and
when they did so, they were mistrusted whenever they proposed
to compromise with the enemy. However trifling were the oc-
casions of the peasants' disturbances, the real causes undoubtedly
were the compulsory labour at distasteful work,' the conditions
under which that work was performed, the low scale of wages
and the uncertain and arbitrary method of remuneration, for which
the fiscal arrangements of the Treasury were much to blame. But
even had the administration been quite unexceptionable, there
must have been grave difficulties in conducting, by force or other-
wise, a people accustomed to agriculture and possessing a pas-
sionate devotion to the soU, from their customary occupation to
another which to them was invincibly repugnant. Not only were
they unused to mechanical employment on a large scale, and to

=aJ,.t'°T^
some of the Russiaa peasantry there is still a strong preiadice

Sg;°? ""V^"'"
°' ">"*=•*• ^^"^ tteir exploitation is indissociably con-

M^Lu , f^,^"' -."nl
«i">

forced labour and violence. See^
°1

Malenals towards Ike HiUory of the Russian Sects, vol. i UIMs of PeterVeregtn (in Russian) (Christchufch, Hants 1901)
'
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raderground working,* but the iron ore which they mined was

w^nthev asked for h '""T ™' "'''^ '° ^o"' 'hem dowi

thel w»nL * I
^ ""^"^ "hich were due to them, or when

»2^ ."Z"
""""^ '° 'heir fields in the viUages in whichThev

ome'^^s:"' '" "'"^'' ''-y ''"'' ^-- -^he po.;t':?^e;^

From the point of view of the administration, it was necessarv

her ^v" '° "'""'" '™- "^^ '™"««=^ "--"^t be pTotected^dher position as a great nation must be established. The e^s'tenceof bondage nght had prevented the growth of free labourwh^h

^SmX ""d^o"'""^' f *" f-"^-- therefore" gengnt must be used to secure the manufacture of what the Govern-

trih?,tnr u""" "*"* 'hey assumed, an important con^nbutory cause bemg the industrial revolution But the d^^

rTctr'The'n: ''°™'T
'^""^ ^^'^ "<" '"^ only^e^id^es oi

erorand th/ T",P*'''*"*' '" '*^'°"^^ "'h^r than metalli-ferous, and the agncultural peasants, were all in a state of unrestThey were aU fee mg the tightening of the knot of bondage and

heLTverVvTThe""^
or involuntarily, struggling to ',^4"'

S^iT' »
^^""^ "^"^ "' 'he disturbances in the«ghteenth century was undoubtedly the existence of bond^

eight'eetr'L'Jr \'""'''^'t'^^'
progressively throughout the

thrir^l V' "" ''^"*™''' P^^^"'= "separated" fromthe,r vUlages and paying oWA, and other categories of "
free^persons went voluntarily to the works where also "ascribed"peasants were employed and worked for wages. In T734 it anpears for example, that the Demidovs had in their works equalnumbers of "free hired" workers and " ascribed " peasantsAccordmg to the reports of that time. Demidov turned out torn Ws

/'i
;-!
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works twice as much iron as the output of the Treasury works,

and produced his iron at a lower cost. This circumstance was
attributed to the fact that so large a proportion of his working
hands was freely hired.'

The question of employing voluntary labour at the Treasury

works in the Urals and in Bashkiria had come before the Senate

so early as 1725 ; but owing to the fear that the announcement of

voluntary employment for large numbers of men would result in

attracting fugitives into Siberia and Bashkiria from the estates of

European Russia, the idea was at that time abandoned. Indeed

Gennin was instructed on 14th June 1725 to try not to employ

voluntary labour, and not to take into the works " free hired

working men with passports "
; but he was to carry on the works

exclusively by means of the labour of the defined settlements.'

Apart from the effect upon the estates of European Russia in

encouraging " separations " and even flights, the eSect of mingling
" free hired workmen," working voluntarily for wages, with

ascribed peasants working obligatorily for taxes, must have been

to excite discontent among the latter.

The inefficiency of the forced labour , the Treasury works,

even before the disturbances in the mountain region assumed any
considerable proportions, led the Senate, in 1730, to ask Gennin to

consider how the works might be carried on without the latiur

of ascribed peasants.^ In 1734 Tatishev was instructed to tn; , in

some of the works in the regions of Tobolsk and Verkhoiursk, to

introduce " free hired " workmen, but in such a way that they

shorjd not be permitted to settle or to marry in the villages ascribed

to the works. Treasury or private.*

Ostermann, who was a native of the Baltic provinces, and who
was, therefore, mclined to approve of free labour for industrial

enterprise;, urged in 1739, in his Meditations about promoting

Mountain Works in Russia, that the labour of ascribed peasants

should be avoided as much as possible. " Experience shows," he

says, " that ascription of villages does not lead to the benefit of

the Treasury, but, on the contrary, to the injury of it, as well as

' C/. Semevsky, ii. p. 400.
• The Mountain Journal ii826). No. s, p. 144 ; cited by Semevsky, ii.

p. 399-
• Hermann, Hist. Sketch, p. 124 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 399.
• F.C.L., ix., Wo. 6559. p. 14 ; cited, ibid., p. 400.
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to the ruin of the peasants and of the villages, although it does lead
to the benefit of the administrators. The rich and weU-to-do
anioi« the ascnbed peasants buy themselves off, and the poor work
so indolently that an ascribed peasant will take three days to do
what might be done in one day. For that reason his labour is
expensive.

. . . Therefore it is better to try to carry on the re-
quired work by means of free hired people."

Ostermann recognized the difficulty of securing, under the con-
temporary conditions of Russia, a sufficient number of hired
labourers. He therefore proposed to form settlements near the
works of people who might be permanently employed there He
proposed also to give them sufficient land for their needs The
chUdren of these people would be brought up to the mountain
trades, and thus eventually there would be no lack of skilled labour
He suggested that inducements should be offered to foreign miners
to settle at the mountain works.» Ostermann's project did not
meet with the approval of Shemberg," whose co-operation was
necessary, and it fell into oblivion.

But there were some who found the voluntary employment of
free hired labour in technically difficult industries more economi-
cally advantageous than the obligatory employment of ascribed
peasants, who were sometimes not very efficient, and who were
always grumbling that they were kept away from their viUages,
and from their wives and families. Among these enterprising
persons were Tverdyshev and Myasnikov, the pioneers in the
exploitation of the mineral deposits of the interior of Bashkiria.
Tverdyshev, who was himself a peasant paying poll-tax, in spite of
the difficulties which he encountered from the attacks of the wariike
and turbulent Bashkiri, succeeded in establishing himself in the
country. He built forts, garrisoned them, stocked them with arms
and ammunition, smelted large quantities of copper and iron and
paid annually a large sum to the State, without even asking for the
ascription to his works of any peasants. Ap a reward for this
the Senate transferred him from the peasantry, and made him
collector of taxes.'

' Quoted by Semevsky. ii. pp. 400-1.
' Arch. Min. Interior : Aff. of Mountain Trades and Works, art. 8

by Semevsky. 11. p. 401. *
'**'• °

> Soloviev, xxiv. j. 247 : cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 401.

cited
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In the higher spheres, the continuous complaints of the ascribed

peasants were very troublesome, and from an early period even
dangerous. The State peasants were in general (airly contented,
but disturbances were contagious ; the State peasants in general
might be influenced by them, and if the peasants of the pomytt-
scUki joined forces with them, the contagion might spread widely.
In 1756 the Senate ordered the Mountain Collegium to inquire into
the whole subject of ascription cf the State peasants, to consider
how the sending of peasants for immense distances from their
villages to the works could be avoided, and to invent some useful
means for preventing the peasants from being exhausted and
ruined. On the other hand, the measures which might be re-
commended were to be consistent with the continuity of the works.'
Nothing seems to have come of this inquiry ; but the question
came up again in 1761, when the Demidov case was brought before
the Senate. General Kosturin, who was sick and unable to be
present when the affair was discussed, sent his written opinion, to
the effect that it was a question whether the State peasants should
be used for ascription to works, and that Demidov should be
required to hire free people, to use his own peasants, or to purchase
peasants for himself, and that aU owners of -orks should be obliged
to do likewise.* In this year (1761) the Mountain Collegium re-
ported to the Senate that it had decided to impose the following
regulations upon the owners of works where ascribed peasants
were employed :

' (i) That each year roUs should be drawn up
with an exact statement of the taxes which had to be worked out,
and what work had to be done, and that these rolls should be sent
to the villages

; (2) on receipt of these rolls, the peasants them-
selves should allot the works, through the ' elected ' under oath

;

(3) during agricultural work the peasants should not be sent to
the works

; (4) transference of ascribed peasants with their families
to the works was to be forbidden, on ths grounds that should the
peasants leave their villages, they would sacrifice all their buUdings,
plough-lands, and meadows, and that they would require to clear
new plough-lands at the works, even if there were sufficient land
at the works—which was not always the case. The works owners

.a'v"'*-
"''

^"""'"i," P'P'-- 'iff- of Moumain Collegium. No. 197!.AH. No. 11. p. 13 ; cited, ibid., p. 402.
' Soc. o/Hisl. of Ancient Rmsia (1863), ii. pp. 41-4 ; cited, ibid
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would have to permit exemptions from work for years, and would
have to advance money to the peasants to enable them to settle."

The Collegium proposed to recommend the m.ners of works not to
employ ascribed State peasants, but to purchase peasants in the
same way as the owners of private factories were doing. In order
to enable the owners to carry out this recommendation, the Col-

legium proposed to leave the ascribed peasants in their then position

for five yeau, and then to liberate them from ascription, unless

they desired to remain.'

On 9th August 1762, the Empress Katherine II, in approving
of a proposal of the Senate to impose a royalty of 10 per cent, upon
all the products of the metallurgical works, payable in these

products, added the remark, " and to consider about the Treasury
works which had been granted, with ascribed peasants."

'

The Senate then drew up a plan proposing to offer all the re-

maining Treasury works to be given as grants to any persons or

companies who would undertake to carry them on, but without
any ascribed peasants. The grants were to include the necessary
artisans ; but these were to remain in that position for not more
than ten years ; additional workmen were to be freely iiired, and
after the lapse of the period mentioned all workmen were to be
freely hired. Peasants required for the -vorks were to be purchased.

All peasants who had been ascribed for a long period, since 1734,
were to be liberated at once, and the remainder were to be left

under ascription " until further inquiry." Reports were to be made
to the Senate about all disputes arising between the ascribed

peasants and the owners of the works.*

The commission of Prince Vyazemsky supe.vened, and these

plans were laid aside. The ukase of gth April 1763, altered the
relations of the owners of works to the ascribed peasants very
considerably. It removed the anomalous working out of taxes,

by obliging the owners to pay the peasants for their work in cash,

leaving them to pay their taxes to the State themselves, as they had
been doing prior to their ascription.* The judicial relations of the

ascribed peasants to their owners were also altered at the same

' No ukase was issued in accordance with these recommendations.
Semevsky, ii. p. 403.

• Ibid.
* Arch. Min. Foreign Affairs : Relations with the General Procurators,

No. 4 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 404. * Ibid., p. 405.
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time, although graduaUy, b> Vyaienwky proceeded with hii work.
Formerly the managers and clerks at the works punished the
P««ant» (or mfringen.ent .( the regulations

; now a different

role. The hundred men (elected representatives of a hundred
peasants) together with elected aldermen (tvo or three from each
viUage). and two clerks of the mir, formed an assembly for the
discussion of all relations with the works. By it were appointed
the pearants who were to go to the works, and upon it was laid the
responsibility of seeing that such peasants did the work assigned
to them. The assembly was also a court before whom offenders
might be brought. Guilty persons might be sentenced by it tobe whipped in presence of the meeting of the mir. unless the offence
was a grave one. In the latter case, the offender was to be sent to
the works office, where he might be whipped unless the offence was
I very grave one, in which case he was to be sent to the local court
of justice. If the " elected " were not agreed, the case was to be
referred to the whole mir.- if the mir could not arrive at an
unanimous decision, the case was to be submitted to a special court
consisting of the administrator of the works and two neutral
persons.

The confused accounting between the owners of works andthe peasants has already been noticed. This also was remedied by

l^r.^'A'i
"'"' P""""* '"" P^P"" «™""«"g being made on

behalf of the peasants by the two clerks or peasants representing
them. Clear accounts were to be rendered to each peasant Ifany of the peasants felt himself wronged, he could complain to^e elected, and if a petiti was sent about the affair, the
petitioner was not to be molested. Throughout these icg lationsthe pnnciple of mutual responsibility was fully recognized

Unfortunately the regulations of Prince Vyazemsky were notwidely applied. It is evident, moreover, that, in spite of his broad

271: r,"*' °^^T:"^ ^y ""'*"'• ""'' ">« "PP^^^"' variation inthe conditions in different regions caused him to make frequent
^rP™"™ '/"? "'^ '" «'v« contradictory decisions in different
places. The fact was that he had too little time to deal with thecompheated senes of questions in a really masterful way, and he
t. before omitted some cardinal matters. Among the latter was

' F.C.L.. xvi.. No. ii,;9o
; cited by Scmevsky. ii. p. 408.
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«he fact that (or nearly hall a century the wagen o( the peasant!
had not been changed. The value o( money had altered greatly
during that period, and yet the price o( labour l,a<l not altered at
a 1. Tlu» fact was probably the underlying cause of the discontent
of the peasants, and yet neither Vyazemsky nor Bibikov recogniied
It. The consequence of this oversight was that no sooner had they
left the mountain region, than complaints and petitions began again
to pour into the departments of the State. For cxamnle tl -
peasants 01 a village ascribed to the Aviyano-Petrovsky works
collected six kopeks per soul among themselves for the purpose of
sending a petition asking that they might be liberated from
he works

;
and they subjected their priest to a beating because he

tried to dissuade them from sending the petition. The result was
the punishment of the ' elected " with sticks, and the return of
the money to the peasants.' The peasants were undoubtedly
uissatisfied that the Government had neither put a stop to ascrio.
tion nor raised their wages.'

Quite naturaUy and inevitably the whole question of the
mountain works entered upon a new phase. The mismanagement
lit the relations between the owners of the works which had been
granted by the Triasury was not thf only mismanagement The
management of the works as a whole v. as incompetent, and this
became evident to the Government in the heavy arrears of the
payments due to the Treasury by the owners of the works Post-
poned as they might be through influence at court, and even
perhaps through direct bribery, these arrears ere long amounted to
enormous sums. Thus when Count Shuvalov died, the arrear
upon his Kamsky and Goroblahodatsky works amounted to
600,000 rubles.' The total value of the works was insufficient to
meet this obligation, and other property of Shuvalov was required
to cover it. Under the vigorous hands of Katherine If, the whole
was taken over, and the same course was adopted in the case of
S'vers, Vorontsev, and Chernyshev, who had been the recipients
of grants of Treasury works on condition of the payments of
certain sums which had not been paid."

;
C/- Semevsky, ii. p. 412. . Scmevsky. ibid.

' 9;F^S".^^l '''"' ' ""' P- 41 3.

=i„ k ;
,' "' PP' '^•t-5 ;

cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 41 ,. Smalso flu«.an^r<:»,»« (,S85), pp. 477-8. and Chupin, " The C.ranti'nK rfTreasury Works into Private Hands," Mou„ta,n JournalUtie, ). No. 6 p S7a
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When the above-mentioned works were taken over by the

Treasury, the conditions of the peasants were not immediately
improved to any material extent, although the wages were in-

creased by a trifling amount. After the works in question had
been resumed by the Treasury, Katherine appointed a commission,
which was intended to be absolutely secret, with instructions to
inquire into the whole subject of ascription, and to report. The
resumption of the works, together with rumours of discussions
about peasant affairs in the higher spheres, contributed to the ex-
citement which became manifest in 1764 among those of the State
peasants who remained ascribed to works in private hands, and
even among the bonded peasants. In November of that year
there were disturbances among the ascribed peasants in the district

of Kazan. They declared that they had heard of an ukase limiting

the period during which they might be employed at the works to
thirty-six days. There was no such ukase ; but the rumour was
sufficient to cause more than three hundred of the ascribed peasants
to leave the works. They armed themselves with crowbars and
sticks in order that they might not be detained. In January 1765
new disturbances had made their appearance throughout Orenburg-
skaya gub. A local inquiry was instituted, and was conducted for

about two years, A significant feature of the fresh disorders was
the emergence of leaders from the inarticulate peasant mass. One
of these was Daniel Dekhtyarev, a transferred peasant of the
Avzyano-Petrovsky works. Dekhtyarev appears first as an
agitator in 1758, not merely among the ascribed, but also among
the bonded peasants. In 1762 he played the same role, and
received as reward a flogging with sticks. In 1765 Dekhtyarev,
with other elected delegates, made their way to St. Petersburg to
present a petition on behalf of the peasants. On their arrival in

St. Petersburg, they were seen by the son of Evdokim Demidov,
who had no doubt been apprised of their coming by his father's

agents. The petitioners were captured, and were sent under escort

to the Chancellery of the Main Department of the Mountain Works
at Ekaterinburg. One of them, however, escaped, returned to

St. Petersburg, and succeeded in introducing himself into the
palace, and in presenting a petition to the Empress. He was
arrested, kept in confinement in the palace for a week, flogged,

sent for two months' labour at the Mint, and then sent to join his
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comrades at Ekaterinhr i . The petition was handed to the Secret

Commission, toget' i wirn i coir^laint which the peasants had
forwarded about t i tio3tmei!': t'l /hich the petitioners had been

subjected. Notwii,i:;t .nding the ict that one of the regulations

of Prince Vyazemsi.y 1. 'd T>i*vid'jd that petitionei*s should not be

punished, the Commission deiwered the extraordinary opinion

that the petitioners in question had been rightly punished because

they had presented a petition to the Governor of Kazan, " who
was not in a position to examine into the right or wrong of their

complaircs." The Commission also reported that, in view of the

new " unpleasant happenings, the establishment of a new system

for the mountain works is necessary, because of the considerable

advance in prices of all food-stuffs, and the absence of correspondence

between these prices and previously fixed wages ; but that time was
necessary to deal with these matters." Meanwhile the peasants

must be kept in a state of " quiet obedience." *

An ukase of 27th May 1769 announced to the ascribed peasants

an increase of their wages to the extent of about 20 per cent.,

together with an increase of travelling allowances through the

reduction of the rate of travelling from 40 versts a day to 25 versts.

These concessions were, however, accompanied by an increase of

taxes to the extent of i ruble per year. This additional ruble was
not to be worked out, it was authorized to be paid in money. In

the scantily populated districts of the mountains, however, there

was little ready money, and thus the practice of working out taxes

was continued in respect to the former imposts, and was applied

also to the new tax.^

Evidence upon the condition of the ascribed peasants during

the period which followed the contemporaneous increase of wages
and of taxation is to be derived from the traveller Lepekhin, who
reached in 1771, the settlement of Turinsk, near the town of

Turinsk on the River Tura in Siberia.

" From my first entrance into this place," Lepekhin says, " I

remarked a great difference between the peasants here and those

elsewhere. Everyone had a gloomy face, everyone was very

servile, and all their village economy was in disorder. The care of

fields, which might be seen in other villages, was absent here, many
of the plough-lands were deserted, and the houses were falling into

' Scmevsky, ii. p. 416. ' Ibid., pp. 450-3-

vr
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ruin from age and neglect. The peasants were brought to this
condition through having been compeUed to perform labour at the
workshops, and the distance of these from their villages led them
into greater poverty than those peasants who lived in less distiut
places. ' I,epekhin then went on to another settlement, where he
found the same conditions.

" Badly built houses, gloomy and impoverished inhabitants
sufficiently indicate the difference between these people and their
neighbours. These enjoyed freedom ; they were industrious in
their fields, whereas those were occupied at the Kushvinsky Works." '

So also at the village of Selitsche, in the district of Cherdynsk in
Permskaya gub, inhabited by Permyaki." Lepekhin found " one
cnppled old man, all the rest of the people were at obligatory labour
at the works of Pokhodyashin." Because of the long distance
(325 versls), these " taciturn lambs " spent almost their whole time
at the Works. " Poverty has brought them to such a pass, that in
the villages the women and children are, during a great part of
their lives, obliged to satisfy themselves with the bark of the fir,
which they grind down, and mixing it with a little rye flour, bake
cakes of it." *

The traveUers Rychkov,' and Pallas," the latter a Member of
the Academy of Scienc. who visited these regions at the same
penod, give substantially the same account of the conditions to
which the peasants had been reduced by about half a century of
obligatory labour at the Works.

Perhaps the most significant of such contemporary accounts by
impartial hands is the description, written in 1776-1777 by Prince
M. M. Tscherbatov, of the general condition of the ascribed peasantry
in Orenburgskaya gub.

" All the volosis," he observes, " were composed of State
Peasants, who after the establishment of the works were ascribed

cited b7s™evsk°Tp\T; ''' ''='"^'"''«- '""• '• <-» -^-^ P- -^

' Lepgkhm. ,./.. cil.. iii. pp. 197-8 ; cited, ibid., p. 455.

Ca„l^nH'ZT"J i* * ^T"'' "' -^"'^ >"•" "•'Diary of the Travels ,./

^. P=lS D ='^V
•^='?"-sburg, 1772) ; eited by Semevsky, ii. p. 454.

^

.768 T770 rs^- ^,V,^"r" '" "" °*"'™' ^'""""' «f fheR.,ssia» Empire,

St Pet£bur„
l'f"»burg, ,773-,788); and German Translation. Keise

fted'i'yTemlJiky'? p'l,;-
P"' "* """ "*" ^"* "• ?' "'^ ' "><= latter

llltl
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to different shops according to the number of blast furnaces and
mechanical hammers

; but this ascription was not made according

to the proximity and capacity of the volosts, but those were ascribed

who were unable to buy themselves off, or for whom the owners of

the works were unwilling to pay, or those who were desired by the
administrators of the works. Under these circumstances, the
workers had often to walk 700 versts from their villages to the works.

It is useless to speak of regulations which limit the powers of the
owners. These are made more for the benefit of these owners
than for the benefit of the peasants. The abundance of minerals

and the opportunity of becoming rich quickly induced the owners
of the works to ascribe to them a larger number of peasants than
they needed. Thus the peasants are brought into utter poverty,

agriculture is neglected, so that the fertile land of this locality is

unutilised."

'

Although the inexpediency of obligatory labour was thus well

recognised in the higher spheres, even when opportunity presented

itself to put an end to it in detail, the Government did not avail

itself of the opportunity. Thus Pokhodyashin's "lease" of as-

cribed peasants ran out in 1769, yet Katherine II, " in consequence
of the industry of Pokhodyashin in caring for the interests of th :

Treasury," renewed the " lease " for five years.-

The abuses of ascription brought the Governmental administra-

tion of the Mountain Works region into confusion. The Chancel-

leries and Departmental offices were littered with documents
concerning proceedings which had been going on for years, while

the prisons were occupied by the unfortunate peasants who were
concerned in them, either as petitioners or as accused. The peasant

village administration fell into equally evil conditions. The
corrupt management of the works which is described by Prince

Tscherbatov had its counterpart in corruption in the villages.

There the bulk of the peasants were held in subjection by a few
of their own number, kulaki (fists)—who exploited their labour

and lent them money at usurious rates of interest. These rich

peasants had their own bondmen upon whom they piled obligations

after the manner of their superiors ; they succeeded by means of

1 Works ofPrince M. M. Tscherbatov (St. Petersburg. 1896), i. pp. 500-503 ;

cited by Semevsky. ii. p. 456.
' Coll, of Hist. Soc., X. p. 380 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 457.
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manipulating the village elections in dividing tfc ; taxes unequally
and in imposing supplementary village taxes, the proceeds of which
they sometimes shared with the authorities of the works.

Moreover, in addition to the burdens of the peasants through
the agencies already described, the State peasants had imposed
upon them burdens by the direct authority of the Government.
For example, when the Isaac Cathedral was being built by Katheiine
II,' the marble used in its construction was quarried by peasants
specially ascribed to this work, and detached for this purpose
from the works at Olonets.^ Complaints of excessive labour at
the quarries were made by the peasants, almost immediately after
they were sent to them.^

Thus in 1775 the ascribed peasants at the Mountain Works
were ready, after many years of almost futile struggle, to join in
any general movement which might promise them freedom. They
had been in a chronically disturbed condition for about twenty
years, and they were easily excited by rumours and by agitation
in their neighbourhood. The rebellion of Pugachev thus easily
drew into its ranks the discontented elements from the ascribed
peasants at the Mountain Works and from the bonded peasantry on
the Volga. The coincident revolt of the Yaetsky Cossacks of the
Urals, of the raskolnikl who were being taxed on account of their
religious beliefs, and of foreigners ' who had little reverence for
the Russian administration, brought these separate elements
together into what became a great popular movement, uniting the
previously smouldering masses of discontent. Pugachev offered
the peasants opportunity for reprisals against those who had formeriy
lorded it over them with a high hand. The rebeUion of Pugachev
as a revolutionary movement embracing many different orders of
peasants is more appropriately dealt with elsewhere.'

Even after the Pugachev affair rebellion was extinguished, spo-
radic disturbances occurred among the ascribed peasants.

'

The
impossibility of reconciUng ascription and peasant well-being was

> Not the present cathedral, the building of which was commenced in
1819 and linished in 1858 ; but its predecessor (the second on the same site)which was finished in 180 1.

'

K ' ^^Si' ",''t
""""'"

°S
"''^'•tifi'i's o/lhc Region ofOlonets (St. Peters-

burg Public Library), iv., F. 269 : cited by Semevsky, ii. p 161
Semevsky. itiVi ' C/. Semevsky, ii.' p. 501.

' See tnjra, vol. 11. Book IV, chap. ii.
i' v 1 ^
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fully recognised by conscientious officials like Colonel Maslov, for
examjde. who brought the arbitrary action of the owners of works
before the Senate, first in 1775. His reports were not dealt with by
the Senate for several years

; but they formed the basis of discussion
in 1778, and again in 1781. In the latter year the owners of works
were forbidden to punish peasants ascribed to the works by the
State, and to leave such punishment, as a rule, to the " elected " of
the peasants themselves. MeanwhUe, however, increases of taxes in-
creased the burdens of the peasants ; and the payments by the
Treasury for work done in works under its management re-
mained stationary. The latter were sometimes so inadequate that
the peasants contracted with others to do the work for them at
rates much higher than the Treasury rates.* The increase in the
number of free-hired men towards the close of the eighteenth
century rendered such a proceeding practicable.

(6) State Peasants i.n the Forests

When Peter the Great began to build his navy in 1718 it was
necessary to procure timber for his ships, and in the absence of
sufficient or suitable free labourers willing to work for wages it
was necessary to ascribe for the task peasants of the State. Since
the forests in the Upper Volga region from which he desired to
draw his timber were occupied chiefly by non-Russian groups, it
was from the Mordva, the Chuvashi, the Murzi, and the Tartars
of Kazan, who proudly called themselves " serving Tartars," that
Peter had to procure his lumbermen and log-drivers. By way of
compensation for this service, Peter relieved those who were
ascribed to it from the 70 kopek household tax, for the payment of
which they had previously been liable. Whon the poll tax was
introduced, they were, as military serfs, expressly exempted. After
the death of Peter, the Senate imposed upon these peasants r^t
only the poll tax, but also the 40 kopek obrdk.^

In Peter's time the sole payment for the labour of the Ship-
Forest peasants had been the tax exemption

; and the service of
the forest and of the preparation of the timber for shipbuilding at

The peasants sometimes paid these contractors three or four times asmuch as they received irom the Treasury for work which they were oblided
to pertonn. CA. Semevskv. ii. n. c ! 1

^to perfonn.
' F.C.L

Cf. Semevsky, ii, p. 513.
xiii.. No. 9861 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 579.
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Peterhof was placed upon aU the State peasants o£ the different
racial groups mentioned within the Kazanskaya, Astrakhanskaya
Nijigorodskaya, and Voronejskaya guberni. Should the distance
trom the scene of operations be inconveniently great, substitutes
were to be provided at the cost of the ' dissidents." Of such
dissidents"therewereini7i8-g.56.iZ3souls.> In their petitions

against the imposition of taxes, the " dissidents " stated that their
ancestors performed regimental caval.v service, and that thev
served in the war with Sweden. At other times instead of rendering
military service, they paid for every man between the ages of
hfteenand sixty, i ruble, while no taxes were exacted from children
or from old people. Instead of military service they also worked
three months in each year at Peterhof (or provided substitutes)
for that they received wages in money and in bread, and that
they wanted for nothing. But since 1718, their mollahs and them-
selves were working in the Ship-Forests six months in the year
this work costing each of them more than 5 rubles.

The Chancellery of the Ship-Forests replied to these petitions
stating that those among the Ship-Forest peasants who were capable
of working were required to furnish, for the six months of vrinter
and autumn, by lot from every nine men one foot and one mounted
workman

;
and for the whole year, from every twenty-iive men, one

niounted and two foot workmen. In 1718 and 1710, for example
there were at the docks on the Volga and Sura Rivers 2796 mounted
and 2250 foot workmen, drawn for six months from 22 715 men •

and of .uose drawn for one year, 25 and 30 resoectively. The
numbers of men drawn varied according to the requirements of
the Navy Department. These "serving dissidents" prepared
^p timber at least until the autumn of 1727, without any payment
Those who did not make their appearance, in spite of having been
drawn, were obliged to work during the summer at the docks at
Kazan, or to pay at the rate of 3 kopeks for foot and yi kopeks for
mounted men per day for substitutes. Those who wished to leave
the work were obliged to pay, unless they were incapable of work-
ing, 2 rubles in money and half an osmina of grain. Thus in
1727 this charge fell upon 9183 men. In 1719 the monthly wages
of peasants who offered themselves voluntarily for work at the

S.me^ky'-.i.V. ^9.
'"' ^"'^ °' ""'' ""- "^^^ "P- '^'"'^ ="«' "^
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report upon all the villages and volchini taken for public works, and
find out in what state they were previously and to what conditions
they are brought now." •

While A. J. Bibikov was making his inquiries into the state of
the mountain works, he became aware of the complaints of the
Ship-forest peasants. In 1764 he wrote from Kazan to the
Empress Katherine II, ' Against the local Admiralty Department
... I hear great complaints about the serving Tartars ascribed
to the Admiralty, There are not only no regulations about sending
them to the works, but bribes are taken to a great extent. Those
who are rich are not taken ; but the poor who have nothing to
give remain continually at the works, and they are wholly ruined.
They deliver petition after petition to Colonel Svechin, the overseer
of the Forests, appointed by the Senate." ' Svechin himself re-
ported the same conditions, and added that the system was equally
disadvantageous to the Treasury and to the peasants.' The
Empress Katherine ordered the Commission on the Navy and
Admiralty Departments to report whether or not the peasants
might be liberated from the Ship-forests and replaced by free
hired labour

; but nothing came of the inquiry.
When the Legislative Commission of Katherine II was appointed,

the peasants of the village of Mojarovsky-Maidan in Alatyrsky
province, sent an " instruction " to their representative for the
election of a deputy to the Commission. In this instruction the
peasants wrote

:

" We, the lowest orphans of the Majarovsky-Maidan, and the
peasants of the saw-mills, work for the Kazansky Admiralty at
ship-building, and in the forests, and at cutting of oars, and every-
where the Admiralty office requires us, and according to the rate,
we, the orphans, receive during four months, 4 kopeks per day,
and during two months 5 kopeks, and this rate, to us, the lowest
orphans, is not enough for bread alone." '

The Commission on the Navy reported on 20th December 1766,
that it could not propose the complete liberation of the peasants

, No. 170, p. 55 ; cited by Semevsky,

• Quoted by Semevsky, ii. p. 584.
* Stale Arch. Min. of For. Aff.. x,

ii. p. 586.
^ Semevsky. ibid.

f ..' '!«*,?' '^O"""' "/ SI""' <«<lc 98. Tke Inslruclions of Nijieorodskavii
Cub.. Afl. No. 351, pp. 21-3 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. 587.
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'^f*"^ "° ™'""'"="^ P™^"'^'! them.selv« in i764. and in general such attempts from 1713 onwardshad been unsuccessful. It proposed, however, to double the wages

their labour with thM of hired workmen. The Empress did not
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IdmirlL ,
!' ''•^ ."°' P*™'' °' "'^ P'"''-^^' doubling ofAdmralty e.xpem'.ture. Instead of amelioration, the next ftepwas to increase, m 1768, the taxes imposed upon the Ship-forest

peasants by equalizing them with the taxes imposed upon other
State peasants.' This meant an increase of i ruble 60 kopeks per
soul. Against this additional impost the peasants petitioned in
1772. asking to be relieved either of the additional tax or of the
ship-work obligation.

In 1774 the wages were doubled in accordance with the recom-
mendation of the Navy Commission in 1766, and the Admiralty
was directed to try to find volunteer workmen to take the places
ot the Tartars.' These measures were probably dictated, partlyby fear of a nsing among the Tartars, and partly by the desire toshow a good example to private owners. They were foUowed in
I7«2 by new and improved regulations = about the conduct of
the timber-cutting and other operations, with a view to inter-
fere as little as possible with the cultivation of their fields by
the peasants. -^

At the Fourth Census (1782) there were ascribed to the
Admiralty 99,337 so.,K of male sex, and at the Fiftii Census (1796)
"2,357 souls. The numbers actually employed were from 2000
to 4000. In the year 1795, however, nearly 7000 were employed.
Ihe average monthly wages in that year were 5 rubles 11 kopeks
for foot workmen, and 8 rubles 49 kopeks for mounted. Their
total taxes were 4 rubles 8 kopeks per soul per year.' In 1707

, r^',.?'
*^ ^™*'^' '=°"fi™'=d by the Emperor Paul, the wages

of the Ship-forest peasants were again doubled.
The consequence of these various measures with regard to the

Tartars was the loss to them of their previously dignified position
' P-C.L.. xxi.. No. 15.494; cited by Semevsky, ii. p. ,go•FoUowinguMnareportofthe Senate dated nth July ,774, au ukase

.C.L.. XIX. No. 14,166 ; cited by Semevsky, ii. p =8q
was issued. F.(
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as mUitary serfs, and the definite enrolment of them in the ranks
of the S' .te peasantry, in which they remained.

(c) State Peasants at the Silk Works
The introduction of silic culture into Southern Russia dates

from the time of the Tsar Alexis, who ordered, in i6jo, the voynoda
of Astrakhan to establish " a silk business," and to provide the
necessary means from Treasury funds. In the year 1700, Peter
the Grea. ordered an inventory to be made of the mulberry-trees
in the gardens of the Tsar at Astrakhan, and in those of private
citizens. He also ordered that suitable places should be sought
in which large mulberry _ rdens might be established at the cost
of the Treasury, " free hired " people being employed, and that the
cutting down of mulberry-trees should be forbidden on pain of
capital punishment.' In 1720 the Government ordered a silk
factory to be established on the Akhtuba, one of the arms of the
Volga." In 1756 the Empress Katherine II sent an order to the
Chancell, v it Astrakhan in the following terms :

' ih;. ;., her Majesty's will. Silk factories must be established
in Astrakhan and in the vicinity, to which must be sent those who
were found at the previous census to be idlers and those who do
not remember their origin. These are to be appointed to the
service of the Treasury gardens at Astrakhan."

The management of the sUk factories was to be in the hands of
the Garden Chancellery. In the foUowing year an officer, Parobich
was instructed to establish a silk factory at Akhtuba, the factory
which had been established there in 1720 having passed out of
existence. This factory, according to the ukase of loth March
1757, was to be furnished with " lands and people." These lands
were to be selected by Parobich from lands explored by him and
situated on the Volga, " frorr the mouth of the river Akhtuba,
and even up to Tsarev Pad, where mulberry-trees are to be found,
and at Gneloy Erek, places which are not used by anyone and'
which have been given to no one, with the trees and forests growing
in these lands." Such lands as Parobich might sekct were to be
given and ascribed to the Treasury gardens at Astrakhan, from

.' f'S'f • ''• '*" '"^^ '"''^- 3'* ' "'«* by Semevsky, ii. p. S62.
F.C.i., XXIV. p. 793, cited, iiia.
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ro't''^^nlTJh''
*"

"!°"l"
'"«!»""'''' »n<l these land, ar.

c^^'rf .hi r»rH'^°'^;
7*"° ?" '" "•' "'="'«'' «<" ">« Chan.

ukM^ tw„ T " " Astrakhan." In accordance with thi>ukase, two Treasury settlements were founded-Bezro<Ino« (from

There was also established afterwards another settlement

falT r ''*^^"- ^'"' 1"»"*"y <" '"k produced at thii

T^^atrched'trr rr •>""" -""P^^'ant" There were in

re„;H^J .
""^ '*'"">' ^^""^ 400 souls, but thoy wereregarded as non-tax-paying Treasury factory workmen Lratascnbed peasants. They were paid fyearly'lalary of "5

rublesand they received a house and other allowance. » TiL were

fa o™ Th°
"•?,""' "?""" "' •"^ *" ^nnection w^h th"

IrlrJ' K "^""^^J'""
o' 'he mulberry leaves was a difficult

^on had to be made at the very time when the Volga and the

hn » . ntr '" ''°°^' "^"o ^''""'^ had th,.s to be collected in

,„ ,1
OW'.Sa'O'y vvork for the silk factor.es was not a^eeableto the mhabitants of the ascribed villages, because fishing^wa, a

rrnstXTHr™/""T"™- ="'• ">^y --'"ally pforetedagaanst the r obligatory relations to the factory. In March I77t

and toT' ",r'
^°"""'' ''"™" '<""1"''« i"'" their grietnces

» and t?^ ""T
'°

'"'"'r"
''"' *>« *^^ unsuccessful in do ng

50, and the workers ceased to work at the factory. In i,« fnumber of them were flogged by order of the Senate, some of

werTsrnTint",t
' '"

f'^p"'"^"'
'" ^''"" ^''^"'' and some

^Z^dnVr, ""'^\ Furthermore, tho.se who renuined now

hSl I

'he documents as "peasants ascribed to the Akhtu-binsky s,lk works." but their position was otherwise changedThey were no longer required to work in the factory, but 4re

itf
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permitted to work in their own houws : they were no longer
exempted from taxation, but were required to [Kiy in silk the
equivalent o( 2 rubles 74 kopeks per soul of State taxes. Each
household was allotted a certain amount of plough land, meadows,
and forests, including mulberry-trees. They were permitted to
catch fish for their own use ami for sale upon payment to the
Treasury of a fixed o6n)A. Lots upon which the peasants had
themselves planted mulberry-trees wore given to them " for ever,"
but they had no right of alienation. The peasants were per-
mitted to sell to the Treasury, silk over and above their taxes, or
to sell to anyone.' The settlements were transferred from the
administration of the chancellery of the gubernie to that of the
Governor of Astrakhan personally, and a young captain. Nikolai
Rychkov, son of the economic and topographic writer, was appointed
superintendent. Rychkov was told when he entered upon his
duties that the Akhtuba silk enterprise had not succeeded, partly
because of the incompetence of previous superintendents, and
partly because of the " laziress of the ascribed peasants, who,
instead of the benefits expected from their work, produced only
difficulties."*

There was now no difference between the ascribed silk workers
and the ascribed peasants of the mountain works, excepting that
in the former case, the quantity of silk which they had to supply
in payment of their taxes was not defined—a condition which was
inseparable from the exigencies of the silk trade.'

Rychkov appeared to justify his appointment. Within twelve
inonths he boasted that the works had produced nearly as much
silk as they had produced during the previous six years. It soon
appeared, however, that a fraud had been committed, and that
the silk had not been produced wholly at the works, but had been
largely purchased in Kislyar.' Before this fraud was discovered,
the Government, deceived by the appearance of success, trans-
ferred in 1773 to the settlements at Akhtuba, 1300 families from the
Economical vUlages.' The families were not to be transferred
compulsorily, but were to be permitted to decline. They were to
be settled under the auspices of the Economical Collegium, and

' Uka.se of 24th February 177J ; cited by Seracvsky. ii. p. (65.
Semevsky. ibid., p. 566. > Jbjj,

' ' fb{-
' P.CL., xix. No. 14,050 •

•

Ibid. ' Ibiil., p. 567.
cited by Semevsky. ibid., p. 568.
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rjS.iL'"»,"T'"
'""" '"^ P"*""™' »' S'»'* 'axes for two year^

M that the tax-income from the Economical peasantry .Iwild no

t^^T^t!!^, 'T'"'
'" '"' ^'«'"" citable for sUk-cuI.ure «"«

to be reserved for future settlement, of the same kind, and werenot to be granted for any other purpose

«

Under these mstructions, Rychkov surveyed joo.ooo .Us.yalin

i?"iowTrV'"', ^"IS' T! "'" ''^PP^- <""- Urals, alls' a"of It low-lying land. He did not cross the Volga, and thus did

he mcluded were subject to periodical inundation »-the hiehwaters lasting usually until July in each year. A lar,-,. part of hecountry was covered with forests containing elm, willow, poplaMk. and some mulberry-trees, with intervals of fertile meadows'

etLThrf'
r""'"'^°'

''*"' ''"PP^' "P°" "h'^'' "ere was no

Ukes The re°,

,'"•"'
'" '^' '"*" "''"''' """e wore numerous

tl; ^ ,
^ economical occupation of the region was fishingm which a large proportion of the population was employed. Thepossible plough, ands were few and far between, and were some"

ZllJ\^
d'stance of 70 versts from the settlements of the

f*^ kAk^.*''"'"
'^'y *"" '^"'"^^'ed. Rychkov seems to havethought that It would be possible to convert the region into a vartmulberry forest. With skill and abundant capiLl, this mlgh

possibly have been done, but between the Treasury on the onehand, and ihe obligatory, inefficient, and discontented labour ofthe peasants on the other, Rychkov was, as it were, in a cleft-stick

renr^T "P
' V^"*

"""^ ""'' '""'"' *" Akhtuba 3600 souls,rS ^1%^:?"'''"°" °' ""•'"' 7^°°' '" ^'^ settlements

a^riV^H" i"^.**"
""^""^ S.°ups of Treasury artisans "old

ascribed, and the new-comers " new-settled." In 1782 there wereof the former 426 souls. The total income of the Akhtuba enter-pnse at tlus time seems to have been about 16,600 rubles, paid bvhe peasants partly in money and partly in silk, which was sold bythe works or credited to them by the Treasury. The price credited
' F.C.f,.. XIX. No. 14,052 ; citfd Semevsky, i,. p. ,68
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ritw f''^^'!!;''/*'
"° ""^ ^' '"''*• ""^ 'he price realized

rs„ w .
Government or from sales to the public was from

ISO rubles to 230 rubles per pild.^

Although the peasants were under the direct control of an
official of the Treasury, and although the enterprise was a petscheme of the Empress Katherine, they were not contented. At the^me of the rebellion of Pugachev there was a riot at Akhtuba.'
Pallas refers to the " invincible dislike" of the peasants to silk-
culture He says that they even sprinkled the silk-worms with
salt water in order to kiU them ; and that they set fire to the grass
in the mulberry plantations in order to destroy the trees. Some
of them were punished for these proceedings, but eventually
obligatory labour in silk-culture was abolished in 1785 The culti-
vation of the mulberry and the rearing of silk-worms was left open
to anyone, but the peasants did not adopt silk-culture voluntarUy
and gradually the mulberiy-trees were destroyed.'

Rychkov was transferred to another appointment when thechange in the condition of the peasants was made in I78'5 and
another superintendent took his place, hired labour being em,doyed.The works did not even now succeed. The silk-woms died of
cold, and It became evident that in the absence of skilful artificial
arrangements the natural conditions of the region were not favour-
able to silk-culture. Prince Tscherbatov said wittUy "The
peasants made sUk because they were compelled to make it and
the works were founded by an ukase, and maintained by an ukase
but silk-worms cannot very easUy be multiplied by an ukase " *

'

The Treasury silk works at Akhtuba were abandoned in 1800
and the lands were divided among private persons and merchants
on certain conditions. The peasants formeriy engaged as silk
workers became cattle-breeders, fishermen, and salt-drivers.'

' Semevsky. ii, p. 570.

p. 572
*" "-'"P"^' "'S"' ' P- '5<i: "ted Vy sfme^ky, ii.

by Se^etktlrp.^;^"**- "-
"''"' '^'- ''''"^'•"S' "896). • p.493: cited

' Cf. Semevsky. pp. 575-8.
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THE POSSESSIONAL FACTORIES

ascnbed peasants, together with those wL had ^enTurchaJX'

After the death of Peter the r.rpaf !,. t .

were agam permitted to acquire peasants with^anj 3 ' ^
The contest between the land and serf-owning nobles and th.factory-owners, of v.hich the vacillating policTof'the G^verni™:

," Semevsky, op. cil.. p. 45S.

by Dr. B. iMinzes (BerlS, icloo?
translation of the ist edition

' Ibid., p. 30.
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was the visible sign, was prolonged throughout the eiehteenth0^ '"

'l^'l"^
" ^'""^ "' *^ Senate, fhe maxfral^^i^^r

1 nte" It PetTlTZ-r^ T" -^^^^ "^^ '^'^
»,„. , .

" '"' *"^ purchase of peasant villai?« fnr

The effect of these measures was to throw the ownershio of the

??n"t?trh*.' 'n^ •" '""^ ""'' Po-essed^riht
».e. into the hands of the nobUitv.' This nmcMs «,.r,f ^„ 1

from RutianlLet^^^^ "'*''"'' '='™"^''°" "' '"^ """g^i^^

intemlk'' Thl "d 'ff "t""^
'° '"^ factory-owners is readily

of":nTrnds'Sd"H"^Pr'^"^"™' •'^P"^^^^01 workmg hands and dimmished their revenues. In the hands

^n^^^V^ P™"' °' eoods could be forced by the exerisl oi

="• i\t tne same time, prohibitory customs

loom c/Tuga„.Bara/ov»ky "^ * pT """"' '""^ " '" "^^ «"">» P"
' By ukase of 20th March nfi. ria

cited by Semevsky, ibid
' PM Code ofLaws, xv. ,,.490; x\^ i,,6j8

;

* Out of 328 factories in the vpar ..».., ^ * ^t. .nob es. and 46 to foreigners TuJaSa™^^' f J-^"
""«="' belonged to

c4.'ii^"^:^^isb-|iSi&?'55^^-M^kvn,
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public expenditure^^there cLe a ^/'''T "' '" ""P^-'^g

Apart irom this, there was a certain mitigation of oppression Thp

ra^?brX"dV°"r"" ""<* P"^'^- '° theTa™ Je.
ro nave a loom m his own house, and the competition of the inHi

I'X r^""' Tr"^" '° ^«™" '" improvement in 1 quLuythe goods so that importation was. to some extent checked^

;1SL"°
""^"^^ '"-''"- -- '^"^ '° <ieveio;::;a?rrt':a;,

h,H^^
^''^"rage.^ent of factory industry by the Government

KathSf
fdvantage to the factory-owners themselves* •' WhenKathenne II came to the throne, there were 984 factories anS

Th TI'^''"''™ °' '"°"°'^'" i^nworks) ;%>i the year ofher death there were 3161. In 1773 the value of the product

lie^s^.f""'^"
'^^*°"- ^- -bo-t three and a half^^mS

o.h.??!,^*'!^'' °l
"•" '^"""^ '5^'^™ "»' facUitated by causesother than the relaxation of State control. There had gmduaUvgrown up under the monopolistic system, skilled groups of ™rMne

triia'^Sn.t"
'"','"" ""'^ 'o <'™-'' wages'^or'^hdrTabour'

f-ir^f^Tr^—--t\tS:rrkirH::s
^Zt-T^^^^-^---- -PensableStrol

11
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resJ^oflTr li
*'?!,P°P"'''«°" °' «•« to«"»' was at once a

growth and this increase became very manifest as the eighteenthcentury drew to a close. Importance must also be attachS^t^he
practice o oMk payments in lieu of husbandry service LI to the

fmmX JH'^^'T'/"!:" t^^P^^rilyrpenianently of ^laLntfrom the vJlages." Such peasants speedily replaced the ^^tsand beggars who had previously been working in the facton ™aswell as the bonded peasants, because their labour was more effidentttan any of these. But the process by which these changefwSeworked out was a long one, and reactions frequently fc^"tdowing to he reluctance of factory-own.rs and noble Ldo^ers
tendage

"" """ **" '^'"" " *" P^^^^' f™- ">e yo^of

The appointment of the Legislative Commission 3 led to thediscus^on of the whole question of the extension of bondage righ

^fpealts'^Ccjl r'iT"^.'""*-*^ '° PO-ss artSnsana peasants. Pnnce Tscherbatov insisted upon prohibitine the

tTthfnobfutv TV
^'" *™ ''^°"^'^ ^ g'^'»"'J>y transferredto the nobiUty This view was strongly supported both in th^Commission and elsewhere. On the other hand, the m^^chantrv^titioned for he maintenance of the possessio^al s^tem a" it

the c^tTlf K "' *"' "^"^ '^^^'^'0" The manuS t^re^ othe city of Kostroma protested that without possessions neasant'

irk^hops^
'"""^^'"^ "" ^^ *" -c^ease^heir fact^erand

ti,
N°'r''*'f.'™>^"e the protests of the merchant-, aanufacturershe prohibition of the purchase of peasants by them remainXnforce throughout the reign of Katherine 11. ^n exce^Ton wa'

no longer necessary. Cf Tumin n™ i'
""aoeMuse personal service was

howevlr. that the'^merience^of nurelv oW^i °^- " -.P' *'^- ^'•'^ ^ave .seen,

Ob.ik and baUsMna wlrrconcuSt^for a 1^/''''''^ ^?' ""y S"«ii.al.
of the eighteenth century oSZTjZStl^SJSl^- ^°^"'^' «>e end
total population of bonded peaS^t?. ^a^tbtdZ^"^ " "" '""' "« ""=

• Ct. supra, p. 314.
".*^- -^o-

'^ ^ ^ -* * bemevsky, i. p. 461.
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however, made in 1763, so far as concerned foreign factory-owners
who. at their own cost, established factories in Russia. They
were empowered to purchase "the necessary number of bonded
people and peasants." •

uuuucu

In 1743 at the time of the second census, there were 16,027
"^ V l^'""''^"

»"d 14,432 peasants and people in villages
ascnbed to the private factories and workshops, making a total
01 30,459 souls of male sex.^

In 1762, at the time of the third census, there were 16,526
peasants and people in the villages ascribed to factories and in
add^ion, according to a separate report, 1423, together with
29,901 artisans and labourers at the private factories and work-
shops, piakmg a total of 47,850 souls of male sex >

In 1780, according to the incomplete report of the Manufactures
CoUegmm, there were in the factories and workshops, exclusive of
the mountain workshops (chiefly iron foundries), 23.911 souls of
male sex, and m the mountain workshops 51,000 souls There
were therefore at this time at least 75,000 possessional peasants.

in 1794-96, at the fifth census, there were altogether 80,000
possessional peasants, exclusive of females.

These figures suggest that in addition to the natural increase
1.1 the number of possessional peasants, and in addition to those
purchased by foreigners, there must have been some violation of
he statute of Katherine II, which forbade purchase of peasants by
the factory-owners. '

The possessional peasants enjoyed certai.. idvantages By
a statute of the year 1719, they were declared to be exempt from
the payment of any taxes provided they were engaged in active
work. In 1723 It was provided that they should be counted in
the census, but that they should not be taxed.' In 1736 'hosewho paid poll tax were ordered to be liberated." In 1747 the pos-

' FCL., xvi, ii,8«o: cited by Semevsky. i. p. 462

MoskovSSvr'/i'" !S^f""' ?''"
'S

"' 'V"™'"* «"'"«' ^ 'hen defined :mobKovsKaya gub., 16,320 souls; Kazanskaya cud., c;8o7 souls- and inS^bena. 53;; souls. Jourml of the Ministry Sj IndiJ, xxxiii ut,l^No- 8. pp. 250-3 ; cited by Semevsky, i. p. 473.
^

' """" ''^^'z.

I.- . ,f^' numbers were again in the same euherm Archive, „l ik,

t^Zi;!J.Tt;,.
'"' "'^ ^^'"^ " "^ " «*• R-=p°-^ Of \'^:"s,i %

> £Sf ''-..i'f'*- P- 'o
:
cited by Semevsky, i. p. 475.

• F.C.Z... vii. 4145. p. 4 ; cited, .Mi.
-» i- t/3

I.C.L., vin. 6858. p. 7 ; cited, ibid.
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u^fcTtter." *'™/«l'^"-^ '" P»y 'he 70-kopek tax, but.

Zrlnn . if ^
^^"^^ ^^"^ *° *'"' State workshops. theJwere not called upon to pay the 40.kopek tax.' The artisans Womr-ing to pnvate factories appear to have usually paid for themselvesthe poll tax. so that we may suppose that by th^ means th™^

them'' "°™rif'^
'"^•. ^^ " '^ "^^'" 'hat they^ reSthemselves AU possessional peasants were, to begin with exemptfrom he obl.gation of providing recruits for the a^y. both bvTheso-called mountain privilege and by regulation of the Manufactures

Colle^um.' Thelast-mentioned exemption was. however, qualified

rni^h'i ",, ^ '^J,°'^'°"""'
*"^ "'i''^^'^ t° ^nd recruitsfrom the,r purchased villages, or to pay loo rubles for every recruitwhom they wer required to send. They were permitted to pur-

farther'^ fi 'h *^M'«*^<»
'° ^o so. In 1766 the provision wasfurther modified by the increase in the fine for faUing to sendrecmits to 120 rubles per man. ana by the prohibition of the purchase

of recruits. In 1783 the fine was raised to 500 rubles >

When the ironworks of Lipetsk. Kozmensk, and Borensk inthe Azov region, were founded by Peter the Great, the workmenwee drawn from the class of to«-n residents and from th^ odnod-K^s. some of them having been transferred from the works atOlonets The admmistration of the works was in the hands of the

^^'oll °^P^^J"'"t.. In 1754 Prince Repnin applied for a

frL . M "^"l^- ^"n '" *''" *°"°"*"« y^'- ™ the recommenda-
tion of the Mountain CoUegium. the works, together with the work-men and their children, were handed over to him. Repnin was
obliged to pay poll tax for the workmen, and he was forbidden toremove them from the works. In case of more workmen beingreqmred, Repnin was entitled to introduce into the works bonded
peasants rom his own estates or to introduce free workmen Thenumber of souls transferred from the State to Repnin was 028 »

The manager and staff at the works, whenever the transferencewas accomplished, at once proceeded to treat the workmen as ifthey were no longer peasants of the State, but as if they were
F.C.L.. xi. 8620, 883.3, p. s, and xii. 9409 ; cited, ibid.

• rrr" IJ*'*' K'°'- "'• *37». P- 13 ; cited, ibid., p. 476.

Seme^k";: p^e"'''^'
""' "">' ">»P- ' P' " • «'• -sX/; cited by

' Arch. M,n. 0/ Justice. No. 903-3386. pp. 622-35 : cited, ibid.

\i<
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bonded peasants of Prince Repnin. Their wages under the State
had been j kopeks per day in summer and 4 kopeks in winter. In
addition they received a kind of bonus on production ; for every
pud of iron they received 50 kopeks. Under the new r^gimp these
wages were reduced to from 2 to 3 kopeks per day. and the bonus
was reduced to 2oi kopeks per pAd> Under the management of
the State, the odnodmHst alone had been occupied in mining iron ore
and m burning charcoal

; now the artisans as well were sent to these
tasks, for which they were not paid money wages, but were paid in
iron. Under the former system the artisans were permitted in
then- spare time to work at their own forges ; and when there was
nothing for them to do at the works, they were permitted to work
elsewhere. Altogether new regulations were introduced The
artisans were forbidden to work at their own forges and to earn
moriey otherwise for the payment of taxes. In cases of non-
obedience the workmen were to be punishei' with whips. Sentry
duty was to be performed without extra payment by drafts of
30 men each week. Previously the sentries had received the
ordmary rate of wages in payment for the exercise of their duties'
The workmen were also required to cultivate melons and cucumbers
for the owner. Formerly they were permitted to marry their
daughters without hindrance ; now they were required to pay
vyvodnye money," on pain of being flogged. In spite of the

provision m the grant, that the workmen were not to be removed
from the works, Repnin's managers transferred a number of them
to estates of Repnin's situated at a distance of 170 versts where
they were required to work in other workshops than those to
vhich they had been ascribed.' Allegations of fraud were not
wanting; the clerks were charged with embezzlement of the
amounts deducted for taxes from the wages of the workmen during
a year and a half, and when a detachment of soldiers was sent for
the purpose of collecting the amount, the manager compelled the
workmen to pay a second time.' The powers with which the grantee
of the ironworks was entrusted in 1754, to send the workmen into
the army as recruits, enabled the management to deal sharply with

;
Semevsky, i. p. 4S8. . /j.^., „ g

„„ .1 •

'' """' l^l ""*''• *"" ""'y rKcived no allowance for exoensei
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any recalcitrants. Protests were nevertheless made, both to the
local chancellery and to the Mountain CoUegium, without result,
excepting that a detachment of troops was sent down, and many
of the protesting workmen were beaten. Disturbances continued
at these works for several years.'

There were other instances of the deterioration of status of work-
men who were handed over with the factories which had been founded
by the State and then granted to private persons. For example
the paper-mill at Krasnoselsk, established by Peter the Great, was
granted, in 1753, to Count Sivers in " perpetual and hereditary
possessio " on condition that he increased the production of paper
and reduced the price by 10 kopeks per ream." Count Sivers diedm 1775, and the paper-mill, together with the workmen, was sold by
his widow, by permission of the Mountain Collegium, to General
Klyebnekov. Count Sivers seems to have conducted the business
without distressing or irritating the workmen; but after the
change of ownership there were continuous disturbanc*:s. In Feb-
niary 1777, 130 of the workmen sent a petition to th' /.anufactures
CoUegium, complaining that their families had insufficient food
and asking that they should not be compelled to work on Saturday
afternoons

;
that their girls should not be compelled to work against

their will, and that, should they wish to work, they should receive
wages. Sivers seems not to have compeUed the giris to work and
indeed work was only legaUy obligatory upon those who were' sent
to the factories by the police. In the end of 1778 the widow of
Klyebnekov petitioned the same authority, and complained that
the workmen would not work on Saturday afternoons, and that
they sent their daughters to the mill when they were very young
but whenever they were old enough to work they were taken away
for housework at home or were sent to service in the towns'
CoUisions occurred frequently between the managers and the men
Refusals to do work, excepting in the trade to which they belonged,
led to the flogging of the men, and to their being put in chains!
When threats were made that the masters should be informed of
the disobedience of the men, the latter answered :

* Semevsky. i. pp. 489 et seq.

™, *.i2:,';''"'''.°j
*>''""'^ D'scripiion of Russian Commerce, vi., part iii.,

PP-449-S3 ; cited, itii.. p. 496.
., i~i m,.,

• Ibid., p. 498.
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" They are not masters, and we are not bonded," and they quoted

an ukase to show that they could not legally be punished except-
ing " in the presence of the rest of their brothers." '

The workmen sent a petition to the Senate to the effect that they
were not legaUy bonded, and that the proprietors subsequent to
Sivers had exceeded their powers. After a long interval the Senate
issued Its decision in 1785. The artisans were considered to have
been transferred "perpetually and hereditarily" into the private
ownership of the grantee and his successors, and that therefore
they could no longer be regarded as State peasants. The Senate,
however, ordered that they should receive the same wages which
they had been receiving in 1775.

The Krasnoselsk affair was suddenly reopened in 1796 by the
Empress Katherine II, who ordered in an ukase that the work-
men should be returned into their original condition, and that
those concerned should be made aware that the artisans should be
guarded from all offences and oppressions, and that they should
be given satisfaction in money and -n all that belongs to them.
Recruits taken from them were tr be returned and replaced by
recruits from the bonded peasants of Klyebnekov. This ukase
was followed by prolonged legal proceedings in connection with
the peasants' da'ms for compensation. The affair was linallv
settled in i8o2.»

'

Thus, after a long struggle, the State peasants who were trans-
ferred with the factories were declared to be still State peasants,
notwithstanding the transference ; but during about half a century
they were nevertheless actuaUy in bondage to the private proprietors
of the factories to which they were ascribed. As State peasants
they were nominaUy free ; but they nevertheless could not leave
the factories

;
they were in fact bound to them, though in form they

were not bound to their masters.

The position of those peasants vibo had not been drawn from
the State peasantry was, however, quite otherwise. When fac-
tories were granted or sold by the State to private persons, it was
frequently necessary to procure more workmen than had been
previously employed under State management. Count Cher-
nyshev, owner of the works at Yugovsk, was permitted to enlist

' F.C.L.. ix. No. 6858, p. 5 ; cited by Semevsky, i. p. 409
' Semevsky, 1. p. 502.

VOL. I
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«4 workmen from the Black Ploughing peasantry awribed to
his works on the condition that they should not necessarily remain
at those works for ever, and that while they were employed there

i?!l' II-
"^^"^^^ '«"" «>>eir wages, should be paid for them.i

At that time the number of ascribed peasants was 6338 • " some-
thing like an enlistment of recruits" was performed. ' and 230workpeople were drawn.' These peasants, with their familiei
were transferred to the works, and the taxes were deducted from
their wages, yet the peasant community from which they had been

^thrnTT? '" P*'' **,"" '" """ " " ""ey stUl remained
within Its borders, or as if the men had been recruited into thearmy, leaving their wives and children behind them. This double
exaction of taxes went on for three years, when it was not only
stopped but the amount overpaid was recovered by the peasants
at the mstance of Prince Vyazemsky.3 The workmen at the Yug-ovsky works complained in their 'instructions" to the delegate
to the Legislative Commission of Katherine II that their oiece-work wages were insufficient for " food, clothing, and shoes." andha^ they could not pay their taxes of i ruble 72J kopeks per «,ul.
because they had no houses, that they had been deprived of theiUs property and their last field, and were irredeemably in debt

to he Yugovsky works office." • They pointed out that they were
really artisans, and as such were therefore exempt from the poll

!f 1, .. .i
'' *"' ^^hmti to it without the means of paJing

t which the peasants enjoyed. Therefore they requestedf^ince
they were not permanently ascribed to the works, that they mightbe permitted to return into peasantry.

»

..
,?%*'**'*"' "' y^g'^hW'insk and Motovlikhinsk complained

to the Commission of Kathenne II that when the works were under
the admimstration of the Treasury, if the artisans were injured
during the discharge of their duty, they were sent to the hospitaland during the period of their sickness, they received half-pay asweU as their food, while after the transference of the works to

bid., lo ^' Ibid.
Ib,d.. p. s,o. The^^also^complained that no allowances were made to

I0/7-3560, pp. 413 il seg. ; cited, ibid.

them during sickness
' Ibid., p. 510.

, p. 5".
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^tai^r"*"
**"" *" "" ^°'^^ ""• "° aUowanm during

The poMcssional peasants who had previously been peasants

^^.^'Irn """'T" """ P"*"''" ^erious'ly deteri^*^mose who had previously been peasants of pomyelschiki werealready so low that further depre^ion seemed^7imp^ttbry
Yet the physical conditions in which they found themselves under

Iv^ri- Z J'" r'^'"y ""« ""» "««= "hich they hadexvenenced in their villages. Huddled in barracks provided by

UvJ^™Z'?r'":i '" ^"^^ °' '°" " 300. they not improbablyhved generaUy under conditions even less sanitary than those of

changed The alteration m their fiscal position was rather anadmm.strat.ve change than one personal to themselves. Thefactory-owners deducted the poU tax from their wages, and theamount so deducted was sent by order of the Senate to the prolc«from wh.ch they came, in those cases in which the oriX ^ th^

^^Ztt ^
?r°^""^-

^'""«"' ='"" «"'^- -hoTould no

I^hT . u'
" *"°"' *^" "'^"^ »° ^ «"' »° Treasury worksand there to be entered on the poll-tax rolls

»

th^illt"""*
""'

'•'"k"'
"°'''""™ ^^"•^'^ »° '^-^'ories foundthemselves m a somewhat better position than the workmen ofEuropear, Russia. In the works of a member of the Demidovfamdy. for example, recruits were not called for from the skilledworkmen m case recruiting might induce flig. of workmeTto

de^rf'S^H^K
'^^'"""/artars in the nei|hbourhrj' By ^d^ree of the Empress of 12th November 1736, the clergy LdState pea^nts who were found at the Demidov works, a^d whowere skilled .n vanous trades, were ordered • to remain at the

Zu i.T'
*"'' *"^*° '"'

" ^"^"^ •" 'he Treasury settle-

tTat nlw *"^f^"ti *° 'he wovks." The conditions werethat Demidov should pay for them the 70-kopek poll tax and the40-kopek oWA. and that they should be excluded hZ tax rel™,!si!
bihty at their prev.ous places. When Demidov took the peasants

' Scmevsky, i, p, 511

. ^' F.C.L.. vii, N&. 4699. Ukase of .oth April ,7. j ; cited by Semevsty,

cited by Semevsky, i. p. 517.
'L./,.. x. 7548. pp. 7 and 8

;

Ifit
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o( other pomyehMki into employment tt the works he wu

Mr K*" I"'"
P'o^'ion does not seem to have been carried out

w«ki:::ft1,om th"' *r^'"^'
"" >*''»"«» ^^° were S.. theworks without the explicit sanction of the law or the orders of the

^hrXirnLT'Tr""" '" "" "'™«' '» "« P'-« towWch

.Dt^are^ .h^n^;. T
"I""™™' P'-«l<'<^«d infusion, for it

Skh .

^"'""'y """'""''" ""f""' «» we" as «he privateestablishments ,„ Ptrn.skaya gub. and in Siberia, were Slvoffenders, and that in the category of persons liable odSlonthere were in all upwards of 7000 „uls, or probablvTb^u,

c^o^T\JT""''' "' '"» "-"^ nothing was d'one .0carry out the law, for nine years later, in 1763, the number ofsuch persons had nearly doubled

'

numoer 01

the« wereTtth'^fil'.h^''^
"'"'""""' '*'°"«*"« '° P"™«« °™«".

S»o'l«L^* f

""'"' '"'''^' '""^ P^^P«'"»' '""'•men.7«A»o oWa««,M, for ever given-up people).' It is clearfrom this reatively small number that the^^prLtice of ' •gXup for ever" had been diminishing during thVlatter mrt S thf
eighteenth century. Indeed after Ihe maniles'o K^hent Iin 1762, prohibiting the purchase of pc...,ants, this practice waearned on only by evasion of the law""^ For ;xample thrpTvCouncilor Vsevolojsky bought in 1773, from Princess BeU^lsI^^the Pojevsky furnaces and brass foundry in Permskaya ^^ Ziasked for permission to add to these works a forge, and to emp^yin It and ascribe to ,t peasants from h,s own villages and^^Feasants purchased from different persons, to thTLmtr^
5228 souls In .p,te of the general prohibition of the wreha^
iTfT^t-

''^.*'™"'«'" Collegium permitted VsevolojskyTo d^what he asked. Vsevolojsky 's influence was evidently veTOerfulbecause he was able immediately afterwards to obKnSor'

' Semevsky, i. p. 521,
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r«^ind"". Ll; ,.,""" r'"" °i
"," ""'"' ""•' '" "-P ••>•

», committed still nmlth^r
P"'''^*'' ""'''"8 *« convenient to do

of the l>o mkrwor, to In'"
"'•.'" '"""•'ring «'" I»a»nt.

were " indefea^binnrt
1°

..T^'
elsewhere, although they

no. ^jally ^"^mLrd'frtXm a"""""
'" "« '°"""' ^"' ™"'-

dq«rtrenrwhl''h"''"''"^ *"" "P'*""^ «'""i"n«l by the

TrpeZnt! h»^ f;"*^"
" *"' '" -^^ 'hat the law wa, observed

or to fiX / '^ L "* '"' P^'^ction against arbitrary actions

nUt°/Tt;°did"'otr: ''"''T''r.^
""^'^ leganyTec::?;^

proceedine was to
"
H » .

,=«iopt the alternative, Their first

of K^n^ Thev told h ^.ff.V" '^""" Metsch^rsky, Governor

Dreoar^ f,, ^ ,' .1
'""'•'I^a'-s, about five hundred peasants

acUon LtirT' « ?!"'"' »*^n»«<l and prevented anyaction until the affair could be irvestigate<l. The Senate then

actTon i
''";'=P'-'"r fr- the Mountain CoL^ut o iu

blS ."' ""^'^ '"'"^ *''^' '"' "«-" <" 'he Collegium had

men"in'"Sff°V'""* '^* ""'''"8 ^ours of bonded and free work-

ra he indefiStr''
"".' ""'fP' '" '"e eighteenth century is

adm nisterStv thTir !"! '"tk"
"^ ™""^"^ "'e establishme^nts

wo™su?d.r i?f I
'

J"'
^'=g"lations of the Admiralty forworks under Its charge prescribed a working day of 12 J to iU hour,between xoth March and xoth September' D^ng thStder

I
Semevsky. i. p. Jn. /j,^For account of these, see s^pra. p. 434 ,( j,,.

' Ibid., p. 536.
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of the year, work was required to begin an hour before sunrise and
to cease an hour after sunset, with one hour for rest during the
day. The regulations of the mountain works, issued in 172sprovided for signals to begin work at four o'clock in the morning'
to cease for rest at eleven o'clock, to resume work at noon and
to cease at four o'clock in the afternoon." Eleven hours networkmg time seem to have been normal.' The Mountain CoUegium
ordered in 1745, that the workmen should cease work on Saturday
afternoons '' three hours before evening." • Of private establish-
ments in this connection little is known, but complaints were
made by the workmen at Yagoshikhinsk and Motovilikhinsk
works belonging to Prince Vorontsev, that they were compelled to
work on Sundays and holy days. Night work is known to have
existed m the mountain works.''

During the latter half of the eighteenth century the factories
and workshops were " technical schools " • for the workmen Out
of peasants drawn from the plough, skiUed mechanics and other
craftsmen were slowly developed. These men had profited by
the instruction of foreign foremen and managers, or had acquired
unaided a knowledge of their respective trades. Foreign work-
men had been brought into Russia in considerable numbers in the
time of Peter the Great

; but to retain them was difficult, because
they could not readily accommodate themselves to Russian
customs. The necessity of replacing these foreign skilled work-
men by native skilled workmen, together with the increasing
reqmrements of growing industry, led to the employment of an
increasing number of Russian free labourers working for wages '

At the works of Prince Vorontsev, aUuded to above the
artisans received in 1766-1767 from 30 to 40 rubles per year
founders 27 rubles, carters 16 rubles, and labourers and lads of
fifteen years of age and upwards. generaUy 12 rubles per year.

citei bytme^sk?"'f";">'='"'' ""• "^'- '' '
""O "''' "• W37. p. 569 I

cited "T"""'
^''""'"' '"'""' ""^ ^'"'" 'St- Petersburg, 1798), ii. p. 34;

• Tugan-Baranovsky, op. cil., p. 46. , ^^^
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men, 9 koplks ^r Sfy

.

'" """' '"' "" "^'""^'^^ """

immediate!; proIurtivriat^the1"ht"^^^^ "* ^"P'o^"' '"

Hermann, o*. cit.. i, d
P- S38;

'^

' Tugan-Baranovsky, o/>. c,V., p. .^
* For examnlfl th« mr.,„ *^- ^

PP- 19-24. 39 : cited by Semevsky, i.

,-..-.L««ciuuvt,Ky, op. Clt., p. 46

by the number of ILlltl issLS' ?h" VjJPll.L^lL.''--
«9.6'

' For
ycara was m Lnuu&ciiias : i

'

a" shown by the number of passports issued"' Th^'w'r"' 'i'*'''
"'°^' ^'^-

.efoomentof PHi';,/t"he"°^,^°e^S?y/' «»»;; owmg '° '"= "-= ^'™0e.

J|

i\

aevefcp^^oi ^&y^e;^X^SS4te.;S«
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they had been taught they might be sent into different trades.He ordered al«, that in cases where young men of eighteen totwenty years of age were at school, wages should be paid to them
at a rate equal to the amount they would have earned had they
been at work.' '

Throughout Russia the peasants had been in the habit ofspmmng and weaving wool and flax into doth for their own use

iJ°"*'
!',"'^ ^™^ "^^^ composed of levies, the clothing of the

soldiers did not differ from their customary habit; but when a
regular amy was established, different regiments were necessarily
Clad in different umforms, and the manufacture of these uniforms

I!!;Jff , "T^" ™'f "* ""' *" ^ P^''^"' ""^if- Army clothingmight cleariy be made of more constant quality and in a moriunvarying manner m a factory than could be the case if it were

^nnL'^A ^ '' "T ^ '""^ ™'"y '"^Pection in numerous

established at Moscow. In 1720 Peter the Great ordered that a

tZr/" .^°.';!'^"y"'°"'<* ''" '''™«'' '° ^^^^ °™^ this factory,
together with the artisans and a subsidy of 30,000 rubles for three

Permission to purchase viUages in order to supply working hands

cTot\"tt'""*'? ?
the factories until 1721, ZL the M^t

cloth factory at Its begmrang was entitled to recruit only from

num^f f'T^" " "''"' " '"^"^ """"«' <" Artisans than thenumber handed over to it by the Government. The company
was, however, entitled to enter free people as apprentices to

r^^^ruui:
^%'"^"^'^^-'>f-- sheltering them mig^t be'fined

100 rubles. The question of wages was left to mutual agreement ^

Ka^n w," T^'^'
'"'"' ''"^'"y ''^'°"Sing to the T^sury atKazan was handed over to a local merchant named MiklLvand Compamons"- and in 1726 the Tavrovsky factorrin

\ oronejskaya gub. was also transferred into the " per^tual p<Lssion of a company composed of local nobles and merch^«

twentvTfiT',"'
'"

'"'r^
'"' """^"'y <" *« f^^tory fromtwenty to fifty looms, and to supply cloth to the MUitao- Col-

.^^^«*. M,„. „/ Justice. No. 07;-3s6o, p. 584; cited by Semevsky,
^ Cf. infra, p. 512.
' F.C.L.. vi. 3526; cited by Semevsky. i. 540. * Cf. injra. p. 50.,.
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lepum • Since a factory of twenty looms was described as a

^Sfl ^^\°7:""^ ^'n« there were, after aU, but few fa tori«great or small, ,t ,s evident that the textile industry in spite of "h^

m 1734 the Empress Anna called upon people of all ranks'"excluding pea^ntry, to form compani« fofthe purpose of '"tathshing cloth factories, either with or without thT aid of the

cfDhl'l
:!''"''''.»" ^PP^--^ t° "^. not so much in the absence ofcapital in Russ.a. as m the absence of industrial capital. Themerchants found more advantageous employment for their cap tajm commerce, and the landowners found that they might use thdr^pital more advantageously in agriculture than in indul^^The e appeared also to be more directly and obviously profitaUeemployment for industrial capital in the exploitation of'^^Tnerasand n metal manufacture, than in the manufacture of cloth Thegreater profits of the former may be accounted for by tl.. fartthat there was only the most slender competition in certain minor

WW , r*'""^'"' '"""^^'y f™-" the small craftsmen

S'fnd ? f
^nufacture every peasant household was a com-'

cC The™ .'"/'" "° ^'"'"' '*""""<' '" factory-made
„„/' J .t

P^ " '"•^ ""' "'" "• ^n*! the townspeople and gentry

duct":^ tt 'tJ"^™' f°'^'°'
''""^"y '° the in'differen? prZ

tZ^ ? *v
'^" '^'"'"''- ^'«= Government contracts forarmy clothmg were, no doubt, important, but it is possible eitherthat they were so profitable that they rendered, in tte indi,^du^«se the improvement of the production in orde; to secu e a^^

Tou^ toTr"™; °' *''"* ^"•='™^^ '"^y *-« ™t protiTaWeenough to mduce enterpnse exclusively on their account
Further inducements appeared, therefore, to be necessary

Sh to exZftV''?'U'''^ 'r.
°' ^='"""8 '° ^he factories the

..ght to exploit the labour of bonded peasants. The ukase of7th Januaor 1736 not only bound to the factories the artisanswho were employed there at that time, but on payment bv the
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mth the artisans, working people, and all appurtenanii; vmaeeTpeople, and peasants, lands, premises, building a^r^iUsTrtwithout exception eveiything "^hich i's now T^X^^t^, The

Matveyev was thus placed in the position of volchinal owner of

mco^-e derived from these soarces was required to be pdd into

mate^ru^f: tnil;":fr-^ft^^^^^^^^^^ .^
™"«'^-""

xrurnotrtir

'"-^ "^p-™" dTs^ppJ^oTh:

of fLorierandv^t; "°'f
"'"^'""^ '"^^ '"""^ transferences

oftheL°^en9-:'^;;„-rd^^^^^^^^

by an ukase to the Senate by ^Kltherinfll in^/^^'shetrdttjthat inqmnes be made into the conduct of the ownei^ of clothfactones^n order to ascertain whether the quantity ofTothwS

fared to other ovTiers,' This ukase was foUowed by a^ ordewhich required from those factories where the workmen had no
* Semevsltv nn r.-, ,
;
Semevsky, i pp. 542-3.
F.C.L.. xiu. No. 9986. Ukase of ,2nd May ,752 ; cited by Scmevsky1. p. 543. J '/s* , wita Dy ^scmcvskv,
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iajid. twee as much doth as from those where the workmen had

,0^ „, f" 7'7 l^"'^'''
"""""^ there had to ^supplied

IZXTtU ttrv"""'"/'
J""""' '"^^ conditionsTof e

"hTTs 'it w,,? 2 **'.'" ^ '^"'^"ed to «)meone else;.

!!^d!^g
** confiscated, the perpetual grant notwiti-

quanthies*''oVrlIr7
°*f"\^"PP'icd to the Treasury insufficientquantities of cloth, and under the Emperor Paul in 170, an

to implement their obligations under penalty of resumption bv he

was taken upon this ukase m the same year, in the case ofKuznetsov, whose factory at Ryazan was confiscated This facto™possessed 571 peasants with lands. The usual obligations to ?h^

ZT^ ''k
""' '"^" P^''°™«'' ""<' '"e factory hTmoreoverfrom 1793 been engaged in the production of linen imteld ofwooUen cloth,' as required by the deed of gift

The workmen at the cloth factories were drawn from manv

fttri T"'';.
""""^ "''° ^^ "-" granted originaSy to thefactories when they were transferred to private ownership were

^tat^s'^nrmonl ^'^ ""T/"^
'"^'^'' <—'^ f™-"'estates of the monastene. and from private estates. chUdren of

hLtT', ,T'''.'
P""?'" '"='™eing to the merchamrrand the

rttns u.^i^'^r^
/""' '° **"= y^" '747. the posseslna

ta^ in fht T P'""""'' "' ""= "«'""'=''" ^'i'^. paid "Otaxes, in that year, however. aU artisans, including the cloth-

TereTot*"' 'T"** *° P^^ ""^ 7°"'=°?^'' P"" '-• although heywere not required to pay the 40-kopek oMk. The question was^sed m 1798 why they did not pay oMk. but the ManutctuTSCollegium explamed that, being constantly employed at factory

resjectively. Semevsky, if p 544!^
''^' '" ''°'^'" ^^ 84 kopeks

Ukase of 20th November 1791 ; cited, ibid..

_ , xxiii. 16,008
pp. S44-S.

-PCX., xxiy. 18.087 ; cited, ibid., p. 545.

' C/. Semevsky, i. p. 543.

'(•r
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work, they were not in the same position as the State peasants
at the mountain works, and therefore could not be expected topay obrdk; mdeed, the quantity of cloth which they were requiredby law to weave was so great that they were hardly able to accom-
plish It.'

The cloth-makers or weavers were required to furnish recruits
in the same way as the artisans of other factories. The weavers
in the towns were obliged also to perform civic duties. They had
to act as police or to pay for substitutes to do so, one man for
every fifteen houses. In Kazan the weavers were also liable to
the obligation of providing fuel for soldiers who were quartered
upon them.^

The conditions of labour of the weavers in the factories of the
eighteenth century were extremely bad. The majority of the
buUdmgs in which weaving was carried on were so badly con-
structed that " the weavers had hardly enough light to see what
they are weaving." 3 Owing to complaints of the inferior quality
of the cloth woven under these conditions, a Commission was
appointed m 1741 to inquire into the conditions of the cloth
industry and to formulate regulations concerning it. Like many
other regulations on various subjects in Russia, these had not the
least effect. The investigation made by the Committee is, how-
ever of much importance owing to the light which it throws upon
the life of the Rus.sian weavers of the eighteenth century. From
the report of this Commission, it appears that the work is done
very slowly, and that the workmen " come when they wish, and
go away when they like." The factory managers are recommended
to have sand hour-glasses. Sliould workmen arrive late they
should be reprimanded for the first offence ; for subsequent offenc^
they should be fined. Should a workman fail to make his appear-

f^'^t'^ '^ .""l^
^^ "^"""^ *" P^y * '^^y'^ "''g^^ *<" ^ substitute

tor the first offence
; for subsequent offences he should pay twice

DD \»'f,-'"J',',tl°":^"^ ''r '^ff- '^''"- Co"- bundle 420, Afi. Nos. . i -
, 3,PP- 4»-S5 . cited by Semevsky, I, p. 546

^ iua. ii [j,

»™J^..^^™"'' '"<_.''"'', ""'rty-five soldiers were quartered in twentvseven
no. 534, pp. ,, s_6. bundle 534, Aff. No. 22, pp. 12,-0- bundle uiAff No. ,1,732, pp. 2,_3s . cj,<,j by Semevsky. i. p 547

" "

in ri,'
°"^''' ' P.,517- The writer has observed in smilll native shoo,

wea'^rwer^'IS^ki^^^tesTktS.'"
"'"^''' "-^'"« "'-s. ^^ihlft
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Zn7^^ "^
Z^^

"' *"'• *"''• '" »<''""<»' he should be floReed

fwH IT". P"^"™ *° ^'"'«' 'he chief of the facto^he

and w!» n '^^
'"J'

'°' ^'^ """'hs he should receive onjy breadand water Durmg the eighteenth century women were not usu^tv

mended that they might be employed, but only should th^v Tn

of":^ge' IsThrr„"''H^fV''^^
''""'"«= p-^ =^*^^^

M„rf f .
*"" ' 'he factory owner had " his ownbonded artisans and working people," he could send them two™as he might determine. These regulations were not brLht^nto

force, but they illustrate the attitude of workmen and fa tortowners ahke during this period.
Jactory-

ft.rt^r^''';'^''
concerning two of the principal cloth factoriesfarther disclose the conditions of labour The cloth fJtnr, !

a merchant of Kazan. After his death it was conducted bvhhwidow^and afterwards by her brother Dryablov. In 1737 Drvablovreduced the wages of the weavers. A jitition was sent by 140 ojhis employ^ to the Commerce CoUegiL, stating that be^oe thetransference of the factory from the Treasury, theleavers received
6 kopeks per arsh,„ of cloth ; under Miklyaev they had 6J ko»ks

h^d r ; 'Tr ' '"'P^'^^' ^' PO""'' "'""'I. -nd that dovhad reduced the wages so that they now received only 5 kopekland 2 kopeks respectively. The Commerce Collegium decidedagainst the men, and told them that while the pSmen forinsubordinate factory workers, according to the Ska^ of i„6was banishment to distant towns or to Kamchatka IwspenS'would not be enforced
; but that thev must obey b^ablov ttat

workfJ and Z" ''%r'*"''"
'"^ P'^™^ °' al7the facto^workers, and that no other petition would be received from thenT

.^ thTt n" l^P^'V "'^^^''"^' ^=''"^' "^= decision,Temanu;

Z^ln'^
°" be deprived of the factory, and that it be gramedto someone else, who should be instructed to accede to thrirdemand that the rate of wages should remain as it hadten in hetime of Miklyaev. The case came before the Senate wWch re!

Cblov Th'T,;'
"' '^™"'"" ^'"^^"" -d -prim nd^dDryablov. The latter was told that he had no right to reduce

' C/. infra, p. 515.

,«i!,
:,«!
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vrages without an " order," therefore he was obliged to compensate
the workmen by paying an amount equal to five years' arrears of
unpaid wages. He was obliged also to keep his work-people
decently, and was forbidden to make them work for him other-

wise than in the factory. Any workers who had been banished
in consequence of the disturbances were to be brought back It
however, these or others should take part in renewed agitation'
they should be dealt with as the ukases directed.

The amount payable by Dryablov to the workers for arrears of
unpaid wages was 10,000 rubles ; he paid actuaUy about 1300 rubles
and appealed in 1742, and again in 1743. In 1744 the workers
again petitioned the Senate for relief against Dryablov They
complained that he had compelled them " to seU their last belong-
ings. Two petitioners carried the petition to St. Petersburi;
where, in accordance with the regulations, they were obliged to
remain until the case was decided. The affair passed into pigeon-
holes of the Manufactures Chancellery, there to remain for years
Meanwhile the patient petitioners waited in St. Petersburg One
of them died in 1755, after waiting for eleven years ; the other
was still waiting in 1769, twenty-five years after he had arrived
with the petition.^ How many years longer he had to wait be-
fore death overtook him, fixed as he was in the slowly movine
mechanism of Russian justice, is not known.

MeanwhUe the factory at Kazan had passed into other hands
Dryablov had been succeeded by Osokin. In October 1796 while
the census was being taken in Kazan by Senator Mavri'n the
cloth-workers complained to him that from the tune of the estab-
lishment of the factory in the early years of the eighteenth century,
the pnces of food had increased by 400 per cent., and that from the
wages they received they had insufficient to pay taxes and to
obtain food for their families. T^c old people and the chUdren
had therefore to go about begging, although not only the men
but their wives and daughters, worked in the factory. The artisans
asked that their wages should be increased, and that female labour
should be abolished. Mavrin reported that he had learned from
the manager of the factory that the best of the workmen received

i

„'
,?fl''!,"*'°c'

""-.No. 168, p. 8; xix. No. 387; cited by Semevsky.. p. 553, and see Semevsky. pp. 549-53. ' •»•"•/.

'!>•'' P- 553-
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^re L7l^rr^
"-onth and that the wages of some of themwere not more than 90 kopeks per month. " On such wages "

wife and httle children." Mavrin's report was sent to the Senate

Ih- T.f;- ^ "^- °"'"" **' frightened by this report, and bythe attention paid to it, and was constrained to pay of his 0™

low pnce of the fimshed material, and he proposed that the

he^2 1""^
""T'.^'

'"^'"y- ^^'^'^ his offer be r!^«ted!

J iTt ^T™' '^"''^ " ""'K"' •« '" «"• i""ease the waS
Ka^skv r

""
""'/t*

^^y '797. The case was referred*^Kannsky, Governor of Kazan, who made a number of drasticrecommendations. He proposed (i) to relieve the artisans o? theburden of quartering soldiers upon them
; (2) to extin^ish theobl«at.ons of tax payments and of recrui duy under ^h tLworkers lay

; (3) to extinguish the obligation^" to^nl^^ e

t Tr. T"'' ?r '" ™' ""^ '" '""' " 'he Treasury eltTtes

from Tot^r ''"''","*? "' "'°"' '"J™"'' hy the Government

bvThe ir;^"^' '"" °' ""^* *' '° " '"«'"«ty to he produced

JrL^f .. '""^'tf
*"''"'™- ^"° y«*" afterwards, in 1800. theManufacures CoUegium decided that it could not undertake toremove the taxes and other obligations from the Kazan doth"

cZh'"' "^ ' t"'^"""^
'"^ -^"""""O" <" the q^tity of

W,ir[l h°

""
/"^"'^r'-

7h<= '5"-«ty was diminish^ to00 arslnn of cloth and 40 arskin of karazea »

While the case of the Kazan factory workers was stUl beforethe higher spheres, the Emperor Paul visited Kazan in 1708 tZ
workers, m spite of the increase of wages which they had obiainedmade a complaint to him of the harshness of their master anS^e inadequacy of their wages; but the complaint was regarded as

Tand? t r"'*'""-,'"
'"= """^ y^ '"-^y-five of th'e fa to^hands a Kazan applied to the Manufactures Collegium to be p^.mitted to enter the ranks of the merchantry or of the to™

bundle 334, AAo.^.f^;; '>^^T.^^%^%g^X""!p%fr''-

I ll
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[iffrhl'V*™/
»''» '^'"K*"'" ™i«''«d thi» application on the ground

tor, V aniTj.h'"' ° '"Pf^ ""^ '^°«"'™"« «ith cloth obliga-ton J
,

and that, therefore, they could not sanction the release from
It of any of the workmen.'

The •• Great Cloth Court," or Treasury cloth factory in Moscowwas transferred in 1720 to Shegolin, a merchant of JWw A™;
Of his partners, Bolotm and others. The wages paid to the work.

i^J"'^ ^ ""• P"''*"'"^ 'he same policy as Dryablov, and pre

worl'^.::^: ''"He*;''!.'''::-
''^"'™'"«'

'" '«*"«"'' w;g» of"^^

"bv th^eats^l " T^" '"'' ""'""P*"'' '° "-"P-l 'hemby threats to sign a document to the effect that thev werewiUing to accept the reduced wages
; but the worker wo^d ^^consent, and several of them were beaten with rods. The resZseems to have been a kind of lock-out, for work at the fact™

interrupted between 22nd March and 14th May 17J7 and mr„v

^t> ""Ttu 1'" '"'' P°"^"y '»'' "insolvable'debts They

SlTnd^''. ''^*'^""^'""^"^S""" -1 'he Senate withoutresult, and for the time they were obUged to abandon the struggleTheir petitioners were indeed sent in chains to the Militar^St

Baron Mengden was sent to Moscow to investigate the cas^According to the statements of the workers, he was bribed by thefactory owners; at aU events, nothing came of his investigationThe workers then sent a petition to the Empress, a^d on

a'strike''
''"'• """' """-'" """^ "''''>^' 'hey e;gagi Z

^nt^s* ^"T "'^" investigated the affair thoroughly, and on29th September 1742 announced in an ukase that they had arrivedat a decision simi ar to that at which they had artved in ZKazan case, namely, that the reduction of wages was arbitraryand unjust. Bolotin was, therefore, ordered to pay the workmenwages as defined in the ukase of 1723. The Manufactures cTegTlwas instructed to find out how much was due to the workeS nunpaid wages, and to report to the Senate. "The principarag,'
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".en^ Comp,.i„.,T,h"''".av"„*
to TeLftl."/l """^^

•erved with inferior wool were to h^ i„
«««=« «hat thej- were

<actures CoUeRium Th^t r"u^ mvestigated by tl,e i.wu.
CoUegium. had to decide S^^^*""'

'*'"'" '^"' "•« «'"'• T
experTmerchan. ••

to whatt„r:'^'««'7 l^'"
"*"">' "^

Md at what price tL whli '^ ! u*"
•^'°"' 'hould be made,

inx746nodeSL^?"" Pj^'^^J^ **"" '""' '""'^ "ut
.gain revolted, FurtLrcau« of ji- ^ *• ^" "* ^"""^
practice which had Z^nuo^^,'^!'"""*'!' *" 'o""" m 'he

the factory on oMkZ Xrl "* *"""" '° «° ^"''y f™"-

.tate of this factory, the Manufactu^^?;,,',"
'"" °' ""* "'^'""^

to take into factory work ?hel,,^^ ?''™ P«""i"«l Bolotin

live idly at the facto^"
™;'»"8hters, w,ve,, and widows " who

pointed'out in a ^Itl^on t^thrSena^Ztt'"*^" '° '''' """
in contravention of the law' %,. ~».

""' proceeding was
the workers then Lit one to S^ CJ^ ^fn'T""^i

"""
petition, a workman called Bykov waT^tnTs =

"" °* """

ordered him to be fio^,.pH =nH . u- ^ '" ""* S'^"»'e. which

June of the ^^^y^^^^T.^r,i^^Z T'^' .
'"

sent another petition to the Fm^rL /. ^' ""^ wofke"

Out of a former thousand, there remained o^vo*°f''! "^P'^'
twenty. He demanded that search should be^^^^eZTr^tives, and that when they were cantureH th.,, c^ ,! L

*'"' '"S"-

Only 3. were .ught; a'oS ZX^X'^ '^^''i'lC'^^^-^

VOL. I
' ^*^ "'""** "^ ""= "»« °' '736

2 K

m.
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June a86 workmen began to work ; but 127 refuMtl to do 10.nie benate then ordered that o( the* ij;, every tenth man shouldhe beaten with the knOt, and together with live others who

to hard labour. The remainder o( the 137 wen to be flogged and
to be torce,l to work. Of fugitives who never retumedl^d who

7Z'\J1
"?'"•"'• «>«« were nearly 600. In order to compensate

JrL .k'
"".'"""^ ''*"'•'' ""« *'"""y Collegium irantedfrom the garnson schools 400 scholars " incapable of study "

in the end of the reign of Katherine II, this Great Cloth Courthad fallen into the hands of Prince J. Dolgoruki, who leased it in

•Vi!".*^
'"'' """"^ Ardalionov. At this date, according tothe Fifth Census, there were at the factory only 276 souls. In T7Q7

the workers complained to the Manufactures Collegium against the
lessee of the works, first early in the year and again later, com-
plaining of the merciless beating of the previous petitioners. Again

iSi.T ?'"*ir""' ^'"'y ""^y '"'" P«'itioned the Em^ror

.h,f,h
^^^, *^?. '"'"'""' "'*' "-^y ""<= '^™ people andthat there was no legal justification for treating them aVbindmen

of pnvate persons. At last, after a struggle enduring for one

tZ.'i. ^"**''", ^!"'' *"•* "^'^-ding over nearly four genera-
ions, the workers of the Great Cloth Factory were recogrdred in
1849 as free city residents

;
• but by that time the works, which

belonged now to Pnnce Saltykov, had stopped altogether

«K„ . .^"*""'*k'"'^
Collegium coUected, in 1803, some information

about the conditions of the workers in the possessional factories
According to their inquiry, there were 130 of these factories at that
time. This number comprised linen, wooUen, paper, glass sUk
leather, and chintz factories. About one-fourth of these wire inMo«ow. In 107 of these factories there were, in 1796, at the
Fifth Census, 29,665 souls. There is no information about the
remaining 23 ;

but approximately there were 32,000 souls in all
the possessional factories." In 1813 there were 35.581 souls' of

)^Z1^'^ "T.f ""^ ""'"'" "'°* '*'='°"<^' 75" at the linen
lactones, 6610 at the cast-iron, steel, and other ironworks, 2107 at

« Semcvsky. i p. 568.
^'^
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the paper mill,, and 1908 «t the silk mill. 1 e , .
were very large. For «amri

'

» \J i,L ,
"'"* "' ""« '"">ri"

belonging to the <^mZ'ttJJ^^,'t
'"^'-^ »' Glushkovk,-

people; •«thelmenana^LrS'„'^'\"T '" '^'^' -""
there were, in the begi„„irg7f heX "•

"'i?'
"

""r"^"'-".d a^jo women, mostly a«ribed ,0 " • '-f"'"^' .""> "•">

worS,. *^"""""' '" M«'y"»^'

In some of the possessional
were allowed to leave the factorx. f

to tUl their fields. The artisansV r. pa.
sometimes by time-by the da< wi, knumber of working days per n,c„,l, wa „.•,,.. ^The normal wage in the cloth /,.,~,t 1

f' ' >' " ^^O-

wages were lo^r than fn otl^r';:
"'

r,!-' " ' " '"' ">"•
addition to their wages, 82! per LTof 1

^^ " ' ""' '"
factories had land which formJH , ,

'

" " "''" "
'

' '" ^o'h
In the linen i^oXe^ZZlr^^^^r'''''"^^''''' " '""-"e-

one linen factory^ of AsStTn ^1 / Z"^'
"'' "» """'=' ^t

peasants workJine ^^ oft tlV'?/.?'"7''
"^^ If^^^^onal

half in their own fields In th. ^tV . ^l'""^'
""'' ">' """er

by the ManufacturestuSum i^' /^^'°r. uX*'"
""'' ''*«'

piece that a man shall receive ,0 to^'n^hi 5 * P*'™™' P*'
22 rubles per year " •

™''''^' *"'' * """"» »« »»

whiS^So^^^tTr SL'T"^"* r ""^ "''^" '-""" <"-

thedoth (wooZTfa"o?runTv /Xn"t°s«i'f'7^
"'^^ 'o '"

at all in the glass work,
"'i^'^^^'y '" 'he silk factones, and not

were 2J mbl^ arcoth alS cJT^f "'""'"^ ^"6^ <" «<»"en

above fhe av:r;g:i3'"r^bl« and at rh'""?.
'"'^ ""^ " ""''=

.ctones lower ?han"^^^^U^ --- - -„

whe^v:^rt;aiiircasro„r; rth;,""^ r-
'='^'°^-

numbers of children were empl°;^ be ween trLT"" '"1=
twelve years. ChUdren unde?^ ye^ dVnoVaTpetr,,::^

' Tugan-Baranovsky, i. p. 116 1 , ...

I
rugan-Baranovsky, op cil i p ,,6

Kurskaya 51.6.

'^•''^- «'" "" ^'"'e. p. 5 Tcited by Semev^y,
i. p. j,,.
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been employed in any of the possessional iactories. The average
monthly wage of children was i ruble 80 kopeks.

In addition to these wage payments, there were allowances
varying in different localities.

At the factory of Popov, in Uglich, for example, houses kept in
repair, together with fuel and light, were given to the work-people,
and all taxes were paid for them. At the linen factory of Yakovlev,m Yaroslavl, in the year 1802, the factory management purchased
rye flour and wheat at the high prices of that year, and sold them
to their work-people under deduction of about 40 per cent, of
the price. They pensioned the aged, and gave allowances for
young children and for widows. They also lent considerable sums
to their work-people—a practice which led to the latter being heavily
involved in debt to the factory-owners. In other factories also,
pensions were given and medical attendance and hospitals were
provided.

One anomalous case makes its appearance in the early years
of the nineteenth century. " Many " of the workers at the factory
of Prince Baryatinsky at Moscow hired others to work for them
and made their own living elsewhere. It does not appear whether
or not they exploited their substitutes.'

The existence of votchinal factories in the eighteenth century
has already been remarked. These establishments were distin-
guished from the possessional factories strictly so-called by the
circumstances that they were situated upon and belonged to the
owners of votchini on heritable estates, and that the workers in
them belonged also to the noble owners as bonded peasantry.
Work in the factory was therefore rendered on precisely the same
basis as was bartschina in the fields. In some of the votchinal
factories the system of labour was that of " brother for brother "—
that is, the members of a family were divided into two reliefs. One
section worked out bartschina in the factory, while the other worked
it out in the fields, the members of the family taking each kind of
labour by turns. This was, for example, the system in vogue at
the cloth factory of Prince Baryatinsky in Ryazanskaya gub. In

Most of the details of the condition of the possessional workers in the
arst years of the nineteenth century are derived from Semevsky o« cil

L ?f; ^j'l.''*: ^ f/ '^"°, '^^7, ^^ l"'""
*"" » '"B= '>™<"^ o' document-,m the Archives oj the Depl. 0/ Manufactures and Commerce, namely, bundle

4i2, Affair Nos. 44-1513-1 (1803).
'
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this factory there worked 29^ men and 264 women The men

time llus system was also adopted at Olnolov's factory in thpdistnct of Skopinslc,» and at other factories. One case his bl^nrecorded m which a pomyetsMk a Nijigorodsky j«6 man^S
Hn.i^f'^.?''

compeUing his peasants to work by monthly co^togents without any payment. It is not surprising that the s^mefomyclschck deprived his peasants of their^ougl, land and Th™
ttSI' "-"t"

--« •«'"» if they did not'perfZ, ;™plriy

f tht h,^ ^
" " " '"^"^°« «^* ^^^ People •<»k^ as

to ffight^ '
"""' °"' "' P""" *"'' "'^* ™^"r°f a™ took

h„„?° ''I'*"'
"'"^y '" ™SU* '" "'^ '"'"^*'''"'' 'stories involvedhowever the payment of wages to the bonded workers but at alower rate than was current for contemporary free labou; •

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the relations of theGovernment to the factory industry underwent certain alteralns

ILZ^ T, 1791 two ukases were promulgated which regulatedthe manufacture of cloth. All factories were placed in one oToth"
of two classes

:
(i) those which had received on their foundation

the nght to buy peasants. The first group of factories were caUed

b&nT '°H
""g^frl'^'^tori^^- Among them were distri-buted all the orders for cloth required by the Government for thearmy and otherwise, and such factories were confined tc the execu-

llitit]^ V^y'-.
'^^ "*"'"'' S™"P "' f''^-*"™^ *«>•« alone

entitled to seU goods to private persons.' But the factories of the
first group appear not to have obeyed this injunction, for deliveries
of dota were made to the Government very irregulariy In 1707
not only the " obligative " factories, but also the free factoS

Ukase.s of .jth November 1790 and of 20th November 1791.
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were forbidden to sell any cloth for uniforms otherwise than to theGovernment

;
and in 1798 the importation of foreign manufactured

goods was prohibited.

The frequency of disturbances in the possessional factories
throughout the eighteenth century arising immediately out of the
survival of the bondage relations and the arbitrary conduct of the
pomyetscheke-tm^oyeK. suggests the existence of some deeper
cause than that which appears on the surface. This cause seems
to he in the discordance between the new system of factory industryon the large scale, and the structure of Russian social life. Russian
mdustiy had been domestic in the most literal sense. Each house-
hold of peasant and pomyetschek alike had been self-contained,me purchase of things manufactured elsewhere than in the homewas looked upon as wasteful, and therefore as verging upon im-
morality.. The making of things on a large scale foT Jde dis-
tribution meant, on the one hand, the destruction of the special
charactenstics of local costume, and on the other, waste and idle-
ness. Factory-made cloth, for example, was not nearly so durable
as home spmi, and purchased clothing, considering the wear and
tear of hard peasant life, although cheaper, quantity for quantitywas really more expensive, besides being less cliaracteristic of the
ocality and of the station, and much more commonplace. In thelong evenings of winter or in the short days when farm work was
impossible, the loom or the last were standing invitations to whole-some and not too arduous labour. The factory goods, which were
made, not for the frugal jMasant, but for the spendthrift gentry
were no doubt smarter than the domestic product ; but to buythem meant breaking with old habits, imitation of the despised
upper classes, and eventually the tearing up of the most sacred
traditions of peasant life by the roots.

It is thus intelligible, when whole Ullages were ascribed to
factories, and when the peasants, whose affections were really

at the^p^c4ni't me°' ^h^trf,"" ""'"'^f
'™' °' P^"'""' 'h"™':'" even

SS~i!r?5^^?^^t^^
frortheZp.aluTthemf"

'"'"""'-'»»' ^'1 contemptuously. "Clothes

m^^m
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centred in the soil and whose lives had been spent in the open-air,
were suddenly condemned to obligatory labour within closed doors,
in ill-constructed and badly-ventilated workshops, that they should
reflect upon the meaning of it all, and should come to the con-
clusion that their lives were being exploited to mischievous ends
by insatiably greedy pomyetscheki. This attitude of mind
accounts for the reluctance with which peasants entered the
factories voluntarily,' as well as for the facts of the long con-
tinuance in them of obligatory labour, of harsh treatment of
recalcitrant workers, of chronic disturbances, and of the stub-
bom habit of petition, which have been recounted in preceding

The factories in the eighteenth century produced predominantly
for the gentry and to a verj- small extent for the peasantry. They
thus entered little into competition with peasant manufacture for
household use ; but they did enter into competition in the local
market with individual or group domestic production for sale.
The great factories, when they had satisfied the demands of the
Government, sold their surplus products to the merchants, and to
these also the small craftsman had to look to take off his hands,
immediately they were finished, the goods which he made. Since
many of his neighbours were making the same thing, no local
market, strictly speaking, existed for him. The small craftsman
was thus driven either to go into the factory, as he did in Western
Continental Europe and in England, or to meet the competition
either by improving his product or by lowering his price. In
Russia he began by doing the first. The reaction of the factory
system upon the small craftsman was thus at this time' on the
whole favourable to production in terms of quality at all events.
There was, moreover, a certain political tendency in the third
quarter of the eighteenth century which made for the rehabilitation
of the small craftsman. The course of events after the death of

' " The artificially created factories did not find workers. The new
form of industry was decidedly in contrast with all the custom., of the people
and with all their forms of life." Korsak, Or Ihr Forms of Industry (.Mbscow
18G1), pp. 129 ; cited by Tugan-naranovsky. (tp. cit.. i. p. 5.

' W hen in 1 769, freedom was given to everyliody to weave in their own
houses, the ukase mentioned »ith " tile highest pleasure," that many in
the cities and towns begin to weave in their houses such stulls as betore
were imported from foreign countries." F.C.L..
cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, np. cit., i. p. 44.

. xviii. 1.1,374; XX. 14.275 ;

iJ*^^Ws
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workmen, and the somewhat meticulous care for profit which th^and their managers exercised, did not harmojse wito ™?
pufaS ^Thu^'th'"' "T"*^-

="" ^^« *"* 'acTorieslTdreputation Thus the merchants" commercial methods and thrirdefiaent tact, together with the political mani"of tl

mrmtt' was ! i^'man^Lr^". it lo* "'"'r'",
''"'"^ '^'^

cXctln fhrf ""^r*'""^-
I" the summer-time, the peaL^s

m1»n work
&'°™\°,^/'^'^ °" ^'""" '-d-^. - carpenteringmason work, &c. All this meant, of course, the increSe of the

the chapter on the .„te,H,.L,?a„d th's .fevJf^tio^.n'tl.To'tThe'JXn'?
' /iii., p 44. , ,
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practice of paying oWA and of thus securing relative freedom of

i^n, !^K ".r*"?
'"''"''"^ development was possiS^ werehamper«i by the bondage relation, the '

undivided famUy"ftemutu^ guarantee." and other incidents of peasant life, all which

.rSe^n't^-erut
''"'"'^' '°'''' '-''^'' ''" ^''^^

IN
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CHAPTER III

THE FACTORY SYSTEM IN THE FIRST HALF OFTHE NINETEENTH CENTURY
The rise and development of the Possessional and Votchinal
Factones have been described in the preceding chapter. Although
the Possessional Factory originated in the eighteenth century theterm Possessional did not come into use in official documents until
the begmmng of the nineteenth.' The course of development of
the factory system during the nineteenth century is characterisedby transformation of the factory from a place of bondage to a placewhere voluntary workers are employed and are paid wages acLd-

nlJJ ,^* ^'' hypotheticaUy free. This transformation

f„?I J*'^
''°*'y P"" '° *'"' Emancipation of the Peasants

pushed did the Russian factory system assume the capitalistic
form m vogue in Western Europe and in America

l.J^V^^T^""^ °' ""^ '*"'''*" P«*^"* «° ^"gage in factory
labour has become very manifest from the details which have been
given m the two preceding chapters. This reluctance does notseem to have arisen solely from the conditions of the work, from
the low scale of remuneration, or even from the obligatoriness of itperse, but rather from the circumstances that they liked to workm their own way and on their own account, and that factory labour

Tkelv th^t r *%*lf '"1 '™'" '""^ "P^" '^- I' '^ ™«e than
likely that tiic inevitable confinement of the factory affected both
their health and their temper, the latter being also speciaUy taxedby constant supervision to which they were not accustomed To
enter a factory meant also the keeping of definite times and the
learning of wholly new kinds of work, both of which were out of
keeping with the normal activities of the peasant. That the workwas inefficient, largely because it was done without interest, and

' Tugan-Baranovsky, op. ciL, p. 105 n.
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that the peasant workmen were sometimes very exasperatine tothe management, there can be no doubt.' s7lonif « toXe

wSRt.r l"^"f.'' "'' "•' ""^""^^ '" ""^ '" the countries

«U&.n^,T ""'"«'
"*f

""' ""P-'ible with the bondage
relation. Whatever elements of exploitation may be held to existm modem capitalistic industry, these can hardly be held to tec^^hle to the exploitation of labour under%he s^tem ^

th,^r",*"^ 1° *" examination of the condition of labour at

from^pt ^""r"""'
'"'''^"^ '^'^"8 the period extendingfrom the begimimg of the nineteenth century up to the emancipationA typical votchmal factory of the period was that of Vdkov

at he village of Gorenki. Volkov bought, for factory purposes
a huge pdace of the Razumovsky famUy, and transferred to it

dfs^t,' "^'""^"f
*° "im, from his estates in seven different

distncts. Some of these peasants were housed in the palace andsome of them were given small lots of land near the factory' In
this case may be seen the phenomenon, noticed in general by
Professor Ensman.' of the creation of a factory proletariat ; for
these peasants were taken-men, women, and children-from aeri-
cultural labour in their widely-scattered villages and concentrated,
almost without land, m one factory. So also more than looo
peasants were brought, about 1825. from about fifteen villages to
a cotton factory in Mojaisky district,-" Twenty years later in thesame distnct. a wooUen factory with 1000 peasant-workmen, also
almost without land, was organised by Count Uvarov. The factory
of Voyeykova was established by a lady who placed in it 300
peasants, and who behaved so tyrannically that for slight offences
she sometimes had from ten to fifteen men flogged in a day '

In order to prevent such practices, Prince Goletsin. Govemor-
Oeneral of Moskovskaya gub.. proposed, in the thirties of the

' Tugan-Baranovsky, i. p. io8
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nineteenth century, to regulate the relations of the owners of
michiiul factories and their peasants. His attention was speciaUy
drawn to the subject in consequence of a strike at the works of
Grualev within his jurisdiction. Prince Goietsin's proposed regula-
tions were opposed by the Ministers of Finance and Interior and
by the Moscow Marshal of Nobility, on the ground that the loyalty
of the

I myetschikc might be impaired if the Government were to
interfere hftwecn them and their peasants. " So long," they said,
"as the

/
'.•-schiki have the right to use their serfs at any kind

of worl
,

,1 an open and direct interference in their rights and
respoi^*,h,.ities must bring many out of the limits of obedience." >

Thus, far as the volchinal factories were concerned, the
Government feared to extend any control in case worse conse-
quences might ensue.'

So far as concerned the " possessional factories," the case was
otherwise. In these the Government had always reserved the
nght of interference, and had frequently exercised it, even to the
point of resumption. The volchinal factories, with the peasants
in them, were the heritable property of their ovmers ; while the
" possessional factories " were granted by the State and they might
be resumed by the State, hence a fortiori they might be regulated

Vague and varying as was the practice, the juridical position
of the " possessional factories " cleariy depended upon the terms
of the original grant. These terms were in general, to the effect
that the grantee should maintain the factory with its ascribed
peasants as one and indivisible, that the production should be
neither changed nor diminished, that the wages paid to ascribed
peasants should be a certain amount, and that the peasants should
not be transferred from the factory to which they were ascribed.
In other words, 'he owner of a " possessional factory " held a lease
from the Crown, and the peasants as well as the factory remained
the property of the Crown, though the possession cf them passed
into the hands of the lessee. Although, as we have seen, many
owners of " possessional factories " proceeded to treat the peasants

* Tugan-Baranovaky. op. cit.. p. 1 1 1.

' It should be realised that at this time the Government was stilJ reelinsfrom the shock o( the Dekabnsti (c(. i„/.», vol. ii. Book IV, chTp iU) S
JSf,;S 'i*

• 1^ ?"''
'?

"«'>'°<«?8 the peasants in the voMinaltactontsthan there was in offending the volchinai owners.
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ascribed to the factory as if they were their own penonaUy bonded
peasants, they were not legally entitled to do so, because the former
were not ascribed to them personally. The ascribed peasants had
the right of petition, although in practice it was not always acknow-
ledged, and the Government had in the ukas.5 of 1724, and in
subsequent ukases, regulated the rate of wages which must be paid
to the ascribed peasants. The case for regulation, so far as con-
cemed the " possessional factories," did not admit of doubt,
although the Government might on occasion have hesitated or
delayed to act. When the factories were situated in scantUy-
populated regions or at a distance from judicial and administrative
centres, the I- *ory owners were expressly endowed with magis-
tenal powers, ihey could punish for offences within certain limits
of gravity by Hogging, by sending the offenders into the army,
and, by permission of the Governmental authorities, by banishment
to Sibfria. At neariy all the factories, the workmen received
payment

;
but at three cloth factories, seven linen, one paper, one

leather, and one metallurgical, the workmen received no pay-
ment. The normal number of working hours was twelve per day.
The penods of working time were subject to regulation by the
Government.

Such was the juridical position of the " possessional factory
"

worker in the beginning of the nineteenth century. Little as he
thought so, he nevertheless gained something by passing from the
field into the workshop

; he was even in some senses in a better
position than the free-hired labourer. He was not an isolated
individual

;
he was a member of a social group. Low as his status

was, it was nevertheless a definite status. His wages did not vary
with the demand for labour in the market, nor with his skill nor
with anything excepting the somewhat fluctuating policy and
practice of the Government. He could not be thrown out of
employment, or rather he could not be deprived of his wages by
the mere fact of there being nothing for him to do at the factory.
He, at all events, was in permanent employment, while the hired
factory hands in the same factory might be dismissed during a
penod of dullness in trade. Such were the regulations ; practice
did not always correspond to them.

In 1802 the right of buying peasants for the factories was
limited

;
and agai.- in 1808, fresh regulations for the purchase of

"i'']
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peasants were issued

; but the fiscal interests seemed to require
the retention of the bonded peasants at the factories. The factory
owners who did not enjoy the privilege of purchasing peasants
complained that they could not compete with the voIcMhoI fac-
tones of the nobles. This pica was accepted by Koiodavlev
Minister of the Interior in 1808, who desired to permit non-nobles
to buy peasants

;
but at the same time to limit the number of

peasants who could be drawn from agriculture to factory labour
to one-third of the village population. He also proposed to re-
stnct the hours of labour to twelve on week days and to six on
Saturdays, work on Sundays and holy days being forbidden

; and
to forbid also the exercise of compulsion upon women and children
causing them to engage in factory labour.- The proposals of
Kozodavlov were not adopted, but they indicate the contemporary
dnft of opinion in " higher spheres." In 1816 the purchase of
peasants by the factories was prohibited.

About the beginning of the nineteenth century, the practice
arose of promulgating " statutes " which had received Imperial
sanction, applicable to particular " possessional factories "For
example, on the transfer, in 1803, of a factory at Kunavinsk which
had belonged to Pnnce Usupov, to another owner, a Statute was
i^ued prescribing the rate of wages with a provision for increments
of wages every ten years, in correspondence with the increase in
the pnce of grain and of other things necessary for the subsistence
of the workpeople. The owner was not permitted to diminish
the production of the factory or to stop it, and definite payment
was to be made to every bonded workman should he not be re-
quired at the factory. To those who were under age or beyond the
working age, " a decent alms-house support " was to be given bv
the owner.' ° '

In 1818 a commission was instructed to visit certain factories
and to draw up statutes for them, prescribing wages for each
vanety 01 U]<mr. &c. These commissioners also regulated the
hours of la-.,t ur and the number of holidays in the year—the latter
were nxpil at no. At one factory, the owners were obliged to
furnish a hospital and medical attendance, at another the work
men were permitted to elect " aldermen," whose function was to

' Tugan-iiaranovsky, p. 120.
F.C.L.. xxvii. 21,076 ; cited by Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 121.

J'
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b^the oJ«rv.tion of the wages due ud paid by the factory

™h^ii"'"""^ n'
."* '"'*"" P"'P°^ '" "tend such regulationsgraduaUy over all factories

; but in 1819 its function, in«sD«t
to factone, were transferred to the Ministry of FinanceTn ^H
S^.r. "r ?' administrative policy which we have toZ tobe characteristic of the Russian Government

The practice of specific legislation was not approved by thenew administration^ Refening to a particular c^ thrN^^t^
of Finance reported

:
" This Statute is not only useless but it ismjunous to the manufacturers, because it gives the wo king men

occasion to think that, apart from this Statute t^, hate n^obligations to the manufacturer, and therefore the authority of the

m™ "aiiT"^"*' I"** "
'°^' "" ""«" '" »'" «y«'°' the workingmen. AU the advantage is on the side of the men. and the factor^owner is alone injured." •

laciory.

But the factory-owners were injured, not so much by the
specific labour legislation to which they were subject, as by the
restrictive action of the general laws by which they were prevented
from managing their factories and changing th«r production tocorrespond with changing economic conditions. Durine the
eighteenth century such restrictions had not been felt as a material
burden, because the demand for the commodities they produced
did not fluctuate senously

; but in the early years of the nineteenth
centuor. vanous causes, domestic and foreign, affected all branches
of factory industry to such an extent that many of the "

posses-
sional factories " were in a state of insolvency.' It was therefore
nectesary for the Government to adopt some measure of relief for
the factories. Several concurrent causes which will presently be
examined contnbuted to produce a rapid growth of *lie factory
industry in Russia, especially in the thirties and forties of the
nmeteenth century.

The restrictions upon the sale of uniform cloth by the wooUen
factories which had been imposed in the eighteenth century con-

„"'i^ .^ ^'" '"" "^"""S ""^ ^"'y y^" °' 'he nineteenth,
in 1S08 the Government imposed fines upon certain factories for

r-,'.
''"*;/''??""""' "^ '"""''' »«'' Commirce: Affair of Slaluit l„r n.

C/. Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 1^5. Tlus was especially the case in 181 J.

fliW
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528 ECONOMIC HISTORY OF RUSSIA
selling cloth in contravention of the law. It also fined the
purchaser and confiscated the cloth.' In the following year, 1809,
these burdensome restrictions were removed, and, within certain
limits, the cloth manufacturers were permitted to sell to private
persons.2 In 1816 the ' obligative " factories were wholly released
from the requirement that they should supply the Government to
the exclusion of the public. These factories were, by these means,
assimilated to the open factories, and the cloth trade began to grow
rapidly." While in the eighteenth century, under the " obligative

"

ss^stem the Government found great difficulty in securing the ful-
filment of its orders, in the nineteenth century, under the open
system, it obtained all the cloth it required, while the factories
produced three times as much more for sale to the public*

Apart from the influence of the relaxation of Governmental
control over a certain number of the factories, there was another
and even more important cause for the great development of
Russian factory industry which manifested itself conspicuously in
the thirties and forties of the nineteenth ce.;tury. According to
Professor Tugan-Baranovsky, the most important cause of the
growth of industry was the decline of agricultural prices. This
decline began in the beginning of the twenties ; ' by the beginning
of the thirties it had produced an agricultural crisis.' The occur-
rence of this crisis rendered it possible at once to increase the
number of factories and to employ in them hired labourers who
were driven from the land by the fall of prices. It is obvious
that, in proportion as hired labour became more common in the
factories, the condition of the bonded workmen must have been
placed in stronger relief. While, no doubt, there may have been
a disposition on the part of the pomyetschike factory-owners to
reduce the free workman to the level of the bonded, the struggle
for hands which was incidental to the growth of factory industry
rendered the accomplishment of this somewhat difficult. When
bonded and free workmen were working side by side, the effect

' Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 74.
» Report on permission to sell "soldiers' cloth," 2rst October 1809

Arch, of Mm. of httcrior, cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 75.
' Reptut, &c.. cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 75. * lifid. p 76
' In England the decline began in 1818. Cf. Tooke and Newmarch and

Jevons, Investigations.
• On the causes of this crisis in Russia, see Fom8n, A., On the Fall of

Prices of Agricultural Products (St. Petersburg, 1829). and supra, p. 425.
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upon the bonded workman must have been such as to induce himto make every effort to rid himself of his yoke

The peasant who could undertake to pay his tomyelschik anoh,ok was not usually, even at a moment of agric^turafdepres

he had"th'
'"""'""'' .^"'"P"'^'™ "> SO into ffctory labouf If

WhSe o^aLnT'""^ t" "' ^°""' ^"^^^^ '" '-'^'^d -"ustryWhile peasant manufactures were crude, and while they did notcompete ,n pomt of attractiveness, although they did so in pc^nof durab.l,ty. agamst the factory product, the peasant arfsanXd

lrt2"""1
n-arket offered by the peasant folk. After all. thefactory produced either for the Government or for the gemryalthough also m some measure for export. The market for facto™products was large, but the market for peasant products, thoughwholly a domesbc market, was, owing to the numbers of the peaSpopulafon, st.ll larger. Thus in the timber regions. wood-worWng

rom trrr ^T'T^- "^ "'"> ""= ™="''"S °' *«^- baskets*"!

™Z ^ '.4 .""* ^"-^ "*" '^^'=^- Where iron was readilyfound and reduced, or where it could readily be obtained in workaWefonns, as, for mstance, at Nijni Novgorod or elsewhere on theVolga, there were whole villages of blacksmiths. In some villages

TfT"', r°'"*
'''"''"" '° «^'-e-drawing. in others to the manu-

facture of knives, scissors, swords, guns, padlocks, axes. &c. The
products of one large village, Pavlovo, were celebrated

: they weresold all over Russia, and were even exported to Persia," Nearly
^1 the nails used in Russia were produced in the villages on the\oga In some of the vUlages, notably Sidorovka, in ^Lkhotsky
distnct, the peasants devoted themselves to working in the precious
metals and their embossed and enamelled jewellery was famous
Peasant mdustry was exercised chiefly upon raw materials pro-
duced by the peasants themselves. The weaving of linen from
flax grown on the peasants' allotments has long been, for example
an important mdustry. The practice was to weave linen in narrow
stnps, partly because the peasant looms were small, and partly
because one of the chief uses to which linen was put was for leg
wrappings.!! The competition of the peasant linen with the factory

™ .;'ili!l,';''"'T.?'
K^""^""' i" Fii^and. the minute iron castings of Zlatusk

Porlyanti, little trousers.

VOL. I
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product was so keen that, in consequence of the representations
of the factory-owners, Peter the Great forbade the peasants to
weave any but narrow linen. Many peasants were ruined by this
prohibition, but when, after the death of Peter, the restriction
was removed, the peasant linen industry revived.' Villagers on
the navigable rivers engaged in shipbuilding. The products of
these village artisans were intended for sale. Specialization of
village production rendered this course necessarv, and the wide
market, with facilities for trading, rendered it possible. The con-
ditions of Russian life in the eighteenth century and in the first
half of the nineteenth—the prevalence of the " undivided family,"
the rarity of "separations," and the "mutual guarantee"— im-
peded, and the system by which peasants obtained limited pass-
ports from their villages, and the practice of periodical migration
from village to town and back to village promoted the spreading
of technical knowledge and the diffusion of industry throughout
the country. Yet peasant industry was crude and traditional, and
the advancing luxury of the upper classes involved demands which
the peasant artisan could not supply. So long, however, as he had
his own wide market, he could sustain himself against the compe-
tition of the factory.^ Factory industry and kuslarni or peasant
industry thus flourished side by side and mutually reacted upon
one another, and the decline of agricultural earnings contributed
to the growth of both of them, although peasant industry was
affected through the limitation of peasant resources resulting from
the agricultural crisis.

The next period exhibits the growth of a new industry which,
in a large measure, altered the relation between the two industrial'
forms. This new industry was the manufacture of cotton. The
new manufacture found at first competition only in other textUes
which were the subjects of peasant industry- linen, woollens, and
silk

;
but the raw material of cotton was at the beginning of the

,*n iJf „V,i,H"l""^ *7™ 'i
*'"= """Se °' Lyskovo. in Arkhangelskaya g«b.in Nij.gonjdskaya gub.. and in the Mennonite colonies in \ishenka ft .s

^°„7lS, h""""!*"' '" ""' M™°°"»= and Dukhobor colonies in Manitoba

weive linen tamU. "°'"™ " ^^^ ^°"" '" "='' "^ «='<'' =""'

tt •'d'°with '.h?? °t'

"'"'i?«Mnth "century, the kuslarm competition com-pi.-d with the factory industry on its own ground. For details of thekusl'.rm system, see tn/ra, chap. iv.
uciins 01 lue

•^^
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manufacture wholly in.ported. and was at the same time much
cheaper than the raw material of other textiles. Thus cotton
speedUy replaced these in the consumption of all classes of the
people, and th-js the former division between the two systems of
production began to be broken down.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century the cotton manu-
fticture was already in existence, but only in an incipient stage
The average importation of raw cotton in the years i8i2-i8'o
was only 50,000 pitds, and of cotton yarns only 160,000 puds.
The quantity of raw cotton imported began in 1837 to increase
enormously, and the quantity of imported yarns began to decline
This increase in the cotton manufacture is attributed by Professor
Tugan-Baranovsky.i not to the encouragement given by the
Government to the cotton industry, nor to the protective tariff,
but to the fall in the price of raw cotton,^ which broughi calicoes
into more and more effective competition with other textiles and
enlarged the area of demand alike in respect to regions' and to
classes of the population. The fall in the price of cotton and of
cotton yam in Russia was due to international causes,* and was so
considerable that, in spite of the protective duty under the tariff
of 1822,= calicoes, plain and printed, became so cheap that demand
was greatly stimulated, and the production to satisfy it increased
rapidly. But the operation which would be known in modem
phrase as " dumping " of cotton yarn from England and also from
Bukhara was disastrous to the Russian cotton spinners. The
interior market, largely owing to the inadequate resources of the
bulk of the people, could not be expanded rapidly enough to absorb
the imports as weU as the domestic products

; and the co.isequence
' 06, cil.. pp. 63-65.
• Cf., e.g., diagram facing p. ijo (2) in Jevons' Imitigations ,» Cinremvand Finance (London. 1884). See also Tooke and Newmarch's History of

^\T.' 'iV~!^,F- 'Jf""!-"'
"838). »• p. 40., and il,id., " ,839 to lai;,"'

p. 427. The fall in the price of cotton began in 1815, became acute in iSig-
1821. and again m 1828. The price rose slightly in 1835, and dropped againto Its former level m 1838. The price of Bowed Georgia " cottin in Man-Chester in 1814 was 2s. 2d. per lb., and in 1838 was Sid. per lb

..,, r"' example, cotton velvets were .sent from Russia to China, through
Silieria and by K.akhta across Mongolia to Kalgan. Cf. Ure. .\., Tit CottonManufatttm (London. I86j). 11. pp. 485 and 487.

' The causes of the fluctuations of prices at this period are discussed bvTooke. op. £.(.. 11.
• 1793-1837." vol. " 1838-1839," and vol. " 1830-1847

• tor an account of Russian tariffs, see i«fra. pp. 55 n sra., and v4l ii^wok VI. chap i.
, 3 •
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was the closing of eighteen cotton factories in the Moscow regions
and elsewhere, together with the bankruptcy of their owners.' The
factories which suffered most from this crisis (which occurred in
1837) were the smaller factories in which there were no reserves
of capital. The larger factories survived and, benefiting by the
reduced price of raw cotton, succeeded in laying the foundation
of the great development of the industry which took place in the
succeeding decade. One important consequence of these events
was the concentraticn of cotton manufacture in the hands of very
large concerns

; and another was that Russia was drawn into the
circle of the capitalistic development of Lancashire and was a
sharer in the technical improvements in manufacture which at
that time were taking place in the centre of the cotton industry."
While the important development of textile manufacture in Russia
was thus due to causes external to Russia, it must be allowed that
even the larger facto, ics there could hardly have survived the
cnsis, or, having survived it, could not have survived the subsequent
competition of the Lancashire cotton spinners and manufacturers
without the aid of a protective duty.'

The weaving of calico from imported yams preceded the estab-
lishment in Russia of cotton-spinning mills. From about 1840 the
importation of English spinning machinery togan, and the Russian
manufacturers developed the spinning of cotton yam with great
activity.

The growth of the cotton industry had a serious effect upon
the manufacture of other textiles. This was specially the case
with regard to linen which had been manufactured for domestic
consumption and for export,' from the fact that cotton fabrics

' Tugan-Baranovsky. of>. cit.. p. 65.
'-^^' Tugan-BaraMysky, loc. cit. For the improvemmts in question,

f»„ m"- ."^- "" • "Vi" '^'"""' ^'"'"'laclure in Great B„tai« (London

\,,l<
Montgomery s Theory and Praclicr oj Cotton-Spinning (Glasgow,

Zi' V -
• ";!'"^y. °' comparison. Guest. R.. Compendious Hist, of the cltton

iWa.:!!/^-'/!!^ (Manchester. iHj?).
jim^mui,

' Cj. Tugan-Baranovsky. p. fir,.

I
'«'*'".1' <"'="'''' °' 'he I'n™ woven in Russia was made for export,in 1804 there were 28? factories working tor export exclusively in 1861

there were only i<». Histonco-Slalistical Review of Russian Industry (St

?f uS; 'T\ ^°Tl'-f-
- •."*='' "y Tug^n-Baranovsky, op. eit.. p.'fK,.

Cf. \\arden, A. J. The Lmen Trade. Ancient and Modern (London, libiY
pp. 37J-4. See also imd.. pp. 319 ,( se,,.. for interestink .count of thi
Russian lmen trade by two Scottish merchants resident in Russia.

«
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came to be substituted for linen for many purposes' Tlie smallfine hnen factones of the pon,yetschcki\n«Zd severely Theecononusts of the sixties of Slavophilic and those of f ee-tradetendenejes alike condenmed thn -artificial" promotion of ?h'cotton mdustry and regretted the decadence o"^ the natural"

which Russia was favourably situated, had been encouraRed amiby which a considerable export trade had been built up"

Russia the'°M°'
'™" •"' '"™ '''^™'°P^" '" '""^'regions in

SouX;n L T: "T""'
*" "''" Moont^'ins. Poland, and

ooment of r"- ^'T"^ '" *' """> °' ^''" 'he Great, the devel

dfrens ons T" '"""'^^ '" '"^ ^"'^ "^'^ ""^™-' considerable

Duritfi 1 . T?"
"'' ''''' singularly free from refractory im-punties and it could readily be smelted by means of charcoal and

hT'iron""' '^^'''^'^ '™'" '"" "'"'''' '" the midst of which

1™ nT^r.?' '°™''; '" '718 the production of pig ironamounted to 6,641,000 pMs. in 1767 to 0,622,000 puds, and in iZo 12,212000 pMs. Towards the end of the eighte^th cen ury

^tir"o; L^rr^' t""*^*^
'° ^'^slooo pL. but the co7

t^ade rn fK f "°"
""f" "' *''='* P^™^ to affect the exporttrade. In the beginning of the nineteenth century English ironthough of inferior quality to Russian an<l Swedish, was much

tecZc'l''"'"'
'" "*" """'""y "' ™^' *<> 'he iron helds. Uter

!nlw r"™"'™"'' '" ""^ "^nufacture of iron in Englandenabled infenor ores to be employed without inferiority in tSeproduct, and the external market for Russian iron dwincUed '

j' $( T"gan-Barannvsky, o/,. cil.. p. yz.

1031-1H40 10,709,000 ^^^
'

fluS%!;TV»'r3Vf"""?',,rf.T\ ^='= ^"^^aus and Ephron.

» ll
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The competition of Swedish iron in neutral markets had injured

the Russian export trade, but probably this competition might
have been met by the Russian iron-smelters had the conditions
of the mdustry been other than they were. In the beginning of
the nmeteenth century, the iron mines and smelting works were
manned exclusively by forced labour. There were, moreover,
protective duties and Government subventions to diminish the
incentive to technical improvements which might have enabled
the Russian ironmasters to meet external competition in neutral
markets.

Work was carried on by means of the system of forced labour
both m the " possessional factories " belonging to private em-
ployers' and in the ironworks belonging to the State, in which
both peasants and convicts were employed. According to many
Russian economists," the system of forced labour, together with the
intimate control of the Government, led to stagnation in the iron
trade as the same conditions had led to stagnation in the cloth trade

»

So long as the conditions of industry were such that labour
was the fhief factor m production, and so long as the major pro-
portion jf the demand was for products in whose manufacture
oiUy rurumentary skiU was necessary, the Russian system of forced
labour was within certain limits economically advantageous The
ngorous discipline, the great number of labourers, the low scale
of remuneration, and the low level of subsistence contributed to a
relatively low cost of production-that is to say. relatively low
when compared with the cost of production under a system of
tree hired labour, where there is a choice of employment The
number of forced labourers may bi much more numerous than
that of free labourers, and their labour may be much less efficient
yet the net advantage may be considerable. When, however
machinery multiplies the efficiency of the free labourers while'
owing to absence of industrial capital or otherwise, forced labour
IS not supplemented by machinery, it is obvious that this net

' There were thirtj -seven establishments in the Urals in i8ia and thp^i.possessed iTS.ooo serfs. Tugan-Baranovsky. op. cil..p,g
** ""^ ^

Pete4*urf ,8°82^>'™f^""r"/ J" '^b"" k^'
^- «"'>•« »«rf His Time (St.

^!/ ?! J ?• 1 i'L ^° '-.J"-
'^^- Besobrazov, Report on the All-Russian

* Tugan-Baranovsky, op. cit., p. 3i.
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d?slp"pl^'
""'' '""'"""• ""'* '" "^"i" "•du.tries it must finally

Throughout the eighteenth century the great industries inRussia were carried on primarily for the benefit of th^sTA? ,

for a time they scarcei; suffic^ to supptyTtfdemand^ I" themneteenth century the production of ihese factorT^ t..,ceeded the demands of the State and tl^T., 1 .^ .'''
*""

mtr<rfuct,on of machinery and to incessanVtechnical improvementTthe Russian factoryowners were unable to meet the cZ^mon
demfH

""'/'''';
k''""'^" ^''P"'*' """^ diminish S!yetdrmest"cdemand, sustained by protective tariffs nrn«- i„j

"umestic

ouUet for the i^otoryVo<iuctT:n^::^:\C'„^L'^^^^^^
the expansion of former days.

^ exniDited

,.rJ!^^u
>"echanical development did take place in Russia it waspractically impossible to adapt the system of forced labour' oThemgenc.es created by it. Thus on the side of industry as on heside of agriculture, the system of bondage right Nx^anTo h» r^

S^ a^e" 'TOs^wa^Tfit','"''''
"^ .unmistakably ineconoS

IT V / !uT ''^fi""«'y recognized by the Government inthe ukase of 20th December 1824' which readjusted con^rrablv

fot:tto°rie^''"'"'=^^'
*''^ ^^'^"°"' »' '"^ """"^'i Pe-nt^

Under this law, on the request of the manufacturers and bypermission of the Committee of Ministers, the factory t«asants

t^hS the' T^'T' '"'" °*^^ '='^''^'- ^"^^ effect ofSeC::
a^tor^t ZT r' T '™«'' '"separably attached to the

t^ r r '"'• *' "S" °f exacting obligatory labourstood no longer upon its previous foundation.' This leRislation

rtheTi"%''''-'lP^™'"'°"'°^"'"^°™"'-'-y^^^^^^^^^m the class of merchants or in that of small householders

pp. 'sf-,
""^ '°^'™'=«''= «"=*' on this topic by Tu8an-Baranov.sky. op. ci,..

• ^^^SrZ:^'^^ T„gan-Baraaov.ky, op. .,.. p. ,.;.
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T^rJ^t^^Z.^
^^'"^^'^"'y ""'"ers." Theso succ«,ive measures

ThlL, , V.
^ *' ""^ '""»"™ "' 'he manufacturers, who found

u^n themil^"'
*"'"'? ^""*'"«^"' """K^*'"- whichSS L, > •

'""^"'""Sly burdensome. It became evident to

Ih^, 7'. "'°''' P™"'""" '" hire free workmen than to u«obligatory and discontented peasants. Gradually the idea «em1to have formulated itself in the ,ninds of the " high.r spheT'

A measure to this end was drawn up by the Council of State indwas sanctioned by the Emperor, Nicholas I, in Ju y 840 bu""although It was brought into force, it was not published probablvon account of the disturbances which were then affecting the '^ssessional factory " hands.» The plan adopted in thi"ukase invoC
amTn?:/? n '"f

'^'^'-y"™- "y'the Government "o'ihe

been" boul^
' tl' ^ 't"^

""™^ ^"' °' '^'^ ^^"^"'^ -"o hal

eZt nf f.
^ ''^='™'y ^y 'he factory-owners. In the

rlnl
P""'"" ''^""e been ascribed without payment no

«Z,n r.*"'
P'y"'"*- '" ^"'" ^^^'^ 'he factory-ow^rTwer~ and tH ""' f '^*"^' '" """'"« *^'^ •^possession*

"
peasants, and to those who were liberated the righV -as given

r:sidenr th?:L"''" ^f*"?;"'
"""""^ ^^^"^ peasants or Tow„resiaents. The owners of possessional factories "

largely t-oliadvantage of this permissive law, and at least 15000 m2.,uk
Z7:^^Tf ""i"

''' ""•^'"""^^ ^''^ com^ns'arn mer »ewas paid on y m the event of the continuance of the factory Thnumber of factories in this category was forty-two a leTst inaddition, sixteen factories liberated their peasants and ceasjdoperations, and twentysix factories liberateftheir own pe^amton he ground that hired labour was more advantageoTfoTS
Discharges from " possessional " peasantry went on for Z vea^'and during that time probably one-half of the"„i^n'rpeasants were either transferred to State pea.santrror be"ame

undent cannot be ascertained.
'"'=<'«>" ""mber of peasants liberafeti
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labourers oBcring themselves voluntaril- '-< hire. In their netitiom

„r,n M T "' "" °''l'S'""--y peasants.' A sifiniticant indica-

Hasan's '^
*"''"'™ *"" P^^lo'-inantly obligatory

,..J''^"L*?*'T
'"•^ obligatory to voluntary service was not

men OJ J'nnce Gag:, m were liberate,: in 184-, in accordance withhe provisions of the ukase of 1840. The liberate wo^'nen ref^^to enter the State peasantry, in which, of course, they woul ha^had their land allotment for the customary oMk and taxerl thegrounds that they were unaccustomed for many yearT io a^ri

thtvTv T "^','i'>""<'
-' -"' «-> 'eave the vi^ in wW^hthey lived nor did they want to be entered in the class of meshZibecause this also would involve their removal. The locTl authl'nties tned to induce them to accept the latter al ernat ve Z^.."g out, no doubt, that it gave them the right to work for'™vountanly but the workmen would not 'acquiesce The Cor^mittee of Ministers, in 1844, instructed that, with or without th^r

Tin. ;h"'^-^'""'"'
'^ '""''"' '" '"e H«M.««rorBo;orlk

giving them time to transfer themselves- but they wouM not

them. This they did by tearing down their houses aboveX"heads and punishing them. Then even the most obdurate becamt

to settle where they were told.'' Sometimes the factory worke.^obUined "small households" in or near the places wLrtheyhad been employed; but perhaps in a majority of cases libertymeant for them complete ruin; their houses fet^ched too li tt a^public auction for them to settle > any comfort elsewhere andmany of them remained houseless. After all, the factory owner'

a.t.'r vaYnly^^ytartr^UT/o'fft '„Th?/"'
'"'"' "'"?"' '"c heirs .0 a factory,

to l,berate^hc^cChtri4fnita T,rrX^^

' Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 140.
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p^aunts
benefited more by the liberation of the •

pos«,sional

'

?ii f
P"*"""""' peasants did themselves.'

Wl.ile the '• possessional " peasantry was thus, as a distinctcU,s.s gra<lua|ly passmg out of existence, a class new to Ku l"a„*«:,ety was as gradually making its appearance. Atody in hebeginnmg of the nineteenth century^he nun.ber o r« hi edworkmen formed about one-half of the total number Tploy dm he factories. In i8u the Government .letermined, by way',

wo ke::f 'wiTh"th
;"'""" •" ^°""'"""'

"
'p^'fi-^ ^'"^ o' '^'^° y

under The t i, 1 " S ","T' " P™"" "' " »"""'« "»» elaborate.^under the t.t e Statute about a separate estate of free artisans "
This new social class was to be composed of free people wh^haclearned a trade Common labourers were not to C'adm'tted o

mm?
'f™ »'-"^'" were endowed with the privilege of exemptionfrom town oKigations (police duties an.l the like), and their hC"were exempted from taxation

; but they had u carry passimattesting as to their skill and their conduct. The project*^dTn

were Jean! Lh I

™" """' *"'"='' '°' ""^es at the factorieswere really bonded peasants who were permitted by theirp^yasch^k and the local authorities, including the "elected" o

I certl''"' i^
'^

-f
''"'" """^^^ "«^ '" 8° '"'o '"e factories fo

Lr^!^Hn'^','l
"" """"'^'^'"O" gnambled that before thetermination of their contracts, peasants left the works, saying thattheir pomyescl.ek had recalled them. The workmen, oX^o h

luthoriTies V ""'*"'• '" ^'°^°™- '°' ^""'"P'^- «»« local
authonties received numerous and continuous cross-accusations ofworkmen against factory-owners and of factory-owners aga „sworkmen.' In order to deal with the condition, revealed in th"^
complaints, Pnnce Goletsin proposed regulations by which tl^workmen were required to stay out the ftil, term for^h^h thev

whirwl? ."'^'"uP'"y-''''P' ^^' ='"d *^g«^ sheets, showingwhat was due to each man. When workmen were accused bytheir employer, the evidence of the former should be taken and

^ Tugan-Baranovsky, p. irig,

cited by Tugan-
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lirr.K,'''lr''''!!"l-"'">'
"'«'" •* '"^^'"K"!- TIr. project wa»

S. .^ .k""" ^"'I"'"
"' """•"'•^'-rers. the najorUy U whichbelonged o the merchantry, The Council enerRetically " pr^^ted against all the provisions of the project cJ^.Un^ ,L fi^Senously m«hfieU in acconlance with the JriticiM„s uf 'he ma"u.

fac urers, the project of Prince (lolj.sin ultimately appeared as

J,^ Vi7 "1.
"'"'""" '""""' ""'""' "/ l-clory ^hotTs «nd thewofhngpeopU who ..re hired by them." This, the first Russian

factory law, receive.1 the imperial sanction on 24th M.v iXis

M °'"""'^"r "if"'' "' •'"' Voznesensk cotton mills nearMoscow m 1844. The disturbances were put down by military
force, and were followed by a Governmental inquiry into the con-
ditions of labour at the factory. It was found that the labour of
chddren was largely employe<l. It was further found that the
practice was not confined to these works, jj others were shown
to employ 2100 children under the gravest con.litions. Work was
earned on day and night continuously, and children were found

these facts led to the issue of a statute prepared by the Committee
of Mmisters and sanctioned by the Emperor, 7th August 184, •

forbidding the employment of children under twelve years of age
This law was, however, ineffectual, owing to the fact that no penalty
for violation was prescribed. On the other hand, there were
certain clauses in the Penal Code of ,845 which incrcase.1 the
penalty for labour disturbances.

Meanwhile the rapid growth of the factory industry, especially
in Moscow, had resulted in the concentration in that city and in
the neighbourhood of a large working population fin.ling daily
employment in the factories. Under the influence of alarm caused

,^''tS /!r d'°""''J^°™'"'"' '" ^""'"'' Germany, and Austria
in 1848, the Russian Government became anxious about the conse-
quences of this cncentration of the proletariat. The Governor-
General of Moscov/. Count Zakrevsky. presented at this time a
long memorandum to the Emperor upon the subject. Ho reported
that in addition to 36,000 permanently employed factory operatives
there were in Moscow .57.000 temporarily employed artisans'
liberated peasants, and dvorovie lyude, "all of the latter having
close connection with the factory workers." Most of the factories

• F.C.L.. XX. I9.26i : cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, pp. ,75-6.

. t
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in which the people were employed had been established volun-
tanly and without the sanction of the Govemmeut. " In order to
preserve the peace which is now enjoyed by Russia, the Government
must not allow the amassing of homeless and immoral people who
are aJways mclmed to pass over to any movement which disturbs
soci^ or pnvate peace." In view of this, Count Zakrevsky recom-
mended the revival of an archaic regulation " forbidding the
establishment of new factories or workshops in Moscow, and of
the extension of those existing there by the increase of looms
furnaces, or workmen " The Emperor Nicholas I endorsed this
memorandum "Very important," and approved the suggestion'
the proposal of Zakrevsky created a panic among the Moscow
manufacturers, who enlisted on their side the Ministry of Finance
Although the la.v of 28th June 1849 embodied the proposal, and
placed legal barriers in the way of factory development, the prac-
tical effect was not important.'

Professor Tugan-Baranovsky observes that factory legislation
in Ku^ia had an ongin and character quite different from those
of the factory legislation of Western European countries, on account
of the role which was played in it by political and police considera-
tions, yet in both cases the Governments concerned met with
opposition from the manufacturing interests. The manufacturers
everywhere resented governmental interference in the manage-
ment and customs of the factories.'

Although Zakrevsky failed in having his ideas fully carried outm general administration, it was still open to him as Governor-
General of Moscow to formulate rules for factory discipline within
his own jurisdiction. This he did in the most minute manner
regulating in many details the life of the workmen. On holiday^
the workmen, if they were lodged in factory houses, were obliged
to be at home by a certain hour ; they were forbidden to entertain
even their relations excepting for short visits ; they were forbidden
to smoke even in the factory yard, or in the dining-rooms at the
factory

;
they were forbidden to play cards, to swear (under sharp

pecmiiary penalties)
; they were obliged to go to church on

bundays, and m.'.rmers upon them were to receive a reward. The

' Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 179.

'

ft"i;.?8l.'^'
""'" ''-"^ "^^ ^^ Tugan-Baranovsky, pp. ,7,-80.
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Tnv ^n.l'""''
™* .""* '"S°"™- '^^y ""^ '"^bidden to employ

aiiy workman even for a day. unless the workman had a pass^rtthey were forbidden to advance more than lo rubles to the ^rk-'

f^' /fL""^,.''''"''^'*
'° '"PP'y ''« workmen with "fresh

oTfh» i?l^ ^
• ^K

""''" '^"""y °' P""'*™™' at the handsof the police
;
ana they were forbidden to pay wages in any wavexcepting in money > ^ ' "

^nnH^^^^r"^^
endeavoured to have these regulations universally

applied. They were passed from department to department, pro-
tested against by the manufacturers, and finaUy fell aside in the
admimstrative confusion consequent upon the Crimean War.»

^Proceedings of Ike Commission Sanctioned lo Examine Ihe •;i^t„i.. ,

'Si/r:^::!^'^^^"'^^ .s.. pete^..^, .B6r;^'t iTvia";
• /Mi., p. 184.

"^ ''



CHAPTER IV

KUSTARNAVA RZBA. OR HOME WORK
Although probably in Western Europe purely natural economy
began to be complicated by the development of exchange re-
lations of a pecuniary character about a thousand years ago,'
natural economy of a more or less pure order was very general
throughout Europe during the past century, and it still exists
in villages remote from modem means of communication.'
Under natural economy, the house of the peasant was built by
himself, or with the aid of his neighbours to whom he rendered,
on similar occasion, similar services. If opportunity offered, he
might obtain the assistance of an itinerant carpenter or glazier
whose services were probably paid in butter, eggs, fish, or some
portable commodity, which he in turn might readily exchange.
The scanty furniture of the peasant's house was made wholly by
the members of the family, often in their spare moments in the
winter.3 Clothing under such a system was wholly made at home.
The sheep were shorn, the wool was prepared, spun by the women,
woven by the men or the women, and made into clothes by the
women. If the cloth was woven by the village weaver, who was
also a farmer, it was often paid for otherwise than in money. In
the first half of the nineteenth century, natural economy was still

prevalent in Russia. The following is an account of a fomyetschek
household in Ryazanskaya gub. at that time : " The labouring
forces of the bonded inhabitants were divided into two parts, the
field peasants and the ivorovie lyude. The task of the peasants

«„;..^(s^".Tet?rsbX''iwl%";;
''°""''''" '" "" ""'"" "f^-P"--'"

^hl^t^^ ^""'^ ago there were many villages in the north of Scotlandwhere there was very l.ttle exchanRe of any kmd, and where tea. sugar, and

Si /. ^f^ " ,

""""pdities were paid for to the " merchant " periodically

IX.L,
''^7T''"« ''"' °"''' "' '«="") " ^y » PS- In many villagesthe actual amount of coin m circulation was very small

As, for example, chairs are still made in the province of Quebec.
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In the economicro the Zi"^^^^^^ "'! "'."'^ gentleman's family,

but also furniture hne^c'^rtfIt n^o'?'^
"^ ^'^ ^ P^^P"^^'

implements and sometimes candi'ef
"""^^""'S^^)- agricultural

bought, besides special materiaTft dres'ses ^JneTTef
*"'= ""^

salt, iron, and a small number nf Jh ' ^' ™Sar. soap,

which did not amoun to much Th n ""l""^"'"''
">•= ""' "'

money because they we e dressed in stuffom "^"'"'^ ^P^"' '«^^

In the peasant villages outside of th! .
°™ Production."

the scheme of life wafsimc er InH th
^^^' °' *'' ^°"'>'***.

from any exterior market very malf or
™"^""P«°» "' luxuries

the peasants, however thlreir^ k
™" "''"''^'"'"'- Among

in wUng up thrrt^riarthrhad rtTh^irl %''"^^^^ °' =•'"'

more competent than othersT, T ^"^^- ^"'^ "ere

shoes, and'the 1 ke. a^d thus exchanTr/
''^"=' '" "^'''"S ^ark

village artisan thus makes hk»„^ P™''""'' ^^"^ "P' The
and it the same LTwo ktgThrtr:ke™m7 "T *^ '^"''

parts of things and thus fnrmi„ , '
""^'""6 the whole or

to the sociafmrof the ZZT^fZI^^Z " '' "^"='

artisan is the sign of appr"achL chaLe in " ™f ".?''" ^"^e
So long as a peasant mTJZh^^S ^. " "^'"''^ relations.

his ol houS Xt h/'eZ™ hf "''^''•^•''='"'*^°'

"natural"; when he bu>^ trv cesTom ' • s?™"^..
"' P""'''

economy changes and with it h
"^"^^ ""^"^ ^is

activitieLfhis'l^,lfnor*ewhotoT:he^:'"^^ T' "' '"^

also changes
; if his aptitude is such that » ?' ""^g^ artisan

which he works are readily obta ned locaUv and fT '"^'. "P°"
his own neighbourhood dema" hTp^iducts he'T *"'' "
his accustomed olace h„t if i, .

proaucts, he remains m
wandering dispo^^n; ht"lLer^T ro:id:dTh'

" ''= '^ "' '

vncible legal or other impedimen^sfoO^ 'tLr^^r^

lated by s. M. Wickctt (New Yorl igm)
'«''"«"»' &<.;«,<,„, trans-

C/."•V.t!:!':|^=;?;'^"^.—•8•'«-"^>»oo in the Li..l.Ru.ian villages.

I ' 'I
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a wandering carpenter or mason, as th? case may be.' If however
he remams in his village and is able to produce some commodity
for which there is a general demand, he may be able not only to
supply the relatively small local requirements, but to make for a
wider market. Out of the former of these conditions there arises
itmerancy (m German Stir), and out of the latter, Kustarnaya
ezba, or home industry. Both forms of industrial enployment
have been common in Russia ; but probably owing to the legal im-
pediments to the mobility of the peasant imposed both by the police
authonties and through the " mutual guarantee " by the village
population itself, the latter has had a much larger development
The Kustarny industry of Russia," remarks " V. V.," " has grown

from a home industry of the viUage inhabitants, through aU the
phases of transformation of the home industry into Kustarny the
chief industnals being the peasants themselves." ^

So long as the village artisan works for the market in his
immediate neighbourhood only, he comes directly in contact with
the consumer of his product

; but whenever he begins to work
for the wider market, the merchant comes as middleman between
them.

We have already seen that, so far back as the sixteenth century
the merchants were carrying on an extensive commerce, and that
they did not care to employ artisans or to organize production
so long as they were able to keep down the prices they paid to
individual producers by the importation of foreign goods.' Thus
from a very early period, probably antedating the sixteenth
century, the kustarny production was in the grasp of commercial
capitahsts who controlled it. " Already before Peter's time it was
a home system of capitalistic production." > The growth thus
spoken of by " V. V." must be considered as having taken place at
a very eariy period. The question is now, has the modem kustarny
industry, which developed rapidly in the eighteenth and eariy nine-
teenth centuries, any real connection with the home industry of
pnmitive times. In some branches it cleariy has not. For example
in the linen and also in the cotton industry, the kustarny grew out

' C/. Bucher. op. cit., pp. 163 et seq.
V. V.""(viilV

Pete..targ ,886), p. 49; cited by TugaiirSarinovsk;:"4"^ '"frTCf. supra, pp. ,19-120. . Tugan-atraao^ky! p. „j
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lished by foreign capitals 'h'"^' l"f '^'="'"« «'« estab-

the printing of HnenZca"~ 7h ^T^r f
"^

''" *'>'^'

succeeded as against the factwy butthJfa.^ """P' "°* ""'y
them. When cotton-weavin^faT "^ ™'^™'nbed before
eighteenth century^^he ^ea^g ^iTf: Zl T'"''*'^^

'" '"«
on in the factory

; but the rn^lZT,
'^"' '"'*^"<^<' <^^^<i

cotton yarn to tf,; peasan s ^hotvTu iH '''^''" '° *^*"''""'
the nineteenth century factorwr

"'*"' "'*'" homes. In
the kustarny. Thus the toorv d d '"f

"""' " '""'"'^^ »"* " "y
but the te/.,„y g„w out of C t 'or/^'Thr??"^

*'"'"'""•
often became skilful. Thev be^n l^u .

'"'^tany weavers
and not from the factoi^^i:";?."''/^™^'™"' 'he merchants,
and some of them afterwirds becL„ ? ^^""^ '"dependent.
The system by which thTw ^'*' ™"°" "manufacturers
he received frL ^^i^:^o:;tz:::^r""'' "" ™^-- ->""'

by It, thus became transformed T,"
^''" '"PP'"'''' to him

*"«y weaver bought h^Z^tTnlT'"" '","'"* ""= *«-
factory, obtaini -his markTt ^m.rl *^ "^ mdependent of the
mdifferently from one Trofher^'* ^' ""-chants who bought

.uofe^rSromfJS^^^^^
skaya J«4. In that village a far^l '^rr"™"^™"''^"* '" ^oskov-
hy the French manufacfurl ^Lt f7r Tr^*'""^"^'

'"'^ao
Pnntmg of Ii„e„. i„ j^e viUageThere hid f T"'"''"" ^"<»
Pnnting which was done in the peasant,' ho

°
k''"

'"'"" "'^"
or A«.ter„.- printer., on their o^aceoLt^' ^Y lorshechneke}
admims' ation introduced to tW *

'° '776 the factory
of printing linen in o" colon sTnd'lr'M,'"'

*''^" "''^ -^thod
development of theA« 1 nen i ?*" '^"^^f°™ard a great
eighteenth century, a certain ra"L"""^'''|""" Early in the
Ivanovo, had been emp oyS T 1"C. .'tr',''^'™^'''^

to
works in Schliisselburg.-'anJ ''- 'h^r^trd ^U'^UThT^^^^^^

2 M

lir'

'ih
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at the works the secret of mixing the colours for linen-printing
He returned to his native village and established kuslarni printing
there apart altogether from the local factory, so that there grewup side by side with it an independent group of kuslarni work-
shops.' The financial difficulties in which the Moscow factories
found themselves involved in the early part of the century and
heir practical destruction in the war of 1812, gave a great impetus
to the A«s(ar«. system, and especiaUy affected Ivanovo.' Unenand chintz pnnting flourished, and kuslarni methods were applied
to the weaving of cotton. "The industries of the viU^e ofIvanovo were developed in an original manner and many c^cum-
stances developed there which enabled every industrious arid shrewd

if^fi*"!^ .u*'^"^' " ^''*" ™"'™* '=^P"''' *° '='''< part in and to
profit by the industrial movement." '

It is easy to understand why the Ivanovo printing industry in

ZVf """^™^«« J i" competing against the factory duringthe last years of the eig .teenth century and the beginning of thenineteenth. Textile printing required much skill anfa vefy smaUamomit of capital. The wooden blocks cut by the printers th™
elves, the tods with which the traditional designs were cut t^etables upon which the blocks were placed-pressure being appliedby hand-colour tubs and a moderate supply of colour-thL reore

c"^r'aseV:;ih'fr''"''"'T'-
Th'^p^-sionofslmwrs'lhe

=„f
as^f of 'he A«ste,„, workman. If he did not possess skill

kuslar. If he possess d these, he did not care to be a hired em-ployee for any longer period than was required to acquire t^e

compete a^anst hi
^P^'^'^'or^^ factory " hands coL not

Thus the ?C1 '? ,*' ""'"^ °' "'* P^rti^lar industry.

n^nLr P°'=".^'™al factories," and others which were de-

I^bouT' found" in"";r'r'r'
^"^^ ^"^-^'^ uninstr^ctaWeTa-tlabour found m the kuslarm workshops round about them themos formidable competition, especially in the linen Ld calicopnning trades. In these trades the first tweny years of hnineteenth century witnessed the decomposition of theC f^cto?;

' C/. Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 216 1 ihjj
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to a rertain extent the coair^ence of
''^^ "^ **

"*'"""<•
=«»'-• This latter was esSv th

' ''"'''^ '"'° '^^'°""
pnnting factories. The im^tlr/H

^'^ """""e ">« <:hin'^-

facture at Ivanovo led to C"wth In r'".'
'".~"°" '""""

market there-so that it 51^™! Und ^Vt"" °i
'""~ *" ">«

that market the small producer co^^hrin S 'r°"
E'"=h»ge. I„
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thus also a small merchant and Tn^hif^'","""-
^he A,«/ar «as

kustari there came eventu^lvl f.^^'
'™'" ""= ""ks of the

a later period. But the farto„ inTv I*"! T"' ™'™facturers of
or foreign origin we^eeS^dottthlndtr'"'''" °' "^"-
possessional and hired workmen nstmcted^h *

^"Penntend the
were in the employment of th7f».T„ ,

*"*'"" **"'« they
formed the funcrion of a techn^ ^ ^i f""

"""' "-^ '»<^tory per-

The growth of the I 1 ^f Lu" /"' *"'""" "°^'""^""

complaints by the Canute Zsffom'abrIf ^"''l^'^^

"'

several years. In that vear tl,„ in
^-^ onwards for

the Minister of Filtce''Gu.y:v''rt"the"*"'VP™'^^'*='' ">

industry with commerce was ZfrT; ,u
^"'P'^tition of the

sion in the trade^Mo^o^ r^,s''l''^.^"i
P™<^"^'"g d-^Pr^s-

Vladimir reported to tt Department of «l%Ir"\''"'^^"
"'

peasants who had neither farMwT
"*'^"°'" "«" " some

to carry on commer:etv:tevertMesrmtv " "f""^ *'>™
chintz and calico for others and th»7tr

'"''*mery for working
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The n'^ T"" '°^ "^' =""=«
replied that iT was ooS to

Department of the Interior

the peasants, brthTtTpro" seTto im""*
"''°" *^ """^''^y'

have machinery worked bvhT„ '^"' "P™ P'^^^^nts who

imi^seduponti^tdm'ertha^S/'''^ ""'"= '-- - -re

Mem:ri^oTh?rpet'^:!ho, "T' J'^^"^ P-nted a
of commerce in the to3of nlf ^'"

l
"''™' ">e evil course

Empire." Jukov drew a«ent „n'?o thp'
'" .°''" ^'''"^ '" •"«

- proposed that the'^r rjl^TJ^^- lllj^of[^^
W. Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 220 1 /A,rf
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chintz, grey calico, &c., should be regulated by law. As the
peasants produced only goods of inferior quality, this measure
could have had no other effect than the death of the kustarni
industry. The Ministry of Finance, to which the Memorandum
was referred, protested energetically against its proposals on this
ground.'

In 1846 Garelin, the author of works upon the industries of
Ivanovo, and one of the most important manufacturers in Vladimir-
skaya giib., prepared a Memorandum in which he proposed that
peasants who have no right to enter into commerce should be
altogether prohibited from selling cotton yam or manufactured
cotton, and to forbid peasants to have more than four looms in one
family. These propositions were also rejected by the Department
of Manufactures.'

From about 1830 up till 1850 the development of the cotton
manufacture in Russia is to be found chiefly in weaving in small
shops with a few looms. The two main centres in the beginning
of the period were the Moscow and Shuya districts. From these
centres weaving spread rapidly to the surrounding regions. In
the beginning of the forties cotton weaving appears as the dominant
peasant industry in the central gtiberni of European Russia-
Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Ryazan, Kaluga, and others.' The dis-

persion of the industry was brought about in two ways—peasants
who had been working in factories returned home to their villages

and began to weave there on their own account, or the introduction
of weaving was induced by the establishment in a new locality of

a spinning or weaving factory in which the peasants learned the
business.*

The importance of the growth of tiie small industry may be
gathered from the fact that while the numbers of hands in the
cotton factories diminished by 20 per cent., the total production
of cotton increased by 300 per cent.' The technique of weaving
was not importantly improved during this period, so that nearly

' Atchmes oj thr Departmtnl of Trade and Commerce, loth February
184s : cited by Tupan-Baranovsky. p. 225.

"/tiif., 4tl, November 1846; cited ibid., p. 22^, There are many articles
in the Jottrnat af Manufactures and Commerce (an ofiiciat organ) upon the
competition of the kustarni with the factory industry. C/ TuRan-Baran-
ovsky, p. 22.-.

^
'Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 229. * Ibiii. Ibid., p. 231.
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there were many small silk-weaving factories which grew under the
stimulus of expanding trade into great ones,'

So also in hemp, after the collapse of the factories in Kaluiskaya
gub.. which were engaged in the manufacture of linen sails there
grew up a thriving kiisUirni trade in spinning and weaving hemp for
sails, sacks, and tarp.iulins ; and in the town of Rjev, in Tverskaya
gub., the people were engaged in their own houseyards in spinninK
rope yarn to the order of the local rope merchants.'

Thus in the tcMilc industries there is observable a certain re-
action between the factory and the kuslarni industry. We have seenhow the peasants of the eighteenth century were forced reluctantly
into industrial employment, and we have seen how many of them
changed their attitude towards it in the end of that century and in
the beginning of the nineteenth, to such an extent that they actually
beat the factory on its own ground. It is impossible not to recot'
nize here the influence of the gradua. decadence of compulsory
factory labour. At the same time it should be noticed that peasantswho for any reason, ami under any conditions, have been withdrawn
from agnculture, return to it with reluctance, and it is therefore not
surprising fl-at as the " possessional " peasants were shed by the
actory-owners. or were purchased by the Government, some ofthem should continue in their own houses the trade they had learnedm the factory, or that others should go into the factories voluntarilym order that they also might have a trade to make their living byThe extensive organization of petty commerce which we have found
to have existed in Russia from early times, must be credited with
a large share in the rapid development of the kustami industries
wherever they found a foothold.

We must now turn to those industries other than the textile in-dustnes, in which the kusiarni system also developed, but in which
the reaction between it and the factory system was not so apparentThe existence in the seventeenth century of kustami industry in
Pavlovo has already been noticed.' This industry was however
greatly stimulated by the existence near it of the ironworks of Count
Sheremetov, from which the kmtari were able to procure their
iron, and m which some of them learned their trade. Even after

b>- ;u?a'X:n{«kttl^:^°"^
'"'"''"'' ""' "' "^- PP- ^7-8; cited

' Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 24,. ,
f.^ ^^^^^
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™,i„,proveme„tresul,'edfroml'"auh V ,1^^^
«A«* of the village, organized a knife factory He brou.h,:L7f;sm. hs and mechanics from Germany, an<l Jected frorfh 1 '

families the most capable boys. To he"e ^e .Ive tl ^' y"'"^'

regular training in the trade^ VVhen thVacTc^; was cWdTh^

:^:^t::;':ST'' -^ '-^ -- -:-s,^
a.^trfa-ti^i:;::t^[~-^r
tained Its raw material from the fact,, y and wo ked t ud^ ^t

The total number of kuslarni workers throughout Russia »t =„.,penod have not been ascertained. Only in MoTkovllTZ f ?m a few others are the numbers know^ "
the fortt ^?H

"""

teenth century there were 141,000. ProfesslrT"rn filran "Testimates that of these there were aboutTperTent "ho ^

wSer^.
*'"' ""'"'"'' " P"«'y "popular" *««,,„.•

In the development of the wide kustarni industries the tomv,ischckc in some cases played a considerable rble, rntentionalh^^o;

ToZ f T,"/-
^'""^t^es they established factories whicheameo gnef, and the dispersed workmen carried their skUl to their ^Testo exercise it on their own account. Sometimes they ddibrritflvencouraged the growth of industries among their peasants ofthelatter were large landowners, like the Shefeme.evs the laltykovs

' Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 242
Ibid., p. 24s. lili., pp. 247 and 250.
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•nd the Tolstoys. They somfimes transferred trained artisuu tothe poorer viUage. and stimulated the peasants into activity

'

mJ^^iLT*'"' '" 1* u'*^"*^ "•' ™"'P««»«J commercialmechamsm by means o< which the *«ster„ workmen were able togay so peat a r61e in Russian economic life during the reign ofNlcholKi I, •• the golden age of the *«<a,«ya &»..•*
*^

h™
I^»»n«» did not usuaUy weave in their own dweUing-

houses. Havmg no chimneys, these were, as a rule, too smoky fcr

customanly placed m a house built for the purpose and havingchimneys The owner of the yam gave it out to a contractor!who sometimes had warp-beams of his own. If he had no warping

JZ' ilT.r''"'"'
'".' y""" "'"'"'y ""IXHl. The contractor thengave both warp and woof to the maslrrok. or little artisan whod-stnbuted the yam to the separate houses in the viS^" The

^^1 IT*"",?
''°"^' "' """""' °'^'" hired weavers who,

together with lumself, wove the calico. Sometimes the owner o

?r.fT,r "'"T '" " '° ""^^"^ '" '"-^h <=^ 'he weavers
received the.r yam directly from the masterok and accounted for

Lu, iT *P"^'*'y- ^"-en the pieces were woven, they werehanded lo the maslerok. who in turn passed them to the contractor

bv wtiT ;" ,:
'" "' " '"»'»"»eturer." The yam was chargedby weight at each stage, and the pieces were credited by weightwith an allowance forloss of yam in weaving. The contractoand the ma.M each received a definite commission for their

services, and the balance of the payment made by the manufacturwas received by the owner of the weaving-house or by the individual
weavers with whom the maslnok dealt." The same methods
obtained in silk and linen-weaving between iSji and i8so Theabsence of direct contact between the manufacturers and theweavers led to fnction between them. The manufacturers fre-
quently complained about defective cloth, and the weavers about
infenor yam. Towards i860, when industry was brisk, and when

V
Plotnikov. Niitforodskaya Gub.,

. p. 31 ;
cited by Tugan-Baranovsky.

See. It oSetrT "rt 'u„^f"!"" "!f™,'" E"8land „a, about iSoo.

' .hese details are from Tugan-Baranovsky, pp. 253-4.
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«« tZ^r If^ '^"^ '" ""^'"- "'* !»"" endeavoured to

to S^'h„ .^ .'?"".''?'' "' ""'»^"-" ""'' o' Ihem «id, daredto profit by the state of the market

«

.

"•<«

in.^t"' dl'*"w^"*'
"' "" ^""''""•y '">« *"» fast approach,

had power-loom, actuated by horw-power
; but in JJrTZloom, were actuated by hand and foot The a.lvcn of tr?team

r/Lir Thrr. t "-""' ''^'^"' """ «"« '-^ '--y "»
nfLv. < =1

' *'e'»"'-P°W" ««"» were introtluced mlu thedistrict of Shuya in 1846; and before i8js many simUar Lms
a^«t:S '^r' '"',"

'"°"r
"'"^ ^''^"«'= i^ tcch'ni^^'condZ

tr,X
^'""'*:P"n""g earlier than it af.ccted the cotton-WfavinKrade^ According to Nesytov. the chintz.print:.,g i„d,„ rT"n

1 .novo may be divided into three periods: >./ uo 1 i8«dunng
. , early developn.en.

; seco„<I^Uom isf^ 111 ?8« when

Z rade' iZt f'
" '*? *'" '^^"^ ^'en the numbers in

thl. > ""J'*^'^
eno-mously, Ivanovo alone having seventhousand. Under the influence of this great inrtux ."loTkiZ

im the close of the penod. In 1835 the first cylinder -.tiiitk e

8^6 and X, hl„H T """' ?P''"^ '° "^ """"'• "etween

bv thtL k' ''*"'^;T''
*'*' eradually squeezed out of existenceby the machine. £,.ch machine could print, by the ai-J of twomen as much as tlurty or forty han+priSters could do In .8^

work TisZ ^ th""'"'
^50/""*»- «-e -"ployed at h^"^-"

Yet the A«ste,„.- industry was not absolutely killed bv theadvent of steam-power. Some industries remained he peculiarconditions of which enabled them .0 resist for a timeT oraltogether absorption into the factory. Among these werT thesheepskin industry of the district of Shuya and%he naiNmaklng

^ve„ lor a good price in the tiSr,^^''!™
"'"'"'''''''?,''' ""'' ""'kinK men

1 ugai-Baranovsky. p, ^60.
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industry of Pavlovo. Even in these industries, however, the
kustarni workmen became more or less completely dependent upon
the merchants.'

On the whole, it appears that the period of the prosperity of the
kustarni industry was al?o a period of prosperity for those regions of
European i^ussia in which it had taken root. It grew because it

was able not only to compete with the factory system, but even
largely to take its place. With such a growth, however, the
antique and amateur kustarni was incompatible. The develop-
ment of the system was only accomplished through interior changes
m the system itself. It became professionalized. The kustari
came to be predominantly trained workmen, and the antique
methods dwindled. Under the antique system the kiistar was
also a farmer

; under the new kustarni system, this became less
and less the case, especially in the towns. Yet large numbers
of the kustari remained attached to the land. They had always
agriculture to fall back upon. This accounts, in a large measure,
for their ability to compete with the factory-owners, because
the latter found great difficulty, excepting during periods of
depression in agricultural prices, in inducing a sufficient
number of suitable workers to enter the factories. Unlike the
factory operatives of Lancashire, the Russian factory hand was
not landless.

The exportation of machinery from England was forbidden
by law; 2 there was nowhere else from which it might be
procured, and the manufacture of it at that time in Russia
was not possible, therefore in large factory and in small
kustarni workshop alike, the hand-loom was used. When the
importation of machinery came to be possible, and the use of it

to be extensive, in the same way as the technically improved
kustari had conquered the untrained workmen, both outside
the factory and inside of it, the kustari themselves were
vanquished by improved technical conditions within the fac-
tory. The change was very gradual, and thus kustarni methods
Imgered in Russia even in important branches of manufac-

' Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 263.
' The exportation of machinery was prohibited by proclamation n Jan.1M6 and conl'rmed by statnte 7 and 8 W ill. III. c. 20 § S. This section of

the Act. with others, was repealed by jo.and 31 Vict. c. 59 (S.L.R.).
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CHAPTER V

GOVERNMENTAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC DISCUSSIONS
PRIOR TO EMANCIPATION

The development of intensive industry was retarded, as was also the
development of intensive agriculture in Russia, by the scantiness of
the population in relation to the natural resources and the area of
the country, and by the absence of concentration of population in
peat centres. In the first half of the nineteenth century the popu-
lation mcreased rapidly, and the reactions of this increase brought
progressively into relief many problems which had previously been
lightly regarded. The exhaustion of available resources by the
crude methods of exploitation which were in vogue led eventually
to the need for technical improvements, but intermediately to de-
mands for governmental assistance to keep down costs of manufac-
ture or to sustain prices.

The most obvious feature of the discussions in official spheres in
the early part of the nineteenth century is the influence of Adam
Smith. The official organ of the Government at that time was The
St. Petersburg Journal. Writers in that newspaper referred toAdam Smith as " a great man, who had seized an important truth

"

The duty of the Government," they said, "
is a very easy one It

should not act-it is only necessary for it to refrain from interfering
It should only encourage the natural freedom of industry "

"Let the Government drop all systems of prohibition and control
let It not bind industry by its regulations, and it shall not have to
reinforce it by its rewards." >

Kochubey, the Minister of Interior, apparently impressed witli

' " ^"°''°' °' the Teachings of Adam Smith " in The SI Peler<l,ur„J^ou^al (August, ,804), pp. ,53-6; cited by TuganlLSiov/ky™; S
!S6
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the physiocratic side of Adam Smith's doctrines in his reoort for
1803 speaks of the advisability of " leaving privkte induX fr ebut of obtaming full information about its pfo^e'and of SsWng
ha" • Rrrr^T *^''^' ' -O--" He further oT^„efthat Russia, by nature and by other circumstances, is called upono prefer agriculture. The space of the country is d/sproportioZeto the number of its inhabitants

; and this forbids us to think of

was hLs^f a , t ^"""^ Rf^y-n^t-^v. the State Chancellor'^ who

^e nrhfhif
""e« "'^^f^-^turer, was opposed to the abolition ofthe prohibitive system, as was also Kochubey's successor at theMmistry of the Interior, Kozodavlev, Although thL was thl no

P^i^ll K J^ ,

™' '° "'P^*' ""^ "'^^^ °f 1798, in the reign of

ttt oXir hv f k';^''
P"""""" "'"^ "^ established'and

ToodslfpthiL:':*
*" '"p°'*='"°" "^ ^"^"^'> -""'-'-<•

The chief protagonist of protection during this period was Mord-

eZrtha't'tf'''
""T,'

'''"^"''"- H- -Su™nt3 ::: to theeffect that the increase of factory industry would create a marketfor agricultural products, which at that time, in 1815, could not findan outlet, therefore the cultivators are also interested in the ^ow^:of industry. If a city is to flourish, it must have cultivators, artisans
manufacturers, and merchants

; but if the relative advant;ge of the
classes ,s compared, it must be aUowed that the manufacturer ismore important for the cultivator than the merchant. A pS,plewho have only agriculturists and merchants remains in povert7andmost importantly they are not free because they are deAdent u^onothe countnes for the satisfaction of their first ncceSties. Suchpeople cannot enjoy the political freedom which is necessary in orderthat they may be independent upon their own land. In a wordsuch people can neither be rich nor cultured '

The most formidable antagonist of protection at that time was

1804).

plctelyc&r- '"-" ""= ''""'"«" """" English goods was not com.

• Alordvinov, op. cit., iHic ed on 8 -y > , ,^ c^ 4. i l ...

Barannvsky. pp. 269-70.
^^'

' ^' ^^- ^^-
• "^^"^ ^^ ^"E^'
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the economist Storch,> who had been tutor to the Grand Dukes Con-
stantme and Nicholas, and who had written for them, in 1815 his
Cours d Economie polilique. in which he demonstrates the advantages
of agnculture over factory industry. A similar attitude is observ-
able m the publications in 1812 of the Imperial Free Economical
society, m which the separation of ciUtivators from factory workers
on the estates of pomyetschiki is urged. Between the years 1813
aiid 1820 the free traders had an organ-TAe Spirit of the Journak
{Dukh J,irnalov)-m which they conducted an energetic propaganda
for the abolition of protection, translating extracts from the writings
of J. B. Say, Bontham, Sismondi, and other Western European
writers, ii and publishing original articles upon economical subjects
Ihe effect of this propaganda upon a sympathetic public and upon
the Government was found in the issue of 31st March 1816 of a new
tariff, in which although some prohibitions were preserved many
were withdrawn, and a moderate tariff of about 15 per cent, insti-
tuted.'

The free-trade propagandists had carried their point, and they
wrote trmmphantly in their journal, " The Spirit of the Journals has
not spent its time in vain. Long live the wise and benevolent
Government

!
" The free-traders were not, however, thorough-going

disciples of Adam Smith. They were ardently desirous of liberating
industry from State control, and they looked with a benevolent eve
upon the cultivators, whom they wished also might be induced to
practise kustarni industry in their spare moments,* and they ad-
vocated political freedom

; but they did not advocate the abolition
of bondage right. On the contrary, they defended it, and in many of
their articles they undertook to show that the bonded peasant of
Russia was incomparably better off than the proletarian factory
operatives of Western Europe, and better off than the German
peasants.^

The Russian free-traders were thus in a large sense belated
Physiocrats, in so far as concerned their enthusiasm for agriculture

!
Tigan-Baranovsky, p. 274. , ;jy ^ g

. "'f'P-27-: <:itingr/.eS/,.>,<q/(4eyour«a/s, No 19, !3iS p 81
Iota., p. 279. , tf V .
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up till the present time there has been no departure from a pro-
tective policy. The change in policy is not, however, wholly refer-
able to the plav of interior interests. When after the Peace of
1815, the prohibitive and protective policy was suspended, hopes
had been excited by the Congress at Vienna that tariffs " should
be prepared in such a manner as to encourage commerce "

; ' but
these hopes were not realized, both France and Prussia adopting a
scale of duties adverse to the interests of the Russian export trade."
Thus from two sides, from the point of view of the import and
from the point of view of the export trade, there were strong
influences making for reversion to protection. The change in policy
was carried out by Count Kankrin, who conceived the idea of
isolating Russia from the economic iystem of Europe."

The effects of the tariff policy of 1822 upon Russian industry
were immediately observed with satisfaction by the advocates of
factory enterprise. Aksakov, for example, found that " no govern-
mental measure in Russia had caused so great a transformation
in the industrial sphere as the tariff of 1822." " The Moscow,
Vladimir, and Kostroma regions," he says enthusiastically, " have
become a great factory district. The whole population has received
an impetus towards the factory ; hundreds of hands have come
into motion, and hundreds of factories daily throw their products
into the market." *

During the eariier years of the reign of Nicholas !,» the factory
system did increase, and from various causes, the number of
labourers available for hire increased also

; yet the bureaucratic
elements of that period did not look upon the factory with favour.
They feared the concentration of landless factory hands in cities
and anticipated the breaking up of the bondage system. Count
Kankrin,' for example, regarded it as of importance that the

• The provision really only applied to river commerce. See art. cxiGeneral Treaty, Vienna Congress, 9th June 1815. Hertslefs rrealies led
l-ondon, 1X20). 1. p. ^.

>

dutlefuTJrwK'"
''""' "P"'"'^ "*''"' '"' *= ^'""^ ^''''"8 '"^'^

know^aT' ttTu'"sirnl^lb"r? '" '"""' "" '""'=>' '^"^'^ ""^ "" "=

/c/D*I'''^'i?"''^i
{',"'""'' ''^'"'' Commerce in the Markets «f the Vkraint

(St Petersburg. ,858). p. ,3 ; cited by Tugan-Baranovslcy. p. 28!
' Nichola.^ I reigned from 1825 till 1853.
In his Die Oekommie der menscUichen CeseUschafteii (Stuttgart iSdO

cited by Tugan-Baranovsky. p. 299. 6 "tji.
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Professor Tugan-Baranovsky attaches great importance to the

influence upon contemporary Russian thought of the publication
in 1847 of the work of Baron August von Haxthausen. Von
Haxthausen had emphasized what he considered the unique char-
acteristic of Russian society—its self-containedness and its idyiiic
village life. " In all other countries of Europe," he says, " the
partizans of social revolution have taken up arms against wealth
and property. The abolition of hereditary rights and the equal
distribution of land—these are the war-cries of the revolutionaries.
In Russia such a revolution is impossible, because the Utopia of

the European revolutionaries has, in that country, arrived at full

existence "
' Professor Tugan-Baranovsky observes sarcastically

:

" The bondaged Russia of Nicholas I appears to this West
European conservative as the incarnation of the dreams of the
French revolutionists—a truly surprising incarnation <"' The im-
pression made upon Von Haxthar sen's mind of the growth of the
factory in Russia was not favourable. He thought that through
the introduction of the factory, bondage right lost its numan
character. The estates of nobles passed into the hands of

parvenus, and the " ancient bonds of mutual love and faithful-

ness which had been preserved from age to age were broken.
The new owners sa\,' in the serfs only means of bringing them
money." "

According to von Haxthausen also, factory industry impeded
the mitigation of bondage obligations, because, in consequence of

the growth of factories, the wages of labour had risen so high in

Russia, that the estate-owner who farmed his property could not em-
ploy hired labour, and needed the work of serfs.* Von Haxthausen's
opinions about the mir harmonized with those of the Slavophils,
and his opinions about factory industry harmonized with those of

the Russian conservative circles in the forties and fifties of the

nineteenth century. For example, Gorlov, professor in the Uni-
versity of St. Petersburg, expresses himself almost in the same
way. " Divisional (i.e. kustami) industry only exists largely (in

Russia), and is importantly implanted among the people. From

* Von Haxthausen, sen., Studi^n uber die innern Zmt&nde Riisslandi.
(Hanover, 1847), i. XII ; cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, op. cit., p. 290.

" Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 290.
* Haxthausen, op. cit., i. 117, cited by Tugan-Baranovskv p. 201
' Ibid., i. XII,

/. r »J-
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truth, that the progress of enlightenment and of science bring joy
not only to a few."

'

•» ' /

The general character of the tariff of 1822 has already been
noticed. Under it the importation of textiles, certain kinds of
paper, copper wares, glass, fine earthenware, and refined sugar
was prohibited. A duty of 90 kopeks per pM was levied on cast
iron and of i ruble 20 k-pcks per pid on assorted iron if imported
by land." The customs revenue from this prohibitive and pro-
tective tariff was relatively small, imports being effectively checked.
The duty upon iron, which amounted to o.625i<. per lb. was very
burdensome to the peasantry. Successive tariffs in 1824, 1826, 1830,
1831, 1836, 1838, 1841, 1845, and 1846 converted the prohibitory
part of the tariff of 1822 into a system of highly protective duties.
The principal author of these changes was Tengoborsky.

One of the incidents of this period was the abolition in 1822
of the customs line between Russia and Poland ; although there
still remained an import duty levied in each country upon the
manufactures of the other, in order to mitigate the shock to Polish
manufactures which would have been occasioned by i, complete
and sudden assimilation.

The following table' shows how the gradual modifications in
the " prohibited list " which were made " for the sake of quicken-
ing the home trade and of affording models for home manufac-
turers " resulted in increased revenue, the tariffs of 1830 and 1831
being important in this respect. At the same time export duties
were diminished with consequent increase in the volume of exports.

Decennial Periods.

1824-1833— 10 years
1834-1843— 10 years
1844-1849—6 years

Millions of Rubles.

Exports.

56.4

70.8

92.6

Imports.

48.2

60.9

71.5

Customs
Revenue.

16.3

26.7

30.2

' Sovremennik (1851); cited by Tugan-Baranovsky, p. 207.

• RJr'T'th"' t^'- ^-
.y.''^^i''!;'^'°'

D'P'- °« Trade and Manufactures,

^^T^TiSli?
Russian lanff Systems" m The Indmtriis of Hussta tia

English) (St Petersburg, l«93), ti. p. 405.
'

' Tirairyazev, op. cit.. np. 4o?-8.
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APPENDICES

SKETCH OF THE OROGRAPHY, HYDROGRAPHV, AND
CI.IMATOCRAPHV OF RUSSIA

Orography.- No complete orographical map of Russia can as yet
be compiled owing to the absence of surveys of large portions of
European and of Asiatic Russia. An orograpliical map of Etiro-
pean Russia south of Oo" N. lat. and from the western frontier
to the Ural Mountains, on a scale of 60 versU (40 miles) to the inch
was published in 1889 by Lieut.-General Tillo. A hypsr-.icf ^ '

map was also published by him in 1895, on the scale of 40 versh
to the mch, mcluding the river Volga on the east and extending
beyond the western frontier to Berlin and Vienna.

These maps by General TiUo show that Russia may be divided
into three parts as follows :

I. A low plain comprising all European Russia from the western
frontier and the Caucasus northwards to the Ural Mountains
together with the similar plain of Turkestan „nd Western Siberia
to the river Venesey. This vast plain, the largest low plain in the
worid, is divided into two parts by the Urals, which separate the
European from the Asiatic portion. Apart from the Ural and
Cnmean Mountains, no part of this plain rises in European Russia
above 1750 ft.

2. A hilly but scarcely mountainous region, consisting of series
of foothills occupying all of Siberia east of the Venesey River and

.•« ('J"pf,/°' 'i'^,;''-'"''',","'."^''/'";"''
"« '"ived from Bmckhaus. Rimia

%w. „ fl"'
""' f^'^'^sburg. 1900). pp. s-,7, and from GeneralTiUos maps. Brockhau.s contams a good bibiro^phy. On the phvskageography of Jmand. see the excclU-nt AUa.de Fi,Th,^l.\-,th itsaccompanyng volume of text publ.slied by the Geographical Society of FiSland

(Helsingfors. 1899), folio and 8vo.
'
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Caspian Sea (84 ft. below the level of the ocean) there lie the im-
mense flat and low lands which form the largest known area of
occupied lands below the ocean level.

Hydrography.—The three great river systems of European
Russia, those of the Dnieper, the Don, and the Volga, all have a
southerly trend. Tliey drain the three lowland systems, the south-
western lowlands, the Central Moscow basin, and the eastern Ad-
Volga lowlands. The rivers flowing northwards emerge on the low.
lying coasts of the Baltic Sea and the Arctic Ocean. These rivers all
correspond to one or other of two types. They either receive their
waters from the melting of the mountain snow, as in the Caucasus
and Turkestan, or the melting of the snow and ice in the lakes and
swamps from which many rivers take their rise produces spring
floods. The greater part of the water of the rivers is afforded
by precipitation of rain and snow, and the consequent drainage
of the regions through which they pass. The rivers of European
Russia rise as a rule at no great elevation above sea-level ; their
course is, therefore, sluggish, although there are occasional rapids
where the lowlands succeed highlands abruptly, as near Sula, where
there are the rapids of the Dnieper. The comparatively slight eleva-
tion of the river sources ' results also in the formation of numerous
streams m the same region. In many cases even large rivers ap-
proach one another.

The hydrographical system thus forms a network by means of
which the penetration of the country was easily accomplished by the
most primitive means. The numbers of races moving about upon
a large part of this network of waterways are very great even when
they are noticed by the earliest writers ; their existence during a
period long antecedent to the beginning of history cannot therefore
be doubted. The wide plains, the numerous rivers, their easily
navigable character, the richness of a great part of the soil in the
river valleys and on the plains, the varying aptitudes and wants of
Its races, have combined to promote, from the eariiest times, a vast
internal commerce in Russia, resting in later times upon widely
extended agriculture and a rapidly increasing population. Tlic
notion, which is somewhat prevalent, that the geographical cm-

' 7''<',Y"'H*' ""= Dnieper, and the Western Dvina all have their sc jrccs
at a height not exceeding 100 olt. above sea-level. which involves a fall ofirom 6 to 12 inches per mile.
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is the area that very great extremes are observable. For example,
in valleys in the extreme north-east of Siberia the lowest observed
temperature in winter is 68° R.,> while in the Transcaspian region
the highest observed temperature in summer is 45° R.' So also the
highest recorded barometric pressure in winter has been found in
Russia, viz. 780 mm.,' and one of the lowest average barometric
pressures has also been found, viz. 750 mm.* The heaviest rainfall
occurs on the eastern shores of the Black Sea (e.g. at Batum, 94.8
inches have been observed). The smallest rainfall is in the Ural-
Caspian steppes, where the rainfall is less than 4 inches per year.
The extreme north of Siberia is also deficient in moisture. The
general character of the climate of the central part of European
Russia is as follows : During the winter, while the temperature is

below freezing-point, there is little difference between the southern
and the northern parts of the region. The winter is continuous.
The spring is late, and there are frequently recurring cold days. In
winter and spring the changes of temperature are frequent ; but in
the summer the air is warm and the tcnperature fairiy constant be-
tween June and October, excepting in the east and south, where
changes are more frequent. In the eastern part of the region the
winters are colder than in the west. In the Black Soil Zone the
summer is moderately cool, and there is much moisture owing to the
great swamps. In the southern steppes towards Asia, dry cold
easteriy winds prevail in the winter, and the same winds in summer
are dry and warm. Westerly winds from Europe find an entrance
into the region with difficulty owing to the mountain barriers."

In some parts of Southern Russia and in Nijigorodskaya
gub. in the north, it appears that large areas formerly under lakes
and marshes have become dry within historical times. In the

'121"' Fahrenheit, a tempL-rature lower than that recorded in balloons
at a height of i^ mile. C/. A. \oekhov in Brockhaus' Russia, p. 21.

!
'33° F-,

,

' In the interior of Eastern Siberia.
* On the Muhrmann coast and also in the south of Russia. Cf. ibid
' Cf. VoSkhov, loc. cit.. p. 25. See also Kluchevsky i. p. 50. The latter

author picturesquely remarks upon the prevalence of the dry cold and dry
hot easterly winds from Asia in winter and summer respectively and the
low frequent y of westerly winds from Europe, " This airy struggle of Asia
with Europe upon the Russian Plain reminds us involuntarily of remote
historical times when Russia was the arena of the struggle of Asiatic with
European peoples, and when in the southern steppes the Europeans were
overwhelmed, and of more recent times in the northern region, when there
began the moral struggle between eastern and western currents."

'-^^\
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SKETCH OF THE ETHNOCRAPHY OF THE PEOPLE
OF RUSSIA

From an ethnographical point of view, Russia as a whole presents
a high degree of complexity and of non-assimilation. The most
considerable racial element, the Slavic, has, however, possessed
an unusual capacity for absorbing the blood of other races, and its
own great prolicity has rcsulteil in a very large and wcU-assimUated
nuclear group which may in general terms be regarded as the
Russian people, in distinction from the non-Russian inhabitants of
the Empire. This group of so-called Great Russians cannot be
regarded as purely Slavic. It consists of people of mingled
Slavic, Scandinavian, Finnish, and other origins, but it has been
thoroughly compacted, and, especially during the past two centuries
It has in a very real sense represented Russia. Yet the governing
class is perhaps less Slavic than the mass, the higher aristocracy
pridmg Itself upon its relatively unmixed Scandinavian descent,
while the present dynasty, properly called that of Holstein-Gottorp!
IS of German origin. Round the fringes of the Great Russian
population, and even intruding among them, there are numerous
non-Russian groups, and this fact has had so important an influence
upon the political structure and upon the political situation at
successive periods, that a systematic outline of Russian ethnography
is indispensable.

The following ethnical groups are discriminated by the autho-
rities on the subject.' The division into groups is based partly
upon general anthropological and partly upon linguistic and
historical grounds.^

'A bibliography of Russian anthropology and ethnography is given
in Biockhaus' Russia, lis Past and Present (St. Petersburg i g^), pp 139

« The cla,ssilication which follows is that of Brockhaus' Russia in arton Ethnography by .A. Anuchin. It follows the accepted system of grouping.The details of the groups are derived partly from M. Anuchin's article (pp. I w-
152) and partly from other buurccs. ^^ '^

"w«!,i;
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1. The Slavic Groups
groups as now existing may be divided as

The Slavic

follows :

A. People speaking the Russian Languages

:

1. The Northern Division, consisting of—
(a) The people of Novgorod, and
(b) The Eastern people (or Suzdalskoye)

;«) ?h?Etttn p^ojirrr^^
''^''°"- '-^^ "'-

£I^tra--K--owd.a^
abo^t:^tfS:n"S;.^'^L'^Sn"olT^V' T"^"

"-
the Little from the Grfat 'R„ssia'^^^:Xufe.*\?renr;::;t:'
.ve view .s that in the twelfth century, owing to the attack" oithe Tartars, many of the Russ^ abandoned their home on thl

trfift"'T
'"' "'"' '"'" '"« '^Sion nowkno™ asGa, cia fnthe fifteenth century their descendants returned to the DnieJrwhere hey united with the scattered remnan" of the earlS Russpopulation which had remained and had mingled their Wood ^ththe^nquenng Tartars. The Little Russian'oroup is s"bdS

i. Ukrainskoye.
ii- Polesskoye.

iii. Rusinskoye or Podolsko-Galitskoye

sket'i'in ?e°,r"s:e"'.,ll'''pr '' "^'"'^ °' "" ^^^'^ ^'-^' ^ Wstorical

'

l7 KbtT* °^ '%."°«1 K-ss," see supra, p. ,«

Little Russia tad been under the Jwav of P^E^hk"'^"",""' '"P'anation.
Hmelnitsky was helmun^ ibl ITttL Russians' Th™ '° ' »'* ""'" "^^daa
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3. Wkite or Blonde Russiuns.-The White Russian language is

spoken by about 17,000.000. Although the purely Slavic type,
traditionaUy characterized by yeUow hair and blue eyes, is now
rare, the White Russians are probably of more ourely Slavic
type than are the Great Russians.

B People speaking the Polish Langmge.-Tbis group comprises
about 7,500,000. The origin of the Poles is obscure. They are
supposed to be descended from the Liakhi,' one of the trilis of
Eastern Slavs.

C. People speaking the Bulgarian Language.—Ol these there are
about 125,000.'

D. Serwans.—There are colonies of Servians in Russia, but thev
speak Little Russian, not their own language.

E. decks or Chekhi.—Somt colonies of Czechs in the Caucasus
retain their own language.

II. Leito-Litovsky or Lettish-Lithuanian Group
A. Litovsky or Lithuanians.—Oi these there are about 1,800,000,

divided into

—

1. Litovsky properly so called, and
2. Jmud.
B. Lattishi or Letts, of whom there are about 1,350,000.

III. GER.MANIC Group
A. (a) Germans, of whom there are about 1,500,000 throughout

Russia, speaking German. In the Baltic Provinces they form
about 10 per cent, of the population.

(*) English. The English number about 3000. They reside
chiefly in the two capitals

; some are engaged in commerce and
m'uiufacture in the industrial centres.

B. Swedes, of whom there are about 350,000. About 0500
belong to the nobility of Finland and live in Finland, the Aland
Islands, and Estland.

1 Tw-f J?*'!^'^
'"'•;

'l"""^
sporadically in every part of Russia

' Until the time of the Tsar Alexis father ol Prf^r th^rf' . i u,.was the official name of the Poles.
^' ""^ °™'- ^"'** =

' On the history of the Bulgarians, see the excellent sketch bv I H ji,.r„m Hnlciry of the LaU, Roman Empire (Loudon, 1 889)7 ii

"y J- » Bury
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IV, Latin Group

Bes^atklvrtd
°' ""'"'" »'»-'= -^ about 900,000, living i„

ortS S. '^'•"^°"^''='y» S«berni. These are of G?eek

B. To this general group belong •

1. French.
^

the^a^:-.Si^^r":^«i:^Li^^-^---n

V. Greek Group

.ive?n^^Tt;e"ecS:'"i^^""^' ^''°"' ""-""o -"^

oblost.
^"^^'leskaya and Tifliskaya gub. and in Karsskaya

VI. Iranian Group

A° r«li*T'T r"P °' ''"«""e^^ '^'""g the foUowing •

Caucas^
""'""'"* '^°°° ''"^'^^ "^ -ottered over the

thetrsus.i^:^:rhf^L--j^^^^^^^^^

Ba-;:^:C^"
'"^^^ "•= ^'""' ^-- *- Lenk^s^ofdls^i^ni

1.200,000, are mostly m Erivanskayag«4., in which they form about

it \\
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50 per cent, of the population. In Elizavetpolskaya gub. they foiro

35 per cent., and in Tifliskaya gub., 25 per cent, of the population.
They are also found in Astrakhan. Most of the Armenians in Russia
are shopkeepers or shop salesmen.

VII. Indian Groi;p

This group is represented by Tsyegani, or Gypsies, whose lan-
guage, Rom (anglkl Romany), is supposed to have been one of the
languages of India, probably that of Scinde. The Gypsies, who
formerly wandered over Russia, are now prevented from practising
their nomad habits, and are to be found for the most part in Bessa-
rabia. To this group also belong the itinerant vendors of Hindu
race who travel periodically in Turkestan.

Minor Linguistic Groups

The above are the main groups of languages. A complete cata-
logue of races is neither possible, nor is one necessary for the purposes
of the present. The following minor groups of languages have
special interest because of the people by whom they are spoken.

Semitic Langiiages.~A few colonies of Arabs live in Middle Asia
and in Daghestan

; but they have practically lost their own language,
which is now used by them only as the language of the Koran and for
ofBcial correspondence. Among the Semites are the Jews, who
have also practically lost their language, which has been preserved
only in their sacred books and in literature. The Jews in Russia
speak a corrupted dialect of the German language which they print
in Hebrew characters. This language is Ashkenazim, otherwise
known in Western Europe as Yiddish. The Jews throughout Russia
number about 4,000,000. Though Jews were active and influential
in Russian regions in very early times—there were some who mi-
grated probably through Syria and Asia Minor by the Caucasus, to
ancient Kiev, where they induced the Khakhan of the Khozari, the
great commercial empire of the eighth and ninth centuries, to accept
Judaism—the great migration has taken place from Germany into
Poland since the fifteenth century. In some cities of the western
district the Jews comprise 25 per cent, to 55 per cent, of the whole
population. There are two Jewish " capitals," where, excepting
officials, troops, and police, the whole population is Jewish. These
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The Abhastsi (local name, Asiga) number about 60,000. They

live between the Black Sea and the foothills of the main Caucasian
mountain chain.

B. The Southern Group.—The people of this group speak the
Georgian or KartveUi language. It is spoken by (a) Georgians, of
whom there are about 400,000, mostly in Tiflisskaya gub.. and in
KartellenU and Kaheti

; (i) Imyeryctini and KuriCtsi in Kutals-
skaya gub., about 500,000

;
(c) Adjartsi, in Batiimsko* district,

about 60,000
;

(<f) Mingreltsi, in Kutaiskaya gub. ; and (e) Laasi, in
Batiimsko* district, numbering both to- ther about 220,000. Al-
together the Georgian language is spoken by about 1,300.000
people.

URAL-ALTAIC LANGUAGES

I. Uralian

I. Finnish.—This language is divided into
A. Western or Ad-Baltic Finnish, consisting of—
(a) Loparian, spoken by the Lopari, who seem to have been the

ancient inhabitants of Finland, and at one time to have been spread
over the region round Lakes Ladoga and Onega. From this region
they appear to have been pushed northwards by the Finns. The
Lopari called themselves Same, and their country Sameyednara.
From the latter word there was probably derived the Finnish name
of Finland, Suomi (in ancient Russian Som). The Norwegians
call the Lopari, Finns ; and the Finns they call Kvens. At the
present time the Lopari inhabit the extreme north of Finland, and
they are also to be found in KolskoS district of Arkhangelskaya gub.
Their number is about 3500. The Lopari have preserved many
songs and epics in which their conflicts with the Koreli (one of the
Finnish tribes) are described, and in which many indications of
Shamanism are to be found.

(i) Finns or Suomalyset.—These are divided into (i.) Tavasti or
Hemelyset, and (ii.) Koreli or Karialyset. A straight line drawn
from Viborg to the north-west of the Gulf of Bothnia may be re-

garded as an approximate frontier between these two groups of
descendants of ancient Finnish tribes. To the east are the Koreli.
to the west the Tavasti. Both togetner number 2,200,000, and both
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to be classed also with these people, as the Lettish language ii taught
In the schools attended by their children.

B. Ad-Volgian Fiimi.—This group occupied a great part of the
Volga region, almost (roni the very source of that river as well as
the basin of the River Okil ami its tributaries. The group con-
aisted of many tribes, of which the only survivors are the Cheremisii
and the Mordva.

(a) The Chaemis^i.—Ot the Chcremissi there are now from
300,000 to 400,000. Their centres are in Urjumsko* and Yaransko4^
districts of Viatkaskaya guh., and in some districts in Kazanskaya
gub. The great majority of them live on the left bank of the Volga,
and for that reason arc known as the Chcremissi of the Plains

;

those on the mountainous right bank are known as Highland
Chcremissi. The former group has been absorbed by the Chuvashi

;

while the latter K"i»p. numlx-nng about 2J,ooo, has been almost
altogether Kussianizeil. The Cheremis.si have in former times been
celebrated for their lighting qualities. They fought in defence of
the Tsardom of Kazan in IJ52, and later gave much trouble to the
Government in the Chcremissi riots. Throughout the seventeenth
century the Russians founil it necessary to keep a military force
in their neighbourhood in order to hold them in check. The
Chcremissi preserve their traditional dress and their characteristic
houses. Although they are ranked as Christians, they have re-

tained some of their former beliefs and customs. These, however,
vary in different places, owing to their habit of widely scattere<l

settlement. For the same reason there are some six dialects of

their language.

(6) The Mordva—Thii group has two divisions—the Erzya and
the Moksha. The Erzya live in five districts in Nijigorodskaya gub.,

and in the giiberm of Penza, Simbirsk, and Saratov. In Nijigorod-
skaya gub. there live in forty villages " a special variety " of the
Mordva—the Terinkhanie, now for the most part Russianized, and
in the gub. of Simbirsk the Tartarizcd Karatyi. The total number
of the Mordva is probably about 1,000,000. The group was
" violently " baptized and reduced to serfdom by Russia. In the

seventeenth century there were frequent Mordva riots. The
people still preserve their peculiarities of dress as well as some of

their pagan beliefs.

C. Ail-Kama fi««s.—These consist of three tribes—the Votyaki.
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aie apt scholars. The Ziranes extend themselves all over the
north and along the river Ob, controlling in that region the whole
business of deer-keeping,' the Samoyedes acting as their herdsmen.
They are formidable competitors of the Russians in the exploitative
trade carried on with the Samoyedes and other native tribes. The
Ziranes are indeed known as the " Jews of the North."

'

[The Cossacks.—Although the Cossacks form a definite group
living in definite localities, principally in the so-called Donskoe
oblost, or military district of the Don, holding their land under
obligation of military service, they do not form either an ethnical
or a national group. They are of diverse racial origin, and they
have no national history. " In the sixteenth century the hired
labourers who were working on the farms of peasants, people
without definite occupation or permanent place of abode, were
called Cossacks. Such was the original and general meaning of
the word cossack. Later in Moscow Russ they were given the name
of Free Tramps."']

2. Ugorian-Finns.—The Ugro-Finns lived formeriy in the north
of European Russia, where they came into conflict within historical
times with the Novgorodians. They were finally partly absorbed
by the Finns and Russianized, and partly they withdrew towards
the Ural Mountains, where they now live under the name of Voguli
(about 7000) and Ostiaki in Bereozovskoe and Tobolskoe districts

of Tobolskaya giib. and in Narimskoe region, in the territory of
Tomsk (about 25,000). The two groups call themselves by the
common name of Manzee. The Voguli have partly preserved their
language, peculiarities of life, and belief. They still practise, for

instance, the adoration of the bear. The Ostiaki have been bap-
tized, and economically they are more prosperous than the Voguli.
They carry on cattle-ranching as well as agriculture. The Surgutski,
a sub-group of the Ostiaki, have preserved a purer dialect than
the other sub-groups. The Ostiaki have preserved epic stories
telling of the warfare of their giants against the Samoyedes, who

' The deer they keep is the cervus laplandus.

.. iir- ^^J^
graphic description of Zirane life and character, see Shukin, P.

With the Ziranes." in Riisskoe Bogolstvo, No. 8. Augu.st 1905. pp. 17 et sea
See also an interesting account of their economical condition by A. P. Engel-
hardt, Governor of the Arkhanghelskaya gub.. in A Russian Province ofthe
North, Enchsh translation (London, 1899). p. 254.

' Kluchevsky. op. cK.iii. p. 131. See also in/ra, vol. ii. Bock IV, chap. ii.
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the Russian Empire about 11,000,000 speak the various Teurkisli
dialects. With the exception of the Yakuts, a few Altaic tribes
who passed directly from Shamanism to Christianity, and some
baptized people of Tartar origin, the Teurkish people are Moham-
medans. The principal tribes are :

I. Yakuti.~Oi these there are about 230,000 in the basin of the
nver Lena, eastward to the Sea of Okhotsk, and westward nearly to
Yenessey. The Yakuti call themselves Sakha, which is supposed to
suggest association with the Teurkish tribe Sagai. The Yakuti
speak the ancient Teurkish language, which in respect to its influence
IS in some measure comparable with Sanskrit. The Yakuti are
cattle-keepers, farmers, and traders. Their local divisions are
ulust, corresponding to the Russian vohst, or group of viUages but
larger and naslegi, or village. Although officiaUy belonging to Greek
orthodoxy, they still practise Shamanism to some extent The
Yakuti are usually small in stature, but they possess as a rule great
physical strength. Their trading capacities have earned them the
nickname of " The Jews of Eastern Siberia."

2. Altaks or White Kalmuki, Tdeuti. and Tekngeti.-These
tnbes are the remnants of the ancient Gaogyoetsi. They number
about 25,000. They speak pure Teurkish, live partly as nomads and
partly as pnmitive farmers. Some have been baptized, and some
have remained Shamanists.

3- Tartarized Yeneseiti and the Samoyedes of the Upper Ob—
ITiese number about 100,000

; most of them are nomads and Sha-
mamsts.

4. West Siberian Tartars or Tartari (settled) and Barabintsi (ncmadu) together about 43,000, of mixed Teurkish and of Ugorian
descent lived in Tobolskaya giri>. They are Mohammedans.

5- litrghtz Kaisakt, usually called simply Kirghiz —This is themost numerous of the Teurkish peoples, with the exception of theOsmardi Turks. They number in the Russian Empire over 3,000 000Nomadism and patriarchal family life are preserved among them
almost completely. These people were formed by the coalescence ofyanous Teurkish tribes in the fifteenth century. They now occupy
the vast steppe region from the basin of Lake Balkhash and the
rianshan Mountains to the Caspian Sea and the lower reaches of the
nver Volga. For two centuries the Kirghiz have been divided into
three ordt or hordes—the Great, Middle, or Small horde. The
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Great Ordi wanders between the rivers Karatal ih ,„a c j

pa.aXTnd'ii;'H'n^;:s::rf^si^r^^^^^^^

rated^rttrj.\tr''Yhefete iLlredl^tr"^
"•"•

(ni^'a fi'^'tr™' ^'^"P 1'"™' ''^ "^""^ f™" the Khan Uzbyek

Their language is known as Chagatalsky.
2.000,000.

8 Sar/s.-These people are composed of settled Teurks and ofTajeeks who have adopted the Teurkish language Wthin the

BuUiara, Khiva, and Russian Afghanistan, upward; of i 500 000

n«^'/ !^'*'T°"^'"''*'"S '" Easti n Turkestan, these Cnlepassed within the Russian boundaries when Kuld a ™s ^^ !

al,":?;".''""^-
''''' ^^^ Mohammedans, and 'the^nuX

10. rwAmy«„„,- (ywc<.mans).-These are probably descendedfrom Teurkish Kangli. which had absorbed LnianWoc^ torn
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P^^!;*^"?**" ""^^ ""^ "°'"*" "^^P*""**! ™ '""ys across the

fZf c.
™'y "' '""''"' ™t° *"'«'' ""dW numberabout 550,000 persons.

'

SeldiuklnH'M^"'r*''x^'^''"-™'
eroup is descended frombeldjuk and Mongolian Teurki of the army of Gulagu Khan (thir-

Te^WcLTnT*'
'"* " ^r^^ *" ^ con^siderable^xtent al^ ofTeurkicued Iranians. Within the Russian limits they numberabout 1.200^00 persons, in Elizavetpolskaya, Bakinskaya, Erivan-

IWh^f"
^'^^'^y^ ««*•.• i"d in Zakatalskoe district and South

Fm ^ / V. J^^
°""^' ^""^ *''° ''«« «^'hin the RussianEmpire (about 100,000), being also descendants of Seldjuk Teurkimay be included in this group.

th. KiA""
^«j^««.-This group has been related sometimes to

nth^r^f t'
*"''.=°"l!'™«s to the Teurks. Their name is similar

to thV P
"'?='"'='«"'«'»'='' Klobi-ki (Black Hats), who were kindredo the Pyechyenyegh. (or Pechenegs). They number 90,000, andthey live in the delta of the river Amu-dare, occupying themseheswith catUe-keeping, agriculture, and fishing.

^ ">«n>sel^es

13- Noghaiisi.-These people derive their name from the KhanNoghai, who m the end of the thirteenth centuiy united under Wspower several strong Teurkish families in the east of what is now

l^IToHh vT-
Th^W/'^*^™ Noghaitsi became part of the p^pulation of the Khanate of the Crimea

; but the north-eastern portion

suSr?7t ^"^-U-l.-gi"" ior a long time independe^.'^S™

u^ fh V we:
surrounding Kirghiz!

; but in the seventeenth cen'

part of the trih *'""^'r T""'"'* "^ ""^ ^almuki, althoughpart of the tnbe escaped southwards towards the Crimea and the^ucasus. In 1783, when the Crimea was annexed by Rus2 heNoghaitsi, together with the Crimean Tartars, emigrated to Turkey
altogether 300,000). After the Crimean War further emigration o'

eml r„T V"'™* 1°°-'^^ '""'' P'^-^*^- The NoghStsi who

sirp^lskSa'Sr"
^'"'"' '^'°"' '°°-°'- "™ P^-'P=^.V in

.!,„''';, fu'"'*'""^''^"' P^P'*' ^'="' '° ^^ o' Noghaitsi descent,

Khozan, whose commercial empire extended over a great part ofEuropean Russia from the second century a.d. tiU the ninth TheKumiki number about 100,000 in Daghestan and in Tyerskoe oblostThey are settled husbandmen.
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15. Krimsky Talari} or Crimean Tartars.-Ol these there are

Volga Tartars are of mixed descent, partly TeJldsh Lrt^ - tc^ed Fi. nish. and partly derived irom trib^^ eA^^hab i^theancient Julgarian and Ka^an Tsardoms. At In ear v LrinH T
oX"^fttZT'r" '^^:^ -<> ^hei^paT i''rcra?C;

Lp^^ the ra'ds S"fflr ^^" ^^ '"= ^^"^ °' ^"''--.

leurkish and Ugro-Finnish ongin, although some sunoose fhTt

call themselves Burgarlik.
adopted mto Enghsh. The people
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Moscow Government. In the rebeUion of Pugachev ' in -77, therewere many Ba^kiri

;
one of them was chief li staff ii Pu'^^ev'

r
In 1798 the Bashkiri were subjected to a mUitary systemmn'ar to that employed in the case of {he Cossacks ; anZiS";troops were organized from among them. The sys em wl7Xn

of°Bt;k
'*''',

'"h'
'"' »""-"»'-='-« peasant^'CLw

t thf^^T V t'
'°°"""'"^ """ '^^' P*""-!'* ^"d contributed

„?™k ^1 ^"'; """" '° ''*™ overtaken the people. The

Ttv^j^f:T '^ ^""^ '^°°''^-
"' '^••"'" ="''"' °-'>'"

18. CAOTasAi.-These people are probably due to an ancient

?eu k"h >

^'"'^^'^ """ Ch' emissL bloil. They speak thTeurk,sh language modified by Finnish. Like the Tartkrs thevuse horse-meat for food, do not use pork, and shave the h^d

?ulrJhThe T T ""'f*^ *"
^"'

""-^ "-y -- °"- in-fused with the Tartar peoples by the Russians. The Chuvashiwere baptized m the middle of the eighteenth century, bu^Theyhave not been Russiamzed to any material extent. Th^y numberabou 650,000 and they live principally in the Kazanskay^ gT
(6) Mongohans.-Jhis group is mentioned by Chinese as living

In th:twr"!h"' 'r"?
""'"™^ '" *^ nortleas^rt MongX'

IVM
""' "'""^ ™"'"y ^™Shi^ Khan, himself a Mongolian. ™itedthe Mongolians and extinguished the predominance of the T^rki htnbes. The Mongolians m the Russian Empire may be dividedinto two unportant groups, (i) the Eastern, and (2) the Western

In the sixteenth century the Eastern Mongols forced thewestern tnbes to the west until they crossed the Volfa. In iSuarv

with 33 000 kebelkas. towards the Chinese frontier. This fflehtoccurred immediately after the punishments of the Kalmuks iS
Thrrlb mon „^f

p^-";P-'" -d ofters during theS^I^^the rebellion of Pugachev. During the march the Kirghizi hungon he flanks of the flying tribes, and repeated assaults reduced the"?ranks by one-half. The spring floods of the Volga had pretnted
' Cf. infra, vol. ii. Book IV. chap, ii

chapir "• """"' "f ''•"^'•'^'•'' «"""'•"«. and ,„>», vol. ii. Book 1\ .

Some arc even alleged to have occurred recently.
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n.Hilf'''""''V°
""' P-™P^ enumerated, there are the YeneseanOstiaks, now Russianized, and S.ans. The latter aDoear t??;^

fr^e^^=\!S:^----S£
distrrTmst^'^^"'"''^ ^™"^ "•- -^^P'^ '" «^°^n^o^

The Kamchadals (about 5000), the Tchukchi (about 12000)partly nomadic and partly settled, and Eskimos who have micVatedfrom the opposite shores of Behring Sea, are the pr^ncipd l^uptof the Russian Far East. During and since the Russiin of^unf^on of Manchuria, large numbers of Chinese h-ve eTer^ 3o
X-^i.rvtSot""^^-^''--'----'''--^^^^^^^

Ems'"'
'"

°"'""''
'' *"' '°"P"^^'«* ethnography of the Russian

themS^by^^/PTau°teac^T'X^{'„^„f,° "r^^oven.ment to carry
on the Great wfTl of ChinaX Bre^K.^^'In °''''%';;°?

S^'^"
'° ^'"8''"

Chinese railways. An exceltent acS^f^h k " """ <''^>=':«<"' °' the
article upon them by Demetri ,,^1,?/, in f""^"'/- '« !° ^ !<•""<* in the
£'*.«, Fastings, ed.^diXrgh, .9.0 vo iii p r''"'"'"''''

°^ '*^'"S"'« ««<'
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STATISTICS OF PEASANT POPULATION

UetHotandum by V. E. Semevsky upon the Statistical TabUs.
pp. 418 and 419 in the text

The number of peasants of pomyetscheke as at the First Census
(1722) cannot be considered as more than 3,200,000 male souls
This 15 clear from the fact that at the Second Census (1747) the
number was 3,440,000 (Journal of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
1889, xxxm. p. 253 ; cf my book. Peasantry in the Reign ofKath-
","1 :J,-

"^"'^ ^'^"'°"' P- '7) Concerning the third column
of the table, it is evident that all classes of the male rural popula-
tion must be included. This population was very complicated, asmay be seen from my account of the peasantry in the reign ofKatherme 11, a portion of which has been utilized in Melyukov's
article on the peasantry in Brockhaus and Ephron's Encyclopedia
XVI. p. 693. In this number there must be included the State
peasants, properly so called, the peasants of the Udelnye posses-
sional peasants, and others.

The figure 2 200,000 (1722) includes the Tsar's peasants (after-
wards called Udelnye peasants), Church peasants strictly so-called
(some of these being peasants of the monasteries), State or Black
peasants, and male peasants of other categories. This figure
which is very approximate in the First Census, was calculated from
the data in my book, Peasantry in the Reign of Katherine II (In
reference to the figure for the Second Census (not given in the table)
see by way of comparison Kluchevsky, V. O., Essay in Research
(Moscow, 1912), p. 332.] The Baltic Provinces and Little Russia

fr% "f '
^-V'^'^f

•
'^ "'" "''"= «''t C™^"=«* did not include them

.L^- ^^^y^^""' Economics State of Russia in the First Quarter
of the Eighteenth Century, p. 640.]

The total number of the population at the First Census is given
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in the category of State «^wt ,« """' *^'"''" '""^'oded

Reign ofK^lJi^ jff^
J**^"' (S« my P,««„ft rf„„„y ,^

*.rs«„,ii.p.„,i'JP-^45^-d M7); Schnitzler (I.£„^,„

by Sra„?a7^^':^ir:rr' "-•'^""'•C™- is stated

statistical /J«««,ct57n; " ^
°°°''^' "^ '" «•« t'We. (See

cenS ifrai::;tt:;'^*;f^~T» " "' ^'«"»
At the Eighth Census theTumbeTof t^^H^ '^f"'""' P' ^"O-
together with the Udelnve and !lc 1'""™' ^'^'^ r«^ants,
ing to my calculaZ aKo'^^^"'' r^^-'^,

was, accord-
gina] popiuation o th; CaucLus'lndT^f"''

'""'' 'The abori-

other n^erically unl^SZ ''tr.'T'i'![
,""•• ^ '-

of "«> Ministry 0/ ForeiX^Affairf^R^' ^ "'^'"ded.) {fourml

number at 10,634,649.) ThT kLfof tii^ *
'"" '^"'' P"«' ">«

at the NinthCensus (1851) is tZn
°'

''>!. ^""'y''^^*^*'- peasants
According to the Ninth Census 12Lr T**"'

'^^ "'• P' ^«'-

appanage, «rf„<^„o,^,- anS
"
free'^^" '''" ""= """"^^ °'

non-serfs, as compiled by m«^K fcm v •"° ^""^ """^
m«/A Ce«s«s, pp. 215-16)

Keppen's statistics (rA«

ciudi^'tiruc^sfrwetarr":' "^r^'"'*^*-"
p*-"*^ (-

™. 10.858,357 male souk ilT*''?" '''"""'""'Stable,

non-serf rural population, accorZg ?o The
3'',;"™^='^ of the

exclusion of Siberian aborein^, =.rt1
™ t™'h revision with
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it is given in the table (on p. 419) the percentage of aeris to the
whole population would be as follows

:

First Census .

Fifth „
49 per cent.

54 ..

In the eighteenth century there were many grants of nopu-
lated estates to private owners

:

Sixth Census

Eighth „

Ninth „

Tenth

47 per cent.

37 .,

31

29

It should be observed, however, that the total numbers of the
population at the various censuses have never been determined
with sufficient accuracy, and therefore it is better to state the per-
centajje of serfs in respect to all peasants rather than to the whole
population. If this is done the percentages would be as follows

First Census
Fifth „

Sixth „

Eighth „

Ninth „

Tenth ,,

Owing to the imperfection of our statistics in the past these
Lta cannot \av rl^im tn m,an« «.— :„: . i.._^ .1 . . T '.

55 per cent.

57

58

51

47

46

data cannot lay claim to great precis„„,. , „ui mey neip 10 give an
Idea of the elements of which our rural population was composed
and of the numerical importance of serfdom.

ision
; but they help to give an

St. Pbtbrsburg,
November QI22, 1913.

V. SEMEVSKY.
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^rj#/i (trade itroupi). 351
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^ 4J3. 434

Ashkenaiim, 476, ^77
Asia Middle, 576— Minor, 376, 583
Asiatic Russia, 369, 376
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Astrakhanskaya gub., 480, 481
Auffuatus of Saxony, lor, loa
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Autocracy of Peter the Great, M4
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^
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^

44a, 445. 446. 458, 473. 474
Aiov region, 143, 494— Sea of, 10, 34, 100, 130, 367
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Baghdad, 13
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Haines, Ed,, 33a n.
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Bakinskaya gub., 375, 586
Baku, 481
Balance of power, 78
Balkan peninsula, 383
Balkhash, Lake, 383
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Barabintsi, 384
barin, 49
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Barsukov, 377 «., 384 «.
barlschina, 82, 87, 191, 194, 195

»97. 2>5. 237. 241, 263. 327, 328i
„ 345. 391. 399. 403. 407. 4'9. 516

88*'"' "^' '*^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^

Bashkiria, 440, 468
Basil the Dark, 37 «.
Batbm, 570
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bauernland system, 379, 402
Bear, 11 ; adoration of the, 58a
Beardi de I'Abbaye, 313

Beards, taxes on, 133
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of. iii
Behring It Sea, 369
Bckbulatovich, Grand Prince Simvon,

Belaya River, aja
Belaya Veja. 14
Belevsky Preobrajensky Monaatery

239
Beleiky, ia4
Belgorod, 28 w., 387
Bentham, Jeremy, a87, 358
Berd«tehev, 377
BerTOzovskoe district, 58a
Bercstie, 28
Berezina River, 10a, 571 n.
Bernard, Sir Thomas, 133
Beiobrazov, 334
Bessarabia, 567, 376
Bessarabskaya gub., 373
Bessarabskoy ohlasl, 416
Bestujev-RyumCn, 2V)
Bibikov, A. L. 367, i68, 376, 376 ».,

„4?5. 473. 4«2
Bible Society, 323
Birds, adoration of, 383
Biron, Ernest Johann, 171, 1 7a,

Bitug River, 231
Black KlobDki. 386
Black lands, 24, 47, 58, 63
" Black " or common pcnplc. 31
Black ploughing peasants. 267 et sea.

437. 489— Sea, 10, 14, 20, 22, 34, 100, 130
569, 370, 578— soil, 3, 44, 195, 377, 387, 392
403. 413. 570— volosis, 39

g!^t'«n}a«s (1734), 436B udov. Count, 341, 344, 3JI, 381
Dlum, 261
hobyeli, landless people, 83, 87, 88
Bogdanovich, 321
Bogucharsky, V. G., 410
Bohemia, 360
Boldinsky, Gerasim, 60
Bolgari, 12, 14
Bolkhovskaya, Princess, 326
Bolotov, ao6, 262
balshol katni, 143
Bolt€n, 199, 210 n., 215
Bonar, J., 168 n.
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I
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^ '

Bountle, ,„ joint-.tock companle,,

^107"!^^' '" """"• """"• <".

Ts.fi Sf,''3o7
^""'P'' '•»'«'"

*0J">".»5. 32,34,87, 103

lioyarslty iytio, 49
boyarslvo, qj, ,03, ,03 «.
Bras^working in eighteenthcentury, ajj, 436

"'BU'eentn

o^ff' "'^"V" ="""1- "1 .... brokenon the wheel, 145
Brigandage, 171
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'

— I"". 35— period, 375— KuMia, 130, 133

„37a".
Broka, 381
Bronze manufacture, 12a
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Branswick, House of, 172Buddhism, 589
Biichcr, K., ^41 II ... „
Budget, th^ii'u^si^n'.Vj^;,

tsulgakov, 400
Bulgaria, 587
Bulgarian-chudi, 581
Bulgarians, 574 ».
Bulycghin, V. E., 398
Buret, E., 563 n.
Biirgarlik, 587
Bnmel, Gilbert, Bishop, 162

Cabal, English, 105

•T ,?'""'•''"• «>3, it>7
Calling of th.. princes," ,7

Carpatliian Mountains, ,, 6 10Caspian Sea, 10 i. ,, , .;

lib"""'
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Caucasian languages ,77

*

- peoples, 5„ '

""
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I

Censorship, 334, j,^
I
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Central administration, 160
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'*^

• "'*'"' <" Prawnts

Chagataisky, 583
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Charcoal-burning, igi .,7
Charles XII of S^wede^VJ., ,oa ,34Chechentsi, 377

'
'

'"4

Chekhovi, 7 n.
Cheladi, 18, 22

I
Chelyabinsk, 448
Cherdyinskoe district, 381
Cheremissi, 380, 588
chnapalosHoi ownership, 293Cherkassky, Prince, 283 377 „ „.
Chl?Je,r5Vr''^°^'^^""-'"
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Chernigovskaya gub., 415
Chevkin, 381
Chicherin, 362
Child labour, 515, 539
China, 77, 144, 585, 586, 589 «.
Chinese, 583, 588, 589
Chintz manufacture, 515, 546, 553
Chudi, 579
Chulkov, 491 «., 496
Chupin, 463. 473
Church lands, 24, 47, 240. (See also

Monastic lands)— peasants, 191, 23^
Chusovaya River, 438"

Chusovya, 57
Chuvashi, 479, 588
City Tartars, 587
CiviHzation

, a class monopoly in
eighteenth century. 75

Climate of Russia, 569
Clipping of coin by Peter the Great,

Cloth, compulsory manufacture of,
506

Clothing factories (1720), 504, 505
Code of 1497, 64— i55o> 04
Code of laws, full, I25n., 156*1. , 203«.,

226 «., 228 M., 231 n., 241 «., 253 «.,
254 «, 265 «, 273 »., 287 w., 290 n.,
296 M., 297 «-. 304 « , 305 «-> 436 «.,

437 «-. 468 »,, 472 «., 479 «., 480 n.,

483 «., 484 «., 490 «., 493 «., 494 n..
497 H.-499 M., 507 «., 515 «., 3i9n.,
535 »

Comage of Peter the Great, 135
Collegia (Government departments).

146, 165
"

Commerce Collegium, 146, 441, 509— Russian, 119
Commercial capital, 1 20 «. , 124

Commission of 29th November, 1 762
239— secret (on peasant affairs), 474

Committee of 22nd April 1829, 339— 1839-42, 341
Common cultivation of land, 275— law, Russian, 57— occupation of land, 208— ownership, 219
Communalism, 2ij, 214
Communal liability (see Mutual

guarantee).
Compensation for deprivation of

bondage right, 393
[

Competition between domestic and
factory products, 530— of Mustarni and factory systems,
547

Complaints by peasants of ill-

treatment, 198
Compulsory liberation of peasants

(>840), 537
Concentration of landownership, 273
Conditions of labour in eighteenth

century, 508, 509
Congress in Vienna, 560
Conscription, 439, 499, 508
Constantine Nikolaevich, Grand

Duke, 382, 397, 411 w., 414, 414 „
415, 558

Constantinople, 11, 12, 150
Constitution of Russia in 1730, 16*-

170
Contracts between landowner and

geasant in England, 48; in
Russia, 48

Convention of Moscow Boyars (1610),
67— of Saltikov and SJgismund, 67

Corruption among officials (eighteenth
century), 456

Cosmo-Damian district, 242
Cossacks, 582, 588 n.— of the Don, 325, 449— — Yaek, 310
Cost of living, increase of, in eigh-

teenth century, 510
Cotton manufacture, 523, 531, 531 n
^ 564. 565
Cotton velvets, 531 n.
Courland, 579
Court lands, 180— peasantry, 435— peasants, 190, 225, 246 et sea.
Cracow, 102
Craftsmen, peasant, 491
Crimea, ri, 288, 289, 586, 587
Crimean War, 365, 389, 587
von Croi, Duke, loi
Crop failure in 1733, 175
Crusade, the fourth, 20
Currency under Peter the Great, 135
Czechs, 7 n., 574

Dachi, 38
Dacia, 6
Daghestan, 575-577, 586
Danes, 16
Dantzig, 171
Danube, 6



Darwin, 360
Uashkov, 340^ Princess, 151
Davenant, Dr., 506 n
Debt dependence of j^s^s^ms, 55. „)-in time of Peter the Greitabsence of public, 14,

^"""'

Dedilovsky Cossacks, 4,4Degtyarevsky idvorcie musician),

°3'S':T.4'
"'• ''' «=. 360, 375,

Demidov case, 470
-^estates, disturbances on (175S),

',4i°;j'"""""'' »"• «". -.43,

— Prince, 129— works in Siberia, 4,,,,
Democratic elements, iy,

GrS5^"l7 >"'''y " P"'" 'he

dengt (money), 135
Denmark, 100
Derjavin, 150— Governor of Olonetskaya gu!,.,

— Procurator-General, 118
Dedication of Rur.-Asia, 571

SSnTnfin^?/:^^? -•««"..

~;:';47T"^' " '-^ ^^^'^

Disorganijafion of acriculture byfactory industry, 520
'

Dissent, 132
Disturbances among factory workers

("*44), 539

'los!''?""'
'" '^'8'>«""«i century,

— in 1762-63, 240— in possessional factories, 51S— in Urals in 1007, ^77
Djanshiev, 3S5 «., 396 ,',.'

47r»
'''° " •" "•••f^"-,

Dmetrovsky district, 51

Slji, 568 v., 573
' ' '•

Dniester River, 10
Doberan, 155
Dobrolubov, 365
liokladno'i, 68
Dolgoruki estates, disturbances on
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Dolgorukov, Prince, 143, 3S1, 39, .,

.

Domestic industry, 504
" '' * *

— s^erfs. numbers of, 200Don yuixotc, 96
DonRiver ,4,58, ,74,507,508Donskoy oWos(, 416
Donyets River, 567
Dorpat, 222
Dostoievsky, 3O5
Dragoon monev, 132
Drevelani, 15

"

drujina, 20
Drutsk, 20
Dug-out houses of Ostiaki, j8.— (Pfimillve canoe), 10 ^ '

Dukhobortsi, 2,4,36,,. 530

Duma, i>0

I

— Imperial, 333
Dumping, 53,
Durasov. 212
Dutch K ,ident at Moscow, 121Dvina River, 263

*

— Western, River, 568 «
dv„rov,e lyuje. 43, 67, 70, S, 8,^o. 194, 195, 199-208, 215 ,25'

334-333, 400, 539
" '^'

out^o'.'""'"''""
°' '"''°'' "' hiring

~^ij~
"iiisicians and actors among,

— — numbers of. 351 j.s. ,uodvoryaHstvo.
7,, 74, 78 ,' ^ '

^^
Dyakonov, 24'6 t,., 273', 284

(7j2), 302, 309— Prir-ince, 165, 168 B., 170. SI4

ECONOMICAI. Collegium, 232, 238,

— effects of factory industry stS-
519

^ ^' 3'*^

— peasants, 233, 24 j

^

~ Society, Imperial' Free, 197, 211
I

"3,2^4"., 226 ».. 227 304 305'

I

31.!, 370, 424. 558
''3 4,305,
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I century, 116

cvuui

J

Editing Commission, 3,J5, 398, 4,,
!

U< ucation, 223 ; in time of Petw the

J

Great, 76, 105 : of dvotovie lyudi,

— of nobles, compulsory 177.~ of peasants. 224
I
Kfemovoy, K. A., 409

I Eriiciency of servile and free lalwur
relative, 18S '

!

Ekaterinburg, 129; gold mines at
437, 440, 442, 474 h\
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Ekaterinoslav, 292
Elagin,

J. p., memorandum on
peasant affairs, 255

Elborus, Mount, 567
Election of judges of volcst court. 40s— of Tsar, 156
Elena Pavlovna, Grand Duchess,
377 «. 381, 381 «.. 397.398, 411,

Eletz, 243
Elezky province, 197
Elizabeth, Empress, 172, 257, 442
Elizavetpolskaya gub., 576
Elochovsky, 215
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321 ^ -"'
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--- plan for, in reign of Katharine
^ ", 372
Engelmann, 225 n., 582
Engels, F., 563 n.
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England, 114 «., 129 «., i6a
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Ephemenko, Anna, 277, 277 n., ^6\
Epics of the Ostiaki, 582
Equal division of the land, 219
Ec^uerries Chancellerj-, 264
Ensman, Professor, 523
Erivanskaya gub., 586
Eropkin (Gov.-Gen. Moscow). 2^2
Erzya, 580

"*

Eskimo, 589
Estate system, 35, 37, 44
Estland, 571, 579
Ests, 579
Ethnography of Russia, 572 et scq.
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England forbidden, 554

Export of grain forbidden during
scarcity, 328

Exports, 535
«*o, 83

Factories, limitation of number of
bondmen in {1752), 490

Factory industry, 489 et sea.— legislation (first Russian. 1835)
539— proletariat, 523— system (nineteenth century), 522

„-- — under Peter the Great, 125
Falconers, 265-6
Farquharson (Scotch mathematician

invited to Russia by Peter the
_
Great), 118

' Feedings," 25
Female labour, 509, 515
Feodor, Tsar, 65, 71-73, 154, 156
Feudal charters, 38
Feudalism, Western European 25
Fiars prices, 345
Finances after the death of Peter the

Great, 173
Financial control, GiUegium of, 146
Finland 33 ,.8. 566, 574, 578. 579— Gulf of, 130
Finnish languages, 578
Finns, 7, 572, 583
Firsov, 437 M., 440 n.
Flax, 213
Fletcher, Giles, English Ambassador,

60, 98, 119
Flight of capital from Russia in

Peter's time, 128
Flights of factory workers (1740!
513— of peasants, 57, 84, 93, 174— — from Poland to Russia, 311
Flood and pillage," 4. -J2

Folk J.P..4?5
Fom«n, A., 424, 425, 425 »., 528 «.
Foreign Affairs, Collegium of, 146— craftsmen in Russia, 121
Forest industries, 4, 9— service, compulsory, 479
Fortified trading cities, 15— villages, 252
de Foville, A., 114 «.
France 114 »., 165 ; serfdom in, 200
Frankpledge, 41
Frederick II, 154
Free artisans, statute about (1811)

538
''

— citits, 28 «., 30
Freedom through militarj- service,
230

Freed peasants (1803), 320
Free grain cultivators, 319, 320, 369,

— hired workers, 467, 502— mihtary serving people, 36



Free servants, 25— trade, 533, J58— workmen become bondmen, 126— — given to factories, 126
rrench people in Russia, 571— Revolution, 131
Furs, II, 122

Gabrichevskv, 360
Gadebusch (of Doipat), 227
Cagarm, Prince, 145, 262, 381, 308

414. 537 •"
'
"' '
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^ 1'4. 537
Galagin, G. P., 402
Galicia, 573
Gamel, 434 «., 435 „.
Gaogyoetsi, 584
Garelin, 548
Gaskell, P., 532
Gatschina, 261
Gdovsky district, 579
General Mountain Directorium, 441Genghis Khan, 383, 588
Gennin, General, 129, 436, 438Oens among the early Slavs, the, 8 oGentry, powers of, 325— privileges of, 172
Georgian language, 578German adventurers at the Russian

Court, 171 g.
""

— doth, 505— language, 576
Germans, 104, 574

'^"S°°*''
"' "' ''*' 'wWoni in.

Gibbon, 16
Giers, A. K., 398, 402
Glazovskiye, 581
Gluck Lutheran prot«g4e of Peter

the Great, 164 n.
Gmehn, 485 «.
Godunov, Boris, 54, 56, 65, 71, ,03
Gogol, 357
Golachyev, 398
Golekov, 139
Golden age of kustornaya izba, 552
Golden Horde, 34
Gold mines (1760), 437
GolStsin, Prince A. M., 312, 321, )2i~ — O. A., 312, 349

' '

'

— — D. M., 169, 180, 481— — Gov.-Gen. Moskovskaya
««*. 523, 528

'

-- — v., iSo
GolStsins, 165
Golikova, 215
Golovin, 200

Golovkin, 165

'^^b^%°°''^ °' A"''^°«='»kaya

Gorlov, 563
goroditscha, 9
Gordon, General Patrick, 161
Ooroblahodsky works, 47.
Goroditschevsky works. 4.4
eostba, 13 '

'"
Goths, 15, 587
Government attitude to factorv

system, 524
"viwy

— local, 142, 143
Gradovsky, 35
Graico-Roman conditions, 114
Grain reserves, 253— trade, 252, 422, 423
Granovsky, 354
Grant by Treasury for liberation o(

peasants, 323

^TAl °- *??"* ^"d peasants byKathenne II, 245
Great Cloth Court, Moscow si2

et seq. ' -^

— Court, 246 et seq.— Russians, 573— Tulitsa River, 434
Greek colonies, 1

1

Greeks, 575, 587
Greek traders, 15
grevna {early Russian silver monev)

16, 135
'"

greven/ta, 135
Greig, Admiral, 411 n.
Gribovsky, igS
Griboyedov, 76
Grodinskaya gub., 366
Grotius, 165
Griinberg, 200
gubernator, 148
guberni, 143, 148
gubni starostie, 97
Guest, R., 532 „.
Guilds, 28— of merchants in Moscow, iaq
Gulagu Khan, 586
Giildenstadt, 209 n., 211 n.
Guns or Huns, 583
Guriev, Colonel, 485— Major, 442, 460— Minister of Finance, 547
Gypsies, 576

Hakluvt, 119
Hanway, Jonas, 120
Haym, 360

M
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Individual ownership o( land. 25*

2QA "•
von Haxthajscn, Baron August, 162

562. 562 n. '
'

Hebrtw, 576
Hegel, J53
Hclmnitsky, Bogdan, S7^
Helplessness of peasants,' 189 ».
Hemelyset, 578
Herbertstein, 60
Herder, 360, 364
Herzcn, A 354, 361, 365 »., 384, 415Hermann, Bi-nedict, 435 ' ^ '" '

— J-. 436 «, 43S » -442 «., 4O8 ».,
502 n.

Higgs, Henry, 312 n.
Highlands of Poland, 567— of the Volga, 567
Hildebrand, 9

^ ' ' '

yon Himmelstiern, S., 321 n
Hindus, 576

^^
Hiring out of bondmen, 329
Holland, lib, 154
Holstein-r.jttorp dynasty, 172, 572Holy days, list of the twelve, 327 »— .Synod, 96

'

Honey, 11
Hordes, 383
Hor.«-blceding, 244, 262 el seq.
Hours of labour, regulation

(1818), 526— working day (1780), 199
Huailai (China), 9 ».
Humane Society, 323
Hume, David, 75
Huns, 6, 5S3
Hunting, ii

Hydrographical system, 568

God, Moscow

of

Iberian Mother
mn.

Ignatiev, Gen -Gov. of St. Peters-
burg, 384

Ignatovich, E. E., 194 n., 378 ».
Ilina, 435
Ijori, 579
Ikon painters (eighteenth century),

111, 384
Illegitimates, status of, 327
Ill-treatment of peasants at iron-
works (eighteenth century), 439

Ilmen. Lake, II, 15
ii-i^v

Imperial estates, 257
Imp. -f luties in 1727, 173
Imy,t„nni, 578
Incotni- „i tiomytlscMki (1780), 199
India, ij, 76

' ' " V9

294
Industrial capital, 1 16— policy of Peter the Great, 124— revolution, 432
Industries, rise of, 73
Inequality in early Russia, 20
Ingcrmanland, 143, 144, 234, 258
IngrS, 579
Ingushi, 577, 577 „.
Injuries, compensation for (eigh-

teenth century), 498
Inquisitors, 145
Insolvency of possessional factories.

.
'^'

Inspector-general, 147
Interest, rate of, 23, 23 »., 86, 176
intermixture of strips of land, 114 n
Inventories, the (1847), 367
Iranian languages, 575
Iranians, 585
Iron manufacture, 129, 190, 431
, 434. 434 «, 435, 467, 533
Isaac Cathedral. St. Petersburg, 478,
478 n.

Islam, 583
Ismaylovo, 247
Isothermal hues, 569
Italian, 575
Italy, 16, 201
Itil, 12
Ivan III, 34, 35, 48, 156— IV. 43, 44, 60, 101-3— V, 72— VI, 73
Ivanikov. 404 ».. 416 n.
Ivanovo, 545, 539
• nnovsky merchantry, 28 ».
uayelie, 49

Jagoshikhinsky works, 460
falensky, 87
Janson, 416 b.
Japan, 166
Jenkinson, 1 19
jetie lyude, 28
Jevons, W. S., 424 »., 52S •>

Jewish capitals, 576, 577
Jews, 12: forbidden to

serfs, 325, 575
Jmud, 574
Joint-stock companies, 127
Jornandes, 9
Jukov, 420 «., 427 «,
Jukovs^ky, S. M., 398, 400, 402
Jultukhin, A. D., 406

331 «.



Juridical position o( the peasantry,

Justice, Collegium of, 146, 204
Justinian, 58 ».

'

INDEX
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Kabaia, 69, 70, 82, )j6
kabala kholop, 82, 84, 8c
Kabardintsi, 577
Kacharovsky, iba
Kahetii, 578 "

Kalachov, 216, 398
Kalgan, 581) n.
Kalmuki, 4g,,, 584, 586, 388, 589Kaluga, 390 -^ ^

Kalushskaya gub., 392Kama Finns, 580~ River, 57, 251-2
Kamchadals, 589
Kamchatka, 509, 567
Kamskv works. 475
Kangli, 5S5 *'^
Kankrin, Prince, 340, 560
Kara Kalpaki, 586
Karaim, 577
Kara Kirghiz, 585

V "?'?'?.' 7, 7'. 'SI, 202, 324Karatal River, 584
'

Karatyi, 580
licatea (woolle.-! cloth), 506
Karialyset, 57S
Karishev, 420 «.
Karsskaya obtast, S7i
Kartelenu, 578
Kasaki, 585
Kashirsky district, ±-11
Kastensky, 446
Katherine I, 164, 174, ,82, 257

:^^:4t=,t93^°''"^-""'«^:
Katkov, 363, 384
Kauffman, 130
Kauhava, 529 m.
Kavelin, K. D., 579, 37,,
384

Kiuachikh (labouring woman) 2
Katatoti (labouring man), 286
Kazan, 119, 243, 287. 444-0, .t

465, 475, 501, 508, 509, 511, 5,2

481, 580, 581, 58S
Kazan Tartars, 479, 587— Tsardom of, 44, 580
Reltsi, 567
Kemskoe district, 579

3S0,

462,

84, 89,

'30,

Keppen, 419
Ktrtch, IT

Khanikov, 34,, 342Knan rcngri, 567

I

{^'''"'"'vskayasKi,, 4,5
I Khersonskaya giii., ,75
Khersonesus of Tauridas. 1

1

Khiva, 5S3, ,85

Kholmogorsky district, 278
hholop, 19, 22, 28, 32, 46, 52, 57

'o;,,'.';i';^'3*;''''^*'"^'*^'
'--'."-

kholop prehiu, 70
khohpslvo, 64, 63, 69 Si

91. Ill

Khomyakov. .» , s 761
Khordldhbeh, i

)

Khorotanye, 7 n.
Khorvati, 7 m.
Khozars, 12, 14, ,,, 57(1
Khutynsky Monastery, 236
Ki (the founder of Kiev),' 10
Kiakhta, 531

'

I^'"*'. 4. 14. 16, 20, 27, 28 »
„.M3- 576 ' - '

Z ^Tl'><
"""""8 °'' ^y Tartars,

*U, 22, 28, 2y
Kievskaya fa),., 143 366, ,67
Kilburger,

J., ,20". ^
'
^ 7

Kireyevsky,
J., 56,

Kinl Belozersky Monastery, 5,
Kirghizi, 129, 586, 588
Kirghiz Kaisaki, 584
Kirilov, 124 «,— Monastery, 89
Kisilycv, Count, 340-1
,,,34'(, 351, 356 B., 308
Kivievsky, P. v., 361
Kleinschmidt, 314
Klementz, D., 589 n
Klinsk district, 301
Kluchevsky, V. b., 3, 3 n
I5«-2I »., 23».-'29„.,3J„. 3;'^;-
3»n.,40»-4»",5I».-57». 59«.-

I03«.-I15>I., II7«.-I1S».,I2IB-
I23n., 3II1--I3;"., I42,i.-i43„.,
M5n.-l0o>i., 162 »., I64.i.-i7i,i
73".-i82«.,,88»„30,„.,509„"

„570«,573».. 582
"^

'

ivnapp, 0. !<,, 200
^ii«, meaning of the word, 16 n
Knife manufacture in kustartii sys-
tem, 551

'

343, 345,

-'3 «.,
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Knights of the Russian orders, 245
Knoop, Ludwig, 563
Kochubey, Minister of Interior, 556
Kokhima linen factory, 125 n.
Kokorov, 377 n.
Kokoshkin, Major-General, 453
Kolesnitza, 216
" Kotokol," 384, 411 n.
KoIskoC, 578
Konfi. A. P., 414
Kopet Dag, 567
Koran, the, 576
Korb, secretary of German legation

in the time of Peter the Great, 96
Koreans. ^89
Koreli, 578, 579
Korehan language, 579, 579 «.
Korf, Baron, 381
Komilov, 375 «.-398m.,400 It., 40211.-

409 «., 413 n.-4i4 «.
Korph, Count, 163
Korsak, 519
Korsakov, 207
Koshelyev, A. E., 361, 378 »., 179,
380,398,408,412 ' '

Kostroma, 251, 369, 560
Kostromskaya ftti., 194
Kosturin, General, 470
Kotlovka village, 444
Kovalevsky, Maxime, 28, 44, 95
^95«.. 98, 314, 363 «, 379 ».
Kovmskaya gub., 366
Kozlovskaya, Princess, case of, 207
KozmSnsk, ironworks at, 494
Kozodavlev, Minister of Interior,

,,324.526
Krasnoborsky district, 270
Krasnoselsk, 497 ; paper mill at, 496
hrestyanie, 185. (See also Peasants)
Krestyanin, 87. {See also Peasant)
Krimsky Tatari, 587
Krivichi, 15
Kronstadt, 130
Kropotkin, Prince Peter Aleksandro-

vich, 43, 75, 200, 226 «., 315, 335 «.,

353 »., 357 «, 358, 358 «., 365 n.,
571 n.

krugoviya poruka (mutual guarantee),
345 «.

kyrepost, 82
kryeposinye lyude, 114
Kuchezer iron foundry, 190
Kuldja, 585
Kumaki, 586
Kura, 481
Kurakin, Prince, 140, 221, 339

Kurama, 585
Kurbatov, Inspector of Municipal

\dministration at Moscow, 14-1
Kurbsky, 44 h.

Kurds, 575
Kurdsky, 575
Kurietsi, 578
Kursk, 28 «., 209, 295, 377
Kurskaya gub., 291
Kushka fortress, 585
Kushvinsky works, 476
kmtarnaya esba (home work), 542

tt seq.

kustarni, 539— system and factory system,
reaction txjtween, 550

Kutai'skaya gub., 578
Kuvan, 585
Kvens, 578
Kyshtymsk, 446, 447, 457

Laasi, 578
Ladoga district, 29 n.— Lake, 17,567
La Harpe, 319
Lalsky district, 270
Lamaism, 389
Land bondage (see Bondage right)— ownership, 333— — in the Moscow State, 34— — relative advantages of

public and private, 313 et seq.— question, prize essays on (1765),
314— tax, 49, 81— — books, 57— tenure in early Russia, 19

Languages of Russia, 573 et seq.
Lanskoy, 376, 380, 381, 397, 398, 407
Lappo-Danelevsky, N. S., 289, 363
lapte, 297
Latkin, 98
Lattishi, 574
I-aw courts, 149, 182— of <555. 71- (See also Ukases)— of mheritance, 107. (See also

Ukases)— old Russian, 32
Leather shoes, 213
Legislative commission of Katherine

II, 268, 271, 272, 278, 291, 2^7,
305. 492. 498

Leibnitz, 168
Lelliwell and Miskievich group, 360
Lena River, 584
Lenkoranskofi district, 375



Leontev, 363
Leopoldov, 485 H.
Upekhm,475,476.

476«..485„.
Uisghin), 377 ^ '

Lettish, 579
Uttiah-Lithuanian group of lan-

guages. 574
* *

Letts, 574

Levshin, A E., 376, 380, 380W., 381,
383 «., 383 „., 386, 3,8

'^
'

Liakhi, 574
Liansky plateau, 583
Uberation of peasants, methods invogue in 1847, 374
,~ — without land, 177
Lib, the, 579

"'
Unand, 379
Limitation ot mobility of peasants soLmen 213; manufacture of, si;

printing, 545 ; trade, 532
IJpetsk, ironworks at, 404
de Liria, 166
Literary movement, peasant questionm the, 352 el stq.
Lithuania, 24, 34, 77, 38,, 4,5
Lithuanians, 104 574

1-ittIe Russia, 34, 77
Little Russians, 573
Livadia, 247 n.
Livland statute (1804), 325
Livonia, 34, loi, 579
Livs, the, 579
Loans by Treasury for liberation of

peasants, 323— to peasants, 32, 53, 61, 85— — must be sanctioned bvowner, 229 '

Local administration, 31, 49, 61, 142,

— autonomy, 405
Lomonosov, 150

[

London, investment of Russian I

capital in, 128
|

Longinov, 463
^Pari, 578 I

Lopatin, 453 !

Lovot River, 11
Luboshchinsky. M. N., 398
Lumbering, igi I

Luring into slaverj-, 71 I

Lutherans, 578
Lyabetskoy vohst, 270 '

Lyakhs. 7 n.

Lyatschenko, 419 M.-427 m.

INDEX
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MA90UDI, see MasOdI
Madjek, King of Volhynia, g
Ma|aroV5ky.&aidan village, 482

JJ"
kov, Ivan [dvotmit pceti; 202

! Makarov, ijg
r" /, * *

I Malinovsky, 372
j

Manchuria,
4, 589

Manchurs, 589
Manian, 166
Manifesto of i8th February 1762

(abolition of obligatory service),

— of 3rd July 1762 (on obedience
of peasantry), 302— of 1775, 23i_2, 319

Manufactures Collegium, 118 122
,,"3,173,44,4^45,,.
Manzee, 582

"»-'-' J

Marble quarries, 478
Mardefeld, i6(i

Margaret (Frenchman in Russian
service), 54, 55

Mar'ket1!°,''3'^°''"'"'''
^'"^""^- 3W

Marriage, bondage through. 68— compulsory peasant, 225 n— regulation of, ,81
iMarselis, Peter, ironfounder (,6i2l

JI2. AAn ' •* "432, 440
Marxism, 364
Maslov, Colonel, 479— Onesime, 174-5
Masson, 207
Mastirok (little artisan)
Mas'lidt, 9
Matinsky [dvormie musician) 202
Matveyev, Kosma. ironfounder. 442
Rlazeppa, 102
Melgunov, S. P,, 3,7
Melyukov, P. N., 78 »., ,22 »,, 13, „

"32n., 137 «., 139 «-, 140 »., 24611'
419 «., 492 «.

^

MSlyutin, N. A, 175, 38S, ,97, ,98,
400, 402, 4,2-15, 41, „,

Mengden, General Baron, 512
Mennonite colonies in Canada 510 «— — Vishenko, 530 «
Menshikov, Prince, 128, ,44 ,,,

164 »., 165, 344
"' "•

Mercenaries employed by the cities.

Merchants forced into industrial
enterprises, 128— Russian, in Peter's time, ,19

Meshtshersky, Prince, see Metscher-
sky
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Metals, prejudices o( peaunts

arainat use o(, 466
Metayer tenancy, jtj, 31
}{f*«htTHky. I*rince. 80, 306, 501
Middle class, absence oi, in kuasia

118 '

Migrations 14, js8
Migratory nabits, 44. 45
Mikhail. Tsar. 40, 72, 76, 84, 87, 136
Miklashevsky, 246 ft.

Miletus, ti
Milit y Collegium, 305— obligations of votchinal owners,

— outbreaks, 182— policy of Peter the Great, 100
et seq.

Militia, 280
pfojgt ^g iQi relating to, 287

Mines, bureau of (Moscow), 441
Mingreltsi, 578
Minor linguistic groups, 57G
Minosinskoe district, 58»i
Minsk, 20
Minskaya gub., 366, 415
von Minsk, Sophia Bocatina ^6o
Mint, the, 474

" "«. J""

Mirabcau, Marquis de, 312
«»>, 49, 50, 84, 206, 213, 217-19

225, 275. 300. S6o, 399. 416— the Slavophils and the, 360
et seq,

^

Mismanagement in the time of Peter
the Great, 128

Mobility of peasants, checks upon, 45— —in fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, 51

Mohammedanism, 583-5
Mohammedans, 12, 587
Mohilev, 390
Mohilevsl^ya gub., 366
Moksha, 580
Monastery peasants, 190
Monastic lands, 54, 60, 63, 134 17.

239— — administration of, 239— — confiscated by Peter the
Great, 134

Mongolia, 4, 531, 583
Mongolians, 583, 588
Monomach, 23
Monopolies, State, 134, 173— — increase of prices of com-

modities subject to, 173
Monopolistic tendencies, 120
Montgomery, 532 n.

Moose, II, 1J7
Moravi, 7 n.
Mordva, 479, 580
Mordvinov, 557. 337 «.
Morocco, 13
Mortgages "by peasants, 271, 278
Moscow, 32 ; ambitions of princes

°'' i^^ 34 ; appanage of, 34 -

state, 47. 72, 80, «7 ; Tn sixteenth
century, 60, 60 n. ; society. 76
great fire at (i6a6), 84; or'
phanage, 94 ; nunnery, 93 ; mer-
chants guilds at, 97: Kremlin
of, 1 01, 123 »., 130; board of
CIVIC government of (1708), 149
106, 173, 203; Universit* of, 230'
nobihty unfavourable to emanci-
pation, 386— Gaittte, J84

Moskovityanen, Slavophil journal
561, 561 n.

Moscovskaya gub.. 143. 144, ,q,
208, 298

Motivilikhinsk, 503
Mountain Collegium, 441, 4.7 .70

. 494. 496, 500-2 ' ^' '

Mourom. see Murom
Muhrmann coast, 570
Mulberry culture, 484
Mullahs, Tartar, 387
Munnich, General, 171 172
Muraviev, Gen.-Gov. Nijigorodskaya
gub 381. 385. 386, 425— Minister of State Domains, 397,

Murom, 28 «., 60
Muromsky Cathedral, 235
Murzi, 479
Mutual guarantee, 41, 49, 52, 58, 59

60, 84-6, 295, '45. 394. 399, 416
myesmchestvo, 96 103, 171
Myezyenskoe distiict, 381
Myres, J. L., 80

Nails, manufacture of, 529
nakasi {instructions to representa-

tives), 97
N'apolcon I, 151
Narmisko6 region, ^82
Marodncfie, 363
Xartov (working man, friend of

Peter the Great), 130
Narva, lor, 103, 104, 109, 134
naslegi (village of the YaHiti); 584
Nationalization of land, difficulties

of, J 88



Natural payments," a^,, ,61 ui
Navjr, Russian, 100, 146, 480
Naiimov, rescript to, 381, 187. i,6

Neplyuev, 150
Nerchinsk, 204, 483
Nesterov, 143
Nestor. Russian chronicler. 6Neva River, ii, ,30, 161, 435
»,"

.
— ironworks on, 4,6

Nevmson, H., 360
Nevolin, 15
tuvolya, 73
Ncvyansfc,

,,33, 43,, 43,^

oYin'i™- "!; Scotland example

Nicholas I, 72, ,85; ,pj^h' „4
peasant question (jolt March

NiJbJ^Jiy.'j^^j'/"'""'''---

~48°, W^'jS
""• '" 3»5' 480.

NijiRorodsky district, 34
Nijni Lomovo, 291

?'J,",'
";'<»'?of<"l. 119, 403, 320 367" l*.kolai-5„ • (N. Dani^isSi) S

NoE^CklT^r"""-"-;''-'"
Noghai Khan, 586
Noghaitsi, 322, j86
Nomads, 44, 584, 387
Non-black soil, 104, ,,8
„ 392, 403
«on-economic rents, 196
Non-Russians, ri
Non-Talmudists, 577
Norikhov district, 29 k.
Normans, 16
Norwegians, 15
Novgorod, 15, ,7, 26, 29, 31, „

34. 37. 48, 190, 2S7, 573, 582
Novgoro-lskaya fu6., lif',',,, ^211 244, 322, 579, 579 „,
Novokre-shenykh, 206
Novospassky Monastery, 214
Nystad, peace of, 158

INDEX
605

. 385. 387,

Ober-fishal, 145
oA/a, 48, 50
Obligations of landowners, 177— peasants, 53, 54, 60
Obligative factories, 328
Obolensky, Prince E. P., 388Ob River, 130,582,584
Obrochny pea.sants, 196, 197

'^'?*;. »<• 48, 49, 33-33, 19., .94.

,S' ,
'• '^^' '^''- "47 " ««., 34,.W. 399, 403. 407, 4.3. 4.9. 434.

oblsclustvo. 168 »., „,,, '

orf»orf.or(s,, ,9,, 209, 287,493Odoevsk, 292, 293
" 1 "

Qiyilnof hMob, bH
Oesil, ,79

I

0«'='-»' corruption, m, 145Ofl,cals m sixteenth century in-crease m number, of, 60 ^
Ogaryov, 353

""

ognitschan, 17
Oki River, 23, 42, 46, 3(,7. 580Oki-V olga region, ?S

'

Okhotsk, Sea of, ,67 •.».

Olbia, II
'4'' 42

OWHver,,"58, 5,,,6i,g4

Sk,^"T6;'"'""''''™P"'"'7

S!""';^'^ 363; ironworks at 4,,Olonetskaya gub., 269, 275 276Onega, Uke, 190
"' '"

opyicknia, 102, loi
orrfa, 583
Orel, 377
Ordeal by water, 32
Ordin Xatschokin', 123

(n^)%,:''' <''"°"»"«s at

°'ratY„",f7ti-,^4V8l"^f'-
OriginofmarktitSisViV''''

i» ,Ti"V°°''°='"'«'=-8«-.
397;4'V'

'"'"' '«'. 384H.:

Orlovskaya j„4., ,98, 40^

Orography orRussia'^wT'
Osmanli Turk.,, j.J6, 587
Ossetini, 375

'

Ostashkovskoe district, 579Ostermann, Count, lis i6«
|7I,.I72. 468,4'-9, 48.' ^

Osliaki, 3S2, 58,, 589'
Outrages by troops (1761-62), 462Over-production of cotton, 531*

Pagosli, 13
Painters, Academy of, 326 M
Palace lands, 24, 47, 58 6.— serfs, 36

-^ . J

169,
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PalitRin. Avraamly, -t
P»liM. P. S., 476, 470 »., 488, 48S n.
Pamirs, 56;. ^85

'

Panin, Count P. E,, 311, 341, 344~^,— V N. 398, 410 »., 411,412
Pantikopea, 1

1

Paper manufacture, ^ij
Parliament, yj, -jS

Paskcvich, Prince, 401
Pasiiek, 333
Passenans (French traveller), aoa

20ft

Patriarchate, g6, g8
Patriciate, city, 149
Paul I, 361, 316
Paulucci, Mar luia, 339
Pavlovo, 329
Pavlov, U. N.. 308
Pavlutsky, Johan, 233
Peace of 1815, 560
Peasant deputations to St. Peters-

burg, 310— industry, 520, 529— risings. 173
Peasantry, statistics of (1764), 193;

first to tenth census, 590-2
Peasants ascribed to State and

private industries, numbers (1710-
1796). 441— under obligation, 345

Pechenegs, 14, 21, 586
Petsker, T., 571 n.
Penal codes of estates, 204
Penzinskaya gub., 370, 426, 580
Pereyaslavl, 28 m.

Pereyaslavl-Zales.sky, 251 n.
Periodical redistribution of land, 209
Perm, 190, 355
Permit money (for leave to marry)
22$ etseq.

Permskaya;u6., 446, 476, 500, 581— — disturbances in (1760), 446
Permyaki, 476, 581
Perovsky (Minister of Interior), 169

et seq. " ^ ^

Persia, 529, 583, 586
Persian, 575
Peisonat bondage, 64
Petyehjnoe system, 299
Pestel, Paul, 360
Peter I (the Great), 72, 74, 76, 7*.

96, 100 et seq. ; net results to
peasants of reforms of, 114;
death of, i5i, 220, 233, 254, 278,
308. 434. 479, 489, 504— II, 72, 166, 182, 257

Peter III, 233
PcterburHskaya gub.. 209, 579
Petropavlovsk, 463
PotrupoHs, 100
Petrov, 190
Petrovsky Ironworki, 435
Phanagoria, 11
philareks (chiefs of gtnUi), 8
Phillips last day of eating flesh, 48
Phywocratcs. 312. 358,359
nague in Europe (fourteenth cen-

tury), 187
Plotnikov, 552 n.

Pobyedonostsev, K, P., 22911., 2u n
391 n.

podiy lyudi (unskilled labourers). 149
Podolskaya ^ub.. 366
Podolsko-GalitskOye, 573
podsosyedniki, 45 m.
Pogodin, 7, 375, 384
Popogev, A.. 317, 33311,
Pojevsky, 50;
ikhadyt

- Jland, 1.

Polani, 13

Pokhadyashin, 453 «., 463, 477
Poland, 100, 166, 191, 323, 576

Polenov, 325
Polesskoye, 373
Police bondage, 45— system, 406
Polish language, 574
Polish*Lithuanian State, 34, 43
Political system of the early Slavs, ifi
Poll-tax, 114, 234, 259, 434
Poloczk (free city), 28 n.
polonianicknykh (bond money), laa
polovena, 29
polovHiki {metayer tenants), 271, 2S4
Polovtsi, 21

'/It
Poltava, 78, I02, 130
Poltavskaya fuA., 381, 415
poUenniki, 135
PolupoUenniki, 133
Polyesie, 571 n.
Pomerani, 7 n.
Pomorsk, 273
pomyestniya, 35
pomyestnye lands, 180— system, 35
Pomyestya, 27
Pomyetschiki, definition of, 40, 53

55 ; work for, 87, 88 ; forbidden
to make kttbala agreements, 89

;

considered by peasants as com-
missaries of the Tsar, 113; in-
stance of harshness of, 199; and
passim.



Popov, A. N., 3,,8

iE" 'i""'
n'owmrni o(, to town.

'" Whtwnth century, jo, •

PoMilsky, J14
Poioshkov, III, II, _ ,,_ ,,_
^ndnik,\oi ' '' "
J^JMiMional (actorii«, 480— factory worker (iSjjl. ,j,— pcawnts, 101

'^
PMt^ impCTial (. ishLcnlh cinlury),

Povenlsky ironworks. 4j«
Power hammers (or forging iron

INDEX
607

37D. 386, 387, 301 H.

(734). ^36— looms (1846), vn
' "rnir;;;:';"*"- <="'"""-'"

Poien, .<;'P.

398, 403
prektui, (>8

P",ol>raiimkv prihai, 14J
prices of breailstutls (1836-40) ufi-- course of, 424, 4J4 » ' '' *

Pnroitivc beliefs, 5S1 «.
Primogeniture, 107, 176
Pnmorsko* oblasi, 389
Prince, position of the 11
Pnpyat River, 571
Privileges of the nobility in 1 758, 1 70

311-?'*'" on 'h<^ land question!

ftocurator-general of the Senate, 147Productivity and serfdom, 7,
*'

Prokopovich, Theofan, 14,

?6V^"''
''"•'' °' ""^ «"""' o' a.

Protective policy, «,« s^7
Proto«>povV423, 4'"

'

"'
Prousk, 28
provintsi, 144
Pryesnyakov, A. E , iq, 31

.

Pseudo-Demetrius, 5,, 6s
Pskov, 28, 30, 33, 3;, k .9., .94.

Pskovskaya gu''., 579
Psychology of peasants, 44s
Public finance, 115 131
Pugendorf, 165, i68
Pugachcv, 75, ,81, 261, 262, ,oS
310,347,442,478,488,588

ninishment of dvorovte lyudi 200— of pomyetscheke, 207
Punishments of peasants, 203, 205-

Purchase of peasants, 489

Pu's'UrK'"''""''*""'"'*

MZin'"';.':,'""'"^'"''"*

Fyvrt'Hcltncts, aSj

' QUABTERtY RkVIIW, the." Bo

R lAL divisions, i6o

Sa^r;,cil!l';?2n"
*-"'''>•. 373-.

rmMxiU, 435
"•'I *<i, 143
ro/i v*i>i(si, 74
Rai. -novsky family s2i
Recru.ting, ,74, 4j5' '
Keili mption tax, 54
Redistribution of land, 211 ,.„

Keel Sijuare, Moscow I «6RWnrm, of Peter the Great, con-
t. rnporary judgments on, i,i

507163" '"""' JuJgnicnts on,

Regulation of manufactures <it— workmen, 340, 541
'

I
Reikhel, 427 „:' ^ '

Renting contracts, 48, ,7
Repartition of land, 21 f, 250 272— — disputes about 277

RestoratK.. iSij), ,;, '"

— of lands by the State, 27.

ij;^,^^^'^
"P<^nditure/ (,680-

— Collegium, i^i,
Revision souls, 5

1

Revolutionary attitude amone Rus-

SurTraf '" '*^^ ^"Sh'teenth

— movements in 1848 17«
Revolution of 2jth November 1741,

Rhine River, 171
Richter, 325
Ri^a, loi— battle of, 109— Gulf of, 579
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" RishtlvMnr^R," i8a

^ Right of KoitiK away," go
Ritual niunliT, ,181 n.
RoadH and l)ridf|rB on Imperial

eHtate^, iju
deRodffl, J., IK,, uy II.

Rogtrvik, iji
Rom, 576
Roman Empire, 8, 1)3
Romanov, Houne of, 72. 131, 133
Romanovs, a^e of the. on thi-ir

acccsHton. 72
Romanticinm, 323
Romany, 576
RoHtov-on-Don, 28 n., J51
RontovHkaya ;h6., i<,8
Rostov, the stud farmji of thr

Bi.ohop of, 344
RoKtovtsev, (;eni'ral, ^81, 386, 388

388 n., jHi), Y,o, 3^7, Vj8. 400,'

401, 401, 410 ti.

Roumaniunn, 373
Royaltii-s on minerals, 471
Rumyantiiev, Count P. A.. 203. 303

ai3 1 , 221, 228. 317, 318, 4i3— — State ChancL-llor, 337
Runaway bondmen. 123
Rurik, lb. 17
Ruxinskoyc or Pudolsko-Gahtskove

,. ^73
KuM«, application of the term
>8. 57.1, 573 "— Moscow, 104

Russia, Little, 368
Russian anticiuities. soi— archives, 201, 203, 214
Russky Veslntfe, 213 11.

Ruthenians, 7 «.

Ryazan, 28 »., 34, ii>o, 333, 377,
390

RyazanRkaya gub., 323, 408
Ryazanskdye, 573
RybCkin, 202, 227 n.

Rychkov, agronomist. i(>H, 211, 251— manaRer at Akhtuba silk works
476. 4»6. 487

Safosov, General, 104
Sagai, 584
Sainte-Beuve, 352
Saint-Simon, 355
Sakha, 584
Sale of peasiants, 320
Saltan, D. W., 520
Salt duties in England, 135

•— — Russia, 135

Saltykov, Prince. 514
Saltykova. caw of, 304, 306
Samarin. U. F , 335. }fit, J73, 37711.,

3P). 3«i •», 381, 3«i5. 39», 40a
_4'*. 414. 4'5
SamarHkaya ^uh

, 381
Samoyedes, 581-4
Sansktit, 584
SarapuNkot district, 381
Sampul village. 232
Saratov, 173, yto
Siiratovskaya guh., u>.,, 331 ,j.

370. 485 n.. 380
J J ^.

Sardarya. 384
Sarmatians, 6. 574
Sart«, 383
SavCn, A., 7^
Sarvin-SturojevHky Monasterv. 3i^
Saxony, 103 ' ^^

Say, I B, 55a
ScandinavJiins, 16, 373
Schiller, 3^2
von Schld^er, A. L.. 7
Schliissolburg, 172; battle of , iot|
Schnitzler, 5i>i

Scotch crofters, 187
Secularization of clergy lands, 2*2
Seebohm. F., 114, 2w
Seldjuk Teurki, 586
SeU-containerlness of Russian house-

holds, 117
Selo, 30
Semenov, P. P., 317, 398, 399, 400 n.,
401,414.423

Semevsky, V. E., 13cy,V.E.,i33ti ,126)1., I63H.,
i»joii.-2i(>B.,32i (I.-236 H., 23811.-
266 n., 268«.-28i K., 28311.-303*1.
300 M.-3I7 « . 319 « -33' », 334 » ,'

33t> M 3.1» » , 34> » , 344 »». 345 «-,

M7 « , 349 W.-35I n., 353 »., 334 «.,
356 « -35« »

. 3&2 «., 366 «., 368 «.-
370 «-, 374 »-, 378 «., 418 »., 434 ».-
440 »., 443 n -44a »., 452 W.-461 «.,
463 M.-463 «

, 468 W.-4H5 n., 488 »..
4'>o«,.4t,2n.,4y5„._5o8n..5io«.-
512 « , 514 «-5i6 «,, 590-392

Semitic languages, 376
Senate, the, no, 146, 169
Serbi, 7 M.

Serfdom, origin of, ^5
Serf percentage, 418
Serpukhov, 36 n.
• Serving people," 96, 105, 108— Tartars," lor, 4717
Sevastopol, 79. 365
Severnaya Pchela, 396 n.



Sh«ni«iii.m, ,78. js,, ,(. ,),

Sh.mbcrg, G«n.ral, 44,, ^69
Slurbiiia, 169, lOv «
Sh«rrni«t«v, Counln, iji, ,01 ]i

shidVovUt: Vol'
"'•""

Shipbuilding, 1811, 480
Ship ioreau, 4II0
Shiahonlio, 4)0 m.
ShUov, 577
^klyakkttMh'o r dvotamivo \o\
Shiivalov, Count p. | . .0, ,,,

— J J.. Rector o( Mo«cow I'm
veraity, 130

Shuviko* dirtritt, jm
Siana, 58<j

'

Siberia, 4, laj, 1., ,^, ,,,

— colonliation ol, 204— Kastem, 570
flights oi pea»anl» to, In ol«li.

tttnth century, 174
'

— land distribution in, M\— migration to. 230— obligations ol peaiants in, in
eighteenth century; 243— iluUed workmen in, 4110

— manufacture, 484— obligatory work In silk factories

Silver udytlni, 53
SilvOTinilhs in eighteenth century,

Simbirsk, 287— disorders in. in 1767-8 ii>^
Simbirskaya jKi. 322 j'so

'

Simferopol, 577, 387
Simkhowitsch. V. C. 269 ti

Sirdarya River. 58^
Siromatnikov. B. F 170 h
SIsmondi, 358

'"'"•
Sivers, Count, 4.(6— Gov.-Gen. NovRorodskava e«b

"44-3, 26i ' •~ Ironfoundcr, 442, 446, 471

the™
"^'"""-y. the peasant of

^fliod village assembly, 3,,^
SkryebStsky, 3,^, j^^^y^ „ „ |

VOL. I

INDEX 609

.'1

SUbotsko* diMricf, ^81

J^'Wy.l.n. 115
Stave trade in early Ruuia, is, i»,

Slavonic groups, 373
Slavophils, JO «., 1. i. J ,6,

— Eastern, 3, 6— Society of Sc 1— Western, -

smird, 28, 31
Smith, Adan-

.

Smolensk, 2-<,

Smolenskayi'
Smolny Mori, i.tv 21

Snejeviky,
,

SItOf. (K>

Sobotr (1611). ,,j, .

,,ti , .

(1621), cjj. ,i6„,), ui
'

;,(,,

,

17. «8
iofiofr, 93, yo, i>7, y8. -, ,,,

Social effects of factor,
, du-fiy,

Sofrtmii, 234
sohka, 49
Sokolovsky,

J,, 440 h.— P. A., 269 »,, 363 fi

Solikamsko« district, 381
Solovietsky Monastery, ^4
Sulovi,.v,

J. A., 7. 2J,-152. 230 „.,
288, 291 «., 297, .170, J78, 384, ,97.

. .198. 402. 4t>9«.
'

Solvycchegodsky district. 260. 270
Sombart, 543

'

Sophia, Craiid Duchess, 96. lot i«>
.— Tsarevna. 135

'

Sophie Pal^ologiis, 35
Soul tax, Ij6, 210, 335
Sovereignty, Tartar theory of, 35
iovmeslnrm, 114
•• Smremnmk,'^ 359, 365, 384. 563,

" M "
^pain, 13
Spassko^, village movenit-nt in, 216
Spassky, Count. 4.16 n.
|^:"''»"«kyjM.M.;i7.,. .,3,

-'•A"^" 0/ thf Journals, Tfir lort'.-ui ol
freo traders. 181.V20), 51^8

St. George's Dav. 48, bi.'tjj
St. Petersburg, i^o. 1 \2, 10

\

>t. Petersburg- NI(MTUw \Ki-,t i,inU
tt'unth ct-nturv). i,m

Stable iieaKints, i.n
stani, 4<(

Stankfvitli, j;-,4

Stanovov Mountains, 567
J Q
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starshma (chief of the volast), 405
s»tate, conception of the, in the*
eighteenth century, 79-^1~ — oi Peter the Great, 155— domain, 47, So. 180. See also
Black and Palace landii
- enterprises under Peter the
t-reat, 124— peasants, 39, log. 125, iqo, 192
22J, 262 et sea., 337

' ^ '

— — agricultui-a), 267 «t setf.
~~ — and State industrial enter-
prises, 434— — at the silk works, 484— - ill the forests, 479— — representatives of, sum*
inoned to the Sobor (1614 and
1082), 97— — status of, 497

States-r;eneral, 95
State volosts, 59
Statistics of peasant population

590-2
Stavropolsfcaya gub., 416, 586
Steppe, peasants flee to the. 174— Tartars, 587
Storch,Heinrich, ii.)»i., 19611 sion

558, 558 »•., 5W
'

strelets (bowman), 132
Streltsi, loi, 143, [53, .^3^— prekag, 143
Streshnev, 144
Strikes among ironworkers {eich

teenth century), 4.(2
Strogonov, Count, 222

344— family, 57, 222, 273
Stubbs, Bishop, 41
Students, bonded, 329
Subsidized industries, 127
Substitutionary labour, 516
Sudebnih {1550), 64, 69
S->tdniy dokument, 28
Sula, Falls of, 20
Sulerjetsky, L., 214 n.
SQm, 578
Sunday labour, 327, 526
Suomi, 578
Superior Privy Council, 165
" Support loans," 52— of peasants by landowners, 63
Surgutski, 582
Surovsky Passad, 127
Suvarov, 201, 227 n.
Suzdal, 28 n,, 94
Suzdalskoye, 573

339, 34 ».

I svobodnike kMebopashtsi (free rain
cultivator*), 319

*^

Svyatlovsky, V. V., 313
Sweden, 98. too, 145, 153, 134^ i^

480 '

Swedes, 15, 130, 161. 574
Swedish iron, 533— system of government, 148— war, 232
SwintOD, 261
Syabrovg e sktadMtkovt, 30
Syemipalatinsky obtasts. 583
Synodal peasants, 435
Synod, Holy, 233
Syria, 576

Tajbcks, 385
"Taking away " peasants, 63, 88
Feudists and non-Talmudists, 577
Talyetshintsi, 575

'

Taman peninsula, it

Tambov, 377— province, 393
Tambovakaya ;h6., ^70, 377
Tames, 133
Taniev, 341
Tar, 28
Taranchi, 585
Tamovaky, V. V., 402
Tartars, 20, 21, 33, 35, 77, ,04, 130,

191. 287. 483, 573, 581— of Kazan, 479— of West Siberia, 58^
Tatishev, 168, 436, 468
Tatsky, 573
Tavasti, 578, 579
Tavrecheskaya gub., 32a, 575. 577
lavTovsky clothing factory (1726).

TMation, 45, 49, 53, 54, 60, 61 ;

tu-ought mto confusion by sell-
enslavement, 66 ; of mortgagors
of their own personality, 84 -

divergence between interests of
landowners and of SUte in respect
to, 86 ; under Pfeter the Great, n i

,

115; exemptions from, 127; re-
duction of yield from, 131-3, 182
209, 232, 442— and repartition of land, 260— exemption of possessioiial peas-
ants from, 493— of odnodvortsi, 2i>o, 293— of possessional artisans, 507

^— of State peasants, 439
lax-coUectors, military, no



INDEX
Taxes, arrears of, i^j
"' ~; "".^ "'8*^' **' Uxpavfrs, 17a— meticulous, in time of Peter the
oreat. t^^— on commerce, 1 ji

— eicemptioiw rturing dfficient har-
vests, 252

S"?"?*?'"* classes, 1S2
Tekel, Sarva, 20

j

Ttlengeti, 584
Telenti, 584
Temporary ownership ol cultivatcl

and by ptasants (sixteenth cen-

T '"^yK 47
Tengoborsky, 423, 56.,, 561 n.

/",",?„,'"«'•"''• "•" 'i'^*^' >'»"t
1*750), 100

Iwem, 152
Terinkhanie, 580
Teurki group of languages, 583,

Teurks, 583
Thefts ot peasants, 177
rheodosia (city), 11, 587
rhracian-Phrygian language, 575Tiaa-Shan, 567, 584

I|S"'?y''f"*-. 575. 576, 578, 5»b
TUlo, Lieut.-Gen., 566 -" '

"

Timaryajev, 564 ,., 555 „,
Timber, 28
7'i«Ma ordirta, 31
Tobol River, 585
Tobolsk, 441, 468
Tobolskaya gub., 584
Tobolskoe district, 582
Tolemskoe district, 270
Tolstoy, Count (1725), 163— — A. G., 201— — D. A., 224 «.— — l-,N-. 335. 3f5 ».— General (1762), 198
Tomsk, 582, 589
Tooke and Newmarch, 528 »., s,i n
Toropetskoe district, 579
Trade and commerce, in
Trajan. 6
Transcaspian region, 570
Transportation problem in time of

Peter the Great, 129
Treasury department, 46, log us
27. Mi, 143-5— enterprises, 140, 248

Tribal unions, 7
Troinilsky, A. A., 419, 591

611

:
Troitsky Sergey Monastery, 51, 5,-5,

Trubelskoy, Pr.nc.-, ,ob, ,04
Trubetskoys, ;6>
Tsargrad (see also Constantinople), 1

1

Tsars among the . arly Slavs, i
Tsarship, position ol, under Peter

the Great. 155
TsarskoC Selo, 257
Tsar's peasants, 257— —disturbances among (eigh-

teenth century), 261-2
'

Tscherbatov, Prince. 1,4. ,6, ,„,
2«. 268 ,.. 476-7, 477 ... ^gg ^';

Tschukin Tapers, 201
Isitchi (trade group). i<i
Tsyegani, 376
Tugan-Baranovsky, 1,9 » ,jo „

124 ».-Ia5 ,., 4S9, 490 «., 49, ,:;
506, 514 "•. 515 «, S17 ". 519 ..

5^°;-5"''-5a4".,526„:-?28».

r,?,i • ""^ ""541 », 544 » -563 n™a. 34. 377 : ironworks at, 435Tulsk province, 293
^'

"

Tumensky Troitsky .Monastery. 2.,Tungus, 583, 589 ' "
Jura River, 475
Turchaninovand Tsymbalshikov. 121— grantee of lands, 442, 463
Turcomans, 58 3

" " >

Turgueniev, E.S., 338, 365™.-- N^E..I99„.,2,,„.,23,„
3j,„

337 >•, 415. 559
lunnsk, 473
Turkestan, 566, 576, ,85, 567

^^y^;.^ 'SeealLVurks,

Ssh'Si?'37r ""• '" ""• '
Tutchkov, 341.3^4
Tutolmin, 274, zy^
Tvpr 54,191.385, j.,o— diatrict, 301

^r'^tki.^a")^"^""'-"''™''''

'79^313,^79' '"• '°'- '"' '«'•

r.if/o, 43, 60. 61,87, ,,1. 209
Tycrskoe ohiasl. 577 ,86
lyrannical treatment ol factorvworkers (1825), yil

"""iry

tier, 425 u.

Udeli (see Appanage .system).
Vdilny lands, 18S, 250
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Ueberwe^, ib8

"^'f^
J^^^txtcts), ,44; adminialra-

tion of, I (9
Ufimskaya gub., 588
Ugro-Finns, 582, 58

)

I'nlanB. zfai

Ukase 01 1555, niobihly „, |N.a.s«nls,

— >597. April, mobilily ol peasants,

— 1601, Nov. ib, mobility ot
peasants, 65

'

— 1601, Nov, ,i4, mobility ul

"InJs't;
''"'• ' """"''>' •" p^-

— 1641, mobility of peasants, 88— 1043, mobility of peasants, 88— 1032, votost obligations, 273— 1684, March 20, law of inherit-
ance, 107— 1705, taxation, 133— 1707, Dec. IS, local government,

— 1711, March 5, fiscal agairs, 145— '714; compulsory education, 105— — March 23, law of inherit-
ance, 107, 176— 1715, local government, 14.— 1718, Nov. 26, local government,
140

Ti.."" ^- "• centra' administra-
tion, 146— 1719, law courts, 149

"7 ~. ^^^ '". convicts ascribed to
lactones, 126— «72I, July 18, mobility of
peasants, 125, 126— 724r marriages of peasants, 227~ ^— JMI- 13. regulation of wages,

Sept.2,- mutualguarantec."

— 1725, potmnlki, 284— 1727, odnodvortsi, 2gi— 173', March 17, law of inherit-
ance, 176— 1736, Jan. 7, bondage of artisans,

1

1-6, 513
May 6, Sightsof peasants. 177Oec. 31, military service, 176

,'753. March 29, convicts as-
cribed to factories, 126— — May 7, Noblea' Bank, 176 |

Ukase of ,75.,, May ,3, general
survr>, 17b

^

— I7.'i8, May 2, bondage right, 177
- 1760, July 27, wages of State
prasants, 498— Oct. 12, taxation, 44^" — Dec. 13, bondage right. 177~ 1762, March 20, convicts as-
cnljed to factories, izb— - March z% purchase of villages
and peasants, 490 n.~ — Aug. 8, purchase ol villages
and peasants, 490 «.— .1763. April 9, ascription to indns-
tnes, 471
~. ~.^,^^- '^< secularization ofChurch lands, 241— 1765. bondage right, 177— 1769, May 27, wages, 475— 1790, Nov. 25, cloth manufac-
ture, 517 n.

— 1 791. Nov. 20, cloth manufac-
ture, 517— iSoi, possession of land by freed-
men, 319— '803, Feb. 20, free grain culti-
vators. 319, 325— 1804, purchase of peasants, 323— 1.030, Jan. 7, possessional fa.
tones, 505— 1841, Dec. 25, secular, ition olChurch peasants, 368— 1842, April 2, peasants under
obligation, 344— 1844, July 4, peasant question,

; Jn'y'.peasantquestion, 151— 1847. Nov. b. peasant question
,,,373, 374

^!.';.l";'^
®'="'"'"' '"' Ki-anting

peasants lor ironworks. 437
~Z.~~'Jt'' ^'"ch ,(!, disturb-
ances at Kazan, 444— — 1762, March 9, peasant dis-
orders, 453

„, ~'7^S. Dec. i(>. repartition in
Olonetskaya gub., 275

Ukases, rumours of, 208
Ukraine, 102, 208, 287 2<)^
Ukrainskoye, 573

'

Ulojrnie (1649), 70, 88-9U, .... u • .,

334 '

"
utust or volosl, 584
Undivided family. 45' Unfree " people, 24
Unity, political, 33, 77

^ij.



Unity, principle of, ijj
University of Moscow, 362 ,6.-St. Petersburg, 3m' ^^

Unwin, George, ttq n
Ural-Altaic languages,' 578
Ural-Caspian Steppe, 570
Uralian languages, 578
Ural Mountains, 129, 174, „„ ,8.

i^ ~ 'TOnworks in, 4,4 ,/ j,,.

"

Urbamzation, 503, jo, »' '
Urban population, increase of, in
eighteenth centin-,

. 402
;

re. A, 531 „.
Urga, 589 n.
Urjumskoe district, 580
Urupinskaya Fair, serf market at, ,2,Ustoujna /eleznopolskaya ironworks'

Uzbyeki, 585
Uzbyek Khan. 583

V^DIALYSET, 37>^
Vadim (conspirator against Rurik), 16
Vaisky, 57

'

Values of coins at different periods
136

Valuyev, P. A., 301, 414
I ariof (origin of expression), 15
K"'1\:". <5. 16, 17,23
Vasi chikov. Prince, 341, 369, ,72VasUi Ivanovich (Novgorod)^ 10,

Vede, 570
Vel«ke Ustug, 2b9, 270, 286
Velsk, 249, 250
Velvet, 127
Venice, investment of Russian capital

in, 128 '

v;;kho^tst4'S8'""*''
"""'>•• ^°

Verkhotursky ironworks. 4 to
Venn, Baron von, iii
Viatka, 28 «., igo

"
ViatkaskayagMft., 580. ^Hi
Viborg. 578
Vigel, 202
Vileuskaya ffuA,, 366
Village autonomy, ^,,,— community, 4<>. ,u, 51, 57
— — under rniaiicipation, struc-
ture of, 404— handicrafts, i().(— owners, 271

ViUafes, ascribed, .,42

INDEX
613

. JS ».,

.V*o,

(freed prasants).

•=7. .i4. 191,

Vine culture, 587
Vmogradov, P., .g „ .

114
' '

Vistula River, 10 in
'U, 48, 50
Vitebskayas»(,., ,«,, 4,3 ^^Vladimir (free city), 28 1,

^
Vlad.rairskaya

;,,/,., 201, 21s
403, 560 -^

vI^h'""'; y»""S"'n Prince. 10
Vladivastok, 58-)
Vlasvev, 540
''«rfAo, 71'

Vn«khov. ^;o, ,,70 >|

\ oguli, 582
lolenootputsclicny:

319
Volga Finns, 580— River, 4, 21

566-8, 56S »., 584— Tartars, 5O7
Volhyn (free city), 28 «.Vo inskaya gtih., 360

T^'J"' '^ "' ">• 'OO. 24,, 24.,— North. 36^ • **' ^'

"fiT^T ^'"'' "'°' '" =*"' ^'*^•

Volokhi (the Romans), u
VOtOStt, 49-51

— province, jyi
Voronejskaya gub., 14, ^,,, ,,

,

Vorontsev, Count, 442— Prince, 226, 30J itiO M ^-,5 -„,

™'^;.-.l9,24,'3i^38"47,55!aV8"

— Court, 91— factories, 516. 523— jurisdiction, 408, 416— lands, 18.J

voUkitti e pomyestyc lit

Volayaki. 580, 581. 'jii 1;

wyevoia. mihtarj- chief of a pp.vinc-
97, 142. 144. I4S. 215

V^oznesensk. 44O, 4b 1

Vnznesenskv Ironworks u

.

Vsevclod, 2S 11., ,4 „
Vsevotojsky Privy Cnmitillor, 5„,.V. V. (Vasih Vorontsev,. 250-1 27- „
,,

364, 54,:;, 543. .544, 344 ».Vyasma Monastcrv 60
Vyatka River. 443'

'
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Vyatsky province, disturbances in

U748). 2.1t>

t'Vi'odnye dcngr (payment for leave to
marrv). ^2h, 2'm. 4<J5

Vyiemsky, Prince, 45.1-8, 4tx>, ^bz,
464. 4O5, 471-3, 475. 4'j8, ,"103

Wacks in eighteenth century, 515— of State peasants, 4^3
.,— .

^tate regulation of. 43b, 438, 52b
" Wandering comers and goers " 5S
Warden A. J.. 532 n., 533 „.
War, influence ot, 13^
Wars, fiefensivc aiid'ollensive. ;«, ;.,
Wax. trade in, 11, 28
Ways of communication in eighteenth

century, 173
Weaving in AiM/nrw/ system, 548, 54(,
Westcrmarck. n n.
Western [.urope. attitude of. towanis

Russia, 1.58

Wheel, punishment by being broken
on the, 145

White Russia, 314, 426
White Russians. 574— Sea, 54, 127, 1 10

Wirolaiiset. 57()
Wolf, Baron, 2o<j. 211, 222
Wolff, Christian, ibS «.
Women owners of serfs in general
more cruel than men, 207

Writ of summons to Sobori, 07

VaOOSHKHINSK. 40S. S()2
Yagudjensky, S. (grantee of lands),

Yakovkin. 257 «., 259 m.
^'akuti, 584
vamskikh (earner tax). 132
Yaraoskoe district, 580
Yaropolk, 20
Yaroslav, 19, 243, 251, 403

Varoslavich, 2\
Yaroslavskaya'^H^., 194, 21 \, 50?
Yavorsky, Stefan. 145
Yefpatoria, 587
Yelabushskoe district, 581
Ycneseiti, 584
Yenesey River, 566, 580
Yiddish, 576
Young, Arthur, 3b2
Youthlulnessoltsarsonaccession 71
Yugovsk, works at, 407, 498

Zlablotsky-Desvatovskv. 517 M
5.14

Zabyelin, 7
zadvornikk lyude, S3
tagovenie, 48
Zakatolsko* district, 586
Zakladcbikovi, 84 n.
Zakrevsky, Count, (iov.-Gen. ol
Moscow. 386 »., 519-41

zakup, 19
i^apadnike, 151, 333. 362, \io^. 402,

xapassi, 97
itavyalov, 231) n.

Zdacha (substitution ol peasants),

Zemskaya Chanccrv (Local Govern-
ment Office). 148

ZemsMie prigovor, 98
_— sobori, 42, 44, 7b, 84. 103
Zemsky mir, 84

- sentence of the militia of Lapu-
nov, 67

Zemtsi. 29
Ziranes, 581. 382, 5S2 b.
Zlatusk iron casiing-i, 529 «,
Znamya Trudd, 377
zolotnike (unit o't weight of preciou>

metals), 133
Zotov, Inspector-General {1715), 147

Primed hy Rallanvnk. 'Mnson i^ Co.

at Paul's Work, KHinbiirgh

^_i5^,ii.--, t=.-
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